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vFOREWORD
The MIT Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems is pleased to
publish the Proceedings of the 5th MIT/ONR Workshop on C3 Systems. The
workshop was held at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California
from August 23 to 27, 1982.
The goal of this annual workshop is to provide an unclassified forum for
paper presentation and discussion in the vital field of Command, Control,
and Communications (C3) systems. These workshops were initiated in the
summer of 1978 in the hope that intellectual interactions between
industrial, government, and academic researchers, with common interests in
the theoretical and technological aspects of Command and Control, would
provide a much needed acceleration in our basic understanding of the truly
interdisciplinary issues and challenging problems encountered in present and
future military C3 systems. To the best of our knowledge, these workshops
provide the only open forum for presentation of new concepts, models, and
results and an opportunity for critical discussions.
The papers contained in this volume were submitted by the authors following
their presentation at the workshop. The authors were encouraged to take
into account the comments and discussions pertaining to their paper that
took place at the workshop. Unfortunately, several authors did not submit
typed manuscripts for inclusion in this Proceedings. Thus, there are
differences between the Table of Contents and the Final Workshop Program
(which follows the technical papers). A list of the 178 attendees is
included at the end of this volume.
There were significant differences between the 5th Workshop and prior ones.
Following suggestions from prior year attendees, the workshop was compressed
into a single week, thus necessitating for the first time to have two
parallel (and competing) sessions during the afternoon and less time for
extensive discussion. However, it was felt that this price was worth
paying, given the fact that in prior years the great majority of the
attendees attended only a single week of the workshop. We plan to follow
the single week format in the foreseeable future.
A greater amount of editorial control was exercised during and after the
workshop. For the first time, the entire collection of papers can be found
in a single volume. This was accomplished by requiring that the manuscripts
be typed on special mats, and imposing page charges to discourage excessive
length.
vi
From an intellectual point of view the workshop contained a wider
interdisciplinary mix of papers. For example, a larger number of papers was
devoted to human factors and cognitive psychology issues, reflecting the
fact that human decision makers are very much an integral part of C3
systemsl In addition, the number of papers that utilized artificial
intelligence concepts was increased. Furthermore, we eliminated all papers
that presented subliminal "sales pitches".
This year's workshop was also characterized by a greater degree of
intellectual unity. Faithful workshop attendees (about thirty of them) have
adopted common methodologies and definitions. There is a greater
appreciation of the important C3 operational problems faced by the military,
and many theoretical papers presented during the current workshop indeed
reflect a greater awareness by the theoreticians of real C3 problems. On
the other hand, C3 technologists are becoming increasingly aware of the
state of the art in theory and algorithms; there is a clear trend that is
developing for seeking more systematic and less ad-hoc approaches to the
analysis and design of military C3 systems. We are still a long way from
having a "C2 science" or "C3 theory", but the signs are highly encouraging,
as can be evidenced by several papers in these proceedings.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the workshop attendees and
authors of the contributed papers for making the workshop a success. I
would like to thank my MIT colleagues Prof. Robert R. Tenney, Dr. Alexander
H. Levis, and Ms. Elizabeth R. Ducot for their contributions to the planning
of the workshop, paper review, and chairing the sessions. Special thanks
are due to Dr. Stuart Brodsky (ONR) and Admiral William Meyers (R.Adm., USN!,
ret.) for organizing the classified ONR sponsored session. I greatfully
acknowledge the Naval Postgraduate School for hosting the workshop and
Commander Leon Gardner (Lt. Com., USN) in particular for helping with local
arrangements. My personal thanks go to Dr. Joel S. Lawson (Naval Electronic
Systems Command), also known as the godfather of the C3 Mafia, for his moral
and intellectual support of the workshop since its inception. Last, but
certainly not least, I am indebted to Ms. Lisa M. Babine of MIT that took
full responsibility for organizing the Workshop and made everything run
smoothly according to doctrine.
Michael Athans
Chairman, Workshop Operating Committee
December 1982
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-~~~-1~~"~~1~~'~~"'~~-~" ~"`~~^~`~~~^`'~~~~^~~;
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DATA BASES AND DECISIONS
Dr. Joel S. Lawson, Jr.
Naval Electronic Systems Command (NAVELEX 06T), Department of the Navy,
Washington, DC 20363
Abstract. This paper proposes that the popularly used term "data base" should
be replaced by "knowledge base" when used in connection with C2 systems. The
different kinds of knowledge contained in one are described and related to the
decision process. A functional decomposition of command decisions is proposed
and an example of the effect of delays on the assessment of the situation is
computed, using a methodology described by Akst (1982).
INTRODUCTION the role of data bases in a C3 system.
This examination will set the background
This paper is motivated by a particular for a taxonomy of decision-making and sug-
difficulty in the development of C3 gest modeling techniques to permit calcula-
theory. We have not yet been able to carry tions of the through-put and time delays
out a complete set of calculations which attributable to this function.
show how a C3 system will, or should
behave. This I believe is due to our
present inability to represent the decision- C3 SYSTEM MODELS
making process in a convenient analytic
form. The performance of sensors, data Probably the most basic model of a C3
processing techniques, and the weapons system is that shown in Fig. 1. The
employed all have simple models, adequate environment is sensed, the data processed
for simple analyses, but we do not have and the resulting "perception" compared
equivalent models for the "decision with some desired state of the environment,
process." a decision is made about what to do, and
the forces directed to take some action.
Only when we have the ability to predict, This represents a very much simplified
at least to an order of magnitude, the model but it illustrates the main functions
damage inflicted on the enemy and the which the system must perform.
losses suffered by the C3 system's forces
can we claim to have a theory of C3. Even A more complex model, indicating a superior
if we could only do it for a "set piece" C3 system's need to deal with possible con-
battle, we would have a predicted result flicts between subordinates is shown in
which could then be tested in a war game or Fig. 2. In an analogous model of the three
field exercise. commanders involved, Athans has proposed a
model in which each commander is envisioned
But to do this we must be able to follow to have a "mental model" of how the other
analytically the effect of a change in the commanders will behave. This reduces their
C3 system's environment from its detection need to explicitly "coordinate" their
through its processing and assessment to activities.
the response it evokes and the results of
that response. At the present time we seem A model similar to Fig. 1 is used by Carol
to get bogged down when we try to "compute" Fox and her group at Johns Hopkins
the decision-making function in the loop. University/Applied Physics Laboratory but
breaks down the processing, comparison, and
It is the thesis of this paper that much of decision functions into elements whose
this difficulty is due to a lack of pre- names at least are more in keeping with
cision in our vocabulary when we discuss Navy terminology. This will later form a
"data bases" and to having not examined the useful beginning in our search for an
"decision-making" process in sufficient improved taxonomy of decision making.
detail to partition it into convenient and
manageable sub-processes. Harmon and Brandenburg of the Naval Ocean
Systems Center in San Diego have proposed a
In the following sections we will first very different sort of model, shown in Fig.
examine briefly some basic models of a C3 3. They view a C3 system as an "informa-
system to set the stage and then examine tion" processing system consisting of four
2kinds of elements: sensing nodes, action "no attack zones." This suggests that what
nodes, command nodes, and communications we are really talking about most of the
links. The system contains, and deals with time (in the C3 arena) is a "knowledge
two kinds of "information," knowledge base," not a data base. One or more data
stored at command nodes and generated by bases may be part of the knowledge base,
sensor nodes, and messages which are know- but it encompasses more than just data.
ledge in transit from one node to another. Harmon and Brandenburg anticipated this in
This model gives rise to some interesting their model and call it a knowledge struc-
Measures of Effectiveness (MoEs)to which we ture.
shall return later. It also lets us
reserve the term "information" for the In the next section we will consider what
meaning Shannon ascribed to it, that which such a knowledge base should contain, based
reduces uncertainty. (That's why the word on the models we described earlier. And
"information" was used in quotes above.) the sorts of "decisions" which it must
And note that the information content of a support.
message depends on the knowledge base of
the recipient, not the sender. This has
several interesting implications which are CONTENTS OF A KNOWLEDGE BASE
left to the reader's imagination.
Let us start by defining what we mean by
the "knowledge base" of a C3 system.
"DATA BASES" IN C3 SYSTEMS Because of the ambiguities of the English
language, and the tendency of dictionaries
Two observations are worth noting about to use definitions which define "knowledge"
data bases in C3 systems. First, it is one in terms of "information," and vice-versa,
of the ironies of the C3 world that any the best we can do is to propose an arbi-
commander you talk to can give you a list trary set of definitions and then hope to
of what he wants in his "data base," but, make them consistent through usage. There-
although there is some overlap and isomor- fore we define:
phism, no two lists are alike. The
elements they ask for range from broad The knowledge base of a C3 system is
general i ties to excruciating detail. the entirety of the knowledge, information,
Examples, taken from three different lists or data held in some form in the system's
of "requirements" include such items as: memory, be it maps, books, computer memory,
"enemy force disposition and indications of documents, human memory, or switch posi-
enemy intentions," "the location and capa- tions.
bilities of the opposition," and "Soviet
Bloc air units including geographic display Using this definition, it is obvious that
of position, type, regimental subordination such things as the assigned mission, rules
and climb rate at sea level." of engagement, and tables of assigned fre-
quencies are part of the knowledge base.
The other interesting observation is that In fact, everything the system "knows" is
more conventional control systems, such as explicitly included.
the thermostat which controls a room's
temperature or an aircraft autopilot, don't This leads to the question of what kinds of
seem to have any "data bases." And in the things the system knows. Is there a
computer science sense of the term, they taxonomy of the system's knowledge which
don't have any. In the lexicon of a com- will allow us to decompose it into more
puter programmer, a data base is "a collec- manageable classes?
tion of interrelated data stored together
without harmful redundancy...to serve one If we consider the thermostat example cited
or more applications in an optimal above, we see that there are at least three
fashion"(Martin). The term, borrowed from different kinds of knowledge present even
the earliest applications of computers to in that simple a device. First, there is a
C2 problems, seems to have been imprecisely "rule": if it gets cold, turn on the
extended to cover a great deal more than furnace. Second, there is a "condition":
its original meaning. the dial setting which defines "cold." And
finally there is "data": the present
The difficulty here is semantic. Most temperature as measured by the position of
control systems do, in fact, have some kind a bi-metallic strip. Without doing too
of memory, such as the dial setting on the much damage to conventional English usage,
thermostat. They also have "rules" which these terms can be adopted as the general-
they follow; in the case of the thermostat, ized names of three qualitatively different
turn on the furnace if the temperature kinds of knowledge which appear in a C3
falls below the commanded (remembered) system's knowledge base. For reasons which
level. These rules or algorithms are often will become apparent later, it will be con-
"wired in" and we tend to overlook them. venient to have at least two more classes
of knowledge. For now, let us call one
In some of the listings of data base class "models" which basically are mental
requirements we find similar "rule informa- shorthand for how things work. They may be
tion," such as "rules of engagement," or the mental models of other team members
that Athans proposes or complex sets of
rules which have been reduced to a simple made by a C3 system. Using Fig. 1 as our
input-output syllogism for convenience. starting point, we see the very first deci-
The other class we will call "narratives" sion is made by the sensing function. It
and consign to it everything (such as must solve the question of whether or not
intelligence estimates) which does not to declare a target present at some point.
reasonably fit in one of the other classes. A great deal of effort has been expended on
how to make this sort of decision, which
As an aside, it is interesting to note that involves such things as false alarm rates,
in the Russian literature on "military missed targets, and countermeasures.
cybernetics," a great deal of attention is
paid to algorithms (or rules), the part Similarly, the processing function must
they play in control systems, and the con- decide if the report is valid and consis-
ditions under which they are to be tent with other data being reported or
invoked. With the U.S. emphasis on initia- already known. This set of decisions has
tive, we often overlook the fact that we, also been the subject of much research,
too, have a great many rules and algorithms e.g., Kalman filters, etc.
in our C3 system and concentrate on the
"data." And then we begin to enter the realm of
cognitive psychology, the region where the
In order to provide a frame of reference human decision maker, the commander, enters
for these "classes" of knowledge, let us the picture. This is the area where our
consider a very stylized decision task. computational capability starts to break
Drawing an analogy with computer program- down. Let us call these decisions "command
ming, we express the decision rule as: decisions" to distinguish them from the
"system decisions" such as declaring a
If A Then B Else C. (1) target. By this artifice we will separate
out the "important military decisions" from
In a simple task, "A" is then the condi- the more routine ones which must be made to
tion, and B and C are pre-planned keep the system running. Note that some of
responses. In a more complex task, "A" the system decisions may be being made by
might be a more complicated expression, humans, e.g., radar or sonar operators.
such as: And they may require a great deal of
experience and judgment, but they do not
A = (H + J) · ( K + L) (2) directly influence the system's response to
a stimulus. It is this criterion which we
where A has been written as a Boolean will use to separate "command decisons"
expression of the elements H, J, K, and L. from "system decisions," recognizing that
We will return to this formulation of a the command decision is usually built on
decision later and explore some of the the basis of many system decisions, and is
possibilities it opens up. For now, it is generally dependent on their validity for
sufficient to note that H, J, K, and L its own.
might very well all be "data elements."
For instance, if they were the classes of With these semantic matters out of the way,
ships in a group, A might read: "A carrier we can now address the taxonomy of command
or a heavy cruiser and a destroyer or a decisions and how they may depend on and be
frigate." Note that this decision rule may influenced by the C3 system's knowledge
be either directive, If A then take action base.
B; or inferential, if A then B is probably
true.
THE COMPONENTS OF A COMMAND
Thus we have a conceptual framework and DECISION
vocabulary for our "classes of knowledge."
Data refers to physical observations or As mentioned earlier, in Fox's model, the
measurements of the real world, including "Compare" and "Decide" functions of Fig. 1
such things as charts and histories. are subdivided into classification, evalua-
Conditions are relationships among data tion, planning and decision. These are
elements. Rules are the basis for many of familiar Navy terms and serve to make her
the decisions that the system makes. And model more understandable by Naval
Models are mental or other constructs which officers. But they still are not suffi-
provide an output for each input without ciently "process oriented" to provide a
our having to go through a laborious calcu- basis for understanding how a decision is
lation--a form of mental shorthand. made. To analyze the process, let us go
(Things which don't fit in these categories through an example decision, step by step,
we will call simply "narrative," and duck and see what takes place. As we do so, we
the issue of what they are.) will introduce more precise definitions for
some of the terms we will use to discuss
this activity of a C3 system
KINDS OF C3 DECISIONS
We choose as the boundary or interface
With this characterization of the contents between "system decisions" and "command
of a knowledge base, we can now turn our decisions" something which we will call the
attention to the decisions which must be
4"perception" of the environment. That is generally vary from one situation to
to say, the perception is the best picture another. Avoidance of loss and inflicting
of the external physical world that the maximum damage on the enemy are two pos-
system can currently form from the data sible criteria, but by no means the only
(physical observations) available. Note ones. Another which is often used is to
that at this point, no "meaning" is attempt to learn more about the situation,
ascribed to the picture. It is simply a to reduce the uncertainty in either the
representation of the real world as best as assessment of the situation or the hypo-
it is known. Obviously the picture may be theses of what it portends. And it is this
incomplete, inaccurate, or contain non- criterion which often leads to the com-
existent (decoy) objects. But it is the mander's adopting what might well be called
best the commander has to work with. the universal option: "do nothing." But
in any event, he has assessed his percep-
The next logical step in a command decision tion of the world, estimated the likely
is to ascribe an interpretation to this future(s), examined his possible actions,
picture. Although the Navy often refers to and chosen one. These are the essential
this as "evaluation," a better term would steps of a command decision.
be "assessment," which avoids any taint of
value judgment. An assessment then is the This taxonomy is far different from that of
(present) meaning which the commander classical decision theory. There is no
ascribes to his perception. In his assess- well-structured problem. The choices are
ment the commander may ignore objects he poorly defined and the "utilities" are
believes are decoys or add objects which he often situation and personality dependent.
believes his sensors overlooked. It is And there are possibilities for error at
essentially his view of what the world is every stage. The perception may be in
really like. And we will reserve the term error or distorted. The assessment may be
evaluation for a later step in the process. faulty, the hypotheses may be wrong or the
"correct" one may have been overlooked.
Based on his assessment, the commander will Options may be overlooked or poorly formu-
then form some hypothesis about the future lated. And finally, the wrong option can
state of the world. That is, what is be selected for all the right reasons. It
likely to develop if he does nothing. makes one wonder that a commander can ever
be successful'
This is a ticklish area, and may be a dis-
tinction without a difference. But it However, this dissection of a command
seems reasonable that there is a difference decision has two interesting properties.
between the assessment of the present state One is that at each step reasonable men who
of the environment and a prediction or have agreed on the previous steps may dis-
hypothesis as to what that portends for the agree on the next one. Second, the sources
future. For instance, the situation might of error or "noise" in each stage are
be correctly perceived and assessed as qualitatively different, and tend to have
meaning that an attack was imminent, but different sorts of effects on the outcome.
the hypothesis that it was coming from the
south could be very much mistaken. Simi- This model of the decision process is
larly, one assessment may lead to two or clearly an extension of the SHOR
more hypotheses or several perception and (Stimulus-Hypothesis-Option-Response)
assessment paths may lead to the same hypo- paradigm proposed by WohT, and by an
thesis or predicted future. Therefore, it analogy might be called the PAHOES
seems prudent to include in our vocabulary (Perception-Assessment-Hypothesis-Option-
separate terms for these different concepts. Evaluation-Se-lection) paradigm. B-ecause of
Tts finer structure, I believe it can pro-
Having perceived the environment, formed an vide a better basis for model building than
assessment of it, and generated one or more does the SHOR paradigm. In addition, it
hypotheses about the future, the com- will allow us to use some of the MoEs
mander's next step is to develop one or proposed by Harmon and Brandenburg as diag-
more options about what he might do to nostic tools within the framework of
"respond" to the situation from which he Athans' model.
then has to select one to execute.
In some cases these options may be A MODEL OF DECISION MAKERS
developed "on the fly" in response to a
change in the environment. In others they A useful model (which deals with only one
will have been already developed as contin- elementary decision) has been proposed by
gency plans. It is through this mechanism Boettcher. This model is represented
that the existence of rules and conditions graphically in Fig. 4 and consists of a
in the system's knowledge base takes two-stage process. In the first stage, the
account of the "planning" that is done input variable X is transformed by some
before a military mission is undertaken. hypothesis to an intermediate variable Z.
Then Z is processed by an algorithm into
In either case, the available options are the output decision Y. Crudely one might
then evaluated and one selected for execu- think of the first stage as generating an
tion. The basis for this evaluation will understanding of the input, X, and the
second stage as processing this under- estimates of some of the quantities which
standing into an action or choice. enter into them. In particular, the time
required for each step in the PAHOES model
Using this model, Boettcher has defined the is probably estimable for at least some
total activity of the decision process as: simple scenarios. And Athans' model of the
expert team of experts gives us a mechanism
G = GC + GN + GB + GT (3) for describing how a team coordinates its
activities, which allows us to estimate the
Here GT is the throughput, that is the internal coordination required in Levis and
activity which is reflected in the outside Boettcher's extended model.
world in the form of the variable Y. GB
is the "blockage," that fraction of the Secondly, they should suggest MoPs and MoEs
activity which results in no output. In a that could be used to compare the
physical system, this could be interpreted performance of different C3 system arrange-
as the dissipative losses. GN is the ments. For instance, Harmon and
noise-like activity which can presumably Brandenburg propose as a measure of C3
lead to a randomization of the output, system performance the difference in the
either by distorting the intermediate vari- knowledge bases at the various command
able Z or leading to selection of a less nodes. If we think of each of our team of
than optimum algorithm. And finally, GC decision makers as a separate command node,
represents the coordination which goes on then we see that some part of their know-
internal to the decision process. ledge base is shared, but as Athans has
pointed out, one DM's mental model of
By using an information theoretic approach, another is not as detailed as his model of
Boettcher provides a method of calculating himself. This knowledge difference (AK)
numerical values for the components of this may or may not give rise to inferior system
activity. In particular, for binary performance, depending on how seriously the
decisions, the number of bits required for lack of detail affects the behavior of the
each component can be calculated directly team, either by conflicting actions on the
part of the DMs or by requiring excessive
Thus Boettcher's model seems to have coordination and communications.
several useful properties for carrying out
computations about command decisions. It Another other cause of LK is the transit
provides for blockage or rejection of time of messages within the system. For
information, it has a dissipative term in example, one node might be charged with
its internal coordination, and permits the generating an overall assessment of the
introduction of rules, conditions, data, situation, based on the perceptions pro-
and noise into the decision process. vided by separate perceivers of the air,
Furthermore, it is an elementary model, surface, and subsurface worlds. If it
which can be chained together in serial takes very long to form its assessment, the
fashion to deal with first assessments, result may be sufficiently distorted to
then hypothesis forming, followed by option lead to the formulation of seriously flawed
generation, etc. hypothesis.
By adding to this basic model a bypass George Akst of the Center for Naval
around the decision maker, L(X]_. which is Analyses has proposed an interesting model
guaranteed to make the right choice, we of this effect. In examining the impact of
could measure -theffEtb-n-I- out&me of automation on the sensing, processing and
changes in the contents of the knowledge perception forming stages of the Marine
base available to the commander. This Corps C3 system, he hypothesized that the
suggests that there are an interesting present assessment of the battlefield was
series of experiments which could be done related to the previous assessment in the
in some war gaming facility. Additionally, following way.
Boettcher and Levis have extended this
model to two and three man teams of If there were N objects (e.g., tanks)
decision makers, so the sort of situations detected on the battlefield at time
portrayed in Fig. 2 and 3 can now be (t-td) and the probability of detection
accommodated. of the surveillance system is Pd. then
the number of objects which will be
assessed to be present at time t is given
MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE SUGGESTED by:
BY THESE MODELS
N(t) = PdN(t-td)+(l-Pd)N(t-1l) (5)
Granted that these models have some
validity in that they represent in a gross where td is the system delay and N(t-l)
way the various processes which are invoked is the number which were assessed to be
in the making of a command decision, how there at the last step. The derivation of
can they be employed? this equation involves some simple substi-
tuting in Bayes rule and uses a discrete
First and foremost, they could be used to "time step" model of the sensing process to
predict the behavior of a command control represent a useful approximation of the
system, if we can make some reasonable effects of delay. Fig. 5, taken from
6Akst's paper is a comparison of a possible REFERENCES
"real world" with the assessment of it
presented to the commander. Akst, G., Klein, S., and Simmons, D.
(1982). Evaluating Tactical C2
Obviously, a commander working with such a Systems--A Three-Tiered Approach.
delayed assessment might very well make 49th MORS Symposium, Albuquerque, NM
less than optimum choices. June 1982
An interesting property of AK as an MoP Athans, M. (1981). The Expert Team of
is that it is something which is in Experts Approach to C2 Organizations.
principle measurable. One can imagine Proceedings of 4th MIT/ONR Workshop on
equipping a team of observers with cameras C3 Systems, San Diego, California, Jun
and recording devices and positioning them 1981.
in each command node. If they took syn-
chronized pictures of the geographic plots Boettcher, Kevin. (1981). An Information
and status boards in the various command Theoretic Model of Decision Making.
centers throughout an exercise or wargame, Masters Thesis, MIT Cambridge, MA.
it would then be possible to determine
roughly how different the knowledge bases Harmon, S. Y., and Brandenberg, R. L.
were. And a few pointed questions asked (1981). Concepts for Description and
every 15 minutes or half-hour could illumi- Evaluation of Military C3 Systems.
nate the question of how alike the assess- Proceedings of the Control and
ments and hypotheses were. Decision Conference, San Diego,
California, Dec 1981.
Time delays between and through nodes are,
of course, also measurable by inserting Levis, A., and Boettcher, K. (1982). On
synthetic data or messages at various Modeling Teams of Interacting Decision
points in the system. As suggested by Makers with Bounded Rationality.
Akst's model, a useful gross measure of Proceedings of the IFAC/IFIP/IEA
some of these delays might be the relative Conference on Analysis, Design and
delay between real world and assessed Evaluation of Man MacThine Systems.
events. Baden-Baden, Federal Republic of
Germany, Sep 1982
CONCLUSIONS Martin, James. (1975). Computer Data Base
Organization. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
The existence of some relatively simple Englewood ClTffs, NJ.
models of decision making, and in particu-
lar distributed team decision making which Wohl, J. (1979). Battle Management
allow for the introduction of rules and Decisions. MITRE Corp. Rpt. M79-233,
conditions as well as "data" suggests that Bedford, MA, Dec 1979.
by adopting the concept of a "knowledge
base" as herein proposed, we may be able to
compute something about command decisions.
In fact, Akst's work provides a concrete
example.
Furthermore, the PAHOES paradigm provides a
means of examining the effect of different
kinds of errors or deficiencies in the
knowledge base on a command decision. And
it suggests several possible experiments
which could be undertaken in war games or
exercises.
Finally, the fact that the information
content of a message depends on the know-
ledge base of the recipient suggests that
an important class of messages might be
those which describe to the others the
present knowledge base of each team member.
In summary, it appears that we should be
able to break the computational bottleneck
about the "decision process" and attain at
least a crude theory of C2 in the near
future.
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C3 OVER THE PAST 3 TO 5 YEARS -A PERSONAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE
T. P. Rona
Boeing Aerospace Company, P.O. Box 3999, Seattle, Washington 98124
Abstract. Five or so years ago, the focus of my attention was on the vulnerability of
C3 systems, exposed as they are to the interference and exploitation by the enemy,
according to the (increasingly accepted) concepts of the information war. Since then,
in addition to many self-inflicted difficulties associated with C3 system design and
evaluation, the importance of the non-real-time (NRT) message channels is being
recognized. Our perception of the commander's role may be modified accordingly.
C3 Over the Past 3 to 5 Years The Cano nical C3Model 
.3 Over the Past 3 to 5 Years Unchanged; It Improves With Age
- A Personal Learning Experience Unchanged; It Improves With Age
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· Summary MISSION
Fig. I Fig. 2
This talk is spontaneous; it has been prepared while This canonical model (Fig. 2) is actually 5 years
I was listening to my fellow-speakers. I hope that old; it was first produced for a slim document
by explaining the nature of my own learning "Conceptual Framework for Military C1
process as we go along, several messages will Assessment" prepared for Mr. A. W. Marshall from
intrigue the audience to the point of becoming OSD Net Assessment. 1 My knowledgeable friends
accepted. Learning, in general, is a sporadic and convinced me that this is a cybernetic model; if
haphazard accumulation of knowledge; it is even such designation makes it more respectable, so be
more so in this instance (Fig. I). I often get an it. Whatever its theoretical virtues, it does
inspiration (positive peaks), then almost adequately reflect the emphasis I would like to
immediately my good friends and colleagues convey: The hardware-intensive elements (those
proceed to demolish the same; I end up in a which are usually scrutinized at considerable
negative state of utter confusion and dismay...then length, and rightly so, in view of their voracious
slowly, ever so slowly, some consensus emerges and consumption of budgets and engineering talent),
the integrated effect is gradually trending toward the communication links, the sensors, and the
the positive. In what follows, I will try to associated platforms are barely apparent. On the
summarize the background and explain the reasons other hand, the logical functions are explicit:
for, and the nature of, the evolution in my Any C3 operation must have a set of stimuli which
thinking. Based on a few observations of the talks are apt to modify the state of the system; these
presented earlier here, I make bold to proceed to are conveyed to a decision process, functionally
some conclusions. equivalent to a transform operator (XFO) which, in
some mysterious way, derives a set of effectors,
i.e., messages that cause modifications in the
military forces or operations managed by the C3
1Available to participants of the ONR/MIT system. A few important details: The stimulus set
Workshops upon request to the Boeing Aerospace must be measured with respect to some reference
Company, Attention: Mrs. D. P. Linder, Mail Stop set (calibration, or previous "state"); the transform
84-56, P.O. Box 3999, Seattle, Washington, 98124. operator (XFO) must act in conformance with some
previously established transform logic; the effector messages (e.g., by means of ELINT, COMINT,
set is reconveyed to the transform operator as a SIGINT, and other arcane-sounding
stimulus in the form of feedback (what has techniques).
happened as a consequence of my actions?). One
of the subtle but important effectors is that which o Both stimulus and effector sets must deal
selects, controls, updates the stimulus and the with the well-being of the C3 system itself:
reference sets. Finally, and lest we forget it, a Its status and integrity must be verified at all
mechanism must be provided, no matter how times, but more particularly following overt
rudimentary or embryonic, that will compare the or covert attacks by the enemy. Actions
results of an engagement model (using the must be on hand to repair, reconstitute,
effectors generated by the C3 system in the verify, etc.
context of some hypothetical enemy actions) to
those required by the set of mission objectives. If o Finally, the enemy may attack, again overtly
this comparison is unsatisfactory (given that the or covertly, by means of sabotage or
combat and combat support resources are electronic warfare, just about any point of
available), then the transform logic must be the C3 system. E MAIN PURPOSE AND
iteratively modified until the desired result is MERIT OF THE CANONICAL C3 MODEL
achieved. In more simple terms, the "commander" ARE TO PORTRAY EXPLICITLY THE
must in some way learn the "tricks of the trade"; MANY POSSIBLE ENTRY POINTS FOR
the decisions must be conducive to the desired ENEMY ACTION. Among these, the stimuli
results, if not "optimally," at least with a and the communication links are well-known
reasonable probability of success. and obvious, but the enemy can also spoof our
feedback links, can deceive our sensor
All this is old material; not a single concept is new. control and reference setting links. In the
It has been debated ad nauseam in recent years. It same vein, the transform logic can be misled
is thus quite surprising that some of the essential ("misimprinted"), causing the commander to
details are still lost from sight in many of the follow a logic not appropriate to the real
discussions presented here. Let me quickly review situation.
these (Fig. 2A): It is important to note that many of these enemy
actions may take place long before the actual
overt hostilities. Unless we ceaselessly watch for
such actions, they may wreak havoc with our C3
C3 Model - performance without our being even aware of
The Canonical C3 Model them.
- Unchanged; It Improves With Age
To sum up: We should stop looking at C3 as just
another combat support system--it is a true
FFTICULUTS( ,,, FE SE5WTcombatant on its own right; it can attack, and it
cOOED? 001AT.0 must be protected against enemy attacks.
COORDINATION )
COO~ {~NF OUTCOME
DIDEREE CREona's Axiom
1 c(TOIiVE$ * · "Wars are fought against the enemy"
C3 Is not only a support function -
it is a combatant Corollary
The enemy is the most important element
in the C3 design and operation
Fig. 2A - Contributes essential stimuli
- Attempts to destroy, degrade
and to exploit our C3
o The stimulus set comprises command
messages from higher authority, as well as . He/he should appear explicitly on our chrts
coordination messages from parallel
commands and status messages from
subordinates.
o Conversely, the effector set comprises
situation assessment and/or status messages The axiom in Fig. 3 is just to reemphasize the
to higher authority, as well as coordination preceding points. There is no purpose in
messages to other units at the same understanding the exquisite refinements of C3
hierarchical level, theory if the malicious ever-presence of the enemy
is being ignored or misconstrued. Whenever a C3-
o The effector set explicitly covers counter-C 3 related logic diagram is shown, I urge you to give
(CC3 ) messages aimed at degrading the at least some recognition to enemy being explicitly
enemy command and control operations; present, both in the attack mode (trying to degrade
conversely, the stimulus set should pay or to destroy our own C3 operation) and in the
particular attention to information obtained exploitation mode (trying to understand and use to
from the exploitation of the enemy C3 advantage the information gathered from our C3 ).
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"commander's" decisions, is often left unanswered.
The Information War Concept Case studies, quite naturally, are exceedingly diffi-
cult to conduct; victorious generals are reluctant
to admit the role of their own luck or of the
14ALL TRAN~41EO o[t blunders of their adversaries; defeated generals do
I NF 01eTl not, as a rule, carry the weight of authority. Also
conspicuously missing are the trade studies that
would back up some of the most essential system-
level design decisions, e.g., the levels of desirable
' WORLD , (COUNTERC3) WORW. automation vs. obtainable human performance, the
cost and feasibility of reversionary modes planned
and incorporated into the C3 system, the level and
0c31 organization of testing, etc. When relatively new
mission aspects are being considered (e.g., military
-essential aspect of warfare space operations), often the military structure lags
behind the assigned mission responsibility, thus the
congruence between C3 and military organization
is often (much) less than adequate. The so-called
Fig. 4 non-real-time 2 (NRT) information channels are by
now recognized as a vital part of C3 system design.
Figure 4 is, again, a good old musty chart (A.D.
1975), but quite to the point. Blue wants to disrupt
or at least deceive (spoof) the Red C3 message
traffic; it would also like to disrupt or deceive the
Red intelligence channels. It turns out to be more Nature and Impacts of NRT
effective to mix, in the latter case, the true and Feedback
the deceptive messages, resulting in manipulation
of the Red intelligence. The CA systems play an RT M
essential role in waging this type of offensive
warfare. Protection of our own C3 against similar
attempts by the enemy is no less essential. · NRT Present in all communication channels-
Include planned (structured) portion
e.g. indoctrination, i struction, training,
code-books, eys, ---- progrems, settings
· But also unplanned (unstructured) portions
Evolution e.g. psycho/physiological interpretations,
pattern recognition, conceptual associa-
tions, emotions, stress reactions, allegiances
· Before (Ca. 1977)
The enemy is the cause of most of the C3 problems * Performance and vulnerability of NRT must be
explicitly entered in C3 design
* After (1982 +)
The enemy may help, but we mostly do it to ourselves
Deficiencies in - System and operational concept document Fig. 6
Functional nalysis
- Equipment, software. procurement
- Congruence C3 -Miary Structure
- System level trades
Human performance vs.automation If a source S wants to communicate with a
Reversionarymodes, tests receptor R, the real-time message must be
Explicit consideration of NRT message flow preceded by a non-real-time message that explains
to the receptor the rules of interpretation of the
Fig. 5 message (Fig. 6). This principle is very general; it
applies to communications between humans,
between humans and machines (and vice-versa),
and, of course, between machines, robots,In the original perception, I assumed that we are and, of course, between main is also very
competent in defining, designing, and deploying the compuers, etc. The time domain is also very
C3 system, so I placed the emphasis on the role of ge; such non-real-time "precommunications" can
the enemy and on the various aspects of take place a few minutes or even seconds before
vulnerability of the C3 systems to enemy action the real-time message (e.g., a permissive armingvulnerability of the C3 systems to enemy action. code sent a few seconds before an actual launch
The converse, i.e., the opportunity for attacking comm and). They encompass mission actual launch
the enemy C3 , was also repeatedly emphasized command). They encompass mission briefings,
training programs, basic training, language skills,
It is now quite apparent that many of our C3 - all the way to the cultural and even genetic
related difficulties are of our own doing. The inheritance of (human) communicators. The
enemy may help, but his role is just another comprehension of speech by a young infant is built
contribution. In almost all the efforts aimed at up bit by bit through the hundreds of thousands of
assessing the "value" or "effectiveness" of a C3 learning episodes reinforced by the reward/penalty
system, we encounter deficiencies in the "pay-offs" of the socialization process.
documentation of system and operational concepts.
Functional analysis often stops at the essential,
e.g., what are the decision rules at the "fusion" and 2 Perhaps, according to some real-time advice, the
situation assessment levels? The most important expression "pre-real-time" may be more desirable
question, i.e., what is the logic underlying the expression "pre-real-time" may be more desirable
and descriptive.
12.
The NRT channels operate at all levels of the C3
hierarchy; they include a planned (structured) What Does the Commander Do?
portion, such as indoctrination, instruction,
training, code books, crypto keys for humans;rom higher chelon
programs, instructions, threshold or frequency f h \ 
settings for machines. The unplanned
(unstructured) portion may assume paramount XF(Commander)
importance in the NRT traffic; it can lead to (Commander)
distortions, confusion and delays, but it can also
offer unexpected resources of resilience, self- 
repair, and initiative. The unstructured portion is strNct NosRTue
characteristic of humans 3 ; it comprises the
psycho-physiological interpretations and reactions,
the pattern recognition and conceptual
associations, emotions, stress reactions---even the
loyalty and allegiance-related motivations.
The consequences for the C3 system design and
performance are as important as they are (or
should be) obvious: Fig. 7
o The existence of NRT message traffic
interacts with the requirements and
performance associated with the real-time "raw," undigested stimuli never (well, hardly ever)
messages. Thus, competent preplanning reach the top commander directly; if they do, they
(typically the SIOP, "canned" instructions, are invariably momentous and catastrophic in their
etc.,) materially reduces the need for wide- consequences. In normal operation, structured
band emergency communications; the messages, as well as sensory or intelligence inputs
personal familiarity of the subordinates with reach subordinates (humans or machines) whose
the manners and voice patterns of the responsibility is to verify, filter, interpret,
commander decreases the need for time- synthesize and/or otherwise "process" the raw
consuming authentication procedures, etc. data. These subordinates are exactly that,
Conversely, the absence of competent NRT subordinate decision makers responding to some
messages places additional, and often stimuli, transforming them according to a more-or-
unnecessary, burdens on the real-time "action less stringently prescribed logic into coalesced
links." "messages" (effectors) for the use of their next
superior echelons or into coordination messages for
o Conceptually, the NRT links are just as the use of their peers. Note that this holds true
vulnerable to disruption and deception as are for the humble noncommissioned officer watching
the real-time links. The enemy, knowing his radar screen; it is just as true for the
this, may attack the NRT channels or may interpreter participating in the interrogation of
attempt to "exploit" them in the sense some prisoner; it remains true for the most
discussed earlier. The survivability, the sophisticated "situation analysts" at higher
vulnerability to countermeasures, and the headquarters; and it is true for the Commanding
security against hostile exploitation of the Officer's chief of staff who (at least theoretically)
NRT message structure must be examined, is responsible for summarizing the battle situation,
just as are these same parameters for the or even the progress of a theater-wide campaign,
real-time domain communications. and for advising about the likely outcomes of
alternative actions. Every single one among these
It is theoretically interesting to describe the decision nodes, including the top box labeled "XFO"
commander as a senior authority figure, endowed (transform operator), CAN BE FULLY
with suprahuman insight and wisdom, pondering the REPRESENTED BY A MINIATURE VERSION OF
situation and making the decisive moves that will THE CANONICAL MODEL, complete with stimuli,
eventually lead to victory. In reality, the nature of transform operator, transform logic, references,
military command operations is quite different. and effectors. Communication can be real short
Figure 7 illustrates one half (the "stimulus world") (if the operation is contained within one facility) or
of the canonical model described above. 4 The real extended and complex (if remote distances are
involved). Whenever humans are present, the NRT
inputs, both structured and unstructured, invariably
introduce their undesired, as well as their highly
desirable, characteristics. This is true for the
3As the complexity of electronic information senior commander in the system, as well as for all
handling machinery increases, the possibility of of his subordinates.
machines developing idiosynchrasies and psychoses
should not be underestimated. If so, the NRT This brings us to one of the new perceptions (it
inputs to and by machines may become relevant, should have been obvious all along to expert C3
but let us hope that such possibility is, for the time designers): (Fig. 8) The commanders must, even
being, beyond our time horizon of concern. and especially under combat conditions, spend a
substantial portion of their time to continually
4 Similar remarks would apply to the "effector ensure the integrity of the C3 system that was
world," the other half of the canonical model. originally intended to help in the management of
the available combat resources.
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progress of battle at higher levels of abstraction. I
happen to be partial to the view that for a long
... But What Does He/She Really Do? . .....time to come the top commander will prefer to use
· Creates, understands, approves O structure the "matched filter" of the well-calibrated brains
* Assigns people (directly or indirectly)
Select, fit, train, exercise, calibrate, replace immediate staff.
* Exercise, calibrate systy m (people, organization,
procedures, equipmentii
* Protects, repairs, reconstitutes
* Grow, adapt.... start over again
Conclusions: - NRT message world is key ... Summary
---"Normative" characteristics excessively rare
- Decision aids must evolve from lower strata
A. Please introduce the enemy in the full C3 picture
Buzzer-Dial-Screen-Map-Videogames-Human (Beyond the stimuli and survivability)
B. Design (minimal) engagement simulators -- test,
checkout, empirical growth of "XFO"s
Fig. 8 C. Rediscover and introduce xplicitly the non-
real-time message flow
(Trade against real time message
The commander must (ideally) create, understand, traffic requirements)
and approve (at least tacitly) each element and the
connections between the elementary decision F. 9
nodes. People must be assigned (directly or
through intermediaries), the commander must
select, fit, train, exercise, calibrate...if necessary, In summary (Fig. 9):
replace, even in the heat of the battle,
unsatisfactory or unavailable personnel (Fig. 8).
The C3 system, including people, organization, A. Let us hereby resolve that henceforth the
procedures, equipment, must be continuously role of the enemy will be at least suggested
exercised and calibrated, preferably under realistic or mentioned whenever the C3 system
conditions, while preserving its basic security--- performance or design requirements are
surely not a routine or easy task! In case of battle being discussed.
damage or following compromise of securitydamage or following compromise of security B. The understanding of logical operations atfeatures, the commander must see to the the intermediate hierarchical level leavesprotection of the remaining elements, then must
proceed to the repair or even the reconstitution of much to be desired. These are not as
the essential C3 structure. Even in peacetime, the philosophically complex as those of the top
commander must accommodate the relentless command nodes, neither are they as simple or
onslaught of new technology; the C 3 system must even trivial as some of the signal
be able to grow, to accommodate changes without preprocessors. A typical example may be the
loss of operational capability---not even for a few tactical "fusion center," perhaps cued by
hours. intelligence inputs. Designing engagement
simulators to exercise such decision nodes,
The conclusions are by now self-evident: As C3 preferably without alerting the personnel
systems grow in complexity and technical involved, may go a long way to instill
sophistication, they become less transparent to the confidence in the performance of the whole
top commander. To discharge his responsibility system.
and to preserve his own sense of confidence, he
must spend a nontrivial fraction of his time to
verify and to calibrate the "response" of the painstaking scrutiny that is now being
system to various combinations of stimuli, the C3 systems. Inquire about the gainssystem to various combinations of stimuli, lavished on the quasi-real-time operation of
including emergencies. The presence of the NRT the C systems. Inquire about the gains
message world makes such calibrations highly achievable in the perfomance levels and cost
dependent on the individual humans involved--- reduction of the real-time channels if an
including the top commander himself. To the increasing proportion of the communication
extent that artificial decision aids are being and decision burden can be shifted to the
conceived, these should first address the lower
levels; the job of the top commander is, in my
view, not yet ready for machine-aided decisions. "concept-oriented" decision aids cf Dr 
"concept-oriented" decision aids (cf. Dr. J.
Note at the bottom of the Fig.: One can imagine a S. Lawson's presentation), start by the
whole sequence of decision aids of increasing intermediate levels (middle level and senior
complexity, addressing increasingly higher-level staffs, rather than the top commander and
decision nodes. A simple buzzer can alert a sentry his personal staff). With the rapid advance of
to a breach of security; dials establish the computer-assisted "video games," the
quantitative nature of critical stimuli; maps and technology for structuring multisensory
screens can be used to depict increasingly complex representations of relatively complex
"orders of battle"---it is easy to imagine symbolism engagements may not be far beyond the
derived from modern videogames to portray the currently envisioned state of the art.
currently envisionedstate~ .... he a.t.
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
managed from a single unified
ABSTRACT framework.
Today we are on the threshold of
This paper Introduces a major new innovations and trends
which will result in an order of
methodology from which the magnitude increase in both the
various functions magnitude increase in both the
various f nctions of tempo (rate of change or action)
communications, surveillance and and range lethality
and range lethality
reconnaissance, intelligence, (action-at-a-distance) normally
cover and deception, electronic associated with naval warfare.
warfare, communications Satellites which are capable of
security, operations security, communicating sensed
command and control can be intelligence, literally, at the
managed under a single unified speed of light, hover the sky.
framework. This includes a
control strategy that can be weapons that can be launched
weapons that can be launchedused to manage the above from space, are becoming
information manipulative technicall viable. Missiles
functions from a total
and torpedo technologies haveinformation warfare viewpoint. progressed to the point where
This strategy involves unmanned vehicles can be
attempting to maximize a measure launched at intercontinental
of the combined states of own
forces knowledge and opponent ranges and supersonic speeds.
forces knowledge and opponent They can fly ballistic profiles;
appliforces ignorance through they can skim the oceans surface
application of these information to avoid detection; and they can
manipulative functions. Finally execute pop-up terminal
several principles areintseveral principles are maneuvers. They possess
introduced and discussed in sophisticated on-board sensors
relation to this information and processors providing a
warfare control strategy.
significant degree of autonomy.
Sophisticated RPV's that extend
a platforms sensor range against
targets "over-the-horizon" are
INTRODUCTION also becoming technically viable.
In the last decade, we have
experienced some trends that, in The capability of our major
the authors opinion, may serve combatants for self-protection
to dramatically alter naval can also be expected to increase
warfare in rather fundamental dramatically. All trends
ways. It is believed that to indicate significant growth in
realize the full benefit ofrealize the full benefit of the size, armour, and defensivethese trends and changes, tth capabilities of our major
various information-manipulative c ombatants. These ships will
functions of communications, literally become floating
surveillance and reconnaissance, literally become floatingsurveillance and reconnaissance, fortresses. They alreadyintelligence, cover and possess an arsenal of
deception, electronic warfare, sophisticated defensive warning
communications and operations radars, ESM, missiles, EW, E-O
security, and command and countermeasures and off-board
control need to be viewed and decoys to defend themselves
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Summary (2) Summary (3)
· Concept-oriented decision aids
- Start at intermediate levels * Provide xplicitly for reversionary modes
(We are probably closer to hardware - Conceptually diverse connectivity
than commonly thought)
- Standby automation, DPE
* Define and conduct system level trades - Transparency and override
,V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~available to human operators
e.g. Security vs. exercise
-- Can we allow
Survivability via redundancy vs. security to
network management degrade?
Speed, flexibility, performance vs.
NRT message traffic
Fig. 10 Fig. 11
E. System level trades must be defined and F. The topic of reversionary operating modes
studied well before committing to the was just barely touched upon. But I want to
development of increasingly complex C3 emphasize that highly automated systems are
systems. A few examples are: prone to catastrophic breakdowns when they
are needed the most. C3 systems must have
o System security vs. exercise and conceptually diverse connectivities (several
proficiency levels types of comlinks, not susceptible to
simultaneous failure due to the same cause);
o Survivability (obtained by means of they must have a high degree of redundancy
additional redundancy) vs. increasing in their data processing equipment (DPE)
complexity in network management including data bases; they must be reasonably
transparent to, and subject to override by,
o Reliability, flexibility, and execution human operators. Whether or not security
delays vs. NRT message traffic. can be allowed to lapse (to some limited
extent) under emergency conditions is one of
the trickiest questions to be answered by the
C3 system designer.
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against incoming attack. In the information-manipulative
future we can expect still functions of command, control
greater capability in these and communications,
areas of defense as well as the surveillance, reconnaissance and
employment of such new intelligence, cover and
technologies as laser and deception and electonic warfare,
directed-energy particle beams. communications security and
Future enemy raids will have to operations security. Each of
traverse layers of defensive these functions have a role in
zones or barriers before they direct support of war fighting.
can reach their target. Clearly Some of them have the function
the offense must be prepared to of maximizing the information
make the most of the element of available to own forces, whereas
surprise and concealment if his some of them have the function
attack is to succeed. Even so, of minimizing the information
the offense must be prepared to available to hostile forces.
suffer unprecedented high For the cases of information
attrition rates. exchange and active (or
When one lives in a environment non-cooperative) search it is
of continual world-wide speculated that the resulting
surveillance, achievement of the increase in the state of
element of surprise takes on a knowledge should increase in
new dimension. Techniques for direct proportion to the current
the concealment from, and the lack of knowledge, or ignorance,
coordinated deception of, the concerning the current
enemys surveillance systems and situation. The more there is to
warning indicators need to be know, the more there is to gain
developed, perfected, and by actively searching,
exercised. collecting and exchanging
information about the situation
All of these considerations
highlight the main need for the amongst the various concerned
Navy to significantly improve and cooperating parties. This
its ability to assess, to relationship is expressed by the
evaluate, and to coordinate, following equation:
manage and control its forces
and to possess timely and Case 1 - Exchange of Information
accurate data concerning the and Active Search
enemy forces capabilities,
characteristics, modus operandi u 
=
-au (1)
and intentions.
Where
This requires organizing and
integrating the various u = entropy, or ignorance
information and signal
u = du = change in entropy
collection, dissemination, d-
management and controlpositive constant
a = positive constant
disciplines and processing Information may also be
techniques into a cooperative
techniques into a cooperative collected and exchanged by meanst f expert modules orteassistants that can work which exploits such enemy
assistants ogethater effectively can work actions and activities as their
accomplish th e objectives of communications, radar emissionsomplish the objectives 
or patterns or behavior, and/or
"putting metal on the target, or patterns 
orchestrating a cover and which is dependent for its
deception strategy, and of success on the enemys ignorance
evaluating a situation and concerning the nature, location,
making sound decisions under means, or method of the
tight time constraints. Thisi collector and receiver. For
necessitates a unified framework i these cases the increase gained
from which to manage and I in knowledge seems to be
coordinate the various directly related to both our
information-manipulative icurrent knowledge and to the.
functions. This paper proposes enemies current ignorance of the
one such framework. situation. The more
knowledgeable we are, and the
more ignorant the enemy is, of
the current situation the more
FRAMEWORK effective we will be in our
covert collection attempts.
Consider the various
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This relationship is expressed collectors part to increase hisby the following equation: knowledge of the situation.
Case 2 - Covert and Cooperative Although these variousCollection information-manipulative
u= -b(l-u)v (2) functions all have the common
objective of increasing the
friendly forces knowledge of theu = entropy of friendly situation while degrading and
v = entropy of enemy spoofing the enemy with respect
u = change in entropy of to his knowledge of thefriendly situation, when viewed inb = Positive constant
Cover and deception and isolation from each other they
electronic warfare are could well be employed at
techniques for interfering with cross-purposes and end-up
and inhibiting the enemies substantially negating eachinformation collection and other.
exchange activities with the
goal of deceiving, confusing, For example, exercising
and degrading the enemies emissions control prohibits theknowledge of the situation. For employment of active search; andthese cases the success we jamming an enemies
achieve in degrading the enemies communications prevents covertknowledge seems to directly collection and exploitation ofrelated to both our own and the these communications.
enemies current knowledge of the For purposes of this paper it is
situation. The more we know, assumed that the respectivethe more effectively we can designs of the systems that
manipulate and inhibit the support these variousenemies attempts at information information-manipulative
collection and exchange. The functions is coordinated and that
more the enemy knows, the more the systems would be capable ofhe has to lose through our use working together whenever it
of cover and deception and makes sense to do so. For
electronic warfare. example, it is assumed that
This relationship is expressed friendly forces has designed itsby the following equationshp : iEW and communications systems so
that employment of the former
Case 3 - Active jamming will not jam the latterActive jamming
and deception unnecessarily.
Vrc C -uA)CI -) 3 ) It should be noted that even for
the case when no
Where A4.z entropy or information-manipulative activityignorance of frien tropy or is occurring, the information
states do not remain static, andforces, without an active effort at
V= entropy or collecting and exchanging
ignorance of enemy information concerning theignorance forces, ofevolving situation, ones state offorces, knowledge will degrade and ones
V change in ignorance will grow in directentropy of enemy forces proportion to ones past state ofentropy of enemy forcesknowledge.
knowledge.
constapositive This relationship is expressed by
the following equations:
Communications security and Case 4 - Normal growth inoperations security measures uncertainty
serve to make the enemys job of
covert intelligence collection
more difficult by denying him
key sources of data. This can Where u entropy orbe reflected by an appropriate ignorance,
adjustment of the constant
coefficient, b of equation (2) u = change in entropy,downward. The net result is
that b becomes a smaller number d - positive constant.
thus requiring a greater
exertion of effort on the
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When viewed in this manner, the
strategy illustrated in figure 1 FIGURE 2
emerges as a reasonable ESTIMATION OF ENTROPY
information control scheme. The
objective of this control
strategy is to maximize a measure
of the combined state of 1 2 3 .SG X 1 e
knowledge of own forces and state I A
of ignorance of opponent forces ' 2 _
through judicious application of 3 _i
the information manipulative 
_
functions previously enumerated. S
Friendly sensor measurements, 
_
intercepts of enemy 
_ 
communications and sensor 
_ 
radiations, and human _
intelligence reports are
received, combined, and lo
interpreted to form two pictures;
one representing our own state of
knowledge of the situation, and +ULAJc 91
the other representing our best ° ElfA ISIS JIc+''~
estimate of the opponents state
of knowledge. These pictures ccl 
include what units are located
where, their course, and likely AC) = probability
destination and intentions along that ship B is in
with indications of the
confidence assocsiated with these location cellestimates. j;
. .{ ) -= probability
that neither ship
ESTIMATION OF THE STATES OF 8 or ship A is
KNOWLEDGE AND IGNORANCE in location
The estimate of the state of cell j;
ignorance would be proportional A and B are mutually exclusive
to the sum of uncertainties (ships A and B cannot be in same
associated with a units identity, location cell at the same time);
location, course of destination.
Misinformation would correspond '(/A = probability
to a case where ones uncertainty that, given ship A
is low, but where an error bias is at location
has been introduced causing a cell j, ship A
serious misidentification or is detected;
mislocation. This will result in
a larger entropy than for the = probability
state of total ignorance. that, given ship
is at locationAs an illustration, consider cell j, ship B
Figure 2 below. In this example is detected;
there are ten location cells and
two ships (course, and PI(AJB/k K = probability
destination type information have that, given
been omitted for simplicity). neither ship A
Each location cell has three or B is at
terms; namely: location cell
WAc~r)) ^ / -Ji.b(0)b~)l j- , no ship is
I F,' 'Z. - Tts-) 4 f
7lev ,~
I) V C, ww
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ones own losses. It will be
If as shown in Figure 2, ship AIf as shown in Figure 2, ship A shown in a later section that the
is actually at location cell amount of knowledge, or
(1,1), or Row 1 and column 9; information, a combatant
then all the q terms are zero possesses directly influences
with the exception of his combat effectiveness.
(L,'A)¢ ) -: / %Ca,()AC) l Accordingly, a suggested
objective function
and tis C CI; ~ = is
for all n and m except for (n=l, the product of own forces
m=l) and (n=10, m=9). increase in his "state of
knowledge" and the opponents
Therefore, for example (2), the increase in his "state of
entropy reduces to the sum of 100 ignorance" This objective
terms; namely function increases when
0/4 ,,A)fA*), }"g Ag) friendlies knowledge of the
situation is increased and/or the
opponents ignorance of the
situation is increased. It is
csoI f toa knwerecommended that prior to the
For the case of total knowledge, selection for execution of any
p~cnrA, ·4)1 B* 13set of information manipulative
oil^ iA tt)[ ) ,, /~) functions, a projection of battle
J 9and entropy = outcome be determined which
includes the likelihood of enemy
initiation of conflict and the
For the case of total ignorance, predictd losses and associatedpredicted losses and associated
risks. This battle outcome
prediction should be presented
4" 7 "melt-, 3 l along with recommended
information manipulation control
misinformation, case f complete strategies so that a course of
action may be determined which
includes consideration of the
Csf4 ~/A)=,]C) , 3 ; OQ tIt initiation of conflict as well as
aS srleec4t4 p // )(A/A,~) tr J pure information warfare actions.
*Vd eatitrn = Co.
INFORMATION JARFARE CONTROL
STRATEGY CONTROL STRATEGY EXAMPLES
Information warfare is a two The control strategy just
sided contest. It is assumed enumerated is illustrated by two
that both parties will seek to examples
select that combination of
information manipulative First Example: Suppose one
functions which serves their best wished to choose between two
interests. Accordingly, friendly candidate information
should select that set of
manipulative control actions
information manipulative (active surveillance and covert
functions which results in a collection) in response to an
maximum objective function opponent who is currently
assuming that the opponent will practicing covert collection.
always select a corresponding set The problem is formulated as a
of information manipulative choice between the following two
functions designed to minimize cases:
the same objective function.
This is a worst case approach.
It might prove desirable to
provide the decision maker with CASE 1: Friendly, active
other possible control strategies surveillance. Enemy, covert
and their possible outcomes; such collection.
as one based upon a best case
analysis and another based upon a
most likely (derived from Friendly entropy -
historical precedence) enemy
response.
Enemy entropy V: dtl-v) -b£1-v) t,Of course the end objective is to
prevail in battle, maximizing the CASE 1: Objective function =
enemies losses and minimizing C(I-a)+~+ )C3(-b~)Cl-¥)
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which, in turn, determines the
CASE 2: Friendly, covert sensitivity of the engagement
collection. outcome to the number of units
involved. These equations, are
A&- dCI-LA)-4 (i-ut)V discussed in great depth in the
=a (I - 0- Its Lanchester-combat-theory
literature, are summarized in
Figure 3 below, where x = number
of friendly units and y = number
CASE 2 Objective functions = of enemy units:
Lit-d)r L.Aof enemy unid-ts:-v)
Then case 1, active surveillance, LANCHESTER-COMBAT AND INFORiATION
should be selected over case 2, WARFARE DUALITY
covert collection, when
Comparison of the differential
9 A or a equations in Figure 3 with the
l V b v 9 4 at) information control differential
equations (1) through (4)
formulated earlier reveal
striking similarities in form.
Active surveillance should be Accordingly, many of the
chosen when our own state of solutions and mathematical
knowledge is less than anuknowledge is less than orance techniques developed as part of
adjusted ratio of own ignorance Lanchester-combat-theory are
directly applicable to the
SECOND EXAMPLE: solution of problems in
information warfare control
A second example concerns the theory.
selection of covert collection
versus friendly jamming. This The Helmbold-type combat
problem is formulated below: equations below, represents a
general combat model which
Case 1: Friendly, covert contains many of the classic
collection. Enemy, jams. homogeneous-force combat models
as= _4 CI-u)-bC(-'A)+ -lI-u)C-v) as a special case.
Case 1 =r-dCI- )+bt-t- c )C-v4C-
Case 2: Friendly, jams. Enemy,
does nothing. )(
V * = IC( I C -v ))
V =JdiV)+CL1-t)CI-V)
Case 2 = CL d[ ,-t.)~[d+C(,-~)~C-
COUPLING BETWEEN INFORMATION
Then case 1 should be selected MEASURES AND
when COMBAT THEORY EQUATIONS
. C.-.s (~ .~)i~v The degree to which a combatants
Friendly should jam rather than performance behaves more like an
perform covert collection when aimed fire engagement or more
his ignorance exceeds an adjusted like an area fire engagement is a
measure of the opponents function of the knowledge
ignorance. possessed concerning the combat
situation. The more complete the
information a combatant possesses
with respect to the combat
KNOWLEDGE AND COMBAT situation, the more closely that
EFFECTIVENESS combatants performance will
follow the laws of aimed fire.
The amount of knowledge, or In this case the combatants
information, possessed by a performance approaches a value
combatant influences his combat proportional to the square of the
effectiveness. This influence number of units in the
can be represented as an engagement, whereas, in the case
adjustment of parameters in the of area fire, the performance is
differential equations that proportional to the number of
govern the combat situation units. In short, the relative
effectiveness of the units
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X =
ATTRITION DIFFERENTIAL STATE
PROCESS EQUATIONS EQUATION
Aml.ed bi/e. dLANCHESTER (1914)
dt b (-2-bx a(y 2 2 )
A-a~e~ F~' dtc ~ -bSQUARE LAW
v'A dx _oxLANCHESTER (1914)
VS' dt x
hee& ft t dy -b b(xxo-X) = O(YO-Y)
= x
~~~dt ·- bxLINEAR LAW
A d*~4 fox C c BRACKNEY (1959)
dt -oy b(xX2 2) o(yy)
dt 5 MIXED LAW
ofew~n.".. PETERSON (1953)
"4" 0p~, .~., fp,,d..=-ox
.-b1es I- d by b Q n-Q a y Qn dy- by X ydt LOGARITHMIC LAW
Ap F dx -oF-.' MORSE ond KIMBALL (1951)
' d't (GENERALL VERY COMPLICATED)
,loSt$' iy ~ =-bx- OyL dt
t-~ rCu ;3 VARIOUS FUNCTIONAL FORMS FOR ATTRITION
RATES THAT HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN THE
LANCHESTER-COMBAT-THEORY LITERATURE.
employed by two opposing forces In this case the more units a
in an engagement situation is combatant possesses the larger is
directly related to their the combatants losses; the
relative state of knowledge, or combatants attrition rate being
information, governing the combat proportional to the number of
situation. They can be expressed units he possesses.
by means of the Helmbold
equation, equation where it is
postulated that perfect knowledge The Helmbold-type combat
would correspond to aimed represented by equations 5 and 6,
fire, WI 4. I for friendly can be slightly modified by
and is*./ for the enemy. Total adding an additional term for
ignorance would correspond to "operational" losses; i.e.,
area fire, or uf = o r r friendly losses not due to enemy action
and u~-~ for the enemy. (e.g. losses due to sickness,
Misinformation would correspond accidents, or fraticide due to
to worse performance than area misinformation). If we add terms
fire, or to the cases 4i
f or frentoy ar WxC 0or the for such losses, then equations 7
enemy. Toteal. 'i$ tDCoirmation and 8 becomes
could be_ ftpretSt#Ce by Wi>o : -aCto)( ) -_t))
for the friendly, and Du =for , i(9)
the enemy. Under total =[O [t)"~/X _ q
misinformation, a combatant fires
on himself and equation 7 reduces
to: These relationships can be
- =-_ Cub ( ~depicted graphically in Figures
·-- PX ( ) 4, 5. Here the parameters d and
= . -" bae (as opposed to Wb and uvJ )
represent the coupling of the
combatants state of information
to the combat equations; e.g. del
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corresponds to total knowledge, Below a given threshold, added
=- 1/2 to complete ignorance, and information has little effect on
d=O to total misinformation. combat outcome and above a
critical threshold added
0 :0 X ATTACKS AND Y DEFENDS
: > 0.06
0
: r-
n 0.04
-Co 0.02 -
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 7.0
FORCE RATIO, A/D
RELATION BETWEEN X's FRACTIONAL CASUALTY RATE AND THE FORCE RATIO
FOR THE MODEL dx = -a.(xl d - Ox WHEN X ATTACKS,
X DEFENDS AND Y ATTACKS
XO 0.06
0
-- 0.05
M 0
I C 0.04
Z rn0 CA 0.03
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 7.0
FORCE RATIO, A/D
RELATION BET!EEN X's FRACTIONAL CASUALTY RATE AND THE FORCE RATIO
FOR THE MODEL d - -a. (x)ld y - Ox WHEN X DEFENDS.
information is superfluous.
PRINCIPLES OF INFORMATION dARFARE There are time windows within
CONTROL which an information advantage is
critical and outside of which the
By examining the differential same information advantage
equations which govern becomes irrelevant. Since it is
information warfare and combat not possible to maintain an
theory and their postualted information advantage
coupling, several principles indefinitely, it is necessary to
emerge. They are summarized possess a good understanding of
below: the battle dynamics and to key
the timing of the information
There is a threshold effect with warfare measures taken to the
respect to combat Information. battle dynamics. All information
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items are- not equal in value. consider the following simple
The value of a particular item of examples. In the first example,
information is context and both sides are assumed to have 25
situational- dependent. These units each. The attack is either
principles have intuitive initiated when friendly possesses
appeal. They are illustrated a high information advantage (23
below with some simple examples. units in aimed fire mode and 2
units in the area fire mode) or
when friendly has much lower
information advantage (2 units in
THRESHOLD EFFECT an aimed fire mode and 23 units
in an area fire mode). TheConsider a battle situation where timing of the attack relative to
at the onset of conflict friendly the information advantage is
and enemy both posses an equal critical to outcome of the
number (25 units) of equivalent battle. If the battle is
type units. The value of initiated when in the high
information in this example is information advantage mode,
assumed to be reflected in the friendly will completely destroy
number of friendly units that can the enemy with 12 of his own
engage in aimed fire rather than units remaining (almost half his
area fire. The effect of force). For the low information
increasing friendlies information advantage case, friendly will
advantage, under these completely destroy the enemy, but
assumptions, is illustrated below. only two of his units will
remain; a bitter price to pay for
FIGURE 8 - THRESHOLD EFFECT victory.
FRIENDLY ENEMY REMAINING ASSETS The second example, makes use of
AA-*<4 /Adftsa Figures 5 and 6 which relate
~FtWAII /Ce'4. fractional casualty rate to force
0/25 25 0/0 ratio for the Helmbold-type
1/24 25 0/0 combat modified to take
2/23 2/0 "operational" losses into
3/22 8/0 account. These curves are
4/21 12/0 computed with typical values
assumed for the attrition rate
coefficients a and b. The
5/20 20/0 parameter d, if you recall the
6/19 20/0 previous discussion, is related
to the combatants informations
' > # lstate; where d=l represents
if complete knowledge, d=1/2
25/25 25 20/0 represents total ignorance and
d=0O represents completeIt can be seen from Figure 8 that
once the information advantage misinformation. Consider, the
reaches a le-i,! where at least 4 following two stage battle, each
units are engaged in aimed fire, stage of equal duration, ten time
further increases in the units. Initially the force ratio
information advantage has no is 50 attacking units to 25
effect on battle outcome; it is defending units, or A/D = 2. For
time to strike. Similarly there this example two cases are
is a lower level threshold effect studied. In the first case the
in that increasing the attacker is given an information
information advantage from no advantage over the defender (d-l
units to one unit engaged in for attacker, d=l/2 for defender)
aimed fire has no effect on in the first stage of the battle,
battle outcome. The information and no information advantage
advantage has to increase to the (d=l/2 for both attacker and
point where two or more units are defender) during the second stage
engaged in aimed fire before of the battle. For this case it
there is an effect on battle can be shown from Figures 5 and 6
outcome. that the two stage battle results
in a force ratio after the entire
TIME WINDOWJS battle of 1.32 (with A/D = 1.77)
resulting as an intermediate
To illustrate that there are time force ratio after the first
windows or points in a battle stage).
when an information advantage is
more critical than at other times In the second case, there is no
or points in the battle sequence, information advantage during the
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first stage of the battle but the misinformation to the coupling
attacker achieves an information parameters valid? How do we
advantage during the second phase account for the context-sensitive
of the battle. For this case it aspect of the value of a
can be shown that the battle particular item of information?
results in a force ratio of A/D = These and other such issues need
1.2 (with A/D = 1.63 resulting as to be addressed in any future
the intermediate force ratio work.
after the first stage).
SENSITIVITY OF STRATEGY TO
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
It is seen for this example that
there is an distinct preference
for starting with an information The choice of the objective
advantage at the beginning of the function is a particularly
battle rather than achieving this important consideration.
advantage during the course (in Alternative objetive functions
this case at the middle) of the should be identified and
~~bat ~tle. ~evaluated. The sensitivity of
the various factors (i.e., the
DYNAMIC NATURE choice of objective function, of
the candidate control strategies
The differential equations, 1 to be considered, and of the
through 4, introduced in this optimization alternatives
paper model information warfare themselves) to the effectiveness
as a time-varying process. For and performance of the proposed
example, equation 4 reflects that information warfare system needs
fact that if no information to be more thoroughly studied and
manipulating functions are addressed.
actively applied, the information EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
state will not remain static but
will degrade exponetially with
time. This situation is The information warfare conceptstim . This situation is
compounded by the introduction of presented in this paper, the
uncontrollable enemy information th e
warfare actions. Taking all of equations which govern the
these considerations into information warfare process and
the coupling of information
account, it is clearly not measures to the equations of
measures to the equations of
prudent to assume that an combat needs to be experimentally
information advantage can be validated and refirmed.
maintained indefinitely.
FUTURE RESEARCH AREAS COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
There is a real issue with
It should be noted that many respect to the viability and the
research issues and areas of affordability of practically
investigation remain to be implementing the algorithuns,
pursued. Some of these issues hardware devices, and software
are briefly summarized below. programs required to compute
entropy information state
COUPLING TO LANCHESTERS-COMBAT estimates, to generate and
THEORY EQUATIONS evaluate candidate information
warfare control strategies, and
Much more research needs to be to display and present these
done with respect to examining results to the decision-maker.
the best means of modeling the
coupling of the state of
information (entropy measure) to
the combat equations. For
example, is the mapping between REFERENCES
the information entropy and the
combat equation parameters 1. Force-on-Force Attrition
(d,e, ) a linear or a Modelling, James G. Taylor,
non-linear relationship? Is Jan 1980, Military
there some measure of the state Applications Section,
of information that is better to Operations Research Society
use than the entropy? Can the of America
assumed coupling between
information state and combat 2. A Dynamic Model for C3
equations be experimentally Information Incorporating
verified? Are the assumptions the Effects of Counter -C3
regarding the contribution of P. Moose, Dec 1980,
NPS-62-81-025 PR
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HELBAT/ACE FIRE SUPPORT CONTROL RESEARCH FACILITY
B. L. Reichard
US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland
Abstract. The HELBAT (Human Engineering Laboratory Battalion Artillery Test)
series of field exercises has provided an understanding of field artillery
fire support system operations as well as evaluations of promising new
materiol and operations concepts. The major thrust of HELBAT 8 was the
demonstration and evaluation of new flexible artillery command and control
concepts. Such concepts were successfully demonstrated but in so doing, so
was the true complexity of the artillery fire support control problem area.
While HELBAT 8 was being planned, Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) members
of the HELBAT Working Group initiated a major work effort that would permit
the live play of artillery fire support control functions in a computer-con-
trolled, laboratory environment. Through the exploitation of newly developed
interactive operating systems (software), a real-time, multiplayer simulator
technology, called ACE for Artillery Control Experiment, was conceived and
is now evolving. At the March 1982 HELBAT Executive Committee Meeting, it was
agreed that the ACE and HELBAT activities should be joined to create a
research or test bed facility with which a combination of laboratory and
field exercises could be run.
During the past decade the HELBAT (Human of new flexible artillery command and control
Engineering Laboratory Battalion Artillery concepts, which are designed to permit fuller
Test) series of field exercises has provided exploitation of ADP technology than simply
a fundamental understanding of field artil- the automation of manual procedures. Such
lery fire support system operations as well concepts were successfully demonstrated but
as cursory evaluations of promising new mater- in so doing, so was the true complexity of
iel and operations concepts. New concepts the artillery fire support control problem
that were born out of HELBAT exercises in- area. Total artillery system operations now
clude: Closed-Loop Fire Control Technique, must include far more than the old-fashioned
wherein unguided area-effects projectiles FO-FDC-gun components. Even with the small-
can be effectively delivered on moving target est integral artillery unit (the battalion),
complexes; Battery Computer System (BCS); many "players," radio nets, fire missions,
M109-based Ammunition Resupply Vehicle; Fire and data messages must be dealt with in real
Support Team Digital Message Device (FIST time, and with the full exploitation of ADP,
DMD); and on-board gyro-based fire control. even the traditional functions of many artil-
More importantly, however, HELBAT serves in lery components may be changed drastically.
general as a learning tool in the area of In other words, HELBAT-8 work pointed out a
artillery system research and development. need for intensive, controlled experimenta-
The success of HELBAT can largely be accredi- tion in artillery fire support control.
ted to (1) the joint TRADOC-DARCOM management
scheme by which HELBAT exerices are planned While HELBAT 8 was being planned, Ballistic
and executed, wherein an Executive Committee Research Laboratory (BRL) members of the
(EXCOM) provides general direction and a HELBAT Working Group initiated a major work
Working Group does the planning and manages effort that would permit the live play of
the execution and (2) the fact that both artillery fire support contol functions in a
baseline and new concepts are studied in a computer-controlled, laboratory environment.
live-fire, total system operations context. Through the exploitation of newly developed
interactive operating systems (software), a
In HELBAT 8 (September-November 1981), the real-time, multiplayer simulator technology,
baseline system, against which new concepts called ACE for Artillery Control Experiment,
are compared, was changed from the voice- was conceived and is now evolving. With the
manual-FADAC system to the newly fielded tac- ACE concept, components of the fire support
tical ADP TACFIRE system, and the major control ADP system can be played a number of
thrust was the demonstration and evaluation ways: (1) devices can be emulated on low-
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cost, commercial video computer terminals; thread players, such as a FIST HQ with only
(2) devices or functions can be simulated in one active FO, can be tactically loaded
interactive computer programs; or (3) actual to simulate the actions and reactions of
tactical equipment, fielded or experimental, subordinates and higher echelon players,
can be accommodated through the use of the thus eliminating the need to field large
ACE Bit Box device, which interfaces any numbers of personnel. Flexibility is also
equipment employing the TACFIRE message pro- enhanced by the ability to mix simulated
tocol and format to a wide variety of commer- and real (live) players, which can even
cial computers on which ACE can run. A par- include a remote player in another part of
ticular ACE setup can be configured with any the country interconnected to the facility
combination or number of these components as via commercial telephone lines. Using an
is needed for the desired application or the appropriate mix of generic, developmental,
organization and operation to be played. and standard artillery equipment, general
Those fire support control components that research areas, such as decision and control
are not actively played and inputs external theory and operator interface technology,
to the organization structure being studied can be studied, and new hardware, software,
can be represented by scenario-based, time- and "skinware" technology application con-
ordered TACFIRE messages read into ACE from a cepts from such research can be explored.
centrally controlled magnetic tape or disc As a technology in itself, the HELBAT/ACE
memory unit or by a DMD operator with cue Research Facility concept could also be
cards. ACE components are interconnected by utilized and further developed as an automa-
a program called Ether, which simulates ted CPX facility at Ft. Sill for field artil-
radio nets and characterizes communications lery training in the new tactical ADP world;
from perfect to a selected, degraded proba- in addition, this CPX facility could be
bility level of successful data communica- used by the combat developer and trainer to
tions for each net. A Master Control and investigate alternative operations and organ-
Display Management Program provides for com- ization concepts. The Field Artillery
puter control of a particular experiment and School is now considering this application.
permits experimenters to monitor real-time
message flow on a large-screen TV or other Specific study exercises to be run in the
suitable monitor or printer to instantly ex- HELBAT/ACE Research Facility will be planned
tract data such as decision time for a par- and executed by the HELBAT Working Group
ticular player. A sample ACE setup is depic- under the general direction of the HELBAT
ted in Fig. 1. EXCOM. In the near term, validation experi-
ments are being planned to determine whether
At the March 1982 HELBAT Executive Committee operations in the laboratory facility can
Meeting, it was agreed that the ACE and HEL- duplicate selected fire missions accomp-
BAT activities should be joined to create lished in the field at HELBAT 8. Some of
a research or test bed facility with which a the first actual study exercises will prob-
combination of laboratory and field exercises ably include: adding tactical scenario
could be run under the joint TRADOC-DARCOM loading to the players used in fire missions
HELBAT management scheme. Further, an ACE/ run at HELBAT 8 without tactical loading and
CPX (command post exercise) Facility Sub- running HELBAT-8 fire missions with degraded
committee was appointed to provide for near- communications. These exercises will ini-
term, joint guidance in the development of tially be limited, of course, by hardware
the facility. The facility will be located and software capabilities of the facility.
in a newly built HEL building and will use As additional facility components, such as
ACE software provided by BRL and computer TACFIRE and generic terminals for battalion
hardware and mock-up artillery facilities fire support elements, are developed or ac-
provided by HEL. Through radio links, lab- quired, however, all HELBAT-8 type fire
oratory-based exercises can include field missions can be run in the facility; then
elements such as mobile command post vehicle, a program to add other fire support func-
howitzer, and ammunition handling test beds, tions, such as fire support planning, should
as shown in Fig. 2. perhaps be considered. Use of the HELBAT/
ACE Research Facility will also be planned
This facility will not eliminate the need in joint laboratory-field exercises run to
for live HELBAT field exercises, but it can explore field artillery concept work areas
be used to perform, for example, time and identified at the last HELBAT EXCOM Meeting,
motion studies of the total artillery fire namely: improved data communications per-
support system, and alternatively, to study formance of FM push-to-talk radios; use of
selected individual components thereof in the air observer and elevated platforms as
a total operations context, thereby identi- high technology target acquisition devices;
fying field data needs and aiding in the artillery use of an NBC-protected command
planning and preparation of efficient post vehicle; and further advancement of
HELBAT field exercises in the complex total on-board weapon computers, e.g., on howit-
fire support control area. The extreme zer test beds.
flexibility of this type of evolving test
bed facility is obvious, with a range of
applications too broad to cover here. With
the development of interactive scenario
data bases, for example, active single-
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A TOTAL SYSTEM APPROACH TO COMMAND SYSTEM DESIGN
P.D. Morgan
Scicon Consultancy International Ltd.,
49 Berners Street,
London W1P 4AQ, UK
Abstract A top-down analysis of the command
and control of individual ships and of
groups of ships is described. This analysis
is organised in terms of; command system
operation, command system structure, command
system functions and the information system.
This analysis is used to develop a command
system design methodology in an
implementation independant form and to make
explicit the assumptions upon which it is
based.
terms of a Closed Loop Control Process;
INTRODUCTION
- its organisation must be
This paper examines the command of single distinguishable in terms of system
ships and groups of ships with the objective structure and system functions.
of deriving a design methodology based on
explicitly identified premises and Command System Operation
appropriate to a variety of applications and
~levels of technology. The operation of the Command System is
modelled by the closed-loop control process
The paper is organised in two sections; the shown in Figure 1, the elements of the
first develops general command system process are:
concepts from a set of basic premises, and
the second2extends these concepts in terms
of naval C . Planning
GENERAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
Premises
J The Command System is that combination of
men and machines which is used by the
Commander in the planning, executing and
monitoring of activities to achieve his
objectives; as such it includes both Assessment Decsion
subordinate commanders and the Commander's Taking
planning staff. The Commander is
effectively external to his Command System
when he configures it and sets objectives
for it; and he forms a part of it when he'
works with it to achieve these objectives.
In its operational timescale (fractions of a
second up to days) the Command System must
have the following attributes:-
- it mustl4e a Relatively Closed Perceptin Execution
System which interacts with its
environment through a limited number of
well defined channels;.
- it must display Ideal - Seeking
Behaviour in the development of new
improved responses and in their External Environment
evaluation on the basis of experience;
- its operation must be definable in Figurel Command System Operation
~~~~~~ ~igue Cman Syste O----9peration- -- ~~
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Perception, the gathering of relevant TABLE 1 Command System Structure
information about the external
environment and about actions being Command System Command System
executed; Category Functions
Assessment, the comparison of the Category 1 (Medium Group command and
observed and predicted situations to Term) coordination of
determine discrepancies and the Current
consequent corrective actions required activities.
by the plan;
Category 2 (Current) Direction of
Decision Taking, the use of integrated specific classes
outputs from Assessment to determine of group
between the options of continuing with operations
the present plan, selecting an
alternative or initiating new planning Category 3 (Medium Ship command and
activities; Term) coordination of
Current
Execution, the implementation of activities
planned activities;
Category 4 (Current) Direction of
Planning, the development, assessment specific classes
and selection of plans; this represents of ship
a further closed loop process operating operations.
an information abstracted from the main
loop. Category 5 (Immediate) Control of
individual
resourcesComand System Structure
The majority of Command System's activities and 3 for the direction of Category 4 arises
do not require this ideal-seeking capability because ship resources (long range sensor
in the time-scales of interest; consequently and weapon systems) may be allocated for
the command system is organised in the form centralised Current direction within the
of an hierarchical structure consisting of group, this allocation may be overriden by
ideal-seeking, multigoal-seeking and the ship Commander in an emergency.
goal-seeking elements. At the lowest level
exist numerous goal-seeking elements
consisting of simple feed-back control Ship
systems with specified predefined control IdealSeeking
rule sets; these are directed and tasked by Categoryl
a limited number of multi-goal seeking
elements, each of which has a range of (MediumTerm)
control rule sets plus a higher level rule Category 3
set for selecting the appropriate control
rule set; at the top is the ideal-seeking
element which has rule sets for developing
and evaluating plans on the basis of theory 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _
and experience, and for formulating goals
for the multi-goal seeking elements.
These elements are distinguishable in terms Multi-goal
of speed and complexity of response; in Category 2 Seeking
order to reflect their ranging speeds of (Cunt)
response they are refered to an Medium Term
(ideal-seeking), Current (multi-goal- Category4
seeking) and Immediate (goal-seeking).
The extension of the approach to cover the
requirements of both ship and group command 
_ _ _
leads to the development five level Command
System Structure shown in Table 1.
Immediate activities do not occur at group Goal Seeking
level as resource control is always a ship
function.
(Immediate)
The vertical arrows in Figure 2 show the Category 5
command relationships between the various
Command System Categories, and the diagonal
arrows show potential command relationships. Figure 2 Command System Structure
The apparent conflict between Categories 2
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Command System Function emissions of all observable objects;Command System Function this information has currency ranging
from fractions of a second up toThe premise that the Command System is from fractions of a second up to
Relatively Closed results in the definition minutes;
of two classes of Command System Functions;
Current World information in which thethese are Task Definition functions t t
concerned with interactions with the objects under observation are
extcernalwith en ironmntr ctiond Re e categorised in terms of hostility, type
external environment, and Resource
Management functions which are involved in and identity, in this case the currency
maintaining and adapting the internal status ranges from the tens of seconds to
of the Command System and its resources. hours;
Information Requirements - Medium Term World information
corresponds to the assessed situation
Examination of the Command System operation containing objects and groups of
in terms of Command System Structure and objects which have been evaluated in
Functions leads to the identification of terms of significance and intent; the
five classes of information requirements:- currency of this information ranges
from tens of minutes up to days;
Immediate World information consisting
of the positions, movements and  Support information relating to the
I Planning I
I _ I
I Assessment I ;4 Decision I
Execution
I Plan I I
I Selection i
Perception Assessment Decision
- I i l - _ __.....
g Perception i | I Assessment Decision I .I I I
! Perception I I xecution II Assessment, i i I
Figure 3 Nested Command System Operation
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status of the Command System, its sequencing).
elements and the resources available
through it; Command System Structure
Encyclopeadic information on equipment The separation of functions into Task
parameters, Standard Operational Definition and Resource Management functions
Procedures, Orders of Battle, etc. results in a corresponding extension of the
Command System Structure (Figure 2) to
COMMAND SYSTEM DEFINITION support the two hierarchies of functions in
their fixed relationships. The direction of
Command System Operation the Resource Management functions by the
Task Definition functions is controlled by
Integrating the Command System Structure resource allocation matrices which define
definition with the model of the Command the priority which each Task Definition
System operation leads to the extension of function has in setting tasks for each
the model in terms of nested processes as resource (sensor, weapon system, etc.).
shown in Figure 3, this figure addresses the These matrices are set up by the group and
nesting of the Execution phase of the ship Commanders in accordance with their
process; a subsidiary feature of this figure objectives and their appreciation of the
is that it illustrates the nesting of the situation.
Perception phase which is necessary to
ensure each Category sets appropriate goals This formal organisation of Task Definition
for its subordinates. and Resource Management functions is
necessary to permit both the effective
This model embodies two sets of assumptions: management of the resources and the flexible
deployment of them to meet the perceived
- each cycle operates within a stable requirements.
internal environment in that its
objectives change slowly in comparison Command System Functions
to the rate of change of the
environment within which it is working The Resource Management functions result
to achieve those objectives; from the grouping of resources in terms of
common operating environments, potential
- each Category can interact with its mutual interference and contribution to
subordinates by defining and modifying internal Command System requirements (e.g.
objectives, as shown in this model, and Communications); examples would be the
by controlling the criteria used to grouping of Electronic Support Measures
select particular plans for achieving equipments with sensors, and the
those objectives, this latter organisation of sensors, Electronic Counter
interaction is not shown in this model. Measures and communications under an overall
Emission Management function. Thus the
The conditions under which this model is Resource Management functions are
appropriate have been examined in terms of predetermined by the ship fit and the
discrete control processes, the conditions make-up of the group, and remain fit a d thecorrespond tonodeomake-up of the group, and remain fixed
correspond to an order of magnitude 
difference between the cycle times of
successive categories and to an equivalent The Task Definition functions are not
relationship in terms of information predetermined in this manner; they reflect
coverage and resolution; these results the Commander's objectives, both offensive
correspoa)with those developed by Dr and defensive, his assessment of the
Castanon situation and the capabilities of his
resources. The conventional divisions into
In the event that the cycle times of two Anti-Air Warfare, Anti-Submarine Warfare and
Command System Functions are similabler in Anti-Surface Vessel Warfare provides a basis
magnitude, two options are available, eithe for analysis and scaling of system
the two functions may be separated by the operation; however any specific mix of
definition of distinct areas of operation; however any specific mix of
responsibility with some overall objectives, resources and threats may lead
coord n ..the separation of Missile the Commander to employ a significantly
Engcoordinati Zon es and Combat Air Patrol different task division (e.g. the use of ASW
zones), or the fuones a d Combat Air Pamalgat edrol Frigates to provides to provide short range
zones), or the functions may be amalgamated air defence in an environment with a high
by ensuring that they share common goals and evel air threat and a low-level submarine
plans. In the alternative case where the threat and a low-level submarine
cycle times differ by much more than an
order of magnitude the available options Information Structure
are: the introduction of an intermediate
function to bridge the gap, or the direction The information requirements of the Command
of the subordinate function through the System are met by the provision of a range
definition of the criteria for the selection of group and ship World Models, Support
of particular plans and the provision of Models and Encyclopaedia (Figure 4); the
generalised goals (c.f the control of 'Closegeneralised goals (c.f the contr l of 'Close maintenance and use of thes )model froms the
In Weapon Systems' which carry out subject of a separate paper
independant threat evaluation and
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The World and Support Models provide dynamic REFERENCE
representations of processes occuring in the
external and internal environments of the 1. Klir J. and Valach M.; 'Cybernetic
Command System; the structuring in terms of Modelling; Prague, 1965.
group and ship, and in terms Medium Term,
Current and Immediate is done to maintain 2. Castanon, D.A.; 'Games with Uncertain
conformity with identified classes of Goals'; Proceedings of the 4th MIT/ONR
information requirements. Workshop on Command and Control; 1981.
CONCLUSIONS 3. Morgan P.D; Information Management for
Command and Control'; Proceedings of
The objectives of this high level approach the 5th MIT/ONR Workshop on Command and
were to provide a self-consistant approach Control; 1982.
to command system design in an
implementation independant form, to make
explicit the assumptions on which it is
based, and to provide the basis for more
detailed investigations. These objectives
have been largely achieved, although much of
the analysis has been qualitative rather
than quantitative, a limitation which was
accepted as inevitable given the breadth of
the topic.
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FOR COMMAND AND CONTROL
P.D. Morgan
Scicon Consultancy International Ltd
49 Berners Street.,
London WIP 4AQ, UK.
Abstract The related problems of
information capture and information
dissemination are examined within the
context of a naval command system.
Information capture is examined in terms of
the conversion of sensor data into command
information, the production of an hierarchy
of world models, and the adaptive control of
the surveillance operations. Information
dissemination is discussed in terms of
Volumes of Interest and Information
Resolutions which provide the basis
selecting information for distribution to
individual users.
INTRODUCTION INFORMATION COLLECTION
The acquisition, organisation and In order to set up an information system
dissemination of information are critical rather than a data system it is necessary to
tasks within any command system. The distinguish between data, information and
continuing extension of the naval combat knowledge, particularly as these terms are
horizon and the consequent increases in the user and task dependant. The basic premises
quantity and complexity of information to be upon which this paper is based are:
handled threatens to overwhelm the existing
Action Information Organisations. - information is the result of using
knowledge to set data into an
The problem was addressefi.s part of a study appropriate context;
of naval command systems ; the concepts
discussed in this paper forms a part of the - information at one level corresponds to
overall command system methodology, data at higher level and to knowledge
at a lower level
The factors taken into account in this study
are:- The process of converting sensor data into
command information is represented by the
-the characteristics of the inputs, three stage model shown in Figure 1; in this
which range from tracks and bearing model no distinction is drawn between
lines input by own sensors, to position information collection at different sites,
and intended movement reports, sighting consequently no Data Links or Signal Message
reports and intelligence summaries Traffic are shown. The three stage within
received in the form of Signal Message the model are:
Traffic; these inputs vary in format,
timeliness, accuracy and levels of - the validation of data and the
prior processing; formation of tracks through the
correlation of successive inputs from
- the need to validate information and single sensors and the association of
guard against the propagation of data from different sensors;
erroneous information, whether arising
from human or equipment failure or from the classification of these tracks on
enemy counter-measures; the basis of their aggregate
characteristics to determine hostility,
- the need to be responsive to user type and identity;
requirements for timely and relevant
information and for the exclusion of the interpretation of the situation on
irrelevancies; the basis of the disposition and
movements of the various classes of
- the necessity of aiming for economy in tracks.
the use of processing power and
storage.
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These stages correspond to those necessary and the life times and confidence levels of
to form the Immediate, Current and Medt 'y hypothesis; and the ability to meet user
Term World Models described previously . requirements in terms of routine provision
of information and of unsatisifed user
In addition to the upward flow of data requests for additional information. These
between stages there is a complementary parameters are analysed to detect
downward flow of information which correlation with range, sector, track
determines the context within which the data category, time, etc and thus to provide
is categorised (e.g. the classification of a warning of Model degradation resulting from
contact as a hostile bomber will alert the equipment malfunction, environmental changes
validation stage to possible or hostile counter-measures. The results of
track-splitting). these analyses are used by Surveillance
Assessment to identify significant departure
The execution of each of these stages is from the Surveillance Plan.
carried out by a separate World Model The Development of the Surveillance Plan is
Management System as illustrated in external to World Model Management; it is
Figure 2; each of these systems is divided based on the assessed situation, on the
into sections concerned with data processing group or ship objectives, and on the
for Model update, assessing the status of predicted conditions. Surveillance
the Model, and directing the Surveillance Assessment provides the means of
process. The separation of the Model implementing this plan and of adapting it in
Management systems is intended to limit the response to changing conditions. The
propagation of errors by preventing false implementation is carries out by setting
hypotheses from contaminating their source surveillance objectives and defining
data. contexts and modes of operation for
subordinate World Model Management systems
Model update is concerned with using the in response to the discrepancies identified
input data to initiate and update hypothesis by Model Assessment.
in the World Model and to establish
confidence levels for these hypotheses on Thus surveillance operations of all levels
the bases of data quality and correlation from the deployment of sensor platforms to
with predictions from the World Model. the control of individual sensors are
continuously adapted to meet the demands of
Model Assessment employs statistical the environment, the requirement of the
analysis of track quality parameters to users and t4)status of individual
maintain a continuous overview of the Model equipments . The subdivision of this
status; the parameters to be evaluated process by the provision of a number of
include the range at which categorisation World Model Management systems limits the
occurs; the ratio of hypotheses to events, depth and range of analysis required at each
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level, thereby reducing the overall Routine information presentation is based on
processing requirements. the related concepts of the Volume of
Interest and the Information Resolution. A
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION Volume of Interest corresponds to a volume
within the information space of one of the
In theory the information required for the World Models and the associated Information
execution of the various Command System Resolution equates to the quantization of
functions is definable tT)terms of the model information required within the Volume of
of the Command process , in practise this Interest. The definition of Volumes of
is true only when the functions are Interest for the various Command System
completely predefined and lack any functions assists the Commander in
capability for learning and adaption. The configuring his Command System in accordance
approach is to divide information with his objectives, in addition the Volumes
distribution into 'routine information of Interest and Information Resolutions
presentation' and 'user requested provide criteria for use in the Model
information presentation'. Routine Assessement stage of World Model Management.
information is based on the model of the
command process; it is expected to supply The axes of the Volume of Interest
all the information requirements at correspond to the parameters used in the
Immediate JTyel (Command System categorisation of information within the
Category 5 ' the bulk of the requirements World Models; a typical set of axes are:
at Current level (Categories 2 and 4) and to
provide the context for user information geographical, this relates to the area
requests at Medium Term level (Categories 1 over which the function is exercised
and 3). The remainder of this paper is (c.f. the Missile Engagement Zone);
concerned with the filtering of information
for routine presentation and does not time-frame, which corresponds to the
consider the handling of user requests. view into the past and future required
Future
Time \
I \
I \ ' Geographic Range
Past 0
_ IA
Boundary of Volume of Interest - -
World Line of Phenomenon -
Figure 3 Operation of Volume of Interest
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for scheduling, directing and In practice errors in measurements of the
coordinating activities; positions and movements of objects, object
manoeuvres, and uncertainties in prediction
category, which identifies the will lead to the objects being represented
appropriate class of information (e.g. to envelopes of world-lines; additionally,
air, surface or sub surface). the Volumes of Interest are unlikely to have
the geographic symmetry tacitly assumed in
The operation of the Volume of Interest in producing this figure, removing any
the selection of relevant informaiton is particular significance from the geographic
shown in Figure 3. In this diagram the centre of the Volume.
geographic axes have been compressed to
produce a single axis, geographic range, and The previous paper(l) examined some of the
the categorisation axis has been ignored; implications of an hierarchical command
the origin represents the centre of interest system, one of which was the development of
with respect to range, and the present lower level (Current and Immediate) goals
moment in relationships to time. The various and objectives from the expansion of higher
objects and phenomena (e.g. threat tracks) level (Medium Term) objectives, this
are represented as world-lines, with their translates into a requirement that the
present positions indicated by the points of subordinate Volumes of Interest must be
intersection of the world-lines and the included within the superior Volume of
Geographic Range axis. The criterion for Interest. Figure 4 illustrates the nesting
reporting an object becomes one of testing of Medium Term, Current and Immediate
whether its world-line enters the Volume of Volumes of Interest relative to some
Interest (shown chain dotted); thus B is arbitrary common set of axes; the squares
reported although the physically closer marked Medium Term, etc, correspond to the
object A is not. The asymetry of the Volume projections of the volumes of Interest into
along the time axis arises because the this coordinate system, and the
direction and monitoring of present tessellations within these squares indicate
activities required a relatively short view the respective Information Resolutions; the
into the past compared with the view into numbers 1 to 4 indicate events occuring
future required for scheduling future within these Volumes of Interest. The
actions. variation in size of the Volumes of Interest
MEDIUM TERM
IMMEDIATE
4I
-CURRENT .......... .. .
' 1 L . .L_ ......... _ _ ;-
I , ~ ~ I - ~---~ Pie ·--------------- ·· ---· -----... ..... .......
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and Information Resolution corresponds to
the variation in scope and detail between CONCLUSIONS
Medium Term, Current and Immediate
information requirements. The related concepts of the World Models and
of Volume of Interest and Information
On the basis that communication requires a Resolutions provide a basis for the
known shared contest to make it management of information gathering and
distribution in a manner which is
intelligible, it is apparent that routine continuously responsive to the needs of the
communications between the functions various users and in a form amenable to a
utilising these Volumes of Interest is high level of automation. The definition of
limited to the following cases: the information management system in this
form also makes it more readily
Medium Term and Current can communicate understandable by its users.
about events 2 and 3;
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coordination; for example Anti-Submarine
operations using helicopter or maritime
patrol aircraft must be coordinated with
anti-air warfare operations in areas where
they overlap.
These concepts are applicable to the
employment of Tactical Data Links as well as
to communication within a single ship;
applied to Tactical Data Link operation they
make it apparent that the tasks to be
supported are; the maintenance of a common
context within the group, the exchange of
command and control messages based on the
common context, and the exchange of command
and control messages plus supporting context
for events outside the existing shared
context. The bulk of the link traffic
should be concerned with the maintenance of
the common context, and the transfer of out
of context command and control information
plus supporting information should make up a
very small proportion of the traffic;
consequently it is of interest to consider
whether a single link can be optimised to
support the three forms of traffic. A
further question worthy of consideration is
whether a single link can support the
requirement of both Medium Terms and Current
command and control.
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THE ROLE OF TEAMS IN THE ORGANISATION OF WORK
J.N. Clare,
Scicon Consultancy International,
49 Berners Street,
London W1P 4AQ, UK.
Abstract Where men work together it is
possible to consider two basic types of
working relationship, those of Team or
Group. A Team consists of Ag coordinating
specialists while a Group is made up of
collaborating generalists. When considering
where men operate within a command system
the concepts of information management can
be used to select the most appropriate
relationship for any collection of men.
Finally some of the advantages and
disadvantages of each organisational
relationship are considered.
INTRODUCTION
In considering the design of a command task requirements. In a Group the
system it is necessary to determine how the members share responsibility for the
way men work together interacts with the total task rather than any sub-task
design. This paper discusses some of the
characteristics of collections of people (c) Individual contribution, in a Team
working together. The positions where men member is a specialist in the tasks he
will function with a command system are then does and his inter-relationship with
described. The concepts related to the other members is one of
information organisation and management are Co-ordination. In a Group each member
then used to suggest the most relevant will be more or less capable of
organisation of work in any given situation. fulfilling all the sub-tasks, i.e a
Finally some of the implications, advantages generalist. The inter-relationship
and disadvantages of working structures are between individuals will be that of
discussed. collaboration.
MEN WORKING TOGETHER (d) Overlap between individuals, in a Team
there is little overlap between
This general review is based on the work of individuals tasks, responsibilities and
Hallam and Stanmers of AstoYniversity relationships. In a Group the overlap
'Multi-Man-Machine Systems' may be total.
The first point is to consider the ways that A closer examination of the concepts of
men worked together may be organised Briggs colloboration and co-ordination suggests
& Naylor define a Team as "two or more that these two underlie the differences
operators working in task or goal oriented between Groups and Teams. Thus where the
environment". relationship individuals is that of
(3) co-ordination then it is closer to the
Klaus and Glaser . go further in defining definition of a Team, when the relationship
both a Team as fairly loose structure. is that of collaboration then it is closer
Klaus and Glaser define four basic to the definition of a Group. This latter
characteristics which differentiate between assertion assumes that for these to be joint
a Team and a Group as follows:- responsibility the structure must of
necessity be looser.
(a) Structure; in a Team this is well
defined with each individual having a It is now necessary to reasses the
clearly defined relationship with the definitions of a Team and a Group. In so
other members of the organisation. A far as we can determine the relative degree
group has an ill define structure. of co-ordination to collaboration, then a
collaboration, then a collection of men can
(b) Individual assignment, in a Team each be called a Team or a Group. However, in
member has a clearly defined role with affect, we have a continuous distribution
associated defined responsibilities and from a Team with only co-ordination
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relationships, through a mixture to a pure result of the requirements placed on
Group where all relationships are the system by users. Co-ordination is
collaborative. carried out at the behest of the
commander, but since it is assignable
There are two specific extra requirements to another it is separately defined.
for the existance of a Group compared with a
Team. These are training and interpersonal In the paper on Total Systems Approach it is
communications. Group members must have shown that in the complex Naval environment
sufficient experience of working together in there is need to consider resources at both
order to establish effective models of each Group and Ship level. This leads to a
others personal internal models of the nesting of operational positions with
world. In a Team the representation of the respect to the various Command System
others internal model may be common across Categories.
all individuals carrying out a specific
task. In order to develop and maintain the From this nesting it is possible to derive a
models of other individuals within a Group general set of Operational Positions at
there will a consequent increased load on Group level, figure 1. This shows the basic
interpersonnal communications. Where there division of Task Definition functions and
is not direct contact there will need to be Resource Management functions; at Group
provision of adequate communication level there are no control positions as
facilities. resources only exist at ship level.
OPERATIONAL POSITIONS The Operational Positions for a ship are
shown in figure 2. In this case the inter
An Operational Position is defined as the conectivity is complicated both by the need
node in the organisation where men fulfil to meet both Area and Self Defence
roles. The concept of an operational requirements and also by the direction of
Position is derived from the logical those aspects from ship Command and from
structure and function of the system. The Group Operations Direction.
implication is that any position may require
many men or only part of a man's effort. ASSIGNMENTS OF POSITIONS TO MEN
In the pag r on the Total Systems Any operational position may be filled by
Approach it is shown that the structure any number of men from a part of a man to
may be considered under two headings namely many men. This leads to three basic
Task Definition and Resource Management. In assignment situations:-
the simplest case we can define five basic a) The division of roles within a position
types of position, betwen several individuals.
a) Command Cm b) The mapping of a single position to a
single man.
A position which has the authority and
responsibility for the direction c) The aggregation of several position for
co-ordination and control of military a single man.
resources.
A critical aspect in the assignment of roles
Operations Direction OD to individuals is the understanding that is
necessary for them to have comprehensions of
A position which has the authority and events within and external to the command
responsibility for the direction of system. It is suggested that for a man to be
allocated resources within a defined effective in a number of concurrent roles
Sphere of influence. then the Volumes and Information Resolutions
associated with those roles must be
Resource Management M compatible. The optimium being when the
Volume of Interest and Information
A position which is responsible for the Resolution are identical.
timely provisions of a resource, for
maintaining the effective operation of Where a number of men occupy an operational
that resource and for making position then it is possible to divide the
recommendations for the effective use subtasks between individuals so that Volumes
of that resource. of Interest either overlap or do not
overlap. Where there is overlap there will
Resource Control inevitably be an increased requirements for
co-operation between individuals.
A position which is responsible for the
immediate manipulation of a resource in When a number of men share an operational
order to achieve a defined goal. position with high overlap between Volumes
of Interest, then a Group relationship will
Co-ordination Co the most appropriate. When men do not
share Volumes of Interest but are required
A position which is responsible for to co-operate then a Team relationship will
identifying where conflicts occur as a be the most appropriate.
I~ ";~--~-" *m`-"~" ?~~' ~l` "  ~ ~l~ ` be the most appropriate.~"~~
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In the other assignment situation of one man and individual performance can be
fulfilling the roles associated with several assessed.
position or completely filling one position
then he will normally have a Team e) Training - members of a team will be
relationship with the rest of the command able to undertake a significant amount
system personnel. of individual training since inputs can
be simulated. A Group will require
In a more complex organisation it may be significant whole whole group training
possible that a man may fulfil a role which in order to establish collaboration
is part of an operational position which has relationships.
an associated group relationship. However,
it is possible for that man to have an f) Career Progression - because
additional role which means a Team individuals are subsumed within the
relationship with others and thus an Group it will have adverse effects on
essential conflict. the judgements of individual
competence.
This conflict needs to be considered
carefully as it is possible that the group g) Interpersonal relationships - as a
relationship may provide a more satisfying Group is dependent on individuals
job and hence bias the man away from his working closely together, interpersonal
other responsibilities. conflict would leave a serious effect
relative to that in a Team.
IMPLICATIONS OF USING TEAMS OR GROUPS
From this list is can be seen that Teams and
Given a Team or Group relationships it is Groups both have advantages which must be
necessary to consider the advantages and assigned up in the decision to use one or
disadvantages; some of the more important the other.
implications are:
It is of note that if a collection of men
a) Resilience to external change - because are initially brought together as Team then
of the flexibility and adaptability of they may move towards a Group relationship.
a group it should be resilient to However, when a Group is convened directly
unexpected events occuring. A Team it will have difficultly moving to a Team
will require an external supervisor to relationship.
adapt and manipulate the individual
roles in order to meet the new CONCLUSIONS
situations.
It has been shown that is it possible to
b) Resilience to internal change - because organise men so that they work with either a
a group depends on the collaboration Team or Group relationship. Those
betwen individuals it will be relationships are important in the type of
susceptible to changes in Group job the men are required to do and are also
membership. Because of the part of the effectiveness of the overall
independence of individuals a Team will system. Where the relationships are not
be resilient to changes in membership. clearly defined we can expect inefficiences
in system performance.
c) Task Loading - unless a team's tasks
are very carefully controlled, it is This inevitably leads to the situation that
inevitable that as load increases the organisation of men's working
individuals will become overloaded relationships cannot be left to chance
rather than the whole team. In order following the design and implementation of a
to cope with the variability of load it system. It is vital that the types of
will be necessary to run the team at a relationship to be implemented are included
loading level such that expected in the design phase so that job can be
variations so not overload individuals. designed and the necessary facilities
A consequence of this is that many team provided to support the men. Those
members may be bored and underloaded facilities include not only the work station
leading to ineffective individual with its interfaces and communications but
performance. also the trainers and simulation that will
ensure that competent men are assigned to
In a Group individuals can operate a the system.
higher load levels since transient
peaks will be spread over a number of ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
individuals.
This paper orginates from work carried out
d) Performance Monitoring - it is with the support of ProcuremenS Executive,
necessary to monitor performance both Ministry of Defefence by the C Group of
for training assessment and in order to companies; the group consisted of Ferranti
optimise overall system effectiveness. Computer Systems Ltd, PA Management
A Group will generally be considered as Consultancy Ltd, Plessey Radar Ltd, Scicon
a whole since individual performance is Consultancy International Ltd, Software
masked by others. In a Team both team Sciences Ltd, and Systems Designers Ltd.
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FUNCTIONAL MAINTENANCE BY SUBORDINATE COMMANDER SIGNALING
IN HIERARCHICAL COMMAND STRUCTURES
Stephen Kahne
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
Abstract. Subordinate commander signaling (SCS) in tilitary C3 systems is discussed.
The command structure and information structure in C systems are generally different
and permit commanders to receive information from subordinate commanders as well as
from other intelligence sources. A commander centered model of the C system is
used to illustrate the SCS concept.
A fundamental basis for analysis and design when the information held by each network
of C3 systems is still lacking. This note mode is only local [3].
suggests a commander-oriented model of the
command hierarchy which may lead to a model The overall question being addressed is the
appropriate for analysis. The Navy command maintenance of command system function when
system is substantially different from the certain of the commanders or assets are
general forms of hierarchies suggested in not available. Thus system function is to
most large scale systems [1] efforts due to be maintained when local functions are
the strict chain of command nature of the eliminated. This note deals with models
military situation and the central role of of command structure and their related
the enemy. In this case Navy doctrine quite information structure.
clearly describes the hierarchical relation-
ship between commanders and suggests that Consider the command structure shown in
the "nearest neighbor" concept is a central Figure 1. The command structure and infor-
one in Navy command structures since it is mation structures are two entirely different
expected that most of a commanders inter- properties of a military C3 system. Figure
action with others in the hierarchical 1 shows command structure only. Commanders
structure will be with his "nearest neigh- receive information from several sources de-
bors" in the structure. Thus his major pending on the nature of the military
command interactions are with commanders not situation and, in part, their personal style.
more than one echelon removed from his. A53, the assets of Ch3 is explicitly shown
Although skip echelon command is not unheard for illustrative purposes. Indeed it is
of we will consider the case that information understood that each bottom level commander
from lower echelons reaches a commander from has assets which may be engaged in battle.
the nearest lower echelon. The implication
of this is that a local model of a commanders To properly describe the command hierarchy
environment may provide substantially more in Figure 1 it would be necessary to ex-
information for him in this highly structured plicitly enumerate the assets of each com-
hierarchy than one would expect in a less mander. For example:
structured situation. The model of a comman-
der which postulates a detailed model of the A = {C5 1, C5 C5 A53
"local" environment with a more vague model
of the "distant" environment may well be
suitable in the C3 application [2]. It also A {A C6 
implies that one should examine the limiting 33 41 C4 2
case in which the only information available This nested collection of assets and comman-
to the commander is from his "nearest neigh- ders may be used to describe the command
bors" - indeed such information sources which hierarchy [6]. This does describe the assets
provide him information may be defined to be of a particular commander but does not in-
his nearest neighbors. dicate the information structure which pro-
vides him with data on which to base his
It is known that in certain cases of decen- commands. It should be expected that the
tralized systems, nearest neighbor information command structure itself will provide some
may be adequate for a local commander to information to him and it is this part of
deduce important global properties. For his information structure that we are pri-
example, algorithms have been developed to marily interested in in this note. In
determine optimal pathways through networks particular we are interested in signalling
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within the command structure. There is too much data of too little value.
The way this data is aggregated is by the
In this model each lower echelon commander choice of action of the commanders who are
has precisely one immediate superior. The in closest proximity to these details. In
notation provides structural information about other words the state of the system is
a commanders place in the hierarchy. Cda commanders place in the hierarchy. C aggregated into the control choices of the
is the label of the b-th commander in the commanders in the command hierarchy.
a-th echelon. The superscript defines the
superior officer. By definition, the su- It must be easier to accurately monitor
perior officer is in the (a-l)th echelon. friendly forces than the enemy. Therefore
If his label is Ch then d = g + (a-l). it would be useful to determine how effect-
(a-l)g' ively commands could be generated based
Thus the superscript portion of the label is on information gleaned from the actions of
equal to the sum of the subscripts of the subordinate commanders - subordinate com-
label of the immediate superior commander. mander signalling [4] (SCS). The control
The task of a particular commander Ck actions of the subordinate commanders will,
T tkf p il c e i in part, result from inductive reasoning
is to analyze the information received from which would otherwise be difficult to model
various sources to determine what commands in a manner useful to the superior commanders.
to give to Ci s pe for p = 1, 2, ... In this
sense the comma k ers are data processors Some information structures may be useful
and command parsers who must allocate to ones for eventual analysis. Such justifi-
each nearest neighbor subordinate some cation for considering artificial infor-
portion of the task to be accomplished. mation structures is similar to analysis of
linear systems as an initial attempt to
Assume that each commander has a known dis- examine nonlinear system behavior. Some
crete finite repertoire of commands which ordering of information structures may lead
he can issue to lower echelon commanders. to useful but approximate results for
This is done based on his perception of the structures which eventually emerge when real
state of his assets and those threats which data is available about in place C3 system
to him appear relevant to the situation behavior
he is commanding. The question is how a
commander learns about the environment in Little is known about subordinate commander
which he is operating. signalling.
We suggest that a phenomenon first reported To illustrate the potential value of knowing
in the economics literature is at work here: subordinates commands as a signal about
signalling. In C3 the signalling may occur the state of the environment they are ob-
through a superior commanders observations. serving, consider that each commander is
of his subordinates' commands: their re- described by an ordinary set of differential
sponse to his command from above. equations and exists in a noise free envi-
ronment:
Let us denote the command repertoire of Cij
k k
as
Xij = {Ur(C.j), r = 1, 2, ..., m } C i jj -i  ij(
For notational convenience we have assumed = Aij (ij 'rij ij
that each commander in the i-th echelon has
has m. discrete controls in his repertoire. where wij = 0, a vector of noise disturbance
To account for inter-echelon differences x.. is the "state" of C
several of the controls may be assumed null. -1J 1
u.. is the control applied to C..
-~k 13
In the nested command structure postulated Yij is the C.. output which serves as
it is clear that each commander will have a ij
different view of the overall battle situation, control input to some other com-different view f th  er ll ttle situation. mander determined by the command
Lower echelon commanders may have detailed butander determined by the command
narrow views of a battle while higher echelon
commanders will have a broader more compre-
hensive view. There have been concerns ex- With no noise and weak assumptions on fi
pressed about how one defines the "state" knowledge of ij at some initial time tO
of a battle or a military environment. Thefor t > t determines x a
whole question of appropriate aggregation of and uij for t > tOdetermines ij and ij
variables [5] to form useful models of C3 which then serves to drive some other comman-
systems and battle environments has not been der(s). If a superior commander "knew"
addressed. Various well defined aspects such ui he would know the complete state of his
as conditions of weapons, placement of per- k
sonnel, supply inventory levels, etc. may be its output
known to lowest echelon commanders. There
is not need for higher echelon commanders to
have direct knowledge about such details.
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In the presence of certain noise processes, pp. 108-28.
possibly arising from enemy actions per-
fect knowledge of ij may not yield perfect 6. J.S. Lawson, Jr., "Command Control as
a Process," IEEE Control Systems
knowledge of xij and iJ' It is not pre- Magazine, Vol. 1, No. 1, March 1981,
sently known under what conditions this pp. 5-11.
knowledge of a subordinates controls will
yield valuable information about the state 7. S. Kahne, "Control Migration: A Char-
of a commanders assets and the battle acteristic of C3 Systems", IEEE
environment. Control Systems Magazine, Vol. 2,
No. 3, September 1982.
If analysis shows that this type of infor-
mation structure is particularly useful for
improving the quality of a commanders de-
cisions, C3 communications support systems
should emphasize secure, reliable links for
subordinate commander signaling. Clearly
ordinary differential equations are not co
appropriate models for commanders. However
if such descriptions can, in some sense,
approximate commander behavior this dis-
cussion suggests that subordinate commander 2
signals may indeed help a superior commander
to more fully comprehend the state of the
battle environment. Moreover, the knowledge
gained occurs in a decentralized manner C
which has advantages of survivability in a
hostile environment. It also makes use of
required command communication networks but,
of course, in a direction opposite to the C
command flow. Moreover it is consistent with
requirements for control migration in the
C3 system [7].
CONCLUSION
It is suggested that subordinate commander
signaling in hierarchical command structures
may be a useful way for superior commanders
to improve the quality of their knowledge
about the state of a battle environment.
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Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of developing a theory for
the assessment and design of decision support systems for organizational
decision making. We begin by constructing a three-fold view of decision
making, distinguishing between the decision process itself, the tasks
performed in reaching a decision, and the role of the various individuals
involved. We then consider the problem of measuring the benefits and the
costs of introducing a decision support system. Finally, we discuss some
wider design issues.
INTRODUCTION organizational decision makers. Further,
The purpose of this paper is to construct a this decision making may take place
descriptive model of organizational decision separately, or in conjunction with other
making. This will allow us to develop an members of the organization.
understanding of what is required for better Another feature of organizational decision
design of systems that support this making is the distributed nature of
activity. expertise and knowlede. That is, no s
An organization is a complex entity with member of the organization possesses all
various types of interconnection between its information that is relevant to all decision
members. There can be formal and informal problems. However, for a particular problem
communications, and authority structures there may be a sub-group within the
that are rigid (hierarchical) nor flexible organization that does indeed have this
(heterarchical). The behavior of information. In such a case, decision
organizations has been studied extensively makers can get access to the information,
in the literature (Simon, 1976; Litterer, albeit with some cost. An important issue
1969) and we will not be directly concerned in developing our model of organizational
with this in the present paper. However, we decision making will be the identification
will assume, throughout our discussion of of such sub-groups and the level of detail
organizational decision making, that the of information that resides within them.
organization has a conventional hierarchical A decision support system (DSS) is defined
A decision support system (DSS) is defined
management structure.
as any system whose purpose is to facilitate
A decision is an irrevocable allocation_ of the decision process. According to this
resources, and any such action that affects definition, a management information system
the well-being of the members of the (MIS) is an example of a DSS. While a
drganization will be rererred to as an variety of DSS's have appeared in the
organizational decision. Organiztio~nal literature (Alter, 1980; Keen & Scott
ecision making is t-hen the process by which Morton, 1978), there is no theory that
such decisions are made. Similarly, those allows us to decide on the appropriateness
members of the organization who are of a given DSS for a class of decision
responsible, either individually or jointly, problems or a group of decision makers. The
for the allocation of resources are called foundations of such a theory is the goal of
the research reported in this paper.
In developing our ideas we have constructed
three interacting views of the
organizational decision making problem.
1 Research partially supported by ONR Con- These reflect the stages of the decision
tract No. N00014-75-C-0738. process itself, the tasks that need to be
performed in executing this process, and the
roles that the members of the organization
Research partially supported by RADC Con- can play in arriving at the decision. The
tract No. F30602-81-C-0303. key question in designing an effective DSS
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thus becomes: What tool is to be used by
whom at what stage of the decision process?
If this question can be answered, then we
can begin to develop the correct tools for
the appropriate people, and then offer them GOAL OBSERVATION
the tools at the right stage of the decision 
process. _tl PROBLEM RECOGNITION
A PROCESS MODEL OF DECISION MAKING
Decision making is a multi-stage iterative
process. Within it are sequences of IDENTIFICATION
"convergent" and "divergent" sub-processes
that take the decision maker from the
recognition that he has a decision problem
to the implementation of his preferred
choice. For example, in the conventional
decision analysis paradigm (Raiffa, 1974)
constructing a decision tree is a process of OPTION GENERATION
diverging, whereas the selection of just one
of the alternatives through expected utility
maximization is a process of converging.
There are two types of decision: the
tactical, where we are concerned with slight OPTION ELIMINATION
modifications to existing plans, and the
strategic, where we are concerned with
replacing existing plans. Tactical
decisions are often characterized by
stimulus-response behavior and typically
involve convergent processes such as NEGOTIATION
estimation and feedback control. Strategic & SELECTION >
decisions, on the other hand, are much more OTHER
complex and our primary concern in this DM'S
paper.
Figure 1 shows a model of the strategic
decision making process. This breakdown IMPLEMENTATION
into seven distinct phases is not unique,
but it does allow us to distinguish the
different divergent and convergent
processes. Each divergence provides a scope
for the following convergence; each Plan for lower-level
convergence provides a focus for the
following divergence. Clearly, the specific
details of this cannot be predetermined
since they depend on both the problem and Fig. 1 A Process Model
the individuals involved. We will, however, of Decision Making
consider each stage briefly.
Problem Recognition Identification of Issues
This is a process of diverging. It is This is a process of converging. In it the
triggered by either a re-direction of goal main issues of the strategic decision
from an authority at a higher level in the problem are determined. The process is
hierarchy, or by a drastic change in the started with a search for information
decision environment. The scope of this relevant to the problem. Typically this
process is determined by the degree to which involves a set of questions that need to be
the new goal differs from the old goal, or answered: What are the important
by the degree to which the new situation attributes?, How should these be combined to
differs from the old. If the process is serve as a proxy for the perceived goal?,
triggered by goal re-direction, then the Should there be hard and soft constraints on
divergence involves the listing of different these attributes and if so how should they
goal representations. Whereas if the be set to represent the decision maker's
process is triggered by a situational security and aspiration levels?
change, then the divergence involves the
generation of new hypotheses about the state
of the world.
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Option Generation Since knowledge that is relevant to a
particular problem is distributed within the
This is a process of diverging. It involves organization, there is a need for
a statement of the possible alternatives and interactive tools that guide the user to
typically requires specialized domain appropriate sources of information as
knowledge. In routine problems this can be distinct from tools that help retrieve it.
straightforward, requiring only the Knowledge acquisition is a task that is
retreival of pre-stored options. In novel performed in three stages of the decision
situations, however, this can be a time process: identification of issues, options
consuming and difficult process. In many generation and option elimination. However,
problems, option generation is the key phase the level of knowledge required is different
that determines the effectiveness of the for each stage. Thus during options
overall decision process (Tong et al, 1982). generation broad overviews are needed,
whereas during options elimination detailed
cause and effect models are needed. This
Option Elimination implies that several knowledge sources may
This is a process of conyerging. In it the be necessary. Notice too that divergent
options generated in the previous stage are processes are typically concerned with
carefully evaluated and the least desirable locating information and convergent
ones pruned away. Situation specific processes with extracting it.
knowledge is required to do this, and the
output of the process will be a set of
preferred options for a specific decision Tools for Modeling
maker. Modeling is the task of abstracting the
knowledge acquired and constructing
relationships between attributes and goals,
Negotiation and Selection and between actions and attributes. We call
In this process all those decision makers these goal modeling and systems modeling
who are involved in the particular respectively. Modeling is a task that
organizational decision attempt to form a supports divergent processes; examples of
concensus. Actually this is a diverging tools being influence diagrams, analytic
process followed by a converging process. hierarchies (Saaty, 1980), and differential
It is characterized by the addition of new equations.
concerns, and re-definition of goals and
options as each decision maker attempts to
justify his individual goal representation
and preferences. Finally, though, one Tools for Analysis
option is selected as the correct way of This category includes all those tools that
allocating the common resource. are normally used for analysis, such as
optimization methods, heuristic search
techniques, and estimation procedures. The
Implementation result of using one of these tools will be a
This is the divergent process by which the solution to some analysis problem.
final decision is translated into a nominal
plan and sets of detailed instructions for
lower-level members of the organization. Tools for Communication
These tools are essential if the decision
makers are to arrive at a concensus. They
A TASK MODEL OF DECISION MAKING allow interchange of concerns and
In this section we will describe the set of perspectives. Such tools are also needed
tasks that are performed in the different for communicating high-level decisions to
stages of the decision process. We call lower-level decision makers.
this a task model which itself defines a
collection of appropriate decision making
tools. From the process model (Fig. 1), we A ROLE MODEL OF DECISION MAKING
see that the tools in this toolbox can be In organizational decision making there are
divided into four categories. A mapping organization members other than the decision
between the process and task model is shown maker who may influence the actual choice
in Fig. 2, where we indicate how the various made. We have developed a role model that
stages require different tasks to be helps us understand the interactions between
performed. A cross indicates a strong these players, and we briefly describe the
relationship; thus, for example, options various groups as follows:
generation requires knowledge acquisition
and modeling. Stakeholders (SH). This refers to the group
within the organization that stands to gain
or lose as a consequence of the outcome of
Tools for Knowledge Acquisition the decision that is made. Strictly, every
member of the organization is a stakeholder,
This task includes information retrieval but practically we use this label to
from data bases as well as consultation with describe only those whose concerns are
individuals who have specialized knowledge.
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TAGE PROBLEM ISSUE OPTION OPTION NEGOTIATION
IMPLEMENTATION
ASK RECOGNITION IDENTIFICATION GENERATION ELIMINATION & SELECTION IMPLEMENTATION
KNOWLEDGE
ACQUISITION X X X X
MODELLING X X
ANALYSIS X X X
COMMUNI-
X X
CATION
Fig. 2 A Mapping from Tasks to Stages
directly sensitive to the outcome. A It is not necessary that these groups be
decision which is responsive to the disjoint. In fact in the usual situation an
stakeholders' needs is called a responsive individual may play several roles
decision. simultaneously, or may alternate between
Decision Makers (DM). This refers to the roles. Such multiple role playing can
group within the organization that has the introduce certain unique phenomena into
authority to allocate resources, and is organizational decision making. One
therefore responsible for such actions. The instance is conflict of interest. For
job of the decision maker is to make example, when individuals are members of DE
responsive decisions. as well as SH, they may provide biased
knowledge that they hope may influence the
Domain Experts (DE). This refers to the decision in their favor. Another example is
group within the organization that possesses when individuals are members of DM as well
knowledge in specific disciplines. We as SH. In this case there may be a tendency
assume that domain experts acquire knowledge for individuals to represent overall
independently of the specific decision organizational goals in line with their
problem. Each member of this group will personal desires. A second phenomenon is
have specialized knowledge, but may not be role confusion in which an individual may
able to communicate it to other members of play an inappropriate role at a particular
the group. stage of the decision process. For example,
a decision maker who is also a domain expertDecision Support Staff (DS). The members of may spend too much effort in the latter
this group are also known as planners, or role, when he/she ought to be making
decision analysts, or systems experts. decisions based on the analysis an
Their primary function is to support the recommendations of the support staff.
decision maker in making the appropriate
responsive decision. They help formulate A mapping from role to decision stage is
the relevant issues, find the appropriate shown in Fig. 3. As before, a cross in a
sources of problem relevant knowledge, cell indicates a strong relationship between
integrate this knowledge to help generate stage and role.
options, analyze the options and form viable
sets of options for consideration by the
decision maker. TOWARDS A THEORY OF DECISION SUPPORT
Actors (AC). These are the members of the The three models we have described give us a
organization who implement the plans chosen framework on which to build a theory of
by the decision makers. Note that in a decision support. This must be in two
hierarchical organization all but the parts: a theory of measurement and a theory
highest decision maker can take on the role of design. We need to be able to assess the
of actor. effectiveness of a DSS before we can build
an improved version. In this section we
will consider some of the measurement
questions.
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STAGE PROBLEM' ISSUE OPTION OPTION NEGOTIATION
X•G E~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~IMPLEMENTATION
ROLE \ RECOGNITION IDENTIFICATION GENERATION ELIMINATION & SELECTION
SH X
DM X X X X
DS X X X
DE X X X
AC X
Fig. 3 A Mapping from Roles to Stages
First we would like to distinguish a tool compatibility may be related to the
from a DSS. Our concept of a tool is rather percentage of correct tools for the
broad and we include anything that the different stages of the decision process. A
decision maker may use. Thus a coin is a DSS is role-incompatible if it cannot
tool if tossed to resolve a simple binary provide tools appropriate to the roles
choice. So is a complex computer simulation played by the members of the organization
if its output helps determine the value of involved in the decision. Once we have a
some important parameter in a decision measure for compatibility, then benefit will
problem. A DSS, on the other hand, is a be conditional upon it. Benefit itself has
collection of tools and a set of procedures two components: benefit to the individual
for providing the right tools to the right and benefit to the organization. We are
people at the right stage of the decision concerned with attributes such as speed of
process. A DSS thus consists of two parts: decision making, "correctness" of decisions,
the toolbox and the user-interface. The and confidence in the decision process and
user-interface is that part of the DSS with its outcomes. We should also expect that
which the user interacts. It recognizes, or factors such as the frequency of the
is told, which decision stage is being decision problem and the potential impact of
traversed and then helps the user select the the decision on the organization would be
right tool(s) for that stage. For example, involved in arriving at a total benefit
if options generation is being performed, measure for the DSS.
then appropriate tools are from the modeling The costs associates with a DSS include
category rather than the analysis category. psychological factors as well as the obvious
The user-interface should also be aware of
dollar amounts. It is important, forthe role that the user is playing. instance, that the introduction of a DSS
A measurement theory should concern itself does not cause a deterioration in
with both the "benefits" and the "costs" of performance as a result of it being
providing a DSS for organizational decision unacceptable to those who are expected to
making. The measurement of benefit is a work with it. Some of the costs are
difficult topic but an important concept is transient and associated with changes in
compatibility. We distinguish two kinds: working style that the DSS necessitates.
task-compatibility and role-compatibility. Others are permanent and associated with
A DSS is task-incompatible with a decision maintaining and upgrading the DSS.
problem if the tools do not match the tasks
to be performed. The degree of task-
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SOME DESIGN ISSUES CONCLUSIONS
A design theory of DSS's must be able to In this paper we have developed a three-fold
answer the following type of question: How view of organizational decision making which
elaborate should the toolbox be?, What recognizes a distinction between models of
specific tools should be included?, How the decision process, the decision tasks and
sophisticated should the user-interface be?, individual roles. Our contention is that a
Can we define the notion of an "optimal" Decision Support System should enhance the
DSS? Answers to these questions will, to a decision process by providing tools that
large extent, be organization specific. For match both tasks and rojes. We have used
an operational type of problem, where the our insight to lay the foundations of a two
issues are clear and the options limited, part theory of decision support; a theory of
the emphasis should probably be on tools for measurement and a theory of design. While
analysis rather than modeling. For high- our work is still in its infancy, we have
level planning problems, however, where identified a series of questions that need
issues are not clear and the option set is to be considered and believe that our
fuzzy, then modeling tools are more approach will yield appropriate answers.
important. Indeed, as we move from the
upper to the lower-levels of the
organizational hierarchy then we would
expect to change from tools that help REFERENCES
divergent thinking to tools that help Alter, S.L. (1980). Decision Support
convergent thinking; that is from tasks that Systems. Addison-Wesley, Reading.
involve heuristics and creativity, to those
that involve algorithms and analysis. Keen, P.G. & Scott Morton, M.S. (1978).
Decision Support Systems. Addison-
Similarly, the sophistication of the user- Wesley, Reading.
interface must depend on the user's
familiarity with the tools in the toolbox. Litterer, J.A. (1969). anizations 2nd
The casual user will require more help from Edition). John Wiley, New York.
the system than someone who uses it Raiffa, H. (1974). Decision Analysis:
regularly; the novice in a particular area Choice Under Uncertainty. Addison-
will need more help than the expert in the Wesley, Reading.
same area.
Saaty, T.L. (1980). The Analytic Hierarchy
In general, we see that the exact content Process. McGraw-Hill, New York.
and implementation of the DSS can be
determined either by the problem or by the Simon, H.A. (1976) Administrative Behavior.
role. That is, a DSS may support a certain The Free Press, New York.
class of problems or it may may support a Tong R.M., et al (1982) Options Generation
specific role. The extent to which it Techniques for Command and Control.
could, or should, do both is an interesting Tech. Report TR3012-1, AI&DS, Mountain
open question. View.
Other issues that the design theory should
address are the balance between "active" and
"passive" decision support, the value of
"adaptivity" versus "rigidity", and the
relative importance of emphasizing
"generality" over "specificity". A DSS can
be passive in that it simply provides access
to a variety of tools, or it can be active
by making the user aware of potential flaws
in use of the tools. A DSS can be rigid,
providing a fixed set of tools and user
interactions, or it can be adaptive to the
changing needs of its users. A DSS can be
specific to a particular problem/role, or it
can be capable of supporting a class of
problems/roles. All things being equal, we
would expect an active, adaptive and general
system to be the most powerful, but also the
most costly. Whether this would also be the
most effective is exactly the question our
design theory should answer.
>/
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ACQUISITION
In the system development and acquisition
AN APPROACH TOWARDS EVOLUTIONARY process there are two principal agents:
DEVELOPMENT OF COMMAND AND CONTROL the combat developer and the material
SYSTEMS developer. The combat developer, acting
on behalf of the eventual user,
establishes system functional design
Athor: orgia Institute of Technology requirements and develops a concept for
the use of the proposed system. As the
Engineering Experiment Station material developer translates the design
Command and Control Branch requirements into engineering
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 specifications and continues through the
Telephone: (404) 894-3523 various stages of development, test and
evaluation, and eventual production; the
With contributions by: H. Bennett Teates combat developer refines the doctrine and
procedures for system employment,
ABSTRACT establishes manning levels and the
training required for personnel to use the
The Administration's new DoD acquisition system, and by circumspection, if not
policies of "controlled decentralization"
and "pre-planned product improvement" form levels of personnel needed.
the basis for new approaches to the
acquisition process and place the A 1978 Defense Science Board Report(3) on
responsibility for these approaches in the this acquisition process found that since
hands of the Services. Whereas the need 1960, the "front end" period, from initial
for experimentation, demonstration or program conception to Advanced
design verification of new systems is Development, had increased from less than
widely accepted and practiced, there is a two years to an average of five. Other
need for a method to exploit and more conclusions in the report indicated that
quickly transfer our information-systems it was taking longer to obtain necessary
technology to deployed operational combat decisincreased levels of lack of information
systems. This paper traces this need from
the DoD acquisition process and proposes
the use of Advanced Experiment In recognition of these deficiencies, the
thDemonstrations (AEDs) in a Use- Reagan Administration has taken steps to
Demonstrations (AEDs) in a Use- make the process more efficient. Two
Learn-Develop cycle within the Conceptual themes of the revised acquisition process
Phase of development. The paper then are "controlled decentralization" and
addresses an approach to the development (P3I).
of (AEDs) and cites the experience gained "pre-planned product improvement" P)
by the author in the development of AEDs. delegation to the Services the recognitiondelegation to the Services the recognition
I NTRODUCTION of a need and initial advancement of a
potential solution, as well as all
"Over the past decade, computers have come production, testing and deployment of the
to play an important and significant part final product once Engineering Development
in mproving the capability of our is passed. Pre-planned product
military forces to gather, process, and improvement (P3I) is the acquisition of a
disseminate information. Successful basic capability with incremental upgrades
applications have occurred most frequently planned over the life-cycle of the system.
where the computer was used as a control This latter chane in olicy is
device tightly coupled to some physical particularly important to the development
process or weapon system. On the other particularly important to the development
hand, the use of computers to support and acquisition of information systems
tactical operations, strategic planning pertinent to resource management and
and the projection and evaluation of command and control. First, it is in
alternate courses of action have been far keeping with another Defense Science Board
less successful and valuable than the report, this one on command and control.
user had The Board reported that... "the most
designer had intended and the user had -important characteristic of command and
expected." (1) control systems (SIC) is their need for
adaptability to user needs and for theirOne of the reasons for this failure is the evolutionary change over time.(4) Second,
inadequate forum for information-system the most expedient remedy to the disparity
technology transfer and constraints between the size and quality of our
inherent to a time-consuming DoD military forces as opposed to forces of
acquisition process. Table 1 compares the the Warsaw Pact is the employment of our
development and acquisition of information technology base on the battlefield in the
systems with weapon systems.(2) areas of electronics, optics and digital
computers. This base, now evolving new
generations of capability every five years
or less, cannot be exploited as long as
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the acquisition and deployment periods are Step 1, "concept formulation", consists of
longer than the research and development (1) analysis of the identified operational
(R&D) period. needs and deficiencies of existing
capabilities; (2) an essessment of fiscal,
In summary, the current acquisition timing, interoperability, standardization,
system, even with the changes of the new and other constraints; and (3) a program
administration; plan. Advanced Experimental Demonstrations
(AEDs)(5) and engineering and development
e Separates the user, the researcher facilities may be initiated during Step 1
and the developer-resulting in longer if required to aid in the formulation of
communication channels, the initial concept.
misunderstandings, and inadequate or
overdesigned systems. Step 2, "use-learn-develop", consists of
two major elements. The first element
e Penalizes the project manager (PM) takes full advantage of one or both of the
for attempting to capture new, Engineering and Development Facility and
"risky" technology - thereby making the Advanced Experimental Demonstrations.
the PM a very conservative and The second element provides for the
unimaginative developer. preparation of detailed development
specifications.
e Provides no mechanism for early
experimentation-where failure is also Where AEDs comprise two elements:
recognized as progress and where
"technological risks" can be exposed. 1. An AED refines the requirement,
assesses the technical approach, and
A NEW APPROACH validates the concept. The using
command participates directly in this
It is the thesis of this paper that, for step. Maximum use is made of
information system acquisition, the existing military and commercial
synthesis of "operational experience" with hardware and software which is
"available technology", the exisiting functionally acceptable to the using
approach is inadequate. A new acquisition command and which may or may not be
method is needed that provides a better suitable for subsequent field
user-developer relationship. Moreover, evaluation trials.
the new method should provide a means by
which technology, residing in highly 2. AEDs transfer the system developed in
decentralized centers in DoD, contractor the engineering and development
IR&D programs, and academic and industrial facility to the using command for
R&D, can be made useful. Since it can be further evolution and evaluation in
useful only to the extent that the an operational environment.
acquisition process is flexible enough to Evolution of the system is directed
take quick advantage of opportunities as at tailoring the system to meet the
they arise, the method proposed is identified need under the stresses of
illustrated in Fig. 1. field operations.
USE-LEARN-DEVELOP The second element may result in a
detailed definition of the information
Figure 2 illustrates an approach to system requirements and specificatioins
information system acquisition which (including software requirements) for
proposes a modification of the current subsequent use by a program manager in the
"front-end". It is designed to force a acquisition and deployment of the system.
closer interaction between the operational Conversely, it may result in failure or
and technological aspects of information non-acceptance by the user. In either
systems research, evaluation, and case, it is specific information which,
acquisition. It is termed the "use-learn- provided to a program manager, makes his
develop" approach. job easier, less "risky", and leads to the
faster implementation of systems.
The Implementation Phase is in no way
different from the current engineering Phase II Implementation Phase,
development, production, and deployment encompasses, to the extent required,
phases of the existing acquisition modification of an existing system,
process. However, the Conceptual full-scale engineering development, or
Development Phase is different. The production and development of the system
essential difference is the early, direct for operational use. This structure may
interaction of the researcher, developer take one of four possible forms depending
and the user in an Advanced Experimental upon the state of hardware and software
Demonstration (AED). The structure of resulting from the Conceptural Phase. The
this phase would generally consist of two four possible forms are:
steps.
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1. Modifications - It is to be technical viewpoint. For example, the
anticipated that some equipment will purpose may indicate that computer
be militarized, but most will not and, security in a distributed mode is to be
therefore, the system used in the AED examined; lessons learned may be the
will have to be changed to account for operational concept of user interaction
more realistic military environments. with the system and technical
considerations of software modules
2. Deployment - In this form, the system restricting and granting access to users
used in the AED exists in either with a variety of access levels and
military or suitable commerical form, need-to-know.
and the software has been developed.
All that remains to be done is to Another element which appears to be
deploy the hardware or the software to mundane, yet experience has proven to be
the using command(s). important, is the specification of the
user. This paragraph requires
3. Production and Deployment - In this specifically, by position and
form, suitable system hardware designs organizational level, who will be the
exist in either mil iitary or users of the system. Normally, in
commercial form, and the sfotware has military command and control systems, this
been developed. What remains to be will be an enlisted man with ranks in the
done is the purchase or production of E-4 to E-6 range or a junior officer (0-1
sufficient quantities and deployment and 0-2). These are the people who will
to the using command(s). have physical access to and will interact
with the equipment. Often in development
4. Engineering Development, Production, cycles, this requirement is not clearly
and Deployment - In this form, the defined, resulting in field grade officers
conceptual phase was conducted with at combat development commands
modified or brassboard equipment establishing requirements for work
(either military or commercial) which performance for which they do not have an
is not operationally suitable for the in-depth understanding. Specifying the
intended application. Thus, user in an AED increases the importance of
full-scale engineering development is the user community's role in the
required. This form may also include "user-learn-develop" cycle. As they have
revisions to the prototype software the personnel assigned to their units who,
used in the Conceptual Phase. by day-to-day work, understand the job
which is being assisted by automation in
THE PROCESS the detail required. The role of enlisted
personnel; namely using the equipment for
AEDs are key to the success of the Use- the purpose of producing corrective
Learn-Develop approach. The purpose of an guidance during the development cycle,
AED is to demonstrate and evaluate a should not be under-estimated.
capability which has inference to needed
military applications. It is through this APPLICATIONS
controlled process that anticipated
requirements can be investigated in a There are three applications of the
research environment. This action leads "use-learn-development" cycle currently
to the added re-assurance of program being advocated or employed in the
managers as they consider using advanced development of Army systems. The initial
technology and often to the development of establishment of the concept was done for
an interim capability suitable for an Army research agency. Details of the
fielding. determination of research issues,
formulation of AEDs, generation of cost
The manner by which these AEDs are data, and selection of appropriate
formulated are as follows: demonstrations in a five-year plan can be
found in the final report for that
* Determination of research issues. project(5).
* Identification and formation of
AEDs. Implementation of the concept is being
e Establish procedures for determin- accomplished by two Army agencies: a
ing benefits of AEDs. materiel developer (Communications-Elec-
e Establish costs of AEDs. tronics Command) and a user organization
* Interlink the AEDs into a growing (US Army Forces Command.) Both are using
capability. the use-learn-develop approach to
establish interim C2 capabilities for
A format was developed to assure combat forces. In the case of the
understanding between all parties involved materiel developer, a data base management
with the process. This format, given in system is being established on military
Table 2, is highlighted by two main equipment in support of the Maneuver
elements: purpose and lessons learned. Control System and will evolve over time
Purpose describes the principle which will by the addition of operational (and
be demonstrated, while lessons learned technical) capabilities. The final report
indicate details from an operational and on the project provides more information
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(6). US Army Forces Command has changes in philosophy at the higher
established a project called "MICROFIX," echelons of the acquisition cycle, (i.e.,
which uses off-the-shelf microcomputers in within the Office of the Secretary of
support of intelligence units. The Defense) implementation of the;
initial effort provides the intelligence evolutionary approach at the actual test
analyst with the capability of level is not complete.
manipulating enemy activity and unit
capabilities and of displaying this Finally, as a system evolves, maintenance
information textually and graphically. in terms of hardware, software, and
Personnel from intelligence units have procedures grows rapidly. The need for
been provided "hands-on" opportunities to configuration management in a
use the system. Learning has been "use-learn-develop" cycle is keen as
twofold: a refinement of the requirement change to meet identified user
statement based on feedback from the user, requirements is the thrust of the
and the user has developed a better approach.
understanding of the capabilities of the
technology available to support him. SUMMARY
POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS In sum, the military information system
community has seen a decrease in fielded
Potential problem areas in using the AED technology and an increase in the amount
and "use-learn-develop" approach are: of time required to provide support to the
combat elements. The evolutionary,
e subjectivity of user acceptance; AED/use-learn-develop approach is a method
e loss of project thrust with of developing systems which will provide a
personnel change; better defined product with
* Hand over of project/equipment; "state-of-the-art" technology. The gains
e formal testing methods; and of such an approach are: shortened
e maintenance as system grows. concept-to-field-time, delivery
involvement of the user in his system,
The key to the "use-learn-develop" cycle evolutionary growth of capabilities tested
is interaction between the end-user of the in the field, and an interim capability
system, the combat developer, and the constantly being improved.
materiel developer. Often, this
interaction takes the form of "this is
good," "I don't think that this report in REFERENCES
its present form is useful," and similar
comments. Project directors must be (1) Teates, H. Bennett, "The Role of
careful in dealing with these subjective' Decision Support Systems in Command
judgements in terms of the capability of and Control" SIGNAL, Journal of the
the individuals who make the statements Armed Forces Communications and
and the degree of their acceptance. While Electronics Association, Sept 1982.
this may be a problem, the risk must be
taken, as the ultimate test of systems is (2) Greinke, Everett D. , Tactical C3I
user acceptance. Architecture," Presentation given at
AFCEA Conference by Office of the
Successful projects are directed by Secretary of Defense, Office of
individuals who are dynamic, enthusiastic Combat Support, 1979.
and are intellectually, technically and
and emotionally capable of the required (3) "Report of the Acquisition Cycle Task
leadership. Transfers of the key Force," Defense Science Board, March
personnel in the project will have greater. 15, 1978.
impact than a project employing the
traditional development approach. (4) "Report of the Defense Science Board
on C System Management," OSDR&E,
The question of when does the project July 1978.
become a fielded system, when does a user
community take charge from a developer, (5) Shanahan, Edward J. Jr., Final
etc., is an important consideration to any Report, GIT/EES, Project A-2526,
evolutionary development effort. While Advanced Information System Research
advocating a dynamic, evolutionary Project, June 1980, Contract
approach, one must be aware that the. DAAK70-79-D-0087.
environment in which this project exists
is a large bureaucracy unaccustomed to (6) Shanahan, Edward J. Jr., Final
such activity. The only answer is close Report, GIT/EES Project A-3075,
coordination by all parties resulting from Technical Support to U.S. Army Forces
an understanding of the initial and Command, September 1982. Contract
subsequent AEDs. F33657-80-G-0077 Item 1E01.
Coupled with this bureaucracy problem is
the requirement for formal testing of
systems. While there have been major!
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FIICTIIOS/CAlACTERISTICS WEAPNI SYSTE mYT
REIL.tERiTS TEAT ADMl ELDS COPAIATIVELY DIFFICULT TO D£FIE
WiEU .DEFINED
SSTEN FICTIOT S UNIUE0 AIID RELATIVELY S$ITE CtomEX Rm.IY t
INTEACTION WITH SYTItS DE O IFAVATIVELY L ITLE E RlY WIUOTNER SERVICES/ATIONS
TEST AID EVALilTIO IIREATIVELY STRAIIGiFOImIUD tCOSEX IITH NITIPLE INTER-
_ATIONS. TA IE ITERATIVE
RIANTIFICATIM OF FFtS- METDS STAIES IOSDS aSINED D£VE£1T 
SYSTER EVOLtTIO FEW CNIGES, LITTLE ItACT ON POTENTIALLY COITIOs PiAlTATIO 
OTIER SYSTEM INTERACTIIIS SYSTEMIST a 
CHARGED StIUTANEOUSLY
IPINT ON IiLITARY COM D LTLE DIRECT EFFECT WEPT II tl lOllEED CNTI0OL PROCESS MIlITATY C PIROTOCUL$
STEtm PERI ANA RI FUNtTIONS ELL In ISOLATION INTERATIONS WIT oTIE
OFFICE KE REOIREIRTS ARE DEFIIID SYSTEtIS CtlTSE ODFFICULIES
AED FORIUAT mm -
TITLE: Short phrases that provide the most concise description
of the content of each AED.
ABSTRACT: An explanation of the AED generally including background
infotmation, rationale for conduct of the test, and
expected output.
Purpose: A description of the principle that will be
demonstrated.
Lessons Learned: A description of the diverse areas into which the test
will provide insight. The questions asked fall under
the general heading, 'What will we learn?' and include
such thoughts as:
a How the battlefield information system functions
now; how it ought to function in the study time
period; and how it will function In the study time
period.
* How to acomplish a particular subfunction better.
* User performance characteristics interfacing with
machine.
Environment: The test environment in which the capability to be
demonstrated will be used.
User: The specific military operator or user. Generally the
user is specified by position and organizational level
or military ocupation specialty.
Equipment: Generally described by function or specifically defined
current or projected military hardware. A determination
was made as to the basic equipment needed to conduct the
test including equipment needed to simulate external
functions. The number and type were described along
with comaents as to the intended use.
Assumptions: Specific limits or conditions forecast for the AED that
further defined level of effort or had a bearing on cost
determi nation.
Special Forecast needs such as government furnished equipment or
Requirements other specific requirements that define the test
parameters.
Research Issue: The issue or issues that the specific SED would address
or provide additional insight.
TABLE 2 AED Format Descriptions
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CONVERGENCE AND ASYMPTOTIC AGREEMENT IN DISTRIBUTED
DECISION PROBLEMS*
by
John N. Tsitsiklis*
Michael Athans*
Room 35-406
Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139
to the above problem: Narnely, agents start corn-
* A3STrRACT municating to each other their tentative posteriors
(or, in the formulation of 161 the conditional expecta-
We consider a distributed team decision problern in tion of a fixed random variable) and then update their
which different agents obtain from the environment own posterior, taking into account the new informa-
different stochastic measuremcnts, possibly at different tion they have received. In the limit, each person's
random times, related to the same uncertain random posterior converges (by the martingale convergence
vector. Each agent has ilie same objective function theorem) and assuming that enough" communica-
aned prior probability distri~bution. We assume that tions have taken place, they all have to converge to
each agent can compute an opftimal tentative deci- a common limit.
sion based upon his own observation and that these Tihe above results hold even when each agent ob-tentative decisions are communicated and received etains additional raw observations during the adjustXpossibly at random times, by a sublset of other agents.
e nt .' ment process and when the history of communications.Condltlons for asymptotic convergence of each agents Co s fr a i is itself random. Similar results were also proved fordecision sequence and asymptotic agreement of all a detection problem 
agents' decisions are derived. a detection problem [6.
A related -- and much more general situation - is
the subject of this paper; we assume that the agents
are not just interested in obtaining an optimal es-
timate or a likelihood ratio, but their objective is to
Conisider the following situation: A set {1, ... , N} try to minimize some common cost function, given the
of N agents possessing a common model of the world available information. (Clearly, if each agent. has a
(same prior probabilities) and having the same cost different cost function no agreement is possible even if
function (common objective) want to make an op- each agent had identical information.) In this setting,
titnal decision. Each agent bases his decision on a set we assume that agents communicate to each other
of observations he has obtained and we allow these tentative decisions (which initially will be different).
observations to be different for each agent. Given this That is, at any time, an agent computes an optimal
setting, the decisions of' the agents will be generally decision given the information he possesses and corn-
different. Aurmann [4] has shown, however, that agree- municates it to other agents. Whenever an agent
mIent is guaranteed in the following particular case: If receives such a message from another agent, his in-
the decision to be made is the evaluation of the pos- formation essentially increases and hie will, in general,
terior probability of sonme event and if all agents' pos- update his own tentative decision, and so on. In the
teriors are common knowledge, then all agents agree. sequel we prove that. the qualitative results obtained
(In Aurnann's tcerminology, conmmron knowledge of an in [61. [7] for the estimation problem (convergence and
event. means that all agents know it, all agents know asymptotic agreement) are also valid for the decision
that all agents know it., and so omi: ad infinitum. ) m nmaking problem for several, quite general, choices of
Thie situation where eacha: agent's posterior is the structure of the cost function. l1owever, tentative
common knowledge is very unlikely, in general. On decisions do riot form a martingale sequence and a
the other hand, i' agreement is to be guaranteed, pos- substantially different m;athematical approach is re-
teriors have t.o be conmmon knowledge. The problem (quired for the proofs. We point out that estimation
then becomes how to reach a state or agreement where problems are a special case of the decision problerrfs
-- mCerc- Ctare" ob' rir..*.. 4..t...in {w w s studied in this paper, being equivalent to the mini-
initial state of disagreement. mization of'the mean square error.
Geanakoplos and IPolemnarchakis [7] and Borkar A drawback of the above setting is that each
anid Varaiya [6] gave the following natural solution agent is assumed to have an infinite memory. We
-have iniplicitiy assumed that the knowledge of an
-_____- _-a- agent can only increase with time and, therefore, he
* Research was supported by the Office of Naval has to remember the entire sequence of messages he_
Research under contract ONlR/N00014-77-C-0532 (NR has received in the past. 'There is also the implicit
041-519) assumption that if an agent receives additional raw
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data from the eInvironment, while the communica- If it is a stochastic mechanism, then there are two
tion process is going on, these data are remembered possibilities: either the history of communications be-
forever. These assumptions are undesirable, espe- comes commonly known on-line (at the expense of
cially if the agents are supposed to model humans, additional communications) or each agent ill have to
because limited memory is a fundamental component make probabilistic inferences about the comwnunica-
of the bounded rationality behavior of human deci- tions between all other agents. lThese weaknesses dis-
sion makers [13]. We will therefore relax tile infiniteo as ll e e t appear, however, if every tentative decision is broad-
memory assumption and allow the agents to forget cast simultaneously to all other agents, at each stage.
any portion of their past. knowledge. We only con-nptn tept oe . e c In that case the history of communications is simple,
strain them to remember their most recent decision commonly known and easy to remember. (This will becommonly known and easy to remember. (This will be
and the most recent message (tentative decision) co- the case, for example, if a set of experts with the samethe case, for example, if a set of experts with the sameing from another agent. (For a particular class of
objective teleconfer and take turns into suggesting
communication protocols, we even allow them to for- what they believe to be the optimal decision.)what they believe to be the optimal decision.)get their most recent decision.) We then obtain con- Finally, we point out the ways in which our
vergence results similar to those obtained for the un- Fmaely, we pont out the ways in which our
bourded memory odel, althoug i a slightly weaker ,scheme is different from other schemes for distributedbounded memory model, although in a slightly weaker d m
~~~~~~~~sense.~ ~ ~decision making or computation: In team decision
theory [9] each agent tries to behave optimally, while
A particular problem of interest is one in which trying to anticipate the behavior of the other agents;
all random variables are jointly Gaussian and the cost the issue of who implements what component of the
is a quadratic function of an unknown state of the decision vector is very important; we are interested
world and the decision. It was demonstrated in [6) instead in consensus and in a common decision, quite
that the common limit to which decisions converge independently of implementation issues. In many
(for the estimation problem) is actually the central- schemes for distributed computation 12,5] each agent
ized estimate, i.e. the estimate that would be obtained specializes in updating only those components of the
if all agents were to communicate their detailed ob- decision vector that have been assigned to him, whereas
servations. We prove (section 4) that the same is in our scheme each agent updates the entire decision
true in the presence of memnory limitations, provided vector.
that each agent never forgets his own raw observa-
tions. (That is, he may only forget past tentative Motivation.
decisions sent to him by other agents.) We indicate
that f'or linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) problems There are many real world situations in which
our sche is essentially a decoosiion oiseveral agents (or processors) with different on-lineour scheme is essentially a decomposition algoritlm
information have to cooperate, combine their infor-ifor solving static linear estimation problems. As we
point out in section 4, this scheme has certain ap- maton and arrive at a common decision. Examples
pealing features: there is significant >aRrallelism in the can be drawn from power, air traffic control and com- i
computations which matches nicely with the assumed mand and control systems. What distinguishes such
distribution of the data; also, in the course of the situations is that:
algorithm, acceptable estimates are obtained much (i) There are often rigid time limits within which
earlier than the time that would be needed to compute preliminary or final decisions must be made.
the optimal estimate by centralizing the information. (ii) There are often communications limitations, restri-
These tentative estimates can be very useful when- cting the number and the nature of the messages that
ever there are strict time limits within which certain can be exchanged. This is particularly true in tactical
decisions have to be made. command and control systems [3].
We also consider (section 5) a slightly different (iii) Conflict resolution procedures involving higher
scheme in which each agent transmits his tentative levels of the decision making hierarchy, are undesirable,'
decision to a coordinator. The latter evaluates a because they are likely to result in delays and tend
weighted average of the tentative decisions he has to overload these higher levels.
received and sends it back to all agents. We show The need arises for a scheme that leads to a final
that our results remain valid for this scheme as well common decision (consensus) while taking into con-
and suggest an economic interpretation in which the sideration the above limitations. While our scheme
coordinator can be viewed as some sort of market guaranmees exact agreement after, possibly, an infinite
mechanism. We also show that making optimal ten- number of' exchanges of messages, in most situations
tative decisions corresponds to Nash strategies for a approximate agreement is acceptable. Our scheme
certain sequuential game. then, i; appropriate whenever empirical or theoretical
considerations indicate that the average number of
commnnllmications required for approximate agreement
A weak point of the model is that not only each satisfies the time constraints imposed by the actual
agent has the same prior information and knows the situation.
statistics of the other agents' observations but also A schleme that would involve the centralizationhas the same model of the probabilistic' mechanism of all data (y communicating them to a predeter-of all data (by cormrmunicati ng them to a predeter-
that generates inter-agent communications. In par-that generates inter-agent communications. In par- mined agent) is usually undesirable for the follow-ticular, if this is a deterministic mechanism, an agent ing fundamental reasons: It is often the case that
must know the precise history of communications be-
too many data are available, which would overloadt.ween any pair of other agents, a strong requirement.
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communications channels; moreover, good decisions Vv E U. When assumption (1.2) holds, we assume
can often be made on the basis of aggregations of that there exists a positive and measurable function
the initial data; furthermore, if an agent is a model A:2-l R such that
of a human the plethora of data would saturate his
short term memory. This implies that it is preferable 1
to communicate aggregate data. Determining an op- A(w)lIvl -v 2ll2< [c(w, vl)+c(w, v)]-c(, +)to co , 2 A-C2w' 2
timal way to "aggregate" is not a well-posed problem.
If constraints are placed on the number of bits to
be transmitted, the problem becomes computation- VW Ef Q, VVl, 2 E U. (1)
ally intractable, even in very simple situations, where (Remark: If we fix vu, v2, vl 7v 2 and take expectations
there is only a finite number of possible events and of both sides of (1), it follows that A is integrable.)
decisions [1.01. On the other hand, if a message is Inequality 1 implies that c is a strictly convex
allowed to be any real number, all data can be coded function of v and strict convexity holds in a uniform
in a single message. Also, for any fixed aggregation way, for any fixed w E Q. It also follows that c(w, v)
protocol, an agent could slightly change his message is continuous for any w GE . This assumption is
and code all information in the least significant bits satisfied, in particular, if c is twice continuously diffe-
of his message. (This is reminiscent of decentralized rentiable in v and its Hessian is positive definite,
control problems in which an agent may observe the uniformly in v, for any fixed w E Q .
decisions of other agents - the so--called control shar- We may use the function A, defined in assump-
ing pattern 11,12].) Any such trick is very sensitive tion 2, to define a new measure A, on (Ri) by
to noise in the channel and is effectively just a more
complicated way of centralizing information. Since f
centralization was deemed undesirable in the first p(B) A(w)dY(w), B C G. (2)
place, any indirect way of centralizing should be also
undesirable and explicitly prohibited. This measure will be used in section 3.
The above discussion implies that a particular We now consider the generic situation facing
aggregation of the data should be chosen by means agent i at some time n. Let Hi, C 5f be a a-field
of some ad-hoc rule that guarantees that certain of events describing the information possessed by
desirable characteristics are present. Unless some par- agent i at time n. Because of assumption 2, the
ticular structure on the problem is assumed, the op- conditional expectation Elc(v)JlGf,] exists (is finite), is
timal tentative decision given an agent's information Uf,-measurable and is uniquely determined up to a
seems to be a very natural message that an agent set of measure zero, for any fixed v C U. Agent i
could transmit and this is the reason that we have then computes a tentative decision u,, that minimizes
adopted such a framework in this paper. E[c(v)lGS, ]. The following Lenmmna (proved in 1141)
· II. MiOLELFORMULATION. .states that u, is well--defined and csf-measurable.
II. MODEL FORMULATION.
Lemma 1: Under assumptions 1.2, 2, there exists a \
In this section we present a mathematical for- - - ._ _ vSt-measurable random variable u,, which is unique
mulation of the model informally described in the u, i i
up to a set of measure zero', such that
introduction. We start with the general assumptionsa set of measure zero, such that
and later proceed to the development of'alternative C(ui)l]i•Elc(w)l, almost surely (3) i
specialized models to be considered (e.g. memory a)
limitations, particular forms of the cost function etc.). for any U-valued, G -measurable random variable w
As far as tile description of tihe sequence of com- .i.The same results are true, (except for uniqueness)
munications and updates goes, we basically adopt the under assumptions 1.1, 2.
model of Borkar and Varaiya [6] except that time is
considered to be discrete. As in [6], events are timed We continue with a description of the process of
with respect to a common, absolute clock. As far as
communications between agents. When, at time n,
notation is concerned, we will use subscripts to denote .
time and superscrilpts to denote agents. agent i computes his tentative optimal decision un,
We assume that we are given a set N of he may communicate it to any other agent. (If unWe assume that we are given a set {1. . ., N} of v * ° * nis not unique, a particular minimizing ui, is selected
and agrents 'and underly.cting probability sac hereU according to some commonly known rule.) Whether,
and a ra vle csfucincXU ,whrUwhen and to which agents u, is to be sent is a random
is the set of admissible values of the decision variable.
It will be useful in the sequel to distinguish between event whose statistics are described by (Q,G,9). Inparticular, it may depend on the data possessed by
elements of U and CU-valued randomi variables. The
agent i at time n. So, we implicitly allow the agentsletter v will be used to denote elements of U whereas So, we implicitly allow the agents
, w will be used to denote U-valued random va- to influence the process of communications, although
abwlbese d denot e .f-natied franom vstoU). we do not require this influence to be optimal in any
ables (measurable functions from fl to U).
sense. This allows the possibility of signalling addi-
Assumption 1: Either(1Assum.pion 1: Efithesetor ·tional information, beyond that contained in- u, by
(1.1}: U is a finite set, or nappropriately choosing when and to which agents to
(1.2): U = R' , for some n. communicate. We allow the communication delays
Assumption 2: The cost function c is nonnegative and to be random but finite. We also assume that when
jointly measurable in (o, v). Moreover, E[c(v)] < oo,
~~~~1'-"^~~~"~"~~`'~ " ~~~  c m ~","~"""`,  , , _~_ ____ ~~ ~~__~_~~_____~_~~~~~ ~U~~~ ~; ~ 1
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an agent receives a message he knows the identity of With assumption 6, we allow the agents to forget
the agent who sent it. the messages they received in the past, but they are
restricted to remember all their past observations. In
We now impose co ditions on the number of mes- this case the total information available to all agents
sages to be communicated in the long run; these con- is preserved
ditions are necessary for agreement to be guaranteed.ory) We let assmptionsAssumption 7: (Perfect Memory) We let assumptions
Namely, we require that there is an indirect com-
munication link from any agent to any other agent 4 Whenever assumptmion 7 holds, we will denote by
which is used an infinite number of times. This can ibs the smallest o-field containing ',, for all n.be made precise as follows: e We conclude this section by defining a few special
Let A(i) be the set of all agents that send an 
infinite number of messages to agent i, with probabil- cases of particular interest:(i) Estimation Problem: We are given a Rn--valued
ity 1. Then, we make the following assumption: andon vector z The objective is to m-random vector z on (f, if, ~). The objective is to min-
Assumption 3: There is a sequence mi .. .,ink± - o , .
_ _Assuption 3: There is a sequence l,..., mk+1 imize the mean square error. Hence, the cost function
ml of not necessarily distinct agents such that mi E is c(v) = (X - v)7(X - V), where T denotes transpose.
zA(m+ 0,I) i = 1, X2, . . ., k. Each agent appears at least It is easy to see that this is a particular case of a strictly
once in this sequence. convex function covered by assumption 2, with A(w)
The main consequence of assumption 3, which being a constant.
will be repeatedly used, is the following: If h:,. . ., Nstant.isasto b s t . . .A - (ii) Static Linear Quadratic Gaussian Decision
nis a set of numibers such that h1 <h3 , V E Az), Vt, Problem (LQG): Let x be an unknown random vec-
then h. = h, Vi,.j. .tor. Let the sequence of transmission and reception
We continue with a more detailed specification times be deterministic. We assume that the random
of the operation of the agents. We introduce assump- variables observed by the agents are zero ean and
tions on the knowledge Grew; Which are directly related variables observed by the agents are zero mean and,tions on the knowledge G'i; which are directly related together with x. joily normally distributed. We al-together with x. joiitly normally distributed We al-
to the properties of the memory of agent i. An agent low the total number of observtis to be infinite.
may receive (at any time) observations on the state of Let = R'". The objective is to fix v so as to min
the world or receive tentative decisions (messages) of imize the expectation of the quadratic cost function
other agents. The knowledge of an agent at some timet follows that
will be a subset (depending on the properties of his the optimal tentative decision of agent follows thatthe optimal tentative decision of agent i at time n
memory) of the total information he has received up i G
to that time. We consider four alternative models of G where G putable matrix. If we redefine the unknown vector x
memory, formalized with the four assumptions that putable matrix. If we redefine the unknown vector 
follow. to be equal to Gx instead of x, we conclude that we
Let be any message received by agent i at may restrict to estimation problems, without loss ofLet w be any message received by agent at
time n. Our most general assumption requires that generality.
wu and ui I are remembered at time n: (iii) Finite Probability Spaces:' Here we let Qt be a
Assumption 4: (Imperfect Memory) For all n, the v- finite set. Then, there exist finitely many -fields of
field IV is such that Wut and w, are G'-measurable. subsets of Q. Strict convexity implies that for each
Assumption 4 can nbe further weakened if some a-field O, C ff and any w C E2 of positive probability
restrictions are imposed on the communications proto- there exists a unique optimal tentative decision. This
col: implies in turn that. tentative decisions take values in
Assumption 5: (Imperfect Memory) For each n there some finite subset of U, with probability 1. We will
exists a set 1(n) of agents such that: therefore assume, without loss of generality, that U
a) zlt-l 4fj,, is a finite set.a) u,_1 e 5, Vi G I(n- 1), Vj E I(n) is a fi ite set.
b) f- = fin-l Vi not in I(n). III. CONVERGENCE AND AGREEMENT
Intuitively, I(n) is the set of agents that update RESUITS.
their decision at time n. Assumption 5 is satisfied by
the following two common communication protocols, In this section we state and discuss our main
provided that agent i may obtain additional obser- proofs can be fou
vations onlyat tmes uch hatresults. All proofs can be found in [14]. Assumptions 2
vations only at times such that i (n): and 3 will be assumed throughout the rest of the paper
Ring Protocol: I(n) = {k}, where k is the unique and will not be explicitly mentioned in the statement
integer such that 1<k<NP and k + mNN = n, for of each theorem. We start with the least restrictive
some integer m. IHere, exactly one agent updates at assumptions on memory:
any time instance and communicates his' tentative
decision to the next agent, and so on. Theorem 1: We assume that transmissions and recep-
Star Protocol: 1(n) = {1!..., N - 1}, if n is odd; tions are deterministic, that. communication delays
I(n) = {N}, if n is even. Here all agents but the are bounded and that the time between two con-
last one update simultaneously, communicate to the secutive transmissions from agent j to agent i (with
last agent who updates and communicates to all other j e A(i)) is bounded. Then, under assumptions 1.2
agents and so on. Dta Remembered) Let G~ be (convex costs) and either assumption 4 or 5 (imperfect
Assumption 6: (Own Data Remembered) Let GI be memory):
the subfield of G describing all information that has in probability and in
been observed by agent i up to time n, except for the L() -it
messages of other agents. We assume that G', C pi.
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b) lim,j_,(ul,- - uj,) = O,.Vi, j, in probability and in of optimal tentative decisions. The equalities appear-
L2(Q, 5, a). ing in Theorem 3 have to be interpreted, therefore,
as equalities of sets.
Consider the following situation: At time zero,
before any observations are obtained, the sequence of We now assume that the agents have perfect
transmissions and receptions is selected in random, memory. We obtain results similar to theorems 1
according to a statistical law which is independent and 2 under much more relaxed assumptions on the
from all observations to be obtained in the future communications process. Namely, we only need to
and from c(v), for any v E U. In other words, coin- assume the following:
munications do not carry any information relevant
to the decision problem. other than the content of Assumption 8: et be the th message sent by
the message being communicated. Suppose that the agent j to agent i. We assume that when agent i
sequence of communications that has been selected receives M?, he knows that this is indeed the k-th
becomes known to all agents. From that point on, the Rmessage sent to him by agent tj.
situation is identical with that of deterministic com- IRemark: This assumption is trivially satisfied if mes-
munications. In fact, a moment's thought will show sages arrive at exactly the same order as they are
that it is sufficient for the history of communications sent, with probability 1.
to become commonly known as it occurs: agent i only
needs to know, at time n, what communications have Theorem 4: Under assumptions 1.2 (convex costs), 7
occured up to that time, so that. he can interpret (perfect memory) and 8, there exists a U-valued ran-
correctly the meaning of the messages he is receiving. domn variable u* such that lira.... u,' = u*, Vi, in
We can formalize these ideas as follows: We are probability and in L2(0, ~, i,).
given a product probability space (o2 X Q*;, XF*, 9 X
nP*) where (R, ', 6P) describes the decision problem For estimation problems (u', - E[x1jt]), theorem
and where (2*, c*, I*) describes the communications 4 can be slightly strengthened: [5, Theorem 2]
process. We assume that for each w* C W*, the result-
ing process of communications satisfies the assump- heorem 5: For estimation problems, under the as-
tions of theorem 1. Then, note that each w* E *, sumptions of: theorem 4, convergence to u* takes place
we obtain a distributed decision problem on (S2, 6i. G) with probability 1.
with deterministic communications. In that case:
We now consider the case where U is finite but
Theorem 2: Under assumptions 1.2, either 4 or 5, and (unlike theorem 3) Q is allowed to be infinite. Several
independent, commonly known co-nmunications as complications may arise, all of them due to the fact
described above), lime,,,(u, i -uti,) = lim,i,,(u- i'nat optimal decisions, given some information, are
un) = 0, in probabilifty with respect to 6' X '*. not guaranteed to be unique. \We discuss these issues
briefly, in order to motivate the next theorem.
Suppose that U = (vj, t2). It is conceivable that
Strictly speaking, Theorems I and 2 do not guarantee [v iE[c(vj)lff71,] - E[c(,)lff~,] is never z ero and changesconvergence of the decisions of each agent. Suppose, i a r
sign an infinite number of tines, on a set of positive
however, that the agents operate under the following probability. In that case, the decisions of agent i
rule: Fix some small y > 0. LIet tl;e sequence of com-
rule: Fix so all > 0. Let te sequence of com- do not onvege. Even worse, it. is conceivable that
munications and updates of tentative decisions take E[c(7.8f j > E[c(v 2) j and Ejc(vl)jU] < E[c(v2 )I,5
place until lul,,- uj I < , ¥i, j- (small disagreement) "] U Evl a] < Eplace until *u;, - . for all n and for all w in a set of positive probabil-
and lu7,- u, < by V'. (small foreseeable changes;
n - I ity, in which case agents i and j disagree forever. It
in tentative decisions). Then, we obtain: is not hard to show that. in both of the above cases
Etc(v)l.j] -= Elc(v2fl')l], on a set of positive prob-Corollary 1: With the above rule and the assumptions ability and this non -uniqueness is the source of the
of Theorems I or 2, the process terminates in finite pathology. Tie following theornl states that con-
time, with probability 1, for any a > 0. vergence and agreement are still obtained, provided
that. we explicitly exclude the possibility of non-
When f and U are finite, convergence and agree- uniqueness.
ment are obtained alter tiniteiy many stages:
Theorern 6: Under assumptions 1.1 (finite U) and 7
Theorem 3: If 12 and U are finite sets, if each agent (perfect memory) and if the random variable ui that
communicates all the values of v that minimize minimizes Elc(w)] over all ci -measurable random
E[c(v)lSF,] and if assumption 4 holds, then there exists variables is unique up to a set of measure zero, for all
some positive integer M such that
i, then lim,,-. u, = ui, Almost surely, and ui = u,
uM =u31, Vi, j and u'+,n = u, Vi, Vn, Vw.
Strictly speaking, tentative decisions in the above Although the preceding theorems guarantee that
theorem are not elements of U but subsets of U. This (under certain conditions) all agents will agree, noth-
is to compensate for the possibility of non-.uniqueness ing has been said concerning the particular decision
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to which all agents' decisions converge. In particular, I g.hih ,va provcd for c ncral case of i...mirfect
it is not necessarily true, as one would be tempted memory. We have here convergence to a limit solution
to conjecture, that the limit decision is the optimal which is also guaranteed to be the optimal centralized
centralized solution (that is, the solution to be ob- solution.
tained if all agents were to communicate all their in- Our next result concerns the finite dimensional
formation). On the other hand, the centralized solu- LQG problem in which the total number of observa-
tion is reached for LQG problems, under the perfect tions is finite. Namely, the smallest a-field contain-
memory assumption [61 and is also reached generi- ing 4G for all i, n is generated by a finite number
cally for an estimation problemn on a finite probability of (jointly Gaussian) random variables. In that case,
space [7j. This issue will be touched again in the next the centralized solution is going to be reached by all
section. agents in a finite number of stages, provided that all
agents have perfect memory.
Robustness with respect to Communication Noise.
Theorem 9: For the LQG problem with finitely many
Schemes that centralize information by coding observationsand under assumption 7 (perfect memory),
(e.g. by using the least significant bits of the allowed the centralized solution is reached by all agents in a
messages 11,121 tend to require high blandwidth and finite number of stages.
are sensitive to noise in the communircatioen chan-
nel. In our scheme, although real numbers are being Theorems 8 and 9 imply that the scheme con-
transmitted (infinite information content), the least sidered in this paper may be viewed as an algorithm
significant bits are not as essential. As a result, the for solving static linear estimation problems, an issue
qualitative convergence properties of our scheme are that we discuss below.
retained even if communications of the tentative deci- The intuitive argument behind Theorem 9 is the
sions are assumed to be noisy. We provide a proof of
this fact for estimation problems, under the perfect following: once an agent has received enough mes-.
memory assumption. sages, he is able to infer exactly the values of the ob-
Suppose, as before, that at random times agent servations of the other agents (or of some appropriate
j communuicates his optimal tentative decision us. linear combinations of these observations) and corn-
However, the message received by the other agents pute the centralized solution himself. So, communicat-
is L4 = ui, + q,, where qi, is a random vector rep- ing optimal tentative decisions is in this case just
resenting the noise in the channel. For simplicity, another way for communicating all information to
we assume that the noise vectors are independent, all other agents. This scheme does not seem to have
identically distributed. any particular advantages (in terms of communica-
tion and comrputatiorn requirements) over the scheme
Theorem 7: Assume noisy communications (as descri- where each agent communicates all his data directly.
bed above). For estimation problems, under assump- However. the scheme of Theorem 8 (imperfect
tion 7 (perfect memory), there exists a U-valued ran- memory) seems to have some appealing features, as
dom variable u* such that lim,,__, un = u*, Vi, with we indicate below Suppose that we have a single
probability 1. processor who obtains a NMI -dimensional vector of
observations. lie then divides his observations into
IV. TIIE LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN (LQG) N M-dimnensiona! vectors that will play the role of
MODEL. the agents of our scheme. Finlally, the processor, in-
stead of inverting the NM/ X NM covariance matrix
In this section we specialize and strengthen some of to obtain the optimal estimate (which would require
our results by restricting to the Linear Quadratic O(3MZ:') operations), lie uses the scheme of Theorem
Gaussian mnodel described in section 2. (Recall that 8. At each round there will be one inversion per
any such problem is equivalent to an estimation pro- block of data, that is O(NM :) operations per round.
blem; therefore, u ' -" = EzllF,], for some ran- If, for example, an acceptable estimate is obtained
dom vector x.) Theorems 1, 3 and 4 are applicable. after O(N) rounds, the final objective will have been
Moreover, the results of [6] guarantee that,'under as- accomplished with a total of O(N'2M3) operations,
sumption 7 (perfect memory), ui converges to the which is one order of magnitude less than the usual
optimal centralized estimate, given the information algorithm. It is not hard to show that if the noises in
possessed by all agents. The following theorem states observations belonging to different blocks are uncor-
that the same is true under the weaker assumption related, agreement is obtained after two rounds only.
6. Accordingly, if the noises in observations in different
blocks are weaklv correlated, we expect our scheme
to be faster than the standard algorithm. We presentTheorem 8: For the LQG problem, under the as-
xsumnptions of Theorem 1 and ass~umption 6 (imperfect below some numerical results that support the above
m o o dai _ = istatemnlents. So, our scheme leads to a potentially ad-
themendoy own sthe vantageous decomposition algorithm for static linearthe mean square, where 1 = EfxJ'?fI and 'jT. is the
smallest a-fie cii I~ for all i, n. estimation problems. (lThiis algorithm has some con-
s e"ct ng 'l~ ceptual similarities with those suggested in [8].)
We now discuss some issues related to the dis-Note that theorem 8 is much stronger than theorem tributed implementation o' thte decomposition algo-
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rithm, where each block of data actually corresponds
to a physically distinct agent (processor). For any ERROR
i, n, if,- ai y, where ai is a row vector and y is 2.7
the vector of all available observations. When agent
j receives 42,, he must also learn a(,, in order to be
able to extract inforination from V. There are two 1.4
choices: Either a) agent j computes a', which may he
done off-line, or, b) agenC i transmitsat, to agent j. .8
Which of the two should be done clearly depends on
whether communications or computations are more
costly. Whether one of the above two variations.can
be useful depends on The particularities of the actual .5 DI D2
situation and its inherent communication and com-
putation limitations. More numerical experience is
needed before a definite answer can be given. 2 B
Numerical Results.
Let x be an unknown scalar, zero mean, random STAGES
variable to be estimated (Ex22] 5). et ys = x+wi, Figure 1: Mean Square errors of distributed
(i =1,...,18) be the observations. The noises wi are algorithms with covariance Z ; dashed line
assumed to be independent of x. (The covariance represents performance of centralized algorithm.
S,, of the noises was randomly generated.) We split
the 18-dimensional observation vector into blocks of ERROR
data (corresponding to distinct agents) and used the
decomposition algorithm of Theorem 8. We employed 3
the ring protocol and assumed that at each stage an 2
agent only knows his own observations arid the most 1
recent message he received (Assumptions 5, 6).
Let .Mii be the number of observations assigned 4 D2
to agent i. Wve considered two aiternative tiecomposi- 1
tions: (i) N = 2, Ml = 10, M- = 8; (ii) N = 6,
Ml = ... = At,; = 3. We first executed the algorithm
using the covariance E,, and, then, once more using
the covariance , + -. .2
The results are presented in Figures 1, 2. The
horizontal axis denotes stages (each stage corresponds
to an update by some agent) and the vertical axis in-
dicates the associated mean square error. The dotted
horizontal line indicates the centralized mean square O
error. The curves D1 and D2 correspond to the first STAGES
and second decomposition, respectively. As expected,
convergence was much faster when the identity was Figure 2: Mean Square errors of distributed
added to the initial covariance; moreover the first algorithms with covariance Z +I; dashed line
decomposition converged much faster than the second. represents performance of centralized algorithm.
To illustrate the merits of the decomposition al-
gorithm we performed a rough count of operations. .
We only took matrix inversions into account, assum-
ing that the inversion of a M X M matrix requires In the previous sections we had assumed that for
M3 operations, which is accurate enough for our pur- any pair of agents i, j, agent i is allowed to communi-
poses. With this counting scheme, the centralized al- cate to j. In this section we assume that a particular
gorithrn required 5832 operations. The points A, B in agent (denoted by the superscript o) has special status
the graphs were reached after 4100, 1152 operations, and acts like a coordinator. The scheme we envisage
is the following: At each instance of time n, agent
respectively. This leads to the following conclusion: i evaluates u,: which he communicates to the coor-
While the first decomposition needs very few stages dinator. The coordinator then combines ul to uN
to converge, it does not have any particular corm- to produce a tentative decision u'/. NVe assume that
putational advantages. The second decomposition, the coordinator has no data of his own.) He then
however, leads to an estimate close to the optimal transmits u';, to all other agents which accordingly
with much fewer operations than the centralized al- updatet heir decisions. Were the coordinator to com-
gorithm. bine utl, to u,, '"optimally", the above scheme would
reduce to the one of the previous sections and our
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past results would apply. We assume, however, that to all agents. The total cost to agent i is Ji =
the coordinator simply sets E~=ga1'E[ c(u',)]. A strategy for agent i is a sequence
{%i,, i = 1, 2,...} of measurable functions such that
U,, n(,,, ,. ,_). Let = {r:i = 1,..., N}
~U E a~U.t denote the particular set. of strategies where each
agent at each stage plays his optimal tentative deci-
sion. (Note that these are linear strategies.) Then,
where the coefficients ai are deterministic, positive
ad .. = i. The impliciL DCeivior'ai assumlp-WrdM -i= 1 h n iu 6'_iua ssTheorem 11: is a set of strategies in Nash equi-
tions are: ti) The coordinator has no memory and (ii) strategies in Nash equi-
he need not have a good knowledge of the problem. Ile librium.
only knows how much he can rely on each of the other
agents; this is reflected by his choice of the coefficients
ai which may be thought of as a "reliability index"
for agent i in the eyes of the coordinator. We then A set of agents with the same objective who start
obtain: communicating to each other their tentative optimal
decisions are guaranteed to agree in the limit. Under
Theorem 10: The conclusions of theorems 1, 4, 8, certain assumptions, this is true even if the decisions
remain true (under their respective assumptions) with are received in the presence of noise and even if their
the scheme int.roduced in this section. memory is limited and they are allowed to forget
sonime of their past knowledge. Moreover, they are
guaranteed to converge to the optimal centralized
The above scheme can be viewed as a frameworkThe above scheme can be viewed as a framework decision for linear estimation problems, provided that
for cooperation, where the coordinator simply aids the they do not forget their own observations. This leads
agents; or, for LQG problems, as another decomposi- to a decomposition algorithm r static linear estima-to a decomposition algorithm for static linear estima-
tion algorithm. It can be also interpreted, however, tion problems. Similar results are oltained if the
from an entirely different point of view: Suppose that agents do not. communicate directly but receive mes-
the agents are selfish and independent individuals,
faced with identical situations, possessing differentfaced with idetical situatio, possess ng different average of all tentative decisions. In the latter frame-
information and having to make repetitive decisions. work for LQG problems with perfect memory, op
They can certainly benefit by observing past deci- timal tentative decisions are ash strategies for aitumal tentative decisions are Nash strategies for a
sions of the other agents but assume that this is certain game and admit an economic interpretation.certain game and admit an economic interpretation.
not possible. They are able, however, to observe These results are valid when all agents share the
a weighted average u' of all decisions nade in the same model of the world. The characterization of the
last stage, which they take into account for their fu- behavior of agents with different models (perceptions)
ture actions. The motivation for such a model comes is an open problem.
primarily from economics: Each agent is a buyer (or
seller) in the same market and at each stage he oh- ACI(NOWLEDGEMENT
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Abstract. In this paper we present a queuing-theory based approach to the
modeling and analysis of AD-C2 problems. We describe a notional AD system
whose functional components are modeled by particular canonical queuing forms.
We outline the computational issues underlying the use of the queuing model
for the quantification of various AD system MOP's and MOE's, and sketch
avenues for continuing development of the queuing methodology.
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION time expended waiting for scarce human and
machine resources to become available as well
In this paper we outline the development of a as that for the execution of the process, as
queuing-theory based methodology for the a function of the load on the AD system, i.e.,
modeling and analysis of Air Defense (AD) C2 the arrival rate of exogenous penetrators,
systems. The growth of this methodology was and as constrained by the limited available
spurred by recent interest in quantifying re- processing times inherent in the target ver-
sponse times associated with particular AD- sus C2 /C3 system race. Hence, we are ulti-
C /C3 system cases, where response time is mately able to derive the statistics of the
defined as the time between a targets entry time between target entry into the system
into the geographic domain of the AD system and the completion of any specified component
and the first engagement. Our modeling C2 process, given that the specified process
approach is motivated by the following basic occurs, i.e., the statistics of various re-
identifications between AD and queueing sy- sponse times.
stems:
Our presentation is organized as follows. In
1. Air defense systems must process targets Section 2 we define some notation and pic-
or groups of targets (identified as customers) torial representations for the three classes
by destroying them with defensive weapons of queuing models which we employ. Next, in
(identified as servers). Section 3 we describe the structure of a
notional AD system, which we represent by the
2. Air defense requires the coordination of queuing model described in Section 4. The
assets via a C2/C3 system. Messages, i.e., queuing model of Section 4 is built up from
target track reports and target allocations a set of C2/C3 model elements, which repre-
(identified as customers), are generated and sent particular functional parts of the no-
used by people and machines (identified as tional AD system, and are specified by
servers), and moved over communications links canonical queuing forms defined in subsection
(identified as servers), and 4.1. The interconnection geometry for these
model components is delineated in subsection
3. Since the presumed goal of penetrators is 4.2. Then in Section 5 we address the com-
to reach a given destination, there is a race putational issues underlying the use of the
between C2/C3 system and the target, implying described model by sketching in subsection
limited available time for the completion of 5.1 the algorithmic structure of the analysis
the various component C2 processes (identi- of our queuing model, discussing in subsection
fied with the servicing of customers). 5.3 the controlling factors behind the cal-
culation of the queuing model parameters.
We will call the penetrating threats which Finally, in Section 6 we identify future di-
arrive external to the AD system the exogenous rections for continuing development of the
customers, and the messages generated inter- queuing methodology.
nal to the C2/C3 system will be termed endo-
genous customers. In rough terms, the queu- SECTION 2. QUEUING THEORY AND SOME
ing-theory based approach to modeling and QUEUING MODELS
analysis of AD-C 2, whose development we sketch
in what follows, allows us to characterize In general, queuing theory considers the an-
the total processing delays associated with alysis of systems where "customers" arrive at
various component C processes, i.e., the some random time instants, wait in a queuing
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facility until a "server" is available, and versus C2/C3 system race, we need to model
then have their service requirement fulfilled, situations where either the waiting or total
requiring some random processing time, before system time associated with a customer is
exiting from the system. Across the multipli- limited by some time, after which the cus-
city of different applications of the theory, tomer leaves the system without completing
the notions of what constitute "customers" "processing." Hence, we introduce the idea
and "servers" are variable. In any of these of multiserver queuing models with Type I or
applications queuing theory is employed to Type II reneging, pictured in Figure 2-1.
characterize both the statistics of the de- Type I and Type II reneging correspond re-
lays experienced by customers, and the sta- spectively to the cases when either the
tistics of resource utilization. waiting, or total system time, is limited by
some exponentially distributed reneging time,
We next present some pictorial conventions with mean value 1/X.
for representing several types of queuing
models which we will employ. In Figure 2-1 SECTION 3. THE STRUCTURE OF A
we depict three classes of queuing models. NOTIONAL AD SYSTEM
The parameters A, A, ns are identified as
the customer arrival rate, customer service We next describe the organizational struc-
rate, and the number of servers, respective- ture of a notional AD system after which the
ly. In the case of each model we imagine queuing model which we present will be pat-
that customers arrive at some random time terned. Let us imagine that the system is
instants with independent, exponentially dis- confined to some geographic domain, which is
tributed interarrival times (of mean value broken into a finite number of regions.
1/X), and wait in some infinite storage With each region are associated specific sur-
queuing facility (q.f.) until one out of ns veillance and threat prosecution assets. For
servers is available to initiate processing example, surveillance assets may consist of
(the ns-circles correspond to service faci- land based radars, radars associated with
lities). This customer "processing" is airborne interceptors, or some airborne
modeled as requiring an exponentially distri- early warning facility. Threat prosecution
buted time interval of mean value 1/p. In assets may consist of SAM launchers or
the case of the standard multiserver queuing flights of interceptors on combat air patrol.
model a customer will wait indefinitely, or We assume that regional surveillance assets
reside in the system indefinitely for his detect targets and generate track reports
"processing" to be completed. which are passed to some Local Information
Fusion Center. Human operators at these lo-
cal level information fusion centers select
and forward track reports to a Global Infor-
mation Fusion Center, which in turn delivers
track reports to a Global Air-Space Control
Center. We note that in some cases it may
be possible for regional surveillance assets
to pass reports directly to the Global In-
~ --C)----- __ formation Fusion Center. Human decision-
makers at the Global Air-Space Control Cen-
St-nd-rd Kuhlti.srvr Queu.ng Hdel ter allocate the target for "processing" by
r - -- - - - one of several subsidiary Local Air-Space
Control Centers, which in turn allocates the
target for threat prosecution by the assets
of one or several subsidiary geographic re-
__tf._ C f D l * n > gions. These regional threat prosecution
assets may be controlled locally by ACI/GCI
operators, or SAM battery commanders, re-
spectively. We diagram the flow of infor-
.ultis..-.r Q.ui.ng odel th ypet I Reging mation and control for our notional AD sy-
.... - ----- _ - -- . stem in Figure 3-1. The direction of the
arrows in the diagram are not meant to pre-
I -" Iclude the existence of interactions between
system elements at the same organizational
__S. _+--f r :nS >level. For example, in our case for the
sake of simplicity we assumed that a target
which has been allocated for "processing"
___ --- _ by the threat prosecution assets of a given
Hult~lrr Q..uutng od.el ith Typ. Ii Ren..gig region, and escapes from that region unde-
stroyed, is automatically handed over for
"processing" by the threat prosecution assets
of any adjacent region. Similarly, we assume
Fig. 2-1. Classes of Multiserver Queuing that a target which is reported in one re-
Models gion, but escapes from that region unde-
stroyed, is automatically handed over to the
For our purposes, in order to capture the surveillance operators associated with sur-
time-constraints implied by the target veillance assets of any adjacent region.
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target to an appropriate local air-space con-
INFORMATION / IR SPACE trol facility. Hence, the output process
TCEINTEREONTROL. p _ from Ca is interpreted as a flow of target
allocations (endogenous customers). Simi-
larly, in the case of C!, X is identified
< to~*cAL i h LOCAL >with an arrival rate of target allocations
()FUSI(ION CT1 R SPACE (endogenous customers) and 1/p is interpreted
EENNTERS _\CENTERS nas the average decisionmaking time required
at a local air-space control facility to
allocate a target for threat prosecution by
the resources of an appropriate region. In
the case of each of the models Si and S2, Ck2
and C , ns corresponds to the number of simul-
\__/ %- REGIONAL | U taneous track report selection and forwarding
SUEIT THREAT or target allocation operations, respectively,
( ) ASSETS that may be performed at the information
fusion and air-space control centers, re-
spectively.
We next describe our queuing representation
Fig. 3-1. Diagram for Notional AD System for Sj, pictured in Figure 4-1 which corre-
Organization sponds to the concatenation of an infinite
server facility with a q-server facility.
SECTION 4. THE QUEUING MODEL FOR The infinite server facility represents the
REPRESENTING THE delay between a target's entry into the i-th
NOTIONAL AD SYSTEM region and its detection by either ground-
or air-based surveillance units, and hence
4.1 C2/C3 Model Components l/Pd may be interpreted as the average de-
tection delay. The q-server facility repre-
We next define a set of C2/C3 model compo- sents the operation of track report genera-
nents, relating to the functions of surveil- tion, and hence l/Pr corresponds to the
lance, reporting, air-space control, and average time required to complete a single
threat prosecution, which directly mirror the report. The parameter X represents the
organizational elements defined for the no- arrival rate of as yet unreported targets
tional AD system of Section 3. We will use a (exogenous customers) into the i-th region,
particular shorthand notation to represent Xx corresponds to the arrival rate of targets
these various model components, which we de- that were reported first in some earlier re-
fine in what follows. On the surveillance gion, but are either unallocated or have
and reporting side of the model, we will let leaked after being unsuccessfully "processed."
S9 denote a model for the i-th region's Ag- We assume that information about the targets
gregate target detection and track report in the Xx stream has been handed over from
generation capability. We also let Si and S2 other surveillance and reporting units, so
denote models for the i-th local and ihe glo- that the model does not associate the same
bal information fusion centers, respectively detection delay with these targets as for
On the air-space management and threat pro- those in the X stream. Finally, we note that
secution side of our model we let CQ denote we have used the idea of reneging in our re-
a model for the i-th region's aggregate presentation of S9. Reneging from the in-
threat prosecution capability. In addition, finite-server facility corresponds to targets
we let Ci and C2 denote models for the i-th which pass through the region undetected,
local and global air-space control centers, and therefore 1/v represents the average
respectively. transit time through the i-th region. Simi-
larly, l/vr represents the residual time
We now proceed to identify the queuing forms available to initiate a track report for
which we have employed to represent the targets that have been detected but were
above-defined model components. For each of previously unreported. We have used reneging
the models we have assumed exponentially dis- from the queue, i.e., Type I reneging, in the
tributed interarrival times (Poisson arrivals) representation of S9 to model the saturation
and service times. Our representations for effect on the assumed q tracking operators
the Spj S2, Ck, and C2 model components are produced by a large number of nearly simul-
each of the form of the standard multiserver taneous detections. Hence, the pathways for
queuing model depicted in Figure 2-1. In the reneging from SQ represent flows of penetra-
case of Si and S2, X is identified with an tors (exogenous customers), while the output
arrival rate of target track reports (endo- from the q-server facility corresponds to
genous customers) and 1/p corresponds to the flows of track reports (endogenous customers).
average time required for selection and for-
warding of a single track report. In the The representation of our final modeling com-
case of C2, X is identified with an arrival ponent, CO, varies depending on whether the
rate of first track reports (endogenous cus- i-th regional defenses correspond to either
tomers) and 1/p corresponds to the average SAMs or AIs which "process" single targets,
decisionmaking time required at the Global or to flights of AIs which "process" groups
Air-Space Control Center for allocating the of targets, where the group size is less
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than or equal to the number of AIs per flight. nAI/FL denotes the number of AIs per flight
In Figure 4-2 we dipict our representation of (or more loosely the maximum number of simul-
the earlier case. The parameter X represents taneous engagements that may be associated
the total arrival rate of penetrators allo- with a single flight), and ntj denotes the
cated for "processing" by the i-th region's number of targets currently engaged by the
defenses. The quantity l/Pen corresponds to j-th flight. The parameters A, Pen, and ps
the average time required for a single AI or have the same interpretation as in Figure 4-2.
SAM versus target engagement, ps corresponds For the j-th flight we imagine that roughly
to the probability of success of a single en- ((nAI/FL)/nt.) AI's are assigned to each tar-
gagement, and ns corresponds to the number of get, and hene the probability of successful
simultaneous engagements that can occur. The processing for a single flight versus target
motivation behind the choice of (penPs) as a interaction varies approximately as
service parameter is that if we assume the
independence of the outcome of successive en- ( AI/FL/ntj)
gagements, it requires an average of (1/Ps) [1-(i-p s) J]
engagements for target destruction, and hence
an average time interval l/psV )
.
The typeanaverage time interval en  Therefore, following the same reasoning as in
II reneging, i.e., reneging from both the the model of Figure 4-2, the service rate
queue and server, models both the fact that parameter associated with the j-th flight is
targets may escape without weapons commitment chosen as
having occurred, or due to unsuccessful attack
by the defense, i.e., due to incomplete or to
unsuccessful "processing." The quantity v- 1 [ [AI/FL)/ntj)
represents-the average time-interval over en s
which successful threat prosecution by the re-
sources of the i-th region must occur. We
finally observe that the exogenous customers Since the service parameters associated with
(penetrators) which complete "service" dis- the different flights depend on the ntj's, we
appear, i.e., it is only the leakers that say that the service time distribution is
appear as C? system outputs. state-dependent, i.e., it depends on the cur-
rent "state" of the queuing model.
R---GI -E REE G 4.2 Interconnection Geometry for C2/C3 model
RATE Components
. ....----'__ ____
di I · r ·, Having detailed the structure of the queuing
_ _ _systems which we employ to represent Si, Sj,
:S2, , Cj, and C2, we next describe the
-NFIH-ITE - manner in which these models are intercon-
.A, QUEUE1I G nected by pathways for the flow of both ex-
ogenous and endogenous customers. We first
~t ~note that in terms of our queuing model a
raid is described by a set of penetration
routes, i.e., a set of sequences of regional
traversals, together with the exogenous pene-
trator arrival rates vt associated with each
route, and in addition, the reneging para-
Fig. 4-1. Queuing Model Form for Representing
So meters vi associated with each region where
'j the quantity vi1 corresponds to the average
transit time for a penetrator across the i-th
RENEGING RATE region. In Figure 4-4 we diagram the sur-
f ....r- A . ...-'-- veillance and reporting geometry intrinsic to
our model for a hypothetical fifteen region
AD system. Superimposed on our diagram for
_INFINITE _. the flow pattern of endogenous target track
_AC 1EUENC _ reports, we sketch in dotted lines a single
hypothetical exogenous penetrator route.
(Many such routes are included in our over-
all model.) We note that each region which
a target traverses offers the opportunity for
the generation of a new target track report,
which is forwarded ultimately to S2 possibly
Fig. 4-2. Queuing Model Form for Representing passing through an intermediate S.
C? for AIs or SAMs "Processing"
Single Targets. While Figure 4-4 displays the topology of the
surveillance and reporting side of a model
for a hypothetical fifteen region AD system,
In the case where the i-th region's defenses in Figure 4-5 we depict the interconnections
corresponds to flights of AIs, we employ the between model elements representing the air-
representation of Ci in Figure 4-3, where ns space management and threat prosecution func-
is interpreted here as the number of flights tions. We note that the processing load at
that can simultaneously conduct engagements, C2 is modeled as being derived from first
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reports of targets. The processing load at
at a given C; is modeled as being derivedn .lla ,l
from the flow of targets that have been re-
ported and had a corresponding track report / 
processed by C2 before they exit from geo-
graphic domain of the regions for which C 
provides airspace control. Finally, the pro- ,(, /
cessing load at a given Ci is modeled as be- , 
ing derived from the flow targets that are -,Cl\ \ 
reported and processed by both C2 and an , ,, /
appropriate C3 ,.before they exit from the
i-th region, combined with the flow of tar-
gets that leak into the i-th region after, c
being unsuccessfully processed or unsuccess- ( \
fully allocated for processing in some other
region. ',
RLNfGII RATE · ( . )
r---
* [ (I /... -). AII t )
Fig. 4-5. Airspace Control and Threat Pro-
IFl'lcE secution Geometry for a Hypotheti-
/ W ',R i.. t:.G. cal Fifteen-Region AD System.
(FLIG.T DI) SECTION 5. COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES
Cl/a m . RElIlfGlG RAILE *
· , >,"[l-:-^> Al *]5.1 Algorithmic Structure of Model Analysis
Having described the manner in which the
....llt various model components interact to form a
A Farl CILn LI111 queuing model for representing our notional
(\T*.IG.,) AD system, we next give an overview of the
\ , [,Gl  Tf ~.. v algorithmic structure of our analytic imple-
' : t ' mentation of the model. Similar to the
analysis of the response of an electric cir-
cuit, in the analysis of queuing models we
must distinguish between the transient and
steady-state behavior of the system. In our
analysis of the described model for the no-
("'IGII ".) . tional AD system, we focus on the steady-state
behavior of the system statistics. This
Fig. 4-3. Queuing Model Form for Representing approach is valid since we expect that the
Co for Flights of AIs "Processing" length of time required for a penetrator to
Target Groups. traverse the geographic domain of the system
and the time intervals associated with
various C2/C3 processes (target detection,
I,,C;~cllCCn track report generation, target allocation,
and threat prosecution) are small relative
to the total duration of a raid. Hence the
transient period of the system is short re-
7 mr *CC\\\/ IC" lative to the duration of a raid and the
steady-state behavior is a valid description
of the system behavior.
Just as the steady-state transform analysis
.as /X\. / of the response of electrical networks in-
volves the solution of algebraic equations
s-______ for the magnitudes and phases of voltages or
I' * .. ~'~ .// currents, the steady-state analysis of a net-
~'," // work of queues involves the solution of al-
\. --.-.-....--- ". gebraic equations for the customer flow
." <,variables, i.e., the input arrival rates to
("il) (.t,,, different queues. The structure of our pro-
^('i blem is such that we can specify the system
statistics (i.e., various queuing probabili-
ties and waiting and system time distributions)
for any of the queuing forms associated with
Fig. 4-4. Surveillance and Reporting Geometry our model components S., S1, S2, C2, C1, and
for Representation of a Hypotheti- Ci by the knowledge of three sets of flow
cal Fifteen-Region AD System. variables, which we define in what follows.
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Let us define the vector Ttu as We note that Fs(.,.), Fc(.,.,.), and Fsc
(.,.,.) are meant to denote vector-valued
functions of vector arguments. Given the
solution of the system of equations described
Atul by Eqs. 5-4 through 5-6, and employing queu-(5-1) ing theory, the topology we specified for the
interconnections of our model components, and
AtU. the constraints implied by the C2/C3 system
versus target race, we can derive the system
tu15 statistics associated with all our defined
model components, which may then be identi-
fied with the statistical behavior of the
where Atui denotes the arrival rate of as yet actual AD-C2/C3 system.
unreported targets into Si. Similarly, we
define the vector Ax as It is convenient to implement the solution
of Eqs. 5-4 through 5-6, and hence the queu-
ing analysis of the overall model, in an
iterative fashion. We begin with a starting
xl value for tx of all zero components, solve
I ·. Eq. 5-4 for ttu' use the result to solve for
x (5-2) t in Eq. 5-5, and ultimately recompute (x
using Eq. 5-6, repating the cycle until some
Ax1 5 desired convergence is achieved. In the pro-
cess of this iteration we use the intermediate
ttu's, Tt's, and Tx's to compute the system
statistics associated with each of our model
where Axj denotes the arrival rate of either components, i.e., the SI's, SJ's, S2, C2,
undestroyed or unallocated targets into Si C's, and Cs.
that have been first reported earlier.
finally, we define It as 5.2 Calculation of System MOE's and MOP's
We begin our discussion of the calculation of
system performance and effectiveness measures
tl by noting that many of the "outputs" of the
'e .(5-3) analysis of our queuing model are directly
tA . interpretable as either MOP's or MOE's.
These "outputs" are the system statistics and
Xtl5 customer arrival rates associated with the
surveillance model components Si, Si, and S2,
and the air-space control and threat prose-
where Ati denotes the total arrival rate of cution model components C2, C;, and Ci. By
targets that are allocated for processing by system statistics we mean any of the various
Ct, i.e., the sum of the target flows first probabilistic characterizations of system be-
allocated for processing at C w as well as havior, i.e., the average number of customers
those that leak into Co after being unsuccess- in the queue or in service, the queuing pro-
fully processed earlier. By using the struc- bability, the average total system time, and
ture imposed by both the C2/C 3 versus target the probability of service completion for a
race and the geometry of the raid as well as queuing model with reneging. When these sy-
the geometry of the interconnections of both stem statistics are interpreted in the air
surveillance and control modeling elements, defense setting as MOP's and MOE's, they may
and by doing a queuing theory analysis of the be grouped into three classes: reaction time
input-output customer flow characteristics statistics, workload or resource utilization
associated with each of our model components, statistics, and leakage statistics. We pro-
we can obtain a system of nonlinear, simul- ceed in what follows to present examples of
taneous algebraic equations satisfied by the each type of statistic that are "outputs" of
flow vectors t ,T , and ,t' of the follow- our queuing analysis.
ing form:
We first note that the average system times
associated with any of our model components
+ + (i.e., S J, Sj  S2, C2, C1, and C9) are iden-
tu nF(0 tu'x (5-4) tified with average reaction times. For
example, the average system time at Ci, con-
ditioned.on service completion, corresponds
it F - I , , ) , (5-5) to the average delay between the allocation
t c t tu' x of a target for "processing" by the defen-
sive assets of a given region, and the tar-
and get's destruction, given that destruction
occurs. The average system time at C2 may
-F (At, ,P Aftu ) ' (5-6) be identified with the average delay between
x sc ttu the arrival of a new target track report at
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the Global Air-Space Control Center and the 3. processing delay statistics at Sl's, S2,
delivery of a target allocation to an appro- C2, and Cl's.
priate Local Air-Space Control Center.
Finally, we note that in addition to overall
Next we observe that customer population sta- system response time statistics we may cal-
tistics, e.g., the average number of customers culate various overall system leakage statis-
in the queue or server, and the queuing pro- tics. From report generation probabilities
bability, correspond to resource utilization at the Sj's we can compute leakage rates of
MOP's. For example, the average number of unreported targets from different regional
customers in the service facility at S9 and or collections of regional domains, while
C1 correspond to the average number of tar- from service completion probabilities at Ci's
gets currently under track and the average we can compute leakage rates of reported and
number of targets currently being engaged, allocated targets from various regional, or
respectively. The queuing probability at Si groups of regional domains.
and CQ tells us the likelihood that all the
available reporting and threat prosecution 5.3 Derivation of Queuing Model Parameters
assets of the i-th region are currently com-
mitted. In order to accomplish the previously out-
lined analysis of our aggregate queuing model
Our final class of system performance and of the notional AD system, we must not only
effectiveness measures, leakage statistics, specify the queuing system parameters associ-
may be related to the probabilities of ser- ated with each of the model components, i.e.,
vice completion at S or C9 respectively. Si , , S, C, C, and C, but we must de-
For example, one minus the probability of fine ihe queuing parameters which determine
service completion at S? may be identified the structure of the penetrator raid, i.e.,
with the probability that an as yet unreported the target arrival rates associated with each
target traverses the i-th region without be- penetration route, the description of each
ing reported, and the product of one minus route in terms of successive regional traver-
the probability of service completion at S9 sals, and the regional reneging parameters -
and the input arrival rate of unreported tar- the inverses of the average regional transit
gets into Si corresponds to the leakage rate times. Therefore, we need algorithms that
of unreported targets from the i-th region. convert the physical description of the AD-
Similarly, one minus the probability of ser- C2/C3 system and the penetrator raid into the
vice completion at Ci corresponds to the queuing parameters associated with the various
probability that an assigned target leaks model components and the raid, respectively.
from the i-th region undestroyed, and a pro- We will call these algorithms analyst inter-
duct of one minus the probability of service face models.
completion at Si and the input arrival rate
of target allocations corresponds to the While we will not give an exhaustive dis-
leakage rate of assigned targets from the cussion of existing analyst interface models
i-th region. here, we note that in general the calculation
of the desired queuing parameters is controll-
The measures of system performance and effec- ed by the following types of issues:
tiveness which we have discussed up to now
have been identified directly as system sta- 1. knowledge of human information processing
tistics associated with the various queuing capabilities,
model components. We can also consider more
global measures of system behavior which are 2. technical characteristics of penetrator
derived by combining the more "local" queuing and AD-C3 system hardware,
model component statistics. Primary examples
of such system-wide measures of performance 3. the geographic distribution of C2/C3
are various response time statistics, i.e., system elements, and
the time between a target's entry into the
zone and the completion of any one out of the 4. doctrinal constraints.
sequence of command and control processes
necessary for threat prosectuion. One such To illustrate the interplay between the above
response time statistic is the average time issues in the formation of model parameters
between target entry into the geographic do- we first examine the calculation of the de-
main of our notional AD system and the first tection rate parameter, Pdi' associated with
engagement, along penetration route-Q, which Si, for a special case. Let us assume that
we will refer to by the notation _(Q) While the only surveillance assets assigned to the
Te,en' i-th region are flights of interceptors on a
we will not present the details here, we note "search and destroy" mission. From the
that one may compute _(Q) as a function of theory of random search, assuming that we
Te,en have nFL independent random search operations
the following queuing model analysis outputs: over a region of area A, with searchers that
have a instantaneous detection range Rd, ve-
1. engagement probabilities and engagement locity V , and angular field of view e, the
delay statistics at C?'s; probability that a given target is detected
I at some time t1 < t, Pd(t), is given by
2. report generation probabilities and report
generation delay statistics at Si 's; and
-~~~~~ ' - ----- L----"~"~~"~~l
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-2nFL Rd sin(e/2)V I interface models, that convert the physical
Pd(t) = 1 - expl A o* characteristics of the AD system into para-
meters for the various queuing model com-
(5-7) ponents. On the threat prosecurtion side of
our model, we might like to investigate more
and hence the detection rate parameter Vdi is detailed modeling of interceptor versus pene-
given as trator or SAM versus penetrator interactions,
to obtain better statistical information about
2
nFLRd sin(8/2) VI the time required for a single engagement, or
Pdi = A (5-8) for re-engagement. On the surveillance side
of our model, we would like to have models
capable of translating information such as a
From relation (5-8) we can argue that the cal-
Fro elation of target's trajectory relative to some sur-
culation of Pdi, for the above special case, veillance site, technical characteristics of
is controlled by the above issues (2) and (3). veillance site, technical characteristics of
radars, and the statistics of the penetrator's
radar cross-section into a probability dis-
As a second example of a simple analyst inter-
tribution for the time between target entryface model we consider the choice nsi, the
si, into a region, and its reliable detection.
effective number of threat prosecution ser- ion,
In addition, we would like to have models
vers, or service subsystems, associated with
C9. .tecsofargowihadene which describe the changes in queuing para-C. In the case of a region with a defense
cnIsting of flights of Al's, n5. may be de- meters related, to either the surveillance
consisting of flights of AI's, ns may be de-
termined by doctrinal considerations. If wethreat prosecution aspects of our model,
al n er o If we when various forms of EW or C3 countermeasures
let nci denote the total number of controlled
flights permitted by ground or airborne faci-
lities (GCI or ACI operators), then inter- 6.2 Model Refinements and Extensions
cepts may either be tightly monitored up to
the point of weapons release, or looselythe point of weapons release, or l osely We next focus on some options for further re-
supervised such that only the location of an
assigned threat is indicated. In the case o fining our existing model and its analysis.assigned threat is indicated. In the case of
We first note that nowhere in our current
"loose" control the effective number of tar-
get servicing sybsystems is identical to the model have we explicitly introduced the com-
munications aspect of the air defense system.
inumber of flights, nFI. It is possible to do so implicitly by ab-
sorbing communication delays into the pro-
cessing times at the various model components.i.e., n = n i (5-9)
s FLi However, we could extend the generality of
our present model by embedding the various
model components S?, S}, S2, C2, C}, and C?
in a communications network structure. The
endogenous customers, i.e., track reports and
ns = min{ni ,nFL (5-10) target allocations, would flow through the
ii i communications network to reach their appro-
priate destinations. Nodes in the communi-
Similarly, in the case of a region with a SAM cations network would again be identified as
defense, for which targets must be illuminated queues, with processing rates related to the
by a fire control radar in order to be "pro- message sizes and transmission rates.
cessed," the effective number of simultaneous
engagements is determined as In our discussion concerning new analyst-
interface models we mentioned more detailed
n = - min{nL~'"Fcn (5-11) modeling of the detection process. Another
Si min~n~i FC2}s (5-11) istep in the direction of more faithful re-
presentation of the surveillance aspect of
the AD system would be to disaggregate our
where nL. denotes the number of SAM launchers, the AD system would be to disaggregate our
S models into models of individual surveil-and nFC refers to the number of fire control 2
radars.i lance sites. Penetration routes would then
be defined as traversals from one site to
SECTION 6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS another
Interest in the quantification of AD system The representations of human decisionmaking
implicit in our queuing models for S!, S1,
response time has impelled the development o, i.e., the first-come
a queuing theory based modeling and analysis , C , C., and C., i.e., the first-come,
approach to AD-C2/C3 problems. We conclude first-serve service discipline, are particu-
larly simple. It may be that work in thethis paper by proceeding to identify avenues larly simple. It may be that work in the
for the continuing development of the queuing area of human-operator modeling will suggest
some refinements of this aspect of our model.methodology.
6.1 Analyst Interface Model Development In reviewing the air space management and
threat prosecution doctrine inherent in our
One major area for continuing work that sup- current model we note that it is totally cen-
ports our queuing modeling approach is in tralized, i.e., the endogenous customers mustports our the full sequeuing modeling approac 2 +Cs in 0
the~ deve. ~flow through the full sequence S0a+S12+C 2T Cthe development of more sophisticated analyst-
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in order to enable the physical "processing"
of targets. Especially in the event of
various saturation modes, i.e., the S2 or C2
saturation, it is desirable to be able to re-
configure the system to some more decentra-
lized mode of air space control, and to
investigate the behavior of the system in its
new mode of operation. In addition, it may
be desirable to investigate the effect of
different target handover, and allocation
strategies than those implicit in our current
implementation of the model.
Also, in our current version of the model we
have only one type of target and one type of
threat prosecution asset associated with each
region. It may be of interest in the future
to consider different classes of targets,
with different associated priorities, and
different threat prosecution and surveillance
characteristics. Similarly, we may wish to
consider C9 models with more than one type
of server, allowing us to distinguish between
interceptors on CAP or strip alert.
We note that the steady-state queuing analysis
we described in 5.1 is designed to describe
the steady-state behavior of the AD system.
Hence, in the future it may be desirable to
investigate approximate techniques for tran-
sient queuing systems analysis in order to
describe the transient behavior of the AD
system.
Finally, we observe that nowhere in our
current model do we account for the effects
of attrition of the defensive forces. In
the military operations research literature,
Lanchester's equations and their generali-
zations have been used to model the attrition
process for two-sided interactions between
opposing forces. Hence, we may be able to
couple the use of some extended set of
Lanchester's equations, with our current
model, to do a quasi-static sequence steady-
state analyses for various system resource
levels predicted by some Lanchester-like
attrition calculation.
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Abstract Three-person, three-level hierarchical decision problems are
considered. Decision maker O(DMO) is at the top level of the hierarchy.
DM1 and DM2 are respectively at the middle level and the bottem of it.
The problems are solved by the inducible region approach. We first derive
inducibility conditions systematically, where we identify the dual
purposes of DMO's strategy. Intuitively, if DM1's cost function depends
on DMO's control variables, DMO can assign adequate values to them
(through his strategy) as a threat and thus imposes direct control on
DM1's decision. On the other hand, if DM2's cost function depends on
DMO's control variables, then DMO can modify DM2's cost function and this
in turn changes DM1's ability to induce DM2's behavior. Thus DM0 has
indirect influence on DM1's decision. In case that DMO's control variable
does not appear explicitly in DM2's cost function, dual control
degenerates to direct control. The inducible region in this case can then
be expressed in very simple terms. For unconstrained, strictly convex
problems, we show that the inducible region equals to the whole space.
Except for degenerate cases, DMO can in fact use a piecewise linear
strategy to induce the desired team solution. We also demonstrate how the
above results can be extended to problems with incomplete information
through a recursive conversion process.
1. INTRODUCTION and then (3) to construct a leader's
strategy to induce it.
In a multi-level hierarchical decision
problem, a higher level decision maker is On three-level problems, results have
typically assumed to have the authority to been reproted in <BAS81> and <TOL81b>. In
declare his strategy and enforce it on <BAS81>, dynamic problems are considered and
decision makers in lower levels. A lot of a set of sufficient conditions are obtained
progress has been made recently in the study for the achievement of team solution. While
of two-person, two-level problems (under the results in <TOL81b> are closely related to
title of Stackelberg games, see <BAS79>, ours, we shall discuss them in detail later
<PAP79 > <TOL81a,b>, <HO81,82>, <CHA82a,b>, in section 5.
<LUH82a>). Roughly speaking, these
approaches can be divided into two In this paper, we investigate three-level
categories, i.e., the team solution approach problems using the inducible region
and the inducible region approach. approach. In section 2, we introduce the
Basically, the team solution approach is to solution concept and formulate our model.
find first the team solution of the The inducible region is then presented
origional problem or an equivalent problem, mathematically in section 3. In section 4
and then construct a leader's strategy to we discuss the inducibility conditions. We
achieve the team solution. On the other identify in this process that the leader's
hand, the inducible region approach strategy actually serves dual purposes.
(introduced formally in <CHA82b>) is (1) to i.e., both direct control and indirect
find the collection of all possible influence on his immediate follower. In
outcomes, known as the inducible region, section 5, we study the subclass of problems
(2) to obtain the optimal inducible outcome considered in <TOL81b>. We show that the
for the leader from the inducible region, inducible region can be expressed in very
simple terms in this case, and compare our
results with Tolwinski's results. In
section 6, we show that the inducible region
* The research work reported in this paper equals to the entire decision space for
was supported by the National Science problems with strictly convex cost functions
Foundation under Grant ECS 8105984, Grant and unconstrained control variables.
ECS 8210673, and by the U.S. Office of Naval Furthermore, except for degenerate cases,
Research under the Joint Services there exists a piecewise linear hierarchical
Electronics Program by Contract equilibrium strategy for the leader. In
N00014-75-C-0648. section 7, we demonstrate how the above
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results can be extended to problems with In the design stage, the leader announces Yo
incomplete information through a recursive first. DM1 announces Y1 second. In the
conversion process. Concluding remarks are execution stage, DM2, knowing and Y
given in section 8. selects a Y = u2. DM1, having complete
information on u2, then decides u1 according
2. SOLUTION CONCEPT AND PROBLEM FORMULATION to his announced Y1, i.e., u1= Y (u ).
Finally the leader, having complete
Consider a three-person decision problem information on both u1 and u2, calculates u0
with three levels of hierarchy. The leader according to us=¥Y(u 1,u). We assume that
(DMO) is in a position to announce his Ycan be any function from DMi's information
strategy ahead of time and enforce it on the set to U The problem thus formulated is
other two decision makers. The first known to have a reversed information
follower (DM1), knowing the leader's structure <H081> in the sense that though
strategy, then announces his strategy and the leader announces ' first, he actually
enforce it on the second follower (DM2). The acts last.
second follower, knowing both strategies of
DMO and DM1, thereafter selects his strategy 3. THE INDUCIBLE REGION CONCEPT
to minimize his cost function. Let the
strategy of DMi be denoted as Y., with yi As introduced in <CHA82a,b>, the
ri; the decision of DMi as u. ; and the inducible region, IR, is the set of all
cost function of DMi as J (Y 1Y 3Y ) The possible outcomes from the leader's
above solution concept 1caR b formulated viewpoint. In the three-level case, it is
rigorously as follows. For any given pair defined formally as follows. For a given
(Y , Y1), the second follower is going to Yo any (Y, 91, Y2 ) with Y1 R (Yo) and Y2c
react dy selecting a Y2 6R2 (YO'Y1), where R(y, y Y 1s called an equilibrium triple
A agcoPdini to our definition. And a point
R (yoy ) = (u'ulu(2 ) in the decision space such that{2 J2¥Y ,1 Y2 ) < J2(¥O,1,2) 2 ( Y }, u=, u = - (U2), u =Y (UU ) is the real
outtcolme of the problem Kor this (Y Y1, Ye.
(2.1) However, in the design stage, the leade?'s
is DM2's rational reaction set. For a viewpoint regarding the outcome is somewhat
given Yo, the first follower is going to different. According to (2.3), the leader
select a Y1 R1(Y0), where assumes that the followers choose a
A particular pair (y1', Y2') according to the
R1(Y ) = following equation :
Q¥1*: sup J (YO , 1*,Y2) < sup J1(Y¥OyY ,2)
Y2 SR N y0,Y1 YSR2 (YO Y 1 (Y1''Y2') arg sup sup J (YY¥1, 2).
2 " rlY2 0 2 1 21 YER(YO) Y2 CR2( O,Z 1).
v yl rl} , (2.2) £1 )R 1 (Y ) Y2 £R2 0( ) (3.1)
is DM1's rational reaction set. In other
words, for a given Y., DM1 and DM2 form a The point (uo,u 1 ,u2 '), such that u2 ='Y
two-person, two-level Stackelberg subgame, u ':y '(u '), and u '- Y (u1',u ') is thus
with DM1 as the leader. For the three-level called l he outcom from the leader's
problem, the task of DMO is to find his viewpoint for this y . As in <CHA82b>, we
hierarchical equilibrium strategy Yn* such can formulate equivalent classes and, with
that with DM1's and DM2's reactions, JO is little abuse of notation, say that from the
minimized. That is, leader's viewpoint, the unique outcome
(un',u1',u ') is induced by this Y The
sup sup JO(Y*,Y1 ,Y2) Inducible Region, IR, is then defined as
Y1 R1 (YO0) Y2s R2(Y*', 1 ) '
IR = {(uo,u ,u2): There exists a yOC rO such
< sup sup Jo(¥,¥Y1,Y2) v yo eO that (u ,u u ) is the unique outcome
Y R(YO) Y2supp R(Y 0Y 1 Y) (. from th8 laader's viewpoint }.
1R1( 2 R2(¥, 1) (2.3) (3.2)
Any Y *s R ( Y *) is a corresponding
equilibrium strategy for DM1 and any Y2*E From the above definition, any point not
R (Y *, Y *) is a corresponding equilibrium belonging to IR can not be the outcome (from
sirategy lor DM2. The supremes in (2.2) and the leader's viewpoint). Thus if the leader
(2.3) take into account the possible wants to find the best outcome, he can only
nonunique reactions of DM1 and DM2. consider IR. We then have the counterpart
of the functional optimization problem of
In this paper, we assume that each (2.3)
decision maker acts only once, with the
sequence of actions as shown in figure 2-1. JO* inf J( 0U,ul,u 2)
(u0 u ,uRU2(3.3)IR
Yo(ul1 u2) Yl(u2) Y2 (
!s I 2/ Execution stage
…-J... --- '-"-I------ .. ... cution. Therefore, the problem boils down how to
Design stage / | delineate the inducible region, IR.
i/ u ul Y (u2) u 0=YO(u1 ,u)
<Fig 2-1> 4. INDUCIBILITY CONDITIONS
_~ ~ ~ ~ <i 2-1> a~ . II-· - -- - - -- ·-- ~-~
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For a given y , DM1 and DM2 form a two- true. That is, if (1) and (2) hold, then u'For a given ¥ , DM1 and DM2 form a two-I
level problem, w2ere the results in <CHA82b> is inducible by Y0
1
. Thus we have
are directly applicable. With this in mind,
the leader can be conceived of as facing an u' eIR if and only if there exists a
equivalent two-level problem, where for a PO(.,.) such that
given y , the reaction of the followers ( in
terms or (y 1 , 2) or (u ,u )) is determined (C1): (u1',u2 ) CIR 1(YO1), and
by the outcome of the Aeshed problem of DM1
and DM2. (C2): J (u') < J (P(u u2) ,U 2
- I (UU2)~I~1(YO' and (ulu2)(ul',u2'
Let us first consider the nested two-
level problem. For a given YO the inducible (4.4)
region for DM1, denoted as IR1(Y), is given In words, Cl) is the capability condition
by In words, (C1) is the capability condition
which says that the leader should let DM1 be
IR (Y ) capable of inducing (u ',u '). The
{6u 0u2)J2(yO(u1u2), u1,u2 ) < 'm2(Yo)<  desirability condition (C2) thin says that
~' 2012(4.1) the leader should make DM1 prefer (u1 ',u2 ')
where m2(y0) is defined by to other points within DM1's capability.
m2 (YO) = inf sup J2(YO(ulu2),u1 u2 .u Let's now derive some explicit results
U2 U1 from (C1) ans (C2). First, (C1) and (4.1)
(4.2) implies that
We shall interpret (4.1) intuitively and J2(u') < inf sup J2(yO'(ul,u2 ),u1lu2)
explain what the special notation 4 means. u2 u1
Note that no matter what DM1 is going to do, (4.5a)
DM2 can always guarantee himself that J. < inf sup sup J2(uO,U1,U2)
will not be greater than m2( y0 ) bU2 u1 u0
minimizing J2. Thus any point with J > m2( A
Y ) is not inducible because DM2 wili never = M2.
choose such a point. Any point with J2 < (4.5b)
m (y¥) is inducible by DM1, since DM1 can
pinarize DM2 at least m2(Y 0) by maximizing The constant M2 can be thought of as DM2's
J2 if DM2 deviates. For those points on the guaranteed cost in the sense that even if
J = m2(YO) boundary, the situatuon is more both DMO and DM1 cooperatively maximize J2'
complicated. To concentrate on main issues, DM2 can still get M2. Therefore it is
we use < in (4.1) to represent the impossible for the leader to induce any
complications. From now on, the same point with J2 > M2. This in turn implies
notation will be used to represent such that
complications on boundaries. IR C {u : J2(u) < M2 (4.6)(4.6)
Let us now turn to the outer layer
problem of DMO and examine whether a point The condition (C2) implies that
u'=(u ',u', u2'1) is inducible or not. A
candi8ate 0' that induces (UO',u1',U2') has J1(u') • inf J1(P0 (u1u2)u1,u2).to take the following form: (u1,u2) sIR 1(YO )
(U1,U2 ) # (u1t'u2 ')
: Uo', if (ulu 2) = (Ul1 ,u2 '),
Yo'(u 1,u2) PO(u1 u2) otherwise, Thus, in order to induce u', the leader has
('e4.3) to select PO(.,.) such that (4.7) holds.
For a given u', the most the leader can do
.where P., yet to be specified, is a for this is to select P(.,.) that
function Krom U1 x U2 to U0. In order to maximizes the right hand side of (4.7),
induce u' by y0', the following two i.e.,
conditions have to be satisfied.
max { inf J1 (PD(U1,U2) u1 ,2u2)}
(1) For the given Y, DM1 must be able to P0 (,) (U1 u2) lIR1(Yo
induce (u',u', that is, (u1 ',uo'k (u1,u2) $ (u1 'U2')
IR (Yn); otherwise, the outcome of the
nested two-level problem can not be
(u ',u '), and u' is not inducible. Note that IR1((Y') is given by (4.1), and
1'2 it is P0(.,.) dependent. Thus, for the
(2) DM1 must prefer (u ,u2 ) to other points term inslde the braces of (4.8), P actually
points in 1R1(y,' ; otherwise, DM1 serves two different purposes. First, it
will induce those points he prefers affects J directlly, since Po(ul,u?)
rather than (u ',u f), and thus u' is provides an argument to J Secondly, it
not inducible. affects the region of taking the infimum,
since it can shape IR (Y0). Intuitively, ifIt is easily seen that the converse is also the leader at the top of the hierarchy
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prefers a certain outcome (uO',u1 ,u2'), he following results.
can achieve it by two approaches. He can
either use direct control (if DM1 tries to Theorem 1 If J2 is not a function of u ,
achieve some other (tu,u2), J1 will be then
higher), or have indirect influence on DM1 IR (uOu1u2): J (uOu 2)< M1
through DM2 (if DM1 tries to achieve some { ' and J2(u,u) M2 }
other (u1,u2), the leader will work through (5.5
DM2 so that DM2 will not comply with DM1).
The dual roles of the leader's strategy in Proof:
general are not separable, and make the 1) It is apparent that any point outside
functional optimization problem (4.T- the region defined in (5.5) in not
difficult. In the following, we shall inducible.
consider two classes of problems and (2) To show that any point u0'
delineate their inducible regions (u ',u ',u2') in the region is
explicitly. inducible, let us construct a YO as
follows.
5. INDUCIBLE REGION FOR A CLASS OF PROBLEMS
: uO' if (u1,u2) = (U1',U2'),
Consider the problem in which the leader YO(u1 0U2) =
can not affect DM2 directly, i.e., :Y 1 otherwise.
J2=J2(u1,u2). From (4.1), we have (5.6)
IR (y0 = IR = where y is defined by (5.4). With this
O{,u) : 2(u1,u2) < inf sup J2(u1,U 2) }, yo,DM1 wil1 induce (u1',u2'); for otherwise,
12u2 u 1 > Mi. Also, DM1 is able to do it since
(5.1) 2 2 < M2 and (u1',u2') s IR1.
Thus IR1 in this case is independent of YT.
For any given Y0, DM1 will induce a (u1,u2) Thus there are three steps to solve this
within IR1 that minimizes J1. The protlem class of problems.
faced by the leader is then equivalent to (S1): Delineate IR in (5.5).
the two-level problem of DMO and DM1 where (S2): Find the optimal inducible outcome
DM1's decision (u ,u ) is restricted to IR1. from the problem below.
As a result, (4.83 degenerates to
U*=(UOu*,U2*) = arg min Jn(un,u1,u2 )
max inf J1(P0 (ulu 2),U1,U2)} (uO,u1,u2 ¢ I R
P0 IR1 (5.7)(u1,u2) = (u1 'U2 ') (S3): Construct a Y * (e.g., the one given
in (5.6) to induce u*.
inf max Jl(uo,ul,U2) .
(ul,u 2) IR1 uO Since Tolwinski treated the same problem
(Uu ,u2)£ (ul 'U2') in <TOL81b>, we shall compare the above
(5.2) results with his results. Denote DT as the
region obtained in <TOL81b>. It is given by
and the dual purposes of P reduce to direct (eqs.(37) to (41) in <TOL81b>).
control only. Equation (5.2) is a
parameter optimization problem, and in DT {(u0,ulu 2): J1(UOu 1,u2)< m1T(U2)
principal can be solved. From (4.7) and
(5.2), we then conclude that and J2(Ul, u2) < m2T} (,8)
J1(U') < inf sup J1(uO,Ul,U2) = M1, where
(Ul,U2)E IR1 uOCu1,u2)S m R1 u0 (5.3) mlT( 2)= inf sup Jl(UoulU2)
u1 u0
where M can be thought of as DM1's (5.9)
guaranteed cost. The maximum penalty m2T inf sup J2(u1,U 2)
strategy is given by u2 u1
(5.10)
u: U*(u1,u2) if (u1,u2)S IR1, It was claimed that
YOMl(UlU2)= :
: arbitrary otherwise. (5.4) O inf J °e T1 2
(U0oUu1,u2) DT
(5.11)
where uo*(u1,u ) is the solution2 of taking
supreme in 5.3). We then have the It is not difficult to see that in general
1. This interpretation was suggested by Mr. 2. Since we do not consider the
Ying-Ping Zheng, visting scholar at Harvard complications on the boundaries, we shall
University. assume the solution of (5.3) exists.
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It is easy to see that DT = IR; furthermore,
Dn IR. Furthermore, it is neither DT IR u D
nr IR D . We shall see from the following To
example that the claim (5.11) in <TOL81b> is 6. UNCONSTRAINED, STRICTLY CONVEX PROBLEMS
incorrect. Another result in the same paper
(Theorem 3 of <TOL81b> can be interpreted as We shall show that any given point, u'=
a solution to a different model, where DM2 (u u',u ), is always inducible for the
is the second leader and DM1 is at the foilowing problem:
lowest level of the hierarchy. That is,
afterYO is announced, DM2 announces Y = u Cost functions: J(uOu 1,u2), i=0,1,2,.
In the execution stage, the disi where J are strtly convexwhere J and J' are strictly convex
sequence is still the same, i.e., u2, uI and in thei~ arguments.
u . By using the solution conceptof 2.2) DM2s decision : u = R
aKd (2.3) with the exchange of roles of DM1 DM's decision u2 = u U = R
and DM2, and following the systematic 1 1 2
derivation outlined in section 4, we can 0 0 2 0 = R1)
obtain Theorem 3 of <TOL81b).
Since J (u ,ul,u ) is strictly convex inExample 1 its arguments, tAe region
JO = (uo-0.88)2 + (u-0.4)2 + (u2-0.9)2 2 J (u')
20 0- 1- 2- D2 ( : J2(2 2 2 < '(6.2)l
J1 = Uo2 + (U1-1)2 + (u2-1)2 (6.2)
iJ 3 2 + u 2 is closed, bounded and strictly convex.
2 u12 0 < ui < 1 for i=0,1,2 Similar statement holds for the regionFrom (Ul2) + 0 , ui - 1 for i=0,1,2
From (4.2), D {u : J1 (u) < J (u') }.
M2 = min max J2 
= 1 - 1 (6.3)
U2 U1
Since u is not restricted, there always
then IR1 = {(U1,u2) J 2 < M2 ' exists ° function, say PO(u1,u2), that lies
= (u1,u2) : (u12 + u22) <1 } outside D1 and D2. Let
From (5.3), 1 : uO ' if (u1U 2)= (u1 ,u2'),
M = min max J 1.72. yo*(U1,u2) = : ^
(u1 ,u2 )CIR1 uo : PO(u1 ,U2 ) otherwise.hus 1 (6.4)
Thus IR Apparently y * induces u'. Consequently,
{(u0,u1,u2): J1 < M1 and J2 M2 > the leader Ran always achieve his absolute
=(ug0u,'u2): u02+ (u1-1)2+ (u 2-1)2 < 1.72 minimum (team cost), which is defined as
={(uo,ul,u2): u02+ (u1-1)2+ (u2-1) < 7
and (u12 + u22) 1 }. i Jo(uu 1 2)(u0,u1,u2) (6.5)
We can visualize that IR is a portion of a
cylinder with radius 1 centered at (u1 ,u) = Theorem 2 For the uncontrained, strictly
(0,0). IR is the intersection of IR with a convex problem formulated in (6.1), IR = R
sphere (with radius 1.083 cent red at convex proble m f ormulated in(6.1), IR alwaysthus the team solution is always
,U,U pu ) = (0,1,1)). It is clear that achievable.
the opltium inducible point is u*= (0.88,
0.4, 0.9) which is the team solution. One In fact, except for degenerate cases, y *
YO*is given by can be chosen to be piecewise linea?.
Consider an arbitrary point u'=(un ',u1 ,u2')
:0.88 if (U1 ,u2) = (0.4,0.9), as shown in figure 6-1. In the rigute, we
y0*(U1,U 2) = : also show D1 and D2 as defined by (6.3) and
*1 otherwise. (6.2). Let the tangent planes to D1 and D2
For this Y that pass through u' be denoted as T and T
For this Y0*, an optimal strategy for DM1 is respectively. If the degenerate cAse does
not occur, i.e., none of T1 and T2 is
Y *(u) 2 perpendicular to the U1 x U2 plane,
1 2 1 otherwise. Ti
U, T2
If we follow the results in <TOL81b>, we
have 2
mlT(u2) = 1 + (u2-1) , m2T = 1, and 
u2
2 2 Ul D1 D2
DT = {(UO,u 1,u2) : (Uo +(u1-1) ) 1, and <Fig 6-1>
(u12 + u22) < 1 then the part of T1 and T2 that lie outside
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D1 and Dp (as shown by the shaded area) can in fact use a piecewise linear strategy to
be chosen as a leader's equilibrium induce the desired solution. We finally
strategy. Thus we have extend the above results to problems with
incomplete information.
Theorem 3 For unconstrained, strictly convex
problems formulated in (6.1), except for REFERENCES
degenerate cases, the team solution can be
achieved by a piecewise linear strategy of <BAS79> Tamer Basar, Hassan Selbuz, "closed
the leader. Loop Stackelberg Strategies with
Application in the Optimal Control of
Multilevel Systems", IEEE Transactions on
7. PROBLEMS WITH INCOMPLETE INFORMATION Automatic Control, Vol. AC-24, No.2, April
1979, pp. 166-179.
Consider the following problem with <BAS81> Tamer Basar, "Equilibrium Strategies
incomplete information. in Dynamic Games with Multi-Level of
Cost functions: J0(uO,Ultu2 ), J1(UoU1,U2), Hierarchy", Automatica, Vol. 17, No.5,
J (Ullu 2), 1981, pp. 749-754.
DM12's control: u 'EU, <BAS82> Tamer Basar, "A General Theory for
DM1's control: u Y1ty1) with y1=h1 (u2) Stackelberg Games with Partial State
aAd u U1, Information", Large Scale Systems, Vol. 3,
DMO's control: u = with =h(u,y) 1982, pp. 2= ) Ir~it Y hOIU1'Y1) 1982, pp. 47-56.
aid u0YU0) <CHA82a> Tsu-Shuan Chang, Peter B. Luh,
"The Concept of Inducible Region in
The problem can be solved through a Stackelberg Games", the Proceedings of the
recursive conversion process, which is a 1982 American Control Conference,
nontrival extension of the result of <BAS82> Arlington, Virginia, June 1982,
for two-level problems. Due to space pp.139-140.
limitation, we shall just summarize the <CHA82b> Tsu-Shuan Chang, Peter B. Luh,
steps in solving this problem. For details, "A Complete Solution for Two-Person,
please refer <LUH82b>. Single-Stage Deterministic Stackelberg
Games", to appear in the Proceedings of
1. Convert the nested two-level problem the 21st IEEE Conference on Decision and
and delineate IR1, Control, Orlando, Florida, Dec. 1982.
<HO81> Yi-Chi Ho, Peter B. Luh, Ramal
2. Convert the outer-layer problem and Muralidharan, "Information Structure,
delineate IR. Stackelberg Games and Incentive
Controllability", IEEE Transactions on
3. Find the optimum inducible outcome for Automatic Control, Vol. AC-26, No. 2,
DMO and construct the strategy. April 1981, pp. 454-460.
<HO82> Yi-Chi Ho, Peter B. Luh and G. J.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS Olsder, "A Control Theoretic View on
Incentives", Automatica, Vol. 18, No.2,
The concept of inducible region was March 1982, pp. 167-179.
formulated formally in <CHA82a,b> and used <LUH82a> Peter B. Luh, Tsu-Shuan Chang,
to solve single-stage, two-level problems in Shi-Chung Chang, "On Dynamic,
a systematic way. The advantage of this Deterministic Stackelberg Games", the
approach is the reduction of a functional Proceedings of the 1982 American Control
optimization problem to a parameter Conference, Arlington, Virginia, June
optimization (ref.(2.3) and (3.3)). 1982, pp. 409-411.
However, because of the mathematical <LUH82b> Peter B. Luh, Tsu-Shuan Chang,
similarity between the results of <CHA82b> Taikang Ning, "Three-Level Hierarchical
and those of <TOL81> (see <CHA82b> for Decision Problems", submitted.
discussions), the usefulness of this <PAP79> George P. Papavassilopolous, Jose B.
approach was not very well recognized. Cruz, Jr., "Nonclassical Control Problems
and Stackelberg Games", IEEE Transactions
In this paper, we use the inducible on Automatic Control, Vol. AC-24, No. 2,
region concept to solve three-level April 1979, pp. 155-166.
problems. Defects in previous results are <TOL81a> B. Tolwinski, "Closde-Loop
observed. Many properties, as well as the Stackelberg Solution to Multi-Stage
difficulty of the problem, reveal themselves Linear-Quadratic Game", Journal of
throughout the derivation. In particular, Optimization Theory and Application, Vol.
the dual purposes of the leader's strategy, 34, No. 4, August 1981, pp. 485-501.
direct control and indirect infulence, are <TOL81b> B. Tolwinski, "Equilibrium Solution
identified. In case that the leader's for a Class of Hierarchical Games", in
control does not enter into DM2's cost Applications of Systems Theory to
function, dual control degenerates to direct Economics, Mangement and Technology, J.
control, and the inducible region can be Gutenbaum and M. Niezgodka, Eds., Warsaw,
expressed in very simple terms. For PWN, 1981, .pp 581-600.
unconstrained, strictly convex problems, the
inducible region equals to the whole space.
Except for degenerate cases, the leader can
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EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF C3 SYSTEMS
Vincent Bouthonnier
Alexander H. Levis
Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., USA
Abstract. A methodology for analyzing and assessing the effectiveness of
command, control and communications (C ) systems is developed. The analysis
is carried out by characterizing separately both the system and the mission
in terms of attributes. These attributes are determined as functions of
primitives that describe the system, the mission, and the context within
which both operate. Then the system capabilities and the mission require-
ments are compared in a common attribute space. This comparison leads to
the evaluation of partial measures of effectiveness which are then combined
to yield a global measure. The methodology is illustrated through the as-
sessment of the effectiveness of a communications network operating in a
hostile environment.
INTRODUCTION
In analyzing the effectiveness of a C3 system
System effectiveness is an elusive concept it is essential that the diversity of usersSystem effectiveness is an elusive concept
that encompasses technical, economic, and and types of services demanded be taken into
behavioral considerations When the system account. Also, the tolerances associatedbehavioral considerations. When the system
to be evaluated is one which provides a ser- with each system characteristic or attribute
vice, such as a command, control and commu- must be established so that the adequacy
nications (C3 ) system, then the needs of the of the service provided by a given system
organization that uses it must be taken into realization can be evaluated.
account. Furthermore, the worth of the ser-
account. Furthermore, the worth of the ser- The basic premise of the methodology is thatvice it provides may change in value as mis- a3
sions change, as technologies change and as (or supports a variety of functions). The
the opponent's capabilities change. Thus, any r 
,,-.3 ' complementary Premise is that each user
methodology that is proposed for C system ef-ch imposes on a C system a load which is gener-fectiveness analysis must be sufficiently broad ated from a need for service that the system
ated from a need for service that the systemand flexible so that it can accommodate change
may or may not be able to satisfy. Thus, onand can evolve over time. 3
one side, there is the C3 system with a range
Such a methodology is proposed in this paper. of capabilities for providing service, while
The analytical aspects of the methodology ad- on the other is the military organization
dress mainly the relationships between compo- with its diverse needs for service. There-
nent characteristics, system structure, and fore, the first step of the methodology is
operating procedures to system availability based on the ability to model the system's
and performance. Availability is defined as capabilities and the organization's require-
a probabilistic quantity dependent on the ments in terms of commensurate attributes.
random failure characteristics of system com- This and the other steps in the methodology
ponents (whether or not due to enemy action). are described in the next section. In the
System performance denotes the ability to third section, an illustrative example is
achieve appropriate operational goals for a presented.
given availability state [Fink, 1980]. It
is assumed that the cost associated with any SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
system realization and operation can be com-
puted: the total cost may reflect the costs The methodology outlined in this section is
for developing and implementing the system based on six concepts: system, mission,
and the costs for operating and maintaining context, primitives, attributes, and mea-
it. Finally, the assessment of worth is left sures of effectiveness, The first three
for the final, and subjective stage of the describe the problem, while the last three
methodology, since worth is a relative mea- define the key quantities in the analytical
sure that involves value judgements [Dersin formulation of the problem.
and Levis, 1981].
The system consists of components, their
interconnection and a set of operating pro-
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cedures. A naval communications system, a attributes are expressed as functions of the
computer network or a testbed are typical primitives. The values of the attributes
systems. The system can be centralized could be obtained from the evaluation of a
(e.g., a testbed facility) or decentralized function, from a model, a computer simulation,
(e.g., a computer network). or from empirical data. Each attribute de-
pends, in general, on a subset of the primi-
The mission consists of a set of objectives tives, i.e.,
and tasks that the military organization is
assigned to accomplish. The description of A =f (x ,...,xk) (1)
the mission must be as explicit and specific s s
as possible so that it can be modeled analyt-
ically. For example, a mission specification Attributes may or may not be independent from
such as "to defend the West Coast of the US" each other. They are dependent, if they
is too broad, while a more useful specifica- have primitives in common. A system realiza-
tion would be "to detect enemy submarines tion results in the set of primitives taking
off the cost of California". specific values {x.}. Substitution of these
values in the relationships (1) yields values
The context denotes the set of conditions and for the attribute set {As . Thus, any spe-
assumptions, i.e., the environment, within cific realization can be depicted by a point
which the mission takes place and the system in the attribute space.
operates. For example, the context may in-
The third and fourth steps consist of carry-
clude specification of the geographical area,
the time of the year, and the prevailing set ing out a similar analysis for the mission:
of international agreements. Selection of the primitives that describe
the variables and parameters of the mission
Primitives are the variables and parameters and definition of the mission requirements.
that describe the system and the mission. For Then models are selected that map the primi-
example, in the case of a communications net- tives yj into the attributes:
work, primitives may include the number of
links and nodes, the capacity of each link, m m (Y 2)
and the probability of failure of each link.
Primitives of a mission may be the designation Some of the mission attributes may be inter-
of origin-destination pairs, the data flow related through dependence on common primi-
rate between these points, and the duration tives, It is also possible to introduce
of each transmission. Let the system primi- directly some constraints between the attri-
tives be denoted by the set {xi} and the mis- butes, e.g., a trade-off relationship between
sion primitives by the set {yJ. delay and accuracy. However, it is prefer-
able that such trade-off relationships be
Attributes are quantities that describe system derived through the functions or models that
properties or mission requirements. System define attributes or requirements in terms
attributes for a communications system may of the mission primitives. Specification
include reliability, average delay, and sur- of values for the mission primitives results
vivability. Mission attributes are expressed in a point or region in the mission attri-
as requirements for the same quantities as bute space.
the system attributes, e.g., minimum reli-
ability, maximum average delay, or minimum The two spaces, the system attribute space
survivability. The system attributes are A and the mission attribute space A , al-
denoted by the set {A } and the mission at- tdough of the same dimension, may bemdefined
tributes by {A }. s in terms of different attributes, or attri-
butes scaled differently. Therefore, the
Measures of Effectiveness are quantities that fifth step consists of transforming the
result from the comparison of the system and system and mission attributes into a set of
mission attributes. They reflect the extent common, commensurate attributes that define
to which the system is well matched to the a common attribute space A. For example,
mission. one of the system attributes may be vulner-
ability, while the corresponding mission
These six concepts are the key components of attribute may be survivability. Since they
the methodology for analyzing and assessing both reflect the same concept -- the effect
the effectiveness of C3 systems. of hostile actions -- one of them may be
chosen as the common attribute, say, surviv-
The first step of the methodology consists ability, while the other one will then be
of the selection of the set of system primi- mapped into the first one. Once the com-
tives. By definition, the elements of the mon set of attributes has been defined, the
set are mutually independent. In this sense, two sets {A I and {A I are transformed into
s mthe primitives are the independent variables commensurate sets that can be depicted in
in the analytical formulation of the method- the common attribute space A.
ology.
A possible additional operation in this step
The second step consists of defining attributes is the normalization of the various commen-
for the system that characterize the properties surate attributes so that their values are
that are of interest in the analysis. The in the range 10,1]. If all the attributes
are normalized in this manner, then the
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common attribute space is the unit hypercube. requirements of the mission. This is consis-
This is very useful in depicting graphically tent with the interpretation given in case
the loci of the sets {A } and {A } and in (b). The second interpretation is that the
analyzing their interrelationships. use of this system for the given mission
represents an inefficient use of resources
The sixth step is the key one in analyzing the since the system capabilities exceed the
effectiveness of a C3 system in view of the mission requirements. Inefficiency, in turn,
mission that is to be carried out. It consists implies lower effectiveness.
of procedures for comparing the system and
mission attributes through the geometric prop- If the system locus is included in the mis-
erties of two loci in the attribute space. sion locus, then the system's effectiveness
Consider first all the allowable values that is identically equal to unity.
the primitives of a specific realization of
the system may take. If the primitives are The measure of effectiveness given by (6) is
allowed to vary over their admissible ranges, one of many partial measures that can be
then the variations define a locus L in the defined in the common attribute space. Let
attribute space. Similarly, a mission locus these partial measures be denoted by {E }.
L can be constructed. Both loci are defined To combine these partial measures into a
.min the unit hypercube. The geometric relation- single global measure, utility theory may be
ship between the two loci can take one of used [Debreu, 1958; Phlips, 1974]. The k
three forms: partial measures E1, ...,Ek are now considered
to be the arguments of a utility function u.
(a) The two loci do not have any points However, for the valid application of utility
in common, i.e., the intersection theory, the arguments of u must belong to
of L with L is null: the positive orthant of Rk, i.e., they should
take values in [0,+ x). For this to happen,
L s L = (3) each E that takes values in [0,1) is mappeds m r
to an E that takes values in [0,+ o). Many
In this case, the system attributes d o not functions exist for transforming the boundedIn this case, the system attributes do not
variables E to the unbounded ones; typical
satisfy the mission's requirements and one r
would define the effectiveness to be zero,
regardless of which specific measure is used. 
-1
- log (l-E) ; E/1-E ; tanh E
(b) The two loci have points in common, a 
but neither locus is included in
the other:
Each of these mappings tends to emphasize
L nlL M (4) different segments of the range [0,1) and
therefore weight in a different way the
and partial effectiveness measures E . There-
L U L > L (5) fore, the subjective judgements of the
s m s system designers and the users can be in-
corporated directly into the methodology in
In this case, a subset of the values that the three ways: (a) by choosing different par-
system attributes may take satisfies the mis- tial measures, (b) by choosing the mapping
sion requirements. Many different measures function, and (c) by selecting a utility
can be used to describe the extent to which function. The global effectiveness measure
the system meets the requirements, Each of is obtained, finally, from
these measures may be considered as a measure
of effectiveness which, if normalized, takes E = u (l1',2', 2 ,Ek) (8)
values in the open interval (0,1). For example,
let V be a measure in the normalized attribute The seven steps of the methodology and their
space. Then an effectiveness measure can be interrelationships are shown schematically
defined by in Figure 1. The diagram emphasizes that
the system and the mission must be modeled
E = V(Ls n Lm)/V(L ) (6) and analyzed independently, but in a common
context. The system capabilities should be
which emphasizes how well matched the system determined independently of the mission and
is to the mission. the mission requirements should be derived
without considering the system to be assessed.
(c) The mission locus is included in Otherwise, the assessment is biased.
the system locus:
The methodology will be illustrated in the
L n L = L (7) next section through application to a com-
munications network operating in a hostile
In this case, it follows from (7) that L is environment.
larger then L and, consequently, the ratio
defined by (6~ will be less than unity. This
result can be interpreted in two ways. First,
only certain system attributes values meet the
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The context for this network determines the
environment in which the system will operate:
GLOBAL geographical location, climatic conditions,
EFFECTIVENESS MEASURE
enemy capabilities and resources. The con-
PARTI.L . text determines many of the primitives of
EFFECTIVENESS MEAURE both the system and the mission.
sYsM IMssIION The mission is defined in terms of the objec-
LCUS LOCUS \tives and tasks assigned to each node by the
C04E NSURATE I COIENSURAE Itactical plan. Let the aspect of the mission
SYS-Is ATTRIBUTES MISSION ATTRIBUS that is relevant to the pair (1,7), denoted
by (A,B) from now on, be the collection of
|sYs~ EI I8 MISSION target information at node A and its trans-
mission to node B where the weapon system
I SYSz MISSION | is located.
ARIMITIiS r PR--IH~ITIVES
Attributes
SYSTEN. CONTEXT MISSION
In one of the definitions of C3 systems
[AFM 1-1,1979] it is stated that "Command
and control systems must provide the com-
mander with communications networks that are
reliable rapid, survivable and secure." The
first three requirements motivated the defi-
Figure 1. The Methodology for C3 System nition of the attributes for this example:
Effectiveness Analysis reliability, time delay, and survivability.
A fourth one that characterizes the amount
of information that can be transmitted be-
tween A and B is the input flow.
The attribute Reliability denotes the cap-
ASSESSMENT OF A C3 NETWORK ability of the system to deliver a message
from A to B when only the intrinsic, physical
Consider the communications network presented characteristics of the components (links)
in Figure 2. It consists of seven nodes and are taken into account. The relevant system
thirteen links. The nodes represent infor- primitive is the probability of failure, l-p,
mation collection and transmission centers or of each link, where it is assumed that link
decision centers or both. The network is failures are independent events. Survivability
assumed to be part of a C system operating in is defined as the ability of the network to
a hostile environment. Specifically, it is continue functioning in the presence of jam-
assumed that the links are subject to jam- ming. The system survivability depends on
ming that disrupts communication between nodes. the probability that the enemy attempts to
There are twenty-one possible origin-desti- jam a link (or links) and the probability
nation pairs in this network; only the pair that the link is jammed when attacked. Both
(1,7) will be used because the subsystem it reliability and survivability are special
defines is equal to the whole network. Multi- cases of availability. The distinction be-
ple pairs can be analyzed if each pair is tween reliability and survivability is that
considered as a subsystem. the former reflects the failure characteris-
tic of components and the effect of the
environment, while the latter models the
effect on the network of the enemy's elec-
tronic warfare capability.
1 is node A
The attribute Time Delay introduces the no-
2 / // tion of timeliness of the transmitted infor-
3 /mation and the rapidity with which it is
transmitted, This attribute is critical
because in many instances target acquisition
by a weapon system depends on the speed with
which tracking information is received from
distant sensors. For this network, time
delay between nodes A and B is defined as
?7 node B the sum of the delays in each link of a path
from A to B, The time delay is related to
the capacity of each link. Therefore, link
capacity is a system primitive.
Figure 2. A Simple Communications
Network. Input Flow is defined as the amount of data
transmitted from A to B, The underlying
assumption is that as more tracking data are
collected and transmitted to the weapon
system, the target acquisition is improved.
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The input flow that can be transmitted depends
on the link capacities and the network topology; h = 1 - (1-p22p2 h = 1 -( 1-p2 (2-p)2 ) (l-p).
it depends also on the time delay, i.e., there m
is an interrelationship between delay and flow.
The failure probabilities of the links are
Let the mission be the protection of platforms tilikely to vary with time. Since the p takes
located at the network nodes by weapon systems values in the interval [0,1], it follows
located at node B, where the sensors are lo- that R, a continuous function defined on a
cated in a platform denoted by node A. There- 
closed set, takes minimum and maximum
fore, the objective of the platform at A is values. Furthermore, if p takes values in
to detect and identify enemy targets and com- the subinterval [a,b] then R takes itsthe subinterval [a,b] then R takes its
municate that information to the weapon minimum value R for p=a and its maximum
systems. The objective of node B is to destroy min
at least m percent of the enemy targets while R for p=b. Therefore, the reliability
suffering no more than n percent losses, index R in eq. (11) is an increasing func-index R in eq. (11) is an increasing func-
Therefore, mission primitives are the level If the bounds a and
tion of its argument p. If the bounds a and
of forces of the two opponents, the single shot b are known, then the system reliability is
kill probabilitites, the time interval between bounded by
salvos, the radius of uncertainty in locating
a target, and the relative velocity between the R < R< R (12)
targets and the weapon systems. With these min-- - max
primitives, it is necessary to determine
conditions on the attributes that will imply While survivability depends on totally dif-
the success of the assigned mission. Now that ferent primitives, the analysis is identical
the overall situation has been described, the with that for reliability, but with the prob-
seven steps of the methodology can be applied. ability p replaced by
Step 1 and 2: System Attributes 1 - eiqi
Structural analysis models based on engineering where e. is the probability that the enemy
reliability theory [Barlow and Proschan, 1975] attacks link i and q. is the probability
and network theory [Ford and Fulkerson, 1962] that link i is jammeA when attacked. If
can be used to model the reliability attribute the probability of survival of a link takes
and compute its value. values in the interval [a',b'], it follows
that the survivability index is bounded as
Let x. be a binary variable indicating whether follows:
link 1 is functioning (x.=l) or has failed
(xi=0). Similarly, the binary variable ~ S . < S < S (13)
specifies the state of the communication be-
tween nodes A and B. If the state of the com- Queueing theory is used to model the timeQueueing theory is used to model the time
munication is determined completely by the delay in the communications network. Spe-delay in the communications network. Spe-
state of the links, then cifically, the M/M/1 model [Schwartz, 1977]
was used to determine the delay in trans-
¢ = (X,x 2 ,...,x1 3) (9) mitting packets from A to B. Let the capac-
ity of each link in the network of Figure 2
The function 4 is called the structure function be denoted by C , with k = 1,2,...,13.There
of the communication pair A,B. If p. denotes kg1 . are thirty different paths that can be chosen
the probability the link i is functioning, i.e,,the probability thelink i is to transmit a packet from A to B and, there-
fore, thirty time delays, one for each path,
pi i can be computed. If path w. is chosen, then
the total delay along this bath is
then the reliability index R is defined as the [Bouthonnier, 1982]
expected value of the structure function:
R = E [¢(Xx1'2'"' 13)] (10) j Cke7T k-F
For simplicity, let all the link failure prob- where / is the mean number of bits per
abilities b  equal. Then the reliability packet and F is the input flow from A to B.
index for the pair A,B in the network defined Clearly, there will be a minimum and maximum
in Figure 2 is given as follows: delay over the thirty paths. So, depending
R = h (p) 111h (p))(-h () h ())] on the routing algorithm chosen, the delay T
4 m2 m 1 m3 may be bounded as follows:
(11) T . < T < T (15)
r(1e)mn - - max
where
h h 1 - (1- 2 Now let all the link capacities be equal
m m to C and let C vary betweenC mi and Cmax
~~~~2 3 4 5 ~ Then, for the network of Figure 2, the total
h = 2p +2p _ 5p + 2p delay from A to B satisfies [Bouthonnier,
m3 1982]:
-~~~~~"~^"~~~~^~--"" ~~ ~ ~~x`- ~ ~ ^~~" 2~-x ' `~ " "''" '~''"`~""~'" '"""~""'-""(14) 
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tion rates a and b, respectively.
2 < T < (16) Solution of the differential equations (23),
iiC -F - - I C -F (24) leads to the "square-law" attrition
max mir
process:
The last condition relates two of the attri- 2 2 2 2
butes, Time DeZay and Input FZow. In order ay (t) b x (t) = ay (0) - bx (0) (25)
to normalize these attributes so that they
to normalize these attributes so that they Substitution of conditions (21) and (22) in
vary between 0 and 1, the following scaling (25) yields a condition on the attrition(25) yields a condition on the attritionfactors are introduced:
rates:
T = maximum duration of mission 2 2
b > l-m y (0) (26)
* a 2 2
F = P C (17) 1-n x (0)
max
Then the normalized attributes are The attrition rate b was defined in (24) as
px/tx. Let r be the kill radius of blue's
t = T/T (18) weapon system and let p denote the radius of
uncertainty in locating red targets. Then
and P 2 (27)
* Px 
= /p2
K = F/F (19)
The value of p depends not only on the sur-
and relation (16) takes the form veillance systems, but also on the ability of
the network to transmit surveillance data about
1-k2/T F 6/T F a moving target accurately and quickly to node1-k F < t <
-k- - C B. The radius of uncertainty is assumed to be
min K (20) given by the following function of S,R,F, and T:
C
max 2
P = SlOc(l-.9F) + vT] (28)
Thus, inequalities (13), (14), and (20) define S+R
the system locus L in the four-dimensional where c is the radius of uncertainty due to
unit hypercube. s the surveillance system alone and v is the
relative speed to the red target.
Steps 3 and 4: Mission Attributes Introduction of the normalized variables K
and t, substitution of (27) and (28) in (26),
Let x(t) denote the number of blue forces and and some algebraic manipulations yield the
and some algebraic manipulations yield the
y(t) the number of red forces. The desirable
following requirement for the mission attri-
conditions for blue are that at the end of butes:
the mission (at time T ),
x(T )/x(0) > n (21) S + R + cK -c t > c (29)
y(T )/y(0) < m (22) where clc 2, and c are coefficients dependenton a,m,n,c,T*,F*,xb0) and y(0).
where n and m are positive numbers in the
The mission locus, L , is defined then as the
interval [0,1). A model is needed that de- portion of the four dimensional unit hyper-
scribes the engagement. For this example, the cube bounded by the hyperplane (29).
Lanchester combat model that describes the
"salvo fire" engagement was chosen for its
Step 5: The System and Mission Loci
simplicity rather than its realistic depiction
of naval engagements. War games or extensive
m. In the previous four steps, the inequalities
simulations could be used to analyze the defining the two loci were derived. Numerical
sion in some detail and obtain realistic
sion in some detail and obtain realistic values must be selected now so that the loci
estimates of the requirements.
estimates of the requirements. can be specified completely and the assess-
ment of effectiveness carried out.
In the "salvo fire" engagement model each blue
(red) unit fires every t (resp. t ) time units Let the probability of a link failing, 
at random at red (blue) units. LeY P (P ) be Let the probability of a link failing, l-p,
at random at red (blue) nits. Le (Py) be range from 0.607 to 0.630 and let the prob-
the single shot probability of kill of a red ability that a link will be jammed vary over
(blue) unit by a blue (red) unit. If the the same range. Then, inequalities (12) and
single shot probabilities are small [Mangulis, (13) become:
1980] then the Lanchester model reduces to
0.4 < R < 0.45 (30)
x =- (py/ty) y =- ay (23)
~yy~ ~0.4 < S < 0.45 (31)
y = - (p /t ) x = - bx (24) while (20) becomes
x x
where the ratios of the kill probability to 0.1 < t < 0.3 (32)
the interval between salvos denote the attri- 1-k - - 0.7-k
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for T* F* =5 and C . /C =0.7. Analysis where the coefficients ClC_, and c3 have
min max been set equal to unity. The interrelation-
of (32) shows that ship between the system and the mission loci
is shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. Clearly,
0.1 < t < 1 the two loci represent solids in four-dimen-
sional space and, furthermore, the two
solids intersect.
0 < K < 0.9,
i.e., the normalized delay is at least 0.1
and the input flow cannot exceed 0.9. The
locus L is depicted graphically in terms of
three three-dimensional projections, Figs.
3, 4, and 5. In the third figure the un-
specified axis is either S or R. R
The mission locus, L , is defined by the
inequality
S+R+K-t >1
OK jiFig. 6. Intersection of L and L in
(S,R,t) Space
1R
S
Fig. 3. Projection of L in (S,R,K) Space
Fig. 7. Intersection of L and L in
(S,R,K) Space S m
R
OK
Wig. 4. Projection of L in (S,R,t) Space
Fig. 8. Intersection of L and L in
1 , / (S,K,t) or (R,K,tT Spacem
Step 6: Effectiveness Measures
Many different measures may be used to eval-
! ' -1 .K uate and compare the system and the mission
locus. Let the first one considered be
the volume:
t<~~ ~ Vl~~~1 = f f| dS dR dK dt
Then, the volume of the system locus can be
computed analytically
Fin. 5 Projection of L in (S,K,t) or
(R,K,t) Space s
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plied to the second network and a measure
V (Ls) = 0.131 x 10 of effectiveness obtained. Comparison be-
tween the two networks using the effective-
ness measures (as well as the attributes)
The volume of the intersection of the system 
and mission loci can also be computed analyt- would be straightforward because both theically mission loci can also becomputedanalyt- attributes and the measures of effectiveness
are commensurate.
V (L n vV ) = 0.201 x 10-3 CONCLUSIONS1 s t CONCLUSIONS
A class of measures based on volumetric A new approach for assessing the effective-
comparisons is one defined by ness of C3 systems has been presented. The
key idea is to relate, in a quantitative
V2 Jii w(S,R,K,t) dS dR dK dt way, the capabilities of a C system to the
requirements of the mission(s) that the
Let military unit or organization has been as-
signed to execute. Each step of the metho-
w(S,R,K,t) = (S+R) K dology (specification of system and mission
primitives, definition of attributes, model-
Then the system locus measure can be computed ing the system and the mission, constructing
analytically the two loci) brings into sharper focus
qualitative information on what the system
V2(L ) = 0.516 x 10 is intended to do, where it is intended to
be used, and how it is intended to be used.
while the measure of the intersection is Posing and addressing these questions is
computed numerically essential for assessing Cs systems which
-3 are complex, often large scale, service
V2(L n L ) = 0.106 x 10 delivery systems.2s m
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ABSTRACT less satisfying but mathematically
tractable goals.
A number of operationally significant
MOE's are suggested and defined for the The MOE's which are suggested here are
evaluation of C3 CM techniques and based on a generalized "defensive C3CM
systems. A primary aim has been to suggest engagement" (section 3) which includes RED
MOE's which reflect the effectiveness and surveillance and targeting of BLUE targets,
usefulness of C3 CM systems and equipments and weapon launch, midcourse, and terminal
in relation to the engagements and acquisition phases. It seems likely that
operations in which they are used. similar MOE's could also be developed for
other engagement situations. Only MOE's
1. INTRODUCTION indicative of technical effects are
considered here; that is, no attempt is
The intent of this technical note is made to predict intangible C3 CM effects
to suggest certain "measures of such as "deceiving the enemy commander."
effectiveness" (MOE's) for the evaluation
of C-CM systems effectiveness. A primary 2. PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS
aim has been to suggest MOE's which reflect
the operational utility of C3CM systems In this memorandum, the term
and equipments, indicating their "performance" is used to indicate the
effectiveness and usefulness in relation to technical performance of equipment, while
the engagements and operations in which the term "effectiveness" will be used to
they are used. Such MOE's complement and indicate some degree of operational utility
extend other "measures of performance" of equipment or systems.
i.e., measures of the technical performance
of equipments being evaluated. Thus the term "measure of performance"
(MOP) denotes a measure of the technical
A C3CM system can be viewed as performance of some particular equipment or
consisting of information inputs, a C3 system. Examples include "miss distance,"
structure, and C3CM assets. The C3 "detection range," and "communication
structure supports the data gathering, capacity."
situation assessment, and command/control
functions which provide (hopefully) for the True "measures of effectiveness"
effective use of these assets. Measures of should reflect the operational utility of
effectiveness provide a basic conceptual equipments and systems. They should
reference for considering the goals and attempt to measure qualities which a
requirements of this C3 structure, and commander would perceive as having a
for evaluating how effectively specific more-or-less direct relation to the outcome
C3 structures, and their associated of engagements and operations in which he
C3 CM assets, perform as a C3 CM system. is involved. The terms "operational
utility" and "more-or-less direct" are
Ideally, definitions of measures of somewhat nebulous, of course, and do not
effectiveness would lead techniques of really define "measure-of-effectiveness;"
system synthesis which would allow the however, they are useful working guides for
design of optimal or nearly optimal attempting to suggest and define specific
systems. In practice, criteria of measures of effectiveness for C3CM
optimality which are mathematically systems.
tractable may not agree, or may agree only
in certain aspects, with intuitive ideas of Measures of effectiveness can be
"effectiveness". Defined measures of defined at various levels of activity in an
effectiveness can be valuable in either engagement or operation. Two levels are
guiding efforts toward deriving useful considered here.
optimality criteria, or in providing for
tradeoff and effectiveness evaluations of At the highest level, we consider
systems designed according to intuitively measures of the outcomes of particular
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engagements or operations, or of classes of
engagements and operations. Measures of 3. C3 COUNTERMEASURES (C3CM) EFFECTS
effectiveness at this level will be called
"Engagement Outcome" MOE's. Numerous As a prelude to presenting a set of
examples of such MOE's appear to be suggested MOE's for C CM systems, we
relatively easy to suggest, such as: first consider a generalized defensive
C3CM engagement, to identify typical
RED losses (numbers, types, loss classes of effects which C3CM equipments
rates, ...) may have on enemy C3 systems. Figure 1
illustrates the generalized defensive
BLUE losses (numbers, types, loss C3 CM engagement considered here. RED
rates, ... ) maintains surveillance and intelligence
operations directed toward the goal of
RED/BLUE loss ratios locating and targeting certain BLUE
Number or fraction of RED (BLUE) forces. This information is processed in a
targets successfully attacked; RED C3I network. When BLUE forces have
Value of such targets been located and targeted, commands will be
Gain or loss of RED (BLUE) territory issued to appropriate weapon launchers, and
Depth of penetration of RED (BLUE) weapons will be launched. A midcourse
strike forces phase is assumed as the weapons proceed
toward their targets. Subsequently, a
target acquisition phase occurs as each
weapon attempts to acquire a specific
target and convert to a terminal attack.
At a more detailed operational level,
we may postulate "Operational-Level" MOE's* BLUE countermeasures employed during
to measure qualities of an engagement or the phases prior to terinal target
operation which could be of use to a acquisition are considered here to be
commander in assessing his operational C3CM. CM's employed directly during
situation and in evaluating the terminal target acquisition or during final
effectiveness of possible actions such as weapon attack are considered to be terminal
C3 CM on that situation. A potential CM's (e.g., range gate stealers, or heavy
advantage of MOE's defined at this level, noise jamming of a terminal seeker).
as compared with engagement-outcome However, the effects of certain C3 CM's
MOE's**, is that they might be more easily may also appear during the terminal target
evaluated quantitatively. Further, acquisition phasec so that there is some
evaluating engagement-outcome MOE's may overlap between C CM impacts and terminal
require making specific assumptions (e.g., CM effects, as shown in the figure.
force effectiveness, terminal CM effects,
command decisions and tactics) which might The classes of C3CM effects which
not be required to evaluate are considered here are:
operational-level MOE's. By requiring
fewer assumptions for their evaluation, delay
operational-level MOE's would be targeting dilution
correspondingly more "reliable" in that uncertainty
sense, in their application to particular saturation
situations of interest. control degredation
tempo
* These MOE's correspond to "2nd-order" These effects are discussed briefly in the
MOE's as described by Wohl (MITRE report paragraphs following. Specific C3CM
MTR-8217, 15 Jan. 1981). However, they MOE's are then defined in section 4.
are defined here in a C3 CM context,
rather than in a TAC air operations Delay. C3CM applications by BLUE
context. They may also be related to against RED* may delay RED in achieving
Brandenburg's classes of information specific operational capabilities. Such
mobility and knowledge difference (NOSC delays could result from delays caused by
TR 598, 5 Oct. 1980) as specific CM's against RED's communication
operational-level instances of these subsystems, delays caused by excessively
classes. loading and/or saturating RED's information
processing and command decision subsystems,
** The advantage of engagement-outcome and lost or misleading data from RED's
MOE's is fairly obvious, in that they surveillance sensor subsystem.
more directly correspond to possible
operational goals and intentions of the
engagement. However, the significance BLUE, RED will be used to distinguish
* BLUE, RED will be used to distinguish
of any particular engagement-outcome between the force applying C3CM's and
MOE's may vary strongly depending on the its opponent force.
its opponent force.
operational goals of the engagement.
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RED BLUE
SURVEILLANCE C3CM ASSETS:
SYSTEMS \ ACTIVE
t ~~~\ ~ ~ PASSIVE
~ \ ~'"~ BLUE
C3I X TARGETS
WEAPON LAUNCHERS WEAPONS
GROUND, SHIP, AIR
SURVEILLANCE WEAPON MIDCOURSE TERMINAL TERMINAL
LOCALIZATION1 LAUNCH TARGET ATTACK AND
TARGETING ACQUISITION DEFENSE
C3CM ' s LNTERMINAL CM's
C3CM IMPACTS
Figure 1. A Generalized Defensive
C3 CM Engagement
Targeting dilution. The term The application of CM's against RED
"targeting dilution" will be used to surveillance subsystems can be a prime
indicate an increase in perceived numbers cause of such uncertainties. Such CM's can
of BLUE targets, for example due to use of either operate directly (e.g., noise) or
decoys, generation of false target indirectly (e.g., saturation of RED
signatures, or reduction of RED target ID tracking system capability). CM's against
capabilities, such that RED's available communications links from RED sensors to
strike force effectiveness in relation to a RED C2 centers could also cause such
set of desired BLUE targets is "diluted" uncertainties.
through application against non-intended or
false targets. Saturation. Certain C3CM systems
may produce effects by saturating RED
Uncertainty. C3CM applications by sensing, information processing, and/or
BLUE against RED may cause other forms of command decision subsystems. In this
uncertainty** in addition to target memorandum, such saturation will be
dilution. Three such categories of considered to be an intermediate effect,
uncertainty to be considered are: leading to other final effects such as
delays and/or uncertainties as described
targeting uncertainty previously.
uncertainty of BLUE force status and
intentions Control degradation. "Control
uncertainty in status and/or location degradation" will be reserved to indicate a
of own (RED) forces direct degradation or loss of control by
RED over his own force elements, and will
not include degradations in control or
effectiveness of his force elements due
** RED may or may not be aware of this indirectly to other effects such as
uncertainty; such awareness or lack of targeting dilution and targeting
awareness would affect RED's tactical uncertainty. Control degradation thus will
decisions. For example, knowing that be primarily an effect related to
his knowledge of BLUE location is CM's against 9ED communications links
uncertain, RED may allocate greater between RED C centers and subordinate
number of weapons or delay weapon centers and/or force elements. CM's
commitment. Believing an erroneous against force element navigation systems
location is true, RED may commit a
weapon ineffectively.
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and/or mid-course guidance systems can also In order to evaluate or estimate
produce control degradation. delays of this type, it is necessary to
first determine the various components of
Tempo*. The scenario assumed here is delay and their interrelationships. The
a "fixed batch" engagement, wherein a fixed effects of each C CM considered on these
number of BLUE forces are engaged by a components of delay must then be
"batch" of enemy weapons. Alternatively, a determined. Finally, the cumulative
"continuing" scenario could be postulated, effects of the component delays must be
in which BLUE forces are continuously evaluated to determine the total
engaged by RED over some interval of time. operational delay. PERT-type methods of
In this case, degredations in the rate of analysis may be useful during this last
RED operations (e.g., weapons launched per step.
unit time) may be operationally
significant. Such effects will not be 4.2 TARGETING DILUTION
considered here; however, it appears that
the MOE's described in section 4 could be Increase the apparent number of
modified in appropriate ways to yield targets which a particular enemy weapons
"per-unit-time" MOE's. system must engage.
4. OPERATIONAL-LEVEL C3 CM MEASURES OF
EFFECTIVENESS TD (TGT.CLASS, WPN.SYS) =-
This section suggests and defines a TGT.CLASS is the class of
number of specific operational-level MOE's potential targets (e.g., CV, HV).
for C3 CM, based on the classes of effects
described in section 3. In some cases, WPN.SYS is the type of enemy
extensions and/or variations to the basic weapons system assumed.
MOE's are also indicated.
N1 is the true number of
platforms in TGT.CLASS
The time delay until specific levels N2 is the apparent number of
of enemy C capability are attained: platforms in TGT.CLASS.
A TC3CAP Special classes -
Examples:
ATTAC.SIT = Time delay from present TDID The target dilution factor
until a defined due to loss of or deceptive
"tactical situation" is ID data, such that other
obtained. platforms not in TGT.CLASS
e.g., are indistinguishable from
those in TGT.CLASS.
TAC.SIT = "Location of battlegroup
forces not known" TDFLS.TGT The target dilution factor
due to generation of
"Location of CV apparent targets which are
approximately known" false targets.
"Targeting-quality The key to estimating or evaluating TD
location of CV known." is the estimate of N2. This estimate
must be made by a technical evaluation of
\TWpN.CAP(TGT.CLASSWPN.SYS) = RED ID capability as affected by the
Time delay from present particular C CM's to be considered.
until a weapon system
capability WPN.CAP
(e.g., weapon launch, or 4.3 UNCERTAINTY
terminal engagement) is
attained against targets BLUE force location uncertainty
of TGT.CLASS using
WPN.SYS. At some future time, the ratio of
area of possible BLUE force location to
* J.S. Lawson, "The Role of Time in a
Command Control System", Proceedings of
the Fourth MIT/ONR Workshop on * Here and in other MOE's defined, a
Distributed Information and Decision variation could be to express "after"
Systems Motivated by and "before" conditions as % change,
Command-Control-Communications (C3) rather than by ratio. Also, the
Problems, Vol, IV (C' Theory), MIT absolute numbers N2 and N1 may be of
LIDS-R-1159, October 1981. interest, as well as their ratio.
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total theater area; relative to baseline. Note that TAEL may include target
At /T A,. concealment factors, but may also include
BLU(TGT.CLASS,t) = AV-F- A, other target degredation factors as well.
A2 (t) = area of possible However, the effectiveness of weapons
locations of BLUE force allocation depends upon the numbers of
targets in TGT.CLASS at weapons allocated to the targets, as well
time t, for C3CM as the number of targets against which
condition being weapons are allocated. To consider this
evaluated. factor, let SA be the set of TGT.CLASS
targets against which weapons are
Al(t) = area of possible allocated. Let subscripts 1,2 designate
locations of BLUE force without and with C3CM; and let X
targets in TGT.CLASS at designate any particular enemy allocation
time t, for "baseline" control concept assumed. Let ' represent
C3 condition any particular element of SAi or SA2.
T = area of theater of Usually, SA2 C SAl. Let nxi(-)
operations. represent the number of weapons allocated
against BLUE target r by the RED C3
An estimate or evaluation of BLU must system, for any given X and for i = 1, 2.
include RED surveillance update frequency Finally, let Pssk be the conditional
and BLUE force maneuver capability. single-shot probability of kill given a
Lawson* presents an example of such an valid allocation of WPN.SYS weapon against
analysis. TGT.CLASS target.
Target Concealment Then, the expected number of TGT.CLASS
targets destroyed, without or with C3CM,
Conceal BLUE targets from RED is:
surveillance. This is the most complete " (1)
form of uncertainty possible. [ ( sk) ]
TC (TGT.CLASS) =
N1 is the true number of We could then define TAEL as:
platforms in TGT.CLASS
N2 is the apparent number of
platforms in TGT.CLASS detected by TAEL'(TGT.CLASS, WPN.SYS.)
RED surveillance. NA,
To estimate or evaluate TC a technical Nk
analysis or estimate must be made of the ke
capability of RED surveillance/intelligence In order to evaluate TAEL',
to detect and identify TGT.CLASS assumptions must be made about Pssk and
platforms. Significant factors to be X. Assumptions about X must define both
included in such an analysis include not the sets SAi and the numbers of weapons
only C3 CM's to be considered, but also allocated, nxi(r); in contrast, for
scenario environment (e.g., rain,EL, only the
clutter/background, ...). numbers NAi must be defined. Because of
these complexities, TAEL might be preferred.
Targeting Allocation Effectiveness Loss
A more simple definition of TAEL,
A measure of the decrease in effective chosen to include consideration of the
allocation of RED forces against BLUE number of weapons which RED launches, is
targets. Causes include concealment of /a
BLUE targets and RED uncertainty of TAEL W, - {A
BLUE-force status, own-force status and/or\ NoA)
locations.
where WI, W2 are the assumed total
A simple measure may be defined as: numbers of weapons allocated and launched,
corresponding to baseline and C3 CM cases,
TAEL (TGT,CLASS, WPN.SYS) = K and 0 and  / are weighting factors to be
NAZ determined.
NA = number of platforms in
TGT.CLASS against which Intuitively, for o( and3 > 0, a
weapons of WPN.SYS. are C3CM which causes RED to be able to
allocated. successfully allocate fewer weapons (W2<
W1 ) or to be able to allocate against
1,2 refer to without and with fewer targets (NA2 < NAI) will degrade
C3CM RED effectiveness and thus improve BLUE's
position (TAEL'> i).
* J.S. Lawson, Op.Cit.
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The estimation or evaluation of TAEL The ratios (Ni/NAi) are analagous to
requires estimating how RED will perform Pci, except that they include
weapon allocation, both without and in the consideration of allocations of multiple
presence of C3CM's being considered. weapons per target.
Based upon such an understanding, technical
estimates must be made of the W and NA In the example above, TCF' = ,q/.q W =
parameters. If TAEL' is chosen as a 1.18. If RED can fire 3 shots per target,
definition of TAEL, kill probabilities must and is assumed to choose to do so, TCF'
also be estimated. = .q9/.q36= 1.06.
Targeting conversion failure TCF and TCF' may be estimated based upon
geometric models.
Increase the uncertainty of the
predicted target position at the 4.4 CONTROL DEGREDATION
termination of weapon midcourse, so that
the weapon fails to convert to a terminal Weapon Delivery Effectiveness Loss
attack.*
Pc1e A measure of a decrease in effective
TCF(TGT.CLASS, WPN.SYS) - - control by RED over allocated forces such
PI, that reduced numbers are able to reach
Pcl = geometric** terminal phase.* This is analagous to TCF,
probability of except that control degredation factors are
successful considered instead of geometric factors.
conversion without Thus,
C3CH.
Pc2 = geometric** WDEL(TGT.CLASS, WPN.SYS) = Pc
probabisuccessfulty of WDEL'(TGT,CLASS, WPN.SYS) = (N/ N
conversion with
C3CM. where Pci and Ni reflect control
degredation factors rather than geometric
This definition may not be factors.
sufficiently complete from an operational
point of view. To see this, consider as an
example a case where a "single-shot"
geometric probability of conversion is 5.0 CONCLUSIONS
PC1 = .9, and where RED achieves a
"multi-shot" value of 0.99 by using two A number of "first-cut" suggestions
weapons. Suppose C3 CM degrades Pcl to have been made of MOE's for the evaluation
.6; thus TCF = .9/.6 = 1.5. However, the of C
3CM operational effectiveness.
"multi-shot" value, assuming two shots, is
only 0.99/0.84 = 1.18. Furthermore, Only brief consideration is given here
suppose that RED knows that C
3CM is to computing quantitative values for these
employed and decides to fire 3 shots; then MOE's. In particular situations, several
the ratio would become only 0.99/0.936 - of the MOE's suggested (e.g., TD, BLU)
1.06. appear to be reasonably straightforward to
evaluate. In other cases (e.g., TAEL), the
An alternate definition of TCF is complexities of underlying scenario
TCF'(TGT.CLASS,WPN.SYS) - (No INA,) situations, and the need for assumptions
(bhi/N Ao) such as kill probabilities and/or RED
N1 = number of platforms in TGT.CLASS tactics, make evaluation relatively 
complex.
which would be successfully
attacked, for "baseline" CJ The next step required in developing
conditions. these MOE's is to postulate specific
scenarios and investigate detailed specific
N2 = number of platforms in TGT.CLASS definitions and evaluation methods, in
which would be successfully order to develop an understanding of the
attackedO for C3CM condition practicalities and potential usefulness of
being evaluated. these suggested MOE's.
* Terminal-phase CM's are not considered
here.
** i.e., control degredation factors (see
WDEL) should be ignored here.
O Consider only geometric factors here;
i.e., control degredation factors (see
WDEL) and terminal kill probabilities * Terminal CM's are not considered here.
should be ignored.
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DECISIONMAKING ORGANIZATIONS WITH ACYCLICAL INFORMATION STRUCTURES*
A. H. Levis
K. L. Boettcher
Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., USA
Abstract. An analytical model of a team of well-trained human decisionmakers
executing well-defined decisionmaking tasks is presented. Each team member is
described by a two-stage model consisting of a situation assessment and a re-
sponse selection stage. An information theoretic framework is used in which
bounded rationality is modeled as a constraint on the total rate of internal
processing by each decisionmaker. Optimizing and satisficing strategies are
derived and their properties analyzed in terms of organizational performance
and individual workload. The results are applied to the analysis of two three-
person organizations. The relevance of this approach to the design and evalua-
tion of alternative information structures for command control and communications
(C3 ) systems is discussed.
INTRODUCTION latter reflects the rate at which tasks are
assigned to the organization and the inter-
A command control and communications (C3) sys- val allowed for their execution.
tem is defined as the collection of equipment
and procedures used by commanders and their An information theoretic framework is used
staff to process information, arrive at deci- for both the modeling of the individual de-
sions, and communicate these decisions to the cisionmaker and of the organization. Infor-
appropriate units in the organization in a mation theoretic approaches to modeling
timely manner. Implicit in this definition is human decisionmakers have a long history
the notion that the role of the human decision- (Sheridan and Ferrell, 1974). The basic de-
maker is central to the design of organizations parture from previous models is in the
and the C3 systems that support them. A basic modeling of the internal processing of the
model of an interacting decisionmaker, appro- inputs to produce outputs. This processing
priate for a narrow but important class of includes not only transmission (or through-
problems, was introduced by Boettcher and Levis put) but also internal coordination, block-
(1982). In a second paper, Levis and Boettcher age, and internally generated information.
(1982) considered the modeling of organizations Consequently, the limitations of humans as
consisting of two decisionmakers that form a processors of information and problem solv-
team. In this paper, the methodology is extend- ers are modeled as a constraint on the total
ed to the analysis and evaluation of teams with processing activity. This constraint repre-
acyclical information structures. Two three- sents one interpretation of the hypothesis
person organizations are used to illustrate the that decisionmakers exhibit bounded ratio-
approach. nality (March, 1978).
The basic assumption in designing organizations The task of the organization is modeled as
is that a given task, or set of tasks, cannot receiving signals from one or many sources,
be carried out by a single decisionmaker be- processing them, and producing outputs. The
cause of the large amount of informationproces- outputs could be signals or actions. Implic-
sing required and the severe time constraints it in this model of the organization's func-
present in a tactical situation. In designing tion is the hypothesis that decisionmaking
an organizational structure for a team of de- is a two-stage process. The first is the
cisionmakers, two issues need to be resolved: assessment of the situation (SA) of the
who receives what information and who is as- environment, while the second is the selec-
signed to carry out which decisions. The reso- tion of a response (RS) appropriate to the
lution of these issues depends on the limited situation.
information processing rate of individual de-
cisionmakers and the tempo of operations. The The input signals that describe the environ-
ment may come from different sources and, in
general, portions of the signals may be re-
*This work was supported by the Air Force Office ceived by different members of the organiza-
of Scientific Research under grant AFOSR-80-0229. tion. It has been shown by Stabile, Levis
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and Hall (1982) that the general case can be REST OF ORGANIZATION (RO)
modeled by a single vector source and a set of
partitioning matrices that distribute compo- RO RO RO RO
nents of the vector signal to the appropriate SA RS S
decisionmakers within the organization. This YRO
model is shown in Fig. 1, where the input vec-
tor is denoted by X and takes values from a
finite alphabetS X. The partitions xi may be
disjoint, overlapping or, on occasion, identical.
ORGANIZATION Z 
SA RS
- ·ID. I -\ i -th DM
_X~~ x .. > Y -Fig. 2 Allowable team interactions
the locus has been constructed, it is then
.....0· possible to analyze the effects of the
bounded rationality constraints on the or-
ganization's performance when either optimi-
zing or statisficing behavior is assumed.
Fig. 1 The problem of information
structures for organizations. In the next section, the model of the inter-
acting organization member is reviewed. In
Many classes of organizational structures can the third section the model of a team with
be represented by Fig. 1. Consideration in acyclical information structures is de-
this paper will be restricted to structures scribed analytically. In the fourth section,
that result when a specific set of interac- the optimal and the satisficing decision
tions is allowed between team members. In this strategies for the two three-person organi-
case, each team member is assigned a specific zations are obtained and analyzed.
task, whether it consists of processing inputs
received from the external environment or from
other team members, for which he is weZZ train-
ed and which he performs again and again for MODEL OF THE ORGANIZATION
successively arriving inputs. In general, a MEMBER
member of the organization can be represented
by a two-stage model as shown in Fig. 2. First, The complete realization of the model for a
he may receive signals from the environment decisionmaker (DM) who is interacting with
that he processes in the situation assessment other organization members and with the
(SA) stage to determine or select a particular environment is shown in Fig. 3. The detailed
value of the variable z that denotes the situa- description and analysis of this model,
tion. He may communicate his assessment of the as well as its relationship to previous work,
situation to other members and he may receive notably that of Drenick (1976) and Froyd and
their assessments in return. This supplemen- Bailey (1980), has been presented in
tary information may be used to modify his Boettcher and Levis (1982). Therefore, only
assessment, i.e., it may lead to a different concepts and results needed to model the
value of z. Possible alternatives of action organization are described in this section.
are evaluated in the response selection (RS) The presentation is similar to that in Levis
stage. The outcome of this process is the se- and Boettcher (1982).
lection of a local action or decision response
y that may be communicated to other team members Let the organization receive from the envi-
or may form all or part of the organization's ronment a vector of symbols, X'. The DM
response. A command input from other decision- receives x which is a noisy measurement of
makers may affect the selection process, A a portion, x', of X'. The vector x takes
further restriction is introduced in that the values from a known finite alphabet accord-
information structures be acyclical. ing to the probability distribution p(x).
The quantity
The overall mapping between the stimulus (input)
to the organization and its response (output) H(x) = - I p(x) log 2 p(x) (1)
is determined by the internal decision strat- x
egies of each decisionmaker. The total activi- be the entropy of the input
ty of each DM as well as the performance mea- (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) measured in bits
sure for the organization as a whole are expres- per symbol generated. The quantity H(x) can
sed then in terms of these internal decision also be interpreted as the uncertainty re-
strategies. For each set of admissible inter- garding which value the random variable x
will take. If input symbols are generatednal decision strategies, one for each DM, a
point is defined in the performance-workload every T seconds on the average, then T, the
space'. The locus of all such points is charac- mean symbol interarrival time, is a descrip-
teristic of the organizational structure. Once tion of the tempo of operations (Lawson,1981)teristic of the organizational structure. Once
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The conditional entropy is defined as The model of the decisionmaking process shown
in Fig. 3 may be viewed as a system S consist-
Hx(z) = p(x) lp(zlx)log2 p(zix) (2) ing of four subsystems: S1, the first part
x z 2of the SA stage; S2; S; andS , the second
part of the RS stage. The inputs to this
The situation assessment stage consists of a system S are x,z', and v' and the outputs
finite number U of procedures or algorithms f. are y and the situation assessment transmit-
that the DM can choose from to process the ted to other DMs. The second output consists
measurement x and obtain the assessed situation of a set of z.i vectors, one for each inter-
z. The internal decisionmaking in this stage
acting DM. For notational simplicity, theseis the choice of algorithm f to process x. i vectors will be denoted by a single vector
Therefore, each algorithm is considered to be z consisting of the concatenation of the z.'s.
active or inactive, depending on the internal
decision u. In this paper, it is assumed that Furthermore, let each algorithm f. contain
the algorithms fi are deterministic. This im- a. variables denoted by
plies that once the input is known and the al- i i i ii 
gorithm choice is made, all other variables in = 1 w2 a i ... (3)
the first part of the SA stage are known.
Furthermore, because no learning takes place and let each algorithm h. contain c variables
during the performance of a sequence of tasks, denoted by
the successive values taken by the variables
of the model are uncorrelated, i.e., the model +j,= 1,2,..., (4)
is memoryless. Hence, all information theoret- 1 a
ic expressions appearing in this paper are on It is assumed that each algorithm has a self-
a per symbol basis. contained set of variables and that when one
algorithm is active, all others are inactive.
The vector variable z', the supplementary situ- Consequently.,
ation assessment received from other members of
the organization, combines with the elements of W1 6nw' = - for i Z j
z to produce E. The variables z and E are of
the same dimension and take values from the Vi,j s {1,2,.,.,U} or {1,2,...,V} (5)
same alphabet. The integration of the situa-
tion assessments is accomplished by the sub- The subsystem S' is described by a set of
system S2 which contains the deterministic variables
algorithm A. 1 U
S = {u,W ,..,,w,z,z};
If there is no command input vector v' from
other organization members, then the response subsystem S2 by
selection strategy p(v|[) specifies the selec-
tion of one of the algorithms hj that map E S2 ={WA,l};
into the output y. The existence of command
input v' modifies the decisionmaker's choice v.
A final choice v is obtained from the function S3 ={WI,}
b(v,v'). The latter defines a protocol accord-
ing to which the command is used, i.e., the 4
values of v determined by b(v,v') reflect the
degree of option restriction effected by the S4= { U+V
command. The overall process of mapping the ,y
assessed situation z and the command input v'
into the final choice v is depicted by sub- The mutual information or transmission or
system S3 in Fig. 3. The result of this pro throughput between inputs x,z', and v'
cess is a response selection strategy p( Viv) and outputsy and z, denoted by T(x,z',v':
in place of p(vjz). y,z)is a description of the input - out-
put relationship of the DM model and ex-
presses the amount by which the outputs
z ' y' are related to the inputs:
q (x) h, 3 Gt=T(x,z' ,v':y, z)
- B(?,v')y
/ Xx Z Z h2(_2 =H(x,z',V') + H(y,z) - H(x,z',v',y,z)
* * · '=H(z,y) - H, (z,y) (6)
tf~U~(x) ~ ' h A quantity complementary to the through-
put Gt is that part of the input informa-
tion which is not transmitted by the
system S. It is called blockage and is
Fig. 3 Single interacting decisionmaker defined as
model
Gb = H(x,z',v') - Gt (7)b t~~~~~~~~~~7
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In this case, inputs not received or rejected nation,pi is the probability that algorithm
by the system are not taken into account. f. has been selected for processing the in-
1
In contrast to blockage is a quantity that put x and pj is the probability that algo-
describes the uncertainty in the output when rithm h. has been selected, i.e., u=i and
the input is known. It may represent noise I
in the output generated within S or it may v=j. The quantities gc represent the inter-
represent information in the output produced
nal coordination of the corresponding algo-
by the system. It is defined as the entropythms and depend on the distribution of
rithms and depend on the distribution of
of the system variables conditioned on the in- their respective inputs The quantityisput, i.e., their respective inputs. The quantity J/tis
put, i.e., the entropy of a random-variable that can
1 U+V - - take one of two values with probability p:
G = H ,(u,W ...,W ,W ,W,,z,z,,v,y)
n x,z',v' 
(8) M(p) = - p logp - (l-p) log(l-p) (14)
The final quantity to be considered reflects If there is no switching, i.e., if for exam-
all system variable interactions and can be ple p(u=i)=l for some i, thenJlwill be
interpreted as the coordination required among identically zero for all p. and the only
the system variables to accomplish the proces- non-zero term in the first sum will be
sing of the inputs to obtain the output, It
is defined by gc(p(x))
1 U+V A B - -
G =T(u:w :...:w , :w :...w :z:z:v:z:y) (9) Similarly, the only non-zero term in the
V B second sum will be
The Partition Law of Information (Conant, 1976) U+j
states that the sum of the four quantities Gt, c
Gb, Gn, and Gc is equal to the sum of the mar- The quantity G may be interpreted as the
ginal entropies of all the system variables total information processing activity of
(internal and output variables): system S and, therefore, it can serve as a
measure of the workload of the organization
G = Gt + G. + Gn + G (10) member in carrying out his decisionmakingt b n c task.
task.
where
G = I H(w3) + H(u) + H(z) + H(z) + H(z) TEAMS OF DECISIONMERS
In order to define an organizational struc-
+ H(v) + H(y) (11) ture, it is necessary to specify exactly the
interactions of each decisionmaker with the
When the definitions for internally generated organization, A decisionmaker is said tointeract with the environment when he re-information G and coordination G are applied when
n c ceives inputs directly from sources or when
to the specific model of the decisionmaking he produces outputs that are all or part of
process shown in Fig. 3 they become the organization's output. The internal
interactions consist of receiving inputs
Gn = H(u) + H-(v) (12) from other DMs, sharing situation assess-
ments, receiving command inputs, and produc-
and ing outputs that are either inputs or com-
U . mands to other DMs. If these interactions
Gc= E i=9pg(p(X)) + ca'Y(Pi)] + H(z) are shown graphically in the form or a direc-
c i=l c i ted graph, then the organizational forms
A B being considered have directed graphs which
+ gc (p(z)) + gc (p(z)) do not contain any cycles or loops. The
resulting decisionmaking organizations are
V U+j defined as having acyclical information
+ E (pg+ I(p (zv=j)) + a tp.)]+H(y) structures, This restriction in the struc-
j=l ture of the organizations is introduced to
avoid deadlock and also messages circulating
+ H(z) + H(z) + H(v,z) + T (x':z') within the organization, It is also consis-
tent with the assumptions inherent in the use
+ T-(x',z':v') (13) of this particular information theoretic
framework based on entropy rather than en-
The expression for G shows that it depends on tropy rates. The organizations being con-
the two internal strtegies p(u) and p z) sidered then are multiechelon systems
even though a command input may exist. This (Mesarovic et al, 1970) where the composition
implies that the command input v' modifies of the echelons and their ordering follow
the DM' s internal decision after p (vi) has the path defined by the acyclical informa-
been determintednal decsin ftr pv as tion structure (see Fig. 1) from inputs to
the organization to the organization's out-
In the expressions defining the system coordi- put.
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The typical decisionmaker in such an organi-
zation may receive inputs directly from the
environment and will process them to obtain' '
his situation assessment. He will transmit _ O ~ R,
his assessment to some other DMs belonging to D
the same or "downstream" echelons, but not "up-
stream" echelons. He may also receive situa-
tion assessments from decisionmakers in the
same echelon or from upstream ones; he will X
combine this information to produce his modi- SA RS
fied situation assessment. Note that the D
interaction allowed with DMs in the same eche-
lon is of the result-sharing type; the exchange
is simultaneous and consists of the original
assessments, not the ones modified by the R
shared situation assessment information. He Y3
then proceeds to select a response. He may DMS
receive command inputs from DMs in upstream
or the same echelon that can modify his res-
ponse selection. He then produces outputs
that are transmitted to downstream DMs or to Fig. 5 Three person organization
the environment. He can also produce commands B: Hierarchical Structure
for DMs in the same or downstream echelons.
The dominant constraint is that he cannot send
commands to DMs from which he is also receiving In the first case, A, all three decision-
commands. Such a situation will create loops makers receive signals from the environ-
and result in deadlock. Note that this restric- ment, process them to assess the situation
tion was not necessary in the situation assess- as perceived by each one and then share
ment stage when the simultaneous sharing of their situation assessments. Each revises
information was allowed. his assessment and proceeds to select a re-
sponse. There are no command inputs; the or-
The types of information-processing and decision- ganizational output is the combined outputs
making organizations that can be modeled and of the three DMs. This is a pure parallel
analyzed are exemplified by the two three-per- structure: the task has been divided into
son organizations A and B shown in Figures 4 three subtasks done in parallel. However,
and 5,respectively. Three-person organizations there are lateral links - the sharing of
were chosen because they require relatively situation assessment information - between
simple notation. The approach applies to n-per- the three DMs that constitute a single
son organizations, however. Let the three echelon.
decisionmakers be denoted by DM1, DM2, and DM3.
Their corresponding variables are superscripted The second organizational structure, Fig, 5,
12 is more complex. The task is divided into1, 2, and 3, respectively. The notation z is more complex. The task is divided into
. . .1 two subtasks. The first and third DMs re-indicates that variable z is generated by DM two subtasks. The first and third D
and is received by DM2 ceive the external inputs and assess the
situation. They transmit the assessments
to the second DM who processes them and
generates commands that he then transmits
to the other two DMs. These commands re-
y' Xi strict the options in selecting responses by
DMi and DMi. The two produce the outputs
which constitute the organization's output.
The second decisionmaker has, clearly, a
supervisory role, even though he is in the
same echelon.
2 - r - n - - n yfy YThe four quantities that characterize the
total information-processing and decision-
making activity G of each DM in organiza-
tions A and B are obtained directly by
specializing equations (6), (7), (12) and
(13). In organization A, all decisionmakers
have an identical structure although the
specific algorithms f. and hj in the SA and
RS stages, respectively, may differ. The
DM3 expressions are presented for DMi; the ex-
pressions for DM and DMS are identical in
form but with the appropriate superscripts.
Fig. 4 Three person organization Organization A: Decisionmaker 1 (or 2, or 3)
A: Parallel Structure
G = T(xlz2lztSl :yl) (15)
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H(x1,z'lz'$) - Gt (16) 
+ E [pjc g (p(z2 l2=j)) + C.,2j(p2)]
G1 = H(u1 ) + Hi_,l(v) (17) j=1 j
n z
+ H(v'2 1) + H(V'2 3) + H(z2) + H(z2,i 2 )
1 [pgp (P(xw)) + a! (P,)i (26)
c 1.c 1 i
It follows from expressions (15) to (26)
+ H(z1) + H(z'12 ) + H(z'1 3) that the interactions affect the total acti-
vity G of each DM. At the same time, these
+ gc (p(z1,Z21z,zz')) interactions model the control that is exert-
ed by the DMs on each other. These controls
lB 1 are exerted either directly through the
gc (p )) command inputs v' or indirectly through the
V1 shared situation assessment z'.
+ E [pjgl (p(al1j;1=j)) +ct!.wl(pj)]
+j- j c 3 j All decisionmakers in Fig. 4 are subject to
indirect control. The supplementary situa-
+ H(yl) + H(z1) + H(Vz) + H(z 1 Tv1) tion assessments z' modify the assessments
z to produce the final assessment E. Since
+ T 1(X1..21,31 ) (18) 31z2 affects the choice of output, it follows
z that each DM is influenced by the assess-
ments of the other DMs.
In organization B, decisionmakers DM1 and DM 3
Direct control is exerted in organization B,
serve identical roles and, therefore, the ex- Fig. 5, through the command inputs from DM2
pressions for the four terms are similar. Only1or r. o  to the other two members. The variables v'
those for DM are presented; those for DM are . T
modify the response selection strategies
obtained by substituting the apropriate super- m odify the respons selection strat both types
scripts. The second decisionmaker actsas a co- of DM' and DM. Note that both types
of controls, direct (v') and indirect (z'),
ordinator and supervisor, and does not receiveordinator and supervisor, and does not can improve the performance of a decision-
inputs directly from the environment. This
is reflected in the expression for coordination.
The value of the total processing activity,
G, of each decisionmaker depends on the
Gi = T(x1,V,2 1 zL21) (9) choice of the internal decision strategies
t adopted by him, but also on those of the
other members of the organization with whom
= H(x ,v'2 1) - Gt (20) he interacts directly or indirectly.
Gi = H(u1) + H-I(V1) Let an internal decision strategy for a
n z - given decisionmaker be defined as pure, if
U1 both the situation assessment strategy p(u)
G1= pi 'g1 ' 1 1 D 1 and the response selection strategy p(vli)
c ( + ()] are pure, i.e., an algorithm fr is selected
+ H' 21 w + g1B~p( v ith probability one and an algorithm h is
z+ H(i) + H(z,2) + g B(p(z VI selected also with probability one when the
V1 situation is assessed as being z:
+ E P tE1 Ip (zl l=j)) + a!J' ( D = {p(u=r) = 1; p(v=sJZ=2)= 1) (27)j=l k Pur) =; p.k
+H(y1) + H(z1) + T-i(z'2 :v 21) (22) for some r, some s, and for each 2 element
of the alphabet Z. There are n possible
pure internal strategies,
Organization B: Decisionmaker 2 n = U, V (28)
G = T(z'l1 z,3 2:yl ,y23) (23) where U is the number of fi algorithms in
b2 (24) 32 2 the SA stage, V the number of h. algorithmsG = H(z, Z ) G (24) ]
in the RS stage and M the dimension of the
G2 2 H(u ) set Z. All other internal strategies are
Gn = H(u ) + Hz( ) (25) mixed (Owen, 1968) and are obtained as
convex combinations of pure strategies:
G2 = gA (P(,12 , 2) 2B(p(z2)) Gc gc W ,c (p(z
D(k) = PkDk (29)
k=l
100
where the weighting coefficients are probabil- which represents the probability of the or-
ities. ganization making the wrong decision in re-
sponse toinputs x; i.e., the probability of
A triplet of pure strategies, one for each DM, error. The procedure for evaluating the
defines a pure strategy for the organization: performance of an organization is shown in
Fig. 6.
Ak m = {Dk D 2 D3m (30)
Independent internal decision strategies for
each DM, whether pure or mixed, induce a be-
havioral strategy (Owen, 1968) for the organi-
zation
X ORGANIZATION y
A {D1 (pk) D2(p), D3 (pm)J (31) (Figs. 4 0r5) 
Given such a behavioral strategy, it is then
possible to compute the total processing act-
ivity G for each DM: d(
G = GI(A) ; G2 = G2 (A) ; G3 = G3 (A) (32)
This interpretation of the expressions for the
total activity is particularly useful in model- Fig. 6 Performance evaluation of an
ing the bounded rationality constraint for each organization.
decisionmaker and in analyzing the organiza-
tion's performance in the performance-workload
space. The information obtained from evaluating the
performance of a specific organizational
structure and the associated decision strat-
BOUNDED RATIONALITY AND PERFORMANCE egies can be used by the designer in de-
EVALUATION fining and allocating tasks (selecting the
partitioning matrices 7i) ' in changing the
The qualitative notion that the rationality of
a human decisionmaker is not perfect, but is ment and response selection algorithms and
bounded, has been modeled as a constraint on
th total activity G: in redesigning the interaction between the
the total activity G: DMs.DMs.
i i i +i i i< FT
G = Gt + G +n c F (33) In order to do this, the designer can for-
mulate and solve two problems: (a) the
where T is the mean symbol interarrival time determination of the strategies that mini-
and F the maximum rate of information proces- mize J and (b) the determination of the set
sing that characterizes decisionmaker i. This of strategies for which J < J.
constraint implies that the decisionmaker must
process his inputs at a rate that is at The first is an optimization problem while
least equal to the rate with which they arrive. the latter is formulated so as to obtain
For a detailed discussion of this particular satisficing strategies with respect to a
model of bounded rationality see Boettcher and performance threshold J. Since the bounded
Levis (1982). rationality constraint for all DMs depends
on T, the internal decision strategies of
As stated earlier, the task of the organization each DM will also depend on the tempo of
has been modeled as receiving inputs X' and operations. The unconstrained case can be
producing outputs y. Now, let, Y be thedesired thought of as the limiting case when T+ ¶ .
response to the input X' and let L(X') be a
function or a table that associates a Y with The solutions of the optimization and satis-
each member of the input X'. ficing problems can be depicted graphically
in the N+1 dimensional performance-workload
The organization's actual response y can be space (J,G1, G2, ..GN ) . The locus of the
compared to the desired response Y using a admissible (N+l)-tuples is determined by
function d(y,Y) which assigns a cost to each analyzing the functional dependence of the
possible pair (y,Y). The expected value of organizational performance J and the total
the cost can be obtained by averaging over all activity G1 of each decisionmaker i on the
possible inputs. This value, computed as a organization's strategy A.
function of the organization's decision strat-
egy A, can serve as a performance index J. For organization A and B the performance
For example, if the function d(y,Y) takes the workload space is four dimensional, namely
value of zero when the actual response matches (J, G1,G2,G). The Gi of each decisionmaker is
the desired response and the value of unity a convex function of the A, eq. (31), in
otherwise, then the sense that
J(A) = E{d(y,Y)} = p(yWY) (34)
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The solutions of the satisficing problem can
O>i .ibe characterized as the subset of feasible
G (A) > L G '(Akm)Pk pt Pm (35) solutions for which the performance measure
k,lt,m J(A) is less than or equal to a threshold
value J. This condition also defines a
where A is defined in eq. (30). Note plane in the performance-workload space that
~~k~~~~~tm ~is normal to the J axis and intersects it at
that an alternate representation of A can be
obtained from eqs. (30) and (31): J. All points on the locus on or below this
plane which also satisfy the bounded ratio-
nality constraint for each decisionmaker in
,a ,mk Zm Pk Pt P  (36) the organization are satisficing solutions.k,t,m , ,m
The result in eq. (35) follows from the def- The method of analysis presented thus far
is illustrated in the next section throughinition of Gi as the sum of the marginal en-
tropies of each system variable, eq. (11), a simple example in which the two organi-
and the fact that the possible distributions zational forms, A and B, are compared.
p(w), where w is any system variable, are
elements of a convex distribution space deter-
mined by the organization decision strategies,
i.e., A simple example has been constructed based
p(w) C {p(w)|p(w) on aspects of the problem of organizing bat-
teries of surface to air missiles. Let a
trajectory of a target be defined by an
= L p(w[Ak tm)PkPtpm} (37) ordered pair of points located in a rectan-
k,mm m ' gle that represents a two-dimensional (flat)
sector of airspace. From the ordered pair,
The performance index of the organization can the speed and direction of flight of the
also be obtained as a function of A. Corres- target can be determined. On the basis of
ponding to each A hkZis a value Jk, ~ t of that information, the organization should
k, Lm k, ~,m ~ respond by firing either a slow or a fast
the performance index. Since any organiza- r
surface-to-air missile or by not firing attion strategy being considered is a weighted all. The size of the sector and the fre-
sum of pure strategies, eq. (36), the orga-
quency of the arrival of targets is such
nization's performance can be expressed as 
that three units are needed.
j() =k Jk,~,m Pk P Pm (38)( ) k,t,m Pk ~Pt Pm (38) The first organizational structure, corres-
ponding to Organization A, is defined as
follows. The rectangular sector is divided
Equations (35) and (38) are parametric in the into three equal subsectors and a decision-
probabilities pk and PM. The locus of all maker is assigned to each one. Each DM is
admissible (JG ,G1 ,GG3) quadruplets can be ob- capable of observing only the points that
tained by constructing first all binary varia- appear in his subsector. He can assess the
tions between pure strategies; each binary situation, i.e., estimate the trajectory,
variation defines a line in the four dimen- and select the response, i.e., which weapons
sional space (J,G ,G2,G3). Then successive to fire, for targets with trajectories total-
binary combinations of mixed strategies are ly within his subsector. This is the case
considered until all possible strategies are when both points that define the target are
accounted for. The resulting locus can be within his subsector. Since it is possible
projected on the two-dimensional spaces for trajectories to "stradle" the subsector
(J,Gi) as shown in Boettcher and Levis (1982) boundaries, it is necessary that situation
in order to analyze the performance of a assessment2 information be shared. Thus,
single decisionmaker. For organizations A DM1 and DM share information that relates
and B,projection of the locus on the three to their common boundary. Similarly, DM2
dimensional space (J,G ,G ) is practical and and DM3 share information that relates to
convenient because in both cases the proer- targets that cross their common boundary. To
ties of DM3 are analogous to those of DM . keep the computational effort small and the
resulting loci uncomplicated, the situation
The bounded rationality constraints, eq. (33), assessment stages of DM1 and DM3 are assumed
can be realized in the performance-workload to contain a single algorithm f; that of DM22 2
space by constructing planes of constant G contains two algorithms, fl and f2. In
for each DM. For example, the constraint contrast, the response selection stage of DM
2
for DM1 is defined by a plane that is normal contains a single algorithm h, while the RS
to the Gi axis and intersects it at Gi = FiT. stages of DMI and DM contain two algorithms
r
For fixed values of Fi, the bounded rational- i ithe internal
h, and h2, i=1,3. Therefore, the internality constraint is proportional to the tempo 1 2 , 2decision strategies are p(u ), p(v1 lz )and
of operations. As the tempo becomes faster, p(v3 . The detailed structure of this
i.e., the interarrival time T becomes shorter, 
organization is shown in Figure 7.
the Gi becomes smaller and, consequently, a
smaller part of the locus satisfies the con- The second organizational structure, corres-
straint. ponding to Organization B, is defined as
follows. The rectangular sector is divided
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In order to compute the performance J of each
~Y ~ A h, ~organization and total activity GI of each
DM
1
, it is necessary to specify the probabil-
DM' ' . ity distribution of the targets, all the
algorithms f and h, the algorithms A and B
and a table of correct responses for each
possible target. Then, each admissible
pure strategy of the organization is identi-
aX Y Y a _fied. The construction technique described
in the previous section is used to obtain
% DM tthe locus of all the feasible (JIG',G 2 ,GG)
quadruplets.
Consider first the performance-workload locus
for each DM in each one of the two alterna-
tive organizational structures. The three
loci for each organization are obtained by
projecting the (J,G1 , G2 , G3) locus on each
DM_ on the three (J,Gi ) planes respectively. The
results for organization A of the example are
Fig. 7 rganization A in example shown in Figures 9-a,b,c; those of Organiza-
Fig. 7 Organization A in example 
tion B in Figures 10-a,b,c. The index of
performance J measures the probability of
into two equal subsectors for which DM 1 error and is expressed in percentage. The
DM3 are responsible for assessing the situan total activity G1 is measured in bits per
symbol. The two sets have been drawn at the
tion and selecting a response. The two DMs
do not share situation assessment between same scale to allow for direct comparisons.
themselves; however, data from the area ad-
1 z 3 In organization A, the probability that an
jacent to the boundary between D and DM i correct response (error) will be made in
is transmitted to the coordinator or super-
visor, DM2, who resolves conflicts and as- processing an input ranges from 3.5 percent
DM
1
or to DM
3
as ap- to 4.6 percent. Decisionmakers DM1 and DM 3
signs targets either to D ot have very similar, but not identical loci.
propriate. This is accomplished through com-
mand inputs v21 and vl The difference in the loci is due to asym-
mand inputs v1 and v1 from the coordina- metries in the input, i.e., H(x 1) i H(x5).
tor to the two commanders. They, in turn, metries in the input, i.ei , H(xt ) a H(xa).
exercise their response selection stage to Note, however, that their total activity G
determine response y' and y3, respectively. ranges between 22 and 35 bits per symbol.
Again, for computational simplicity, it is
assumed that DM1 and DM3 have a single algo- The performance-workload locus of DM , how-
rithm f for their SA stage and two algorithms ever, is quite different: the G ranges fromi4 .i 31 to 51 bits and, for a fixed G, there are,
hl and h2 for the RS stage. The coordinator, in general, two ranges of possible values of
DM2 , has an algorithm A for processing the J.
assessed situations z'1 2 and z'3 2 and two
algorithms, h2 and h2 , in the RS stage. The The loci of all three DMs exhibit the prop-
internal decision strategies are p(v1 z), erties discussed in Boettcher and Levis
p(v21z2) and p(v3 1z3). The structure of this (1982). The optimal (minimum error) per-
organization is shown in Figure 8. formance is achieved with a pure strategy
when there are no bounded rationality con-
straints. The existence of such a constraint
would be shown by a line of constant Gi with
DMI Y ,all feasible loci points to the left (lower
G) of the line. If, for example, the con-
straint was the same for all three DMs,
namely,
_~ ii
Gi < G = 40 bits/symbolX r
then none of the admissible organization
strategies would overload DM1 and DM3 ; how-
ever, DM2 would be overloaded for some of
the strategies. Therefore, only the orga-
DM' |nization strategies that do not overload
any one of the organization's members are
-3 -~ -- 2_J:---considered feasible.
Comparison for the three loci for the de-
cisionmakers in Organization B indicates
that their loci are very similar: the or-
ganization's probability of error ranges
between 2.4 and 4.0 percent. The total
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Fig. 11 Organizational Performance versus Individual Workload.
Projection of four-dimensional (JG 1 ,G!,G3) loci in
three-dimensional space (J,G ,G2) for Organizations
A and B.
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activity level for DM1 and DM3 is between 30 form in the C3 system required to support
and 45 bits/symbol. Again, the differences the information processing and decision-
in the two loci are due to asymmetries in making activity.
the tasks (inputs) assigned to each DM. The
coordinator, DM , has a much lower workload: ACKNOWLEDGMENT
his total activity ranges between 15 and 30
bits per symbol. This is a consequence of not The authors wish to thank Gloria Chyen and
having to process either external inputs (no Vincent Bouthonnier for their help in
algorithms f) or command inputs (no algorithm developing the example.
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1. INTRODUCTION 2. A MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK FOR DEFENSIVE
EFFECTIVENESS
One of the principal decisions to be
made by the command structure of a US Navy Our mathematical framework for defensive
Battle group concerns the proper positioning effectiveness has two principal interacting
of their surface platforms to improve the components: the perceived enemy threat, and
overall defensive effectiveness against ex- the positions of all the friendly ships.
pected enemy threats. The threats to Battle The perceived enemy threat is described by
Groups (BG) are typically composite threats, a probabilistic model which assigns a proba-
with air, surface and subsurface components bility distribution to the space of possible
capable of attacking the BG from different · attack paths. We will describe this proba-
approach sectors. Furthermore, each surface bility distribution for air and subsurface
platform in the BG carries assets which can threats and the interactions of these attack
contribute defensive capabilities against paths with the friendly ships.
all types of threats. Hence, the overall Consider the scenario depicted in Fig.
decision problem of ship positioning to en- 1. The x's in the figure indicate the posi-
hance overall defensive effectiveness is tion of friendly ships. The origin is de-
a difficult coordination problem, which in- fined for reference as the position of a
volves evaluating the contributions of all given Carrier (CV) in the BG. We assume
ships against the composite threat. that, initially, all threats must originate
In this paper, we develop a mathematical outside of a volume V around the BG. This
framework which evaluates the decisions of assumption is easy to relax in our frame-
ship positioning in terms of overall defensive work. To keep geometry simple, we will
effectiveness. This model is based on a neglect altitude, projecting all trajectories
probabilistic description of the expected into a two-dimensional surface.
enemy threats, and a probabilistic descrip- Let C(V) denote the space of all conti-
tion of the capabilities of each ship against nuous trajectories on the surface V which
each kind of threat. The expected enemy start at the edge of V, over the time inter-
threats are grouped into three classes: Sur- val [O,T]. Let N be a finite index set,
face, Subsurface and Air threats. For the a
sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves ennumerating the possible air threats whichsake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves
air ansbsractratol. asdare within reach of the BG. A perceived
to-air and subsurface threats only. Basedto ai ndsbsrac heasony Bsdair threat E is a pair (P , P ) where
on this mathematical framework, we define a na
an optimization problem to find the optimal
ship positions for the expected enemy threat. a a
For this optimization problem, we develop that na is a threat.
a numerical algorithm for finding the optimal P is a probability distribution on
ship positions. This algorithm is an extension na
of a nonlinear programming algorithm developed
by Bertsekas [1]. We apply the algorithm to Our definition of E includes intelli-
study the optimal ship positions in a simple
scenario. This illustrates the capability gence information on what the threat is,scenario. This illustrates the capability
of the mathematical formulation to provide and what are its likely attack patterns.
suggestions for ship-posimtioning decisions A generalization of the definition will per-
suggestions for ship-positioning decisions.
mThe rest of this paper is organized as it the air threat to represent branching
follows: In section 2, we develop the mathe- trajectories, such as a missile separatingfollows: In section 2, we develop the mathe-
matical framework which relates ship positions, from an airplane. This extension is similar
perceived enemy threats and defensive effec- to the representation used in the subsurface
tiveness. In section 3, we describe the op- hreat model discussed next.
timization problem to be solved in ship-posi- s
tioning. Section 4 contains a brief descrip- ting the possible subsurface threats which
tion of the numerical algorithm, and the are within reach of the BG. A perceived
results for a simple scenario. Section 5 subsurface threat E is a quintuple
is a brief conclusion.
(Ps' Pns P ( ;n s,x ), Pns( ;x),Pna( ;x)
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where contributes a search effort to detecting
P : N --- L;0,1] is the probability that a subsurface target at position y. In gene-
ns will be a threat, ral, this search effort is represented in
ns will be a threat, bilitydis ributionfunctional form, as g(x,y;ns,nf), which is
ngP is a probability distribution on the the probability that subsurface target ns
nlorel subsets of C(V) for each ns in Ns at y is detected between times O and dtS at y is detected between times 0 and dt
P( ;ns,x):N U N --- [0,1] is the probabi- by ship nf at x, given that it was undetec-
lity tha a trajectory for ns whichted by time 0. We assume that the overall
lity that a trajectory for ns which search effort using several ships is inde-
reaches x will give birth to air threat pendent among ships, and cumulative. Then,
pendent among ships, and cumulative. Then,
na or subsurface threat ns at x, for any trajectory c(t), t in [0,T], of tar-
Pn( ;x) is a probability distribution get ns, the probability of remaining unde-
on the Borel subsets of C(v) starting tected by time T is
at x, describing posible trajectories T
for ns. P = expI f z g(xic(t);ns,i)dt
Pna( ;x) is a probability distribution 0exp g(i,(); ,
on the Borel subsets of C(v) startingaon the Borel subsets of C(v) starting Typically, the search effort functions will
at x, describing possible trajectories depend only on the distance between ship
for na.
and target. The only other restriction on
Note particularly that subsurface threats g is that it should be continuously diffe-
can become air threats after part of their rentiable as a function of x, for each ns
trajectory has been completed. We can illus- and nf.
trate our subsurface threat model with the The capability of each ship to prose-
following example: cute successfully an air threat is described
Let w denote a sample path for submarine probabilistically as a function of the ship
1 penetrating to pint x in V, where this position and the trajectory of the air threat.
submarine will surface and launch a cruise The basic principle behind this function
missile of type 2. This missile will follow is that the probability that an air threat
an attack trajectory v as a sample path. survives prosecution by a ship depends on
The probability that w is the trajectory, the nature of the air threat, the nature
followed by a cruise missile trajectory v of the ship, and the amount of prosecution
is given by time available. This time depends on the
P(,w,2,v) = P(w) P(2;1,x)P(v;x) trajectory of the air threat, relative to
P(l,w,2,v) = Pl(w) P(2;1,x)P2(v;x ) the ship's position, as illustrated in figure
where the first term is the probability that 2. Mathematically,
w was the trajectory for submarine 1, the
second term is the probability that submarine Prob {Air threat na survives prosecution
1 fires cruise missile 2 at x, and the third by ship i} 
term is the probability that cruise missile f(na I -
2 flies trajectory v starting at x. fi(na, t t0)
The probabilistic threat models E and where the function fi:N xR+ --.[0,1] is
Es generate a distribution of trajectories a continuous, monotone-decreasing function
for the objects in N xN . These distributions of ItI - to and fi(na,O) = 1.
can depend in general of the location of When several ships prosecute a single
the friendly force positions. In particular, air threat simultaneously, we assume that
these distributions should depend continuously the events of surviving prosecution by each
on the position of the Battle Group ships.2m ship are mutually independent. Hence, the
Denote this position by the vector x in R probability that an air threat na survives
where m is the total number of ships present. prosecution by all ships is given by
Then, all of the elements of E and E are
a s
assumed to be continuously differentiable P n fi(na, It(i - t 0 (i) I )
in x. i
The threat models E and E describe The final interaction which takes place
the hrea traectoiesa s n between arriving enemy threats and a ship
the threat trajectories assuming that no positioned at x is the prosecution of subsur-
friendly ship takes any action against them. face detections. In this model, we assume
In any model of defensive effectiveness, that a subsurface threat has been detected
one needs to model the potential outcomes at position y; the probability of this event
at position y; the probability of this event
of any actions which the ships may take against is computed from the subsurface surveillance
the incoming threats. As before, we use model. The quantity which must be computed
probabilistic modeling. is the probability that this detected sub-
For each ship position, we describe surface threat will reach its terminal state
its capability for detecting a subsurface before it is prosecuted successfully. Other-
threat and for prosecuting successfully an wise, at this terminal state, the subsurface
air threat or a detected subsurface threat. threat will give birth to other threats,
Let Nf be an index set denoting the m friendly air and subsurface, which must be prosecuted.
ships. The subsurface detection model is The subsurface attrition model is based
based on classical models in surveillance on time available for prosecution. Let to
theory [3 ], where a ship at position x
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be the time that subsurface threat ns was de- any search algorithm which requires exten-
tected at x. Let tf be the time at which ns sive function evaluations, such as those
reaches its destination xf. Denote by c(t), using second-order Hessian information, will
t in [t0,tf] the trajectory connecting x to be prohibitive in computational cost. Fur-
thermore, the objective function will not
xf. Assume that ship i can move to prosecute be twice differentiable in most cases. This
ns at a speed v. The subsurface attrition
model is based on computing ti, the time of is a property of the parametrizations used
earliest intercept from ship i at trajectory the threat-platfor interaction modelsdescribed in the previous section.
c(t). Then, the probability of surviving described in the previous section.
prosecution is given by a function h ,Consider the diagram in figure 4. A
where 1 surface platform x is interacting with 3
air threats, whose trajectories are indicated
Prob {ns reaches xf under prosecution in the figure. These trajectories are all
frobm ship i} = h(nstf - ti) aimed at a common target T. The change in
from ship i} = hi(ns,tf - ti) the amount of time within weapon range of x
When several ships are prosecuting ns at the for each threat varies in a smooth way as
same time, the probability of successful es- long as the target T is either strictly out-
cape from each ship is assumed independent of side or strictly inside weapon range. How-
every other ship, so that ever, when the target is on the boundary,
Prob {ns reaches xf under prosecution from the rate of change is discontinuous. This
Prbships 1 to n = H h(nstf-ti) is due to the fact that, while the target
i 1 was strictly outside, all of the threats
The subsurface attrition model is illustrated had to cross the entire weapon range circle,
in figure 3. whereas if the target is inside, the threats
Based on the mathematical model described will only cross part of this circle. Hence
the derivative of the objective function is
above, we can construct a quantitative measure
of defensive effectiveness as follows: To discontinuous at these types of points.
each eThese discontinuities can be smoothed out ifeach enemy threat n in N U N we assign a
a s a more complex air threat prosecution model
nonzero value k(n,xf) to the event that the is adopted.
threat reaches its destination xf. For exam- Rather than developing a smoother ver-
ple, if the destination xf is a particular sion of the air threat prosecution model,
carrier, and n is a particular cruise missile, and the other discontinuities present in
there is a value associated with the potential the subsurface detection and prosecution
damage that such a missile will cause the models, we developed an algorithm which
overall battle group if it reaches the carrier. can work with nondifferentiable cost functions.
This value depends on the destination of the This algorithm is described in the next
missile, as indicated by the functional depen- section, and it permits us to use the intui-
dence of k. The overall defensive effective- tive parametrizations which we used in our
ness of a particular battle group position is model.
given by 4. AN ALGORITHM FOR NUMERICAL SHIP POSITIONS
D.E. = E{ Z k(n,xf) I {threat n reaches xf}} The algorithm in this section deals
with the nondifferentiability problems
That is, defensive effectiveness is defined mentioned in the previous section by cons-
as the expected value of all the threats training the search away from the points
which reach their targets. This expectation or surfaces of nondifferentiability. This
refers to the average over the threat dis- algorithm is based on a self-scaling quasi-
tribution and over the interactions between Newton search described in [2 1, with a
threats and BG ships. modification to incorporate simple constraints
3. PROPERTIES OF THE KMODEL as described in [ 1]. A proof of convergence
is included in [ 1]. We provide an outline
The problem of ship positioning in the of the algorithm below.
Battle Group can be described mathematically 1. Select the initial ship positions x(O)
by the following optimization problem: away from the nondifferentiable regions.
Select xi, i = 1,N, to maximize D.E. Let n be the dimension. Set k = 0.
2. Evaluate the gradient of the objectiveThis optimization problem is a nonlinear pro-
gramming problem, where the objective function function, denoted g(k).
is the expected value of defensive effective- 3. Initialize the matrix S(k) to the iden-
ness, given the threat distributions and the tity if k is an integer multiple of n.
probabilistic interactions between threats and 4. Select search direction d(k) 
surface platforms. In this section, we high-
light some of the mathematical features of 5. Search for optimal step size along
the nonlinear programming problem. d(k). If the suggested position violates
First of all, it is important to note constraints, project this position to
that numerical evaluation of the objective the admissible set. Denote this point
function for particular ship positions is a x(k+l).
complex operation, requiring a probabilistic
average over a space-time distribution of
threat-surface platform interactions. Hence,
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7. Define p(k)=x(k+l)-x(k), q(k) = g(k+l) search required about 3 seconds of computa-
- g(k). tion. The algorithm was started with a wide
8. Check that p(k) q(k) is positive. variety of initial conditions, and only two
Otherwise, set S(k+1) = S(k) and go to local minima were found. These are describedOtherwise, set S(k+l) = S(k) and go to
step 12. The first local minimum is illustrated
9. Set S(k+.) as in figure 6. Essentially, the ASW-capable
S(k)q(k)q (k)S (k) ship S goes out and tries to detect and
S(k+l) = S(k) prosecute submarines before they reach their
q (k)S(k)q(k) launch range. The other ship A sets a picket
against air missiles. The optimal positions
pt(k)q(k) + p(k)p (k) * of the ships are: A is located 15 miles
qt(k)S(k)q(k) pt(k)q(k) from the carrier at a bearing of 50° .
S is located 163 miles from the carrier at a
10. If x(k+l) is in the boundary of the bearing of 200. Note that the positions
constraint set, reduce S(k+l) to the of S and A are not in the centers of their
identity on directions normal to the sectors. This is because of the implicit
constraint surface. coordination which requires that A shoot
11. Change k to k+1l and return to 3. at any missiles that are launched from
submarines which escape S. In this position,
The algorithm outlined in steps 1-12 only 1.5 of the possible 30 missiles carried
is based on computing an approximation to the by the submarines reach the carrier, whereas14.2 of the 40 air-launched missiles reachinverse of the Hessian of the objective fun-
ction, based on gradient evaluations. Hence, the carrer.
its convergence rate is superlinear. The
in figure 7. Both the ASW-capable ship Sconstraints which avoid the regions of non- in figure 7. Both the ASW-capable ship S
differentiablity are included in steps and ship A are placed close to the carrier.differentiability are included in steps
5 and 10. In polar coordinates, these cons- The submarines are allowed to launch their
traints can be stated simply in terms of missiles unmolested, and the effort is pla-
the radial distance of the ship positions. ced on setting a more effective air-missile
We programmed the above algorithm for intercept near the carrier. The optimal
the following attack scenario: Consider positions for the ships are now S at 10 miles
a BG consisting of one carrier and two surface and bearing 39.60, and A at 15 miles and
ships, denoted S and A. Associated with each bearing 39.60. Under this double coverage,
surface ship and the carrier, we defined the expected number of submarine-launched
.the appropriate functions hi, and f.. _missiles which reach the carrier increases
thei iarrtf nh n fto 5.6, but the number of air-launched
We assumed that these functions were equal missiles is reduced to 6.85. Hence, this
for each submarine, or each air threat, in configuration reduces the total number of
the scenario. As an indication of these missiles that reach the carrier.
functions, the weapon ranges of S and A
against air threats were 10 and 15 miles,
respectively. The subsurface detection The main result of this paper has been
ranges were 50 and 5 miles. The carrier to develop a general mathematical framework
air defense system was assumed to shoot for describing the problem of ship positioning
down missiles with a probability of .4. as a normative optimization problem, and to
Carrier and ship-based assets for prosecu- demonstrate how numerical procedures can
ting submarines were assumed to be 4 times be designed which will provide optimal ship
faster than the submarines themselves. positions for uncertain, random descriptions
The components of the threat scenario of the enemy threats. In order to be of
were as follows: On the sector from 300 to tactical use, the crude model described in
75 o based on the carrier, 40 cruise missiles this paper needs to be extended and refined.
were quadratically distributed. On the If such refinements are incorporated, the
sector from 0° to 450, five submarines resulting mathematical model may be used
would penetrate to a launch range of 150 for the analysis of suggested ship positions
miles, where they would surface and launch by commanders, or as the basis for an
6 cruise missiles each towards the carrier. interactive decision aid. Such applications
All of the trajectories were assumed to should be considered in future research.
be straight line, minimum time trajectories.
The threat scenario is illustrated in fig. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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The algorithm of steps 1-11 was coded
in 300 lines of Fortran code, and used to
search for the optimal ship positions. This
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Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of aircraft mission plan-
ning. We discuss an interactive, analytical decision aid for this planning
problem. We begin by describing analytical models of aircraft mission plan-
ning and the decision making structure involved. We then present some of
the analytical algorithms that we have developed for the solution of this
class of problems. These include a new form of dynamic programming (DP)that
has several advantages over the traditional DP approach to this problem.
INTRODUCTION This decision aid can assume the functions
dealing with all the low-level procedural,
Naval force engagements are sufficiently computational and search tasks, enabling the
complex that commanders need analytical decision makers to concentrate on the impor-
tools to better plan attacks that involve tant high-level planning issues. Thus, this
use of multiple resources against multiple decision aid will provide for a successful
targets. Our effort concerns itself with symbiosis between the man and the computer,
developing an automatic dynamic planning aid utilizing the best capabilities of each of
for assisting in the aircraft mission plan- them.
ning process.
The overall control of the decision process
Current mission planning techniques will be in the hands of the human decision
emphasize manual approaches and make heavy maker, who will be in charge of providing
use of heuristic techniques. There now the overall strategic guidelines. He will
exist evaluation tools that can be used to use the decision aid for a) complex
evaluate the goodness of manually derived mathematical computation of the best plans
trajectories. Research has been done on cal- within the given strategic guidelines, and
culating optimal trajectories for a single b) evaluation and graphic simulation of
aircraft penetrating enemy defenses. No strategic plans.
significant work that we are aware of has
addressed the overall mission planning prob- MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
lem involving multiple targets, multiple
aircraft with multiple weapons and the The current formulation is a high-level
interactions and tradeoffs among the alter- model of the surface-to-land battle situa-
native utilization of these resources in tion. The forces involved in the battle are
achieving an optimal overall mission plan. friendly aircraft carriers with airplanes
Significant improvements in overall force and/or surface-to-land cruise missiles on
effectiveness should result from the board poised against enemy land targets and
development of an analytically based dynamic enemy defenses protecting those targets.
mission planner.
The objective of an attack mission is to
The ultimate goal of our research effort is inflict the maximum possible damage to the
to develop such an interactive analytical enemy targets, subject to survivability con-
planning aid for aircraft mission planning. straints. Planning of this mission involves
jointly making the following decisions:
1) which high-valued targets to attack,
2) which defensive threats should be des-
troyed to facilitate the attack.
Research partially supported by ONR
ContResearch partially supported by ONR 3) which attacking units to assign to eachContract No. N00014-82-C-0085.
objective,
Research partially supported by ONR 4) the sequential order of these attacks,
Contract No. N00014-75-C-0738. and
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5) how to optimize the performance of each
attack mission (e.g., path optimization, use T1 2 T5 Value:
of EW resources, etc.). D3 T6 D1 .99 11 100
T3 T4 15 D2 .99 T2 300
The rules of the battle are as follows: 12 D3 99 T3 350
Di 14 4iD4 .99 T4 300
There are n targets, each target T having D5 .99 T5 150
its own initial military value V(T) assigned C1 T6 200
to it. There are m defenses protecting the
approaches to the targets. Friendly forces 2 _ 4 5 
consist of q aircraft carriers with NAi air- Airplanes: Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10
planes on board a given airplane i.
All A12 (all on board C1)
Each airplane A will carry out an assignment Fig. 1 Example scenario
against one of the enemy objects and is
allowed to choose the safest path for reach-
ing that object within the available fuel the enemy defenses. Each airplane has capa-
allowance fi. If an airplane A attacks a city for f = 17 units of fuel. It takes two
target T, then A will destroy T with proba- units of fuel to fly from the center of one
bility PK(A -+ T). If an airplane A attacks square to the center of the adjacent one if
a defense D, then A will destroy D with pro- one is flying vertically or horizontally; it
bability PK(A + D). If an airplane A flies takes three units of fuel if one is flying
near a defense, then it will be shot down diagonally, as seen in Fig. 2.
with probability PK(D + A), which depends on
the proximity and the duration of the expo- An allowable flight path is thus a chain of
sure. All single events are assumed vertical, horizontal and diagonal transi-
independent. For example, if an airplane tions whose "fuel length" is no greater than
flies over two defenses, D1 and D2, then its 17.
probability of survival PSur(A) will be
equal to The following are the values assigned to
various probabilities of kill: PK(A + T) =
PSur(A)=[1-PK(Dl+A)][l1-PK(D2+A)] (1) .8; PK(A - D) = .56 probability of kill by a
defense D against an airplane A (i.e., PK(D+
A), that is flying by is computed accord-
The objective is to find the sequence of ingly to the following rule (see Fig. 3):
assignments that maximizes the expected suc- every time an airplane transitions into one
cess E(L) of the attack, which is equal to of the eight squares next to defense D, the
airplane will be shot down with probability
E(L)=-r V Ti) (l-PS(Ti)) (2) of 20%, while a transition into the central
EL)i=l square, where D is situated, entails a 30%
probability of kill.
where PS (Ti) stands for the probability
that Ti survives all the attacks directed MODELS OF PLANNING AND CONTROL
against it. The value of PS(Ti) depends on
the the number of airplanes attacking it, on There can be many ways in which attacks can
the probability that these airplanes will be executed. For example, they could be
avoid all the defensive threats along their executed in parallel all at once, or they
paths, and on the probability of their suc- could be executed one at a time, or in
cess against the target. several attack waves. The execution struc-
ture of a particular attack in real life
Example 1: depends on the situation in general and on
the time limitations and intelligence capa-
Figure 1 introduces a small example of our bilities in particular.
scenario. This example will be referred to
several times throughout this paper. Figure As our initial models of control we chose
1 represents an aerial view of the battle- the two most representative situations.
field. The field is divided into an 8 x 8 They come from the opposite extremes of the
square grid. There are six targets, T1 spectrum of all available controls. They
through T6, in the top half of the field. are called Closed -and Open-Loop Control
On the right we can see the values V(T) Models, for the reasons that will be
associated with each target T. For example, described subsequently.
target T3 is the most valuable with 350
points while T1 is the least valuable with 2 D .2 .2 .2
only 100 points. Five enemy defenses pro- 2 ._ 3 .2
tect the approaches to the targets, D1.2 
through D5. .2 .2 .2
There is one aircraft carrier C1, with
twelve airplanes on it. For simplicity of Fig. 2
discussion, all the airplanes are presumed Defensive threat
to have identical capabilities, as do all Fuel consumption probabilities
..... ... ........ ... 7 "~~'~'""""~"~~"";'~~~~~'~~' ~ ''' i"'~
I~~~~~~~"c ~" ~"~"";'' "~";~~~"
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Return: 300 points A3 T3
2 2
3
T
~Return: 0 points2T
Return: points
Fig. 4 Decision tree for the closed-loop scenario
Closed-Loop Control Scenario and Prob (i) is equal to the probability of
? :ai a ~icome i, and
Missions are executed sequentially, each new
one starting after the completion of the
preceding one, with the knowledge of its (i)= 
outcome. Thus we have a perfect feedback T. in outcome i
situation.
situation. 0- otherwise
Example 2:
Let us consider the situation in Example 1
(see Fig. 1). A decision maker may decide Open-Loop Control Scenario
to start his attack by sending one of his
airplanes, say Al, against T2. The optimal In this scenario all missions are executed
path computation routine, discussed subse- sequentially, but the outcomes of earlier
quently in this paper, predicts that Al has missions do not get fed back to the con-
a 32% chance of destroying T2. In the case troller and thus do not influence the future
that Al is successful, the new battle posi- assignments. In the open-loop case, the
tion is obtained from that of Fig. 1 by probabilistic outcome of each attack is
deleting Al and T2 from consideration. predicted before its execution.
Notice that we have accumulated 300 points
as a result of destroying T2. In this Consequently, there is no advantage in wait-
situation we may decide that the next target ing for the outcome of one mission before
to attack would be T3, and send A2 against proceeding with the next one, and the whole
it. attack sequence can be planned in advance.
On the other hand, our first assignment (Al+ Example 3:
T2) could have failed with probability 68%.
Then we would have faced the same position Let us see how the open-loop control will
as in Figure 1, except that now Al is no work for the scenario in Example 1. A par-
longer available. No points have been accu- ticular open-loop attack plan is displayed
mulated, of course. This situation requires in Figure 5.
its own new decision, and we decide to send
A2 against the T2, also. This plan assigns five airplanes to the task
of creating holes in the enemy defensive
Notice that different outcomes can thus line, as a first wave of attack. In the
entail different future assignments. For second wave, the remaining seven airplanes
each of the two possible outcomes of the will then proceed with their attacks against
first decision , there will be a second the targets: target T3, the most valuable
decision with two possible outcomes, and so one, is attacked twice, while the other five
on. targets are attacked once each.
Example 2 illustrates the point that a com- After the first wave attack is completed,
plete solution to the closed-loop problem all the enemy defenses still have to be
has to be in the form of a decision tree, taken into consideration, but the three
for example that in Figure 4. defenses that were subject to our attack now
have a very low, probability of existence
In the closed-loop scenario the equation (2) (PE) as seen in Fig. 6.
for the expected return function becomes:
Nn
E(L)=Z Z V (Tj) IT'(i)'Prob(i) (3)
iEhOC j=l
where OC ig the set of all final outcomes
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into two levels of optimization sub-
*l .08 problems. The top level is responsible for
D2 .99 finding the optimal overall sequence of
A A-D D3 .47 high-level mission assignments, while the
1 D1 D4 .99 lower level is responsible for finding the
2 1 D5 .99 optimal use of resources (fuel, for example)
3 Fig. 6 Probabilities of within each flight mission and for evaluat-
4-D existence of defenses after ing the likelihood of success of that mis-+D? existence of defenses after
A -T4 first wave of attack sion.
A7 T3 Ti 25 75 The idea that ties the two levels together
A8 T4 T2 97 203 is that finding a good high-level plan
A9 *T5 T3 72 278 requires the ability to estimate the needs
A10 Tb T4 136 164 and consequences of individual missions,
A11 T] T5 37 113 which is exactly what the low-level sub-
12 T T6 104 96 problem is responsible for. Therefore, the
Fig. lower level can be viewed in this context as
Fig. 7 an evaluation subroutine for the top level.
Attack sequence
for the open- Final values
loop scenario of targets Our initial approach to path optimization is
that of dynamic programming, with remaining
fuel representing the stage variable and
Attacks against the targets are also exe- position coordinates being the state vari-
cuted in the "probability of existence" ables. It follows the spirit of earlier
sense. Figure 7 summarizes the outcomes of works in this area (for example, Wishner and
the second wave attack. The numbers in the Payne, 1979).
second column stand for how much value we
managed to extract from each target, and the The low-level sub-problem, which in our
numbers in the first column stand for its scenario involves path optimization, has
remaining value. For example, target T3, been studied by many researchers over the
which had 350 points in the beginning, is years. The higher-level problem of optimal
now worth only 72 points, with 278 having mission assignment has not, to our
been already extracted by airplanes A7 and knowledge, been properly addressed in the
A12. past. Only highly ad hoc and heuristic solu-
tion methods reported in the literature
The reason the two control scenarios (Callero, Jamison, and Waterman,1982; Case
described above are so important is that and Thibault,1977; Engelman, Berg, and
almost all real-life feedback command and Bischoff, 1979). It is therefore a major
control situations can be viewed as being a goal of our research to develop a systematic
combination of those two. mathematical theory of, and algorithmic
solutions to, global mission planning.
The optimal scores for the two scenarios
also provide upper-and lower-bounds for the DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH
performance of any "combination" scenario.
The closed-loop case provides much more TO MISSION PLANNING
flexibility and responsiveness to the deci-
sion maker than the open-loop case, and thus Mission planning is inherently a very com-
supplies the higher performance bound plex computational problem. Trying to solve
(Rutenburg,1982a). even an average-sized problem using methods
of direct enumeration of all possible attack
Because of the importance of each of the two sequences proves to be an impossible task
control scenarios, we have worked on model- due to the faster-than-exponential growth of
ing and solving each of the two. The same the problem size.
mathematical ideas apply to both scenarios,
although the algorithmic details are dif- A more efficient approach is to apply the
ferent. dynamic programming method to the higher-
level sequence assignment problem.
MATHEMATICAL SOLUTIONS
Dynamic Programming Formulation for Open-
In this section we present some of our Loop
results in developing efficient mathematical
algorithms for finding optimal solutions to The current state of the battle under this
mission planning problems. scenario is characterized by the number of
aircraft available on each carrier, by the
The common denominator in our approach to probability of existence of each enemy
the solution of problems of this class lies defense, and by the current value of each
in decomposition of a problem into a hierar-
chy of sub-problems. In particular, the
basic fundamental scenarios that we are
dealing with in this paper can be decomposed
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target. Thus, a state S can be defined as The stage variable is the same as that for
the open-loop case and is given by (5). An
S=(NA1,... ,Naq, PE(Dl),... ,PE(Dm), (4) action u corresponds to the same type of a
PE(Tl),..., PE(Tn)), mission assignment as in the open-loop case.
If the mission u is directed against an
where NAi is the number of airplanes enemy target Ti then the reward L(S,u) is
currently available on board carrier i., and given by
PE(X) stands for the current probability of
existence of object X. L(S, u)=V(Ti).PS(u), (9)
The stage (i.e., decision point) corresponds
to the total number of airplanes already where PS(u) is equal to the probability of
assigned, being equal to success of mission u, (computable by path
q optimization DP).
Z (NAi-NAi), (5)
i=l Unlike the open-loop case, which corresponds
to deterministic dynamic programming, the
where NAi is the initial number of airplanes closed-loop case gives rise to stochastic
on board carrier i. dynamic programming, due to the random
nature of mission outcomes. With probabil-
An action u in this formulation corresponds ity equal to PS(u) the outcome will be suc-
to assigning one of the available airplanes cessful and will bring us to a new state
from one of the carriers on a mission S(i+l) with one fewer airplane available,
against one of the enemy forces. The out- and the indicator variable for the destroyed
come of this action will take us to the next enemy object now reset from 1 to 0. On the
stage and a new state with one fewer air- other hand, with probability equal to 1 -
plane available and with the targeted enemy PS(u) we will fail and result in a state
force having a reduced probability of S(i+l), again with one fewer airplane avail-
existence. If that enemy force happens to able, but with no enemy object having been
be a target, say Ti, then we derive a reward destroyed. The dynamic programming equation
L(S,u) equal to now becomes
L(S,u)=V(Ti) APE(Ti), (6) J(S(i))=max{L(S(i),u)+PS(u)-J(S(i+ l)) (i0)
uSUi1
where V(Ti) is the initial value of Ti, and +(l-PS(u)).J(S(i+l))1
APE (Ti) corresponds to the change in proba-
bility of existence of Ti due to the current
action.
In our efforts to develop an efficient
The dynamic programming equation is then implementation of the dynamic programming
represented by (DP) ideas, we discovered a new generation
version of the dynamic programming algo-
J(S(i))=max{L(S(i)),u)+J(S(i+l))} (7) rithm. This algorithm combines the best
suUi features of both dynamic programming and of
depth-first tree search algorithms. That is
where J(S) is the optimal total reward that why it has been named Depth-First Dynamic
can be derived starting at state S, Ui is Programming (DFDP) (Rutenburg,1982b).
the set of all possible actions at state
S(i), S(i+l) is the state resulting from DFDP is related to depth-first tree search
applying action u to state S(i). (DFTS) by the order in which the states in
the state-space are explored. Like DFTS
Dynamic Programming Formulation for Closed- (Winston,1979) it follows an initial "path"
through the state-space from the initial
state to one of the final states, thus find-
A state S in this scenario is similar to ing an initial solution path. It then back-
that in the open-loop scenario, the differ- tracks to the previous state and explores
ence being that an object is not represented other actions available at that state, then
by a probability of existence anymore; it backtracks again, and so on. In the process
of the search, the algorithm computes
optimal rewards for all the visited states
S=(NA1,..., NAq, ID1'.', IDm' (8) and also updates the currently best known
I)I ...  \global solution path.
T1' ....' Tn)
where DFDP is similar to dynamic programming in
its use of the underlying telescoping
1 - if object X exis s effects to reduce the complexity of the
search involved. By telescoping effects we
X O - otherwise mean that the structure of the state-space
is not a tree but rather a lattice, with
many different paths leading to the same
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resulting state. By making the optimal at the conference gave a good illustration
reward for any state S (computed for a par- of the power of this branch-and-bound
ticular path leading to S) available for all approach to greatly reduce the search space.
the other paths leading to state S, DFDP Unfortunately, space limitations do not
algorithm reduces the computational complex- allow us to include such an example in this
ity of the depth-first search from exponen- paper.
tial down to polynomial of the order
One may wonder how successful the satisfic-
O(Ns.Nu), (11) ing and branch-and-bound methods of DFDP are
going to be. That depends greatly on the
where Ns - total number ofacr state.s, Nu is problem at hand and on the quickness with
average number of actions per state. This is which near optimal solutions are going to be
the same complexity as that of the tradi- found. The latter is a function of the
tional DP algorithm, which can be described order in which various actions originating
as a backwards breadth-first search tech- from a given state, are explored. A goodfrom a given state, are explored. A good
nique. order can be achieved by the use of a
heuristic guidance function h(S) to estimate
the value of the optimal performance func-
tion J(S) for a given state S. It is easy
Although similar in spirit, DFDP acquires to see that if h(S) very closely approxi-
several advantages over regular DP from its mates J(S), then the optimal solution is
depth-first search approach. Its first going to be found almost immediately, and
advantage lies in its satisficing capabili- that the algorithm efficiency decreases as
ties. This refers to situations when (for h(S) becomes less reliable, just like in
example, due to time pressures), it is not tree search situations, (Nilsson, 1980).
necessary to find the optimal solution, but Finding good heuristic guidance is a hard
rather a satisficing one, i.e., a solution task from the realm of artificial intelli-
whose value exceeds a given threshold on gence, and we are currently involved in
performance. Because DFDP starts with par- developing such heuristic functions for our
ticular solution and then keeps on improving mission planning problem.
it, this algorithm can terminate at the
moment when one satisficing solution is DFDP has one weak point, in that the current
found. This contrasts with the regular DP version has on the average higher storage
approach which doesn't find any solution requirements. This fact hasn't caused any
almost until the very end of computation. important inconveniencies so far, but it is
important to try to find implementations of
A similar situation occurs when the algo- DFDP with more efficient use of storage
rithm is used in a real-time situation, when space.
it is not known in advance how much time can
be spent on solving a given problem. With Example 4:
DFDP, a good, currently best solution can be
produced at any moment a solution is needed, Let us apply the DFDP algorithm to the
a capability unavailable from regular DP. open-loop scenario described in examples 1
and 3 (see Fig. 1). Figure 8 shows how the
Another advantage of DFDP lies in its abil- current optimal value was changing during
ity to use branch-and-bound techniques to th computation. The first solution found
prune down the search space. Branch-and- was worth 802 points, then the algorithm
bound is a well-known technique, used, for found a better solution, worth 870 points,
example, in integer programming (Nemhauser and so it went until the optimal solution,
and Garfinkel,1972) and in AI tree search worth 1097 points, was found. This is signi-
(Winston,1979). DFDP implementation makes ficantly better than the 925 points obtained
the branch-and-bound ideas applicable for from manual planning in Example 3. Figure 9
the first time (to our best knowledge) in presents the summary of the optimal plan.
dynamic programming. It involves sending two airplanes to destroy
defense D2, then sending two airplanes
The branch-and-bound approach involves com- against defense D3, thus blowing a hole in
puting an upper bound UB(S) on the optimal the enemy defensive line and also freeing
return J(S) for a given state in the state the most valuable targets, T2, T3 and T4,
space. As we mentioned earlier, DFDP keeps from the heavy defensive protection. After
track of the current optimal performance the two defenses are severely impaired, the
(COP) for the given problem throughout the plan asks for two airplanes to be sent
computation. A state S need not be con- against targets T2 and T3, and for one air-
sidered when plane to be sent against each of the other
targets.
F(S)+UB(S)<COP (12)
where F(S) is the score obtained by arriving
to state S along the currently followed
path. An example used in our presentation
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defenses and targets have been executed and
best score is 1097.316 all the involved probabilities of existence
defense number I gsets 0 airplanes were updated. Then the value derived from T
802.0592 defense number 2 gets 2 airplanes can be computed using equation (6).
defense number 3 gets 2 airplanes
11.0408 defense number 4 gets 0 airplanes Once each airplane has determined its pre-
960.5516 defense number gets 0 airplanes ferred objective, the airplane capable of
?72.1386 deriving the largest expected value is given
1049.802 its preferred assignment, and that assign-
1094.562 target 3, VALUE is 256.3687 ment is added to the list. After that we
1097.316 target 4, VALUE is 219.7446 start a new iteration.
Fig. 8 target 2, VALUE is 214.6912
Sequence of target 5, VALUE is 109.8723 The MSA algorithm performed suprisingly well
target 6, VALUE is 93.75768 in our trial runs, almost always finding
currently target 1, VALUE is 73.24819 near optimal solutions. However, it has a
optimal target 3, VALUE is 68.58326 weak point which comes into play in situa-
target 2, VALUE is 61.05016 tions when an airplane gets initially
assigned to an objective, only to discover
Fig. 9 Optimal plan later after some other assignments have been
made that it could now derive more value by
attacking a different objective. This
observation gives rise to an improvement:
MSA Algorithm with Re-Assignment, (MSAR).
MYOPIC ALGORITHMS This algorithm behaves similarly to the
basic MSA algorithm, but, in addition, at
One way of heuristically aiding DFDP in its each iteration already assigned airplanes
branch-and-bound search can be achieved compute how much improvement they can derive
through the use of myopic algorithms. These by reassigning to a different objective. If
algorithms are very fast, but don't guaran- it can achieve a large improvement, it gets
tee finding an optimal solution. However, re-assigned.
they almost always find a near-optimal one.
Their traditional use is in the satisficing The closed-loop scenario also has its ver-
situations when a solution is needed immedi- sion of the greedy algorithm. This algo-
ately and there is not enough time to run rithm works by myopically choosing the
any of the optimal algorithms. However, action to take at each decision point.
viewed in the same framework with DFDP
(which also has satisficing capabilities) None of the myopic algorithms described
these algorithms are better used for quickly above guarantee optimal solutions for all
computing tight lower bounds on the optimal scenarios, but they seem to perform well,
performance function, thus guiding DFDP in and do guarantee optimality for some impor-
its search and also providing excellent tant situations. In particular, in an
bounds for successful branching-and- open-loop case with a fixed set of defenses
bounding. to be attacked, and with all the airplanes
being of the same type and in the same loca-
Here is a brief description of the Basic tion, the MSA algorithm is optimal. Thus,
Myopic (Greedy) Sequential Assignment (MSA) MSA can be used as a fast subroutine in an
algorithm for the Open-Loop Scenario. optimal algorithm for solving subproblems
having the above structure. What is more
This algorithm has NA iterations, where NA interesting is that a similar result is true
is the number of assignments to be made. At for the closed-loop case as well
the end of each iteration exactly one new (Rutenburg,1982a). In such situations, the
assignment is made. It is chosen for being assignment rules become especially simple:
the "currently best" assignment. Here is Order all the targets in the order of
how it is found. decreasingly expected return value, computed
using equation (9). Attack the first
For each as yet unassigned airplane we (highest value) target from that list. If
determine a preferred objective: that target attack fails, attack that target again and
or defense from which the airplane can again, until we succeed. Then erase the
derive the maximum expected value, condi- destroyed target from the list and start
tioned on the assignments already made. To attacking the new "highest value" target.
determine the value derived from a defense D Continue this procedure until all the avail-
by any given airplane, consider all assign- able airplanes have carried out an attack.
ments made previously to targets. Calculate
the value that could be derived from these
assignments if the given airplane were to
attack defense D before those targets were
attacked. The amount of improvement is the
value derived from defense D. To determine
the value derived from a target T, presume
that all the previous assignments to enemy
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Table 1 shows some familiar autonomous weapon Each controller has an opportunity to guide
and game-playing systems. To sav to the the state of the system toward a desired
readers of these proceedings that these systems goal state by applying suitable, or perhaps
can be effective is to preach to the choir! even "optimal" (see note 2), controls. Of
Nevertheless, we cannot resist mentioning two course, the two controllers usually have
instances in which this effectiveness has different objectives in mind. Figures 1
been forcefully demonstrated: and 2 illustrate this situation.
* the EXOCET air-sea cruise missile which
was so devastating of British ships in
the Falklands war (see (Silverman, 1982)
for an interesting discussion of battles
between autonomous computer-driven .IO.O.. .O_.W_...I_
systems);
* the SIDEWINDER air-air missile which, 
having been a mainstay in the US arsenal . . ..u. ._
for over twenty-five years, again proved
its worth against Libyan Mig-23s over
the Meditteranean.
Nor can we resist mentioning that commercially .. .U. COT.. .OOE D ILI
available chess-playing algorithms are now
good enough to win major tournaments. Indeed ) U.. .. .. C ----
it has been conjectured (see (Hapgood, 1982))
that the world champion chess player may
soon be a computer-hosted algorithm employing Fiq 1. A Two-Sided Deterministic
the same types of control algorithms that we Differential Game
envision using to control combat aircraft.
We hope to do as well.
Table 1. Existing Systems of Interest
* Vehicluar Systems
Name Launch/Target Mode A , h (r ~ - VWSTIEATES
Sidewinder Air/Air
Copperhead Ground/Ground X AT T. ,,
Cruise Missiles All/All
Homing Torpedoes Sea/Sea
* Other Systems AT \A / 
Automatic Chess-Playing Algorithms N AT
Certain Video Games
Nodes represent system states
RELEVANT THEORY Arcs represent transitions from one
state to another corresponding to
We feel that the theory of optimal control control choices by both players.
of dynamic systems is well suited for appli-
cation to the case of controlling an aircraft Fig. 2. Differential Game Network.
in combat. More specifically, the theory of
optimal control of deterministic differential
games in discrete time is appropriate for
this purpose, at least for starters. There are several reasons why we feel that
the theory of optimal control of determin-
Deterministic differential games in discrete istic differential games in discrete time
time are conceptually, if not mathematically, is appropriate, at least at the outset, to
very simple (see, e.g., (Isaacs, 1965) and apply to the case of controlling an aircraft
(Ho, 1965)). Briefly, these games model in combat:
dynamic systems whose "state" evolves over
time in response to the purposeful inputs or * the dynamics of motion of aircraft are
"controls" that are applied to the system at well understood, so that we do not
each time by each of several (usually two) need any "system noise";
players or "controllers", as well as to non-
purposeful inputs from the outside world. * we are willing to assume, at least at
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A TEST BED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL ALGORITHMS FOR ROBOTIC COMBAT AIRCRAFT
Michael H. Moore
System Development Corporation, San; Diego, California 92110
Abstract. We are interested in automating the activities of air combat
vehicles. We begin by indicating the reasons why we have taken this
objective. We also mention some examples of other combat systems whose
control has been automated in various ways. Next, we describe the theory
that is relevant to our purpose. Finally, we describe a computational
testbed that we are developing to facilitate experimenting with the theory.
We also mention a few of the questions and conjectures that we would like
to resolve through the use of the testbed.
INTRODUCTION
We want to develop algorithms for automatic- - lower costs (lower initial cost,
ally controlling the maneuvers and other lower cost of maintenance);
activities of an autonomous aircraft in
aerial combat (see note 1). - higher tooth-to-tail ratio (smaller
manpower intensiveness all along
By an "autonomous aircraft", we mean an air- the tail).
craft whose maneuvers are completely under
the control of a computer-hosted algorithm. * conventional manned combat aircraft may
We envision the computer that hosts this no longer have a reasonable chance of
algorithm as being aboard the aircraft survival against modern surface-air or
itself. air-air weapons (such as the one we
hope to develop ourselves as discussed
There are three reasons why we think that in this article!);
the objective we have set for ourselves is
appropriate. First, the need for an * even without completely removing human
autonomous air combat vehicle seems obvious: pilots from combat aircraft, it would
be desirable (see National Research
* pilotless combat aircraft may well be Council, 1982) to automate some of their
superior to their manned counterparts chores, such as maneuvering the aircraft
in several important attributes: in combat.
- better performance (e.g., more rapid Secondly (and what probably motivates us the
changes of direction and speed); more), our objective seems timely. More
specifically, our objective seems timely
- simpler/smaller design (e.g., no because computers that may be powerful
life support systems are necessary); enough to perform the computationally in-
tense task of autonomous decisionmaking in
real time, and compact enough to fit aboard
an aircraft, have recently become available
1. It is interesting to note that what we at reasonable cost. Furthermore, even more
propose to do for combat aircraft -- namely, powerful and compact computers using VLSI/
develop algorithms that can play well VHSIC technology will become available a
(better, hopefully, than human pilots) -- few years hence (see, e.g., (Bishop, 1981)).
is similar to what has been done in recent
years for the game of chess. It is also Finally, we have set this objective for
interesting to note that chess may actually ourselves because we think that developing
be a more complex game than aerial combat. automatic control algorithms for combat
In chess, there are multiple pieces of aircraft is interesting and fun. Indeed,
different types which, besides supporting this objective is just the simplest inter-
one another, often get in each other's way. esting case of a more ambitious objective:
In aerial combat, this situation does not that of developing control algorithms for
occur (not, at least, to the same degree). arbitrary weapon systems and military
forces (see (Moore, 1981)).
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CONCLUSIONS
Mission planning is an important and a very Slagle, J., Cansone, R., Halpern, E.,
complicated area of decision making. There- (1982). BATTLE - An Expert Decision Aid
fore, modern decision makers need a flexi- for Fire Support Command and Control.
ble, user-controlled decision aid. Analyti- NRL Report 4847, Washington, D.C.
cal algorithms are needed for the solution Winston, P.H. (1979). Artificial Intelli-
of analytical facets of such decision aid. gence. Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA
In this paper we have presented a basic Wishner, R.P., and Payne, J.R., (1979).
analytical theory of mission planning, Resource Allocation for Naval Platforms
together with several analytical algorithms and Weapons. MIT/ONR Workshop on dis-
for the solution of mission planning prob- tributed Information and Decision Sys-
lems. This theory needs to be elaborated tems.
and extended to more complex scenarios.
Computational efficiency of the developed
algorithms also deserves further study. In
addition, ways for incorporating human gui-
dance into the algorithms need to be inves-
tigated.
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the outset, that the two controllers Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this technique.
have complete and perfect information This procedure (which, incidentally, is used
about the state of the combat system at in all chess-playing algorithms) may be
all times (i.e., we do not need any described as repeatedly re-solving the
"measurement noise"); prnhlem of finding a good first move.
* we are also willing to assume at the
outset that controls can be applied to
the combat system without any distor-
tion (i.e., there is no "control noise);\ 'TIZE 1
/ ATT  I-
* discrete time, which can be as near to rrrrr.
being continuous as we like, is
convenient for computation.
Later, we may decide to "go stochastic" AT
(i.e., apply the theory of stochastic
differential games) for the following A . .a).
reasons:
* to account for detail that would other- =. \ l ,
wise go unmodeled (e.g., winds, sensor
errors, control slop);
* to intentionally trade detail of
representation away (without ignoring
it completely) for computational
simplicity. Fig. 3. Lookahead in bounded
moving subnetworks.
For differential games of practical interest,
the number of control policies for the
players -- that is, the number of paths
through the game network of fig. 2 -- is Ia-T 
combinatorially large. Thus, to try to find
an optimal control policy by exhaustively ... 
considering all possible control policies
one by one is to die an ugly computational
death. Indeed, it is usually infeasible to
find an optimal control policy even when we =,t. .n..
use such computation-reducing techniques as\ ... I
dynamic programming (an intelligent breadth-
first search of the game network), or branch \ $,AM
and bound (sometimes called "alpha-beta A TIME KI
pruning"). Therefore, we must be content
with the best control policies that we can
obtain with a reasonable amount of time and AT I "
effort.
_tOSIlLt n~ATE
There are several techniques for finding . .
suboptimal, but hopefully "good", control
policies. One such technique, which we
might call the "lookahead-in-bounded-moving Fig 4. Lookahead in betworks.
subnetworks" technique (we will not call it
that!) is as follows:
(1) form a subnetwork of the game network Another technique for finding suboptimal
that begins at the current state control policies for the players is the
(which we are assuming is always "heuristically guided search" or "best
known) but which is bounded in breadth first search" technique of artificial
and depth; intelligence (see Nilsson (1980)). This
technique can be applied either to the
(2) find a "subnetwork-optimal" control entire game network or to the subnetworks in
policy -- that is, a sequence of the procedure described above. Of course,
controls that is optimal in the the quality of the control policies that
context of the subnetwork; result from these searches depends on the
quality of the heuristics that are used.
(3) apply the first control of this Hence the need for a testbed with which to
sequence; look for good heuristics.
(4) observe the resulting new state; and
go back to (1).
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A COMPUTATIONAL TESTBED * high speed can permit us to replace our
complicated control algorithms that
We are developing a computational testbed for search subnetworks with simple fast-
experimenting with the theory described running control algorithms that merely
above. The testbed exists (on an unofficial solve pursuit/evasion problems.
basis) at the Advanced Command/Control Archi-
tectural Testbed (ACCAT) at the Naval Ocean Currently, we are using the testbed to gain
Systems Center in San Diego, California. experience in defining and searching sub-
networks. We are making a series of runs
A user of the testbed can specify at running in which we are exhaustively searching sub-
time various models and parameters, such as: networks having a particular "hand-shape",
as illustrated in fig. 5. For computational
* the dynamics of motion of an aircraft simplicity at this early stage, we are using
(as a function of the controls that may a very simple model of the dynamics of air-
be applied to it); craft motion in which, once the velocity
vectors of the aircraft are known, the
* the control spaces for each aircraft position vectors are determined by simply
dead-reckoning them ahead. We are also
- turning capabilities taking the control spaces for each aircraft
- capability to change speed at each time as being a finite set of
- minimum and maximum speeds perturbations of the aircraft's velocity
vector at that itme. Later, after we gain
* figure of merit specifications for each experience in searching subnetworks, we will
aircraft (i.e., information about how refine these models -- possibly all the way
each aircraft values various combat to a fully detailed representation of the
states). dynamics of aircraft motion with six degrees
of freedom.
The user may also select at running time the
method by which he wishes to define and
search subnetworks: exhaustive search;
dynamic programming; heuristically-guided
search.
/--- SUESETMOME ATT tME K
The most serious deficiency of the testbed
at this point is that we have only a minimal A TIME
graphic output capability (printer plots
only). We feel that we, and other users of
the testbed, should have the very best in
graphic display capabilities -- including
color graphics and animation -- as an aid to
finding the control algorithms that we seek. ATTIMnE
We plan to use the testbed to try to resolve
such questions as: L T*ATS
* What is the utility of one aircraft
being able to look ahead (in a subnet- \ V WLE ATS
work) more broadly or more deeply in
time than the other?
* What is the effect of an aircraft not Fig. 5. Finding control strategies
having correct information about the for autonomous combat aircraft will
capabilities of his own and the other require looking ahead deeply in
aircraft? time.
We also plan to use the testbed to verify or
lay to rest a few conjectures:
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MODELING HUMAN DECISION PROCESSES IN COMMAND AND CONTROL
Joseph G. Wohl
Vice President, Research and Development
Elliot E. Entin
Member of the Technical Staff
ALPHATECH, Inc., 3 New England Executive Park, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803
Abstract. A normative-descriptive model is described as a way to understand
the decisionmaking activities of Naval commanders. This model incorporates
the individual's "mental model" of the situation which can act to stimulate
hypotheses and a "perception processor" for analysis of incoming data. The
mathematized model represents the decisionmaker as stochastic controller.
Hypotheses held for consideration are evaluated by parallel Kalman filters
which output state estimates and error sequences. The later is then passed
to a likelihood function calculator which in turn inputs a Bayes-Rule cal-
culator. Output of this block is used as input to a tree production pro-
cessor for option and response planning.
BACKGROUND PROGRESS
The long-term goals of this ONR-sponsored A major task during the first year has been
project are (1) to better understand how a the elaboration of the SHOR paradigm in light
commander, as part of a Naval command struc- of current cognitive science literature and
ture, conducts his decisionmaking activities the particulars of the Naval Anti-Submarine
in attempting to achieve certain military and Warfare (ASW) problem. The original SHOR
organizational goals; and (2) to reflect this paradigm held that hypotheses are generated
understanding in a logico-mathematical rep- in response to some stimulus. In turn, the
resentation of the process. The modeling ap- hypothesis ultimately selected stimulates a
proach is based on the postulate that a well set of option alternatives from which a re-
trained (i.e., "expert") human tries to de- sponse is selected. To this conception we
velop a more or less optimal solution to his have added the concept of a "mental model" -
decision problem, subject to his own psycho- the individual's internal representation of
physical and cognitive limitations and to the the problem situation which represents his
uncertainties inherent in the problem. Our current understanding of the variables in-
approach is thus based on a blend of the nor- volved and the functional relationships be-
mative, optimization-based concepts of opti- lieved to exist among them (see Fig. 1).
mal control and those of dynamic decision- Thus, if we conceive of an individual's men-
making theory drawn from cognitive and engi- tal model as serving much like a "theory,"
neering psychology. it can function as a hypotheses generator in
the same way theories are used to derive hy-
The first step was to describe the decision- potheses in science. We also see the mental
making processes employing Wohl's (1981) model, serving in the additional capacity of
Stimulus-Hypothesis-Option-Response (SHOR) a "problem classifier," functioning in ana-
paradigm. The SHOR paradigm is basically an logical reasoning. Given a current represen-
extension of the stimulus-organism-response tation of the problem situation (mental model)
(SOR) paradigm of classical behaviorist psy- and a general classification of the problem
chology to provide explicitly for the neces- area (problem classifier), an individual can
sity to deal with two realms of uncertainty search his knowledge base for a similar or
in the decisionmaking process: (1) informa- analogical situation, which might suggest
tion input uncertainty, which creates the possible solutions.
need for hypothesis generation and evalua-
tion; and (2) consequence-of-action uncer- A "perception processor" is assumed to inter-
tainty, which creates the need for option vene between the input stimulus and the re-
generation and evaluation. maining processes of the paradigm. Its major
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ATTITUDES, BELIEFS, .
VALUES ... ETC.
MODIFY MODEL OUTCOME MODIFY
N
| CONSTRAINTS
HY H. SELECT GENERATE
UH AND aH
STIMULUS HY PO THESI .TOG! R
~~~OR H~~YmNDER I 1UNDER V RESPONSE
OR CONSIDER- COSIDER-
PERCEPTION LATOR INTERPOLATION
orated SHOR paradigm by considering that data and the filters' prior estimates of what
OTHER VARIABLESig.Most recently the elaborated SHOR aradigm has tion calculator, which computes the probabil
functions are identification and interpreta- development time spent on the model has been
ti on of i coming , da; i.e.,ty of a data processing. focused on the hypothesis compon ent. The
mathe introduction of two psychological con- model component propos ed for th e hypothesis
structs - attitudan decd cognitiver as a st- evauation function stipu ates that the data
challows for consideration of individual differ- is passed to a state-estimator, which is
ences in perception processing, probiem composed of several parallel Kalman fioters
solvtion selection,potheses abou  nd error commis - one for each hypothesis). Each Kalman fil-
sion. ter provides two key outputs; the first is a
state estimate based on the incoming data,
Th e concept of parallel or simultaneous the search cond is the error sequence, which
cessing is indirectly addressed in the elab- is the difference between the measurement
orated SHOR paradigm by considering that data and the filters' prior estimates of what
multiple hypotheses and options are dealt with the measurement should be. The error se-
in parallel, with constant interactive com - quence is an indicatio n of hologi w well the data
paringbly we l researche a reas in the decision of matches the filters' expectation s, and to account hus
a d istributed knowledge base is consistent provides key information about how well the
with the possibilities of parallel processing. data supports each hypothesis. Each error
sequence is then passed to a likelihood func-
Most recently the elaborated SHOR paradigm has tion calculator, which computes the probabil-
served as a foundation from which to develop a ity of a data sequence being observed given
mathematized version of the model. This model the hypothesis is true (and evaluated for the
represents the human decisionmaker as a sto- actual data received). This function is used
chastic controller, i.e., a controller oper- as the input to a Bayes Rule calculator,
ating in an uncertain environment, with mul- which computes the desired posterior or post-
tiple hypotheses about "what is going on" in measurement probability of the hypothesis
the world. The input stimuli are measurements being true. The output of this block is then
made of the real world; state estimates and used as an input to a tree production and
probabilities are then formulated about the search processor for option evaluation and
real world, and control actions are selected response planning.
to affect the real world.
Ability of the Kalman filter to represent ac-
Option consideration and selection are reason- tual data from psychological experiments on
ably well researched areas in the decision- probability estimation and to account for an-
making literature, but hypothesis considera- choring and adjustment biases (Lopes (1981))
tion and selection are not. Thus, much of the is indicated by the results shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Actual Lopes Data From Exp. #2, Heterogeneous Pairs
These results are quite encouraging, and will REFERENCES
be followed by an attempt to extend them to
reflect individual differences due to cogni- Wohl, J.G., "Force Management Decision Re-
tive style. quirements for Air Force Tactical Com-
mand and Control," IEEE Transactions on
Another activity has been the completion of Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Vol. SMC-
several ASW scenarios modeled after the 11, No. 9, September 1981, pp. 618-639.
"ONRODA problem." We intend to follow an Lopes, Lola L., "Averaging Rules and Adjust-
ASWC's decisionmaking processes through these ment Processes: The Role of Averaging
scenarios employing the SHOR paradigm to ana- in Inferences," WHIPP #13 (Wisconsin
lyze the decisionmaking and problem solving Human Information Processing Program),
processes. This approach should, if success- University of Wisconsin, December 1981.
ful, lead to a normative-descriptive model
of human decisionmaking which is amenable to
logico-mathematical representation, and can
ultimately be tested against naval anti-
submarine warfare scenarios and compared with
the decision processes of real commanders
faced with the same scenarios.
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HUMAN MEMORY LIMITATIONS IN MULTI-OBJECT TRACKING
Frank L. Greitzer, Richard T. Kelly, & Ramon L. Hershman
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego, CA 92152
Abstract. Basic performance data were obtained on the effect of critical
task variables on the ability of unaided observers to retain the tracks of
multiple moving objects. Observers viewed computer-generated displays in
which objects moved in random linear trajectories with no track history.
Immediate recall tests on object trajectories showed that unaided humans
can keep track of up to about seven moving objects, but performance improves
as the interval between display updates is increased. Mathematical models
of human memory were developed to account for the observed performance. The
analysis of human information processing limitations should be extended to
more complex operational tasks to support system designers with quantitative
estimates of operator performance.
INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENT
Most C2 functions in the Combat Direction Tracking Task
Center rely heavily on humans to process
information and make decisions. These per- The tracking task was implemented on a
sonnel interact with hardware and software Tektronix 4027 color graphics terminal
subsystems (by hooking targets, entering driven by a Tektronix 4051 microcomputer.
data, etc.) and thereby contribute to the The display represented a series of seven
overall knowledge base of the system. If snapshots of idealized target objects as
we ask "What is this base of knowledge" or they moved on linear paths across the CRT.
"What does the system know," we might obtain The objects were identical 6mm pale yellow
the answer from the computer's database on discs on a black background and were
the various tracks of interest and their initially positioned at random locations
attributes. on the screen. At regular intervals, all
object positions were updated simultaneous-
However, our chosen focus is on limits in ly. Except for the brief (.5 sec.) per-
the operator's processing and on what they sistence of the phosphor, there was no dis-
know, particularly on what humans can remem- play of track history. Thus, in order to
ber about the tactical environment when track the objects, the observer had to
limited to their own resources. For this first derive their courses by integrating
purpose, consider a primitive tracking pro- successive displays. Since no aids such as
blem that lacks all external aids and the grease pencil, pencil and paper, etc. were
computer support that would normally provide allowed, this information had to be main-
target symbology, identification of track tained in memory until tested.
numbers, etc. Consider also an operator
freed from disruptive auxiliary tasks, such Figure 1 illustrates a nine-object track-
as communications. Our concern in this en- ing problem to which we have added track
vironment is with a single aspect of tacti- history (the dashed circles) for the ben-
cal knowledge: the unaided ability to re- efit of the reader. Note that the observer
member the movements of multiple targets. viewed only the solid discs, which corre-
sponded to the objects' present positions.
The objective of the research was to estab- Each object maintained a constant but ran-
lish a basic understanding of the informa- domly selected heading and moved at a con-
tion processing and memory requirements for stant display speed of either 6mm or 12mm
the tracking of moving objects by the un- per update. On the average, half of the
aided observer. The approach was: (i) to objects moved at each speed. All objects
obtain human performance data on the effect were constrained to stay on the screen for
of critical variables on unaided multi- at least eight updates. The paths of the
object tracking; and (ii) to develop and objects were permitted to cross, but their
assess mathematical models that quantify positions could not overlap. The display
human performance limits in this basic task. then loosely resembled a noise-free radar
screen with no external tracking aids.
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also varied to complete the 3 (number of
A-, objects) x 4 (IUI) x 5 (test session) x 2
(speed) design. All statistical analyses
C;:~ _~ -employed the .01 level of significance.
i, -.
.~ :?' O Effects of Major Variables
* .- ' Detailed analyses are given in Greitzer,
Kelly & Hershman (1982). Mean tracking
0-- i accuracy exceeded chance performance in all
conditions. The speed variable was not a
., · significant factor, nor did it interact
-,-'f ,. C'' '. 'q; · with any of the other variables; hence it
-C) O was eliminated as a factor and the collaps-
,_,') C!,,, ed data were reanalyzed.
The effects of IUI and the number of ob-
jects to be tracked are shown in Fig. 2.
The number of objects had a significant
Note. The dashed circles indicate previous object positions; only the effect (F(2,10)=18.42); as expected, a mem-
current positions, shown as the solid discs, were visible to the
observer . 'ory limitation is evident within the range
of five to nine objects. The effect of IUI
was also significant (F(3,15)=9.95); in
Fig. 1. Trajectories in a representative general, longer Us facilitated recall--general, longer IUIs facilitated recall--
nine-object display. presumably by permitting greater oppor-
tunity for rehearsal. However, the effect
of IUI interacted with the number of objects
A sequence of seven object-position snap- (F(6,30)=4.96). IUI had virtually no effect
shots comprised a single trial, after which
the screen was erased. This was a cue for with five objects, a moderate fac
effect with seven objects, and a large fa-
the observer to respond on a hard copy fac- effect with nine objects. When
simile ofthemoste s . O - cilitative effect with nine objects. When
simile of the most recent display. Observ-
ers were instructed to place an "X" at the the effect of the number of objects vanish
position that each object would occupy if ed. The additional time apparently helped
the display had been updated once more. ed. The additional time apparently helpedthe display had been updated once more. compensate for the increased processing
They were encouraged to be as accurate as compensate for the increased processing
possible but to guess when uncertain. No
feedback was provided. After 1 minute a
warning tone was presented, signaling the
imminent start of the next trial.
Performance Measurement. A simple, three- 2.0
valued scoring rule was used to measure
tracking accuracy. If the observer's pre-
dicted position X was within ± 150 of the
true trajectory, two points were scored. .
If the absolute error in X was greater than ,
15° but not greater than 45 ° , then one u
point was assigned. A score of zero was
given if the error in X exceeded 450. The o
mean score for all objects was then taken Lo 1.0 0 5 objects
as the observer's performance for the given * 7objects
trial. 9 objats
Design
Six civilian observers were tested individ- CHANCEPERFORMANCE
ually in six 30-minute sessions, one per
day on consecutive weekdays. The first ses- 0 ,
sion served as practice, and these data were 5 s 13 18
not analyzed. Each session consisted of 12 INTER-UPDATE INTERVAL (SEC)
trials that were constructed from the facto-
rial combination of two factors: number of Fig. 2. Tracking accuracy as a
objects (5, 7, or 9) and the time between function of number of objects
updates, or interupdate interval (IUI = 5, and inter-update interval.
8, 13, or 18 sec). The order of the 12
types of trials was random in each session
and for each observer. All observers view-
ed identical stimulus displays but in a
different order. Speed of the objects was
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MODELS OF MULTI-OBJECT TRACKING each update is presumably devoted to re-
hearsal, that is, the maintenance in primary
Information Processing Framework memory of the learned trajectories. Only
about 7 ±2 object trajectories can be re-
It is convenient to distinguish among three tained (Miller, 1956), and unless these are
functional types of memory without regard maintained by a rehearsal process, the in-
to their possible structural properties formation is lost within about 20 seconds
(see Fig. 3): (i) Sensory memory, which (Peterson & Peterson, 1959). Rehearsal is
refers to information carried in "raw" or presumably effected by sub-vocalizations
"precategorical" form, i.e., prior to the and is mediated by echoic memory. The set
attachment of any linguistic category to of object trajectories is presumed to be
the stimulus information. The sensory stored in a sequence, then rehearsed in that
memory for the visual modality is called sequence, and later retrieved in that same
iconic memory, while the corresponding mem- sequence (Sperling, 1963). The locus of the
ory for audition is called echoic memory rehearsal process is referred to as the re-
(Neisser, 1967). (ii) Primary memory, hearsal buffer (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968).
which refers to a mental process whereby a If the demand for processing exceeds the
small amount of information can be held capacity of the buffer, the executive must
readily accessible for various operations, decide whether to forestall further process-
such as rehearsal. Rehearsal is crucial ing of new items or to replace old items in
for maintenance of information in primary the buffer with newly encoded ones. In
memory. (iii) Secondary memory, which either case, performance will suffer if the
refers to information held in more permanent rehearsal capacity is exceeded.
form, enriched by semantic content or
associations. Access to such information A family of four mathematical models of the
is not immediate as in the case of primary observer's processing was developed and
memory, but instead requires active evaluated. Each model included an encoding
retrieval processes. process, a learning process, a rehearsal
process, and a response process. The models
We use the term "Executive" for the general make identical assumptions for the learning
management function that supervises the and response processes. Two alternative
various strategies employed in processing assumptions are introduced for the number of
the information, such as processes that new objects that are encoded at each update.
transform sensory information into selected Also, two different assumptions are consid-
encodings, the process of rehearsal, and a ered for rehearsal.
variety of elaborate operations that build
up or retrieve long-term representations in
secondary memory. Encoding
In the specific context of the tracking task, As the observer attends to the display,
the processes of attending, encoding, and information first enters iconic memory.
learning are extremely rapid. The bulk of Further processing requires encoding, which
EXECUTIVE PRIMARY EMORY
ECHOIC
MEMORY
Z ICONIC 
MEMORY 1 
z
l SECONDARY MEMORY
Fig. 3. Schematic model of information-processing framework.
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is the transformation of this "raw" data Rehearsal
into a form compatible with primary memory.
This entails the invoking of a familiar Memory maintenance. Rehearsal serves as a
representation for the visual datum. In memory maintenance function that refreshes
general, the objects to be tracked need not the encoded representations that would
all be encoded at once. First, this could otherwise be lost from primary memory.
prove a large processing burden at a single Restrictions on the rehearsal process en-
update, and second, the limited rehearsal sure that only a limited number of objects
capacity might be inadequate to maintain can be retained. We assume the following:
them in storage. All encoded objects are rehearsed in se-
quence and form cycles in which each object
Definitions: Let there be Z objects in the is rehearsed for a required t seconds. The
tracking task. At the kth update, define Ek rationale for the time requirement is that
to be the number of objects previously en- any rehearsal shorter than some critical
coded and A, to be the number of additional duration is ineffective in refreshing
objects that can be accomodated in the re- memory for the object's trajectory. A fur-
hearsal buffer. Let Nk = min (Ak,Z-Ek). ther restriction derives from the limited
span of primary memory: memory is presumed
Assumption El: At update k the number of to decay unless an object is rehearsed at
new objects encoded is precisely N.. That least once every p seconds.k
is, the observer always keeps the rehearsal
buffer filled to capacity. Required rehearsal time. In addition to the
p restriction, the working capacity of the
Assumption E2: At update k, the number of rehearsal buffer clearly depends on t, the
new objects encoded is a Poisson-distributed time required for one rehearsal of an
random variable with parameter X, truncated object. Two competing assumptions are
at zero. With this distribution it is theo- considered:
retically possible to sample more objects
than the Nk that can be accomodated in the Assumption Ri: The required rehearsal time
buffer; in such cases the number encoded is t for an object is fixed. That is, t = e
limited to this maximum of Nk objects. always.
Assumption R2: The required rehearsal time
Learning t for an object depends on the amount of
its rehearsal during prior updates. In par-
While knowledge about an object's trajectory ticular, t is a constant (0) until at least
can vary continuously from no information to T seconds of prior rehearsal time have been
virtually perfect information, it is conven- accumulated, after which t decreases expo-
ient to reduce this continuum to discrete nentially to E with decay constant v.
states. Consistent with the 3-valued scor-
ing procedure used in the experiment, the According to assumption R2, as objects are
proposed models assume three learning states: rehearsed over several updates they each
State U--Unencoded (nothing is known about require less and less rehearsal time. The
the object's trajectory); State 1--Partial effect is to make additional room available
learning (15° < tracking error I < 45°); in the rehearsal buffer and effectively in-
State 2--Refined learning (I tracking error| crease its capacity. This assumption de-
< 150). parts from other interpretations of buffer
capacity (cf. Norman, 1968, Atkinson &
All objects start and remain in state U un- Shiffrin, 1968).
less encoded. Any changes in state occur
only in the initial moments of each update
as objects' new positions are detected. At Response
such times, the observer may encode an ob-
ject for the first time or refine the infor- After the last update, the observer's task
mation for a previously-encoded object. is to indicate the next position for each
This improvement in knowledge is taken to be object. It is assumed that the contents of
stochastic and is formally defined by the the rehearsal buffer are output sequentially
following transition matrix: and that the response for each object con-
New State forms to its last encoded trajectory. A
2 1 0 chance response is made to all unencoded
objects. The 3-valued scoring system is
applied to all objects, but note that each
2 1 0 0 encoded object presumably receives a score
(1 or 2) that corresponds to its current
ed learning state.
o~~~60
Summary of the Models
X0 a 1-a 0
Four alternative models of performance in
the multi-object tracking task are obtained.
T'I T
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The models share identical assumptions for a I b. ModeIn
the probabilistic learning process (para- 2 2
meters a and S), for the constraint on re-_ 
hearsal maintenance (parameter V), and for * *
the response process. 
The first distinction among the models con- *
cerns the encoding of new objects. Models a
I and II (assumption El) hold that enough !
new objects are encoded at each update to
keep the rehearsal buffer filled. In con-
trast, Models III and IV (assumption E2)
invoke a modified Poisson sampling process i 13 Is 3 1 3 1S
(with parameter 2) to govern the encoding l
of new objects. C. Mod"M d. Mod eI!V
2 2
The second distinction is the required re- 
hearsal time for objects in the rehearsal ·
buffer. Assumption R1 in Models I and III. M
holds that the required rehearsal time is = <"
constant (parameter 0). Models of this * A
type, when combined with the memory main-
tenance assumption, imply a conventional
fixed-size rehearsal buffer. On the other
hand, assumption R2 in Models II and IV
postulates that required rehearsal time for
an object varies as a function of its prior 5 s 13 Is J s 13 -IS
rehearsal (parameters 0, T, C, and v). The iL u
effect is to create a variable-sized buffer Note. Slid lin, sa pdictions. Plott point re for iv.-.bjt diplys , swn-
as the required rehearsal time decreases ZtLit dWLP AY(d n -obj ect dWip ).Y
over the sequence of updates.
Fig. 4. Observed data and predictions of
the four models.
Assessment of the models
Predictions of the four models are derived One cannot make a clear choice between the
in Greitzer, Kelly, & Hershman (1982). alternative encoding assumptions (El vs.
Parameter estimates from least-squares fits E2) that distinguish Models II and IV.
to the observed data are shown in Table 1. Model IV requires the additional Poisson
Models II and IV clearly provided better parameter (X) to govern the encoding of new
fits; this is also evident in Fig. 4, which objects, but its predictions were only tri-
plots the observed data and the predictions vially better than the deterministic
for the four models. "fill-the-buffer" assumption of Model II.
The fits for these two preferred models
Thus, the evidence strongly favors the re- are generally satisfactory, [Fig. 4 (b) and
hearsal assumption R2 in Models II and IV: (d)], and the values of the estimated para-
viz., the time required to rehearse a given meters (Table 1) are reasonable.
trajectory decreases as the prior rehearsal
time increases. We reject Models I and III, Our interpretation of human information
which assume fixed rehearsal times and imply processing in the tracking task is then as
rehearsal buffers with fixed capacity. They follows:
fail to predict properly the observed im-
provement in performance as IUI increases. (a) If there is room in the rehearsal
buffer, the observer encodes about two ob-
jects on each update. In general, this is
TABLE 1 Parameter Estimates and Prediction Errors for the Four Models
Encoding Learning Rehearsal
Model X a B £ e v Error
I - .58 .078 1.0 5.5 - - - .089
II - .072 .233 1.4 4.5 2.80 .40 .50 .058
III 1.25 .083 .25 0.8 5.5 - - - .084
IV, 1.83 .20 .20 1.3 4.44 2.28 .40 .65 .054
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sufficient to fill or nearly fill the re- REFERENCES
hearsal buffer.
Atkinson, R. C., and Shiffrin, R. M. 0968).
(b) An object's first encoding is most Human memory: A proposed system and
likely (probability = 1-a = .8-.9) to pro- its control processes. In K. W. Spence
duce marginal tracking accuracy (i.e., ab- and J. T. Spence (Eds.), The psychology
solute error = 15-45°). of learning and motivation, Vol. 2,
New York: Academic Press, 89-105.
(c) There is a moderate chance
(probability = 8=.2) on each subsequent up- Greitzer, F. L., Kelly, R. T., and
date of improving its accuracy. Hershman, R. L. (June 1982). Human
memory limitations in multi-object
(d) An object's first rehearsal requires tracking. (NPRDC Tech. Rep. 82-48).
=1.4 seconds (the parameter e). San Diego: Navy Personnel Research and
Development Center.
(e) The rehearsal maintenance constraint
demands that each trajectory be rehearsed Miller, G. A. (1956). The magical number
at least every p seconds, with vp4.5. seven plus or minus two: Some limits
on our capacity for processing
(f) After two rehearsals of an object, information. Psychological Review,
sufficient rehearsal time is accumulated 63, 81-97.
(T=2.3-2.8 seconds) to produce an exponen-
tial decrease in its required rehearsal Neisser, U. (1967). Cognitive psychology.
times on succeeding updates. Rehearsal New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts.
time then decreases to an asymptote = s=0.4
seconds with rate = v = .5-.6. Norman, D. A. (1968). Toward a theory of
memory and attention. Psychological
The analysis above implies that with a suf- Review, 75, 522-536.
ficiently large number of updates, an un-
aided observer could maintain as many as Peterson, L. R., and Peterson, M. J. (1959).
9-12 trajectories if the interval between Short-term retention of individual
updates is at least 5 seconds. If hardware/ verbal items. Journal of Experimental
software aids were provided, the operator's Psychology, 58, 193-198.
capacity could, of course, be increased.
Likewise, any demands of auxiliary tasks Sperling, G. (1960). The information
would result in lower performance limits available in brief visual presentations.
due to disruption of processing. Psychological Monographs, 74 (Whole no.
11).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Sperling, G. (1963). A model for visual
memory tasks. Human Factors, 5, 19-31.
1. The unaided observer can keep track of
and later report the movements of about
seven objects. This constraint results
from perceptual and memory limitations.
2. Tracking performance improves as the
time between display updates is increased
up to about 13 seconds. This processing
time is apparently required in order to
establish and maintain suitable representa-
tions in memory.
3. Multi-object tracking performance is
accounted for by a mathematical model that
expresses human memory limitations in terms
of encoding, learning, and rehearsal
processes. Evidence supports the unconven-
tional notion of a variable rehearsal capac-
ity in short-term memory.
4. Analysis of human memory and information-
processing limitations should be applied to
complex operational tasks in order to sup-
port system designers with quantitative
estimates of operator performance.
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DETECTING A CHANGE IN TARGET LOCATION:
A COMPARISON OF HUMAN AND OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE
R. L. Hershman and F. L. Greitzer
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego, CA 92152
Abstract. Given noisy data, consider the surveillance problem of inferring
the location of a target where only two states of nature are of practical
concern: The target is either (1) at an arbitrary origin or (2) it is R
units removed from the origin, where all directions are assumed equally
likely. Standard Bayesian analysis yields an optimal expected-cost
minimizing rule. For this rule, the observed data are completely summarized
in a simple statistic, the distance from the origin to the center of mass of
the data. Receiver operating characteristic curves were derived for this
problem, and data were obtained for human decision makers in computer-driven
tasks using both fixed and sequential sampling procedures. Performance with
fixed sample-sizes was virtually optimal. In the sequential task, decision
makers correctly adopted dynamic decision bounds for the distance statistic,
but took more samples than specified by the optimal procedure.
INTRODUCTION (PX 9
In our San Diego laboratory, we were look-
ing for a task to use in the study of time-
sharing skills--those in which a human
operator must do two things at once. We
chose for one of the tasks a "simple"
idealized decision problem--deciding whether S 
or not a target has changed location from
an earlier fix.
It was easy enough to tell whether observers Fig. 1. Two states of nature.
were doing better or worse by the proportion
of their correct decisions--but we lacked an We let a sample vector z of N observations
absolute standard of performance to describe be available at decision time. Each of
the true level of their skills. Some these has spatial coordinates (x ,yi). We
analysis was clearly in order. assume also that the data generator has the
circular normal densityl given either SO or
SR. That is, i is a vector of N
FIXED SAMPLE-SIZE PROBLEM independent and identically distributed
circular normal variates, each having mean
Consider the following inference problem for (p ,p ) and variance a2. If S is true,
a human observer: A target is either at a the target hasn't moved, and the mean is
given location (say, the origin) or it has (0,0); if SR is true, the target has moved
moved R known units since last observed to and te mean satisfies + 2 = R2 > 0.
the circumference of a circle with radius R. x y
We assume that the target is stationary at The task for the decision maker is illus-
the time the data are available; and that trated in Fig. 2. At the left is a sample
all directions of movement are equally of data from SO. At the right, a sample
likely. from S. The decision maker sees one such
R
display or the other and must decide
As shown in Fig. 1, there are two states of whether S or S is true.
nature SO and SR. In the state SO the tar- 0 R
get is at the origin, its original
location. In state SR, the target has
moved R units with direction of movement
given by the angle 8. 0 is a uniform ran- 2 2
dom variable on the interval [0, 2X]. The -f(xy) (2r a~ )-1 exp x + Y
problem is to decide whether the target has xy T x a
moved or not: i.e., whether S or SR is true.
~~~11~~-----1-  ~ ~ 0 
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f(Z) 2 2 2()
R f o(z) = IO(dNR/)2 ) exp(-NR /2a ) = Q(d).
0 f'() = I (3)
*' ~ , * /\ ./The only variable in this ratio is the
statistic d, so we have called this ratio
Q(d). The optimum rule then reduces to a
S~ SR test of whether Q(d) cRpO/cOpR = K.
That is, the decision maker need only com-
pute the simple statistic d, the distance
Fig. 2. Two typical displays to the centroid of the data, and decide
whether the target has moved or not based
We want the decision maker to minimize the on whether or not Q(d exceeds K. An
expected cost of decisions. The a priori equivalent test is:
probabilities of SO and SR are p and pR.
Costs are incurred as shown in the following Decide "R" iff d > d*,
cost matrix:
where d* is such that Q(d*) = K. We took
SO SR K = 1 (i.e., symmetric costs and priors) 2
and computed d* for selected values of N/o
i"O" O Cc and R. The result is shown in Fig. 3. It
Decision: 0 can be seen that the critical distance d*
is a decreasing function of N/a2 (as we
"R" cR 0 should expect) and approaches R/2 in the
limit for K = 1.
Optimal Decision Rule
1.6
Standard Bayesian analysis leads to this
expected-cost minimizing rule: 1.4
Decide "R" iff fR(z)/fO(z) > CRPO/COP R , i..
where fj(z) is the probability density func-
tion of z given state j. In other words, dt 1,0
the observer should decide "R" (that the
target has moved) if and only if the ratio \ \.
of the probability densities exceeds a con- 0.
stant given by a simple function of the R.1.2
priors and costs. .6
The circular normal assumption gives directly
fo (z) = exp (Ex
2
+ Ey 2)/2c2 /(2vo )N .. 4
1 1 i 2 4 10 25 100 500
(1) N.,v
For fR(z), the target has moved to a new
location (RcosO, R sin0), where 0 is a ran- Fig. 3. Critical distance d* as a function
dom variable. When we integrate over 0 we of R and N/a2 .
obtain
fR(z)= (2 a)-N o[(NR/o2)12 +2] exp[(-202) (NR2 x + Exi2 (2)
where X = Ex./N, Y = Ey./N, and I (.) is
the modified1 Bessel function of the first Receiver Operating Characteristics
kind and zeroth order. (Psychologists
seldom get to see, let alone derive, a We next regard the movement of the target
Bessel function, so this was an analytical as a "signal" to be detected--and obtain
orgy and a great surprise to us!) the probability of detection and the prob-
ability of a false alarm. These are,
The square-root term in Eq. (2) is clearly respectively, the probabilities that the
a distance. In fact, it is the distance distance d to the centroid of the data
from the origin to the center of mass (or exceeds d* given either SR or SO.
centroid) of the data. If we define this the quantity Nd2/,2 turns out to
distance as d, then the ratio of interest
becomes be a chi-square random variable with 2 df.
And, the same quantity, Nd2/a2 , is a non-
central chi-square random variable with
2 df and noncentrality parameter R2.
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Figure 4 exhibits the receiver operating Analyzing this detector for K=l yields the
characteristic, which plots in the unit decision rule,
square the detection probability versus the
false alarm probability. The curves shown Decide "R" iff d > R/2.
are for sample sites N = 1,3,5,7,9 with
R=1.2 units and a =1. For a given sample Referring again to Fig. 4, the digits 1, 3,
size, a decision maker who uses the 5, 7, 9 are in fact the operating points
distance statistic d is constrained to the for the AS-IF detector. This detector is
given curve. The points marked "o" always on the same curve as the optimal
designate optimal performance for the case decision maker because they both use the
K=i, symmetric costs and priors. same test statistic d. But the AS-IF
detector is more disposed to assert that
the target has moved. He will always have
AS-IF Detector higher detection and false alarm probabil-
ities than is optimal to minimize expected
Recall that our optimal decision maker cost.
quite properly considers all directions 6
of the target's possible movement. We now
consider a quite different beast that forms Relation to Signal Processing
the maximum likelihood estimate 0 arctan
(Y/X) and then tests the origin against the Alas, after some searching we discovered
simple alternative that the^target has that the solution to our spatial task of
moved R units at the angle 0. This detecting a change in target location is
decision maker behaves "as if" e were the not an original one. The solution may be
only possible 0. We call him an AS-IF "new" but it is identical to that for a
detector.
IZ
0 R=1.
PROB (FALSE ALARM)
Fig. 4 R curves fo R 1.2, a21, and sample sizes N = 
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well-known problem in acoustic and radar Human Performance
signal processing--that of detecting in
Gaussian noise a sinusoid signal known Now we present some human performance data
exactly except for phase. There is a for this task. We assigned equal prior
strict isomorphism between these two prob- probabilities (so that there is a 50-50
lems: They are indeed the same problem chance that the target has moved). The
and have the same solution.2 The unknown observer earns 10 points for each correct
and have of the sinuame solution.d "is" the unknown 0 decision and loses 10 points for each in-
phase of the sinusoid "is" the unknown 6 correct one. Each observer was tested for
in our problem. The amplitude of the enve- correct one. Each observer was tested for
lope output by the narrow-band filter is approximately 600 plays at each of the
precisely the distance statistic that sample sizes N - 1,3,5,7, and 9. A micro-
computer drove a graphics terminal that
arises in our target movement detection computer drove a graphics terminal that
task. The Rayleigh-Rice probability den- always displayed the circle of radius R
sity functions that arise in the signal- and plotted the N samples as points in the
processing domain have as their counter- plane. Feedbackl-right or wrong--and the
parts our chi-square and noncentral chi- correct location of the target were given
square probability density functions.
Figure 5 shows the performance of three
observers (denoted as X, G, and H) for the
z
-,'
U
z X , ·
e- .5
PROB (FALSE ALARM)
Fig. 5. Performance of three observers (X, G, H) under five sample-size conditions.
2 3
. R= ..One of the attendees at the C Workshop
tells us that this issue was addressed
some four decades ago by Rice (1944, 1945).some four decades ago by Rice (1944, 1945).
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last 200-300 plays under the five sample- SEQUENTIAL DECISION PROBLEM
size conditions. Note that in this figure
we have not attempted to distinguish among Up to now, we have treated the sample size
the sample sizes; however, the data gen- N as fixed. We next consider the more
erally move toward the upper left corner as interesting sequential decision problem in
N increases. which the decision maker, after each ob-
servation (sample), must decide either "O"
We should now like to emphasize two charac- (the target is at its original locus); "R"
teristics of human performance in this task. (the target has moved); or elect to buy
First, the observers are not strictly op- another sample at some cost. Correct ter-
timal. Their performance only approximates minal decisions are worth, say, 10 points.
the ideal. And although they do better as Incorrect terminal decisions cost 10 points.
the sample size increases, it is clear that Let the price of a sample be 1 point. We
they fail to extract all the information again use equal priors and we want the
available in the larger sample-size condi- decision maker to play the sequential game
tions. so as to maximize his expected payoff.
Second, it is clear that the observers are Now, the optimal decision maker will adopt
not behaving like the AS-IF detector. They a decision rule of the form shown in Fig. 7.
are using something like the distance sta- For an observed distance d to the centroid
tistic d and adjusting their criterion as that exceeds the upper curve, the decision
the sample size increases. maker decides that the target has changed
location. If d is beneath the lower curve,
Figure 6 shows this more clearly. Here the the decision maker decides the target has
critical distance is shown as a function of not moved. For values of d between the
N. The open circles show how d* properly bounds, the observer should defer and buy
decreases for the optimal detector. We another sample. The bounds are, of course,
estimated the d* criteria for each of the dynamic and vary as a function of the num-
three observers by taking that distance d ber of samples already in hand.
for which they were equally likely to re-
spond "R" or "O". These are plotted as the
three dashed curves in the figure. Note
that they are "close" to the ideal d*, and
we clearly must reject the AS-IF detector
as a possible model for our observers.
d de-/'e
o \ .X\ NO. OF SAMPLES
--.D- Ibrt'~rrr 0 Fig. 7. Optimal decision bounds as a
.8 G function of sample size in the
sequential decision problem.
We used the Wald (1947) approximations for
the decision boundaries that are usually
As-/f given in terms of the desired error proba-
bilities, a and B. We found the "quasi-
o. 5 ,, optimal" bounds by running Monte Carlo sim-
1 3 5 7 g ulations based on the Wald boundaries, and
NO. OF SAMPLES then searching the Wald space for the max-
imum expected payoff. Fig. 8 shows these
optimal bounds (the solid lines) for the
Fig. 6. Estimated d* criteria for three
observer crvesafirst six samples of the sequential game
observers (dashed curves) as 2
function of sample size. in which R = 1.2 and a = 1. Notice inci-
Optimal (o--o) and "As-If" (x--x) dentally that for this game the optimal
performance are plotted for com- decision maker never decides that the tar-
parison. get has not moved with less than three
samples in hand. However, a single sample
with a large distance from the origin
(about 2.75 units) can trigger the decision
that the target has changed location.
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Fig. 8. Optimal decision bounds (solid curves) and estimated bounds for a human observer
(O's) for the sequential game with R - 1.2, O2 = 1.
Also plotted in Fig. 8 are the data of a a spatial processor and decision maker in a
well-practiced observer for 500 plays of task that is by no means straightforward.
this sequential game. The upper O's are
the observer's indifference points between And lo and behold--one need never have seen
the terminal decision "R" and the decision a Bessel function!
to "buy another sample." The lower O's
are the indifference points between the
decision "0" and "buy another sample." REFERENCES
The dashes above and below each point
indicate the extent of variability in the Rice, S. O. (1944). Mathematical analysis
observer's bounds. For this observer there of random noise. Bell System Technical
is surprisingly good conformity with the Journal, 23, 282-332.
optimal bounds. Data from other observers Rice, S. O. (1945). Mathematical analysis
also clearly follow the form of the optimal of random noise. Bell System Technical
prescription. Journal, 24, 46-156.
Wald, A. (1947). Sequential Analysis, New
York: Wiley.
CONCLUSIONS
As psychologists, we are particularly
interested in the limits of human informa-
tion processing abilities and in the
sources of their nonoptimality when they
arise. In real systems these are all too
often ignored--and result in expensive
hardware fixes, software modifications, or
just plain degraded systems performance.
The preliminary data we have given here,
however, speak quite well for the human as
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MEASURING THE HUMAN FACTORS IMPACT OF COMMAND AND CONTROL DECISION AIDS
Wayne Zachary
Decision and Organizational Science Team, Analytics, Inc.
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
Julie Hopson
Human Engineer Division, Naval Air Development Center,
Warminster, Pennsylvania
Abstract. Decision aiding in C2 requires a new type of cognitive Human Factors Engineering
which seeks to blend the mental requirements/capabilities of the human operator with the
characteristics of computational decision support subsystems. Methodologies for solving four
such cognitive human factors problems are presented, using examples from the domain of Air
Antisubmarine Warfare. Particular attention is paid to difficulties in measuring the impact
of candidate aids on the operator and overall C2 system.
Recent years have seen a dramatic increase emphasis is on providing answers to four
in technological sophistication of Command primary questions:
and Control (C2) operations. New sensor
and communication technologies have sub- 1. What is the level of"grain" at
stantially increased the volume and rate which decision making should be
of flow of information within C2 systems. aided?
The result of this trend has been a
growing burden on the human operators of 2. Given some level of grain, what are
C2 systems, as they are forced to make an the most important decisions to aid?
ever greater number of decisions, each
with less room for error and less time 3. Are these most important decisions
available than ever before. One solution amenable to improvement by some (or
to this technology-induced dilemma has any) candidate decision aid?
been to apply the same technology that
created it towards eliminating it. 4. What is the impact of a decision aid
Subsystems to augment the decision-making or suite of decision aids on operator
performance of C personnel, often cognitive and manual workload?
referred to as "decision aids," have been
advocated for some time (Shrenk, 1969) and Rather than exploring in the abstract,
are being implemented in C2 environments these issues were examined in the context
with increasing frequency. of a specific operational C2 environment --
Naval Air Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) --
Unfortunately, however sound the fundamen- for three reasons. First, it is both
tal idea of computational decision support strategically and tactically important,
for C2 is, its realization to date has and is thus itself a primary application
been less than a panacea (Andriole and domain for decision aiding. Second, it is
Hoppel, 1982). Substantial problems have one of the most technologically advanced
emerged in "fitting" the aid to the needs C2 environments, and exhibits many
and capabilities of both the human opera- problems of operator information-
tor and the C2 system in which the aid is processing and decision-making overload.
embedded. This has in turn given impetus And third, ASW systems are self-contained
to the creation of a new sort of Human and easily bounded, thus permitting them
Factors Engineering, which strives to mesh to be studied in a straight-forward
not just the physical capabilities of the manner.
human with the machine environment (as
does more traditional Human Factors) but SELECTING THE UNIT OF COGNITIVE ACTIVITY
to integrate the cognitive characteristics TO AID
of the human component into the design/
evaluation process as well. "Decision making" is a cognitive activity
and therefore non-observable in the strict
This paper summarizes several years of sense. It is also, in some measure, an
research in this new domain of cognitive analytic construct -- a category used to
human factors, as applied to the problem describe behavior rather than a category
of designing effective decision aids for arising directly from behavioral phenomena
command and control environments. The The conclusion of these two observations
is that in most real-world or "natural"
contexts (such as C2), it is difficult to
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bound precisely where each decision where the goal is merely gaining contact
involved begins and ends. To complicate with a hostile submarine, and another set
things further, any given decision can of criteria in deciding on sonobuoy place-
usually be broken into a number of con- ment for the segment where the goal is to
stituent decisions at some lower level of determine the submarine's precise location
abstraction or "grain", so that decision so that an attack may be launched.
making appears to be an infinitely
recursive activity. In building a The differing goal events of the different
decision aid for a command and control mission phases were found to give rise to
decision maker, it is important to realize complex decision-making contexts which
that the designer must settle on a constrain the way in which the TACCO's
definition (or at least a boundary) of the primary functions were carried out. These
decision(s) to be aided. Defining the contexts were termed decision-making
decision in too broad or abstract a manner situations and assigned to the highest
can leave the human "up in the air," with level of a structural hierarchy of
too much detail to fill in before a decision-making. Underlying the decision
meaningful set of actions is generated; situations is a shared set of decision
defining the decision in a too-restrictive functions which are combined in differing
or fine-grained level can over-structure ways in each decision situation. Decision
the decision process, and add to rather functions are assigned to the next highest
than detract from information processing level of the hierarchy. The lowest level
workload. Moreover, the "difficult" considered in the hierarchy was that of a
aspects of decision-making are not always decision task, a well-defined choice
the same; in some cases it is the high- requiring minimal cognitive resources. An
level aspects that are most difficult example of such a minimal decision task is
while in other cases it is the low-level deciding which computer program to enable
detailed aspects. Thus, selecting the in order to initiate a given data-
level of "grain" of decision making to be processing action.
aided is the first important question in
decision aid design. It is in a real The hierarchy of grain-levels in decision-
sense this first question that is the most making was used to form a classification
important question as well, for if the of decision aids, based on the level of
wrong level of grain is established, the grain in decision making on which the aid
resulting aid will probably not be useful, focused. Given the difficulties observed
no matter how well it is designed and in coordinating decision functions to
implemented. achieve the principal goal events, it was
felt that the decision situation was the
The initial investigations into the primary unit to which decision aiding
decision-making activities of ASW should be applied in ASW C2. A detailed
C2 environment showed that the precise discussion of research supporting this
roles which decision aids should play in conclusion is provided in Zachary
Naval Air ASW were unclear. There already (1980a). Six major decision situations
existed a large number of software aids in and associated "goal events" were defined
the aircrafts' computers for the pro- for Air ASW C2 as follow:
cessing of specific data, and there were
numerous tactical aiding programs 1. On-Station Search -- where the goal
available for use on operators' hand-held is obtaining a sensor contact with a
programmable calculators. There were, in hostile submarine,
fact, so many "micro-aids" of various
kinds that their use and coordination 2. Contact Classification/Verification --
posed a substantial problem in itself. where the goal is identifying as precisely
Thus, a need for higher-level aids was as possible the source of a sensor
suggested. contact,
A detailed analysis of the various deci- 3. Localization -- where the goal is
sions made by the Tactical Coordinator or reducing the uncertainty in the location,
TACCO (the senior C2 crewmember in the Air course, speed, and depth of the target to
ASW environment, and the focus of this the point where a target track may be
research) showed that C2 decision making maintained,
in this arena was primarily hierarchical
in structure. 4. Surveillance Tracking -- where the
goal is a continuous maintenance of a
A generic mission structure analysis target track,
decisions throughout the Air ASW mission
but toward different ends, depending on 5. Attack Planning -- where the goal is
the particular objective or goal event of placement of an optimal attack on the
the current mission phase. Sonobuoy hostile submarine, and
(acoustic sensor) placement decisions, for
example, are required in all phases of the 6. Lost Contact Reacquisition -- where
mission. However, the TACCO uses one set the goal is re-establishment of sensor
of criteria in deciding on sonobuoy place- contact with a lost target.
ments for that segment of the mission
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While it proved possible to develop identified previously. Using the psycho-
methods for quantitatively answering the metric techniques of multidimensional
remaining three questions addressed in scaling and unfolding analysis, this
this reearch, it seemed necesary to deal method translates nonquantitative
with the question of grain-level in a judgments elicited from experienced
more intuitive manner. It appears that operational personnel about the simi-
before any more precise method can be larity among and ranked importance of
developed for determining the "right" specific decisions into numerical
decision to aid in a given C2 environment, priority scores for those decisions.
a new kind of "cognitive calculus" is
required. This cognitive calculus is Priority Mapping has three important
needed to guide the mapping of the various characteristics. First, it uses the
hierarchical levels of decision-making in intuition, experience, and knowledge of
a given context onto the cognitive experienced personnel as the basis for
resources of the humans involved. This determining situational priority for
would permit direct determination of which decision aiding. Second, it uses psycho-
parts of the decision-making environment metrically reliable data in the form of
are hard (and require aiding) and which nonnumerical judgments about decision
parts are easy. similarity and simple rank orderings.
And third, it produces precise quan-
Having defined a level of abstraction titative importance values or priority
(the decision situation) of decision-to- scores for each decision considered.
be-aided at that level of abstraction,
attention was next turned to the comple- In Priority Mapping, judgmental data on
mentary issues of estimating the priority the perceived similarities among a set of
and aidability of decision situations. decisions are collected using a pychometric
Before development and implementation of task known as unconstrained sorting (see
a decision aid can be fully warranted, it Miller [1969]). The resulting data are
is necessary to demonstrate that the then preprocessed with a computer program
decision being aided is tactically impor- entitled METRIC that calculates a measure
tant (i.e., high priority) in the mission of the pairwise dissimilarity of the set
where it arises and that the decision is of decisions for which data was collected.
capable of being aided (i.e., is This measure is the Burton (1975) F*
"aidable") by some candidate decision aid measure. Multidimensional scaling is then
for it. applied to this dissimilarity measure to
uncover the principles or dimensions that
PRIORITIZING DECISIONS FOR AID DEVELOPMENT interrelate the decisions considered. In
MDS, the decisions are represented in a
The need to prioritize decisions for multidimensional space -- the precise
further consideration arises from two number of dimensions in the space must be
sources. First, whatever level of grain determined as part of the "solution" --
is chosen to partition the set of deci- with each dimensional axis representing a
sions made in a given C2 environment fundamental feature or principle which
affects the design of a decision aid since interrelates the decisions.
not every decision at that level will have
an equal impact on the achievement of Multidimensional Unfolding Analysis (see
various mission objectives. Some will be Bennett and Hays [1960]), is then applied
more operationally important, others less. to the data on the ranked importance of
The second is that given the reality of the decisions and the MDS solution to
limited financial, human, and computational determine the mathematical form of the
resources, it is clear that a decision aid implicit priority functions used by the
can not be provided for every "deserving" domain experts to rank the decisions.
decision. Therefore, some method must be Unfolding analysis works by seeking a
established for determining the operational "reference point" in the multidimensional
importance of each decision and for iden- space and a distance metric (formula for
tifying from this operational importance computing interpoint distances) such that
the relative priority among all the the order of the distances of the deci-
decisions for decision aid development. sions in the space from the reference
point replicates the rank orderings (by
A preliminary examination of this priori- importance) given in the raw data. When
tization problem (see Zachary [1980a: such a reference point and metric are
Section 6]) pointed out the need to treat found, the distances of the decisions
priority as a multidimensional construct from the reference point give the
and to incorporate the knowledge, decisions' numerical priority scores.
experience, and judgments of domain The overall prioritization methodology,
experts -- experienced operational person- as applied to Naval Air ASW, is sum-
nel -- into the prioritization procedure. marized in Figure 1.
To this end, a method called Priority
Mapping was developed and applied to the From an empirical perspective, it was
six Naval Air ASW decision situations found that decision functions were a
better unit than situations on which to
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Figure 1 Priority Mapping Procedure for Prioritizing Naval Air ASW Decisions
focus the Priority Mapping data collec- for the six decision situations listed
tion. This is because decision functions above.
are more concrete constructs than the
more abstract decision situations, and as The MDS analysis of the basic uncon-
a result subjects appear more able to strained sorting data produced a three
provide meaningful judgments (i.e., dimensional solution. The three dimen-
psychometric data) about them. Thus, sions were interpreted as follows:
when the unit of interest is the higher
level decision situation, it is necessary e Dimension One: Input Uncertainty
to map out the relationship between the -- the amount of uncertainty typi-
situations and their constituent func- cally present in the information
tions so that priority scores assigned to available as input to the decision
functions can subsequently be combined to function.
create priority scores for the decision
situations. * Dimension Two: Information
Processing Load -- the amount of
In the application of Priority Mapping to (mental) information processing
the Air ASW domain, a sample of 14 deci- typically required by the decision
sion functions was selected. The func- function.
tions in the sample were selected so as
to include at least some functions from e Dimension Three: Complexity of
each decision situation, and as many Alternative Structure -- the number
functions that contributed to multiple of and interrelationships among the
situations as possible. Data for the alternatives typically available to
Priority Mapping procedure were collected the decision maker in the decision
from a total of 52 highly experienced function.
P-3C TACCOs at NAS Moffett Field and NAS
Jacksonville, and 31 highly experienced A more detailed discussion of the MDS
S-3A TACCOs at NAS San Diego.1 The full analysis can be found in Zachary (1981b)
Priority Mapping method was then applied and Bennett, Goodson, and Zachary (1982).
to this data to generate priority scores
The Unfolding Analysis performed with the
three dimension MDS solution and the
ranking data on perceived importance
1The P-3C and S-3A are the two primary resulted in a relatively complex quadra-
type of Naval Air ASW platforms. tic solution (technically, a generalized
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distance model solution; see Carroll and The aidability of a decision can not be
Chang [1972]). The formula generated by considered without reference to some
this solution was used to calculate candidate decision aid, but as shown below,
priority scores for the 14 decision func- the candidate aid can be represented as
tions in the sample. Priority scores only a functional concept, i.e. a speci-
were generated for the decision fication of a set of aiding functions to
situations by summing the scores of the be provided to the operator. There are
decision functions in each decision two ways in which human performance in a
situation and then normalizing to account given decision can be augmented by some
for the fact that a different number of candidate aid. The first way, which can
functions were included in the sample for be termed direct augmentation, is via an
each situation. Two separate prioritiza- increase in the quality of decision
tions, shown in Table 1, were created making, as evidenced by gains in mission
(from the sets of raw ranking data), one achievement. The implicit premise
with regard to surveillance missions, and underlying decision aiding is that the
another with regard to attack missions, quality of decisions made during a
because the subjects could not perform mission directly affect the outcome of
the basic psychometric tasks without the mission and that consequently any
explicit reference to one of these two improvement in decision quality will
Table 1 ASW Decision Situation Prioritizations in Two Types of ASW Missions
RANK IN RANK IN
MISSION WITH DECISION DECISION MISSION
ATTACK SITUATION SITUATION SURVEILLANCE
OBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE
1 CONTACT CLASSIFICATION/ CONTACT CLASSIFICATION/ 1
VERIFICATION VERIFICATION
2 ATTACK PLANNING SURVEILLANCE TRACKING 2
3 LOCALIZATION LOST CONTACT REACQUISITION 3
4 SURVEILLANCE TRACKING LOCALIZATION 4
5 LOST CONTACT REACQUISITION ON-STATION SEARCH 5
6 ON-STATION SEARCH ATTACK PLANNING 6
specific missions. The full result of yield a concomitant improvement in the
the Priority Mapping analysis are given level of mission achievement.
in Zachary (1980b); a replication is
discussed in Cagle (1980). A sceond way in which a candidate aid can
augment performance is by reducing the
NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR overall workload of the human decision
DECISION AID DEVELOPMENT maker. In virtually all C2 environments
the human operator is performing a
Before the process of decision aid design variety of functions more or less con-
can ever begin, it is necessary to pro- currently, and thus must make multiple
vide answers to the two questions con- decisions and interact with multiple
sidered above. A level of grain in hardware/software subsystems simulta-
decision-making must be established, and neously. Although clear data on human
the various decisions at that grain level performance in simultaneous complex tasks
must be identified and prioritized. are lacking, it is intuitively clear that
Priority Mapping provides a way of in multitask envornments the reduction of
uncovering the relative priority of the workload (either cognitive, manual, or
decisions under consideration and, on the both) on one task can result in increased
surface, it would seem that the develop- performance on others because of the time
ment of decision aids should begin and attention resources this frees for
directly for those situations showing them. If a decision aid can simplify
the highest operational priority. But operator's procedures in some of the
although high priority is necessary for decisions in the C2 environment, it will
aid development, it is not by itself suf- provide him with more manual and cogni-
ficient. For construction of a decision tive resources for others and improve his
aid to be fully justified, it must be performance on these others, even though
determined that human performance in that they are not explicitly addressed by the
decision is actually amenable to augmen- decision aid. Thus, by reduction of a
tation by means of some candidate deci- workload a candidate aid may augment
sion aid. In short, it has to be proven decision performance indirectly.
that the decision is "aidable." The
demonstration of aidability can thus be Separate methods are required to answer
thought of as a sufficiency condition the separate questions of whether the
which complements the necessity condition decision itself is (directly) aidable and
of priority. whether there is a favorable impact on
workload. These methods are presented in
the following sections.
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ASSESSING DECISION AIDABILITY to justify further development, or in
determining which among several candidate
Potential increases in mission achieve- aids for a given situation holds the most
ment are estimated in a three-step proce- promise. It is also possible that the
dure. First, the tactical contingencies decision under examination is relatively
which affect the quality of decision insensitive to any candidate aid, and
making (e.g., the accuracy of intelli- will show no potential for improvement in
gence, mechanical/electronics system any case. When this occurs no aid devel-
failures, unanticipated enemy actions) opment is warranted, no matter how
are identified for the decision situation important the decision is.
and C2 context addressed by some can-
didate aid for that situation. Second, ASSESSING THE WORKLOAD IMPACTS OF
these contingencies are factorially com- CANDIDATE AIDS
bined, in the context of a typical
mission scenario, to produce a scenario A second aspect of the "aidability"
tree. This is a scenario which can question concerns operator workload. If
evolve in different ways according to the there is a hidden pitfall in decision
various combinations of contingent events aiding, it is in the area of operator
that may occur. Third, a mathmatical or workload. As indicated earlier in this
computer model of mission achievement is paper, a prime motivation for introducing
used to calculate the "best" or optimal C2 decision aids is the current excessive
decision for each combination of con- workload levels of C2 system operators.
tingencies in the scenario tree. These Yet in one sense a decision aid is only
optimal decisions are assumed to repre- one more device/subsystem with which the
sent the decision making in the "best of operator must contend. Thus there is a
all possible worlds" -- that is, using very real possibility that without a
perfect rational strategies, without any priori attention to overall workload, a
stress, and with all time and com- decision aid might actually add to rather
putational limitations removed. The than alleviate the workload problems.
optimal decisions then are compared to Because of this, it is essential to fac-
the decision that would be made in the tor the impact on operator workload into
same circumstances using current unaided the decision aid design process.
(baseline) procedures. The comparison is Moreover, workload should be considered
made simply by taking the ratio of opti- both in the local sense of workload asso-
mal to baseline performance for each uni- ciated with the specific decision(s)
que scenario evolution in the scenario being aided and the global sense of the
tree.2 Each ratio thus represents the other activities in which the operator is
"room for improvement" in unaided simultaneously engaged.
decision-making, and indicates the maxi-
mum possible increase in mission achieve- Methodologically, it is desirable for
ment that could be realized from a decision workload impacts to be assessed in a
aid for that given scenario evolution. The manner structurally similar to that in
aided/unaided ratio for each particular which mission achievement impacts are
set of contingencies (i.e., scenario assessed, so that some degree of com-
evolution) is "weighted" according to the parability is maintained. In par-
probability that a given operational sce- ticular, the same breakdown of key
nario would possess characteristics that mission contingencies and range of
represent those contingencies. The resulting scenarios should be used in
weighted ratios are then summed across both cases so that workload and mission
all scenarios. This calculation produces achievement assessment are made with
an expected maximal increase in mission regard to the same standard. To
achievement. accomplish this, a three step methodology
was developed for assesing changes in
The practical use of this quantity is in operator workload associated with intro-
determining whether an aiding concept for duction of some candidate decision aid;
a given decision has sufficient potential this methodology is analogous to the
three-step methodology for assessing
changes in mision achievement process.
First, current (i.e., unaided) procedures
undertaken by the C2 operator (in this
example, the TACCO) in making the
2In order to be able to compare decision(s) to be aided are identified,
aided and unaided decision quality in along with all exogenous but concurrent
this manner, it is necessary to have a decisions and actions. These decisions
ratio-scale measure which relates the and actions are next described and for-
characteristics of both aided and unaided mally represented in a task-analytic
decisions to overall mission achievement.
Such a measure of mission achievement
will normally have to be constructed for
each application of this method. An
example of the measure construction pro-
cess is given in the appendix.
..... .. .. .... i ~~~' ~' n~~';`""""r~-l 
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Figure 2. Estimating Benefits of Candidate Decision Aids
language called HOPROC.3 A corresponding The resulting aided and baseline workload
identification, description, and for- estimates are then compared for each sce-
malization are then undertaken for the nario evolution and combined across the
procedures the TACCO would use if the scenario tree in the same way as mission-
candidate aid were available. Second, achievement measures. Unlike the
using the same scenario tree as employed mission-achievement assessment which
previously, a timeline of operator proce- yields a maximum level of change
dures is developed for both the aided and (increase), this workload assessment
baseline conditions in each unique sce- method yields a measure of the average
nario evolution. Third, subjective level of change (decrease) in operator
measures for estimating all key aspects of the candidate aid. The entire aidabi-
of workload (both mental and physical) lity assessment methodology, showing both
are independently applied to each time- the decision-quality and the workload
line and combined to produce a single impact steps, is pictured in Figure 2.
workload estimate.
It should be noted that the measurement
of workload has long been a central con-
cern in human factors research, and a
variety of approaches to workload
assessment have been developed (see
Weirwille and Williges [1979]). The
3HOPROC is a English-like formal growing concern with cognitive processes
language developed by Analytics and the in man-machine interactions has broadened
Naval Air Development Center to model this long debate to include the measure-
complex task sequences performed by human ment of mental workload as separate issue
operators in airborne platforms (see (see Moray [1982]). In the workload
Lane, Strieb, Glenn, and Wherry [1980]). asessment method shown in Figure 2,
It was designed to become a standard for- workload is measured on 14 individual
malism for man-machine interactions, and (but not necessarily independent)
was used here for that reason. scales, falling into four primary
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categories: cognitive workload, psycho- pattern in the hands of the TACCO
motor workload, motor workload, and assisted by a decision aid, mission
interactional workload. All but two of achievement in this decision situation
the 14 measures are five-point Likert could be dramatically improved.
scales, whose value are assigned by a
panel of raters consisting of both human The aidability assessments for a can-
factors and operational domain experts, didate decision aid for the Attack
using explicit rating criteria. Planning decision situation also produced
striking results. A substantial poten-
A statistically derived formula for com- tial increase in decision quality was
bining these 14 measures was indepen- suggested, as evidenced by a calculated
dently generated using empirical data on room for improvement of more than 200% in
perceived workload and a general linear aided Attack Planning mission achieve-
statistical model. More details on the ment. The improvement in mission
workload measures and measure-combination achievement was realized by increases in
rule can be found in Zachary (1980b) and the final probability of kill, and reduc-
Bennett, Goodson, and Zachary (1982). tion of the time required for final pro-
Unlike the mission-achievement measures secution, both passive and active.
of overall effectivenes, which are The workload assessment for the candidate
problem-unique and constructed for each aid also indicated that a substantial
decision considered, the overall workload increase in operator workload --
measure combination function is generally approaching 50% --is possible with the
applicable to all decision situations, at candidate aid. This result is especially
least in theory. In practice however, it important, since the previous analysis
is difficult to construct a combination (Zachary [1980b]) indicated that the
function which exhibits all the desired Attack Planning decision situation carries
properties especially the interactions the heaviest TACCO workload in the Air ASW
among, and non-linear effects of the C2 environment.
various constituent workload measures.
The overall workload measure is therefore CONCLUSION
likely to be an evolving construct for some
time. This is discussed further in the There is every indication that the
conclusion. current trends toward increasing speed
and complexity of C2 systems will con-
Aidability Analysis for Two Decision tinue and even accelerate in the future.
Situations It is therefore imperative that a firm
grasp of the human issues involved in
Based upon the results of the Priority C2 automation be gained as soon as
Mapping analysis, decision aid design possible. This paper has summarized
concepts were generated for two decision several years of research in that direc-
situations, one of high priority --Attack tion, and has presented some quantitative
Planning -- and one of moderate priority methods developed during that period for
-- On-Station Search. The full benefit- measuring the human factors impact of
assessment methodology (Figure 2) was decision aiding in command and control
then applied to these two situation/can- systems. In many regards this paper
didate-aid pairs. The candidate aid for should be viewed as a progress report,
the On-Station Search situation (the for although many issues have been suc-
Sonobuoy Pattern Planning Decision Aid) cessfully resolved, many more remain and
was found induce a moderate decrease further research is currently underway to
in operator workload around 18%. This build upon the results presented above.
decision situation encompasses a portion
of the mission where TACCO workload is One important current concern is replica-
currently relatively low. Although the tion. While all the methodologies
candidate decision aid simplifies certain described here were designed to be of
cognitive tasks now performed by the TACCO general applicability, only Priority
and eliminated additional other functions, Mapping has had any additional applica-
it also empowers the TACCO to make some tion (Cagle, 1980). Efforts are
C2 decisions which he is presently unable currently under way to replicate the
to make. Thus, it both aids to and dimi- aidability and workload assessment analy-
nishes workload, albeit in different ses in new C2 domains to obtain further
ways. Still, the overall picture is one indications of their generality.
of a reduction of workload.
Another, related, issue is validation/
Mission achievement results were more verification. The aidability and workload
striking, and indicated that decision- assessment methods provide estimates of
making in the On-Station Search decision the impact of a decision aid on a C2
situation is highly aidable. Within the environment, but the use of these
context of initial sensor pattern selec- estimates in the design process depends
tion and deployment, a potential increase on knowing how accurate they are, and
of 87% in mission achievement was calcu- whether they contain any systematic
lated. This clearly indicated that by biases. To this end, experimental stu-
placing the choice of this initial search dies are now underway to measure empiri-
cally the increases in decision quality
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and decreases in workload that result The mission achievement model constructed
from the two candidate decision aids used to examine the Attack Planning provides
in the initial aidability/workload four basic outcomes or indicators of attack
assessments. planning decision quality. The first (and
by far the most important) is the probabi-
These experimental results will be care- lity of killing the submarine, denoted Pk-
fully compared to the analytically The second is the time, denoted T, expended
derived estimates, and initial between the start of attack planning and
"benchmark" figures will be calculated on the placing of an attack on the submarine.
the accuracy of the aidability/workload The third is the number of passive sono-
assessment methods. buoys utilized in the attack planning pro-
cess, denoted S. The fourth is the number
Another area of current research also of minutes spent in active prosecution of
concerns the workload assessment method. the submarine, denoted A. These last three
Since the function used to combine the measures allow consideration of some of the
fourteen individual measures of workload more subtle aspects of mission achievement.
is intended to be of general utility,
substantial work remains to be done to It is obviously important for the decision
increase its generality. Specifically, aid to increase the expected value of Pk-
efforts are underway to develop com- Beyond this, however, it is also desirable
bination schemes that reflect some of the for the aid to help the TACCO place an
complex interactions among measures, and attack more quickly (reduce T), utilize
some of the non-linearities in their fewer resources (reduce S), and minimize
contributions to overall workload. the duration of active prosecution in which
the submarine is alerted and undertakes
If there is any conclusion to be drawn evasive action (reduce A).
from this research, it is simply that
decision aiding may represent a signifi- The assesment of the room for improvement
cant turning point in the design of man- in Attack Planning decision quality
machine systems. In the past, the design required the construction of mission
of systems (including C2 systems) has been achievement function or rule which com-
primarily driven by hardware capabilities bined these four indicators into a single
and opportunism. If it was possible to measure of Attack Planning success. The
provide the human with a piece of infor- first step was determining the specific
mation then the system was designed to do properties which the rule must exhibit.
so -- information was good and more infor- From a mathematical perspective, its only
mation was better. The human has thus been required property was that it provide a
used in the residual category in every true ratio measurement scale for mission
system, that is, doing what the machines achivement, so that the ratios of aided
can't. The operator fills in the gaps, to unaided mission achievement can be
collapses the information, and makes the legitimately calculated.
decisions. It is now clear that such a
strategy is no longer optimal, or perhaps From an intuitive perspective however, four
even viable. From this point foreward, separate properties desired in the com-
C2 systems must be designed so that the bination rule. The first was that the
people who must operate them can operate overall measurement be dominated by Pk. No
them, and this means that design must now combination of other factors should be able
proceed from the perspective of human limi- to compensate for the failure to kill the
tations, not machine capabilities. submarine, just as no combination of
other factors should be able to diminish
APPENDIX the desirability of killing it. The
second required property was that the
Mission Achievement Measure for the effects of T and S should be exhibited
Attack Planning Decision Situation primarily at the margin. That is, for a
given Pk the effect of the total time (T)
Every application of the methodology in to attack and the number of sonobuoys (S)
Figure 2 requires construction of a new used should become important only as they
measure to relate decision quality to near their limiting values. Thus, if R
mission achievement. Each such overall is the remaining on-station time when
mission achievement measure must combine Attack Planning begins, then T should
the various indicators of decision quality become an important factor only when it
produced by the specific mission achieve- nears R. Similarly, if I is the total
ment model being used. The measure must passive sonobuoy inventory when Attack
also have the necessary mathematical pro- Planning begins, then S should become an
perties and exhibit the intuitive proper- important factor only as it nears I. A
ties of mision achievement in the decision should have a similar effect, but since
situation being considered. This appendix there is no maximum possible active time,
provides an example of the process by which its effect should merely become more pro-
a mission achievement measure is nounced as A increases in value.
constructed, using the case of the Attack
Planning decision situation from Naval Air The third property is that, other things
ASW. Additional details can be found in being equal, the value of T should be
Section 5 of Zachary (1981). more important than the value of S. This
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is because there are other sensors which Cagle, C.M. (1980). An Application of
could be used to continue the mission Multidimensional Scaling to the
after all sonobuoys are gone, but once Prioritization of Decision Aids in the
the on-station time has expired there is S-3A. Unpublished Masters Thesis, Naval
no way to compensate for it. The fourth Postgraduate School: Monterey, CA.
property is that the combination rule
should allow some measurable mission Carroll, J.D. and J.J. Chang (1972).
achievement even when Pk is 0 (i.e., when Individual differences and multidimensional
the torpedo completely misses the sub- scaling. In R. Sheppard, K. Romney, and
marine or when an attack is not placed). S. Nerlove, (Eds.), Multidimensional
Scaling Theory and Applications. Vol I:
The combination rule which possesses all Theory.
these properties is given by:
Lane, N., M.I. Streib, F. Glenn, and
MA = 3/T3_+7A * ((ln100Pk)+l) R.J. Wherry, Jr. (1981). The human operator
simulator--an overview. In J. Moraal and
·(1-(T/(R+1))2 ) . (1-(S/(I+1))4 ) K.F. Kraiss, (Eds.) Manned Systems Design:
Method, Equipment, and Applications, New
York: Plenum. pp. 121-52
The first term on the right allows A to
"discount" the the remainder of the Miller, G. (1969). A psychological method
expression in a way which is minor when A to investigate verbal concepts. In
is near 0 but which increases as A gets Journal of Mathematical Psychology, G,
large. The constant of 3 was empirically 169-91.
selected as that value for which an active
period of more than nine minutes has the Moray, N. (1982). Subjective mental
effect of reducing the value of the overall workload. Human Factors, 24(1), 25-40.
expression by 50 percent. This time of
nine minutes was felt to be the expected Schrenk, L.P. (1969). Aiding the
median active prosecution period. decision-maker: a decision process
model. Ergonomics, 12 (4), 443-57.
The second term clearly dominates the
entire formula, as desired, and causes the Wierwille, W.W. and R.C. Williges (1978).
overall MA to increase monotonically with Survey and Analysis of Operator Workload
Pk, while providing added emphasis to gains Assessment Techniques, Systematics
in the 0-.6 range. This reflects a desire Technical Report S-78-l01. Systematics:
to increase Pk into the region where there Blacksburg, VA.
is a sizable likelihood that the submarine
will actually be destroyed. The third and Zachary, W. (1980a). Decision Aids for
fourth terms are also "discounting" terms, Naval Air ASW. Analytics Technical Report
based on T and S. As T and S each become 1366A. Analytics: Willow Grove, PA.
closer to their physical limits (R and I
respectively), the value of the term where Zachary, W. (1980b). Application of
they appear has an increasingly pronounced Multidimensional Scaling to Decision
effect. The exponents limit the effect of Situation Prioritization and Decision
these terms to the cases when the limits Aid Design. Analytic Technical Report
are very nearly reached. The difference in 1366B. Analytics: Willow Grove, PA.
exponents reflects giving more weight to T
than to S.
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PRESCRIPTIVE ORGANIZATION THEORY IN THE CONTEXT OF SUBMARINE COMBAT SYSTEMS
Dr. Rex V. Brown
Decision Science Consortium, Inc., 7700 Leesburg Pike, Suite 421, Falls
Church, Virginia 22043
Abstract. Prescriptive organization theory is a new discipline which we be-
lieve has major long term promise for the design of Navy combat systems. A
significant problem in the development of improved combat control and other
decision aiding systems, is that the role of organizational factors is im-
perfectly understood and imperfectly allowed for in system design. For
example:
* organizational resistances can impair the effectiveness and accepta-
bility of computerized and other aids;
* the organizational side-effects of these aids may be overlooked; and
* the capacity for aids to actually solve organizational problems may
not be fully exploited.
Organizational theory has lagged behind other analytic technologies relevant
to system design, such as data management and engineering. The current de-
velopment of new Navy-sponsored design concepts (such as SUBACS) to enhance
submarine combat control systems presents us with a major opportunity both
to develop the general state-of-the-art of prescriptive organization theory
and to enhance the effectiveness of the combat systems themselves.
DSC is actively working on a number of applied submarine/combat control prob-
lems, which both expose its staff to the organizational problems involved
and give them direct access, without incremental cost or disruption, to
fleet experience and expertise. The researchers involved in these problems
have been sponsored by ONR and NSF to synthesize the current state-of-the-
art of organizational prescription, and to generate hypotheses which can be
generalized to decision-aiding systems in general.
Our research approach develops three interrelated issues:
* Analytic: the appropriate form for prescriptive theory (through
building blocks of descriptive theory, to be synthesized into ad
hoc prescriptions).
* Empirical: promising content for such theory (incorporating estab-
lished, emerging and new theories of organizational process struc-
ture, use of experts, centralization, motivational field, etc.).
* Normative: the validation of general theory or specific prescrip-
tions (e.g., using empirical pre-testing approaches developed by
our staff (Brown and Watson, 1977) and using multiattribute, multi-
constituency decision theory).
The key research activities involve:
* observation in depth of organizational situations (e.g., exercises);
* informal canvassing of the practice, experience and opinion of Navy
personnel;
* secondary research on documented case studies and other papers;
* analytic development of concepts and techniques.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is to be considered in the context hance tactical command decisions on board
of an ongoing DSC program of effort to en- attack submarines, which itself was an out-
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growth of ONR's recent Operational Decision comparable U.S. units due to better organi-
Aids program. Some background on this effort zational and cultural climates. Accordingly,
will be helpful and may also be of interest and in a response to similar indications from
in its own right. other parts of our decision process consul-
ting practice, we have begun to devote sig-
Our initial focus was almost entirely on de- nificant effort to the organizational aspects
veloping algorithms that would process avail- of decision aiding, which is the prime focus
able data and judgment as logically as possi- of this paper. However, unlike the logical
ble, specifically to help an attack subma- and psychological aspects of decision aiding,
rine commander in approaching an enemy sub- organizational prescription finds very few
marine with intent to destroy. Using deci- theoretical foundations in the literature
sion analysis techniques, data from the fire to build on. We have, therefore, had to
control system was combined with judgments back off from the applied problem to develop
of uncertainty and value to infer conclusions some prescriptive organizational theoryl,
about probable target range, appropriate whose elements we will now discuss.
time-of-fire, etc. (Cohen and Brown, 1980).
For example, multiple, conflicting target
range estimates from existing TMA solutions SCOPE OF PRESCRIPTIVE ORGANIZA-
were pooled, using recent technical develop- TIONAL THEORY
ments in decision analysis, such as the re-
conciliation of incoherent judgments (Brown We are concerned with prescribing two types
and Lindley, 1982). When validated on exer- of organizational action:
cise data, the results were quite encourag-
ing. For example, the target range estimates * external - action the organization
showed an improvement of some 20% over those takes on the outside world (such as
currently used in fire control solutions. to fire torpedo);
So far, so good. However, it rapidly became * internal - action within the organi-
clear, when we canvassed the user community zation (such as to install a deci-
of submarine skippers and such on the value sion aid).
of our aids, that a critical sticking point
in the way of their effective applications Organizations are typically set up in order
was man-machine interface. We found a good to take external actions. Internal actions
deal of resistance to the intimidating and are typically taken to effect or enhance
confusing black boxes which already dominated external actions, and are the only ones
the combat center. The prospect of "more of which can be directly controlled by a system
the same," however sophisticated, inspired (organization) designer.
little enthusiasm. This led us to study the
human operability of combat control systems When prescribing action--whether external or
(Cohen and others, 1982a) and then to develop internal--we need to take into account what
personalized displays which would smooth the constituency is being served. Is it: an
interface between man and model and to ex- individual, such as the President; the people
ploit the logical capabilities of the latter that make up the organization in question; or
more effectively (Cohen and others, 1982b). some outside social group, such as society
The computerized displays enable the ship's at large? In the military context, it is
commander to put up the information he wants clearly some formulation of (or surrogate
in the order and form that he wants it. For for) the latter.
example, he may sketch out a trial maneuver
he wishes to evaluate on a screen and inter- Three further elements need to go into pre-
rogate the underlying decision model on the scribing an organizational action: informa-
probability of a "first shoot kill" if he tion specific to the problem at hand; a
fires at different points along the path. logic for drawing a conclusion; and an appro-
priate body of substantive material on which
It is still too early for us to know if the the logic operates. The substantive material
CO will find our display devices as useful as may be organizational (say, relating to group
we hope in putting the logic of our aids at dynamics) or not (say, weapons technology
his effective disposal. However, it has al- or acoustic science). It may be some estab-
ready become clear that, even if they should lished scientific doctrine, or some ad hoc
be, tactical decisions may still be seriously judgment tailored to the situation.
impaired for reasons which have to do with
the institutional setting within which the CO Any prescriptive theory is essentially condi-
operates. For example, he may be motivated tional. It depends on features of the situ-
to wait "too long" to fire his torpedo, be- ation, which in the case of external organi-
cause, in post-exercise "hot wash-up" evalua- zational action are so variable as to defy
tions, he is rewarded most by having an ac- any but the most local generalization. For
curate fire control solution (which he can
achieve by getting in dangerously close) and
will not be penalized (as he would in war-
time) by a successful enemy counterattack. 1
International comparisons based on exercises Supported by the Technology Assessment and
and wartime experience, suggest that the com- Risk Analysis Division of the National Sci-
bat effectiveness of British, Australian and ence Foundation and the Psychological Sci-
German Navy units typically exceeds that of ences Division of ONR.
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example, submarine tactical doctrine is bound appropriate internal action (by system de-
to be largely situation (e.g., threat) speci- signers) might be to take the initiative out
fic; unlike principles of engineering design of the operator's hands by requiring a con-
or even interpersonal relations (as witnessed tinuous updated display of uncertain target
by Ovid's enduring advice on the art of lov- location; or to reward him for timely reports
ing!) Although classical prescriptive mili- without penalizing uncertainty.
tary theorists such as Clausewitz produced
promising general precepts, the most we can The technology of manipulating the distri-
hope for here of any universality is a tech- buted decision process giving rise to exter-
nique for deriving external prescription; nal action through internal actions to bring
perhaps augmented by a compendium of useful the former into line with rational prescrip-
substantive materials to draw on as the build- tion has been largely overlooked by the re-
ing blocks of prescription (e.g., findings search community. It is possible that the
of social psychology or physics). Personal- issues are sufficiently well circumscribed
ized decision analysis (Bayesian decision that general prescriptive principles can in-
theory), if adapted for distinctive features deed be sought. One such principle might be
of organizations (notably the elicitation of that the reward structure for individuals in
utility and uncertainty) would seem perfect- the process should be manipulated to coin-
ly appropriate here. cide with the value structure to be optimized
for the organization. (In business, this
As far as internal prescription is concerned, might be achieved by making shareholders of em-
we are more ambitious. Machiavelli, after ployees.) For the time being, however, we
all, was able to base his place in history will concentrate on a much narrower setting,
on what is essentially a body of internal or- submarine combat control, and consider later
ganizational precepts! More recently, Lorsch, what findings can be generalized.
Lawrence and others have proposed interesting
prescriptions for the design of industrial Our focus is on the internal actions which
organizations. In the Appendix a taxonomic constitute the design of command and control
framework is put forward for evaluating in- systems used by the commanding officer of an
ternal actions which characterizes factors attack submarine. They might include:
as design,performance, mediating or setting
variables. * the installation of command decision
aids with the results (available to
We propose to limit ourselves largely to higher echelons) either optional or
those internal actions (not necessarily organ- required;
izational) aimed at enhancing the quality of * assignment of tasks among individ-
external action (for example, having to do uals, say by centralization or by
with effective command and control or deci- conditioning command structure on
sion-aiding procedures). The major problem engagement development (such as "bat-
to be addressed here is: how do you get or- tle stations");
ganizations to take optimal external action? e physical layout and organization of
This has to do with overcoming the institu- equipment (for example the use of a
tional and other impediments to rational ac- large screen display);
tion. As March and Shapira (1982) have * comparison of radical with adaptive
pointed out, organizations are commonly ob- design changes;
served to behave "foolishly," i.e., clearly * the manipulation of reward structures.
non-optimally from virtually anyone's point
of view. Allison (1971) has persuasively How alternative actions might be related to
documented how far the bureaucratic processes external (operational) decision quality is
of public organization fall short of what one illustrated in Fig. 1. The arrows corre-
would expect from a "rational unitary actor," spond to causal linkages, whose evaluation
in his analysis of the Cuban Missile Crisis. requires assessment of largely organization
This suggests that there is enormous room for factors. This assessment may be extracted
improvement in the quality of external ac- from existing descriptive organizational the-
tions, and that it is promising to explore ory (to the limited extent that it has cur-
how internal action might be used to realize rently been developed) or it may be the re-
that improvement. sult of direct application of whatever judg-
ment is available. For example (taking the
External action is typically the result of a first arrow in the figure), the assessor may
complex distributed process involving numer- feel intuitively that a CO is most likely to
ous individuals acting in concert or in con- use any aids provided in a multi-threat sce-
flict, in parallel or in sequence. Firing a nario; or he may draw on theory which says
torpedo, for example, involves two-way commu- that decision makers under stress revert to
nications between sonar operator, fire con- earlier learned procedures (which would imply
trol operators and coordinator, executive of- the opposite conclusion).
ficer and commander. Any one of them may be-
have dysfunctionally for reasons that may be Proceeding to the next arrow down, if the
susceptible to internal action. A MATE aid is used, one may conclude, say, that it
operator, for example, may delay reporting will enhance tactical decision quality in
valuable but uncertain information about tar- two ways: by allowing the CO to better meet
get location to the CO, for fear of criti- his own objectives and by forcing him to
cism that his "solution is not ready." The align his own objectives with those of the
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country he serves. Note that the first con- ses and promising directions of inquiry for
clusion (unlike the second) would be based developing a prescriptive organizational theory.
on decision analysis or exercise data, rather
than descriptive organization theory.
An Analytic Framework
Design I Aid Generally four types of variables need to be
Variables C2 Aid Made considered when evaluating system designs--
JAvailable? J design options, performance, mediation, and
setting--each of which may have significant
i4 qReward | organizational elements. Fig. 2 gives some
IStructure] hypothetical examples and linkages in a com-
Setting bat system context.
Mediating Variable
Variables
Multi- Design
Internal Aid Ueat Variables out
CO's Needs Assignments*
Met? Setting
CO's=U.S. Mediating Comnrm icati
External
Tactical Morae n War/Crisis
Decision
ualit Personnel
Turnover*l
Asset
l~ ~~uality~ ~Performance
Variables eterrence
Performance Combat
*Ogtzt i 
ciple for any internal actions; and from
these the implications for external action Fig. 2. Some linkages between organiza-
quality can be assessed. Although an expli- tional and other factors inand ohver*J J
cit probabilistic model could be constructed system design.
for such an analysis, we believe it makes
most sense to handle the issues informally
and qualitatively. The effort used in quanti-
fying the linkages is almost certainly used Organization can itself be part of the design,
more constructively in getting right the qual- as a set of controllable options. Organiza-
signments (as in "battle stations"); rewards
and penalties; command and control procedures
APPENDIX: ORGAN ZATIONAL FACTORS and doctrine; and channels of communication.
IN SYSTEM DESIGN These factors may be elements of the system
being designed (such as SUBACS); or they may
There is virtually no established body of pre- figure in a larger system design (such as the
cept in organizational behavior (the way there Submarine Navy), which may interact with the
is, for example, in inndividual human factors) smaller system.
Certainly there is none at a general level
and there are only very tentative contribu- System performance can be expressed in a hier-
tions directed specifically at combat system archy of attributes, each of which contributes
design (Meister, 1976). However, study of to a higher level, with possibly a combined
the largely descriptive organizational liter- measure of overall utility at the top. One
ature, supplemented by our own reflection and level below will be major "bottom-line" de-
observation, suggests some tentative hypothe- fense objectives, such as: combat effective-
ness; influence over the enemy (e.g., by de-
terrence and deflection); general political
2 and military power; system cost (initially
Adapted from Cohen and others (1982a). and to maintain and to operate). These tend2Adapted from Cohen and others (1982a). and to maintain and to e). 
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not to be distinctively organizational, ex- especially the adoption of performance aids
cept to the extent that organizational "health" which incorporate judgment external to the
is held to be desirable in and of itself. operator. Examples include: preprogrammed
The next level down will include organization- maneuvering aids for submarines; automatic
al performance measures, such as personnel collision avoidance mechanisms on airplanes;
retention, which are viewed as valuable, but and general purpose decision aids that incor-
only as they enhance combat effectiveness or porate higher-level value judgments.
reduce cost. Operability measures generally
would be in this category. Such aids automatically tend to bring about
centralization, in that command influences
Mediating attributes, i.e., those whose real- are felt lower down in the organization
ization will tend to influence the more basic through parameters of the aids being, in ef-
attributes, are still further down in the hi- fect, agents of higher authority. In addi-
erarchy and include many organizational ef- tion, the aids encourage the introduction of
fects produced by design. For example, physi- more centralized organizational designs, since
cal layout may affect informal communication these then become more feasible and effective.
and other organization patterns, which in turn For example, if the Pueblo had had an aid
affect combat effectiveness, directly or installed which prompted its response to a
through retention. (What we consider "media- threat of the type it in fact faced, the com-
ting," as opposed to "performance," variables mander's hands would have been somewhat more
depends on whether it is clear that "more is tied by the judgment of his superiors (espe-
better"--in which case it seems reasonable cially, of course, if the aid produced a
to call it "performance.") firm prescription, rather simply than a guide).
In addition, the very availability of the aid
Uncontrollable setting factors of organiza- makes it feasible to change the command
tion may have important impacts on design, structure deliberately in a more centralized
including: the permeating influence of wes- direction; for example, by reducing the dis-
tern, military or submarine culture; the cretion allowed the lower level commander
general determinants of promotion in the sub- and/or increasing the specificity of stan-
marine Navy (who you have to impress and how); dard operating procedures.
the immutabilities of Navy command structure
(e.g., the problems of having a junior rank Centralization affects where in the organiza-
give direction to a senior rank), and the sce- tion operability needS are most critical.
nario within which the system is operating Centralization tends to make the task of
(e.g., peace or war). high level personnel more exacting and, there-
fore, makes greater demands on operability at
Our interest is in the way organization fac- that level. On the other hand, it may re-
tors in all four categories interact with each lieve demands for skill at lower levels of
other and with non-organizational factors, as command and so reduce the need for operabili-
illustrated in Fig. 2. Understanding the ty there. Whether this is an argument in
linkages contributes to the evaluation and favor of centralization depends on whether,
technology of system design. For example: say, senior officers or junior technicians
physical layout impacts the organizational are more difficult to recruit, train, and
flow of power and communication; reward struc- retain.
tures may impact on individual stress; morale
may affect organizational effectiveness and Adaptive versus radical system designs. One
the capacity to withstand catastrophe (e.g., of the design dimensions of man-machine sys-
if key officers are out of action in an en- tems is the extent to which a new system is
gagement). a radical departure from the status quo.
Lindblom and other political scientists have
argued that, largely for organizational rea-
Organizational Implications of System Design sons, adaptive solutions of "creeping optimi-
zation" are generally to be preferred to more
Centralization. A tentative conclusion cited radical solutions (Lindblom, 1959). The
by Meister (1976, p. 263) is that a centralized soundness of this general precept, and its
team structure, with a leader in a commanding dependence, if any, on properties of the task
role, works less effectively when the leader at hand, could have an important impact on
is under stress. This would seem to suggest the design of military systems. For example,
that as submarine warfare becomes more stress- it may only hold in a world where the environ-
ed, for example through multiple threats and ment of interest is available to test and pro-
targets, the most appropriate organization vide feedback on adaptive changes so that
may shift away from the highly centralized these can be reversed or adapted as appro-
one previously found effective on submarines. priate.
Alternatively, it may suggest that the orga-
nization should change in response to engage- This may not be true in an environment (typi-
ment developments, becoming looser as the en- fied by military conflict) where the design
vironment becomes more complex and stressful. must be finalized without benefit of any real
This could be a form of organization discrimi- world test (e.g., hot war); and where it
nation within "battle stations." would be slow and costly to test successive
adaptations in a surrogate environment (e.g.,
Decentralization, and delegation of authority through military exercises).
more generally, interact with system design,
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Motivational field. An important question to be Mode of technical support. As the technical
addressed explicitly in evaluating any design sophistication of military (as of other) sys-
proposal (whether itself an organizational de- tems increases, the attendant increasing need
sign or not) is how it impacts, or is impac- for operability raises the issue of whether
ted by, the motivations of players in the technical experts should be made available
system being designed. For example, a fire to the users of the technology. A survey
control system which documents exactly how conducted by DSC staff (Brown, 1970) in a
the fire control coordinator does his job may business context suggests that the use made
increase his perceived exposure to criticism of technical expertise will depend critically
after the fact and thereby impair the accep- on the organizational mode in which it is of-
tability of the system (even though it may fered. In particular, a user will be reluc-
actually improve his performance). This is tant to use a technical service if the expert
a factor to be taken into account when consi- is organizationally distant; for example, if
dering the operability of a system. he reports to a potential rival in the power
structure. The survey suggested that the ty-
Conversely, systems may be designed to over- pical user will accept a lower level of tech-
come dysfunctional motivational pressures. nical support in order to avoid this dimen-
To pick up again on the Pueblo example, sup- sion of threat. For example, he will prefer
pose the commander attaches more importance the marginal technical superiority of a non-
to protecting his crew than to avoiding an threatening close colleague than the higher
international incident. If his superiors expertise of an organization-wide specialist
differed, they might design a system (say, (such as a centralized expert on a submarine).
through standard operating procedures) which
relieved him of responsibility for making
choices where that trade-off was relevant. Other Issues
Adaptation of well-established behavioral
The Design of the Organization concepts. Political scientists such as
Graham Allison of Harvard have developed mo-
Command structures. Researchers at the Har- dels of how organizational decision units
vard Business School have developed guide- operate (Allison, 1971). In particular, he
lines on how organizational structures should has proposed a "bureaucratic process" model
be adapted to the task at hand (Lawrence and which explains behavior in organizations, of-
Lorsch, 1967). For example, they argue that ten highly dysfunctional, much better than
research tasks call for looser, more diffuse the more obvious "unitary rational actor"
lines of command than the conduct of day-to- model. Even seemingly highly centralized
day operations in business enterprises. decisionmaking units like a submarine may
These are static settings in the sense that show some of these properties, which in turn
tasks are fairly stable, whereas combat units, may influence appropriate designs.
like submarines,have a critical dynamic as-
pect not found in the business situations Sociologists specializing in the behavior of
where most prescriptive research has been done. small groups have noted what appear to be
The environment a fighting system faces may universal properties of relationships in
change dramatically at short notice and with small groups, which could be adapted to sys-
it the type of organization which is appro- tem design. For example, they have noted pre-
priate. This idea is recognized at least dictable linkages between sentiment, authori-
implicitly by the practice of moving into ty, and interaction, and a tendency to urge
"battle stations" when combat is engaged. congruence between different indicators of
This involves primarily a re-assignment of status (Homans, 1950).
responsibilities. Finer discrimination may
be called for, for example, in different Social psychologists studying the nature of
phases of an engagement, but the principles power in organizations have noted that power
that should underlie it have yet to be estab- and other rewards accruing to individuals in
lished. For example, the approach phase of an organization are a function of organiza-
a submarine engagement may have different re- tional structure (Tannenbaum, 1968). For
quirements from the torpedo firing phase. example, there are certain organizational
structures which permit everyone in an or-
The assumption that the appropriate practice ganization to have more power, or at least
will evolve over time of its own accord may for the total amount of power to be increased.
be appropriate where the nature of warfare is An important issue to address (in view of
stable. However, when the perceived nature practical difficulties of retaining skilled
of warfare is changing rapidly, because of military personnel such as submarine officers)
development in own technology, perceived is how such rewards trade-off against others
threat, etc., this assumption may be danger- which may be more difficult to enhance (such
ous. For example, when the complexity of the as income and family contact) and how they
environment increases beyond that encountered can be engineered into the system, if viewed
in the past (say, because of multiple targets as valuable.
and threats in a submarine situation), stress
on the players in the system may increase to Comparison of organizations and individuals.
the point where a switch to automatic proce- One of the reasons why there is less in the
dures is called for, which was not previously way of research findings with actual or po-
envisioned. tential value to military system design than
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in individual psychology should be born in Church, VA.
mind when attempting to generate such find- Cohen, M.S., R.V. Brown, D.A. Seaver, J.W.
ings. Humans are immensely more uniform than Ulvila and W.G. Stillwell (1982a).
organizations. Generalizations about humans Operability in Attack Submarine Combat
in general are likely to give very good in- Systems: An Exploratory Review (Techni-
sight into any particular human. The diver- cal Report 82-2). Decision Science Con-
sity of organizations is such that any gener- sortium, Inc., Falls Church, VA.
alization about organizations in general must Cohen, M.S., R.C. Bromage, J.O. Chinnis, Jr.,
usually be hedged with a multitude of quali- J.W. Payne, and J.W. Ulvila (1982b).
fiers before it applies usefully to any par- A Personalized and Prescriptive Attack
ticular organization. Difficulties of re- Planning Decision Aid (Technical Report
search methodology aside, there may not be 82-4). Decision Science Consortium, Inc.,
much in the way of universal generality to Falls Church, VA.
look for! While this may be too extreme a Hogarth, R.M. (1981). Decision making in or-
position to take, it may nevertheless be true ganizations and the organization of de-
that the appropriate unit of investigation cision making. Proceedings of the 8th
may be, not organizations in general, but nar- Research Conference on Subjective Probab-
row classes of organizations, or even speci- ility, Utility, and Decision Making,
fic organizations. (For example, the condi- Budapest, August.
tioning properties of the organization may Homans, G.C. (1950). The Human Group. Har-
need to be so finely defined that the only court, Brace, and World, New York.
place that one can be found is on a submarine!) Lawrence, P.R. and J.W. Lorsch (1967). Organ-
In any case, this phenomenon would certainly ization and Environment. Irwin, Home-
argue for cautious inductive extrapolation wood, IL.
beyond particular cases. Lindblom, C.E. (1959). The science of mud-
dling through. Public Administration
Furthermore, as Hogarth has noted (Hogarth, Review, 19.
1981), the universe of organizations is not March, J.G. and Z. Shapira (in press). Beha-
limited to those that currently exist. New vioral decision theory and organizational
organizations can readily evolve or be de- decision theory. In Ungson, B. and
signed in a way that, to all intents and pur- Braunstein, D. (Eds.), New Directions in
poses, humans cannot. It is entirely possi- Decision Theory. Kent Publishing Co.
ble that with the emergence of new technolo- Meister, D. (1976). Behavioral Foundations
gies such as automated data processing, new of System Development. John Wiley &
organizational forms may need to be developed Sons, London.
that do not have any close analogy in history. Tannenbaum, A. (1968). Control in Organiza-
In such cases the application of deductive tions. McGraw-Hill.
principles in the design of new organization-
al structures may not be helpful (by contrast,
say, to the development of engineering sys- ADDENDUM
tems).
Exercise validation data for the target rang-
On the other hand, experimentation with organ- ing technique referred to is contained in:
izational designs may be more tractable than Cohen, M.S. Quantitative validity of objec-
with engineering systems which may call for tive and subjective inputs for a target
massive irreversible investment and delay range pooling decision aid. To appear
before a prototype can be tested. For exam- in the Proceedings of the 49th MORS
ple, alternative organizational structures Symposium, 1982.
could be tried out on submarine exercises at
much less cost than testing a proposed new
fire control hardware/software system, much
less a new submarine hull design.
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DECISION PROCESSING IN A DISSEMINATION SYSTEM FOR MILITARY MESSAGES
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Abstract. At the Naval Research Laboratory, we are using computational
linguistics and artificial intelligence to develop a computer-based dis-
semination system for military messages. The disseminator uses message
content, a body of factual knowledge, and information about message recip-
ients to determine a distribution list and an urgency rating for Navy
operational reports. Message content is extracted by the message analyzer
which uses linguistic techniques to interpret the English narrative in
messages. This paper presents a description of the dissemination environ-
ment and its constraints and discusses how this description was represented
as a knowledge base.
INTRODUCTION Since decisions take place in a changing
world, the system must have the following
The level of technology exhibited by today's features:
C3 systems is uneven. Message transmission,
for example, is supported by a very high o be easily modified to reflect changes
technology, but methods for exploiting within Navy organizations;
message content remain rudimentary and
inadequate. If C3 systems are to be capable o allow users to interactively manipulate
of dealing with the content as well as the the knowledge base in order to accommo-
form of message transmissions, they must be date unforeseen changes in world events.
provided with qualities we usually think of
as human: knowledge of the world, the These are very broad expectations. In order
capacity for language, and an ability to to achieve early success we have limited
draw inferences. the problem to the dissemination of opera-
tional reports, which are formatted messages
This paper describes an experiment in containing a mixture of English and pro
progress that applies concepts in linguis- forma data. Our immediate goal is to build
tics and artificial intelligence to the a system, Charlotte, that disseminates
automated dissemination of Navy messages. reports of shipboard equipment failure;
Our goal is to build a message dissemina- such messages are called Casualty Reports,
tion system that makes fine distinctions or CASREPs.
among message recipients and is responsive
to changing world conditions. Decisions Charlotte is a member of a family of appli-
about dissemination will be based on the cation systems that perform such tasks as
information content of a message, a body of dissemination, database update, and question
factual knowledge about the world, and the answering for CASREPs, UNITREPs, RAINFORMs,
special interests of message recipients. and other operational reports. Each member
To accomplish this, the system will of the family uses a message analyzer to
extract message content. The analyzer
o analyze an incoming message and extract comprises a text grammar that partitions a
its meaning; message into information fields and an
English grammar that interprets the narra-
o use a knowledge base to represent the tive in an information field. The purpose
dissemination environment. of the analyzer is to extract those aspects
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of message content that are required for a typed items, but free narrative expressions
given application. in which the connections between form and
meaning are obscured. To derive an answer
This paper focuses on the design of the from these expressions therefore requires
Charlotte system. We begin with a brief linguistic techniques that can uncover the
discussion of message analysis. Then we meanings encoded in words and word order
present an initial description of the dis- patterns. In the Charlotte system, a gram-
semination environment and discuss how this mar of English derives semantic structures
description was implemented as a knowledge that are neutral with respect to applica-
base. We conclude with an overview of our tion requirements. A body of application-
future plans and a summary of our results. dependent rules maps these structures onto
representations that can be used for dissem-
ination, e.g., the "Yes" or "No" statement
MESSAGE ANALYSIS for "assistance request".
Within the Charlotte system, the main tasks
of the message analyzer are (1) to extract DISSEMINATION ENVIRONMENT
CASREPs from an unrestricted stream of
messages, (2) to transform each CASREP into The real world context of message dissemina-
a set of information fields (e.g., equipment tion is complex and hard to describe. There
identification, problem description, ship is no single expert or group of experts on
location, and so on), (3) to derive semantic CASREP dissemination, nor is any single
structures (or meanings) for the English organization completely responsible for
expressions that occur in a given informa- CASREPs. Current dissemination practice
tion field, and (4) to map these structures obscures the picture further, since it is
onto representations that can be used by based on deliberate overdissemination. This
the application. The output of the analyzer often means that there is no well-defined
is a message representation that summarizes relationship between the CASREPs received
the information content needed for dissemi- by an organization and the organization's
nation. A detailed design of the analyzer is real interests. We know, however, that
given in (Froscher, Hayes, Bachenko, 1982). this environment is subject to certain
constraints. For example:
To generate a message representation, the
analyzer depends in part on the format con- o CASREPs are factual reports whose pur-
ventions that govern the content and form pose is to provide explicit information
of a CASREP. For example, the CASREP format about the item that failed and the
requires, among other things, a section in effect of a failure on materiel
which technical assistance may be requested. readiness.
However, the format does not specify the way
in which this request must be made. It can o Navy organizations have well-defined
be a pro forma expression, e.g., "NONE", or mission areas and responsibilities.
a narrative expression, e.g., "SHIPS FORCES With respect to CASREP processing,
WILL INSTALL". The following examples are organizations perform such activities
taken from the "assistance request" section as technical analysis, readiness assess-
of actual CASREPs. ment, and repair assistance.
(1) a. NONE These constraints provide a general frame-
b. N/A work for describing the dissemination
domain. They allow generalizations about
(2) a. REQUEST NAVSEA ASSIST the environment that can be embodied in a
b. CONTRACTOR ASSISTANCE REQUIRED formal description.
c. REQUEST NAVSEA COORDINATE DELIVERY
OF REPLACEMENT The information on which our description is
d. SHIPS FORCES WILL INSTALL based is the result of considerable field
work. Interviews with CASREP recipients at
We have determined that message distribution system and type commands revealed that
is affected by whether or not the message CASREPs are used for a variety of purposes
asks for assistance. Thus for Charlotte to by people with differing interests. They
perform dissemination, the message represen- are disseminated broadly within a command;
tation must provide a "yes" or "no" answer each recipient selects any aspect of the
to the question, "Is assistance needed?". CASREP that he can use.
That is, the expressions that occur in the
assistance section, e. g. those in (la-b) Although the data about dissemination are
and (2a-d), must be reduced by the analyzer diffuse and anecdotal, they can nonetheless
to a simple "yes" or "no". be structured according to a simple prin-
ciple. Navy organizations that receive
When the message contains pro forma items CASREPs can be distinguished with respect
such as (la) and (lb), deriving an answer is to two primary interest areas: ships and
straightforward because there exist direct equipment. For example, in the domain of
and simple links between surface form and CASREP dissemination, COMNAVSURFLANT is a
meaning. The English expressions in (2a-d), "ship organization", and COMNAVELEXSYSCOM
however, are neither pro forma nor stereo- is an "equipment organization". Within a
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ship organization, "equipment" may form an make inferences about distribution and
optional and secondary interest area; e.g., urgency. For example, if the ship organiza-
the Hull, Mechanical, and Electrical Branch tion COMNAVSURFLANT is an addressee on the
(N772) of COMNAVSURFLANT is an "equipment" message, and if "assistance request" has
suborganization. Similarly within an the value "Yes", then the message will be
"equipment" organization such as sent to the equipment suborganization N42,
COMNAVSEASYSCOM, "ship" may form an Maintnance Support Office.
interest area; e.g., Surface Combatant
Ships (NAVSEA-93) is a "ship" suborganiza- In the current knowledge base, attributes
tion. This branching pattern is recursive are distinguished by whether they are input
because it occurs at all levels of an organ- attributes or derived attributes. Input
ization. It is the basis for our description attributes are those whose values are deter-
of the dissemination environment and, thus, mined by message content or set by the user
for the design of the knowledge base. at runtime. "Assistance request" is an in-
put attribute whose value is provided by the
message; the value of "high interest item"
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DISSEMINATOR is specified by the user when a particular
ship, ship location, or equipment item de-
Our initial description of the mands special attention. Derived attributes
dissemination environment was implemented are inferred from the values of input attri-
as a knowledge base, using the Knowledge butes. For example, "ship class" with a
Engineering System (KES) developed by value of "Spruance" is inferred from the
Reggia (1981). We selected KES for this "ship name" with a value of "Moosebrugger".
work because it provided a means of
building a quick prototype, it is well That the value of an input attribute can be
supported through prior testing and given by the user provides one facility for
evaluation, and it has a friendly user making the system flexible. For example,
interface. The interface is an important given the attribute "high interest item",
feature because it allows us to enter the the user can assign it the value "South
data from the CASREP manually. The manual Atlantic", so that the system contains a
interface will soon be replaced by the rule essentially like that in (3)z
message analyzer, which is now being
implemented. (3) if ship location = "South Atlantic", &
high interest item = "South Atlantic"
A central requirement for the dissemination then urgency = "high".
subsystem is that it provide a list of
recipients for each message. That is, the The system allows such interactions in
disseminator must produce many decisions order to accommodate changes in world
for a message rather than a single decision. events. Usually rules such as (3) will be
This distinguishes our application from active for only a short period of time.
others, such as, medical diagnoses where
the goal is to provide the minimum number Changes in the dissemination environment
of decisions that account for the symptoms. require the knowledge base to be changed
Another requirement is that the system be and reparsed. For example, the rule in (4)
flexible, i.e., the disseminator should be states a fact about the dissemination
responsive to changes in Navy organizations environment:
and in existing world conditions.
(4) if ship type = "frigate"
The production rule system, KES.PS, allowed then distribution list = "NAVSEA-93"
us to satisfy both requirements in the
initial implementation. An alternative A change in the cognizance of NAVSEA-93
system, KES.HT ("Hypothesis Testing"), has should be reflected in the rule, i.e., the
more descriptive power but was rejected rule could be deleted, the attribute values
since it is geared to a diagnostic could change (e.g., "submarine" replaces
application and as such, does not support "frigate"), or new attributes could be
the "many decisions" requirement. added (e.g., if ship class = "knox", & ship
type = "frigate" then distribution list =
The knowledge base comprises two sections. "NAVSEA-93"). Making these alterations is
The attribute section lists variables along a complex task because each affects the
with their possible values. For example, knowledge base. Since the current knowledge
"addressee" is a variable whose value can base is small, such changes can be made
be COMNAVSEASYSCOM, COMNAVELEXSYSCOM, or quickly and easily. As it becomes more
COMNAVSURFLANT. "Assistance request" is a complete, however, this flexibility will
variable whose value is "Yes" or "No". become more difficult to support. Ease of
"High interest item" is a variable whose change will, therefore, be a central
value can be a ship name, a ship location, requirement for future implementations.
an equipment item or "none". Descriptions
of message recipients are given in terms of
attribute values. FUTURE PLANS
The rules section contains if-then state- Future work on the disseminator will focus
ments that use current attribute values to on two related areas: evaluating alterna-
"""~'~ ~~''~  '~~1~~~~~' 1~~~"`~"~~~T 
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tive implementations and constructing a o provided a means for organizing the
knowledge base that is both more comprehen- dissemination data;
sive (more organizations, more ships, more
equipment) and more detailed (finer distinc- o identified requirements for the knowl-
tions among recipients). In such an edge base representation of a dynamic
expanded system, software engineering environment; and
considerations will play an important role.
o described the role of linguistic
Our approach to making the knowledge base techniques in a dissemination system.
easy to change will use the software
engineering techniques of information
hiding modules (Parnas, 1972) and a uses ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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BATTLE -An Expert Decision Aid for Fire Support Command and Control
J. R. Slagle, R. R. Cantone, and E. J. Halpern
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Abstract. We have implemented an expert consultant system (called BATTLE) to
aid in the assignment of a particular set of weapons to a set of targets, given a
battlefield situation. BATTLE illustrates the application of several artificial intel-
ligence techniques to a decision aid for the Marine Corps. A pruned tree traver-
sal, though not guaranteed to discover the optimal solution, will attack the prob-
lem of assigning weapons to targets from the viewpoint of finding a globally
optimal assignment plan. This should be an improvement on present algorithms
that optimize weapon to target assignments only in a local sense. Inference net-
works allow BATTLE to consider many relevant environmental conditions while
making its decisions. The use of dynaric inference networks allows military
experts to update the program and keep it consistent with new developments in
military doctrine without actually altering the computer code. These design
considerations should be practical and very useful in some future version of the
Marine Integrated Fire and Air Support System (MIFASS), the current decision
aid under production for the Marine Corps.
Introduction the number of targets plus one, taken to the
power of the number of weapons. Generation of a
complete tree of possible weapon to target as-
Decision aid technology is one of the more rapidly signments and exploration of that tree for the op-
expanding uses of computers. One such aid, the timal assignment would require an unreasonable
Marine Integrated Fire and Air Support System amount of computing time for a typical
(MIFASS), will "provide for the establishment of battlefield scenario. Rather we wish to investi-
fire and air support centers to plan, integrate, gate the possibility that applying tree traversal
direct, and coordinate the fires of supporting with pruning to the assignment tree might pro-
arms."[5, pp. 2-19] An algorithm for use in the vide a reasonable solution to the assignment
MIFASS system to direct fire power was developed problem. Even with pruning, however, this will
at Oklahoma State University (1975-1977). The probably require more computing time than the
Oklahoma State University algorithm attempts to iterative technique developed by Oklahoma State
discover good fire support allocation schemes University, so their technique is probably more
through an iterative technique, always optimizing suitable for very large scale battlefield situations.
the weapon being selected for the next most cru- But for smaller scale situations, our technique
cial target.[1,2] Selection of the next target to will provide more accurate decisions.
be assigned is determined by a heuristic formula.
An important part of our system, which could
An inherent limitation of the Oklahoma State also be incorporated in MIFASS, is a dynamic set
University algorithm is that potential targets are of of environmental factors which might influence
considered separately, rather than simultaneous- the effectiveness of a weapon against its target.
ly. An optimal solution would consider the prob- In addition to the simple restrictions included in
lem as a whole, rather than as a set of individual, Norden's implementation, such as requirements
smaller problems. It is probably not possible to for ammunition, fire time, and restricted fire
find an optimal allocation scheme in a reasonable zones, there may be many factors which cannot
amount of time. The time required using a tree be known a priori. Troop morale, for example,
search without pruning would be proportional to might be the decisive factor in a military engage-
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ment. There is no present mechanism for the target unit) to take on meaning (for example,
inclusion of such considerations in the programs friendly-has-ample-ammunition or target-
presently being developed for MIFASS. position-is-accurately-known). The context type
of such a fact is weapon (or target). Still other
The proposed system, which we call BATTLE, has facts are independent of any friendly or target
two major components: the computation net- unit (for example, it-is-raining) and have the con-
works and the assignment tree. The computation text type global. The expert must specify the
networks, described in the next two sections, are context type of each fact. The context type may
used to evaluate the effectiveness of each weapon be viewed as a means of specifying the set of vari-
against each target. The assignment tree, ables upon which a fact depends.
described in the fourth section, generates
weapon assignment plans based on the The system supplies the expert with a variety of
effectiveness values. link types for associating facts. These are the
standard logical connectives and, or, and not and
The Computation Networks one called evidence. Each link type has an asso-
ciated updating function to propagate informa-
tion through the network. The updating function
We have designed and implemented computation provided with and links assigns the product of the
networks which include inferencing modeled probabilities of the antecedents to the conse-
after the method of subjective Bayesian updating quent. The updating function for or links assigns
found in the PROSPECTOR system.[3] This is a the product of the complement probabilities of
very flexible method which may be easily adapted the antecedent to the complement probability of
by military experts unfamiliar with computer the consequent. The updating function for not
programming. A computation network may be assigns the complement of the antecedent's pro-
created to deal with any sort of external condi- bability to the probability of the consequent.
tion which the military experts believe might the
performance of weapons. Such an ability would The evidence link type specifies updating with the
be an invaluable asset to the MIFASS system; it subjective Bayesian method described by Duda,
would in effect allow military experts to modify Hart, and Nilsson.[3] This type of link provides a
the considerations used in weapon to target more symmetrical mechanism for the propaga-
assignments, and keep the system updated with tion of probabilities than either and or or links.
the latest doctrine on what is most pertinent to The and link type will tend to keep the conse-
weapon allocation decisions. quent probability low. It is very easy for a single
antecedent of an and link to reduce the conse-
A computation network consists of a set of facts quent probability. Similarly, a single antecedent
(or propositions) and the rules (or links) which of an or link may greatly increase the consequent
direct their associations. The facts are related to probability, but will have very little ability to
one another by rules that allow information about lower the consequent probability. The evidence
facts to yield information about other facts. Com- link type provides a more stable situation. Pro-
putation networks are a generalization of the babilities tend to remain about the a priori level,
inference networks used in PROSPECTOR, and are influenced equally in both directions. If
differing in that the information which pro- one antecedent has a high probability and
pagates through a computation network is not another antecedent has a low probability, their
restricted to probabilities of truth and falsity. influences will tend to cancel.
The computation network may involve simple
tree structures or more complicated graph The updating function for evidence links
structures, a decision to be determined by the proceeds in two steps. First, each antecedent Ei
expert. yields a consequent probability CPi(P(E )) by
linear interpolation between the expert-provided
Facts are described by the expert in a proposi- values
tional form (e.g., friendly-is-a-good-match-
against-target). Such a fact only has meaning in CPt(O) = P(H IE-),
a specific context, say in comparing friendly unit CPi(Pp(Ei)) = P,(H), and
friendly2 against target unit target?. We say that CP(1l) = P(H IEi),
the context type of this fact is both as a short- where Pp(Ei) and Pp(H) are the a priori proba-
hand for saying that it only makes sense (i.e., has bilities of the antecedent Ei and the consequent
a truth value) in the context of both a specific H. The probability P(H) of the consequent is
friendly unit and a specific target unit. Some then derived by solving
other facts need just a specific friendly unit (or
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P(H) = most imourtant principle in assigning self-merits
1-P(H) is that they should all be given values that are
Pp(H) [ 1-Pp(H) CP(P(Ei)) ' correct relative to one another. To a first
1-Pp (H) l Pp (H) 1-CP (P(E )) J approximation, a changeable fact should be given
a greater self-merit than a more stable proposi-
tion.
The system-supplied link types are not expected
to suffice for all applications. The expert may In the implementation of BATTLE, when the user
define a new link type by writing LISP functions opts to use the questioning mechanism, the merit
for propagating information between facts. system is used. Given a top consequent, the sys-
tem finds its antecedent having the highest merit
Using the Network value (i.e., the most meritorious), wherever it
might be located in the network. This fact is con-
sidered by the system to have the best combina-
The user of the network, as opposed to the expert tion of being easy to supply and influential to the
creator, has available two modes of inputting top consequent. Questions are asked in order of
data, The volunteering mechanism allows the decreasing merit. If the merit of the most meri-
user who is familiar with the nodes in the network torious antecedent is less than a cutoff value
to enter a particular piece of information direct- specified by the user, the system will stop ques-
ly. The user of this mechanism specifies the fact tioning the user.
to be volunteered and its value. The questioning
mechanism produces a system-directed dialogue A complete description and derivation of merit is
with the user. The system chooses facts based on in [6]. Here we will just present its basic
the best combination of being relatively easy to definition and describe its use in BATTLE. For the
provide and relatively influential to the top node, purposes of this discussion, assume that we have
and requests their values from the user. Before a computation network with a top proposition G
describing this mechanism, we will define some and subpropositions G, for = . . degree(G).
properties and values assigned to facts in the Each subproposition Gi may itself have subpro-
network. positions designated Gii, forj= 1, . , degree( Gi). Additional subscripts in-
Given any fact (e.g., friendly-has-good-morale) in dicate further levels down the computation net-
any applicable context (e.g., friendly7), the BAT- work. The merit of an untried proposition Gi...
TLE system will keep track of whether the fact is defined by the partial derivative
has been asked or answered in that context. A aP(G)
fact is said to have been asked in a context when ac(G';...s )
the user has indicated that he does not know its
value in that context. A fact is said to have been where 6P(G) is the change in the probability of
answered in a context when the user has supplied the top proposition G, and 0C(Gv St) is the cost
its value in that context. In addition, the expert of expanding the untried proposition GU d Ab-
creator of the network may mark certain facts as solute value is used because increases and de-
unaskable; this property is applies to the fact in creases in probability are equally important; the
all contexts. The questioning mechanism will not amount of change is the determining factor.
request the value of a fact in a context where any
of these three properties apply. In the case of an Note that this definition of merit describes in
asked or unaskable fact the system will consider precise mathematical terms those qualities we
questioning the user about the fact's antecedents desire most for the next proposition on the infer-
in order to calculate its value. This is not done ence network which is to be expanded. A high
for answered facts. merit states that a proposition will exert much
influence on the top proposition with little cost.
Low merits indicate that expansion of a proposi-
The expert assigns two values to each fact. One is
tion will have little effect on probabilities at the
a prior (or a priori) probability of its truth or fal- tion will have little effect on probabilities at thetop level or that the expansion will be accom-
sity. The other, self-merit, is an approximation
of the variability of the proposition with respect
to the cost of expanding it. A large self-merit The merit has been expressed as a derivative re-
value is assigned to askable facts whose values lating the probability P(G) of the top node to the
are deemed likely to change substantially, or to cost C(Gtj., t ) of expanding an untried proposi-
unaskable propositions with few antecedents. tion somewhere else on the proposition tree. The
Unaskable propositions generally have higher chain rule may be used to express the derivative
self-merits than their askable counterparts. The as
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| 3P( G) l _ culate the effectiveness of massing several
friendly units against a single target, we take the
complement of the product of the complements
aP(G) aP(Gi) of the individual effectiveness numbers,
aP(Gi) aP(G--) corresponding to independent effectivenesses of
0P(Gij....) 9P(G...t) | the weapons.
9P(Gs ...,) OC(G~V..At) |Once an effectiveness value has been determined
All terms save the last in this expansion have a for each target that has been assigned in the
similar form. These terms, called link merits, planned assignment scheme, the total value for
are computed by the system using a ?merit func- the assignment may be calculated. The
tion for each link type. The last factor, called the effectiveness value for each target is first multi-
self/-merit of Goi...s, represents the ability to plied by the target value to produce the normal-
change P(Gq-.. t) per unit cost applied in expan- ized value of the amount of destruction expected
sion of Gj...,t. The self-merit is given as an ex- on that target. Finally, the normalized values for
pert opinion. each of the targets are added together to pro-
duce a total effectiveness value for the entire
To select a question with high merit, the system assignment.
starts at the top consequent selected by the
user, examining all antecedents of that proposi- Presently, an assignment tree is used to explore
tion. A merit value is calculated for each an- all the possible assignment plans for the
tecedent, and the antecedent with the merit battlefield situation. Each level on the tree
value of greatest absolute value is determined to corresponds to the assignment of a different
be the most meritorious. If that antecedent is weapon, so that the number of levels on the tree
askable and has not been previously asked, then is equal to the number of weapons in the situa-
it is asked. If the user answers the question, his tion. The degree of the tree is one greater than
response is propagated through the network to the total number of targets, with one branch for
the top consequent, and the fact just answered each target, corresponding to assigning the
by the user is marked answered in the current weapon to that target, and one other branch,
context. If the user decides to skip the question, corresponding to not assigning the weapon. At
the fact is marked asked in the current context. the bottom of the assignment tree all the possi-
That fact is then expanded, and new merit values ble assignments of friendlies to targets will be
are calculated for all the antecedents of the fact. enumerated. Massing of friendlies on targets fol-
In either case, the system then repeats the pro- lows very naturally in this scheme, corresponding
cess of finding the most meritorious question of to taking the same branch down from a node for
those remaining. more than one weapon.
Merit values allow the system to question the It should be apparent that the number of leaves
user about the battlefield situation in an intelli- of an assignment tree for w weapons and t tar-
gent manner. This algorithm may result in some gets is yt "+ ' . This is too large to traverse for real-
skipping around the inference network, but istic fire support situations, so we prune the tree
always asks the most important questions first, during its traversal. For this purpose the fighting
and could save the user considerable time over a capacity values specified for each of the weapons
classical depth-first traversal of the inference is used. The fighting capacity is supposed to
network. represent the maximum possible value to be
gained by using a friendly. Once k complete
The Assignment Tree plans have been found (where k is the number of
plans the user has requested), if the value of a
partial assignment plan plus the combined
In the BAITLE system, there is a set of inference fighting capacities of the weapons to be used in
networks and the top of each represents the completing the plan is less than the value of the
effectiveness of one type of friendly weapon (e.g., kth best plan, then no attempt is made to com-
105mm artillery) against one type of target (e.g., plete the partial plan. This results in a substan-
an oil depot or a 122mm artillery unit). Targets tial savings of time during the traversal. The
may be composites of more than one type, e.g. an weapons and targets are each ordered in de-
oil depot that is is in the same camp as a 155mm creasing value to maximize the amount of prun-
artillery unit. To calculate the effectiveness of ing.
one friendly unit against the composite target, we
use a weighted average of the effectiveness of the The various assignment plans are rated according
friendly against each target component. To cal- to this computed total value and the k best plans
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are displayed. The presentation of multiple plans
allows the user to override the system's ranking
of the options.
Future Improvements
We will be looking into using genetic algo-
rithms[4] in place of an explicit assignment tree.
Such algorithms may speed up the generation of
assignment plans and are less domain-dependent.
Also, we hope to extend the nature of facts from
their current propositional form to permit predi-
cates applied to variables. This would decrease
the size of the inference network representation.
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A ROUTE PLANNING AID FOR THE TACTICAL AIR FORCE C31 SYSTEM
R. A. Riemenschneider and A. Joseph Rockmore
Systems Control Technology, Inc.
1801 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304
Abstract. Planning routes through heavily defended enemy
territory is a complex task that requires the planner to
integrate a variety of considerations into a high quality
route. The Route Planning Aid is an interactive, user-friendly
computer aid that assists the planner in determining his route.
It combines three elements, each contributing significant factors
to the final route. These elements are: optimization techniques
that find minimum lethality routes based on threat exposure
(including terrain masking) and evaluate numerically user-chosen
routes; the user himself finding routes that have good properties
vis-a-vis navigation; and a knowledge-based system to provide
route explication. This paper concentrates on the knowledge-
based system, describing both what it does and how it works.
INTRODUCTION or mission planner in selecting
routes through heavily defended
The Tactical Air Force (TAF) is enemy territory on an interdiction
responsible for the exercise of air mission.
power in a tactical environment. In
the fulyfilment of this responsi- describes the RPA with emphasis on
bility, major effort is devoted to the knowledge-based system portion
the command, control, commnica- of the aid. The next system portion
tions, and intelligence (C I) of the aid. The next section
fnctions associated with the TA describes route planning, and ~ nctions F. introduces som of the subtleties
C I processes tend to be complex and introduces some of the subtleties
time consuming. As the number an prinvolved in the decision making
variety of threats increase and CI process. Then the function of the
systems becoms more sophisticated in aid is described, followed by
the future, C3 I processes are bound details of the operation of the
to become even more complex, areboknowledge-based system. The paper
to become even more complex, with the status of and
severely taxing already overburdened concludes with the status of and
commanders. plans for the RPA.
Recognizing this problem, Rome Air ROUTE PLANNING
Development Center has initiated
major programs to design and build A primary objective of the mission
computer-based decision aids that planner is to find the "best" route
will assist the TAF commander and to and from a prespecified target.
his staff in their decision-making The best route is the route that
processes. This paper describes a maximizes the probability of
part of this effort, focussing on accomplishing the goals of the
one of the decision aids under con- mission. Successful completion of
struction, the Route Planning Aid the mission requires penetration of
(RPA). This aid assists the pilot defenses on ingress, striking the
target, and evasion of defenses on
egress. Therefore, the planner must
This work was sponsored by Rome Air consider both performance limita-
Development Center, Decision Aids tions of the aircraft (such as max-tions of the aircraft (such as max-Development Center, Decision Ai~ds imum range and navigation require-Section, under contract F30602-81- imum range and navigation requir
C-0263 (Mr. J. Jacen, technical ments) and threat exposure (to air
monitor). This support is interceptors, surface-to-air missile
gratefully acknowledgedsupport is systems, anti-aircraft artillery,
and even small arms fire) in the
course of devising a mission plan.
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Currently, the planner proceeds threat locations and types, supplied
roughly as follows. First, the area by Intelligence, and digital terrain
immediately surrounding the target data for the specified space are
is examined, using whatever maps and then retrieved from storage. The
photographs of the area are avail- algorithms also calculate minimum
able. An "attack axis" is chosen exposure routes between points in
based upon target defenses and the mission space, using full
delivery tactics. The axis begins dynamic programming techniques, and
at the IP (initial point), a naviga- evaluate user-input routes with
tion update point that must be respect to various performance
readily and precisely identifiable, measures (most importantly, with
and ends at the target. Choice of respect to threat exposure).
the IP is crucial because even a
small navigation error at this stage The other component is a knowledge-
will prevent accurate delivery of based production rule system (KBS)
the weapon load. Next, the ingress capable of evaluating routes in
route -- from the FEBA (Forward Edge light of heuristics supplied by
of the Battle Area) to the IP -- is route planning experts. This KBS is
determined, working backward leg-by- discussed in greater detail below.
leg. Then, the egress route -- from
the target to the FEBA -- is deter- The RPA is based on the conviction
mined, working forward this time. that each component -- algorithms,
Finally, the FEBA approach and heuristic production rules, and user
return to the recovery base from the -- should concentrate on what it can
FEBA are set. Each piece of the do most effectively: the algorithms
route is determined by an iterative perform numerically-intensive calcu-
process. For instance, several lations (of terrain masking effects,
attack axes may be considered, one for example); the KBS infers route
tentatively chosen, but later qualities and organizes informa-
rejected due to difficulty of tion; and the user is freed so that
approach. his time can be devoted to tasks
that are difficult or impossible to
THE ROUTE PLANNING AID automate, such as evaluation of the
quality of features to be used for
The Route Planning Aid allows a navigation updates. Because the RPA
number of improvements to be made in aids, rather than replaces the
this process. Currently, only rough planner, the user of the system is
estimates of threat exposure are responsible for all final decisions
obtainable. Given the location of a regarding the route.
threat, it is very difficult to
determine whether an aircraft at low
altitude is actually in line-of- RPA OPERATION
sight at some point along the route
from a topographical map alone. Yet The structure of the RPA is shown in
terrain masking from threats is a Fig. 1. The Executive serves as an
vitally important factor in the interface between the optimization
planning process. RPA provides and evaluation algorithms and the
accurate terrain masking informa- KBS, as well as a user interface.
tion. But the main virtue of the The purpose of the current effort is
RPA is that it keeps all of the to demonstrate the feasibility of
relevant information "in mind" and this general approach, so the
supplies it to the planner when present RPA is simpler than an
appropriate. Although mission operational system would be. In
planners generally know as many or particular, the KBS would require
more planning heuristics as the RPA, many more production rules, and a
it is only too easy to fail to much more comprehensive database.
consider all of them in the course However, the present system is
of constructing of a complex plan. designed so that these extensions
are straightforward: the basic
The RPA contains two processing structure would remain intact.
components and an executive for
componvenient us er int face. One The operation of the KBS is illus-
convenient user interface. One trated in Fig. 2. Conceptually, the
component consists of sophisticated KBS consists of an event list, t
algorithms that calculate the danger cllection of an event list, a
posed to an aircraft throughout a collection of knowledge sources
"mission space" specified by the (sets of prodution rules), and a
user. Latitudes, longitudes, and pair of databases. A processing
altitudes that demarcate the cycle begins with a comparison of
boundaries are inut b the the event at the top of the event
list to the precondition of each
knowledge source (KS) in turn.
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Preconditions Pi have the form: if with, and giving the user greater
EVENT is of type T, then activate confidence in his chosen tactics.
KSi. In case the KS is activated, Criticism of the route can be based
the left-hand-sides of its produc- upon local or global features. The
tion rules, the conditions Ci on the explanation and criticism are both
databases, are matched against the rule-driven, and only created on
databases. The right-hand-sides are demand.
actions Ai to be taken if the
condition is satisfied. An action The operation of the RPA accounts
consists of adding events to the for the way routes are currently
event list and/or modifying the planned. The interaction with the
databases. This continues until the system is menu-driven. A typical
current event has been matched session would proceed as follows:
against every KS precondition. The
current event is then removed from a) The user initializes the system
the event list and a new one is by providing data concerning the
selected. mission, such as target identity,
required time on target, weather
The KBS produces an explanation of a conditions, and so on.
path chosen by either the user or by
the optimization algorithms, as b) The user gets a threat brief-
follows. First, files produced by ing: a summary of the current
the algorithms are transfered by the state of the scenario via display,
Executive to the KBS. These files with additional information as
contain the values of the perfor- requested by menu-driven database
mance measures calculated by the retrieval.
algorithms and the mission
scenario. The path is given as a c) The user then focusses on the
list of critical points along the target area and picks an attack
path identified by the algorithms. axis, entering it via joystick or
Roughly speaking, a critical point latitude and longitude coordi-
is any point where "something nates. Threat exposure in the
happens" -- the heading changes, an target area is indicated by dis-
important fixed feature is passed played threat contours and the
over, or the exposure status of some location of the minimum lethality
threat changes. Performance route. The user tentatively
measures evaluated include the chooses an attack axis by picking
status of all threats at each the location of the IP, based on
critical point and the danger threat exposure and features that
accumulated in passing from each provide high quality IP's, and
critical point to the next. The compares the chosen route with the
scenario description is a list of minimum. If the threat exposure
threat locations and types, and the differs too greatly, one or more
identity of the target. alternate attack axes might be
considered, until the user is
From this information, a model of satisfied with his choice.
the route is constructed. Its
structure is intended to be similar d) The user then reverts to
to that of the planner's own considering the entire mission
cognitive model of the route. This space to determine an ingress
model consists of a network of route. First, the minimal
units. A unit consists of a name, a exposure route through the IP to
list of attributes, and values for the target is displayed (Fig.
those attributes. The lowest level 3). Then, just as above, an in-
units represent the critical points, gress route is tentatively chosen,
while higher levels represent route entered, and evaluated: an expla-
segments. A segment is a piece of nation of the route is produced
the path, bounded by a pair of (Fig. 4), particularly threatening
critical points, that has special legs may be examined in greater
significance. Segment creation is detail (Fig. 5), and a critique
partly data-driven, partly model- may be requested (Fig. 6). Based
driven, and partly based on a priori on the evaluation, alternate
considerations. routes may be considered.
This model serves as a basis for e) Finally, the egress route is
both explanation and criticism. determined in the same manner.
Important functions of the expla-
nation include convincing the user Of course, the user may become
that the performance measures cal- dissatisfied with early decisions at
culated by the algorithms deserve later stages of the process. In
his confidence by providing a such cases, looping back and
rationale in terms he is familiar changing the decision is supported.
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The present KBS contains about 50 user. This is especially true wnen
rules organized into 15 knowledge the routes are chosen carefully,
sources. For instance, one very with attention to the manifold goals
simple rule in the present system of the planner. In such cases the(contained in a KS activated by a criticism of the route is often
heading change in the proximity of trivial;. because there is nothing
some threat) is: "wrong" with the route, there is no
basis for criticism. For routes
If: the next heading change after that are poorly chosen, the KBS
POINT (the point where the current guides the user in finding the
heading change occurs) is in the portions of the route responsible
proximity of THREAT (the threat in for the low quality. However, there
proximity of POINT), is still much to do in integrating
and: at no critical point between the knowledge of different experts,
POINT and the next heading change thereby significantly improving the
is there any exposure to THREAT, performance of the system. There
then: modify POINT to show that a are also a number of technical
possible reason for the heading improvements being studied
change is avoidance of THREAT. (efficiency of code, reduction of
storage, additional graphic dis-
The static database characterizes plays, and so on).
about 12 threat types and 30
subsystems and associated systems, RPA has the potential of providing
organized as a network of units. significant assistance to mission
planners. It gives planners
capabilities that they currently do
not have, it takes advantage of the
CONCLUSIONS processing powers of the user and
several technologies, and it is easy
The Route Planning Aid is still and efficient for a planner to
under development. It has powerful use. The Route Planning Aid indi-
capabilities that could aid the cates the potential improvements in
pilot or mission planner in his operation of the Tactical Air Force
route determination, but it also has via knowledge-based decision aids.
some shortcomings. Currently, it is
capable of determining minimum
lethality routes through complicated
scenarios, it is very friendly to
the user, and it provides limited Acknowledgements: We would like to
but significant explanations and acknowledge the invaluable contribu-
criticisms. The primary shortcoming tions to this work by Scottie
is that the explanations currently Brooks, Tom Wikman, and Jack Murphy
generated, which would be of use to of SCT, and by Capt. Dave Jewell of
an inexperienced user, tend to be the 390 Tactical Fighter Squadron,
rather obvious to an experienced Mountain Home AFB, ID.
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THE DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY APPLIED TO TACTICAL DATA FUSION IN AN
INFERENCE SYSTEM
R. A. Dillard
Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA
Abstract. The Dempster-Shafer theory is applicable to tactical decision problems which can be
formulated in terms of sets of exhaustive and mutually exclusive propositions. Dempster's
combining procedure, a generalization of Bayesian inference, can be used to combine probability
mass assignments supplied by independent bodies of evidence. This paper describes the use of
Dempster's combining method and Shafer's representation framework in rule-based inference .
systems. It is shown that many kinds of data fusion problems can be represented in a way such
that the constraints are met. Although computational problems remain to be solved, the theory
should provide a versatile and consistent way of combining confidences for a large class of
inferencing problems.
INTRODUCTION and later formulated within a flexible representation
framework by Shafer (1976). In Shafer's representation,
In most applications of inference systems, estimates are a "frame of discernment" on a domain is a set of propo-
computed of the degree of truth of the conclusions reach- sitions about the exclusive and exhaustive possibilities
ed by the system. The medical system MYCIN, for in the domain. The evidential interval [s (Ai), p (Ai)],
example, employs formulas based on Bayes' Theorem a subinterval of the unit interval, may be used to
and fuzzy set theory to produce a measure of belief represent the likelihood of Ai, the ith proposition
that the patient has disease i in the light of certain (Garvey, Lowrance and Fischler, 1981). Here, s (Ai)
pieces of evidence (Shortliffe, 1976). The mineral explo- represents the "support" for Ai and p (Ai) the "plausi-
ration system PROSPECTOR uses a similar scheme to bility." The plausibility is the complement of the support
assign probabilities concerning the composition of an for -Ai and represents the degree to which one does
ore deposit (Duda, Hart and Nilsson, 1976). A somewhat not doubt Ai. (The symbol """ is the Boolean NOT.)
different approach involving the Shafer representation The "uncertainty" of Ai is u (Ai) = p (Ai) - s (Ai).
(Shafer, 1976) and Dempster's rule of combination
(Dempster, 1967) is used in some recently introduced The representation involves the assignment of "proba-
inference methods (Garvey, Lowrance and Fishler, 1981; bility masses" by knowledge sources. The mass
Friedman, 1981). allocated byknowledge source j to Ai is denoted mj (Ai).
The evidential interval representing evidence about Ai
In a tactical Navy application, the inference rules contributed by the jth source is then [sj (Ai), pj (Ai)l,
typically involve the association and identification of where sj (Ai) = mj (Ai) and pj (Ai) = I - sj (-Ai). The
radar, ESM, and sonar contacts. When the problem is to probability masses contributed by various knowledge
accept or reject the hypothesis that a contact is a sources can be integrated by Dempster's rule to produce
particular type of ship, many of the methods of propa- m (Ai), a combined probability mass of Ai.
gating confidences are applicable. STAMMER2, a rule-
based system developed at NOSC, uses incremental Dempster's rule of combination requires that the
deduction formulas similar to those of MYCIN to knowledge sources be independent. (The same physical
decide whether or not a contact is a merchant, and also source, however, may contribute several pieces of
to conjecture about several other platform types (McCall sufficiently independent evidence; e.g., a radar can give
and others, 1979; Bechtel, Morris and Kibler, 1981). measures of cross section, speed and location.) The
Although these formulas are adequate for simple sce- combining operation is commutative and associative.
narios, they will not permit consistency to be maintained The masses contributed by the various distinct knowl-
when deciding among more than a very few platform edge sources can be combined in any order and in any
types. The best method of combining independent combination of pairs, triples, etc.
evidence in a consistent manner appears to be Dempster's
approach, which is a generalization of Bayesian inference.
This paper describes the Dempster and Shafer methods Special Case
and discusses experimental implementations of the
methods in STAMMER and in ROSIE (Fain and others, Dempster's rule is simple to implement for the special
1981), a Rule-Oriented System for Implementing Exper- case where the various knowledge sources assign proba-
tise. bility masses only to the propositions Ai and to uncer-
tainty. Figure 1 shows the component masses for two
knowledge sources. The mass assigned to 0 represents
THE DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY mass assigned to uncertainty; it is assumed to be dis-
tributed in some unknown manner among the n
A scheme for combining evidence which includes propositions. Specifically, we define
uncertainty or ignorance was devised by Dempster (1967) 
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0 = AlvA2v ... vAn where Bj varies over the general propositions to which
KSj assigns mass and
where "v" is the Boolean OR. (This definition differs
from the usual one in which 0 is the set of propositions C = ; II mj(Bj).
{ Al, ... , An 1.) The abscissa is a unit line segment Bl& ... &Bm*/ 0 lj <m (6)
partitioned into segments whose lengths are equal to
ml (Al), ml (A2), ... , ml (An), and ml ( 0 ), respectively. The ampersand denotes the Boolean AND. Letting F(B)
Similarly, the ordinate represents the masses assigned by denote the numerator of Eq. 5, i.e., F(B) = C*m(B), we
KS2. Each "rectangle" supports the proposition which can write
is the conjunction of the propositions on the abscissa
and ordinate. The crosshatched area represents mass C = 23 F(B) (7)
associated with conjunctions of exclusive propositions.
where the sum is over all valid general propositions. The
For m knowledge sources, the combined probability resulting support for a general proposition B is
mass for proposition Ai is
s(B) = m(B' )
m(Ai) = { II [mj(Ai) + mj( )] B &B=B (8)
l<j < m
- In mj( 0) } / C Equation 8 is needed in the calculation of the plausibility
< j < m of an original proposition Ai, using p(Ai) = 1- s(~Ai).
= F(Ai) / C (1) Note that s(Ai) = m(Ai), as originally defined, and
s( 0 ) = 1. Shafer (1976) and Barnett (1981) discuss the
where F(Ai) represents the expression in braces and exact relationship between support functions and mass
functions (in terms of "belief functions" and "basic
C= rI mj( 0 ) + 2 F(Ai). probability assignments").
lj m l i<n (2)
Dempster's combining operations reduce to standard
The resulting uncertainty is Bayesian operations when uj(Ai) = 0 for every proposi-
tion Ai and every knowledge source j whose evidence is
m( 0 ) = n mj( 0 ) / C = 1 - 2 m(Ai). combined. The advantage of Dempster's method is that
1 < j < m 1 i < n (3) ignorance and uncertainty may be consistently modeled.
There is no need, for example, to arbitrarily assign
The resulting plausibility of Ai is initial probabilities to each proposition before evidence
is gathered. When evidence is available, any uncertainty
p(Ai) = 1 - I2 m(Ak) = m(Ai) + m( 0 ). involved in the measurement or its interpretation may
k#i (4) be adequately represented.
For m = 2, the normalizing factor C represents the non-
crosshatched area of Fig. 1; it restores the total DEMPSTER'S RULE APPLIED TO
probability mass to one. Note that when the knowledge PLATFORM TYPING
sources contribute mass only to the propositions Ai and
to 0, the uncertainty of every Ai is u(Ai) = p(Ai) - s(Ai)
= m(0)- A Frame of Discernment
In the application of platform identification, a "coarse"
General Case frame of discernment might be the propositions
"platform x is a combatant" and "platform x is not a
While an analyst frequently will be able to express his combatant," while the most refined frame would be
degree of belief in individual propositions, more typically the very large set of propositions of the form "platform
he will conclude from evidence "It's probably not a x is <name of a specific platform>," a frame too
merchant" or "It's one of the ship types with a difficult to completely formulate. In our examples, we
submarine-support function." The resulting mass assign- will let a frame of discernment be the set of exclusive
ments do not permit use of the special-case equations. and exhaustive propositions { Ai: Platform x is type i },
where some types of lessor importance are lumped
What we will call "general propositions" correspond to together to keep n relatively small.
all possible subsets of the set { Al, A2, ... , An }of
exclusive and exhaustive propositions. There will be Al: carrier
2n - 1 such general propositions. The proposition A2: cruiser
(AlvA2v ... vAn) = - 0 is not included, since it is A3: destroyer
in conflict with the assumption that the set { Al, ... , A4: frgate
An } is exhaustive. A contribution to - Ai is treated A5: amphibious
as uncertainty mass spread in an unknown manner over A6: submarine (surfaced or periscope/snorkel/
the other n- 1 propositions; e.g., m('Al) antenna)
m(A2vA2v.. . vAn). A7: small fighting ship (e.g., Corvette)
A8: fast attack/patrol craft
The combined probability mass of the general proposition A9: patrol craft
B is A10: intelligence collector (e.g., AGI)
Al 1: survey/research (navy operated)
m(B)= Z n mj(Bj) / C A12: fleet auxiliary - medium & large
Bl&. . .. &Bm=B I~j m (5) A13: fleet auxiliary -small
A14: small boats (navy and commercial)
A1 5: merchant
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A16: fishing STAMMER2 (McCall and others, 1979) are of the
A17: other commercial & private following type.
A18: debris
- If the contact's speed < 9, it is somewhatWe are assuming that there is one and only one platform unlikely to be a merchant.
under consideration; e.g., the radar blip is not just radar
noise or clutter (although sometimes we will allow it to 
- If the contact's initial detection range < 16 andbe the return from debris) and is not the return from two the radar signal is weak, it is somewhat unlikelyplatforms close together. We will consider only surface to be a merchant.
and subsurface platforms and will disregard the possibil-
ity that a contact which appears to be a surface platform When a decision is to be made concerning a number of
might be an aircraft. In some cases an "observed charac- types, these should be replaced by more general rules
teristic" of a platform will result from successive obser- which assign mass in a manner similar to that described
vations of a platform, and we will assume that the suc- for initial detection range. Many other rules from
cessive observations are indeed of the same platform. STAMMER2 can be used in their original simplicity;
for example, the following.
An Application of the Special Case of Dempster's Rule 1. If the contact changes course, it is probably not
a merchant.
Initial probability masses based on the number of each
type of platform, the region, and the political/military 2. If the contact is not in a merchant lane, it is
situation can be estimated. Arbitrarily, we will assume probably not a merchant.
these masses to be
3. If the contact's initial detection range < 8 and{ ml(Ai) }= { .003.013.04.03 .04 .02 .04 .06 its radar signal is strong, it is somewhat likely to
.02 .015 .012 .09 .03 .01 .13 .07 be a submarine which just surfaced.
.02.007 }
Assume that the contact satisfies the conditions of theWe consider first the simple case of a radar contact with three rules above and that the contributions of mass
an initial detection range and a single measurement of are
speed. To convert these measurements into probability
masses, we employ a method similar to that used with From rule 1: ml(~A15) = .3, ml( ) = .7
emitter parameter distributions by Garvey, Lowrance and From rule 2: m2(AA15) = .25, m2( 0 ) .75Fishler (1981). For each measurement and each ship type, From rule 3: m3(A6) = .4, m3( 0 ) = .6.
a strip corresponding to the measurement ± the average
measurement error is overlaid on the appropriate distri- Using Eqs. 5 through 8 results in the evidential invervalbution curve (Fig. 2 illustrates this for range) and the [.4, 1] for A6, [0, .3151 for A15, and [0, .6] for the
overlapped area is computed. (Fig. 2 would be valid for remaining propositions. (Computations are simpler if
only one antenna height, frequency and environment we combine the resultant of m I and m2 with m3 rather
state, and assumes a low signal strength; a family of than simultaneously combine the three.) Alternatively,
curves would be required.) These areas are normalized to we can derive these same results using a scheme devised
sum to the complement of the probability mass of the by Barnett (1981) for efficiently implementing
uncertainty. In practice, the process could be automated Dempster's rule. When each knowledge source contrib-by initially storing the mass vectors for incremented utes mass only to 0 and to either Ai or -Ai for only
values of range and speed. Assuming an uncertainty mass one value of i, i.e., when each confirms or denies just
of .3 for range and .4 for speed to represent our lack one of the n exclusive and exhaustive propositions,
of confidence in the measurement and the distribution then Barnett's scheme may be used to reduce computa-
functions, we have the following values of mass for range tion-time from exponential to linear.
and speed.
{ m2(Ai) }= { 0 0 0 0 0.037.045.136.136.027 TACTICAL PROBLEM FORMULATION
0 0.04.055 .023 .077 .064 .055}
and Examples of Mutually Exclusive Propositions
{ m3(Ai) } = { .103.103.103.029.008.009 
.029 We conjecture that sets of nonexclusive propositions
.074 .009.008.008 .008 .008 .011 currently handled by tactical analysts can be reformu-
.034.011 .045 0 }. lated into a set or sets of exclusive propositions. The
ultimate default is to form a set of two propositionsUsing Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) with m = 3, we have the (A and -A) out of each proposition in the initial set.
combined masses The following are examples of how tactical problems
may be expressed as sets of mutually exclusive proposi-{ m(Ai) }= { .037.042.055.023 .019.030.052. tions.
.140.079 .022 .008 .039 .038 .035
.083 .076 .059 .029 } What is it? "The contact is type i." "The submarine is
class i."
and m( 0)=.138.
Who is it? "The contact is name i."
Implementation in a Rule-Based System Whose is it? "The contact's country of origin/registration
is nation i."A number of the "merchant rules" implemented in
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Which one did it? "Radar contact i emitted the inter- KS3: Behavior attributes of contact i (speed
cepted signal." "Surface contact i launched the helicop- and course, travelling in a merchant lane,
ter." (For both, an additional proposition is: None of the in a storm, etc.)
contacts did it.) KS4: Relative positions (average speed and
course from contact X position to contact i
Which one is it? "Current contact i is earlier contact X." position; patrols that could have crossed
"Earlier contact i is current contact X." "Current contact path)
i is platform X." (For all three, an additional proposition
is: None of these contacts is it. Also, possible duplicates KS 1 represents knowledge about the degree of
must be eliminated; i.e., contact j must be disallowed surveillance coverage in the region and provides
if it could be another detection of contact i). probability masses of An and 0 . The knowledge
sources KS2, KS3 and KS4 each represent the interpre-
Which partitioning is it? "Partitioning i of contacts is the tation of combined pieces of raw data. Appropriate
correct partition." (Each partitioning is a collection of algorithms and combining methods are needed to
disjoint sets - each set representing a candidate track - generate the mass assignments m2, m3 and m4. (In a
whose union is the set of all contacts.) rule-based system, rules would control the assignment
process.) The assignment of mass to 0 by each should
Where is it? "The submarine is in sector i." derive from the uncertainty of the correctness of the
data and its interpretation.
Is it or isn't it? (I.e., true or false?) "Contact X is the
same platform as contact Y." "The contact is a mer- Unless it is certain that one of the contacts is contact
chant." "The contact is hostile." "The contact is a X, knowledge sources KS2, KS3 and KS4 should con-
combatant." "The platform is preparing to attack." "The tribute mass to An. The mass mj(An) generally should
hostile submarine is in innocent passage." be large if that knowledge source indicates that none
of the contacts match contact X very well, judged by
We see from these sets of propositions that some ques- its evidence. The probability masses mj(Ai) for i = 1,
tions about a contact are not independent of other . . ., n-1 are derived by normalizing the computed
questions. For example, associating a new contact with measures of match (based on KSj evidence) to sum to 1-
an earlier sighted platform whose type is known con- mj(An) - mj(0).
tributes to the confidence that the new contact is
that type. Conversely, observing that the new contact has
structural or behavior attributes consistent with the type EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
of the earlier sighted platform increases the confidence CONCLUSIONS
in associating the two. In general, the computations of
masses for two sets of propositions (in this example, the Initial experiments in STAMMER and in ROSIE em-
set for type and the set for contact association) ployed a set of rules which contribute confidences
frequently will share some of the same evidence, in concerning platform type. Two of the rules assign
which case the resulting mass assignments for one set masses according to the scheme outlined for initial
must not be used in the computation of the other. The detection range and speed. Algorithms for computing
lesson is that the computation processes for two sets of Dempster's rule were implemented for (1) the special
propositions should share any evidence pertinent to case where mass is assigned only to the propositions
both but should not then use each other's output. Ai and to 0 ,(2) the combining of masses mj('Ai)
and mj( 0 ) for a single value of i, and (3) the combining
of the results of (1) and (2). The combining was accom-
A Contact Association Problem plished with procedure rulesets and function rulesets
in ROSIE and with oracle-like functions in Interlisp
We assume that detection data from the various sensors code in STAMMER. Oracles are computation functions
has already been preprocessed and correlated to the de- used in STAMMER rule conditions in much the same
gree feasible with a multi-sensor correlator-tracker scheme. way as relational assertions. In this combining applica-
The contact association problem of primary interest here, tion, however, the oracles are called as actions.
however, is that where detections of contact X have
ceased for a while, and in this situation an alternative to In both systems, the mass assignments resulting from
beginning with algorithmic correlation is to use simple the firing of rules were stored in such a way that they
inference rules which eliminate obviously impossible could be selectively "recalled" if later information war-
pairings of contacts, e.g., those requiring impossible rants. In the ROSIE version, the mass combining results
speeds or in conflict because of a difference in observed are presented as "pro-con" pairs rather than as evidential
type or class. intervals; i.e., the complement of the plausibility is
presented rather than the plausibility. This form of
As an example of the "which one is it?" problem, suppose presentation seems to convey more immediately a
that exclusive propositions can be formulated about meaningful measure of evidence against a proposition.
which current contact is the earlier contact X and that
the type of contact X is known. Assume that the impos- A more complete discussion of these experiments can
sible pairs have been eliminated and "An" is the be found in Dillard (1982). Although computational
proposition that none of the remaining current contacts limitations presently constrain us in the assignment of
is contact X. One way of partitioning knowledge into probability masses, we find the results encouraging.
knowledge sources which are sufficiently independent Future plans include experimenting with other kinds of
to combine using Dempster's rule is the following. tactical hypotheses, designing computational schemes
for less constrained cases of Dempster's rule, and
KS 1: Completeness of surveillance coverage designing mechanisms for explaining the assignment and
KS2: Non-geolocation attributes of contact i computing of confidences.
(structural and miscellaneous attributes)
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1. INTRODUCTION Jo, H° is declared to have occured
This paper is a summary of the recent progress'at Ui 1
ALPHATECH in the detection of signals and events using i , H1 is declared to have occured
a distributed detection system. The basic distributed
detection problem is illustrated in Figure 1. Several with ui a function of yi(t) only.
detectors take noisy measurements of the "world;" these
measurements, may or may not include the presence of a The log likelihood ratio of hypothesis H, with re-
signal. The purpose of the distributed detection sy- spect to hypothesis Ho is given by
stem is to coordinate the processing done at each de-
tector to optimize an overall system criterion. The
results which we present in this paper study several
variations of these problems. Sections 2 and 3 refer f ( t)- 1 4 Vs.(t)g(t)dt (2-5)
to problems where each detector obtains only a single i - i
measurement and processes this measurement into a de- To
cision concerning the presence of the signal. In
Section 4, the detectors have a choice of taking more where
measurements or declaring whether the signal is present
or not. In Section 5, the signal "arrives" at the
world at a random time, and the detectors must establish T
its presence when it arrives. Section 6 discusses brief- g. t) 5 E. Qi(t,u)s (u)du (2-6)
ly some areas of future research. The work presented T
here is discussed in greater detail in references [1]- 0
[6].
2. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION OF KNOWN SIGNALS IN NOISE and Qi(t,u) satisfies
2.1 Problem Formulation
We assume that the i-th sensor has observations Tf n
under the two hypotheses which are given by J Qi(uv)Kii(t,u)du = 6(t-v) (2-7)
0
H: yi(t) = 1isi(t)+nitt) (2-la) Since i is simply the log likelihood for a detection
problem in which yi(t) is the only received observation,
T -<t<Tf we denote the class of distributed decision laws
H y.(t)= n.(t)
) ni (t(2-1b) l (2-8a)
(2-8a)
The signals si(t) are assumed to be known, to have unit
energy and to be zero outside the interval [O,T] where 
To < 0 < T < Tf. The ni(t) are assumed to be zero-mean 2 < 2 (2-8b)
Gaussian processes where
n by the term distributed likelihood ration test (DLRT)E{ni(t)nk(T)) = Kik(t,T) (2-2) laws.
In [1] we derive necessary conditions for the opti-
and we assume (to avoid singular detection) mality of thresholds T1 and T2 . These conditions take
the form of two nonlinear coupled equations in Ti. In
n = +c N2 general these equations have multiple solutions, in
Ki(t,t) Kit,T)+N6(t-T) which case all must be evaluated to determine the opti-
mal DLRT.
The objective is to minimize the global cost, i.e. 2.2 Examples
We now consider an example which illustrates the per-
min E{J(ul,U 2,H)} (2-4) formance of a fusion center using optimal DLRT laws. We
assume that each sensor send its local decision ui to a
fusion center where a global decision us is made. The
where the only decision rules allowed are of the form fusion center law is defined as u = 1 if and only if
u1 - u2 - 1. We display the performance of the fusion
center via receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves which plot probability of detection versus pro-
bability of false alarm. In addition to plotting the
performance of the optimal DLRT we also plot the per-
formance of the optimal centralized detection law.
This allows us to determine how the performance of the
detection system is degraded by requiring that only
*This work was supported by AFOSR under Contract Number local decisions rather than sensor data be transmitted
F49620-81-C-0015 and by DOE under Contract Number DOE/ to the fusion center.
DE-AC01-804A50418.
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We assume that the observations are given by 3.2 Example
Let us turn now to a simple example. We assume that
H
1
: y.(t) = V sin(27Tt)+n (t) O<t<l (2.9) the signal s(t) is a sample path from a first order
Gauss-Markov process which has reached statistical equi-
librium. Thus,
H°: Yi(t) = ni(t) O<t<l (2.10)
H : dyi(t) = s(t)dt+dvi(t) (3-6a)
where ni(t) is zero-mean unit variance white Gaussian
noise with
HO: dYi(t) = dvi(t) (3-6b)
E{nl(t)n2(T)} = p6(t-T) (2.11) where
sand that (t) = cx(t) (3-7)
and that
p° = pi = 1/2 (2.12) dx(t) = -ax(t)dt+ 2adwi(t) (3-8)
Figures 2 through 4 illustrate the behavior, for where ai(t) is zero-mean, unit variance white Gaussian
asymetric sensors, of the centralized decision law, the noise independent of all ivi(t).
optimal DLRT law and the locally optimal distributed Figure 5 ?lots the probabiliy of miss, PM, (i.e.,
law. In these plots E1 = I and E2 = 4. We see from u = 0 when H true) as a function of signal energy and
Figure 2 that for the optimal DLRT the performance de- time-bandwidth product, when the probability of false
grades as +- 1. alarm, PF, (i.e., u = 1 when H° true) is fixed equal to
Note however that, while the optimal DLRT no longer o.1. Three curves are given on this plot. That labeled
performs as well as the centralized law, it does per- "two sensors (centralized)" corresponds to assuming that
form better than the locally optimal DLRT and the dif- both yl(t) and Y2(t) are available at the fusion center
ference increases as p - 1. This is not surprising and are used in making an optimal decision. The energy
since the locally optimal law does not account for the required to maintain a given PM increases as the band-
correlation at all, while the optimal DLRT adjusts the width of the Kalman filter increases which allows more
thresholds as p changes. of the white noise power to affect the ti. 
3. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION OF UNKNOWN SIGNALS IN NOISE The curve labeled "one sensor" corresponds to assuming
3.1 Problem Formulation that only yl(t) is available for making a decision. The
effect of this, in the scalar problem, is to reduce by
We assume that the observations are as follows: half the energy available for decisionmaking. Note that
PM increases with bandwidth, indicating an increased
1 sensitivity of PM with respect to energy as bandwidthH}: dyi(t) = si(t)dt+dni(t) O<t<T (3-1a) increases.
The performance of the optimal DLRT law is given by
HO: dy (t) = dn (t) Olt<T (3-1b) the curve labeled "two sensors (distributed)". Note
H i: dy (t) = dni(t) O<t<T (3-lb) that the DLRT performance degrades with increasing time-
bandwidth product with respect to the centralized two
where si(t) is a sample path from a zero-mean Gaussian sensor case and improves with respect to the one sensor
stochastic process with covariance function case. This indicates that the requirement of using a
distributed law effectively decreases the energy on
E (ts.()} = K. (tT) , i = 1,2 ,O<tt<T which a decision is based.
1fs 3WS i (-r) 13 
_t(3-2) = 1,2 , O~tTT 4. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION WITH THE
OPTION OF MULTIPLE MEASUREMENTS
and where ni(t) are independent zero-mean white Gaussian 4.1 Problem Formulation
noise processes with variances N' It is well knowntois he process s with v ariances N. I t is well known We consider two hypotheses H° (z=O) and H' (z=l) with([7], [8]) that the log likelihood ratio for detection a priori probabilities
of Si by the i-th sensor is given by
1-T, 1 - 1 TE, p(H0) - p() (4-1)
i = si(t)dYi(t) - si2(t)dt (3-3) p ) (4-1)o p(H 1 - 1-p
where the first integral on the right hand side is in- and two detectors.
terpreted as an Itd integral and where si(t) is theop- We make th2 following assumptions:
timal estimate of si(t) given the observation to time t
i. There is no communication between the detectors.
si(t) = E{si(t)!yi(T), O<T<t , H ) (3-4) 2. The observations of the two detectors are inde-
pendent conditioned on the hypothesis, i.e.,
The DLRT law thus is given by py 1 (t) y2 (t)H pfyl(t)tH)p(y 2(t)lH) (4-2)
where Yi(t) represents a measurement of detector i
~i *~ T~i (3-5) (i=1, 2).
and the optimal DLRT law is generated by selecting the
si o as to minimize the expected cost. Unfortunately,
since Zi is not a linear function of the observations,
Zi is not Gaussian and in fact has a p.d.f. which is not
readily computed. If, however, T is large compared to
the inverse bandwidth of si(t) then we expect that zi * That is, the Gaussian assumption yields ROC results
will be approximately Gaussian. This has been verified which agree with those in [61.
numerically for the scalar example of the next sub-
section*, subject to the restriction that the Gaussian Time-diversity tradeoffs generally require increased
approximation is not accurate in the tails of the dis- energy for small enough time bandwidth products, how-
tribution. Thus we cannot accurately compute probabili- ever, for problems where the Gaussian assumption is
ties of detection for very low (less than 1.0%) proba- reasonable the energy required to maintain a fixed PM
bility of false alarm constraints. increases with bandwidth.
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3. Conditioned on the hypothesis, the observations
of each detector are independent, i.e., p(u|H0) (ct 2 (u) + J(Ou*,H 0 )j
t U2
P(yi(t) ... yi(1)lH) - " p(yi(j)!H) (4-3)
j=1
(i=1, 2) + (21-') i p(ujPH.) [ct2(u) + J(Ou,4Hl)]
4. Each detector is allowed to take observations and
has to decide which hypothesis is true the latest 
by t=N. el P(y (k+I)fH)
5. The final decision ui (uilO or 1, i-1, 2) of each - c + E y(k+l) + 
detector is based solely on his own information, ' p(yl(k+!)HO)+(- ) py(+l)l)
i.e., if detector i decides to stop at time t,
then (4-8)
ui(t) - yjfyi(1) ... yi(t)) , i-11!,2 (4-4) respectively.
6. For each detector each additional observation Note that, in equations 4-8 and 4-9, the values of
after t-l costs c. the decisions of the second detector are included. This
decision depends on the thresholds used by the second
7. If ui (ia1, 2) are the decisions of the detectors detector, resulting in a coupled set of equations de-
and are made at times ti (isI, 2), then the cost scribing the 4N-2 thresholds required by both detectors.
incurred by these decisions is The important aspect of the solution in equations (4-6)-
(4-8) is that each detector can summarize his decision
ct!+ct2+J(ul,2,H) (4-5) in terms of the conditional probability that hypothesis
1 is true, given only his measurements. A detailed de-
rivation of the results is given in [5].
The problem we want to solve is the following: 5. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION OF DYNAMIC EVENTS
Minimize E{ctl+ct2+J(ul,u2,H)} 5.1 Problem Formulation
'y I r72 -Consider a Markov chain {xt, t=1, ...N} with values in
{ 0, 1}, whose transitions are described by:
(p) (4-6) Prob {xt+l=Ojxt = = l-p, p>O (5-1)
Subject to t
Prob {x =li;x =1 j 1 (5-2)
Eqs. 1 and 2, assumptions 1 - 7 t
and ri = set of all stopping rules
which are measurable functions of and initial condition
the data of detector i i1' ,2o O53)
The solution of the previous problem can be expressed
as a stopping problem for each detector, where each de- We make the following assumption:
tector compute his conditional probability that hypothe-
sis 1 is time after k measurements, . This proba- {wt, wt, t=l, 2,...} is a collection of independent ran-
bility is compared to two thresholds, a and Bk deter- dom variables which are also independent of the {xt}
mined from the analysis of the cost of the various options, process.
as illustrated in Figure 6. The optimal decision rule Consider two detectors, and let the i-th detector's
is:
If rl < a- stop and choose 1H observation at time t b
k k
yi(t) f (x, , i=1,2 (54)
If <a < ! < 5  continue
k k k
Let
If 81 < w1 stop and choose H0 (55)
k k 6 = min it: xt=l}
The thresholds a' and a' at time t-k are determined byThe thresholdsk and 8k at time t-k are determined by The two detectors do not communicate. Based on his own
the following equations: observations each detector declares a time Ti at which
I s11(°) Ict2(.) + J(l f ) he believes the Markov chain jumps from state 0 to state
a P;
)[ t()+ J(2' U1 "0) ] 1. After time T detector i stops taking any further
\I2 U; Imeasurements. Since each detector uses only his own
measurements to make a decision, the decision rules for
the two detectors are measurable functions of their owndata:
+ (I-cl) I p(u2IH) (c 2 (u2 ) + J( .') ata:
t y (y1 (l) ... y1 (1)) (5-6)[trl( l /al p(y (k+l)ll) 1
- C+E I  £ . o P (k)0(I.o') I(, ( )')f 2 y2 (y2 (1) ... Y2 (r2 )) (57)
Let the cost associated with the decisions of the two
detectors be J(Y 1 ,T2 ,8). In this paper we consider the
(4-7) following type of cost:
and J(T1,T2,0) = l(t1<8) 1(T2 <8)
+ c'(rTl-) l(T 1.e) l(T 2<8) (5-8)
+ C'(T 2-6) 1(T2Z8) l(T1<8)
+ C( + ) 1(T1-+T2  ) l(T 2 >8)
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The threshold at of detector I at time t is coupled with
the thresholds of {a}2 : of detector 2 via a nonlinear [7] Van Trees, H. L., Detection, Estimation and Modu-
a ThN lation Theory, Part I, J. Wiley and Sons, New York,
algebraic equation of the form 19711971
(1-o[,Prob(9,,;16,t) - C., + E (G I(f.)( Co t(t1-)J'roblce'r'~at} " cat + Eys~t~l~tG~fft ' ift 1 ) ' Y[81 Kailath, T., "A General Likelihood-Ratio Formula
(5-9) for Random Signals in Gaussian Noise," IEEE Trans-
here E G(f(a 1 uC)Ft' t actions on Information Theory, Volume IT-15,
Where Ey (t+l) u ))Ft is given by Number 3, 1969, pp. 350-361
rY Ictl) (tItat , U()tl t ) .
-B (t.l)m inil-  .l)ProbSa''ile't1l) , ¢c1 z yt+2 ) i ( PHENOIIEION H
X Prob(O,-2'let*+2), c':.]*t y (t+,)ln( - 1 : t3)P*ob(e',le') 
,,(+3 lt+41 4( 4 , _),rob(O,,eX t+4) c.t'-4Eul~ (-...i nAGlET 11 AGENT I2A
OAL OCAL
IID[CISIOft 11 DECISION I2 2
J(U]'uZ'H) .).
Notice that, whereas in the centralized quickest de- Figure 1. Distributed Decisionmaking.
tection problem the threshold is time invariant, in the
decentralized case the thresholds are in general time-
varying. To understand why this happens, let us examine
5-9 closely. In order for detector 1 to compute his
threshold, it must take into account the probabilities P)
of when he expects the other detector to decide. These 1.0 
probabilities are time-varying, and so are the thresholds.
Computation of the thresholds described in the Theorem ooo
is a very difficult problem. The equations for the
thresholds of each detector are coupled across time and
with the other detector's. 75
We are currently investigating feasible ways of com-
puting approximate solutions for thresholds in 5-9.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have provided an overview on how to 0.5
optimally design a distributed detection system for three
classes of problems: Problems with static events, ob-
served once; static events, observed with many observa-
tions, and dynamic events, observed with many observations
The solutions to these problems are increasingly complex.
For the problems in Sections 2 and 3, we were able to
compute solutions and evaluate their performance. In
Section 4, the solution was described by a finite set of
coupled algebraic equations, and no performance com-
parisons were possible. In Section 5, the solution was
described by an infinite set of coupled equations. It
is clear that, in the more complicated cases, suboptimal 0 P.
solutions will be required for implementation. .,.5,
Ficure 2. DLRT ROC Curves for p=O.O, 0.25,
0.50, and 0.75 with E1=l, E2 =4.
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DETECTION AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
L.K. Ekchian and R.R. Tenney
MIT/LIDS MIT/LIDS
Rm. 35-409 Rm.35-213
Abstract. Two example problems involving joint detection and communication
are solved. The structure of the decision rules is a clear generalization
of the centralized and noncommunicating, decentralized cases. /
OVERVIEW The "upstream" decision u2 is available to
agent 1 through a communication channel.
This paper elaborates on the decentralized The selection of u seeks to minimize a glo-
detection problems introduced in [1]. A si- bal cost function 3(u ,H) which is not a
milar effort is in Tenney and Sandell [21, function of u2 . u2 is only an intermediate
where the authors show that even extending decision variable whose sole purpose is to
the simple centralized binary hypothesis aid D1 in making the "best" possible deci-
testing problem is a fairly involved proce- sion u1.
dure with various surprising results that
arise due to the coupling between the two Moreover, in the terminology of team theory
detectors. The binary hypothesis testing the information structure of the tandem
problem there served to motivate our exa- organization is nonclassical because the
mination of the sequence of examples that whole signal y is not passed on to D1.
are presented in this chapter. Instead a l-bit encoded description of Y2
(i.e. u ) is transmitted. The optimal
A system is comprised of two detectors moni- local decision rule for D1 is given by
toring a phenomenon H e {Ho, H}), by each the likelihood ratio
taking an (independent) measurement. The
critical result is that when the measure - u =0
ments yl and y2 are statistically indepen- 1 11
dent, the detectors each involve P(Yl1H °) > D(H1)p(u2 IH 1) [J(0,H1)-J(1,H )]
local likelihood ratio test whereby the 1 <-----------
respective thresholds are determined via a P(y 1 IH ) p(HO)p(u2 1H )[J(1,HO)-J(0,HO)]
coupled computation. Note that the thresh- U =
old structure of the decision policies has
carried over from the centralized case to o
t if u 0this special decentralized one. We shall A 1 2
see in the analysis of the sequence of
examples in this paper that the structure 1
carries over to a wide class of binary hypo- 1 2
thesis testing networks.thesis testing networks. while the decision rule for D2 is given by
TWO TANDEM DECENTRALIZED SENSORS u2 =0
P(y2JH° ) E p(H1 )jul1)Two hypotheses are HO and H1 with a priori 2 > p(Hl)jul
probabilities p(I < ul
o  1 1 02H
p(H ) =p p(H) = p p(H)J(u ,H)
Conditioned on each hypothesis, the sensor u21 u1
observations Y1 and Y2 have distributions 1
p(y ly ,H) = p(yl H) 1
P(Yl2 IH) 1 p(yH) (U1U2=1 H)p( U 2=iH i
Each agent Dl or D2 makes a decision 
u1 e {uul} t2
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The reader is referred to [3] for details. and
Moreover, we note in above equation that
u =0 1
u =0 ( ; p(H1)J(uo,H1 )= A p(y21 H) >H u
r(y2) > t2 = f2(Y1()) u =1
< ~a(II °)J(Uo,It)
u2 =l1
where yl(-) is the decision rule for D1.
Similarly, there are two simultaneous equa- [P(uotu2='OYo)- P(Uo0U2= l' 
tions relating tl to Y2(-) and1 2o Y2(·) and to to Y2(')' [p(u ~u2=l,Y o)-P(UolU2=0,Yo ) ]
where Y2(
-) is the decision rule for D2.
- t.
HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES: FUSION CENTER
and, for the fusion center itself
In this section we extend the results of the u =0
previous sections to obtain the optimal deci- U 1 11
sion policy for a hierarchical fusion struc- PYJH ) > p(H )p(u2,u3 E )
ture. As in the above section, the two 1 < O
hypotheses are H° and H1 with apriori proba- P(ylIH1) p(H H )
bilities ul=l
p(H ) = pO p(H) = p [J(,H )-J(1,H)]
Conditioned on each hypothesis, the sensor [J(1,H ° ) -J(O,HO )]
observation y ,y1 and y2 have joint probabi-
lity distributions which are assumed to be 00
statistically independent: 1 if u =0, u = 0
p(yolyl'Y2'H) = p(yolH) A 01 if u2 =, u3 = 1
P(YllYo'y2
'H) = P(Y I'H) 10
t  if u2 = 1, u3 = 0
P(Y 2 IYoyl'H) = p(y 2 H) 
1 1
t if u =1,
Each decision-maker has to make a decision 1 if , 3 = 1
u_, u2 or u3, based on available local
information. Dl generates the decision Hence the decision structure is defined by
u1 e {0,11 based on Y1 to minimize the six parameters t00 lo tol t11 2}o to , t t t1,t2O
penalty function J(uo,II) given by
which are tightly coupled by the three
J:{O,l} x{HO,H1) + s decision rules.
Similarly D2 generates the decision u2 e(0,l1 CONCLUSION
based on Y2 to minimize the same system
penalty function J(u OH). However, Do's Along with the examples discussed thus far
information set is {u ,u2,y } with J(u ,H) a host of other problems have been studied.
01 2 o 0 The goal has been to explore these problems
the function to be minimized by the selection and extract fundamental underlying issues,
of u0. (e.g. general structures for decision rules,
performance measures, organization, decompo-
Note that the structure of the tandem detect- sition structure) to aid the designers of
ors of the above section is embedded in the 3
this problem also. In particular, the latter large C systems to better understand the
is comprised of two parallel tandem configu- complex architecture, control and processing
rations, where the downstream detector (D1 ) problems they face.
is in common. Here, the decision rules
are also coupled likelihood ratio tests.
In particular, the thresholds are coupled to
the two thresholds tl and t2. The optimal
decision rules are:
Ul=O
P(y l H0 ) 1 u p(H
1 )j(uo, H 1 )[p (u ul=0',y)-p(yoUl=l',yo )
P(Yl H) p(HO)J(u ,H 0 )[p(u l ul1=l,yo )-p(uO ul =0,y)]
ul=luo
tl
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ESTIMATION AND CONTROL APPROACHES TO SENSOR CONTROL IN C3S SYSTEMS
V. S. Samant
ORINCON Corporation, 3366 North Torrey Pines Court, La Jolla, California, USA
Abstract. In this paper the issues related to the sensor resource allocation
function of the command and control (C2) process are investigated. Useful
techniques and results in the estimation and control theory are explored and
modified to define mathematical models for the sensor control problem. These
techniques are then used to construct algorithms which are useful in real-time
systems. In particular, laws for continuous-time evolution of the a posteriori
probability density function for the state of the system are derived under the
"null" report from the sensor system. Numerical results are given to show the
effects of the "null" information on the a posteriori density function. For
practical implementation a discrete version of these rules of evolution are
derived. It is shown that for a specific class of exponential detection func-
tions the discrete evolution of the density function can be conveniently com-
puted from a bank of Kalman filters. A stochastic control problem is then
defined for the purpose of solving the sensor control problem. Cost functions
related to the detection probability are discussed. It is shown that a sepa-
ration control policy can be devised to allocate sensor resources optimally
for a class of quadratic and exponential quadratic cost functions.
INTRODUCTION resulted in a failure to detect a signal. The
Control of sensor systems in a dynamic envi- detection mode is used to transition the con-
ronment is one of the major functions of the trol actions from the search mode to the
command and control (C2) process in a total track mode. In the track mode the sensor sys-
command/control/communications and surveil- tems generate positive reports in the form of
lance (C3 /S) system. In generic terms, the measurements which are functionally related
sensor control problem is that of optimizing to the state of the system.
the actions of controllable sensor systems The objectives of the control are different
which are available to the C3/S system. This in the search and track modes. In the search
optimization is performed using the informa- mode the C2 process opts to optimize sensor
tion given to the C2 process by the surveil- configurations to obtain a first detection.
lance process. Thus, the sensor control func- In the track mode it optimizes the sensor
tion constitutes an important link between configuration to avoid a first missed detec-
the C2 process and the surveillance process. tion. Therefore, ideally, the system desires
The objective of this paper is to bring forth to minimize the time of first detection or to
the techniques of estimation and control the- maximize the time for first failure to detect
ory which can play a role in solving this a tracked target. Unfortunately, these opti-
vital problem. mal times are not easily computed because of
a lack of computational structures for these
Among the information collection functions of times. Therefore, other suitably formulated
the surveillance process are those to use the and tractable measures of performance are
sensors to search a desired area for targets, used by the C2 process in obtaining sensor
to detect and acquire targets, and to track control strategies. In the search mode, the
acquired targets. In the search mode the sen- detection probability is one such measure.
sor systems are given a vague description of In the track mode, estimation accuracies are
the target states; the controlled sensor sys- used as a measure of performance.
tems have not detected the target yet,and the
sensor controls are generated by the C2 pro- In the sections which follow, we present a
cess using the "null" information to optimize quantitative formulation of the above issues.
the actions of the sensor system. The "null" The models used are for a continuous state
information is given to the C2 process in the space and a continuous control space. Exten-
form of a report which states that the con- sion to discrete state spaces are conceptu-
trol actions dictated by the C2 process ally similar, but will differ in details.
Both continuous and discrete time models are
This research was supported by DARPA Contract considered. Only the optimization relevant
No. N00039-82-C-0197. to the search problem is considered.
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SEARCH, DETECTION AND MEASURES then the probability of detecting a target
OF PERFORMANCE at time t for the first time is given by
Let x(t) denote the state of a target. The
dynamics of such a target can be adequately P(t) =
described by a stochastic differential D
equation: tO X
dx(t) = f(x(t),t)dt + g(x(t),t)da(t) (1) t
where 6(t) is an independent increment pro- too ); (x'ye(T))dx (3)
cess defining the noise. This analysis is
restricted to either a Wiener process or a where p (xTrjx, t 0, V 0)denotes the transi-
generalized Poisson jump process or a sum of where 0 t
these two processes as the noise processes in tion probability density function for target
Eq. (1). Then under fairly non-restrictive state from (x ,t0) to (x,T) given that the
hypotheses on Eq. (1), the solution to the
above stochastic differential equation, x(t), search during (tot) was unsuccessful. The
is a Markov process. For obvious reasons, purpose of the C2 process is to compute an
the discussion in this paper is restricted optimal control policy {u*(s),t0 s •t0 +T}
to Markov processes.
over a finite interval [t0 ,tn+T] to maximize
Let Itt denote all the information avail- the detection probability in (3). Practical
able at time t. solutions to this control problem are diffi-
able at time t. This information is collected
by. scult and to derive them is not the objective
theby M statensors in the systemnsor. Let (t) denotr ge of this paper. An important quantity of inter-the state of the a-th sensor. The sensor gen- est in designing useful control policies is
est in designing useful control policies is
erates two types of reports:
the transition density p (x t| 'V t) itself.i) A positive report is given when the sensor the transition density to itself.
detects the target. Over the time interval One of the objectives of this paper is to
[O,t] a sensor may detect the target several derive the rules of evolution for the above
times. N (t) denotes the number of detections a posteriori transition probability density
reported by the a-th sensor over the interval function. A partial solution to a single
[O,t]. Some types of sensors also provide fur- target/single sensor problem was first given
ther information about the target. Let z o(t) in Hellman. In this solution, effects of
denote the measurement generated by the %a-th only the "null" information (i.e., N (t) = 0)
sensor when it detects a target. N(t) and were considered for a single sensor. UThe
z(t) will be the composite information in the derivation given here is much simpler and
form of vector processes. more general.
ii) A negative report at time t is one in The integro-partial differential equations
which no detections are recorded by the a-th given in this paper result from applications
sensor over the interval [0O,t]; i.e., Na(t) of a sequence of well-known results for Mar-
= 0. Therefore, there is no z (t) associated kov processes. Results on both continuous
in this case. and jump processes are used. These results
are stated without proof.For the purpose of analysis, the information
Itto used in computing the a posteriori There are M searchers surveilling the area.
During the time interval [t,t+At] the a-thtransition probability density function
searcher counts the number of detections
p(x(t),tlx(t 0),tOIt,t0) is equivalently dN (t). The probability that the a-th
~t described by the sub-a-field 9t0t generated searcher detects the source during [t,t+At]
to is given by X*(x(t), y (t))dt where x(t) is
by N(t) and z(t) over the interval [to,t ]. is given by xt), y ))dt where x(t) ist
~~- - -~o ' the state of the source and ye(t) is the
For notational convenience, when tO = 0, we state of the a-th sensor at time t. Let
will denote 0t simply by Vt. ,y
In the search mode the optimization problem
is to compute a search policy Yt = {y(T), X(x(t)y(t)) = . (4)
0 • T < t} for each sensor in the system to
maximize the detection performance of the
overall system. The trajectory of the a-th
searcher is described by the controlled sto-
chastic differential equat~ion: where y(t) is the vector representing thechastic differential equation: state of all searchers.
state of all searchers.
dy (t) = g (yau ,at)dt + dn (t) (2) Let dN(t) denote the composite report from
where dn (t) describes the noise process. The all searchers:
detection performance of a system of searchers dN (t)
described by (2) and a target described by (1) 1
can be defined using Koopmans' laws of detec-
tion. If instantaneous probability of detec- dNt (5)
tion during the time interval [t,t+At] is
given by X(x(t),y (t))At for the a-th searcher, dNM(t)
a-`'' '" '' " "1 '"7-'
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Assuming that the searchers are efficiently and, in general, do not provide a practical
deployed, the probability that two sensors solution to tactical decision-making problems
will detect the source simultaneously in an faced by the C2 system. These solutions, how-
interval At is infinitesimal and will be ever, do provide an insight into how the
ignored. Thus possible outcomes for dN(t) are: transition probability density function
(1) dN(t) = O, in which no detections are evolves. An example is given below.
reported; or The target is assumed to follow linear dynam-
(2) dN(t) = e, in which a-th sensor reports ics with constant speed.
a detection, and all others report no
dx = Ax + w (8)detections.
where x denotes the geographical state of the
Theorem: (Evolution of density under "pure" system.
search by multiple sensors) 0 1 0 0
Let x(t) be the vector Markov process defined
in Eq. (1) describing the behavior of the 0 1 0
signal source. Let the measurement process A= 0 0 0 0
consist of unit jump process defined by Eqs.
(3) and (4). Under the assumption that only 
one sensor detects the source at any given
time, the density p A p(xtlxt ,t= satis- and w(t) is a standard Gaussian white noise
- oO to process. The target is moving at unit speeds
fies the following equation (Snyder's along the east and north axes.
equation):
The sensor searching the target is assumed to
M { follow the following geographical trajectory:
at L (P) + I [X*(x(t),y(t)) Ye(t) = 1.5 + 2t (9a)c~=l
YN(t) = Ye(t) + ½ sin(4vt) (9b)
- E{%(x(t),ya(t))}] ·
The target starts at [3.0, 3.0] at time 0 and
[E{A*(x(t),y (t))}]- . the searcher starts at [1.0, 1.0] at time 0.
a The instantaneous detection function at the
searcher is given by
dNa(t) - E{X* (x(t),y ( p Q(t)) C py-xI 2
dt a A(x(H,y(t)) = 2 e
(6)
when
where the expectation E{X*(x(t),y (t))} is
with respect to the process x(t). The oper- D =
ator L+(.) is the forward operator in the 0 1 0 0
Fokker-Planck equation.
An important case of interest is one in which
no sensor detects the source over the time and and Q are constants defining the sen-
interval [to,t0 +T]. In this case, dN(t) - 0 sor characteristics.
for t C [to,t0+T] and the conditional density The evolution of the resulting density func-
evolves according to: tion for the target state is shown in
l(a), (b), and (c) for three time instances.
ap + M The significant characteristic of the density
P L (p) - [ xty t function is the depression resulting from the
at 0 a=1 a "null" information provided by the searcher
as it moves along its trajectory. This is a
-E{X*(x(t),y (t))}] * direct result of the information contained
.a ain the observation that the sensor did not
detect a target when it searched for a target.
[E{X(x(t),y(t))}] p . (7) Results for the discrete-time system are
considered next.
This is the partial integro-differential equa-
tion which describes the evolution of the
transition density of the state of the source Discrete Time Models
when M sensors are searching and have failed The continuous time evolution of the transi-
to detect the target. The special case for a tion density discussed above provides an
single searcher follows immediately by using analytical mechanism to evaluate various
M=1 and coincides with the equation derived search paths {y(t)} used by the searcher.
by Hellman. However, the computational complexity of eval-
uating the detection probabilities correspond-
The above integro-partial differential equa- ing to a search path prohibit use of a con-
tion can be transformed into a non-linear tinuous model in practical applications. A
partial differential equation (PDE) by a suit- time-discrete version of the same problem
able transformation. The solutions to the provides an approach that may be used in
resulting PDE are computationally expensive real-time applications.
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policy {Uk} is known. The detection model is
described through a one-glimpse detection
probability X(xk,Yk). Also,
0 < X(xk,yk) < 1
The objective of the searcher is to determine
N-ithe optimal strategy {uk}k I to maximize the
resulting first-time detection probability
PD(N). If at any time tD the target is posi-
tively detected, then the search is termi-
nated. If the searcher has failed to detect
the target during [totk], then the search is
to continue until the target is detected or
tN is reached.
Let Po(xkl k) denote the a posteriori proba-
bility density function given the observation
that for the searcher using trajectory
{yi}ik=O the search was unsuccessful. Then,
the first time detection probability PD(k)
is given by:
k
PD(k) = I - T{1-PD(titi) (12)
i=0
where PD(ti_l,ti) is the one-glimpse proba-
bility that the target is detected in the
(b) time interval [tk-ltk]. Also,
PD(tk-l'tk) = f X(xk'Yk)po(xk)dxu
Xk
= E {X(x ,yu)
The maximization of PD(N) thus can be equiva-
lently achieved by maximization of
N
J = OEo{X(XkY k )} · (13)k=0
(c) Typically, X(xk,Yk) is a monotonically decreas-
ing function of the weighted distance rk =
Yk-DkXkl] l1 between the geographical coordi-
Fig. 1 Evolution of a posteriori Rk
density function (continuous). nates Yk and Dkxk. For exponential functions,
IN N yk-D kxk 11
Let {tk}0 be a partitioning of the time inter- Rk
val [0,T]. Assume the target dynamics to be = (14)
linear:
Xk+l = Pkxk + Wk (10) Analytically defined separation control strat-
egies for sums of exponentials are generally
where gk is the known state transition matrix not possible. In the following sections
problems of minimizing a related performance
and {wk} is a zero mean Gaussian white noise measure
sequence with auto-covariance matrix Qk N
Assume that the searcher trajectory is con- J E JyD 2 2 (
trolled through the dynamics o k k 1
Yk+l = gkYk + bkuk (11) Rk Pk
and that {Yk} is perfectly known if control are considered. Problems with
~~`~-~~~~~'~;'*~~`~~~'~`~''~'  ~ ' 'are cons~`~~''~~~'~`~"~' ~ "r~`~"~idered'~.;.;. .T" .;"".;'""'Problems w~~" ith
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N a recursive form for p(xk+l' I k ) can now
J E = E exp { 2 (IlYk-Dkxk1 2 + be derived.
t EIk=O R-1 In the derivation the following well-known
Rk relationships are used:
+il kil) (16) 1
k (16 X[1. /N(xk+lIkxkQk)N(xklUi' i)dxk
Pk
can also be treated to obtain similar sepa-
ration controls. = N(xk+lIPkpi.Qk + k kT
In the following paragraphs rules are derived k' k+1'
for the evolution of po(xkl 6 k) and corre- - N(xk+lli ',i )
sponding separation control policies {ui}k O where
for the performance criteria defined in (15). k+l' k
Di = gkl-i
Evolution of A Posteriori Density k+1' k T
First, consider the rules of evolution for the k 
a posteriori density for target state given k+1' k
the fact that the search has been unsuccess- 2. N(ykllDklxk, R )N(xk+lli +
ful. Formally,
~,, k+l k+1 IDk+lMk+l
P(Xk+lls ;y ) A P(Xk+lINk+l = 0, = N(Yk+llDk+ i 'Mi ) '
~~~~k k. M/u Ik+l k+l
k ;yk+l'y) ' N(xk+llp i 'i )
represents this density. Using Bayes' rule: where
p(Xk+ll k+l;yk+l) = k+1 k
k+11 Y M~~~ = Rk+l + Dk+l'i k+l
P(Nk+l=0lxk+l'Yk+l)k+)P(Xk+ k ;yk+l = ki Dk+(Mi )k+l-1i k+li
f (Numerator)dxk+l Ek+l (I - Kk+lD k+l'
x k+1 i i k+l i
k+l k+l k+l1 k+l'
In the above expression, the first term in Di = +i  i Yk+l-k+l )
the numerator on the right-hand side is the [Note that the above equations are identical
probability of an unsuccessful attempt in
detecting the target, given that the target
state is xk+l and the sensor state is yk++ . With the form of X(xk,yu) as chosen above,
This is given by the density p(xk+ll k+l;yk+l) can be com-
P(Nk+1= 01 k+l'Yk+l)= l-X(Xk+1'Yk+l) puted recursively as a sum of Gaussian densi-
ties. Let
where X(xk+l,y k+l) is the one-glimpse detec- P(xk+11W k+l;yk+1
tion probability for the sensor. For the pur-
pose of analysis below, we assume the follow-
ing form for X(xk,Yk): ak+ k+1 k+1
(xk',yk) = ckN(yklDkxk,Rk) i=1 i (
where Then, the recursive computations require
...... n k+ k+l k+l 6k+lr 1 0 0 0 I determining Ok+1 and al 1'i Ei . Ii=l
k ° : 1 o0 0 jrecursions are given below.
thus projecting the IR 4vector on the coordi- 6k+l
nate plate (xl,x2) in IR
2 P(Xk+llk+l ) Nik+l+l ki)
Assuming Gaussian noise in target dynamics where
and the fact that
'99-~~k ~6k+ 1 = 26k
PC(Xk+ll[ ';Yk+l'Y ) =
x P(xk+lsxkl ;Yk+ly 
Xk
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6k
k+l '
l a N(yk+l ID k+lP+l
Z=l
D Ek+l ' T
Dk+l . Dk+1 + Rk+l)
for i = 1,2,...,k . (
k+l k
1i ai/ k+1 
k+l k+1'
k+ l k + l'
i j
for i = 6k+1, 6 k+2, .... 6 k+1
ce ik+ y k k Dk+(b)
i = -cX aj Yk+ IDk+lk
k+1' T
Dk+l j Dk+l + Rk+l)/k+1
k+1 'k+1' , k+l k+1'
k+l = k+1 k+1'
= (I K. )Z
k+1 k+1' T k+1 T -1jK + l (Rk+l + D Dk+l 
The equations for the evolution of the a pos- (c)
teriori density function when M independent
sensors are reporting "null" information Fig. 2 Density at times 1, 3, and
have the same form as above but with a larger 5, respectively.
number of terms.
The above recursive equations were used to bT 22
compute the probability density functions k- k (Rk+1+I-k-)bk+Pk
for the state of a stationary target and a
searcher moving along a spiral of the form where sN-k-l andin is can be recursively
r = ke toward the a priori estimate of the computed.
target. Densities at three time instances Similar separation control policies can be
Similar separation control policies can be
are shown in Figs. 2(a), (b), and (c). derived for the linear exponential-quadratic
problem. Details of these policies and numer-
Stochastic Control of Sensors ical results will be given in a forthcoming
With the recursive evolution of the density report.
function and the linear-quadratic system
described by Eqs. (10) through (15), a separa- Conclusions
tion policy can now be generated. Standard Results are presented for estimation and
techniques are used in deriving this policy. control of dynamic sensor systems operating
Only summarized equations are given below in a tactical environment. These control
The optimal control U k_1 is given through a rules determine sensor trajectories until a
backware induction of the form: successful detection is achieved. Recursive
2 computation of the a posteriori density make
uk-i =k-i k-Pk-1 + A k-lgk- 1 yk- the separation control possible. Further
numerical studies are planned for the future.
with Ek-1 = E k- k-i
REFERENCE
and
1 -1 T 21 Hellman, Olavi (1970). On the effect of a
Ik- 1 Mk-lbk(Rk+l-IN-k-1)gk search upon the probability distribution
of a target whose motion is a diffusion
A2k- 1 Tlb 2k(2k l·,N-k-gk process. Annals of Math. Stat., 41:5,
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OPTIMAL SENSOR SCHEDULING FOR MULTIPLE HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Robert R. Tenney
Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA
Abstract. The generic problem of selecting the sequence of sensors which
optimizes the information received about a number of discrete hypotheses is
considered. The optimization criterion penalizes the uncertainty present
about pairs of hypotheses in a form which has an eigenfunction property with
respect to a Bayes update of the conditional probability distribution. Ap-
plication of the Pontryagin minimum principle yields elegant solutions to an
interesting class of problems. Applications in surveillance, failure detec-
tion, and nondestructive testing are possible.
I. INTRODUCTION time, with emphasis on the new cost function
and its interpretation. Then the stochastic
The problem: Often several competing hypoth- problem is reduced to a deterministic con-
eses exist about the state of a particular trol problem, in continuous time, with a
entity, and real time observations must be convex control set. The Pontryagin minimum
used to discriminate between them. Once the principle can be brought to bear on the
set of sensors to be used has been specifi- problem, and the resulting necessary con-
ed, the observations can be used to update ditions for the optimal schedule define a
prior information in a number of ways, al- two point boundary value problem with sec-
though Bayes' theorem underlies some of the torwise linear dynamics. The general struc-
most common techniques [1]. In this frame- tural assumptions lead to an iterative so-
work, the net information is captured in the lution for the general case, and an elegant
posterior probability distribution over the solution for a more restricted set of prob-
hypotheses. lems. An interesting side result is a geo-
metrical characterization of each sensor by
In cases where several sensors are available a vector of parameters describing its capa-
but are mutually exclusive in their.use bilities to distinguish between various
(either due to interference, or because one pairs of hypotheses.
physical sensor must be pointed in one of a
number of directions), an additional problem II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
arises in determining, also in real time,
that sequence of sensors which should be Hypotheses: The K hypotheses, one of which
activated to provide the above information. may be valid, are denoted Hk, k = 1,...,K.
The efficacy of a particular sensor sequence Prior knowledge provides a probability dis-Prior knowledge provides a probability dis-
must be related to the character of the re- tribution at time t =, denoted by 4(O),
sulting posterior probabilities; these should where
clearly discriminate among the hypotheses.
Mathematically, this can be viewed as a prob- 7k( 0 ) = P(Hk)
lem of selecting, at each point in time, one
of M sensors to obtain information about a Observations: Sensor outputs obtained at
set of K hypotheses. By defining an inter- time t from sensor j are denoted y.(t).
esting cost function on the set of posterior 
distributions, we can seek an optimal sensor The statistics of yj(t) are independent of
scheduling procedure. everything except the sensor j and the under-
lying hypothesis H k; in particular
Overview: The strategy taken in the sequel k
is to first pose the problem in discrete p(yj(t) Hk y(s)) = p(Yj(t)Hk) s t
1Support for this work is from the Office of
Naval Research, under contract N00014-77-0532
is gratefully acknowledged.
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N
However, no assurption of stationarity of v(E) = b v. (T)
these distributions need be made. i=l
If
with each v. (i) having the form of above
sk(t) = P(Hk|Y(l) PI (t)) The obscurity function measures the lack of
knowledge about the hypotheses. It is
minimum when lis pure, i.e. when all but
p(y(t+l)IH )7T (t) one component are zero. The coefficients
p(y(t+l ) lHk)k(t) bi represent weights attached to varying
p(y(t+l)) types of obscurity as indicated by the form
of the form of the associated v.(E).
where subscripts denoting sensor choices have
been omitted. These equations give the Example: Consider the ternary hypothesis
dynamic equations for the evolution of the testing problem. Two candidate obsurity
posterior distribution as observations are functions are
obtained.
v (ir) = (T1 /I2 T3)
Cost: The objective of a detection or iden-
ification algorithm is to produce correct and
estimates of the true state of a systems. 2 - 1/2 1/2
It is also beneficial if these estimates v (T) = (71 +72) (( 7T 3
come with high confidence levels. Thus, if
one is seeking to drive posterior distribu-
tions to some values, the best values are Both are zero for pure T; both have their
near the extremes, where the true hypothesis maxima at 1/2 1/3 1 Tknwnwt.maxima at X = [1/2 1/3 1/3] . However, theis known with almost certainty. former includes as minima all distributions
with one component zero, the latter has
Consider the binary hypothesis case. Figure only three minimum points (Figure 2). The
1 shows three candidate penalty functions
former is minimized when any hypothesis is
which have reasonable qualitative character- when any hypothe
istics - they are allmineliminated; the latter, when any hypotheisistics - they are all minimum at the ex- is confirmed.
tremes and convex downward. Number 1 is the
minimum probability of error incurred if a The above definition is quite general; in
The above definition is quite general; in
decision between H1 and H2 had to be made. the sequel we will assume all terms in the
Number 2 is a direct measure of the uncer- obscurity function are of the form
tainty in the distribution: it is the entro-
py (scaled by 1/2)) - (/2
vi () = (kT k ) 
1 7Z ogr 1 2
2 I k °g2 k
k=l
All results will generalize to the earlier
case, but this makes clear that each term
The third is similar to the second '+
in v(W) represents the degree to which a
v(7rrl I 7T "'7) pair of hypotheses can be distinguished,
1' 2 1 2 and thus a different type of obscurity.
Note that the last two indicate that an im- The selection of the obscurity function
provement in the probability of error from, provides a great deal of flexibility. For
say, 10% to 1% is much more rewarding than instance, if one is only interested in
one from 49% to 40% and thus greatly encour- determining whether or not H is true, a
age extremal distributions. function of the form
The third form posesses unique analytical v ) = 1/2
properties, as will be seen in section III. (1i) k2 1 k
It can be generalized to the form
Ki ) rk is appropriate, as it penalizes ambiguity
v1' ' k k=l kr between H1 and any other hypothesis withoutk=l
including the obscurity between the others.
K
1 = r r k > 0 III. REDUCTION TO A CONTINUOUS
k=l DETERMINISTIC OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM
and to sums of terms of this form without The problem stated above is a stochastic
compromizing these properties. optimization problem, where the original,
t+ imperfectly observable state H has been re-
Definition: An obscurity function v(7) is placed with the conditional probability A,
of the form which can be determined exactly. State
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transitions are still stochastic, due to Thus, v.i(T(t+l), t+l) is an eigenfunction1
the appearance of y(t),but possess of the update with a.. (t+l) is eigen-
a Markov property. This is a standard ap- value. 13
proach [2] to dealing with this type of
problem; the next step might be to use dy- Now, for a fixed sequence of sensors
namic programming to obtain a feedback so-
lution, where j(t) would be selected on the = j(t, t define the ex-
pected cost-to-go at time t with conditional
basis of '(t). distribution W(t) as
Due to the lack of success of this approach+ T
in producing implementable solutions for V3((t), t) = E{ i v(t(s))}
s=t+l
the general, multiple hypothesis problem
consider a less ambitious goal: finding -
where V-,(r(T),T) = 0 at the terminal time.
the optimal open loop schedule (i.e. select I
the best sequence of sensors based only on The key result is then
the prior distribution). Not only are so-
lutions of this form applicable in some Theorem 2: At each time t, the cost-to-go
cases where feedback solutions cannot be takes the form
implemented, but they can be used as open N
loop feedback solutions where the entire V? (O(t) ,t) = x.(t)v.) (*)
schedule is effectively recomputed at each ]i=
time, using 7(t) where
Reduction to Deterministic Dynamics: The
for of the obscurity function was selected xi(t) = i(tl + bi
for its qualitative properties and because
of: x. i(T) = 0
Theorem l:Terms of an obscurity function are Proof: By reverse induction. At t = T,
eigenfunctions of the expectation/Bayes up- the cost-to-go is uniformly zero.
date operation and the associated eigenvalue Assume ( ) hclds at time t+l, so
is completely determined by sensor charac- +
teristics. V.,(7(t),t) = E{V,(F(t+l), t+l} + b. v.i((t))
Proof: Let
VA 6*(t+l)I t+l) ' x1tl 'ri-)/2 = E x. (t+l)vi (i(t+l))} +
vi(n(t+l), t+l) = xi(t+l) (71 "2) / 2 i1  1i=l 1i 1
Then + bi v.i(r(t))
N
.-
v.( I(t),  = {v. (T(t+l), t+l)} a ) ..(t+l)xi(t+l)vi(T(t)) +
1 1 ' iijTr 
y(t+l) i=l
Substituting, + bi v.i ( (t))
N
.
=y.0 (a.. (t+l)xi(t+l)+bi.)v.((t))
v. (Q(t), t) = f P(Yj(t+l) xi(t+l) i=l 
-o0
p (; (t4l)Hl)7l(t)p(yi(t+l)lH2)-2(t) 1/2 and v. (T) is of the fundamental form.
p(y (t+l) H 1) l(t)p( j (t+l)IH 2) 2I(t) I
( 2 This gives a deterministic linear dynamical
(p(yj )t+))) problem with states xi(t) represent-
a= . (t+l)xi (t+l) (7lT(t) 2(t)) / ing the amplitudes of a finite number of modes
173 1of the cost-to-go function excited by the
terms of the obscurity function. The co-
efficints a..(t) represent the decay of
where j is the sensor selected for t+l and 13
+ x. (t) when sensor j is selected at time t,
.ij(t+l) = f+(p(j (t+l) H1) and the driving terms b. representing the
relative importance of each term. Moreover,
p(1 / the x (t) are truely states as their evolu-
pj (t+l)IH2) dy 1j
tion depends only on selections j made be-
tween t and T, although this property holds
in reverse time.
For notational simplicity here, assume theth Corollary 2a: The total cost is
i term of the obscurity function involves
H1 and H2.
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N +
Vj(.(OO)) = I xi(O)vi(Tr(O)) hence yj(t) provides perfect information to
distinguish between them. Since also
Proof: Immediate from Theorem 2 when t = 0. P(YjIHk)dy =1
-c-o
If (known) parameters ci are defined as the integral
Ci = vi(+(0)) f p i k )p(yj(t)IHk )dy < 1
then the equivalent deterministic optimalcon-
trol problem is to select j to minimize with equality iff
XN xi(O) CiP((t)IHkl) p(yj(t)IHk2)
i=l
for all y.(t).
subject to
Thus, qualitatively speaking, good schedules
xi(t-l) = a..(t) x(t) + bi use sensors where the a.. are small for terms
1 1J 1 1 13
where c. or b. are large.
1 1
x.(T) = 0
In preparation for the transition to con-
tinuous time, introduce
Interpretation of the a..: These parameters
1j
measure the ability of sensor j to contrib- Definition: The clarification coefficient
ute to the reduction of each term of the of sensor j with respect to v.(7) is a..(t)
obscurity function. The set {aij.. i=l,, ...,N} 1 1)
1J
describe the information gathering ability a..(t) =-ln a..(t)
of j in all directions which are contained
in v(T). For example, sensor 1 may be able Corollary 3a: Clarification coefficients
to distinguish H. from H. and H. , but not are nonnegative and unbounded with equality
to zero holding iff the sensor produces out-
between the latter, while sensor 2 only sep- puts which are independent of the hypotheses
arates H2 from H3. The information from each of the associated term.
sensor alone is incomplete; the set above
paves the way towards a geometric interpre- Proof: Properties of ln.
tation of information.
Gross properties of the a.. are
1J
Theorem 3: For all i,j,t,
Reformulation in Continuous Time: The re-
0 < a..(t) < 1 mainder of this section deals with improv-
13 ing the analytic properties of the problem
by replacing the discrete time and control
with the lower limit obtained iff it is pos- sets with continuous equivalents. The
sible to completely eliminate one of the problem as posed above can be solved us-
hypotheses in vi with any single observation ing the discrete time minimum principle
yj(t), and the upper iff y.(t) is independent but the solution has implicit pro-
3 . J erties which are less cumbersome in a con-
of the hypothesis in v (i) tinuous time framework.
Proof: Since p(yuous time(t)H ) > framework.
Proof: Since p(yj(t) lHk) > for all yj, Consider the formal continuous time analog:
for all yj minimize
+t N
f +~1/2 c. x. (O)
f + (p(yj (t) IHk )p(y j (t)Hk )) dy > O i1 
with
with equality iff
dx.
(y (t)IHkl ) p(yj(t)Hk2) = d(-t) -aij(t)x(t) + bi(t) x. i(T) = 01f ay t we i 2 t)e si d 1ot
for all yj(t), i.e. iff the set of y.(t) where again the dynamics appear in reverse
from that possible when Hk is true, and t - 6 gives approximately
2
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xl(t-6)-x (t) = -aij(t) (t) + bi(t) or, as 0
dx.
1 
-a. (u)x. (t) + b.
x. (t-6) = (-a..ij) (t)6)x. (t) + b.(t) = -a (t) + b1 J 1 ±I d(-t)
-a.. (t) 
e k. (t) + b. (t)6
1 1 M
provided 6 is sufficiently small that second ai() j j (t)j=l
order terms can be neglected, i.e.
This convexification of the control set al-
1 ij lows the above interpretation of polling
sensors with u. being the fraction of time
Setting 5 = 1 devoted to sensor j. Mixed controls (some
x(t-l) a.ij(t)x.(t) + bi(t) u. {0O,1}) do arise in the optimal solution.
Were a solution attempted without convex-
ification, the optimal solution would still
Provided the a(t) are the clarification be forced to achieve this mixture by infin-
coefficients and aij (t) the eigenvalues, itesimal "time sharing". In practice, either
these may be valid ap'proximations. this polling can be approximated or, in open
loop feedback uses, it will almost never
occur as the set of I(0) for which it is
initially required is of measure zero.
Convexification of Control Variable: In the Reversal of the Time Index: Finally, the
problem thus far there have been a discrete reverse dynamics that naturally arose
set of sensors from which to select. It will above are a notational nuisance;
be convenient to convexify this set by intro- replacing the time variable t with
ducing the M control variables u.(t), which another t'
specify what fraction of an infinitesimal
cycle is devoted to each sensor j. Thus
M yields an identical problem more in line with
Y u.(t) = 1 u.(t) > 0 standard optimal control problems. The only
j=l ] caveat is that the solution to the resulting
problem, u*(t'), is the reverse of the opti-
are the constraints which admissible controls mal schedule.
must satisfy. Conclusion: This section has reduced the
With this interpretation, the dynamics become original problem to:
minimize
-E a (t)u (t) minimize
x (t-6) . e x. (t) + b.6 N
1xi~t-6)- e xi~~~t)+bi ~ c. x. (T) Ci = Vi (O (0))
1 1 1 1
i=l
with
As the discrete sample rate goes to zero, xi(t') = -ai (t'))xi(t) + bi i() = 
this expression is exact for all stationary
processes, as well as for nonstationary
Gaussian and Poisson processes. It provides The system dynamics a.(u(t')) will always
a piecewise linear approximation for other be nonnegative, and larger values correspond
sampled, nonstationary independent increments to greater clarification by the selected
processes; however, the sequel will assume sensor.
a..(t) to be twice differentiable and thus
13 IV. OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF REDUCED
a more advanced approximation, such as PROBLEM
splines, may be necessary.
Here the above problem can be interpreted
using the Pontryagin minimum principle and
the geometric structure of the solution
emerges. The first section introduces the
type of results obtained by examining the bi-
nary hypothesis problem where only one dimen-
sion of obscurity exists. After stating nec-
essary conditions which the optimal schedule
must satisfy and deriving some of its prop-
erties, the interpretation of these con-
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ditions in terms of sensor clarification Because of their associations with variables
coefficients provides some preliminary tests in the proof, (H) will be referred to as
for eliminating sensors from consideration. the Hamiltonian condition, zi(t) as states,
Further examination of singular (mixed) con-
trol arcs yields more basic structure of the duce he M vectors
schedule as well as a classification of
problems in terms of the sensor sets. These (t) T
will be the general results; section V will a.(t) = [aij(t) 2j Nt j(t)]T
exploit the necessary conditions to compute
the optimal schedule. of clarification coefficients for each sen-
sor and the NxM composite matrix
Preview - Binary Hypothesis Testing: This .
special case illustrates some of the con- a, a2 : a
clusions that can be drawn about optimal A(t)
schedules. The obscurity functions between -
the two hypotheses H1 and H2 has one term
1/2 so that
1= (r1 i2 ) 1 12
a(u(t)) = A(t)u(t)
so the continuous problem to be solved is to
minimize is the vector of system coefficients ai(u(t)).
cx 1 1(T) The necessary conditions can then be rewrit-
ten as
with 4. + 4 .
<z(t), a(u(t))> > <z(t),a(u(t))>
xl(t) = al((t))xl (t) + 1 x (0) = 0 for all 
for all u(t) (H)
Here the solution is obvious: choose u(t) z(t) = q(t) z(0) = 0
to maximize the coefficient al(u(t)) at each + + -A 
1 q(t) = a(u(t)) · q(t) q(T) = bc
time t. This corresponds to selecting the
sensor with maximal instantaneous clarifi-> is standard inner product N
cation coefficient a..(t) at each t. where <,> 1S standard inner product in]R
cation coefficient and · is componentwise multiplication.
Thus u is chosen to maximize (a function of)
V. COMPUTATION OF OPTIMAL SCHEDULES
al(t) at each time, and the selected sensor
may vary as aij (t) changes with time. No Returning from the optimal control problem
mixed controls are required here, but multi- above to the original scheduling problem
involves reinterpreting the previous results
ple terms in v(n) will induce a directionality in the context originally developed in
which requires mixing. sections II and III.
General Necessary Conditions: Necessary con- Begin by returning to forward time, so
ditions for the dynamic optimization prob- becomes
lems can be obtained from the Pontryagin
minimum principle . They are summarized in z(t) -q(t) z(T) = 
q(t) = -a(u(t))q(t) q(0) = c * b
Theorem 4: The optimal solution u(t)
satisfies: as the two point boundary value problem.
are static conditions and remain un-
N N
z. (t)a. (u*(t)) > z. (t)a. ((t)) (H) changed. The solution u(t) specifies the
i=l 1 1 i-l 1 1 fraction of effort to be devoted to each sen-
sor at time t. This section will discuss
for all u(t) the numerical solution of these equations us-
ing structural knowledge obtained in section
i(t) = qi(t) z.(0) = IV.
qi(t) = ai(u*(t))qi(t) qi(T) = b.c.
Numerical solution:Solution of equations
Proof: see [21].
can be achieved by a number of techniques,
such as an iterative strategy which refines
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guesses of the unknown boundary conditions
at each end of the time interval. While the
suitability of various techniques will
depend heavily on the dynamics of the
ai(t), the following procedure is sugested
for those problems where these coefficients
vary slowly.
1. Initial guess: z(t) E 0, 0 < t < T
2. Integrate the equation for q forward in
time, selecting u(t) using an approxi-
mation based on the partitions induced
on q space by
u(t) - arg max <q(t) , a(u(t))>
to get an initial guess of q(T ),denoted
q(O;T)
3. Integrate forward using q(k:T) as termi-
nal condition q(T); store the switch
schedule. Obtain z(k;0) as an estimate
of the initial condition on z.
4. Integrate backward using z(0) = z(k:O)
and the schedule obtained in (2);
obtained q(k+l;T) and repeat(3)and(4)-
The advantages of this technique are that
only the switch times (and mixes over singu-
lar arcs) need be stored from iteration to
iteration, rather than either z or q trajec-
tories. For certain classes of problems it
converges in one step. No other general
properties of this solution are known at this
point.
This provides a technique to apply to
complex problems with little structure;
special cases with strong structure can
lead to much simpler solutions.
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OPTIMAL PLATFORM MANEUVERS FOR PASSIVE TRACKING WITH TIME DELAY MEASUREMENTS
Pan-Tai Liu Paul L. Bongiovanni
Mathematics Department Naval Underwater Systems Center
University of Rhode Island Newport Laboratory
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 Newport, Rhode Island 02840
Abstract. This paper describes a technique for determining optimal platform
maneuvers for passive tracking when time delay measurements are available
from a linear array. Unlike the bearings-only-ranging problem, an additional
time delay proportional to range makes a platform maneuver unnecessary from a
mathematical viewpoint. However, experience has shown that even in this
situation an appropriately selected maneuver can improve convergence of the
estimation process. This technique is designed to be used in conjunction
with an estimation algorithm such as the extended Kalman filter.
Basically, the optimal maneuver is defined as that course which maximizes the
trace of the information matrix. If one examines this performance index, it
will be noted that there is a trade-off between a course perpendicular to the
line-of-sight (LOS) vector for good range measurements and a course parallel
to the LOS for better bearing measurements. The resulting optimal course is
a compromise between these two objectives. A numerical example that serves
to illustrate the theoretical results is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION observer's track is comprised primarily of
constant velocity segments (or legs), while
This paper describes a technique for it is assumed that the target has constant
determining optimal course maneuvers by an velocity (i.e., no maneuvers).
observer who is trying to solve the target
motion problem with measurements from a Since it has been established that an
passive, linear array (Murphy et al., 1981). observer maneuver is appropriate, it
The target motion problem of interest is one behooves the observer to choose the optimal
that restricts vehicle motion to take place maneuver. For purposes of this paper, the
in a plane. To obtain an estimate of target maneuver will consist of an observer course
parameters (position and velocity), the change. Since the EKF is being dealt with,
observer uses an extended Kalman filter (EKF) an applicable performance criterion would be
with measurements from the linear array. For a linear functional, such as the trace, of
this acoustic sensor, two noisy time delay the information matrix. This paper will
measurements are available that are related show that the observer should choose the
to bearing and horizontal range to the course that maximizes the predicted trace of
target. The linear array processing system the information matrix associated with the
is capable of providing a time delay estimation process. If one examines this
measurement proportional to target range performance index, it will be noted that
because of its ability to determine the there is a trade-off between a course
amount of wavefront curvature over the perpendicular to the line-of-sight (LOS)
aperture of the array. Therefore, unlike vector for good range measurements and a
the bearings-only tracking problem, which course parallel to the LOS for better
requires an observer maneuver to make the bearing measurements. The resulting optimal
process observable, the availability of this course is a compromise between these two
additional measurement makes the process objectives.
observable without a maneuver. However, it
is known from practical experience that an The general system model and analysis of the
appropriate observer maneuver can improve performance criterion is presented in
the convergence of the estimation process. Section II. In Section III, the results
Since the estimation process is basically developed are applied to the specific
nonlinear, one should not be surprised to problem of target motion with time delay
find that the estimation error for the measurements. Finally, in Section IV, a
target parameters is sensitive to the actual numerical example that serves to illustrate
dynamics of the tracking problem. For the the usefulness of the results is presented
duration of the tracking problem, the for a typical vehicle geometry.
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II. GENERAL MODEL AND ANALYSIS The magnitude of the error covariance is
usually indicated by the norm of the matrix
Consider a linear discrete time control jIPIl. Two typical definitions ofilPl are
system: the trace of P and the determinant of P,
i.e., Tr(P) and IPI, respectively.
x(k+l) = Ax(k) + Bu(k), x(o) = Xn , (1)
The reduction in error covariance due to
where x(k) and u(k) are the state and the information update at k is denoted by
controT, respectively; A and B are constant AP(k+1/k); i.e.,
matrices of appropriate dimensions; x o is
a vector Gaussian random variable with known AP(k+l/k) = P(k+l/k) - P(k+l/k+l). (10)
mean E[xo] and covariance Po.
aP is obviously a positive definite matrix.
It is desired to estimate x(k) from Substituting eq. (9) into (10) yields:
nonlinear noisy measurements:
aP(k+l/k) = K(k+l)H(k+l)P(k+l/k)
y(k) = h[x(k)] + v(k), (2)1
- PH'[HPH'+N]- HP
where Jv(k)l is a sequence of vector 1 1
Gaussian noises with zero mean and = [I+PH'N-1H] PH'N1HP , (11)
covariance N(k). where, in the last two expressions in eq.
When y is linear, the Kalman filter yields (11), P = P(k+l/k), H = H(k+1), and
the minimum variance (unbiased) estimate of N N(k+1).
x(k). In this case, the estimation error is The information matrix M is now introduced:
independent of the control, and the choice The information matrix M is now introduced:Tndependent of the control, and the choice
of u(k) is irrelevant. 
-1
M(k+l) = H'(k+l)N- (k+l)H(k+1) . (12)When h is nonlinear, the Kalman filter can
be extended by linearizing about a nominal
trajectory. Let x(k/k) be the estimation Then, AP in eq. (11) becomes:
of x(k) based on measurements up to k, with P(+l/k) I+P(k+l/k)M(k+l)-l
k(OTO) =.E[xo]. Also, let k(k+l/k) be the
predicted estimate for x(k+T). The EKF P(k+1/k)M(k+l)P(k+1/k). (13)
algorithm linearized about x(k+l/k) can be
summarized as follows. Thus, at each stage k, u(k) can be chosen to
Define: maximize IJAP(k+1/k)| through eq. (4), (5),
and (13). The sequence {u(k)} n= then
.R(k/k) = E[x(k)] , achieves the overall optimization of
P(k/k) = El[x(k)-(k/k)[x(k)][x(k)-(k/k)]', (3) n- 1
IIP(k+l/k)ll
H(k+l) = - [x(k+l/k)] , (4) and results in the best estimation for
Tx x(n). In other words, the control is
where the prime denotes the transpose. optimal in the sense of steering the state
along the most observable trajectory.
Then,
For the underwater tracking problem, the
x(k+l/k) = Ax(k/k) + Bu(k) , (5) situation is different from what has been
described above. A fundamental assumptionP(k+l/k) = AP(k/k)A' (, 6) is that the target always travels with
K(k+l) = P(k+l/k)H(k+l)[H(k+)P(k+l/k) constant velocity. The observer varies its
velocity from one segment to another to more
-1 efficiently track and to close with the
'H(k+l)+N(k+l)]- (7) target. The observer's velocity is now the
x(k+l/k+l) = k(k+1/k)+K(k+1)[y(k+1) control for the estimation process. During
-h(x(k+1/k)l] (8) each segment the observer travels with a
constant velocity, while taking measurements
P(k+1/k+1) = [I-K(k+1)H(k+1)]P(k+I/k) . (9) to determine the position and velocity of
the target. This process is referred to as
Such an algorithm provides the minimum target motion analysis. A common practice
variance estimate of x(k). in target motion analysis is to choose a
fixed velocity u(k), k = O, 1, ... n-1, more
It can be seen from eq. (4) and (5) that the or less arbitrarily for the first leg. At
observation matrix H(k+l) is determined by the end of the first leg, k = n, a new
u(k). Proper choice of u(k) in steering the velocity is chosen based on the information
state x(k) to increase tTe observability of obtained during the first constant-velocity
the system is therefore important in segment or leg. At this moment, an optimal
reducing the updated error covariance velocity is to be chosen to improve the
P(k+l/k+1). convergence of the estimation process and to
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obtain the best estimate of target position Letting IIP Il= Tr(P), and taking the traces
at the end of the second leg. of all matrices on both sides of eq. (14),
one obtains:
Let n and m be the number of measurements
during the first and second legs, dlTr[P(t,t )]1
respectively. Minimizing dt 2Tr[AP(t,t )]
E In- P(k+/k) , - Tr[P 2(t,tn)M(t)] . (17)
k=n
i.e., optimizing over the second leg, cannot It is seen from eq. (17) that u(tn) can
be achieved because u(n) is to be determined, be chosen to maximize Tr[P2(t,tn)M(t)] at
and fixed, throughout the second leg without k = n+(m/2) so as to make Tr[P(t,tn)]
measurement data at k,k = n+1,n+2, ... n+m-1. decrease rapidly and to achieve a small
While a discrete model is necessary for Tr[P(t,tn)] at t = tn+m.
updating the information matrix when the
data measurements are available, a Suppose P is a 2 x 2 matrix. A different
continuous model is convenient for studying approach is to define IIP IIas IPI, the
the error covariance behavior (rate of determinant of P. Pre- and post-multiplying
decrement) at any time t in (t,tn) as a of every term in eq. (14) by P-1/2(t,tn)
function of u(n). The information matrix is yields:
now evaluated along the predicted trajectory 2 2 1
defined by x(t,tn). -1/ dP p-1/ p-1/2 Ap1 /2 + p1/2Ap-1/2
Let P(t,tn) be the predicted error 1/2 (1)
covariance for any t in (tn,tm), given P1 2 M (18)
the initial error covariance P(tn/tn).
It can then be shown that P(t,tn) where P = P(t,tn) and M = M(t).
satisfies the following:
Again, taking the trace of all matrices in
dP(t,tn) eq. (18) and simplifying yields:
-~dt~-= AP(t,tn ) + P(t,tn)A'
- P(t,tn)M(t)P(t,tn) , (14) PI
Minimizing the normalized rate of change is
where known to be more effective than just minim-
izing dlPJ/dt. Thus, from eq. (19), u(t )
M(t) = H(t)N H' (t) , (15) can be chosen to maximize Tr[P(t,tn)MTt)l
at k = n+(m/2) so as to make IP(t,tn)l
and decrease rapidly and to achieve a small
ah IP(t,tn)I at t = tn+m.
1-l(t) = ax [x(t'tn)] t < t < t . (16) As a result of the above analysis, it should
be pointed out that for best estimation
Equation (14) resembles the matrix Riccati results, without knowing P(tn/tn), the
equation in linear filtering except that the optimal value of u(tn) should be selected
information matrix M is to be evaluated at to maximize Tr(M). However, knowing
x(t,tn), which depends on the maneuver at P(tn/tn), one should actually choose to
tn; i.e., u(tn). Obviously, u(tn) is maximize the Tr(PM), thus incorporating
a priori information into the performance
(to be ctosnEn to minimize ,fncMtn)i va criteria. Basically, this implies that the
M(t). But the latter is a function of t,
while u(tn) has to be chosen a priori. it amount of information should be maximized in
is therefore necessary to selec F conjunction with the direction oftimeheresentati ces y t ok betwe an uncertainties as expressed by the
representative time tk between tn and eigenvectors of P
tn+m, at which instant M is to be
maximized with respect to u(tk). A
reasonable choice is t = tn+(ml2); i.e.,
the midpoint of the second 1 eg. Obviously,
if tk is too close to tn, the error III. TRACKING WITH TIME DELAY
covariance will drop rapidly right after the MEASUREMENTS
maneuver. But such a decrement tends to
level off as the observer proceeds in a
direction that becomes less and less optimal. A specific problem of target tracking with
On the other hand, if tk is too close to time delay measurements is now considered.
tn+m, the error covariance will not drop Let (Rx,R ) be the relative position
significantly until near the end of the between tXe observer and the target in the
second leg, at which time it will be too North-East-oriented Cartesian coordinate
late for the observer to gain an overall system. Let Vt = (Vxt,Vyt) and Vo =
reduction in error covariance. Therefore, a (VosinC o, VocosC ) be the velocities
reasonable--but not necessarily optimal-- of the target and the observer, respectively,
choice for tk is tn+(m/2). in the same coordinates (see Fig. 1).
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N where
VT c = sound velocity in the water,
2 2 ,1/2 , 2 2 1/2
2Target R = (R2+R ) 2 = (x1 +x 2)
a = tan l(Rx/Ry) - CO = tan- (x1/x2 ) , and
D = distance between two adjacent sensors.
Observer .-.. x Also, nl and n2 are the measurement
_ E noises. They are assumed to be independent
white Gaussian noises with zero mean and
Fig. 1 Various coordinate systems for the variance of a2.
tracking problem (z-axis points into page).
The measurements for the filter consist of
the sum and difference of time delays T1
It is assumed that target velocity is and T2; thus, eq. (2) now becomes:
constant but imprecisely known to the
observer at the beginning of the problem. T+(k) -T(k)+T2(k) v+(k)
The observer travels at a fixed speed and
changes course only at the time of a
maneuver. y(k) + (25)
The state vector is now: T2(k)-T1(k)J L (k)
x'(k) = [Rx(k), Ry(k), Vxt(k), Vyt(k)] . (21) where
where
The matrices A and B and the control u(k)
in eq. (1) are: v+(k) = n1(k) + n2(k) ,
1 01 At 0 -1 [ v_(k) = n2(k) - nl(k) ;
O 1 0 at O -1
A = . Bj and, since n1 and n2 are uncorrelated, the
O 0 1 0 O O covariance of v+ and v is 2a2.
O O 0 1 O 0 The observation matrix H for the linearized
measurements is:
[V sin CT a+ 
u(k) = , (22) x y
LVocos Co H(k+l)= (26)
where at is the uniform time increment
between data samples. Let [xl(k),x2(k)] aT aT
be the relative position in the coordinate aR aR
system with axes parallel and perpendicular x y R (k+lk),R y(k+l/k)
to the observer's course (see Fig. 1).
Obviously (Rx,Ry) is related toObv(xox2)y (xRytation by the angle CO. and the information matrix M is:(Xl,X2) via a rotation by the angle Co.
To obtain time delay measurements, the M(k+l) = H'(k+l)H(k+l)/2o (27)
observer has six sensors equally spaced on
the two sides of the vehicle. Difference of One can express H(k+l) and M(k+l) as follows:
signal arrival times (time delay) between two
adjacent sensors on one side is measured. H(k+1) = [H , (28)
These time delays are indicated by T1 and
T2.
Using the law of cosines and referring to HiH1 O Ml °
Fig. 2, it can be shown that: M(k+) = . (29)
T1(R ,R ) = ~1 2+D 2 1/2
RR ) = RR -DRcos) +nl , (23) To determine M, especially Tr(M), it is
1 xy c convenient to utilize the invariance property
of M under rotation of axes. Define T to be
1 (R2+D2 +2DRos 1/2 R+ (24) the transformation between (xl,x 2) andT2 (Rx,Ry) = [(R2+D2+ 2DRcos)2 R]+n2 (24); i.e.,2 lC-y c 2---- 
-B----.---IP------·l-·_1' (Rx,Rv); i e.,
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x2
cosCo -sinC
I T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rget
T : (30) ('I X2)
LsinCo cosC o]
R
Also, define
BT+ aT+
0 0
1 X2
axl ax~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~x
G(tk+l) (31)
aT_ aT- Fig. 2 Target position with
a1 2 [l(k+l/k), 2(k+l/k)] respect to linear array in
observer's coordinate system.
and write this as G = [Gl 0]. Then,
I
I= G T, M P GG 1T, and Now, recall that
H1 = GIT' ml = 2--- 'Ii1T 2a i(t,tn) = 6(t,tn) - Co(tn) (36)
Tr(M) = 1 Tr(GiG) n n n
(ttn) = tan-l[x(t,tn)/Ry (t,t) (37)
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(7)n x n y n
To compute G, one can express T1 and T2 as
functions of (xlX 2): (ttn) = Rx(tn/tn) + [ xt(tn/tn )
T 1=~T1(x 1x~2)= 1 ( 22 -Dx) 2 1/2 - Vo(tn)sinCo(tn)](t - tn) , (38)
1 = Tl1(XlX2) = lc--[R-(R2+D2-2Dx2)/ ]+n1,(32)
Ry(t,tn) = Ry(tn/tn) + [Vyt(tn/tn)
T2 T2(XX 2 ) [(R2+D2+2Dx2) 1 /2-R]+n2,(33) - Vo(tn )cosCo(tn )](t - tn) (39)
Equation (35) indicates that
where it is convenient to use (xl,X 2) instead Tr(P11M1) = Tr[P1L(t,tn)Mi(t)]
of (R ,R y) must now be maximized at k n+(m/2). From
eq. (34) and eq. (36)-(39), this can clearly
be done by choosing Co(tn). Although anAfter carrying out all partial differenti- analytical expression for an optimum
ation, one obtains: ~~analytical expression for an optimum
~ation, one obtains: ~Co(tn) cannot be found, it is not
sn-sn2 COSa2-cosa 1 0 0l sina -sini, Cosa COSa 0 difficult to determine it by using numerical
~I - 2 2- ~~1 1 computation, as will be demonstrated in the[-csccG(k+l): (34) next section.
-2sinO~sin, 1 +sina2s 2 1 0As mentioned at the end of the preceding
section, maximizing the trace of the
(k+l/k) information matrix is a general guide for
good estimation. After evaluating
where a, and a2 are shown in Fig. 2, and Tr(H'1 H1) from eq. (34), and performing(k+l/k) indicates that all variables are to some manipulation, one obtains:
be evaluated at the predicted value for k+1.
If P11 is defined to be the error 2 2-(tt
covariance of the relative position D0 sin
(Rx,Ry), i.e., 2 (40)
2'o' 2c (t,tn)
P i P21 F 1~~~~~1 ~ '21 ~Thus, to maximize Tr[Ml(t)], one must1 maximize Isin~(t,tn)/R t,tn)I. This
= I~~~' implies a trade-off between going
P I broad-sided (i.e, making a as close to 90
L P12 '22 as possible) and reducing the relative
distance between the observer and the target.
then, eq. (19) becomes Certainly, a more precise approach is to
maximize Tr[Pj1(t,tn)Mi(t)], in which
case procurement of information in both
dl111/dt directions is to be weighted by elements of
_ _P111_ =2-Tr(P 11M 1) .(35) Pll(t,tn).IiilI-2-TrPl1.
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IV. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE One then computes Tr[Ml(45/30)] and
Tr[P11(45/30)M1(45/30)] for different
To illustrate the results in section III, values of Co(30) ranging from O0 through
the following scenario is presented. The 360 . It can be seen from Fig. 4 that there
observer starts from the origin at to = 0, are two maxima for Tr(M1)-at Co = 84°
while the target is at an initial position of and Co = 2530. This is due to the fact
[Rx(O),Ry(O)] = [O,-15000 yards] (see that the relative bearing 81(45/30)
Fig. 3). The speeds of the observer and the corresponding to Co = 84 is exactly the
target are 10 and 20 knots, respectively. negative of the bearing .2(45/30)
corresponding to Co = 253 . Hence, from
eq. (40), the values of Tr(M1) are equal
at the two angles of Co. Fig. 4 also
shows that Tr[P11 (45/30)M 1(45/30)] has
a unique maximum at Co = 84
O. > .x Now, the extended Kalman filter (EKF)
processing is carried out using computer
VC=IOKT simulation and the Monte Carlo method.
c0:240° The results for three different values of
S KYD Co in the second leg are compared. Table
1 shows that, at Co = 840, Tr[P11 (60/601]
is strictly better than at 240 and 253
Further computation also shows that Co =84' is indeed the optimum course that
COMMENTS e renders the minimum value for
. Data samples available Tr[Pll(60/60)]. This confirms the
T e.vr sec se assertion in the preceding section that
maximizing Tr(PM) is the actual criterion.
VT= 20 KT
CT= 1500
Fig. 3 Observer-target geometry for the 0 i" '0O
numerical example.
6XI.0
During the first leg, the observer's course
is chosen to be Co = 240°. An optimum \\ I \
course for the second leg is to be
determined. The target is assumed to main- 20.0
tain a constant direction of CT = 150 
throughout the entire operation; i.e.,
(Vxt,Vyt) = (20 sin 150 , 20 cos 150 ). O 240 3o 0
The duration of each leg is 5 minutes with Ob errCr..Ce, d.r..s
sampling time at = 1/6 minute and hence,
n = m = 30. It is assumed that a = 0.25 Fig. 4. Variation of trace of M and PM at
x 10-10, and the initial error covariance t=7.5 minutes as a function of observer course.
is given by:
0.162x109 0 0 0
0 0.162x10 9 0 0 TABLE 1 Error Covariance from the EKF
P(0/O)= . for the Range and Range Components
0 0 225 0 (Average for 30 Monte Carlo Simulation Runs)
O O 0 225
Observer Error Covariance at 10 Minutes
At the end of the first t = t30 = 5 minutes Course (yards2 )
the upper triangular portion of the error Leg 1 Leg 2 Rx Ry R
covariance matrix is reduced to:
240 240 28100. 261000. 289100.0
0.935x104 -0.508x105 140.0 -171.0 
02786 256 31.5 240 84 106. 3210. 3160.0o .278x106 -25 .6 32.5
P(300/300)= 
0.088 -0.0867 240 253 25300. 231000. 256300.0
0.106
Figures 5 and 6, respectively, compare the
with estimated target speed and course of time histories of the EKF results for the
20.11 knots and 150.130, respectively. x and y range components with the optimal
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NO MANEUVER OPTIMAL MANEUVER maneuver and without a maneuver. Because of
_o -:the particular target geometry chosen, it is
~ii seen in Fig. 5 that the x-component of range
Ac.c.uaSError = co Actual Error + can be estimated quite closely, and the
error is somewhat insensitive to observer
maneuvers. However, the y-component of
-. zC , , t2__ S dz Cj°C2 An i~.range is known or measured with a larger
degree of uncertainty, as evidenced by the
two uppermost plots in Fig. 6. Without a
?OOO~~~ ~ is~ ~maneuver, the error covariance associated
with RX has a small rate of decrease after
m the initial transient behavior of the
=8t filter. The optimal maneuver at t = 5
<~ ~D minutes causes the error covariance to
decrease rapidly to zero, and the actual
a 2 4 I UTES 10 ' 2i 4 6' 8 1'0 estimate of Rv is improved, as evidenced
TIME (MINUTES) TIME (MINUTES) by comparing the lowermost plots in Fig. 6.
8 ESTIMATED = ESTIMATE 
Xo / 8t / V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has shown that in general an
optimum maneuver at the end of one leg (for
I=l B the purpose of minimizing the error
~- covariance at the end of the next leg) can
81 o~tslr i J Obe achieved by maximizing the predicted
value of the trace of information matrix M.
T., .2 .. a2 4 In terms of estimation with time delay
TIME (MIUTES TIME (MINUTES) measurements, this means that the observer
must seek a trade-off between going
Fig. 5. Comparison of EKF results for the broadside and reducing the relative distance.
x-component of range with the optimal maneuver
and without a maneuver (averaged results for When a priori knowledge about the error
30 Monte Carlo simulation runs). covariance P is to be taken into
consideration, the observer should seek to
maximize the predicted value of Tr(PM).
This implies maximizing the predicted value
NO MAREWER OPTIMAL MANEUER of Tr(M) and minimizing the angle between
~ A Ero eigenvectors of P and M corresponding to
<1' ~¢tual Erro=+ -- ·= their minimum eigenvalues.
2io, i s - 8' SO ,4 ,'; .... -A REFERENCES
2102 4 O. 8 iC
T!ME ,MrN T. T'ME :.[LTE£:
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0 2 4 6 8 10 '0 2 4 6 8 10
TIME (MINUTES) TIME (MINUTES)
go
ESTIMATED = - ESTIMATED= ·
-_ N
0 2 4 O 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10TIME (MINUTES) TIME (MINUTES)
Fig. 6. Comparison of EKF results for the
y-component of range with the optimal maneuver
and without a maneuver (averaged results for
30 Monte Carlo simulation runs).
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A SUMMARY OF RESULTS IN MULTIPLATFORM CORRELATION AND GRIDLOCK
M. A. Kovacich
COMPTEK Research, Inc., 1CO Corporate Place, Suite B,
Vallejo, California 94590
Abstract. Near term, automated (1984) solutions to the gridlock and
intership track correlation problem in the naval task force are
discussed. The force tracking problem and limitations in current fleet
performance are reviewed. It is shown, based upon simulation evaluation,
that fleet performance can be substantially improved, even in the
constrained core/timing environments of current fleet computers, if the
'intership bias estimation and correlation functions operate with a high
degree of internal coupling and operate continuously.
INTRODUCTION
destroyers, providing a protective screen
around the high value units. E2C
With the increased reliance on automatic aircrafts (AWACs) provide airborne
tracking systems, the increased size and surveillance coverage and a varied mix of
dispersion of the naval task force and the other units carry out specialized missions
growth in expected complexity of the within and outside the force boundary.
tactical environment, it has become The surface and airborne platforms
especially crucial to the coordinated exchange data over a digital data network
operation of the task force to maintain, that operates, in many cases, in a roll
automatically and continuously, accurate call fashion with each unit, in turn,
intership coordinate transformations broadcasting on the communication net the
(gridlock) and reliable intership track tracks for which he is responsible; that
pairings (correlation). Gridlock is a is, tracks for which he has the most
well known, well documented problem that accurate data.
has remained unsolved for over 20 years.
The correlation problem has attracted The platforms participating in the net
considerable attention in recent years due increasingly rely on automated tracking
to the increased volume of tracks systems to generate their vehicular
generated by automatic tracking systems picture of the surveillance volume. A
that must be exchanged over the digital large volume of track data is generated by
data link. The purpose of this paper is such systems since the tactical
to discuss some results in the design of a environment is richly populated with
coupled gridlock-plus-correlation system, detectable friendly, ambient and hostile
denoted a force track alignment (FTA) traffic. Track stores in current
system, and to show that a near term automatic tracking systems often become
(1984) solution exists in the constrained saturated unless special safeguards such
hardware environments of current fleet as limiting surveillance coverage
computers if a high degree of internal (sectoring) are enacted. Estimates of
coupling between the intership bias future track volume exceed by many times
estimation and correlation functions is current capacities. It thus becomes
effected and if the system operates especially important for the coordination
continuously and automatically. In of the fleet assets that this high volume
addition, it is shown that substantial of track data emanating from each unit on
performance improvement over existing the link net be accurately transformed and
systems can be obtained even when correlated between the units. Otherwise,
constrained to the use of simple, the force picture degrades (e.g. multiply
definitely suboptimal, algorithms. defined tracks, miscorrelated tracks, link
CORRELATION AND GRIDLOCK - ANsaturation) to the oint that it cannotCORRELATION AND GRIDLOCK - AN s
~~~~OVERVIEW ~support the force C process.OVERVIEW
The flow of track data in the force
Generally, the naval task force is tracking environment is shown in Fig. 1
dispersed over hundreds of square miles for the case of three participating units
with the high value units, e.g. the on the data link. Each platform, by means
carrier, in the center of the force and of its suite of automatic and manual
AAW and ASW units, e.g. cruisers and tracking systems, establishes a local
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track file comprising its view of the earth grid are related. The platform's
tactical environment. The local track earth grid defines a family of coordinate
file is correlated with the remote tracks frames one at each point on the grid.
broadcast by other platforms to form the Also, each platform measures vehicle
force track file. The force track file, kinematics with respect to its platform
conceptually, is a single track file that frame, which implicitly defines the
is represented on each participating unit platform's earth grid. The problem faced
in coordinates proper to each in the force tracking environment is to
participating unit. The force track file move track data between platform
is the composite view of the tactical coordinate frames when the platforms do
environment derived by combining and not agree on the same earth coordinate
correlating the distributed local track grid either because of translational
files of the participating units. offset due to navigational bias, north
orientation offset due to intership radar
SHIP bias or both.
SHIP
STANDARD
REMOTE SHIP I STANDARD (MEASURED) S
GRID REFERENCE REFERENCE FRAME SHIP T
SHIP A REFERENCE FRAME
~~~~~~~~~~~REMOTETRACKS UNIT FORCE N
FORCE (GRU) REMOTE TRACKS TRALK UA I I ~ -1TRACK FILE A
____________FILE __IL AR
~~~LOCAL TRACKS (OWNSH~P RESPONSIBLE) D ~LOAL TRACK
STANDARDMEASURED)
REFEREN CEFRAME
MD A LOCAL FORCE A STANDARD STANDARD MEASURED
KFILE TRACK T REMOTE SHIP*LOCAL SHIP LOCAL SHIP
A REFERENCE REFERENCE REFERENCE SHIP BL LL FRAME FRAME FRAME
N L FORCE
SHIP a BUT S I REMOTETRACKS JTRACK
REMOTETRACKS N FILE
~~~FORCE FXPR SSDK - LOCAL TRACKS
TRACK * LE ~~~~~~STANDARD MEASURED
FILE C. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~LOCAL SHI P LOCAL SNIP
LOCAL TRACKS JOWNS.IP RESPONSIBL)LOL SIREFERENCE REFERENCE:
~MESHIP'S FRAME FRAME
REFERENCE STANDARD STANDARD MEASURED
~~~~~~LOCAL j FRAME REMOTE SHPI LOCAL SIP LOCA SHIPFILEK REFERENCE-'REFERENCE - REFERENCEFRAME FRAME FRAME h FORCE
C REMOTE TRACKS TRACK
~REMOTETRAC ~P CLOCALTRACKS
TRACK RCE ~~~~~~STANDARD MEASURED
C _____________________ LOCAL SHIP LOCAL SH IP
~~~~~~~~~FILE REFERENCE REFERENCE
~LOC~TRACKS (OWNSM~HI'RESPONSIBLE) LFRAME FRAME
-A COORDINA E
· FCONVERSION BIA ES EXIST BETWEEN THESE FRAMES
® INTERSHIP TRACK
CORRELATION Fig. 2. Coordinate Conversions in
Fig. 1. Track Data Flow in Force Force Tracking Environment.
Tracking Environment.Tracking Enviro ment. The coordinate transformations are carried
To complete the track data flow, each out through the use of an intermediate
participating unit broadcasts over the earth coordinate grid, denoted the
data link those tracks for which he holds standard grid, that is measured by a
the most accurate data. Ideally, the specified but arbitrary participating
force track file then is in 1-1 unit, named the gridlock reference unit
correspondence with the vehicles in the (GRU). It is important to note that the
environment with only a single standard earth grid need not be the same
participating unit reporting on a vehicle as the true earth grid in order to carry
at any one time. out its role as intermediary in coordinate
transformations. It simply provides a
The coordinate conversions that are common grid to which each platform aligns.
carried out to interchange force track
data between platforms is shown in Fig. 2. Each platform has two coordinate frames:
Before describing the coordinate its standard frame and its measured frame.
transformations, it is important that two The platform's standard frame is a frame
concepts be clearly defined: platform that is consistent with the standard earth
coordinate frame, or simply platform frame grid, that is, the X-Y plane has the same
and a platform's earth coordinate grid, orientation as the latitude/longitude
or, simply a platform's earth grid. The lines of the standard grid and the
platform frame is a three dimensional position of the frame (its latitude,
cartesian coordinate frame on the earth's longitude values) is specified with
surface whose X-Y plane is tangent to the respect to the standard grid. The
earth's surface at the point of contact. platform's measured frame is the frame
The platform frame is completely actually used by the platform to register
characterized by specifying the latitude, data generated locally and is the
and longitude of the platform and the coordinate 'language' of the platform.
orientation of the X-Y plane with respect
to north. The platform's earth grid, on Coordinate transformations between
the other hand, is the grid of latitude noncolocated standard frames is a three
and longitude lines on the earth's dimensional rotation plus translation that
surface. The platform frame and platform requires an estimate of the intership
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latitude and longitude bias. The considerable operator attention
transformations between the standard and (roughly 20% of the operator's
measured frames of a platform consists of attention in survey quoted in
a rotation that requires an estimate of [3]) to maintain consistently
the intership radar alignment bias. accurate estimates. Not all
biases are estimated, e.g. in
The steps used in receiving track data are manual gridlock, the intership
as follows: track data arrives registered sensor alignment bias is not
in the standard platform frame of the estimated at all. The bias
reporting platform; it is transformed into estimates are not updated often
the standard platform frame of the enough. (The same survey
receiving platform and then transformed indicates that a 3.5 dm gridlock
into the measured platform frame of the error is tolerated before
receiving platform. On transmission, the updating the biases.) The
track data is transformed from the 'automatic gridlock' option -
measured frame of the reporting platform manual correlation and automatic
into the standard frame of the reporting bias estimation for a fixed
platform and then broadcast. The GRU is period of time - requires
handled differently in that it carries out considerable force coordination
the standard remote frame to standard so is not used. The net effect
local frame on reception and performs no is that the bias estimates, in
conversion on transmission. The net the fleet today, are highly
effect is that all data sent or received error prone.
over the data link are registered in a
standard platform frame on the standard It has become obvious that the gridlock
earth grid. problem can be solved only if the bias
estimation and intership track correlation
Differences between a platform's measured are treated as a system and the system
and standard frame are statistical in operates automatically and continuously.
nature and are due to navigational bias This has been a major feature of the
and intership sensor misalignment bias design philosophy in the development of a
between the platform and the GRU. Fleet force track alignment system for near term
experience, reported in Akita (1980) has (1984) implementation to be discussed
shown that relative navigational errors next.
can be as high as 10 dm. Intership
alignment biases have been as much as 100 FORCE TRACK ALIGNMENT
and live radar data analysis in Miller
(1980) have found radar azimuth dependent At a high level, the force track alignment
radar bias in two AN/SPS-39 radars with an system aligns the platform's local track
amplitude of 2°. Essentially, the file to the force track file. Alignment
gridlock process is devoted to maintaining requires correlation of local tracks to
an accurate estimate of these biases. force tracks and transformation of the
This is done through the measurement and local tracks to the force tracks to effect
filtering of biases existing between track the alignment. The flow of data in a
data from the GRU and track data from the force track alignment system is shown in
platform on mutually held tracks. Fig. 3. The coordinate conversion
Accurate intership track correlation function carries out the coordinate
between local and GRU generated tracks transformations shown in Fig. 2. The
thus enters as a basic requirement in intership correlation function manages the
establishing mutual tracks to be used in correlation linkages between local and
bias estimation. force tracks by correlating new local
tracks, correlating new remote force
CURRENT FLEET PERFORMANCE tracks and monitoring all previously
paired (mutual) and unpaired force tracks
Current fleet performance in the areas of for continued validity. The bias
gridlock and correlation are universally estimation function filters the biases
considered to be marginal today and existing between local and remote track
inadequate for the future. The litany of data on mutual tracks with the GRU. These
problems is becoming standard: bias estimates are then used in the
coordinate transformations between
* Intership track correlation is a standard and measured platform frames and
manual process that cannot keep between local and remote standard frames.
apace with the volume of track Finally, the FTA system, once initialized,
data generated by automatic operates continuously and automatically.
trackers. The result is that
automatic sensors are sectored The FTA system described above has a low
to reduce overlapping coverage level of functional coupling between the
which has the effect of reducing correlation and bias estimation functions.
track continuity. The bias estimation function is coupled to
correlation through the track data on
* Bias estimation is generally a mutuals with the GRU and correlation is
manual process that requires indirectly coupled to bias estimation
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estimation and correlation algorithms
operated as a system (high internal
coupling) and operated continuously.
-sla~i . When it is considered that the bias
i' .lr' o estimation is a fairly simple tracking
problem (slowly varying biases with a high
update rate), it is conceivable that a
simple constant gain bias filter, for
example, would be attractive especially in
a core and timing constrained environment.
........ ....
Eight candidate FTA systems were
! considered and were obtained by choosing
one option in each of three algorithm
Fig. 3. Data Flow in Force Track categories
Alignment System.
* Single Pass Correlation vice
through the bias estimates used in Mutlipass Correlation
coordinate conversion. The internal
functional coupling between correlation * Constant Gain Bias Filter vice
and bias estimation can be increased if Least Squares Bias Filter
each function generates and exchanges
quality figures. In particular, the
* Low Internal Functional Coupling
correlation function could provide the vice Higher Internal Functional
level of confidence that each mutual track Coupling.
sent to the bias estimation function
consists of correctly paired tracks and Single pass correlation refers to an
the bias estimation function could provide algorithm which makes a correlation or no
the accuracies of the filtered bias
correlation decision on a Single
estimates. These data exchanges are also opportunity. A multipass correlation
shown in Fig. 3. logic, on the other hand, allows for a
wait decision in ambiguous situations
oThe advantages ing increasing thism re (many likely correlation candidates) to
functional coupling in this manner are allow the tracks to collect more data and
numerous: The correlation function can
exhibit characteristics that will help
more accurately size the correlation gates resolve the ambiguity (e.g. one candidate
used to generate possible correlation flies out of the correlation gate). The
candidates if the variances in the biast 
constant gain bias filter refers to a
estimates are known. Likewise, the single poe filter that operates
correlation likelihood ratios, used to sep a rately on lati ude, longitude and
separately on latitude, longitude and
choose from a number of possible azimuth bias. The innovation sequences
correlation candidates, are more accurate for the three uncoupled filters are the
since they account for more sources of
average latitude separation between mutual
error between local and remote track data. average latitude separation between mutualtrack data, the average longitude
Finally, the bias estimation function can separation and the average azimuth
use the correlation quality figures to ation
choose the best mutual tracks to use in deviation, respectively. The least
estimating the biases. squares filter likewise operates
separately on the latitude, longitude and
azimuth bias; and uses *the same innovation
The purpose of this report is to show the sequences. Levels of internal functional
sequences. Levels of internal functional
performance improvement obtained by coupling are defined as follows: low
increasing the internal coupling in an FTA internal coupling refers to an FTA system
in which correlation and bias estimation
interact through track data on mutual
tracks and bias estimates; higher internal
SCOPE OF EVALUATION EFFORT coupling refers to an FTA system in which.
correlation and bias estimation interact,
The evaluation effort was to determine the in addition, through the confidence level
performance of eight candidate FTA systems for each mutual track and through accuracy
for near term (1984) implementation in figures for the bias estimates.
current shipboard computer systems,
specifically, the AN/UYK-7 computer. The Each of the eight FTA systems were
full effort is documented in [3]. The examined by stressing each system with the
design philosophy used in determining same vehicle and intership bias
candidate systems was driven by the (navigational and intership radar biases)
substantial core and timing constraints of scenarios. The mechanism used for
the shipboard computer and by the examining FTA performance was a Monte
intuition that substantial gains in Carlo simulator that models multiple
gridlock and correlation performance could platforms on a spherical earth surface
be obtained, even by simple, definitely that observe and track straight line
suboptimal algorithms, if the bias targets by means of a radar sensor model
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with automatic tracking logic. The
platforms exchange track data over a CORRELATION DECORRELATION
simulated data link. The simulator is O.tn.r.O.l.T FIOFO.
instrumented to maintain indicators of the ~[~L . .. O.OnN.C.
decision performance of correlation and
estimation performance of the bias 0 
o
S ° 
estimation filters.
Xa~o~alcNI ·110 ins ·)O D Ito-1,o ' i
The results to be discussed in the next
section concern the performance
improvement (e.g. lower miscorrelation . .TITIJF....SEST606tO.O..TV..E.T0..... .  .l..O.
rate, improved bias estimation) obtained
by increasing the internal coupling of a
multipass correlation, and constant gain -' 
bias estimation filter. §.,
3 i o 3e 4 0t 0 '0 ' le 0 e 0 o 0 0 50o 0
NFIFT CYCuE5 T CYCLU NET CYCLES
DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS Fig. 4. Comparison of Two FTA Systems
with Multipass Correlation and
The performance of the two FTA systems Constant Gain Bins Estimation.
with respect to-a single difficult vehicle Numbers with asterisks refer to
and bias scenario is shown in Fig. 4. The system with higher internal
scenario, itself, is presented in the coupling
center of the figure and consists of two
platforms separated by 150 dm. The
platform on the right is given an initial Consider first the FTA system with low
3 degree azimuth bias. Five vehicles
exist in the environment: 2 are widely internal coupling. Because the
separated and stationary, and three form a correlat io n function does in the bias
tight cluster of high speed, crossing estimates, it assumes worst case biases in
vehicles. The combination of large forming correlation gates and zero bias
initial azimuth bias, large intership and forming correlation
ship-to-track distances and a tight variance in forming the correlation
ship-to-track distan es and a tight likelihood ratios. Because the bias
cluster make the scenario very difficult, estimation process does not have available
estimation process does not have available
though not worst case. Correlation
rorance is idcated torhelefti athe quality of each mutual track it uses
performance is indicated to the left and all mutual tracks. The effect of these
all mutual tracks. The effect of these
right of the scenario picture. features on performance can be seen in
Correlation performance is measured by Fig. 4.
Fig. 4.
the number of miscorrelations
The correlation algorithm, since zero bias
the number of incorrect no variance is incorporated into the
correlations (dual designations) likelihood ratios, tended to miscorrelate
tracks in the cluster. This is due to the
* the average number of radar initial 3
°
azimuth bias that shifts the
scans (8 sec period) before local track picture to cause incorrect
correlation decisions are made local and remote track pairs to be nearest
neighbors. The effect of the
* the number of incorrect miscorrelations shows up in the bias
decorrelations estimation performance. After 56 net
cycles, the latitude bias averaged (over
* the number of tracks not 10 Monte Carlo trials) 1 dm, the longitude
decorrelated but should have bias averaged 1.5 dm and the azimuth bias
been. equaled the correct value of 3
°
. The
latitude and longitude bias averages
Bias estimation performance is indicated should have been O dm. so a tendency for
at the bottom of the figure and consists the miscorrelated tracks to 'draw off' the
of bias estimates is apparent. What is also
significant is the instability in the
* the average longitude, latitude latitude and longitude bias estimates
and azimuth bias estimate after after 56 net cycles. The standard
each net cycle (4 sec period) deviation in the latitude bias estimates
for 56 net cycles was 1.5 dm and for the longitude bias
estimates was 1.1 dm. These results
* the standard deviation in the indicate the uncertainty in the bias
latitude, longitude and azimuth estimates from trial to trial due to the
bias estimate on the 56th net presence or absence of miscorrelations
cycle. from trial to trial. Note that
decorrelation eliminated 3 of the
All performance numbers reported in the miscorrelations but left 1 still
figure refer to 10 Monte Carlo trials. correlated after 56 net cycles. These
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uncorrected miscorrelations and the fact The paper also supports the thesis that
that the vehicles cross at high speed are substantial gains in gridlock and
the basis for the inaccurate and unstable correlation performance can be obtained
bias estimation performance. over current systems, even by using
simple, definitely suboptimal algorithms,
Consider next the FTA system with a higher if the correlation and bias estimation
level of internal coupling. The algorithms operate as a system (high
correlatin algorithm adjusts the internal coupling) and operate
correlation gates and modifies the continuously.
correlation likelihood ratios to include
the bias variance data. The bias
estimation process uses only the high REFERENCES
confidence correlations (mutual tracks)
for estimating bias. The improvement in 1. Akita, R.M. and Schemesky, W.C.
performance by using these quality (1980). RIMPAC 80 Shipboard
measures is apparent in Fig. 4. Navigation Performance Assessment
Utilizing NAVSTAR GPS (U). NOSC
The correlation algorithm, since it Technical Report 594.
incorporates an initial large bias
variance in its processing, tended to 2. Miller, J.T. (1980). Gridlock Data
postpone correlation decisions in the Analysis - Initial NRL/APL Data (U).
cluster (note increase in average time The Johns Hopkins University/Applied
spent before making a correlation Physics Laboratory. Technical Report
decision) until the bias variances were F2E-0-478.
reduced. The isolated tracks were
correlated immediately and used to begin 3. Force Track Alignment Design Study.
estimating the biases. As the bias COMPTEK Report No. 1081G-1200-1
variance reduced, the correlation (1981).
algorithm then made pairings. It is
important to note that the pairings are
made when the shift in the local picture
due to the initial azimuth bias has been
reduced and incorrect local and remote
track pairings tend to become nearest
neighbors. The net effect is that
correlation performance improved markedly.
As a result, the bias estimation
performance is also significantly
improved. The latitude and longitude bias
estimates are more accurate (within .5 dm
of their correct value) and the stability
of the estimates is much greater the
standard deviations of the latitude and
longitude bias estimates after 56 net
cycles are much lower).
It should be noted that these results are
typical of the trends observed in the full
collection of 12 experiments with
different vehicle and intership bias
scenarios.
CONCLUSIONS
The force tracking problem (gridlock and
intership track correlation) and the
limitations of current fleet systems to
effectively handle the problem is
discussed.
The definition of an automated system of
functions (coordinate conversion,
intership track correlation and bias
estimation) is introduced and denoted a
force track alignment system. The paper
discusses the performance improvement
obtained if the internal functional
coupling between correlation and bias
estimation in FTA is increased to include
the exchange of quality figures for
correlation decisions and bias estimates.
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AN APPROACH TO THE DATA ASSOCIATION PROBLEM THROUGH POSSIBILITY THEORY
I.R. Goodman
Surveillance Systems Department, Naval Ocean Systems Center,
San Diego, California
Abstract. An algorithm is developed for treating in a systematic and unified
manner the nongeolocation attribute aspect of the multitarget data association
problem. The technique is based upon three types of rigorous results. The
first establishes that fuzzy set or possibilistic modeling of uncertainties
is essentially a weakened form of random subset ( or subset selection) model-
ing. This allows, with some information loss, the replacement of hard statis-
tical descriptions by corresponding possibilistic ones, in addition to the
many descriptions which may already be present in possibilistic form due to
vague or semantic based sources. In addition, these results also permit -with
some caution-the converse process of changing possibilistic descriptions into
random set ones. The second category of results directly form the basis of
the functional structure of the algorithm. These derive uniformly most accur-
ate possibilistic estimators with respect to input information consisting of
possibilisitc descriptions linked through ordinary two valued logical connect-
ives -usually, conjunction. The third result,which may be used to Justify use
of the algorithm,is that the technique can be shown to have the same structure
as a posterior distribution function relative to a fuzzy set version of Bayes'
theorem.
INTRODUCTION ities and not specify any further the struct-
ure of the random set. But from earlier stud-
Most of the past and current approaches to the ies (see Goodman, 1982 a , for example), it
data association or contact correlation prob- can be shown that a fuzzy set or possibilistic
lem in ocean surveillance rely upon Bayesian approach for the above situation leads to the
or related statistical techniques. Some ex- same result. Thus, one is lead to an alterna-
ceptions to this may be found in the heuristic tive , yet related, approach to the treatment
systems mentioned in the two editions of the of uncertainties. More generally, a typical
Naval Ocean-Surveillance Correlation Handbook situation will consist of a mix of informa-
(Wiener and others,1979; Goodman, Wiener, tionwith some more naturally handled by
Willman,1980). On the other hand, Bowman's statistical techniquesand some by aodifica-
work (1981) and that of Bowman and Morefield tions of such procedures, which in effect
(1980) are good examples of the total Bayesian are possibilistic ones.
approach to this problem. However, it appears
among the various types of data inputs avail- As an example of the above statements, con-
able, a non-negligable percentage involve sider the following four attributes which are
vague or linguistic based information which commonly involved in informational inputs
is not readily amenable to simple sta;tistical relative to tracking : A = class , A2 =
modeling, without making a great many assump- frequency of signal at its source, A = ship
tions that may not be really appropriate. In mode, and A4 = geolocation with confidence
addition, the natural domains of values that ellipse. The natural domains of these attri-
the attributes can assume may often represent butes are typically : dom(A ) = {C1 ,,C} ,
each C* a label for a category o .lship mcomplicated and overlapping outcomes which each C a label for a categry oM ship
cannot be assigned meaningful disjoint and dom(Al) = interval O,Mo] , where Mo is some
exclusive elementary event probabilities. suitably chosen upper bound(in hz.) dom(
Thus at the very least in these situations, t=D1,..,Dn} , each Dk being a label for a
random subset-or equivalently, subset select- mode of operation, noting the highly over-
ion- modeling is called for. If, in addition, lapping flavor in general possessed by the
joint coverage probabilities for such a ~ Ck's and by the Dk's , where some could actu-
random set is not specified, it is natural zo ally represent subcategories with respect to
consider only the one point coverage probabil- others; deo(A 4) = {(p,Ep) I p any point in R2
~~I~'p
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(in some convenient latitude-longitude coord- of Bayes' theorem may be derived,
inates) and E any fixed level confidence which in turn can be used as the
ellipse centered at p} . Suppose now that structure through which the posterior
two suitably updated(to a common time ) track distribution of correlations is ob-
histories i and j are available containing tained. With the proper identifica-
information which can be distributed into the tion of relations in 3 above with
four types of attributes described above. It conditional distributions, the optimal
is desired to determine whether these two estimator according to (b) will coin-
track histories, derived from different in- cide with the posterior distribution
formation sources, indeed belong to the same according to (c).
target or not. More generally, it is desired
to determine the distribution (in either the This paper is a further development of earl-
classical probabilistic meaning or the possi- ier work on the attribute problem. (See
bilistic one) of the levels of data associa. Goodman, 1981 ) Two other contributions
tion between i and j,given all relevant in- of fuzzy set/possibility theory to military
formation, and in turn use this, if a hard problems should be mentioned o Watson and
decision is required, to decide whether the others (1979) on command and control decision
two histories correlate or not. The rele- making and Dockery (1982) on designs of gen-
vant information" mentioned above can be con- eral military information systems.
veniently divided up into three parts :
1. Observed data.
2. Prior known distributions of maes BACKGROUND FUZZY SET SYSTEMS
between observed and true attribute
values. oAlthough it is not possible to condense fuzzy
3. Prior known relations between the set theory in terms of all of its major
attribute or group of attributes, eal- thrusts here, some relevant highlights can
ative to any pair of track histories, be touched upon. The basic building block is
and the consequent correlation level.
Thus, some function or statistic (in the ex- 4 : X-*tO,1) , (1)
tended sense to include possibilities as well
as probabilities) of the relevant information defining fuzzy subset A of base space X.
-or of part of the information, such as only
involving the first two categories listed By making the range of 4A be a subset of
above- is sought which will estimate the un- f 0,13 , A becomes a set in the ordinary
known correlation between the two track his- sense. Operations among fuzzy susets of a
tories. base space extend those of ordinary subsets
of the space. For example, one can define
This paper develops an algorithm for system- fuzzy intersection between two fuzzy sets
&tically treating both nongeolocation and by use of the pointwise operator min applied
geolocation attribute information in obtain- to the corresponding membership functions.
ing the posterior distribution of correlation On the other hand,one could just as well
between two track histories. All three kinds define other operations on fuzzy sets which
of relevant information described above are might also reasonably be called fuzzy inter-
combined in the algorithm. The entire proced- section since they also reduce to ordinary
ure is based upon three types of theoretical intersection when the fuzzy sets involved
results: are also ordinary ones. One such example is
(a) Fuzzy sets and their operators the operator prod (for pointwise product
correspond in a natural way to random operating on the corresponding membership
sets and their operators such that functions). Similarly for fuzzy union, max
fuzzy set or possibilistic modeling or probsum (probability sum, where
may be considered as a weakened form probsum(a,b) A a+b-ab = l-(l-a)(l-b)) can
of probabilistic modeling. In add- serve as definitions, from among an infinity
ition, mappings exist which enable of choices. Consider also fuzzy complement.
one to interchange possibilistic mod- A natural choice is the operator 1-(.) , but
eling with probabilistic modeling. as in the above cases, many other different
definitions could be used. Which ones to
(b) Given input informaution consist- choose? Obviously, this basic problem must
ing of an ordinary two valued logic- impinge upon all uses of fuzzy set theory ;
al combination of possibilistic des- a partial solution to this will be briefly
criptions of some unknown parameter considered below. (See also Goodman, 1982 a)
vector (typically, conjunctions or
disjunctions, or even combinations However the problem of obtaining fuzzy set
of these with negations possible membership functions is relatively simple,
also), uniformly most accurate provided that the domain of discourse or base
(in the sense of nested sets) poss- space is properly specified. For example,the
ibilistic estimators exist which fuzzy set representing the attribute "tall"
naturally correspond to the. input clearly must be some nondecreasing or mono-
information structure. tone increasing function over its domain.
But the slope 'ad increase is dependent upon
(c) A possibilistic or fuzzy set form whether "tall" refers to adult males now
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living in the Unites States,or to immature BACKGROUND:CONNECTIONS BETWEEN FUZZY
females who resided in India during the SET SYSTEMS AND RANDOM SET SYSTEME
eighteenth century , or to ships , etc.
Using proper sampling or survey techniques The next set of results comprise type (a)
in conjunction with suitable parameterization, basis for the correlation algorithm , where
analagous to that employed in modeling-prob- fuzzy set and random set descriptions may be
ability distributions, empirical membership interchanged (not without some information
functions may also be constructed. (See the loss or increase) See Goodman,(981,1982a ),
survey of procedures by Dubois and Prade, for background and mathematical details.
1980,pp.2.55-264.)(Another modeling approach
to fuzzy setaembership functions can be Define for any fuzzy subset A of X ,
through the empirical one point coverage
functions of the equivalent random sets, the S (A) =dA1l [ol (3)
latter topic to be discussed later.) U
Stj(A) is a random subset of X with all out-
One approach to the problem outlined above comes being nested with respect to each other,
concerning nonuniquenesslof fuzzy set defin- where U is any random variable uniformly dis-
itions is as follows: First, attempt to ab- tributed over TO,U1idte the special case
stract the essential meaning-and no more than when 4A is monotone and the relation to r.v.'s.
that- of complement(or negation),interrsection Extend the above definition, by considering
Or conjunction, and union(or disJunctionr. any stochastic process U . (U) J of uni-
In the case of the last two operators, a nat- J
ural family of operators has been proposed form r.v.'s over [O,l] which is also a J-
and investigated by some researchers: the copula ,i.e., all joint marginal distribu-
t-norm and t-conorms, respectively. (See tions depend in form only on the number of
Klement,1981 and Goodman,1982 , for further distinct arguments. In turn, it follows that
details.) Then for any triple of operators for any collection A (A) of fuzzy
of interest '- j EJ
F -> (!4n , ' & or ) ' (2) subsets Aj of base space X , JeJ ,
where Zn is usually chosen to be 1-(-) for (
SU(A) =(S U((A)) S (4)
complementation (though not necessarily so is a well defined random subset (of appropri-
restricted ) , & is a t-norm, and or is ate Xj's) process.
a t-conorm , compound fuzzy set definitions Theorem 1.
may also be defined, with structure not de- Let U be arbitrary as above and define the
pendent on the specific choice of F. This fuzzy set operator t by , for any i 4
leads to unified definitions for implication, &
equivalence, universal and existential (Uj)jeJ , u E(O,11 , j6J ,
quantifiers, subset relations, projections,
and general functions and arithmetic opera-
tions, among many other concepts. Multivalued t () Pr( & ( 1U 4 )) , (5)
logic, as a formal extension of ordinary two- & j E J
valued logic plays the central role in the
above construetions. (See Goodman,1982a for noting thath& will be well defined and the
an example of this approach to the construct-
ion of general fuzzy set systems.) Second, same as when defined recursively. Let Wor
determine from theoretical consideratiions
which subcollection of fuzzy set systems F be the DeMorgan transform of H& ,i.e.,
leads to interpretation in terms of probabil-
ity theory. As mentioned later, two families Or(UV) = 1-P &(1-u,l-v) , (6)
( the semi-distributive DeMorgan and the
larger class, the J-copula DeMorgan) can be for all u,v [0,1] .Then let F denote any
chosen for possible F . Specifically, these corresponding fuzzy set system formed fromn
are characterized by their Bia3k h1mQom hic these definitions for T& and For . Then:
relations to corresponding random set systems.
"Weak" as used above means that equality System F is weak homomorphic,separately for
as is usually used in the concept of homo- all three operators,to the natural corres-
morphism is replaced *by (the weaker) equal- ponding-random set system through B
ity with respect to one point coverage prob- ~
abilities. Finally.use empirical procedures Thus, for example, for fuzzy set intersect-
such as Moment matching techniques to deter- ion defined through 1& ,
mine the most appropriate F from the reduced
collection. @ A Go SU( nA)t nSU(A) , (7)
j.Manes(1982)has proposed a unifying theory where Q denotes fuzzy intersection and A
of uncertainty modeling which contains as is an arbitrary collection of fuzzy subsets
special cases fuzzy set theory with Wz=min of X. The equivalence relation e is defined
and r=max , probability theory, an topo- by the one point coverage probabilities, in
logicaT neighborhood theory. the case of random sets,and membership
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va7ues,in the case of fuzzy sets. Thus explicitly constructed.
eq.(7) is the same as
eq~Ah() is the sarexasThus, the conclusions from Theorems 1 and 2
1 A(X ) = Pr(xESu( A))= Pr(x, n fS(A)) , emphasize that fuzzy sets may be identified
Vfor all X with classes of random sets equivalent under
for all xi 7X ' the one point coverage functions to the
a former. These random sets may differ consider-
Remarks ably, according to the choice function em-
ployed generating them, such as the nested
(i) SU has the property that for any base SU type and the very broken-up T type. Many
space X and any fuzzy subset A of X , fuzzy set operators correspond weak homomor-
phically to natural corresponding ordinary
A ! S (A) . (8) random set operators , which are also not
uniquely determined as is the case for ran-
Such A mapping is called a canonical choice dom sets relative to equivalent fuzzy sets,
function. Sl is called a choice function although by specifying both random set
familv induced by S . Note that there can be operator and choice function family, the
infinitely many sucW families induced by the weak homomorphic fuzzy set is uniquely deter-
same canonical choice function, as is the mined and is an extension of the former.
case here, if different joint distributions
can be constructed for the random sets in-
volved.
BACKGROUND: UNIFORMLY MOST ACCURATE
(ii) Another canonical choice function T POSSIBILISTIC ESTIMATORS
can be constructed by identifying T(A) with its
ordinary set membership function-which is This section corresponds to justification (b)
also random-were all x)s are statis- given in the introduction for the basic
tically independent zero(-oe random variables correlation algorithm. All results in more
with Pr( mT(A (x) = 1) = PA (x), all xE X. expanded form may be found in section 10 of
Goodman(1983 ) with some earlier work pre-
In turn, choose first any sefmi-distributive sented in Goodman, 1982a ).
DeMorgan fuzzy set system F - a semi-distrib-
utive system satisfies a form of distrtbutivi- Theorem 3
ty formally similar to the intersection expan- For any collection of fuzzy subsets C of X
sion of the probability of a union of events; and any nondecreasing function g: [tO,i][(O,]
any such DeMorgan system ;letting = 1-( ), i.e.if V a coonentwise, g(V1 ) g(V),
has for its last two components , ,max), and collection or confidence levels a=(aj)j
(prod,probsum), or more generally any ordinal with a'e fo,I , jeJ , the conjunctive
sum-a certain type of linear like combination-usin the 
of these two. (See Goodman, 1982aand Klement, hypothesis n a using the previous
1981 .) Then define the choice function
1981 .) Then define the t chnoice a bfunction notation for SU with U replaced by nonrandomfamily X by using the technique as above for values) concerning unknown parameter has
constructing T , but expanded in terms of an- values) concerning unknown parameter - has
other index involving V, from F. This family a uniqu nifo y accurae -level
yields weak homomorphic& relations for l .- outer estimator of the form Sg(a)(C) for any
fuzzy subset C of X . Accuracy here is with
kii) For the special cases for U as above, respect to full subset inclusion.The optimal-
if Uj = U , for all j EJ , or all Uj's are estimator is obtained by choosing Cosuch that
statistically independent, and similarly, if d
Ai = prod in the construction of T , then C(x = g( Q(x) .. (x)), (9)
both SU and T yield not only for the corresp- for n
bhU fSaor all x ;X.
onding system F to have weak homomorphic
random counterparts, but also a wide variety Remarks.
of other homomorphic-like relations. (i) A dual result to Theorem 3 holds for
(iv) Other choice function families may be disjunctive hypothesis tJSag ) and inner
constructed yielding for semidistributive fuzzy set estimators.
systems weak homomorphic relations for
arbitrary combinations of l andt i , as (ii) A natural extension of the concept of
well asfrfzy ir uniform most accurate can be made with re-
spect to any hypothesis concerning an un-
known parameter e which consists of an
Given any ordinary n-ary operator over a arbitrary mixture of confidence sets
G-ven any ordinary n-ary operator over a (x) aj containing 6 with respect
collection of power classes of base spaces (x) > aj} containing 8 with respect
and any choice innation family , there ex- to the ordinary logical operations & and or.ists a unique n-ary fuzzy set operator which In addition, it should be noted that nega-
ie weak homomorphic to the ordinary one over tives on such confidence sets cn be con-
the random sets induced through the choice verted essentially back to the same form:
function family. The latter operator is an .et
extension of the former. All results can be not(O0 Ci (x)> a })=(OieXNC (x)>l-ajJ) (.O)
not0gi~i()_ a j})=(~*{Xl~cf(X).~l- 0)
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where fuzzy complement@ is evaluated via is called the posterior set (con-
1-(.). Modifications with respect to the (lJx2)
projection out of nuisance parameters - i.e., ditioned on x2).
the possible components of e which are not
to be finally described - may be carried out This result has been used to develop a
relative to the corresponding components of theory of fuzzy set sampling . See Goodman
the optimal estimating fuzzyr set. (1982 b ) for properties of fuzzy posterior
sets for both small and asymptotically
Combining the results of Theorems 1-3 and the large samples.
above remnrks leads to the following import-
ant procedure.:
BASIC ALGORITHM
Procedure
With all of the basic theoretical groundwork
Given a collection of confidence statements established, the correlation algorithm may
C about, an unknown parameter6 with some now be defined. It relies in form basically
statements Cj representing random sets and on Theorem 3 .
others representing fuzzy sets , convert
the random set statements to their corres-
ponding fuzzy set forms resulting from their Let two track histories i and j be selected
one point coverage probabilities and then and the correlation level between them is
apply Theorem 3 or any of its extensions sought. Assume that all observed data
discussed above. Alternatively, C , by ap- i i) i (j)
propriate choice functions can be converted - i, -' (ji) ! i(J)
to pure random set forms. In either situation i(J)
obviously a change in information content (13)
occurs.(An open research issue involves the
measurement of this change.) where A1,..,Am are m fixed preselected attri-
butes and each k(i) is an "observed" data
vector (suitably updated) or outcome lying
BACKGROUND:FUZZY SET FORM OF BAYES' in dom(Ak) , k=l,.. ,m. Similar remarks hold
THEOREM for each Z(J) relative to Ak for track
history j, for k=l,..,m.
Theorem 4 (Related to Goodman,1982 a,b.)
For any fuzzy subset C of X~ XX2 and system F, Employ similar notation for any possible
the XI projectionC(lI) of C into X1 is value that Z could have been, by dropping
1k (x1 ~~ 4a (11) the super degree notation, everywhere.
c )(X or(c (Xlx2)), (11)C(1) x(:x Modify slightly the subscript notation for
for any xli Xl . Similarly, for C(2) w.r.t.Y the Ck's making up the hypothesis collect-
ion £ of fuzzy sets used to describe the
For any x jE Xj , j=1,2, there exist fuzzy unknown parameter which here is
subset C(1 I x2) of X1 and fuzzy subset C(2 1X1 ) Q = ) , (1
of X2 such that wheree Q t0,1 is the unknown level of
':(xlx)=4'1(' x) C (x) correlation , Then let
k,MY (2)(2 ; (i (15)
(2lx ~1 ~ where Zk(i) e dom(Ak) is arbitrary, and
If +q& is monotone increasing in all of its where Mk is formally a membership function
arguments, then the conditional fuzzy sets or possibility function corresponding to a
Clllx2) and C(2lxl are vniquely determined. fuzzy subset of dom(Ak)Xdom(Ak), k=l,..,m.(11x2) (2lxl) i
Each such ML is cotained previously and may
Theorem 5 Fuzzy Bayes"Theorem (Goodman,lY02) be interpreted in two ways :
Suppose that a fuzzy subset B of X1 is given, Mx(x,y) = matching level between
calling B the prior set, and for each xleX1, x and y in dom(A
there is a fuzzy subset Cx of X2 indexed
by x XL I called the colnditional data(on = possibility that y is the
1by XlE , called the oniialat(ntrue value which gave
parameter)].. Then there is a fuzzy subset rise to observation g
rise to observation X -
D of X1 X X2 , such that D(1) = , D(21xl )
=C ;for all x( X ,and such that can be obtained either empirically by
x 1 1 inerrogating an established panel of experts if
Dthe attribute appears conducive to this such
(ll) (dx2) are determined implicitly asfor example classification or shape ; or
through eq.(12) in terms of B and Cx )xl e X. analytically, as for example geolocation or
- II ~ -"I-Xi 1 
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frequency, where for example classical Thus, the conjunctiv-e hypothesis concerning
hypotheses testing statistics may be devel- unknown parameter G in Theorem 3 becomes
oped in the first case and simple transform- m m
ation of probability technique applied ton s(C) k=1 aki(Cki) k sakj(Ck
the Doppler shift equation for the second l, 
case.
The same l 's are also used similary for n amk(cm+k) (22)
obtaining ickj (Zk(j)) , for k=l,..,. k m+k
Note that the data 2 is fixed ; the Z poten- Choose now in Theorem 3, g = . Then
tially a variable.
eq.(9) yields the uniformly most accurate
Next, let r (t)-level outer estimator for parameter
+ (z,Q) =d Rk(Z Q) , (16) as given in eq.(1 4) , for any given
Cm+k k(ZQ ) set of confidence levels a , with Z arbi-
for any Z ani Q is above. Each Rk Is form- trary fixed nuisance value inkldom(Ak)
ally the membership function of a fuzzy sub-
set of dom(At )X *- Xdom(At )X t0,13
k,1 k,nk ~C I
where 1ltk, l < tk,nk m represent = p ( (i2 ( i)Z Mk( 4 )(
indices of a group of attributes used in the k=l,..,m ,
antecedent for rule k, with Q appearing in w=l,..,r
the consequent , for k=l,..,r. More specific- Rw(ZQ)
ally, Rk corresponds to: - & ( M(Z,Z),R(Z,Q) , (23)
"If a match between i and j occurs rel-
ative to attribute At to degree
k,v
(or intensity,etc.) tk , for v=l, where
.. ,nk , then correlation occurs be- M( ( k(Zk(i)zk(i))Mk(z(i)( J))
tween i and j to degree h(1)", k=l,..,m
where
dk d(a tk 1 .tk. n (17) = overall matching table error effect
-:4t k,l tk,nk (17)(24 
and hP (k) may be first obtained linguistic- R(Z,Q)- -&(Rw(ZQ)
ally and then converted to some convenient w=l,..,r
scale such as the unit interval. The group
of attributes,} k and *h. ik) in general = overall inference rule effect . (25)
are obtainable from a panel of experts.
Next, compute, by projecting out the nuisance
Within a possibilistic setting , it follows value Z, for any possible Z, the optimal
tnat Rk may be evaluated as estimator describing Q :
k(Z,Q) = '(Gk(Z),Q(h(k)Y) (18) B(Q; Z) 4(C (Q; ) (26)
Gk(Z) = %& ( (Mv(Zv(i),Zv(J)).5((dtkv))) where (C o)denotes the projection of Co
v=l, .,nk J (19) into [O,iJ ( and the projecting out of all
where m
wYhere 1(x,y~d)= or( l-x,y) , (20) Z E k= dom(Ak), see eq.(ll)).
for all x,y [0,1! , and where the super-for all xyi COl11 and where the super- It can be shown that with the proper identi-
scripts ('( )) are powers evaluated thru a fications, optimal estimating set B° is also
conveniently chosen transform from the unit a posterior fuzzy set:
interval to the positive real line. For ex-
ample , one can reasonably choose Theoreim 6.
d R2ecell and define for the key variables
((x)) = x/(-x) , (21) Q,Z, :d
for all xs O0,f1 . In this relationship, Q g X1 = [0,1l
x=0.5 could correspond to "match" , with d m
Z X = lomAthus ((0.5)) = 1 , resulting in no change 2 = k
to intensification, whereas x=0.67 could Z k k 
correspond to"at least,a high match", with3 
thus ((0.67))=2.0, an intensification,etc. Let L be that fuzzy subset of X1 X X2 XX 3
Let~~~~~~~~~~~~ L'''` be that fuzzy subset of X1X ~XX3 ~~ ~
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jointly describing the above three variables CC
and let the natural correspondences yield
A preliminary form of the algorithm is being
R(Z,Q) = (QA) ' developed . In conjunction with this, a panel
( Z) (27) of experts has been assembled and used in
selecting the pertinant attributes for some
M(Z,Z) = 4' (z) · specific problems of interest, determining
L(2 I ) attribute matching tables, and formulating
some inference rules. In addition, analytic
Suppose, finally, that Z is sufficient for procedures have proven useful for modeling
Q relative to observation Z : some of the matching tables. Complete flow
((l |(2|L 1Z(Q) = completed, embellishing upon Fig. 1. Because
L((1l 2) ~1(2 12)) (lI running times appear rather lengthy, an aux-
(28) ilary suboptimal, but simpler algorithm has
far all possible Q,Z,Z been developed which produces as an output
a function which pointwise is a lower bound
Then it fnllows, using eqs.(23),(26) and to the posterior correlation possibilities.
Theorem 4 , In summary, a procedure has been developed
which treats bozS nongeolocation and geolo-
ehsQB)= 2r ( ( cation attribute information in the target
°Z0 CrX2 ° data association problem, from the viewpoint
Z vX of possibility theory and its relations to
='or (T&(% )(Z),L (Z t probability theory. In the futvre, the prob-
e~x 12) (1IZ) lem of determining the most sigrificant infer-
ence rules from the myriad possible choices
will be addressed. Potential tie-ins with
=4l (Q) Artificial Intelligence techniques are likely,
= posterior possibility (29) REFERENCES
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MYOPIC AND PRESBYOPIC APPROACHES TO A MULTI-SENSOR, MULTI-TARGET RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM
Harilaos N. Psaraftis
Anastassios N. Perakis
Department of Ocean Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Abstract. This paper takes advantage of recent results on the probabilistic modeling of the
ocean acoustic detection process to develop two approximate procedures for tackling a
simplified version of the m-sensor, n-target resource allocation problem. The first procedure
is termed "myopic" (short-sighted) and applies if we are interested to maximize the expected
number of targets held in the short-run. This second procedure is termed "presbyopic"
(far-sighted) and applies if we are interested to obtain the maximum expected number of
targets held in the long-run, that is, when the system is in the steady state. Both
approaches are suboptimal because they neglect, each in a different way, the interdependence
of allocation decisions through time.
We formulate the myopic case as a Linear Programming "Assignment" optimization problem whose
inputs are dynamically updated through time. Then we do the same for the presbyopic case.
It is seen that if a presbyopic policy is followed, no switching decisions will ever occur.
We then extend the myopic formulation to incorporate a general target-holding reward function
as well as switching costs. We present some illustrative examples, applying both approaches
to simulated data. We also present a comparison of both methods with an exact Stochastic
Dynamic Programming approach we had developed earlier for problems of very small size.
INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM
Consider the following oversimplified scena- i is below its threshold, it may make
rio in passive underwater acoustic surveill- little or no sense keeping that sensor
ance: We are faced with the problem of allocated to that target, especially if
tracking n stationary and independent targets there is a certain chance of being able to
with m sensors (with m usually, but not hold some other target instead (or hold
necessarily, smaller than n) so as to maxi- the same target with another sensor). The
mize a certain measure of performance, which problem we will be trying to analyze and
will be shortly defined. To induce realism, solve in this paper can be roughly phrased
we can think of each sensor as a passive as follows: If we have some probabilistic
sonar array, and for some exogeneous reason information about when each signal is likely
that need not concern us here, we assume to be above or below its detection threshold,
that each one of the m sensors, can be is there an "optimal" allocation (or switch-
allocated only to one of the n targets at ing) schedule to the m sensors among the n
any given point in time. However, we are targets through time?
free to change the allocation through time
if we so decide. Suppose at time T sensor i The above description is for the moment
is allocated to target j. If at that point only sketchy. The reader familiar with
in time the root mean square pressure pij passive underwater surveillance literature
from j at should have recognized that the problem
belongs to the general category of "resource
sensor i is above a specified detection
sensor i isabove a specified detection allocation" problems, which is of particular
threshold p, then we say that the target .ij, then we say that the target importance in that area in general, as well
in question is "held" by that sensor. Hold- as in target tracking in particular.
ing a target is generally assumed to be a Resource allocation generally calls for
desirable outcome. However, due to the simultaneously tracking a number of targets
randomness of the ocean acoustic fluctuation with a limited number of sensors already
process, holding will not always occur. In deployed in a geographical area of interest.
that respect, there will be periods of time Limitations may be due to a number of const-
0 raints, such as number of available sensors,
when Pi; will be above P.. number of available communication channels,
it will be below it. At those times when information processing capacity, bandwidth,
the signal received from target j at sensor etc. There is an abundance of literature
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in this area, with each paper tackling the run. In the presbyopic approach we are
problem from a particular viewpoint. See interested to obtain the maximum expected
for instance Alspach [1], Bar-Shalom and number of targets held in the long-run, that
others [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], Fortmann and others is, when the system is in the steady state.
[7, 8, 9, 10], Friedlander [11], Keverian Both approaches are suboptimal because they
and Sandell [12], [13] and Tenney [14]. neglect, each in a different way, the inter-
dependence of allocation decisions through
This paper does not attempt to get involved time.
with the intricate signal processing and
tracking issues associated with the real The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
world environment. In fact, some of the Section 2 formulates the myopic problem and
assumptions made may be quite restrictive presents a solution algorithm. Section 3
or unrealistic. For instance, targets are does the same for the presbyopic case.
assumed stationary, signals between any Section 4 extends the myopic formulation to
target-sensor pair are assumed independent incorporate a general reward function as
and each sensor is assumed to be able to well as switching costs. Section 5 presents
"listen" to only one target at a time. some illustrative examples, applying both
The scope of the paper is to take advantage approaches to simulated data. It also pre-
of recent results in the modeling of the sents a comparison of both methods with the
ocean acoustic detection process (Psaraftis exact approach, for problems of very small
and others [15, 16]). These results have size (m=l, n=2)." Finally, Section 6 summari-
shed some light into the timing of detection zes the results of the paper and suggests
events in the ocean for the case of a phase- directions for further work.
random multipath acoustic process (described
in detail in Hamblen [17], Mikhalevsky and 2. THE MYOPIC APPROACH
Dyer [18] and Mikhalevsky [19, 20]). In [15]
it has been shown that under the phase- As mentioned before, previous work (Psaraftis
randomness assumptions the ocean acoustic and others [15, 16]) has shown that for a
detection process has quantifiable memory phase-random multipath acoustic process,
characteristics. Probability density fluctuations from each target to each sensor
functions of the time between two successive can be modeled as a discrete-time, two-state
detection events and the time a target is Markov process. Specifically, and referring
held were derived. In [16] equivalent dis- to Fig. 1, we will assume that if the signal
crete time Markov models were developed. from target j to sensor i is above a speci-
This paper will be using those Markov models, fled threshold then the state of the signal
which-will be reviewed for that purpose in in question is Uij (for "up"), otherwise the
the next section., -state of the signal-is Di. (for "down").
13
The first step toward using the above detect- The Markov transition probabilities aij, bij
ion models in a resource allocation setting are assumed to be known for each sensor-
was made in Psaraftis and Perakis [21]. In target pair (i=l,...m; j=l,...n). Opportuni-
that paper, an exact Stochastic Dynamic ties for a state transition occur simulta-
Programming algorithm was developed to solve neously for each sensor-target pair every AT
the (m=l, n=2) case of the problem described units of time. The reader is referred to
above under a finite horizon of observations.
A generalized user-supplied penalty/reward probabilities can be calculated from the
function and optional delays in switching detection threshold and other signal para-
from one target to other were examined. meters as well as on how oT can be calibra-
Despite the valuable insights obtained from ted. For the purposes of this paper the
the application of that model to small above parameters will be assumed known and
problem instances, it was also observed that constant through time. We will also assume
any attempt to extend such an exact approach that all sensor-target pairs define mutually
to the general m-sensor, n-target case,to the general i-sensor, n-target cae, independent Markov processes. In other
although straightforward from a formulation words, the fact that the signal from target
point of view, is doomed to encounter severe i to sensor j might be "up" does not influ-
computational and storage difficulties for ence the state of the signal from the same
any but very small values of m and n (e.g. target to another sensor, however close to j
m>l, n>3). In that respect, it was argued that other sensor might be. It should be
that the focus for tackling the general
m-sensor n-target problem should be placed
on more tractable procedures that are of
course suboptimal (heuristic). %.
This paper develops two such approximate 1 -$
procedures, one termed "myopic" and the
other "presbyopic".* In the myopic approach
we are only interested to maximize the
expected number of targets held in the short-
* Myopic = short-sighted; presbyopic = far-
sighted, the opposite of myopic. Fig. 1
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mentioned that in realistic situations, To formulate the above myopic problem we
spatial correlation (or coherence) between note that the expected number of targets
sensors may exist, and hence the above held at stage k+l is equal to
assumption may not hold in certain cases.
n m
Each sensor i can be allocated only to one Z Z xk+l(i,j) Pk+l(i,j) (1)
of the n targets at any point in time, say j=l i=l
to target J. At that point in time the
state of the signal from that target is The next-stage probabilities pk+l(i,j) can
known. (Uij or Dij) . Of course during thatknown. (U or Of course during that. be obtained from pk(i,j) and the Markov
time, the states of the signals from all
other targets (j' owards the sametransition probabilities ai. and b by theother targets (j' j) towards the same i
sensor (i) are not known with certainty. following formula:
We assume that each sensor has the opportuni-
ty to switch targets every AT units of time, pk+l(i,j)pk(ij)(laij)+(l-k(ij))bi.
and that all switchings (if any) occur at
the same time with potential Markov state (2)
transitions. In addition, we do not allow Since each sensor can be allocated only to
any target to be tracked by more than one
one target (at most) and since each target
sensor at a time.
cannot be tracked by more than one sensor,
it follows that
It is clear that allocation decisions are
coupled in time, for the allocation at stage m
k determines the initial conditions of the Z xk+l(i,j) d 1 j=l,..n (3)
problem defined at stage k+l, and so on. i=l
This interdependence of decisions makes the
exact solution of the problem (if we want to and j 1 
optimize over several time stages) especial- =1 k+l
ly difficult, as noted in [21].
In the myopic approach we investigate one Finally xk+(i,j) > O i,.m (5)
possible way to decouple the decision- j=l,... n
making process. In that respect, we will
be interested in achieving a maximum expect-
ed. "reward" only fortThe maximization of (1) subject to constr-
ed "reward" only for the next stage of the
process (i.e. after AT units of time). The aints (3), (4) and (5) plus the integrality
short-sighted of this approach is obvious. constraints Xk+l(i,j) = 0 or 1 constitutes
The allocation that gives the maximum expect- a zero-one integer programming problem.
ed reward for the next stage might define a However, since the constraint matrix is uni-
"bad" initial condition for stages to follow. modular, the integrality constraints are
The myopic approach neglects to take into superfluous and hence can be dropped. The
account such implications. More explicitly, linear programming problem is nothing more
the myopic problem is defined as follows: than a classical Assignment Problem, solvable
quite efficiently by a variety of methods,
"Given a mxn matrix of a priori probabilities one of the most efficient of which is the
[pk(i,j)] with pk(i,j) the probability that "Hungarian method".
at time stage k the signal from target j to
After solving the assignment problem we
sensor i is in the U state, and the Markov determine the next stage allocation
transition probabilities [aij] and [bij] for xk+l(ij). For those sensor-target pairs
each sensor-target pair, what is the mxn for which Xk+l(i,j) = 1 we can actually
sensor-to-target allocation [xk+l(i,j)]which verify whether we hold the target or not.
maximizes the expected number of targets held If we do hold the target, we reset pk+l(ij)
at time stage k+l (i.e. after AT units of = 1, otherwise we reset pk+l(i,j) = O. We
time)?" then move to the following stage (set k=k+l)
In the above problem definition ) with the new probabilities determined from
In the above problem definition xkl(i,j) = 1 (2), and until the end N of the procedure.
if sensor i is allocated to target j at time
stage k+l and xk+l(i,j) = 0 otherwise. The The formal myopic algorithm is summarized
a priori probabilities Pk(i,j) may be based as follows:
either on the history of the system, (i.e. STEP 0: Initialize
updated from past similar probabilities), or, k=O
be equal to 1 or 0 depending on whether the
current allocation of sensor i to target j Enter pk(i,j) i=l,..m; j=l, .... n
is successful or not. Details on this point
will be presented later on.
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STEP 1: Compute next stage probabilities subject to Z x.(i,j) ff 1, i=l,...m
from: j=l
n
Pk+l(i, ) = Pk(ij)(l-aij) + (l-Pk(ij))bij iLl x(i,j) , i=l,...n
iil,l
i=l,...m; j=l .... n x (i,j) ~ O. i=l,...m
j=l,...n
STEP 2: Determine next stage allocation In the above problem, x (i,j) is the steady-
[Xk+l] by solving Assignment Problem
state allocation and p_(i,j) is the corres-
APk+:l ponding steady-state Markov probability,
n m given by
Max E Z Xk+l(i,j) Pk+l(i,j)
j~=1 i=l p,(i,j) = bij/(aij+bij) (6)
subject to: Z Xk+l(i,j) s 1 j=l,...n The presbyopic algorithm is therefore
j=1 formalized as follows:
n
Z xk+l (i,) s 1 i=l,.... m Presbyopic Algorithm
j=l
STEP 0: Compute steady state probabilities
kl i) =l,... p(i,j) = bij/(aij+bi ) i=l ....m;
STEP 3: Move to next stage and check STEP 1: Determine steady state allocation
termination. [x] by solving Assignment Problem
k = k+l AP-:
if k > N END; Else CONTINUE n m
Max Z Z x(i,j) p (i,j)
j-l i=l
STEP 4: Observe state of targets tracked:
Observe or simulate those (ij) for m
which xk(i,j)=l, then reset subject to: Z x (i,j) s 1 j=l, ...n
Pk(i,J) = 1 if target j is held by i=l
sensor i, 0 otherwise. n
Z x (i,j) s 1 i=l,.. m
Go to Step 1 j=l
3. THE PRESBYOPIC APPROACH x.(i,j) 0 i=l,... m;
j=l ...n.
The presbyopic approach goes one step further END
in decoupling the allocation decision-making
process. Not only does it not take into
account the next-stage initial conditions 4. SOME EXTENSIONS TO THE MYOPIC
into current allocation decisions, but it APPROACH
also neglects their effect into future
decisions as well. To be more precise, the This section discusses several extensions
presbyopic approach assumes the process is to the myopic approach: Consider for
in the steady state, that is, sees only far instance the case where holding certain
into the future. It then attempts to maximi- targets is more desirable than holding
ze the expected number of targets held in other targets; or the case where switching
the long run, that is, based on the corres- the sensor between targets involves a cost.
ponding Markov steady state probabilities. These are features that can be easily
incorporated into the algorithm presented
It is not difficult to see that it the pres- in section 2.
byopic approach is followed, no switching
decisions will every occur. This is so Let w. be the reward for holding target
because the problem input, that is, the J
probabilities that sensor-target pairs will j(j=l,...n) and si be the cost involved
be "up" cannot be affected by allocation whenever sensor i switches between targets.
decisions. All we have to do to determine w can be easily introduced in the object-
the steady-state allocation is to solve the i
following assignment problem once and for ive function of the assignment problem, as
all: a multiplicative factor to pk+l(i,j) (Step
m n 2). However, si cannot be introduced so
Maximize IZ X. (i,j) pi(ij)
i=l j= easily, for that cost should appear only
if xk(i,j) # xk+l(i,j), in other words
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only if xk(i,j) = 0 and xk+l(i,i) = 1 or number of targets held over a specified
duration of N time stages (here N=46).
Fig. 2 refers to this comparison. The
It is relatively easy to check that this Markov transition probabilities for the two
can be done if we add the following term targets of this example are(ai, bi) =(0.503,
to the objective function of the assignment 0.312) and (a2, b2) = (0.424, 0.366). The
problem:problem: m process is initialized at stage k=O with
n i ,(xk+l(iij) - x(i,j)) p0(l,l) = 1.0 and p0(1,2) = 0.463 (which
j=l i=l i happens to be equal to the steady-state
probability of the corresponding Markov
( 0.5 si if xk(i,j) = 0 process).
with 6
-0.5 s. if xk(i,j) = 1 Fig. 2a presents the exact DP solution.
Pk(l,j) is plotted for k=0,1.... ,46 and
The extended myopic approach is as follows: j=1,2. pk(l,j) = 1 or 0 means that the
Myopic Algorithm Extended sensor is allocated to target j at stage k.
If Pk(lj) = 1, this means that the sensor
STEP 0: Same as before holds that target, while pk(l,j) = 0 means
STEP 0.5: if k=0 6ij = 0 that the sensor does not hold it.STEP 0.5: if k=x 6ij =0
0 < pk(1,j) < 1 means that the sensor is
0.5 si if xk(i,j ) = 0 not allocated to target j at stage k. A
iOtherwise ~j = switching can be recognized in this plot
'-05 si if xk(ij) = 1 by identifying two consecutive stages, say
k and k+l, for which pk(1,j) = 0 or 1, and
(i=l,.. .m; j=l, ...... n) 0 < pk+l(i,j) < 1 for j=l or 2. Fig. 2b
STEP 1: Same as before represents a similar plot for the myopic
approach. One can observe a significant
STEP 2: Determine next stage allocation similarity with Fig. 2a. It happens that
[xk+l] by solving Assignment in this example the myopic algorithm holds
Problem ~AP *target 1 4 times and target 2 22 times,
k+l: versus 7 times for target 1 and 17 times for
n m target 2 obtained by the exact DP algorithm.
Max j l xk+l(iji)[Pk+l( i')w6ij] Surprisingly enough, in this example the
j=l i=l myopic algorithm holds a target for more
time stages (26) than the exact DP algorithm
to x (ij) 1 j=l,...n (24). Of course this fact is not a dis-
i~l k~l Subject to  ( i 'proof of the optimality of the DP algorithm,i=l
because one cannot compare two stochastic
n algorithms by their actual outcomes. How-
Xk+ (ij) 1 i=l,...m ever this fact suggests that the myopic
j=1 algorithm, at least for this case, performs
pretty well, despite being suboptimal on an
Xk+l(i'j) 0° i=l,.... m expected value basis. It should be mentioned
j=l, ...n that the presbyopic allocation in this case
is to allocate the sensor to target 2, since
STEP 3: Same as before the Markov process describing the signal
from that target has a higher steady-state
STEP 4: Same as before, except to go probability (0.463) than the other target
to Step 0.5. (0.386). A presbyopic allocation of that
nature would have held target 2 27 times.
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES Another simulation example, this time involv-
This section presents two simple illustra- ing more sensors and targets (m=3, n=8) is
tive numerical examples to test the algori- presented in Fig. 3. Table 1 presents the
thms presented in Section 2 and 3. Markov transition probabilities (aij, bij),
the steady-state probabilities p,(i,j) and
The first example is a comparison between
the myopic algorithm and the exact Dynamic the a priori (initial) probabilities p0 (ij)
Programming algorithm presented in [21] for for each sensor-target pair (i,j). In Fig.3,
the (m=l, n=2) case. For this case the sensors are represented by squares and
myopic policy is trivial: Always tune to targets by circles. A link between sensor
the target that has the highest probability i and target j means that sensor i is alloca-
of being "up" at the next stage. The ted to target j. Successful allocations
objective for the Dynamic Programming (target is held) are shown by asterisks (*).
solution is to maximize the expected The example assumes N=9 time stages, k=l,..9,
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with the process initialized at stage k=0. TABLE 2: Expected (Ek) and actual (Ak)
The allocation pattern shown in Figures 3a number of targets held at each
through 3i corresponds to a myopic policy.
time stage k when a myopic or aThe corresponding presbyopic policy is shown
presbyopic allocation policy isin Fig. 3j* followed.
Table 2 shows the expected (Ek) and actual
(Ak) number of targets held at each time Myopic Presbyopic
stage k when a myopic or a presbyopic policy k Ek Ak Ek Ak
is followed. It is straightforward to see
~n m ~1 1.880 3 1.882 1
that Ek = Z E pt(i,j) xt(i,j) with t=k 2 1.892 2 1.882 2j=l i=l 3 1.845 2 1.882 1for the myopic case and t= - for the pres- 1.891 2 1.882 1
byopic. From Table 2 we can observe that 5 1.815 1 1.882 2
5 1.815 1 1.882 2
6 1.875 2 1.882 2Z E is about the same for both cases 7 1.983 3 1.882 1
k=l k 7 1.983 3 1.882 1k=l
8 2.068 1 1.882 1but that the myopic allocation outperforms 8 2.068 1 1.882 1
the presbyopic in terms of actual number of
targets held. rOTAL 17.069 17 16.938 12
TABLE 1: Inputs to the (m=3, n=8) Case
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NONLINEAR DATA FUSION
Dr. David A. Castanon and Dr. Demosthenis Teneketzis
ALPHATECH, Inc., 3 New England Executive Park, Burlington, Massachusetts
Abstract. In this paper, we consider the problem of combining the local con-
ditional distributions of a random variable which have been generated by local
observers, having access to their private information. Sufficient statistics
for the local distributions are communicated to a coordinator, who attempts to
reconstruct the global centralized distribution using only the communicated
statistics. We obtain a centralized processing algorithm which recovers ex-
actly the centralized conditional distribution. The results can be applied in
designing distributed hypothesis-testing algorithms for event-driven systems.
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF x
GIVEN yl,...,yk
Consider the following estimation problem:
The state trajectory of a random process is
observed by K distinct observers, using
noise-corrupted observations. Each observer
processes his own observation history, to COORDINATOR
obtain the local conditional distribution of
the state, as a function of time. Assume
that sufficient statistics representing each
local conditional distribution are communi- SUFFICIENT
cated to a coordinator at a central location STATISTIC \ak
at each point in time. The coordinator's
estimation problem consists of constructing
the overall conditional distribution of the
state, conditioned on knowing all of the LOCAL LOCAL
observations, while using only the sufficient STATION 1 STATION k
statistics communicated to him. The above
estimation structure is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
Yl Yk
When the state process is a Gauss-Markov
process, and the local observations are
linear measurements of the state corrupted
by the noise, the solution to the coordi-
nator's problem has been obtained by many WORLD: STATEx
authors, notably Speyer [1], Chong [2], and
Willsky et al. [3]. In this case, the suf-
ficient statistic is provided by the local
conditional mean and covariance. The results -
of [1], [21 show that the centralized condi-
tional mean and covariance can be obtained Fig. 1. The Problem of Data Fusion
using linear operations on the local esti-
mates and covariances. The results of [3] the coordinator's solution is a generaliza-
extend these results to consider problems in tion of the results of [2] to general Markov
optimal smoothing, as well as problems where processes.
the local models used in producing local
estimates differ from the true global model In continuous time, we discuss the problem of
available to the coordinator. estimating a Markov process observed through
additive white noise. We use recent results
In this paper, we extend the results of [1], in nonlinear filtering to [4], [5] to charac-
[2] and [3] to include general Markov sto- terize the evolution of the local and the
chastic processes. We deal both with centralized conditional probability densities
discrete-time and continuous-time Markov pro- of the state. Based on the solution struc-
cesses. For discrete-time Markov processes, ture for the discrete-time case, we develop
we derive the solution of the coordinator's the equations for the optimal coordination
problem using Bayes' rule. The structure of algorithm.
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The results for the discrete and continuous and jointly measurable, non-negative
time coordination problem are used in de- i i
signing optimal hierarchical estimation and functions gt(Yt zt ) such t hat
hypothesis testing algorithms for a class of
event-driven systems. These algorithms pro- i i
vide the basis for designing distributed
hypothesis testing algorithms which perform
as well as centralized algorithms. i i
= I gt(y,zt) At(dy) (2.3)
The rest of the paper is organized as fol- A
lows. In Section 2, we introduce the dis-
crete time formulation of the coordinator's
problem; Theorem 1 in that section presents Assumption 1 states that the local
the solution to the coordinator's problem. observation noises are mutually independent,
In Section 3, we introduce the continuous and independent from the state. Assumption 2
time version of the coordinator's problem, states that the transition distribution
and solve it in Theorem 2. Section 4 illus- i
trates the applications of Section 2 to the defining yt from zt has a density with
problem of event detection in event-driven
respect to some a-finite measure. We will
systems. Section 5 summarizes the results
and indicates briefly the directions of vi is a "white noise" sequence.
future research. The results will be pre- t
sented without proof for the sake of exposi-
tion. The proofs are available in a longer
paper [6]. (3) Under P, vtl is independent of vt2 if
tl.* t2 .
SECTION 2. THE DISCRETE-TIME COORDINATOR'S
PROBLEM As a final assumption, we will provide some
added structure to Pt(dzt,Zt-l).
Consider the diagram of Fig. 1. The state
process is assumed to be a hybrid Markov (4) There exists a a-finite measure at(dzt),
process zt = (xtPt), evolving in discrete and a jointly measurable function pt(zt,zt-l),
time, where x takes its values in Rn, and p
t t such that P (dz ,z ) = p (z ,z ) a(dz ).
is a member of a discrete space S with thet t t t t1 t
discrete topology. The transition probabil-
ity distribution of zt is denoted as Now, consider the estimation problem of eachlocal agent. The purpose of each local agent
is to produce the conditional distribution of
Pt(A;zt) A Prob {zt+l e A I zt} (2.1) zt, given all of the past observations
i i i
Yo,..--Yt Define the notation Yt as
There are K local agents taking observations
of the state process. The observations of i i i
agent i at stage t are defined as Yt = {Yo,---Yt}
i i i i
Yt = ht (zt, Vt) (2.2) Yt = {Yt,i=l . K}
where v is an R -valued random variable, and Then, agent i's problem is solved recursively
where v ias [7ab
h is a jointly-measurable function from
Rn x S x Rn into Rn.
i i Ji(A,yi)
The vector vt represents the local observa- P{zt e A I Yt} = t t
tion noise of agent i at time t. In order to Ji(RnxS,yi)
properly define the estimation problem, we t t
must establish the relationship between the
various random variables. Let (Q, F, P) be i
the underlying probability space for the ran- = I P(dzt, Yt) (2.4)
i A
dom sequences zt, vt, i=l,...n, t=O,...T.
We make the following assumptions: where
i j AC Rn x S is a Borel set.
(1) Under P, the sequences zt, vt, vt are
mutually independent, for i*j, i,j=l,...K.
i(2) There exists a-finite measures Xt(dy),
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i i i i The solution to the coordinator's problem is
Jt(A,Yt) = f (f gt(Ytzt)Pt(dzt'zt-1)) given in the following Theorem.
RnxS A
Theorem 1: Under assumptions 1-4, the coor-
i dination can reconstruct the centralized con-
P(dzt.-iYt.-1) (2.5) ditional probability distribution recursively
as
The derivation of these equations is stan- J (A, Y )
dard, and can be found in [7] or [8]. 
J (RnxS,Y )
tAssumptions 2 and 4 are sufficient to guar-
antee that (2.5) has a density, with respect
to the a-finite measure at(dzt). That is, where
. i i i K i i
Jt(A,Yt) = I jt(zt,Yt) at(dzt) (2.6) JtAYt) f it t,Yt
A A i=1
i
where jt is a non-negative, jointly measur- f Pt(Zt,Zt-1) P(dzt-l,Yt- 1)
able function given by Rnxs at(dzt)
K i
i f Pt(zt,zt-l) P(dzt-1,Yt-l)
i i i i i=1 RnxS (2.11)
Jt(zt,Yt) = gt(Yt,zt) I Pt(zt,zt-l) i= Rnx (2.11)
RnxS
P(dzt-l,Yt-l) (2.7) K i i
-tf H gt (zt,Yt) 1 cat(dzt)
A i=l ct(zt)
Equations 2.4 - 2.7 are statements of Bayes'
rule. Formally, if all of the distributions
were continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure, Eq. 2.7 can be rewritten as
The structure of the coordinator's solution
i in Theorem 1 is interesting. Basically, the
i P(Ytlzt,Yt-l) P(ztlYt-l) coordinator accounts for the presence of
p(ztlYt) = (2.8) correlations between the local estimators,
p(yilyi ) due to the fact that they all observe the
t t-l same state process, by compensating the
product of the local conditional densities
with the ratio of the centralized conditional
i i predicted density and the product of the
P(Ytlzt) f P(ztlzt-l)P(zt-llYt-l)dzt-l local conditional predicted densities.
RnxS Formally,
i iI P(Ytlzt)P(ztlYt-1) dzt (2.9)
RnxS P(ZtlYt) = K P(zt]Yt-1)
K i t K i
H p(ztlyt) H P(ztlYt-l)
Equations 2.5 and 2.7 make explicit use of i=1 i=l1
assumption 3 to establish that gi(yi,z ) is
t t t
also the density of the conditional distri- where Kt is a proportionality constant, to
bution P'yi c A Iz Yi Eaccount for the normalization of the
t t t-1 probability densities.
Our assumptions (1) - (4) are sufficient to
establish that regular conditional probabil- SECTION 3. THE CONTINUOUS-TIME COORDINATOR'S
ity distributions exist whenever necessary. PROBLEMS
The coordinator's problem can be described as Assume that the state process can be de-
follows: At each t, each agent i communi- scribed by the stochastic differential
cates a sufficient statistic for the measure equation
ji(dz , yi) to the coordinator. The coordi-
t t t
nator must use these measures ji to obtain dxt = f(t,xt,Pt)dt + a(t,xt,pt)dwt (3.1)
t
a representation of the overall centralized
where wt is a standard Brownian motion withprobability distribution
pi Arvalues in Rn, and where p is an element of
P{zt £ Al Yt, i-l,...K} t
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i i
a finite set S = {1,...N} whose transitions i { i 
are described in terms of the infinitesimal Yt = { < t
rates i K
Yt = {Yt, ... Yt}
P{pt+A=ipt=j ,xt=x} = Xji(x)A+o(A) (3.2)
Define At as the differential operator on
functions on RnxS into R as
Under appropriate assumptions, (3.1) and
(3.2) define the evolution of a strong Markov n
process (x ,p ) = z with values in RnxS. At v(x,p) = I fi(t,x,p) a v(x,p)
t t t i= x
For our purposes, we assume the following: i xi
(5) a(t,x,p), b(t,x,p) and Xji(x) are con- 1 n n
tinuous, bounded functions on R+ x Rn x S. + - E X aij(t,x,p) 32 v(x,p)
2 i=l j=l axix
(6) Let a(t,x,p) = a(t,x,p)aT(t,x,p). Then,
a(t,x,p) > aI for all (t,x,p) in R+ x Rn x S,
some a > 0, K
+ C Xpi(x) (v(x,i) - v(x,p)) (3.4)
i=l
(7) Ila(t,x,p) - a(t,y,p)112 + IIb(t,x,p)
- b(t,y,p) 112 < C1 (1 + IIx-y11
2) The solution to each local agent's problem is
described by Zakai's equation [10] for the
Ila(t,x,p)112 + IIlb(t,x,p)112 < C2(1 + ilxll
2) unnormalized conditional density of the state
z given the observations yi. Let qi(z)
for C1, C2 > 0, for all (t,p)eR+xS, x,yeRn. t t t
denote this density for the local station i.
Then,
Assumptions (5)-(7) guarantee the existence
of a strong Markov process (xt, Pt) which is T
Feller continuous for any xo, po [9]. In dqi(z) = A*(z) qi(z) dt + hi (z) qi(z) dyi
addition, we assume that the initial distri-
bution of x , p is known. Suppose that each
o o *
local station i=l,...K has measurements of where At is the formal adjoint of the opera-
the state process zt, described by the sto- tor A defined in (3.4). The differentials
chastic differential equation used in (3.5) are the Ito differentials; in
Stratonovich form [11], using symmetric dif-
i i ferentials, Eq. 3.5 becomes
d yt = hi(t,xt,pt)dt + d vt (3.3)
T
d qi(z) = (A*(z) - 1 hi (z) hi(z)) qi(z) dt
where vi are mutually independent standard t t 2 t t t
Brownian notions which are independent of wt.
We assume additionally that T
+ hi (z) d yi (3.6)
(8) Xij(x) > E > 0 for all 1 < i, j < K. t t
(9) The functions f, a and hi, i=l,...K are
smooth enough so that conditional probability where we have adopted the notation d of
densities of xt given the local information [111 to indicate the Stratonovich symmetric
yi exist for each local station i. differential.
t
Conditions which guarantee the existence and We formulate the coordinator's problem as
smoothness of the conditional probability follows: At each time t, the coordinator
density function can be found in [41 and [5]. receives, from each location, a multiple of
Typically, the functions hi will be assumed qi(z), or a sufficient statistic which en-t i
to be uniformly bounded with bounded x t ito bderivatives. bounded with bounded xables him to reconstruct qt(z) exactly. De-derivatives.
note the coordinator's received message as
Under these assumptions, the solution to each
agent's problem can be obtained using the ai(z) = ki qi(z)
equations for optimal nonlinear filtering t t t
[4], [5]. As before, denote the information
available at time t as where ki is the scale constant at time t.
t
The solution of the coordinator's problem is
summarized in Theorem 2.
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Theorem 2: Under assumptions 5-9, the coor- In Ct+dt(z) - In Ct(z)
dinator can reconstruct the centralized con-
ditional probability distribution recursively K
as H Pt+dt(ZIYt)
= In i=1 - In Ct(z)
P(zt E A Yt) = A Ptdt( t - n Kt (3.10)
f qt(z) dz
Rnxs
where Ktis a constant factor due to the
where scalings in the definition of Ct(z). Hence,
k i
R at(z) K i
qt(Z) = i=l n Pt+dt (zlYt)
Ct(z) Ct+dt(Z) = Kt i=1 (3.11)
Pt+dt (zIYt)
and Ct satisfies
which is the ratio of the product of the
decentralized predictors to the centralized
K * i predictor. Thus, Ct is the same compensator
1 dCt(z) = At at(z) as was used in Theorem 1.
Ct dt i=l ai(z)
t
SECTION 4. DISTRIBUTED EVENT DETECTION: THE
K i DISCRETE TIME CASE
tI at(z)
Ct(z) A* i=l1 (3.7) The results of Sections 2 and 3 are of
K t Ct(z) limited use unless a finite-dimensional suf-
n ai(z) ficient statistic can be determined for each
i=l t local conditional distribution, so that only
finite dimensional values are transmitted to
the coordinator.
Co(z) = po(z)n-1
In the previous works [1] -[3], the zt
process was assumed Gauss-Markov, with linear
where PO(z) is the initial density of zo. observations, so that the local conditional
means were the on-line sufficient statistics
A direct analogy between Theorems 1 and 2 can to be communicated to the coordinator. In
* i this section, we extend these results to a
be drawn as follows: Atqt(z) correspond to special kind of hybrid system, representing a
qi(z) problem of event detection.
t
predictors in the discrete time case, as in Assume that, at time 0, an event H occurs,
the heuristic formula which is one of a finite set E = {H1,...HNI
of possible events. The probability of each
i i event is described a priori by P(H). The
In (Pt+dt(zlYt)) = In Pt(zlYt) event influences the evolution of a Gaus-
n
* i Markov discrete time R -valued process, de-
+ Atqt(z) dt (3.8) scribed as
qi(z)
t
xt+l = At(H) xt + Bt(H) wt (4.1)
Furthermore
* This state process is being observed by K
-Atqt(z) dt = In Pt(zlY ) independent stations, whose measurements are
qt(z) t t described as
- In (Pt+dt(zlY )) (3.9) Yt = ci(H) xt + vi (4.2)
t t t
Substituting into (3.7) gives (formally) The sequences {w }, {vi}, {vjl and the
t t t
initial state xo are mutually independent,
Gaussian random variables with distribution
w - N(o,I).
t
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v
i
- N (o,Ri) j ^
t t where Pt, xt are defined as before, with Yt
i
xo - N(xo,Mo ) with Mo>0 (4.3) replacing Yt. Hence, the coordinator's task
i
is to convert the inputs {St, i=l,...K} which
Define the overall state at time t as (H,xt).
The local conditional density of (H,x ) given he receives, together with his previous suf-
t ficient statistic Stl, to obtain the suffi-
yi can be summarized by an on-line finite- cient statistic St. The solution to the
t
coordinator's problem is described indimensional sufficient statistic, which is coordinator's problem is described in
Theorems 3 and 4.
^k
i Theorem 3: The centralized estimate xt of
P(H=HllYt)
x , given Y and assuming H = H , is given by
t t k
i ^P(H=HNt) k K k ik -1 tik ik -l1ik
(H=HNIYO) Xt = E {Zt((Et ) xt - (Mt ) Xt )
Si = ^il (4.4)
t Xt k
+ Et (Mt) xt (4.7)
^iN where
Xt
where P(H=HllYt) A Pt is the conditional xt+l = At(Hk)xt (4.8)
probability that H=H1, given Y , and
*ij i 
Xt = E{xtlYt, H=Hj. ikxt = E{xtlYt, H=HjJ. Mt+1 = At(Hk) Zik AT(Hk) + Bt(Hk) BT(Hk)
t t t
The local conditional density of (H,xt) given (4.9)
yi can be written as
t k k T T
Mt+l = At(Hk) Et At(Hk) + Bt(Hk) Bt(Hk)
p(xt,Hjl Yi) =
1 T (4.10)
- -(x -xij) (Eij)-1(x -xij )
pij 1 2 t t t t t
dett n/2 (5 ik ik -1 iT i-l1 i -1
Idet: j [( 2 :) (4.5) Et (Hk) = ((Mt) + Ct (Hk)(Rt) Ct(Hk))
(4.11)
ij ij ijT i
where Et = E{xt - xt )(xt - Xt ) jYt, H=Hj}
i k K ik -1 ik -1 k -1 -1
can be computed a priori, independent of Yt, Et ((t) 1 (Mi) + ( )
from the parameters of the problem. i=l (4.12)
The system (4.1) - (4.3) satisfies all of the
assumptions of Section 2. Furthermore, the ik ^ik
centralized conditional density has a suffi- xt+l = At(Hk) xt (4.13)
cient statistic St, defined as
P1 The proof of this theorem can be found in
t [2]. Note that Eq. 4.7 reconstructs the
centralized conditional mean from the local
conditional means, the local predicted mean,
and the centralized predicted mean. The
pn matrices in Eqs. 4.9 - 4.12 can be determined
St = t (4.6) off-line as parameters of the problem. The
^1 results of Theorem 3 enable the coordinator
Xt to reconstruct part of the sufficient statis-
tic (4.6) from the information available in
the transmissions Si, i=l,...K.
.·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t
n The remaining part can be constructed using
Xt the results of Theorem 4.
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In most practical applications, the rate of
communications between local stations and
the coordinator will be substantially lower
than the rate at which the local stations
acquire measurements of the state. In these
cases, the local information must be com-
pressed, and exact reconstruction of the
centralized conditional distribution of the
state may not be possible at the coordi-
nator's level. We are currently investiga-
ting the design of algorithms to solve the
data fusion problem with restrictions on the
frequency of communications.
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ABSTRACT
Consider the estimation and smoothing pro- computationally unassailable, it is worth-
blem for a hierarchical Markov process. while understanding the extent to which
The supremal state evolves autonomously; these problems can be solved exactly. While
infemal dynamics and observations may be the result may still be unimplementable,
statistically dependent on the supremal inclusion of computation-reducing features
state. This class of processes has more which do not affect performance (and which
structure than a general Markov process; the do exist) certainly provides a starting point
implications of this structure are developed for other modifications.
here. Of special interest is the case of This paper develops optimal methods for
hybrid systems, where the supremal state is approaching the filtering and smoothing pro-
discrete and the infemal dynamics are linear blems for systems with the above structure.
and Gaussian. This structure commonly ap- The contributions are of two types: specific
pears in diverse applications, including techniques for reducing the complexity of
failure detection, maneuvering target track- hybrid system estimation algorithms, and a
ing, and digital communications on analog general structure for approaching this class
channels. It is also the structure for of problems. The techniques and approach
which the most useful conclusions can be seem quite helpful in designing algorithms
drawn. for VLSI implementation, but do not entirely
solve the problem. As an example will show,
I. OPTIMAL SMOOTHING AND ESTIMATION FOR the specific techniques developed here may
HYBRID STATE PROCESSES reduce the combinatorial growth of a problem
from exponential to linear (in time); this
The special structure considered here is helpful, but still not practical, and ap-
involves a Markov process with state space proximations must also be introduced. Thus
X which can be decomposed into subspaces a prime purpose of this work is to delimit
X x X , and where the dynamics on X are the power of exact techniques, and create a
framework for future performance analysis ofindependent of 2', but not vice-versa. The approximate techniques.
-2 approximate techniques.
observation space Y can be decomposed com- The development begins with a formal
patibly. This structure lies at the heart problem statement, followed by the deriva-
of several important applications, partic- tions of optimal filtering and smoothing
ularly in hybrid systems where X is dis- techniques in a general setting. These are
then specialized to the linear-Gaussian and
crete (modeling failure modes, maneuver
hybrid linear-Gaussian cases.
modes, or digital symbols) and X continuous
(modeling system dynamics, target trajec- II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
tories, or channel dynamics, respectively).
These problems are usually dominated by the A. Models
entire discrete state sequence. Many ad hoc
solutions to these types of problems have Let the state space of a Markov process
appeared in the literature [1-3], where ap- be = X x X 2. X is the state space of
proximations are required in order to over-
come the exponential growth of the set of the supremal subsystem
discrete state t ajectories as the time nomously; X2 that of the infemal subsystemdiscrete state 
horizon of the problem advances. Now that which is dependent upon the value of the
combinational problems are not necessarily
1 Support from ONR contract N00014-77-0532C (NR 041-519) is gratefully acknowledge.
2106 Rue Charles Lafitte, 92200 Neuilly, France.
3MIT/LIDS Room 35-213, Cambridge, MA, 02139. Address all inquiries to this author.
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supremal state x (t) Formally, we make where Q1 and Q2 are positive definite, and
Assumption 1: The state transition prob- w1 and w are independent of one another.
ilities factor as Similarly, the observations lie in
p (x (t+l (t+l),x(t+ xl(t),x 2(t)) = m R 1pY1 =x xt Y R , and
(x1(t+l) Ix 1(t))p (x2(t+l) (t),x 2(t)) Assumption 2L: The observation equations are
The process is observed via the space + -* + +
Y = Y1 x Y2, where Y contains observations y1(t) C 1 xl(t)+V(t) vl(t) N(O,R
-l -l1 1-2 1-
of the supremal state only, and Y2 of the + ( + + + t t
~-2 Y -2 1) (t)=C X C22x2(t)+C +v2 ( ) v2(t) N(OR 2)
joint state. Again, make
Assumption 2: The observation probabilities where R1 and R2 are positive definite and
factor as v1 and v2 are jointly independent.
Thus the conditional distributions for the
p(y1(t) ,y2 '1 xl(t) 2(t))= linear case p(xl(t+l)lx l(t)), etc. in
p(y1(t )xl(t))p(y 2 (t)lxl(t),x2Ct)) (2-1) and (2-2) are all multivariable
Gaussian densities with means and cova-
We will be interested in the maximum a riances specified by (2-4)-(2-7).
posteriori (MAP) estimates of the state For hybrid models, a combination of
(filtering), or entire state trajectory discrete and continuous dynamics exist.
(smoothing), conditioned on a sequence of The supremal system is discrete, specifying
some structural mode, and the infemal is
observations received from the system. some structural mode, and the infemal is
Introducing the notation the system. assumed linear-Gaussian, with descriptive
matrices dependent upon the value of the
t t 1 1(t)e Y(t)e Y supremal state. Thus Xl= {x1 ...x1..
for sequences of states and observations n2X = R , and(over a time interval Tetl,...,t}), the 2 R , and
problem is
Assumption 1H: The dynamics are specified
Assumption 3: Find by
a) for the filtering problem the state p(x1(t+l)lxl(t))
x*(t) which maximizes p(x(t) IY(t))
b) for the smoothing problem, the state x2 (t+l)=A(l(t))x2(t)+w(t)
trajectory X*(t) maximizing p(X(t) IY(t)). w(t) N Q
This is the general problem. Two spe- with Q positive definite 6
cial cases which are of interest are the
m m
linear-Gaussian, and the discrete/linear- 1 y R 2
Gaussian (hybrid) structures. In the former, Finally, Yl={Yl, } 2
n.
, and that the system Assumption 2H: The observations for aassume that X. = R , and that the system
-1
dynamics are linear with additive white hybrid system are specified by
Gaussian driving noise. (2.1) becomes p(yl(t)lxl(t))
Assumption 1L: The hierarchical dynamics5 y2 (t)=C(xl(t))x2 (t)+v(t)
are: v(t) N(O,R(xl (t)))
xl(t+l)=A lXl(t)+l(t) wi (t)-N(0,Q1) with R positive definite.61 -11  1-l
x+ (t+l)=A x+ (t+ )w(4- These are the three classes of models
2 ( t+l) -211 (t -22 2 2 2 2(t) treated in sections III-V, respectively.
4
For the general case derivations will be done formally. This is exact when X is discrete,
and when all invoked distributions exist and are well defined.
Extension to time-varying system and noise matrices is straightforward and not considered
here for notational clarity. A number of other assumptions may be relaxed; the purpose here
is to develop some new structure in the simplest setting possible.
Nonzero, xl -dependent means may be treated by state augmentation and the dependence of A
or C on xl(t).
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III. THE GENERAL CASE Lemma 1: s(x(t) Y(t)) may be computed via
This section develops the concepts,
This section develops the concepts, s(x(t+l) Y(t))=max p(x(t+l) x(t))s(x(t) LY(t))
notation, and basic techniques for optimal
filtering and smoothing under assumptions
1-3. s(x(t+l) IY(t+l))=p(y(t+l) Ix (t+l))s(x(t+l) Y(t))
The filtering solution exhibits no
special structure in this case. Proof: Bayes' theorem, interchange of max
operations with functions not of the same
A. Smoothing: Compact
variable, and the Markov assumptions:
We will consider two approaches to the
smoothing problem, one the usual optimal t
algorithm, and the other an expanded version P(t)X(t))= s=l P(Y()())
which better permits exploitation of the
hierarchical structure at a cost of increased
computation. 
The suitability of the hierarchical s=l
structure to the smoothing problem is sug-
gested by the fact that If s is replaced with -in(s), a monotonic
operation, and the resulting function is
minimized, the Viterbi algorithm [7] emerges.
max p(XtX2IY1'Y ) = y x (*) Computationally, the Viterbi algorithm
X , 1 2X 1 2 p(Y1'Y2 is relatively simple, requiring only O(N1N2)
operations per time step (for discrete X).
maxp(Y11 X)p(X 1)-max P(Y2 1X1,X 2)p(X2 X1)}} Memory for storing the preceeding trajec-
3 1 X1 X2 2IX1'X2)P(X2 Xl)" tory associated with each x(t) is the dom-
3 inant factor in its implementation. As in
the filtering problem, however, the hierar-
3I~ ~ This is a direct result of assumptions 1 and the filtering problem, however, the hierar-
This is a. direct result of assumptions 1 aid chical structure of the Markov process does
2. Note that it is not necessary to compute2. Note that it is not necessary to compute nothing, in general, to simplify the algo-
p(Y ,Y ) at all: (*) suggests an algorithm rithm further. Again, the case where
by which the best X2, is found for each X1; xl(t)=x2(t) for all t generates an s(xlY)
and then the best X1 is found. Unfortunately, which is diagonal on X x X , and demons-
trates the lack of decomposition.
Xl (t) and X2 (t) are elements of rather large
sets. B. Smoothing: Expanded
However, this has not yet considered the
An algorithm for the smoothing problem
Markov structure of the problem, which is
can be constructed which does exploit the
essential to recursive smoothing techniques.
hierarchical structure, but at a great in-Consider the smoothing solution on X x X
-l z-2' crease in computational complexity. As such,
we will be interested in determining if (*) it is not useful for general problems of the
affects its structure. class considered here, but it will be the
key to the structure of the hybrid smoothing
Definition: A survivor function [7] problem.
s (x(t)| Y(t)) is defined by Definition: A conditional survivor function
s(x(t) Y(t))=max s(x21X 1,Y2) is defined as
X(t-l)
p (Y(t)lx(t),X(t-l))p(x(t),X(t-l)) s(x2 (t)1Xl(t),Y2(t)) =
max p(YMtI X1 (t(t) ,Y  2() MIX1(t)=
Technically, s is a function on X x ; 2 ( 2(t 2max (t-t)
since we will only be interested in evalua- X2(t-1)
I ting it along a particular realization of
4 ... This function is an intermediary in the
the output process Y(t), it is convenient to
solution of the smoothing problem, as the
view it as a function of x(t). It indicates
second maximization in (*) can be rewritten
the unnormalized probability of the most
likely state trajectory X(t) which terminates
in x(t), conditioned on the observation max {p(Y(t)Xl(t (t),Xt))p(X(t) t))2 X1 (t) ,X2 (t))p(X2 (t) 1
.A3 sequence Y(t). Note that the maximizing x (t)
ik X(t-l) here may not be unique, but one
of them may be selected and stored for each x s(x2 2
x(t). This permits reconstruction of the x2(t)
entire MAP state sequence by finding x(t)
which maximizes s(x(t) JY(t)), and then de- These equations suggest an algorithm whereby
termining the X(t-l) thus associated with it. s(x2 [X1,Y2) is computed, based only on Y2'
The implications of Markov structure are for each X1. The result may be summarized
that s is recursively computable. in the function
Ad
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r(X l (t) Y2 (t)) max s(x t) Ct) W 2t)) [mp(Y1(t+l) X1 (t+l))p(X1(t+l) ]=yl (t+l)xp l(t+l)
x2 (t) 21 2 p(x 1 (t+l)lx 1(t))[p(Y 1 (t)JX1 (t))p(x1 t))]
The outer maximization in (*) is then over
the product of p(xllY 1)P(X 1), which is
Proof: Elementary manipulations and the
computable just from the structure of the Proof: Elementary manipulations and the
sumpremal system, and r(Xl1Y 2), derived frcm Markov properties.
the infemal structure only.
the infemal structure only. Lemma 3 provides for the computation
This algorithm does capitalize on the
hierarchical structure, but leaves two ques- of the term other than r(Xl1Y 2) - the term
tions to be answered. First, can the which captures the supremal dynamics through
s(x21Xl,Y2) be computed recursively? Second, p(xl(t+l) xl(t)), and the supremal obser-
is there some recursive structure which can vation through p(yl(t+l)1xl(t+l)).
be exploited in the outer maximization, over
One more notion is needed.
X1, without reducing the solution to a
Viterbi algorithm on X x X2? The answer Definition: The sources of a state x (t)
to the latter is particularly critical, as t
~~~~~~~t ~are all trajectories in X1 terminating in xl
.the size of X1 grows exponentially with time.
Theorem 1: Let CX*(t), x*(t)) be the MAP
The answer to both questions is yes. 1 2
Consider the computation of s(x2Xl,X 2) trajectory for observations Y l(t),Y2 (t).
first. 1 2
Let T be any time preceeding t. If, at time
Lemma 2: s(x 2 X ,Y2) may be computed as
a) predict:
s(x 2(t+l) Xl(1 t),Y 2 (t)) = max P(x 2(t+l) x1 (t),x2(t))
x2(t)
s(x 2 t)IX 1(t)(t)Y2(t))
b) update:
s(x 2(t+ l) X l ( t + l),Y2( t+l)) = p(y 2(t+l) Jxljt+l) x2 (t+l))
s(x 2 (t+l)lXl(t),Y2(t))
Proof: Identical to Lemma 1, with
conditioning on X1. p(Yi(T) Xl(T))P(Xl(T))s(x2 (T) jX 1 (T)'Y 2 (t))
The structure of these computations is p(Y(T) X1 (T))p(X1 (T))s (2(IX 1 T) Y2 (T))
straightforward. For each supremal trajec-
tory Xl(t), these implement a {X 
{Xi(T)}
Viterbi calculation for the survivor func- 1
tion on x2. Note that the explicit con- for each x 2(T), where {X (T) contains all
ditioning on X1 removes the coupling between sources of Xl(T) except X1(T) itself, then
the statistics of x2 and the supremal ob- X (T) Will not be a subsequence of X*(t).
servations Y1; X1 provides a more complete
statistical specification of the evolution Proof: Consider the (compact) smoothing
of x2 than does Y1; it would be helpful if algorithm, and the S(X 1 (T),x2(T) Y1(T) ,Y2 ())
that X1 still under consideration. computed by it. Each (x (T),x2(T)) has a
The tree of X1 sequences may be pruned, sequence (X1(T),X (T) associated with it
in a way which guarantees that the MAP tra- 1 2
jectory will never be eliminated yet which constitutes an optimal trajectoryjectory will never be eliminated yet
preserves the hierarchical structure. This estimate through (xl(T),x 2(T)). If X1(T)
first requires: never appears as the first component of one
of these associated sequences, it will not
Lemma 3: p(Yl(t)JXl(t))p(Xl(t)) may be appear as a subsequence of any longer tra-
computed recursively: jectory. X (T) can only appear in associa-
tion with states of the form (Xl(T),x2(T)).
1 2
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(3.17 assures that there is no x2(T) for may be recursively computed as
which Xl(T) is the most likely source of
x(t)=A x(t-l)+K(t) (y(t)-C A x(t-l))
xl(T), hence Xi(T) may be eliminated.
P(t)=[I-K(t)C] [AP(t-l)A T+ Q]
Theorem 1 establishes a looser require-
ment for eliminating trajectories than the T+(t) 
compact smoothing algorithm. The Viterbi [I-K(t)C] +K(t)R KT(t)
algorithm will eliminate trajectories at T T -1
X each point (x(T),x2 (T)), leaving only one K(t)Pt C [+R
candidate terminating there. (3-17) suggest While assumptions lb and 2b imply a block
eliminating X1 (T) only if there is no x2(T) triangular or diagonal form in A, C, R and
tat all with which ;ilCT) may be paired and , this is not reflected in the propagationat all with which k (T) may be paired and
B 1 of P(t), and hence in the structure of the
which preserves X (T) as a candidate. An algorithm. The reason for a lack of sep-
even looser criterion is given by aration is (4-4); the update gains are not
Corollary la: X (T) will not be a subsequence block triangular as both yoont) and y2 t)31 convey information about both components of
of the optimal estimate if there exists some the state, just as in section IIIA. Thus
X1 (T) Y X1(T), both sources of x l(T), where the linear-Gaussian assumption does not allow
1 extra structure to become apparent.
(X1(T) IY1(T))s 1l(T)2()) <- B. Smoothing
P p(x 1(CT)iY 1(T))=s(x 2 iXl(T) Y2 T)) We will consider only the compact smooth-
for every x2 .ing problem here, as the set Xt is an entirefor every x2. -1
N t dimensional vector space which cannot be
i Proof: C3-18) implies (3-17). The converse profitably dealt with on a pointwise basis.
% is not true as the maximizing X1(T) in Thus we will specialize Lemma 1 to this case.
(3-17) may vary with x
4(3-17) may vary with x. Theorem 2: Under assumptions 1L and 2L, and
Thus we have established two pruning with A, C, Q and R the matrices which can be
rules for the x1 trajectories. Both require partitioned to provide All, A21, etc.
functional dominance between two scaled s(x(t) Y(t)) is of the general form
versions of s(x21Xl,Y2) to hold for a trajec-
21X2~(2(t)_(t)) p (t) (1 (t)-T (t))T 
tory X to be eliminated. Both are weaker 2 ((t)-x(t)) P (t)(x(t)-x(t))
S ~~~~1 ~s (t)e
than the optimal pruning rules on X1 x X 0
with the parameters x and P computableimplied by the Viterbi algorithm, as the as above and with s (t) given by:
latter are pointwise dominance relations. o
Thus the strength of the pruning technique
has been sacrificed; this can only be ad- s (t)=(27T) (2 ) det(Q)-1/2R) st-).
vantageous if either p(XllY 1) or s(xl lXl1Y2
)
-1 - 4 T- + +
has a particularly convenient form compared (y(t)-C Ax(t-l) S (t-l) (Y(t)-C Ax(t-l))
to s(x l,2x YY2). We will see that this is e
the case for hybrid state models. S(t)=C[A P(t-l)A +Q]C +R
IV.· LINEAR-GAUSSIAN CASE
Proof: See [11].
Before moving to the hybrid case, the
relation between linear filtering and smooth- V. HYBRID CASE
ing algorithms and the quantities introduced
above need to be established. While the Now we turn to the hybrid system case,
linear case exhibits no special solution given by assumptions 1H and 2H. The set of
structures as a result of assumptions lb and supremal trajectories X is discrete, so they
2b, the development here is necessary for can be viewed as being arranged in a tree as
section V. in Section III. The conditional survivor
function S(x2 1X,Y 2) will be that of a par-
A. Filtering ticular linear-Gaussian system with time-
varying dynamics specified by X, so the
The solution to the joint filtering results of theorem 2 translate to it. Thus
problem in X is well known for the linear- the smoothing solution takes the form of a
Gaussian case: the Kalman filter [8]. The bank of Kalman filters, one for each X1,
statistics with some supremal logic which prunes ele-
ments of X1 using the tests of theorem 1.
x(t)=E{x(t)IY(t)} p(t)=covfx(t)Y(t)} While this scheme is dominated by the com-
binatorial size of XL, we will see that this
.g~~~~_
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same structure dominates both the filtering P(t+llt)=A(x1 (t))P(t t)A (xl(t))+Q(xl(t))
solution and the straightforward Viterbi
algorithm for hybrid systems. Only the ex- t t=2 2 -1/2
panded smoothing approach of section IIIC s (t+l ) det 1(t)))
allows any practical reduction in the size
of X1 on-line. b) update
A. Filtering x(t+l t+l)=x(t+llt)+K(t+l)
The filtering problem for a hybrid sys- [y(t+l)-C(x1 (t+l))x(t+lt)]
tem was first addressed many years ago [10].
The exact solution is found from a decomposi- P(t+ljt+l)=[I-K(t+l)C(xl(t+l))]
tion.
P(t+llt)[I-K(t+l)C(x (t+l))] +
P(Xl(t)12X1(t) Yl(t)'Y2(t)) + K(t+l)R(x1(t+l)) KT(t+l)
=-l I t t1 I (t (T)-M2/2 2
p(Y1 2((t)Y t)X(t-l) py 1 (t)X(t))p(XCt)). s (t+llt+l)=(2r) detR(x (t+l)(2) -1/s (t+lt)
p(Y2 (t )Xl(t))p(x 2(t)jXl(t),Y 2 (t)).- -[y(t+l)-C x (t+l))x(t+lIt)]T S l(t+l)
[y(t+l)-C(xd (t+l))x(t+llt)]
Unlike the general case, and the linear
case, the structure of the optimal state es- T
timator forces one to consider expansions So (t+l)=C(x (t+l))P(t+l (t+l)) +
over Xl(t). This is because the conditional
distribution p(x (t)IX (t),Y 2(t)) is con- 1
veniently paramerizedlby its mean and where
covariance, but sums of such distributions
can only be expressed in terms of the para- 
meters of the components. x(tJT) = x(tJX 1(),Y 2(T))
etc.
B. Smoothing
The smoothing problem has a structure Proof: Apply Theorem 2 to the recursion
wherein pruning is a natural operation. of Lemma 2, conditioning on X1. This struc-
While the ideal smoother requires a survivor ture of s(x ) indicates that a strict
function which has many components to it, 2 1
each being a weighted Gaussian shape, the Viterbi algorithm on X necessarily involves
combination of components is by a max opera- a parametrization which is based on trajec-
tor, rather than a sum. Thus some components tories X. Thus the compact smoothing
may in fact be completely dominated by others, algorithm of section IIIB is no simpler than
and dropped without affecting the section of the expanded of IIIC in this hybrid state
the trajectory estimate. This is the idea case.
behind optimal pruning of X1 trajectories.
Consider (3-3) and (3-12): Definition: A quality function q(x 2Xl Y1,Y2Y
max p(X1 X22Y 1 Y2 P(Y1=Y2 max{p(Y11X 1)p(X1). q(x2 X l 2)=P(YY)=p(YXl)p(Xl)s(x IXlY2)
X1'X 2 X
max{s(x 2XP1 T2)} In the hybrid case, q(x2X1lYl1 Y2) is a
2 scaled Gaussian with mode and quadratic
From Lemma 2 and theorem 2, s(x (t)IX (t), weights given by Lemma 4, and with scale
2 1 factor
Y2(t)) will have a weighted Gaussian shape;
hence the outer maximization is over a set qo(Xllylty2 )=so (X1 y2 )p(YllX1 )p(X 1)
of Gaussian shapes weighted by both supremal
and infemal components. It is conceivable where the latter two terms may be recursively
that some terms in this set may be eliminated computed via Lemma 2.
by the criterion stated in Theorem 1. The crux of the expanded smoothing
First establish: algorithm in the hybrid case is:
Lemma 4: In the hybrid case, s(x2|Xl,Y2) may Theorem 3: A supremal trajectory X 1C(T) will
be computed with: never be a subsequence of an optimal trajec-
a) predict: tory estimate (X*(t),X*(t)), t>T, if there
_1 2
x(t+lt) = A(x (t))x(tlt) exists another X 1 (T)X (T) which is a source
of x 1(T) and for which
1egt ie yLmm ,adwt cl
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q(2() 'X1(T) J Y1 ()Y (-) < hybrid state dynamics, coupled with the
simple parameterization of the conditional
q(x2 (t)'X (lY) Y() 2Y()) survivor function, leads to a hierarchically
structured algorithm for the smoothing pro-
for all values of x2(T). This inequality blem. The infemal level consists of a Kalman
holds iff filter computing the mode and quadratic
spread of the survivor function, and a scale
-
1 (TIT) P-_ (TIT)> 0 (a) factor calculation based on the Kalman filter
residuals and applicable noise covariances.
1 + + T 1 -l The supremal logic computes conditional pro-
2-(x (l)-x (TIT)) [(TIl) -P t Il)] (b) babilities on X based on Y , and then prunes
2 2 2 b+ ) away some possibilities based on a Viterbi-
(x2 (T IT)-x 2 (TIT))> like criterion posed in terms of functional,
) rather than pointwise, dominance.
in qo(Xl() IY(T),Y2(T))- n qo(X l(T) IY(T),Y 2(T))
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Proof: (5-13) is a restatement of corollary In conclusion, this work has presented
la. The equivalence is shown in [11]. a new perspective on filtering and smoothing
for hierarchical Markov processes, partic-
ularly hybrid state systems. The results
The interpretation of these conditions fall into two categories. The negative re-
is interesting. Figure la illustrates a sults are that the hierarchical structure
case where the i associated with Xl allows does not contribute to simplification of the
it to be eliminated in favor of X . (5-14) solution to the state estimation problem,
requires that the conditional Fisher infor- nor to the trajectory estimation problem for
mation matrix of a pruned trajectory be discrete state, or linear-Gaussian, problems.
greater than that of the one that dominates The positive results are related to the hybrid
it; Figure lb shows that violation of this case, where both state and trajectory estima-
inequality will lead to q dominating q on the tion are dominated by a structure involving
tails of the distributions. Thus trajectories combinations of weighted Gaussian terms.
with good conditional information may be While both can then be realized by separate
eliminated in favor of those with poorer in- computations of the weights and parameters
formation, but not vice-versa; this imparts of the Gaussian shapes, only the smoothing
a natural conservatism to the pruning. For problem affords us the opportunity to elim-
cases which satisfy (a) and for a given inate some of the components entirely. This
tx ,(b) determines an ellipsoidal region simplification of the combinatorial aspect
2 + of the problem suggests adoption of the tra-
wherein x2 may lead to pruning X2' Note that jectory estimation approach to hybrid systems,
(a) ensures that the left hand side of particularly in light of the relationship
(b) will always be nonpositive, hence if between the parameters of the Gaussian com-
ponents in the two cases; they are computed
q0 (X1 Y11Y 2) by the same Kalman filters.
q(X yy )>1 (c) The results of the adoption of the tra-
qo(Xl Y1' 2) jectory estimation viewpoint is a pruning
rule which is optimal in a well defined sense:
then this ellipsoid will be empty. (Fig. lc).(Note tt cthe elimination of a trajectory is guaranteed(Note that (c) can be interpreted as a
to never increase the probability of error in
likelihood ratio test on the hypotheses that to never increase the probability of error in
likelihood rtio truestraonctherhypotve that estimating the discrete state trajectory. An
X1 1 is the true trajectory). Even if example showed that this rule alone can be
(c) is satisfied, if the offset between effective, but that some other selection
the conditional means is too large, no mechanism is required in order to bound the
elimination can take place (Figure ld). number of survivors at a finite level.
Since theorem 3 is based on corollary Computationally, the structure of the
la, it is not as complete as possible. algorithm described in Section V is ideal
There may be cases where X1 is dominated by for VLSI implementation. The infemal cal-
neither X1 nor X1 alone, but is dominated culations, involving Kalman filters and
residuals computations, are completely sep-
by the max of their respective q functions arate from one another and would benefit
(Figure 2) (provided x (T) = x'(T)) arate from one another and would benefit(Figure 2) (provided X1(T) = x{(T)). from parallel execution. The interconnection
While the general inequality of theorem 1 between them is provided by the (simple) su-
may be applied: prune X1 if premal computation involving the discrete
observation, and the pruning mechanism. The
latter involves simple exchange and tests of
x2 2 X1,Y1,Y) max q(x 2X 1 ,Y1,Y2) the results of the separate infemal calcula-
X1e sources(x ) tions, and thus is a relatively loosely
coupled mechanism.
the reduction of this test to simple algebra-
ic tests such as those above is rather
cumbersome.
Thus the hierarchical structure of the
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SPREAD SPECTRUM MULTIPLE ACCESS ISSUES IN THE
HF INTRA TASK FORCE COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Jeffrey E. Wieselthier
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375
Abstract. Issues raised by the use of frequency hopping (FH) spread
spectrum multiple access signaling in the HF Intra Task Force (ITF)
Communication Network are discussed. Of particular importance is the
question of the number of asynchronous FH signals that can share a
wideband channel using code division multiple access (CDMA) techniques
while maintaining acceptable performance. The answer to this question
depends on the modulation/coding scheme, channel characteristics, and
receiver implementation. We present a new signaling scheme that, for
the case of a noiseless channel, provides considerable improvement in
channel throughput.
INTRODUCTION design but also in regard to network
organization and control. The primary
A High Frequency (HF) Intra Task Force (ITF) purpose of this paper is to examine the
Network is being designed as a robust, major issues raised by the use of spread
survivable, anti-jam (AJ) communication spectrum multiple access signaling in this
network for the interconnection of mobile network, as well as to present some new and
task force elements. This network will preliminary results related to the channel
consist of various platforms (including throughput achievable using such signaling.
ships, aircraft, and submarines) with
markedly different characteristics, and is We begin this paper with a brief discussion
expected to support the traffic requirements of HF ITF Network operational requirements
of many diverse scenarios. The use of the and constraints as well as a description of
HF groundwave medium (2 - 30 MHz) is the Linked Cluster Architecture. We then
dictated by its Extended Line of Sight discuss the need to use spread spectrum
(ELOS) communication range as well as by its signaling; frequency hopping (FH) has been
natural survivability properties in post chosen as the spectrum spreading mechanism
nuclear detonation environments. [3]. Finally, we discuss the issues that
arise from the use of FH-CDMA signaling in
The proposed network organization, which we our network, with emphasis on the question
call "Linked Clusters," has a hybrid of the number of FH signals that can share a
structure that mixes distributed and wideband channel, while maintaining
centralized control by grouping together acceptable performance levels.
sets of platforms that are within one-hop
distance from a central platform into a
centrally controlled cluster, and allowing HF ITF NETWORK BACKGROUND
distributed operation among "cluster heads."
These clusters are established by a fully We now review some of the major operational
distributed algorithm [1,2]. requirements and environmental constraints
imposed upon the HF ITF Network in its role
The HF ITF Network will use spread spectrum as the primary ELOS communication system in
signaling techniques in order to provide the intra task force environment. These
protection from jamming and interception of topics are discussed in greater detail in
messages. The use of spread spectrum [4].
signaling leads naturally to the use of Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) techniques, A task force consists of up to one hundred
which can be used to provide both multiple mobile platforms that travel together as a
access capability and jamming resistance. unit, usually located within a circle 500 km
The use of spread spectrum signaling has had in diameter. The network is characterized
considerable impact on the HF ITF Network, by a variable topology that results from
not only from the standpoint of waveform changes in the HF radio connectivity of the
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plaforms; these connectivities change as a
result of varying radio wave propagation CGLUSTER HEAD
conditions, noise levels, hostile jamming, 9 GATEWAY NODE
interference from other members of the task ( 0 0 "ORDINARY" NODE
force and other sources, platform
destruction, and platform mobility.
The network must handle both voice and data /
traffic of several priorities with varying
security requirements at acceptable error
rates. Both point-to-point and broadcast
modes of operation must be supported. An 
internetting capability with other military
communication networks must be developed.
Among the most important requirements of the
HF ITF Network are survivability and Fig. 1 Example of Linked Cluster
robustness; the network must degrade Architecture.
gracefully under stress conditions. Network
degradation will usually be caused by loss
of nodes or degradation (or loss) of links. The network organization algorithms make use
The major threat to network links is hostile of connectivity information exchanged
jamming; however, link quality is also between neighboring platforms. The
affected by changing propagation conditions, algorithms consist of two TDMA frames, after
platform mobility, and other-user which each platform is able to determine
interference. Furthermore, the increased whether it should assume the role of cluster
traffic requirements during periods of head or gateway, or to remain an ordinary
crisis can cause network overloads that node [1,2]. The algorithms may be executed
result in degraded performance. periodically in order to form new network
structures that are based on current
connectivities. We emphasize that although
THE LINKED CLUSTER ARCHITECTURE a hierarchical network structure is
implemented, the network organization
The issue of survivability has had a algorithms themselves are in fact totally
profound influence on the network design. distributed.
The use of decentralized network control
reduces the vulnerability associated with a The HF groundwave medium is characterized by
single central controller. Furthermore, the a communication range that varies as a
proposed architecture is based on the use of function of frequency; typically,
fully distributed algorithms that enable the communication range decreases as frequency
task force platforms to self-organize into a increases. The Linked Cluster Architecture
reliable network structure and to takes advantage of this apparent shortcoming
continually monitor the changing of the HF medium by partitioning the HF band
connectivities for the maintenance of such a into a number of sub-bands, each with a
structure. A disadvantage of a completely bandwidth of a few MHz over which the
distributed control structure, however, is groundwave communication range is
that significant communication resources are approximately constant. The organization
needed to maintain consistent data bases at algorithm is run consecutively for each
each platform; this problem is especially sub-band, thus producing a set of overlaid
significant in the HF band where data rates connectivity maps that give rise to a set of
are often limited to at most 2400 bps. We simultaneously operating networks. The HF
have therefore proposed a hybrid structure ITF Network consists of this set of
known as the Linked Cluster Architecture. individual networks that are defined in
This structure, illustrated in Fig. 1, separate sub-bands. Network management
consists of clusters of platforms within schemes are presently under development to
communication range of local controllers coordinate the operation of each of the
known as cluster heads. The architectural individual networks into an effective
profile of the network at any given moment overall ITF Network structure. We note that
consists of clusters that are linked to each the network organizational algorithms are
other via gateways. We note that when used run independently in each sub-band. Thus,
with typical shipboard antennas HF is a while one of the Linked Cluster Networks is
broadcast (i.e., nominally omnidirectional reorganizing, the others maintain
rather than highly directional as is UHF) communication using their most recently
medium, and therefore all platforms within derived network structure. This capability
communication range can simultaneously of preserving a communication structure
monitor the transmissions of e.g., their during the reorganization process adds
cluster head. considerably to the robustness of the HF ITF
Network.
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SPREAD SPECTRUM SIGNALING: In this paper we address the major issues
FREQUENCY HOPPING CODE DIVISION associated with FH-CDMA systems and their
MULTIPLE ACCESS (FH-CDMA) networking implications, and in particular
the implications of using FH-CDMA in
A networking structure inherently provides conjunction with the Linked Cluster
resistance against jamming by providing Architecture. The major problem areas
relays as needed along communication paths. associated with the use of FH-CDMA are:
The use of one or more relays located
between the source and destination platforms 1) Synchronization and hopping rate
results in shorter links, and therefore considerations.
improved signal to interference levels. 2) The generation of FH patterns.
Furthermore, an adaptive routing capability 3) Interference in multiple user FH
can often permit networks to send traffic systems.
along paths that avoid the most heavily 4) Multiple access control schemes for FH
jammed portions of the network. channels.
5) The assignment and distribution of
In particular, the HF ITF Network will codes.
reorganize itself in response to hostile 6) Contention among signals using the same
jamming, designating a new set of clusters code.
and routes when necessary 151. The ability
to maintain a sufficiently high degree of We now summarize some of the major issues
connectivity is of course limited by the AJ associated with these areas, with particular
performance of the individual network links. emphasis on item 3, including some new and
Only limited AJ performance can be obtained preliminary results. A more detailed
with narrowband signaling, and thus we have discussion of these topics is presented in
proposed spread spectrum signaling for the [3].
HF ITF Network. In [31 we concluded that
noncoherent frequency hopping (FH) with
frequency shift keying (FSK) is the most 1) Synchronization and Hopping Rate
practical spreading/modulation choice for Considerations
use in this network. In addition, we
presented results on the AJ performance of Other-user (i.e., other task force member)
such signaling with convolutional coding and interference can be avoided if the users are
diversity. coordinated so that at most one platform
transmits in any frequency slot at any given
In FH systems the transmitter hops from one time. It is in principle possible to
frequency slot to another, transmitting a achieve such an orthogonality in FH systems
narrowband signal at each hop. Selective by coordinating the FH patterns of all users
addressing is achieved by the transmitter so that no two are scheduled to transmit
via the use of the intended receiver's simultaneously in the same frequency slot.
unique FH pattern, and interception is In practice, however, the degree of
difficult without knowledge of the exact FH synchronization required to achieve such
pattern. Resistance against jamming is coordination is generally not feasible at
achieved because the jammer cannot put large high hopping rates because of timing
amounts of energy throughout the entire uncertainties that result from propagation
frequency band, and because it cannot delays as well as the inability to maintain
predict the FH pattern. In order to provide a perfect timing reference at each platform.
a sufficient degree of AJ and LPI capability Therefore, the best that one can normally
FH systems require a wide bandwidth channel hope to obtain is a quasi-orthogonality of
over which to hop, perhaps the entire hopping patterns (and therefore codes)
bandwidth of one of the Linked Cluster rather than a true orthogonality.
networks, i.e., about 2 - 5 MHz. A FH
system will be able to tolerate the loss of Although network-wide synchronization at the
a number of hops (which would correspond to hop level is not feasible, such
fractions of packets) caused by jamming or synchronization at the packet level can and
any other disturbance if appropriate forward should be maintained. The guard time
error correction coding and diversity are requirement to achieve such synchronization
used. is of the order of 3 ms in the HF ITF
environment [31]. This is a small fraction
In a FH-CDMA system the code corresponds to of the anticipated packet length (tens of
the FH pattern. A wideband channel can be ms) and therefore represents a small degree
shared among a number of simultaneous users, of added overhead. While synchronization at
each of which employs a different code. In the packet level does not reduce the
such systems it is possible for two or more occurrence of frequency hits, it does,
users (using different hopping patterns) to however, facilitate the use of network
transmit simultaneously at the same management schemes that depend on the
frequency. The loss of a number of hops allocation of network resources on a time
caused by such frequency "hits" (i.e., division basis.
collisions of fractions of packets) can
again be tolerated if appropriate coding
techniques are used.
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2) The Generation of FH Patterns Fig. 2 illustrates the probability of
packet error as a function of the number of
The methods used to generate secure FH users that are transmitting simultaneously
patterns are of course classified, and the over a channel with 100 frequency slots.
network designer will have little or no The channel is assumed to be noiseless in
control over their choice. It is therefore this case, and so the only source of errors
not realistic to expect the availability of is other-user interference, although a noisy
an orthogonal set of hopping patterns even channel model can also be considered. We
if timing uncertainties could be resolved. consider two packet sizes chosen so that the
The most important property of a FH pattern data of a packet can be encoded as a single
in a secure military application is that it Reed-Solomon code word. The RS-(31,15) code
appears to be random; knowledge of the corresponds to a packet length of 155 bits;
frequency at any set of hops should provide the packet is divided into 31 five bit
no information as to the future hopping bytes, one of which is transmitted at each
sequence. We assume that random FH patterns hop. This code is capable of correcting up
are being used, and that network-wide to eight byte errors per code word (packet).
synchronization at the hop level is not The RS-(255,127) code corresponds to a
possible. We also assume that a very large packet length of 2040 bits, which are
family of such FH patterns exists, so that divided into 255 eight bit bytes. This code
several distinct hopping patterns may be is capable of correcting up to 64 byte
assigned to each platform. The intended errors. Virtually all such packet errors
receiver must of course know the hopping are detectable, often permitting the
pattern of the transmitter, and must be able subsequent retransmission of packets that
to synchronize to it. are received with uncorrectable errors. The
probability of an undetected packet error is
less than 2xlO - 5 for the RS-(31,15) code and
3) Interference in Multiple User FH Systems less than 10-89 for the RS-(255,127) code
17].
The most significant difference between FH
and narrowband signaling is that in the FH
case there is some degree of contention even
when dedicated links are used. In the case
of dedicated links only a single transmitter
attempts to communicate with any particular
receiver at any given time, and so there is
no contention for access to the intended
receiver. However, as a result of the lack
of orthogonality among FH patterns,
frequency hits may occur because of RS(31, 15) RS (255, 127)
interference from other signals (intended 12
for other receivers) that share the same
wideband channel. The question therefore
arises of how many FH signals (that use
random independently generated hopping
patterns) can simultaneously share the same m 10-3
wideband channel without resulting in o
significant performance degradation. There RS-(31,15)
is no easy answer to this question; we must ALL HITS
consider the modulation/coding scheme, DETECTED
channel characteristics, and receiver 1 0 AND ERASED
implementation. We note that the overall 10-4
channel capacity would be higher if the
channel were divided (e.g., via FDMA) among
a number narrowband signals; however, the
need for protection from jamming
necessitates the use of spread spectrum 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
signaling, as discussed earlier. After a NUMBER OF USERS
review of the model of [61 we present a new
multi-user channel model that permits
considerable performance improvement for the Fig. 2 Packet error probability for a
case of noiseless channels. noiseless asynchronous multiple
user FH channel; rate 1/2 RS
Binary Signaling coding; 100 frequency slots.
We consider a slow FH system (i.e., several
bits are transmitted per hop) in which Three curves are shown in Fig. 2. The two
Reed-Solomon coding of rate approximately upper curves were generated under the
1/2 is used to correct the burst errors assumption that frequency hits are not
caused by frequency hits. (Note, however, detectable, and that they all result in byte
that no decision has as yet been made as to errors. This is a pessimistic assumption,
whether block or convolutional coding will because relatively strong signals will
actually be used in the HF ITF Network). certainly have lower error probability. The
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bottom curve was generated under the FSK the presence of energy in both the mark
assumption that frequency hits are and space tone positions (impossible for a
detectable, and that the corresponding bytes valid signal) would indicate a hit. Future
can be erased. The packet error probability studies will address a more realistic
using the RS-(255,127) code with detectable channel model that considers the effects of
hits is extremely low, and falls below the channel noise and fading.
range of the plots. The ability to detect
frequency hits and erase the corresponding
bytes therefore results in a considerable M-ary Signaling: A New Model
increase in the number of simultaneous users
that the FH channel can support. The The benefits obtained through the detection
tradeoffs between the increased complexity of hits and the subsequent erasure of
of such a system and its benefits must be affected bytes raise the question of whether
addressed in the future. further improvement is possible. If one
could not only detect hits, but also
The throughput of a FH channel of this type determine which of the received energy
can be defined as the expected number of belongs to the desired signal and which to
correct packets that can be delivered per the interfering signal(s), he would then be
time slot, where a time slot is equal to a able to make a correct byte decision thereby
packet duration (and is therefore different eliminating the need for an erasure.
for the different codes and packet sizes Unfortunately, it is in general not possible
used). Throughput is thus simply the to differentiate between energy received
product of the number of users and the from one source and that received from
probability of correct packet delivery for another, except perhaps in some cases where
any given user. Under this model packets their signal amplitudes are markedly
that are incorrectly received are different. We shall demonstrate, however,
subsequently retransmitted. We actually that the use of M-ary (rather than binary)
consider the throughput per frequency slot, FSK signaling permits the implementation of
expressed in terms of packets/time slot per such a scheme, at least for the case of a
frequency slot. Channel throughput for the noiseless channel.
RS codes discussed above is shown in Fig. 3
for the noiseless channel, as well as for a We assume noncoherent M-ary FSK signaling
channel in which the noise-induced byte with one M-ary tone transmitted per hop.
error probability (in the absence of Each frequency slot thus contains M tone
other-user interference) is 0.1. Also shown positions. Each M-ary symbol represents K
in Fig. 3 is the noiseless case in which bits, where M = 2 K, and therefore may be
hits are recognized and erased. treated as a K bit Reed-Solomon symbol;
e.g., a RS-(31,15) codeword (corresponding
£ 0.30 to one of our packets) would consist of 31
9v n urnV.VV RS (255,127) 32-ary symbols. It is assumed that each
receiver is synchronized to its desired
HITS ARE ERASED signal, but that no synchronization at the
D RS (31,15) hop level can be maintained among the
- 0.20 - signals that simultaneously share the
o- /. wideband channel. Random FH patterns are
vj L / \ \again assumed.
mY ° A RS1255,127) 3 As in the binary case, a frequency hit
F- In 0.10 - RS (31,15) occurs when one or more other users transmit
in the same frequency slot as the desired
signal. Since a valid signal can consist of
w only a single tone, the presence of two or
o 0 / - more tones in any hop duration indicates
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 that something is wrong (i.e., a hit has
NUMBER OF USERS occurred). As in the binary case such bytes
can be erased.NOISELESS CHANNEL ---- Pr (BYTE ERROR) = 0.1
IN ABSEIN TERFERENCE We claim, however, that it is often possibleUSER INTERFERENCE
in the M-ary signaling, noiseless channel
Fig. 3 Throughput per frequency slot of case to discriminate between the desired
a multiple user FH channel; signal and the undesired signals. If
rate 1/2 RS coding; 100 perfect synchronization is maintained with
frequency slots. the desired signal's hopping pattern it
would be possible to discriminate against
tones that are present for less than a
We have illustrated the tremendous certain fraction, which we denote by p , of
improvement (more than a doubling of the hop duration. There is no constraint on
throughput) that can be obtained if hits are the amplitude of the interfering signals.
detected and the resulting bytes erased.
The detection of hits would be Fig. 4 illustrates 8-ary FSK signaling and
straightforward in applications involving several types of frequency hits, denoted
noiseless channels. In the case of binary a-d. The effects of these hits are as
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follows: The achievable throughput per frequency slot
using the model presented here is
a) A hit in the same tone position as the illustrated in Fig. 5 for the case of 100
desired signal does not bother us. frequency slots, a noiseless channel, and
32-ary signaling. RS-(31,15) coding is
b) A single hit in a tone position different used; each codeword (packet) can tolerate
from the desired signal will bother us only 16 hop erasures. The case of P = O
if the overlap is greater than P. corresponds (almost exactly) to the curves
representing detectable and erasable hits
c) Hits from two or more other users in the shown in Fig. 3. As p approaches 1 the
same tone position (but different from the total channel throughput approaches the
desired signal) at opposite ends of the hop number of users; the throughput per
will bother us only if their combined frequency slot can actually be greater than
overlap is greater than p. one packet per time slot! It is difficult
to estimate values of P that may be
d) Hits in different tone positions, each achievable in a practical system. Realistic
with overlap less than p, do not bother us values would depend on hopping rates and
even if their combined overlap is greater hardware implementation.
than p.
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INTERFERING SIGNAL Fig. 5 Throughput per frequency slot of
a noiseless multiple user FH
channel in which partial hits
Fig. 4 8-ary FSK example illustrating can be ignored; RS-(31,15)
four types of frequency hits. coding; 100 frequency slots.
A more detailed description of this model, Future studies will address the
including a derivation of system performance relationships among M-ary alphabet size,
as well as performance curves for several hopping rate, frequency slot bandwidth, code
M-ary alphabet sizes, is presented in [8]. rates, and achievable data rate.
Furthermore, we will attempt to extend our
The implementation of a system of this type model to more realistic channels that are
would require accurate synchronization and a affected by noise and fading.
fairly sophisticated receiver. A possible
implementation would examine the time
derivative of the matched filter outputs of 4) Multiple Access Control Schemes for FH
each of the tone positions throughout the Channels
hop duration. A time derivative value of
zero would indicate the absence of a signal, An area of great interest in recent years
independent of the total energy accumulated has been the development of control schemes
thus far. A signal will be declared present for random access channels that ensure
as long as the time derivative is stability as well as satisfactory delay and
sufficiently large. throughput performance. In the past only
schemes that are suitable for time-domain
The ability to ignore interfering signals channels have been considered. It is not
that are present for less than a certain clear how to apply most of these schemes to
fraction of the hop duration is based on the a FH channel.
fact that the M-ary signal is constant
throughout the hop duration. In contrast, Many of the control schemes that have been
in the binary case discussed earlier several proposed for time-domain multiple access
bits are transmitted serially; if one or channels require that the users monitor the
more bits are obscured by a hit there is no channel to determine whether there was a
way to recover the lost information, thus single (and therfore successful)
necessitating an erasure. transmission, two or more transmissions (all
of which are usually assumed to be
unsuccessful), or no transmissions. The
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situation in a FH-CDMA channel is different Common Links: A common link, monitored by
because several signals can in fact be all network platforms, can be used for
successfully transmitted simultaneously. either broadcast or random access
Another characteristic of FH-CDMA is that it applications. A single FH pattern would be
is not feasible to monitor the success or associated with such a link. For example,
failure of each of the individual such a common code would be used during the
transmissions of all other users because to execution of the network organization
do so would require the use of a separate algorithms.
frequency hopped receiver corresponding to
the FH pattern of every user in the Links of each of these types will share a
population. wideband FH channel simultaneously. The
relationships among these classes of links
Instead of attempting to monitor individual and the Linked Cluster Architecture are
transmissions it is better to observe the discussed in [2,31.
overall FH channel. During each slot every
user can use a random hopping pattern to hop An important question is the procedure used
a receiver over the frequency band. An to assign the frequency hopping patterns to
estimate of overall channel activity can be the network platforms. The simplest
obtained by counting the number of dwell approach is simply to associate a priori a
times that the channel is in use in the pair of unique codes with each platform in
monitored -frequency slot. Hajek has the network. There would then be no need to
demonstrated that feedback information of develop a distributed scheme for the
this type can be used to implement a control assignment of FH patterns to platforms,
policy suitable for FH random access systems although of course the need for channel
[61. If such an estimate of channel allocation schemes to share resources on a
activity is not available it is necessary to time division basis still exists. Such a
use multiple access schemes that require a scheme has in fact been developed for the HF
minimum of feedback channel information, ITF Network 1101. It is of course necessary
e.g., the Acknowledgment Based for each platform to know the codes
Retransmission Control (ABRC) policies [91. associated with the other network platforms.
It may be possible to disseminate this
information to all task force members before
5) The Assignment and Distribution of Codes deployment of the task force. If not, then
some mechanism will be needed to broadcast
The basic code assignment considerations this information throughout the network;
include the allocation of frequency hopping distributed techniques for secure key
codes to users and the decision of whether distribution would then have to be
to use a code associated with the developed. Security will be a major issue
transmitter or with the receiver. The four in the distribution of FH patterns, because
basic types of links in the network will be it is essential that they are not known by
point-to-point links, broadcast links, an adversary.
random access links, and common links.
Point-to-Point Links: When point-to-point 6) Contention Among Platforms Using the Same
(i.e., single source, single destination) Code
links are used the FH code of either the
transmitting or receiving platform may be Contention among signals that use the same
used, as long as consistency is maintained. code may arise when two or more platforms
attempt to transmit to the same receiver
Broadcast Links: In a broadcast link a simultaneously. We are assuming that no two
single transmitter sends a common message to receivers will use the same code, except to
two or more platforms. It is therefore monitor a network-wide (or cluster-wide)
random access channel. The simplest case to
appropriate to use a FH pattern associated
with the transmitting platform, and consider is that of only two signals. The
monitored by all potential receiving two basic situations that may arise are
platforms. For example, each cluster head those in which the delay at the receiver
would use a distinct FH pattern to brodcast between the two signals is:
messages to all members of its cluster. a) less than the hop duration,
or,
Random Access Links: In a random access b) greater than the hop duration.
link many platforms attempt to communicate In case (a) there is a collision that is
with a single platform on aatt countention characteristic of time-domain systems, and
basis. A FH pattern associated with the typically both signals will be lost, unless
receiver is therefore essential, because the one is considerably greater in amplitude
receiver will not know a priori which than the other. In case (b) it will often
platforms are attempting to communicate with be possible for the receiver to acquire andplatforms are attempting to communicate with
it. For example, it may be necessary for maintain synchronization with the first
cluster members to communicate with their signal to arrive. Once a signal has
head on a random access basis. captured the receiver, a delayed version of
the same signal (generated by multipath
propagation) or another signal that uses a
delayed version of the same hopping pattern
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TECCNET: A Software Testbed for Use in C3 System Research1
Elizabeth R. Ducot
Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Abstract. TECCNET (Testbed for Evaluating Command and Control NETworks)
is a small, expandable software system created to support C3 system
research. It has been designed to facilitate the modeling and analysis of
the complex interactions between the distributed command and control
network elements, the algorithms and procedures that characterize the
information flow networks of which these elements are a part, and the
environment within which they must function. The TECCNET system provides a
software laboratory, with a flexible interactive structure, in which basic
system research functions are performed. These functions include: the on-
line description of the problem of interest and the definition of a model to
be studied, the generation of an appropriate scenario, and the
execution of the desired experiment. A progression of experiments using
TECCNET has been planned to serve a dual purpose. For the near term, the
focus will be on the areas of distributed information network management and
decentralized estimation. This will allow necessary building blocks to be
created, contributing toward the development of an Information
Intermediary that is intended to resolve conflicts between the needs of C3
system users and the capabilities of the C3 networks.
INTRODUCTION (at least conceptually) in terms of its
ability to deliver, at designated points,
The need to provide dynamic limitations on the desired information so that upon
the flow of information in a Command, arrival, it is timely, accurate, complete,
Control, and Communications (C3) system has and easy to use.
become increasingly apparent. Indeed, this
need, coupled with the requirement that the The underlying C3 system problem that
C3 systems operate effectively under a motivated the design of TECCNET is
variety of adverse conditions, has provided extremely complex. The system elements
the motivation for much of the recent C3 comprising the information flow network are
system research. TECCNET (Testbed for highly distributed, have diverse physical
Evaluating Command and Control NETworks) characteristics, and are often governed by
is an experimental software laboratory, ill-defined operational constraints and
designed in response to this need in a way procedures. The technologies that affect the
that will support a number of complimentary elements of this system are changing
research activities. Before describing the rapidly; advances in electronic weaponry,
structure and characteristics of TECCNET, it sensors, and computers, for example, combine
is appropriate to summarize the point of with changes in the way information is used
view taken in creating this research support by the commander to increase both the flow
system. of information in the network and the time
pressures associated with its delivery.
In this work, the C3 system is visualized as
an information flow network. This Even under somewhat benign conditions, the
description encompasses not only the task of supporting this flow of information
communications systems that transmit data is a formidable one. However, when the
and messages, but also the processing and tactical situation intensifies, the load on
storage systems that acquire, translate, the system increases substantially, just
manipulate, and disseminate information. The when the external stress on the network
performance of this network may be described induced by a hostile atmosphere is at its
peak. Competition for the same resources to
1 This work was supported initially by the move, process, store, and display
Air Force Office of Scientific Research information also intensifies -- frequently
(Contract Number AFOSR-80-0229). Support for with disastrous results (i.e., excessive
the continued development of the system has message delays, system and user information
been granted by the Office of Naval Research overloads, etc.). Thus, the C3 system,
(Contract Number ONR/N00014-77-C-0532). viewed in terms of how well it provides the
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information support expected by the objectives, a skeleton system was
decision-maker, is perceived to degrade implemented at MIT beginning in 1981.
exactly when it is most important that it Development of the system continues within
operate well: when battle information is this same framework:
flowing and the time available for decision
making is short. It follows then that there
is need to modify the information flow to 1) The testbed should be SMALL, with a
match it in real-time to the facilities and controlled plan for expansion, so that it
the time available for processing. will remain a manageable tool for project
research.
The research problems formulated from the
preceding statements share a common premise: 2) The software should be structured so
in order to develop techniques for that it can operate in a multi-user
controlling the flow of information environment and meet the needs of users with
effectively in a C3 context, one must be different levels of software and system
able to express and exploit the expertise. Moreover, the system should be
relationships between the activities of the interactive and provide considerable on-line
user and the conditions of the network. This documentation.
premise is evident in research efforts
addressing all levels of the information 3) System interface and support software
flow system -- the control of the underlying should be developed to facilitate both
communication network, the way information modeling and testing activities.
is generated and used, and ultimately the
interface between the human users and the 4) Default models and representations of
systems (Ducot, 1980 and 1982). As a result, the system should be available in order to
one of the first goals in the development of reduce the effort required to initiate
TECCNET was to encourage the integration, simple experiments.
within a common framework, of the relevant
ideas drawn from diverse research areas 5) The modeling tools created for the
(i.e., distributed data base, sensor and TECCNET system should make it easy for the
network management, information processing user to represent the asynchronous
and presentation, etc.). interactions and complex protocols that are
characteristic of the models and algorithms
Along with the common premise indicated to be explored.
above, a common concern has been expressed
over the potential cost (both in terms of
system and user resources) of implementing The preceding statements encompass a broad
proposed information flow control schemes. range of system capabilities--capabilities
Hence the second hope in creating the outside those customarily associated with
TECCNET system: that, through software for algorithmic and system
experimentation, a better understanding research. As a result, the final design of
could be developed of the complex TECCNET and the open-ended plans for its
interactions between the distributed command development resemble procedures for the
and control network elements, the various design of computer operating systems
models, algorithms and procedures that (Corbato, Saltzer, and Clingen, 1972) as
characterize the information flow, the much as they do those applied to the type
needs of the users of the C3 systems, and simulation system software originally
the environment within which these systems anticipated (Oren, Shub, and Roth, 1980).
must function.
This dual nature of the software is apparent
Ultimately, however, the objective in in the organization of TECCNET, depicted in
creating TECCNET is to promote the Figure 1. Three basic research functions,
development of new models for representing designated 1) the Model Generator, 2) the
the C3 information processes and new Scenario and Input Generator, and 3) the
concepts for dealing with the resulting Information Network Simulator, are supported
information flow. An important goal, within an interactive structure. A brief
therefore, is to provide the type of description of the funtional elements
environment that will foster a broad range follows. The reader is referred to a
of research activities and will facilitate discussion of the software system (Ducot,
the testing of proposed algorithms and 1982) for additional detail and sample
procedures. In the next section, the design TECCNET interactions.
and characteristics of the TECCNET system
are described briefly, followed by a
discussion of the initial plans for its use The Model Generator
as a research tool.
The Model Generator is the first of TECCNET
components. It permits the user to specify
TECCNET: THE SYSTEM IN OUTLINE the modeling environment, and, in some
sense, to build the simulation on-line. A
In order that TECCNET meet the goals view of the C3 information flow network is
outlined above, a number of design defined by combining models of the local
objectives were established. Based on these processing nodes, constraints on the
processing~~~~~~'~` ;` nodes,~`~~ contrint on thej*~?~`~~"c;~'~~~
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movement of messages, protocols governing capacity of the links etc., 2) the
the information flow, and the algorithms for association of nodes with particular
managing the network. In general, these processing models and descriptions of the
specifications are tightly coupled, bound traffic between them, and 3) the
together by the need for consistency in the representation of the environment. As the
modeling assumptions. Sets of simulation modeling of the information flow network
specifications, along with descriptions of elements becomes more sophisticated,
any built-in assumptions, may be stored in additional inputs representing different
the system as defaults -- defaults which can types of decision variables will be
then be manipulated by the user. developed.
For example, one such set (currently in Inputs are solicited from the user at the
place within TECCNET) permits analysis at terminal in free form. These data are
the level of the nodes and links comprising organized into permanent files and are
a store and forward data communication catalogued with descriptive comments that
network. In this case, the queueing model later may be displayed on-line. The files
of the processing elements used is may be shared between users, each of whom is
extremely simple. Processing of data packets given a private working copy that functions
is assumed to take "zero" time compared to as a data base during his input session.
packet queueing and transmission delays. The Sample sessions, indicating how the data
link buffers at the nodes are not modeled bases are created and manipulated by
explicitly; their capacities are reflected TECCNET, are presented in (Ducot, 1982).
in an effective link capacity that is a
fraction of the physical limit of the line. Scenario inputs (describing the condition of
Moreover, the transmission and receipt of the information flow network) are
packets are assumed to be perfect processes. distinguished from those that define the
Certain characteristics of the message experiment (such as number of iterations,
traffic (exclusive of volume) also have been convergence criteria, cost function
specified as defaults. For simplicity, data parameters, type of statistics to be
packets are assumed to have the same average collected, etc.) and are stored separately.
length, and only one conversation may be This distinction is best appreciated by the
active between a pair of nodes at any given user who attempts to combine "canned"
time. A first-in-first-out (FIFO) service scenarios and model specifications for use
discipline is used for the treatment of data in multiple experiments. The scenario
packets, with preemptive logic for both the building process may occur in small segments
control packets and acknowledgements having at different TECCNET sessions until a
a higher priority in the system. complete scenario has been obtained and
stored in the system.
The structure and content of the data
packets are not given for this simple
default model; data comprise background Network Simulator
traffic within the network. Control
messages, on the other hand, require Once a model and scenario of interest have
explicit treatment of both structure and been established, the execution phase of the
content, as these messages are used as experiment can be initiated. Discrete
signals to drive the TECCNET algorithms. An event simulation techniques form the basis
initial network management algorithm (an of the execution software. This permits the
outgrowth of an original distributed routing integration of many procedure-driven models
scheme developed by Gallager (1977)) which and the represention of asynchronous
utilizes the preceding modeling assumptions, operation of the elements of a distributed
is included as part of this modeling system.
environment.
Three types of events are modeled,
A library structure has been developed to designated for purposes of discussion
house modeling specifications and "external", "spontaneous", and "responsive".
algorithmic building blocks. Descriptive External events are derived from the
information is associated with each entry in environment, and refer to situations arising
the library in order that the user may outside the network. These events are not
select among default models and procedures. modeled within the system in detail; they
Additional specifications can be added to are represented only as time-dependent
modify an existing modeling environment, or effects applied to one or more of the
to specify a new one as desired by the user. capabilities of the system elements.
Spontaneous events simulate actions that are
Scenario Generator based solely on internal logic operating at
the nodes of the information flow network.
The Input Generator is the data-intensive Thus, these internal events correspond to
component of the TECCNET System in which the the decoupled actions of a cooperating
user defines the conditions to be simulated. member of a distributed system. These events
For the sample view of the network indicated may take many forms depending on the
above, three steps are required: 1) the modeling environment that has been
specification of the network topology, specified. The most straightforward
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spontaneous event is a scheduling event. Whenever the user message ('''*USER::)
An example, drawn from the currentAn example, drawn from the current appears, TECCNET is awaiting input from the
distributed communication algorithm, is the user. A specially designed command-line
command from an individual node signalling monitors the user's entry tointerpreter monitors the user's entry to
the initialization of a routing/flow control the following: 1) signals for
update cycle that will change the flow
update cycle that will change the flow movement within TECCNET (motion commands),
within the network. A slightly more
elaborate form of the scheduling event is a 2) requests for information (help commands)
elaborate form of the scheduling event is a
and 3) specific data entries (responses to
conditional one, in which some quantity
(observable at the node) is monitored until
a threshold is reached, at which time the Motion commands allow the transfer between
event is scheduled. Internal clocks the basic user activities. For example, the(synchronized or unsynchronized) are command "model" places the user in a
maintained at the nodes to determine themaintained at the odes to determine the position to define his modeling environment.
activation time for the spontaneous events. Unlike motion commands, help commands (whichUnlike motion commands, help commands (which
provide on-line documentation and
Execution of a spontaneous event mayinitiate a sequence of responsive eventsy clarification) have no positional propertiesinitiate a sequence of responsive events.
and may be issued without limit at any time.Communication with other nodes in the system
is required to generate one or more of the When a help command is received by TECCNET,
the information requested is displayed at
events e thee n y r po the terminal, at which time the user may
events are triggered only by the receipt of
n ar rie onl continue his session as though no interrupt
an appropriate control message, they are had occurred. If a specific question had
used to model the various forms of
used to model the various forms of been asked of the user, the question is
cooperative actions among the distributed
repeated at the end of the help message.
network elements.
These same help messages can also be used toThe event generator as currently implementedis only partially interactive. The user is provide on-lin t aining for the user. Thisis only partially interactive. The user is
requires that an underlying sequence for
on-line while the simulation is running: he command use be evident during the
command use be evident during the
may view the results, request that output at interaction. TECCNET messages contain the
various levels be displayed or suppressed, suggestion of a next logical command at the
suggestion of a next logical command at the
and decide whether or not to continue the end of each response; suggestions which may
e end of each response; suggestions which may
experiment. In the future, the user of be used by the user to guide him through the
TECCNET will be permitted a dual role: that be used by the user to guide him through the
of researcher who is observing the system description. As an example, a
he o partial sequence of commands and responses,
experiment, on the one hand, and that of C3 used as an introduction to the system, is
information network customer who is changing depicted in Figure 2.
inputs and requests in real time, on the
other. This additional capability is
reflected in the presence of an interactive USE OF TECCNET
node in Figure 1.
The preceding presentation of the TECCNET
modeling system has provided a brief
indication of how the software has been
structured to support C3 system research.
The Conversational Interface provides the structured to support C system research.Since the major goal in the development oflink between the user and the body of the theTECCNET is to promote the evolution of new
TECCNET system. Communication isinteCacEtiv ste communicat pon s approaches to information flow control, theinteractive, with commands and responses the TECCNET system as a
entered and displaye at the user's plans for using the TECCNET system as aentered and displayed at the user's research tool are of immediate interest. A
terminal. The forms of the interaction can
significant payoff is anticipated if thebe controlled by the user, and the displayed i
experiments can be structured intolevel ("verbose" or "terse") may be set by experiment
experimental building blocks; each of whichhim according to his familiarity with the ri 
contributes a portion of the insight and
system. experience necessary to proceed to
successively higher levels of abstraction inThis interface software is basically command
viewing the information flow network.driven; a feature which gives a user
considerable flexibility in his use of the One of the chief beneficiaries of such an
approach is expected to be the effort to
generally preferred by the designers of develop the Information Intermediarydevelop the Information Intermediaryinteractive systems, reflecting the fact (Ducot, 1982) which addresses thethat experienced users can learn to bypass information related interactions at thedetailed explanations and move efficiently highest system level -- the interface
through the system. Occassionly however, throughn h c dsy pte csson weve between the user of the information and the
when complex descriptions or order-dependent C3 network itself. The intent of this
responses must be solicited from the user,. Intermediary is to assist the human user of
the user active mode is suppressed by the the C3 system; aiding him to reformulate
Conversational Interface, and a more st
restrictive question and answer (or "user his requests for information and to change
restrictive qu estion a d answer (or "user his use of the information flow network in
passive") format is employed.
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light of network conditions. In order to that represent the cost of rejecting flow
introduce notions of flow control for between individual node pairs.
information (as opposed to data) into the
network, the Intermediary must have access The second of the TECCNET building blocks
to a specially developed local status model presumes the existence of both the real-time
of the system; a model that integrates status information (of the type described
dynamic network, data base, and user above) and the distributed algorithm by
information and requires the flow of which it is communicated. The experiments
control information between network being considered as part of this second
elements. In other words, this model must phase (Ozbek, ongoing), represent the first
reflect the interactions between three types attempt in the TECCNET framework to
of information management procedures: associate the criteria for generating and
1)strategies that induce changes in routing injecting information into the network with
and control of data flow, given network the network parameters themselves.
parameters, 2)criteria for modifying
decisions governing the generation and The decision variables are drawn from a
injection of information into the system, formulation of a decentralized estimation
given these same or related status problem in which explicit use is made of the
indicators, and 3)changes in approaches to fact that communication from sensors to
information retrieval, given the behavior of estimators is not instaneous. The normal
the network. incentives to obtain high quality estimates
by transmitting complete information
In considering candidate approaches on the frequently between nodes, are recognized as
basis of their compatiblilty and potential being far from optimal. As part of this
contribution to such a model, three research effort, a number of tradeoffs
desirable features were identified. The dealing with the generation and scheduling
first is the feasibility of representing of information reporting can be addressed.
proposed technique for detecting flow Of immediate interest are those describing:
conditions and for exerting necessary 1) the frequency of reports (relating raw
control, in a way that can be implemented data reporting frequency, traffic volume,
via a distributed algorithm. The second is delay, and the use of sensor information)
the ability to formulate the control actions and 2) the quality of reports (frequent
and decisions to be exercised at the nodes compressed reports, partially processed at
based on limited local information. And intermediate nodes, versus the less
third is the possibility of sharing common frequent receipt of nearly raw data.
status information and network parameters
among different types of management With the experience gained in creating these
algorithms. two building blocks (type 1 and type 2
procedures), it is hoped that the next stage
These characteristics were considered in in the TECCNET utilization plan, the
determining the first step in the TECCNET incorporation of information retrieval
utilization plan; development of a modeling strategies (type 3), may be initiated in the
baseline from which a broad class of not too distant future.
techniques for managing the communication
network could be studied. The initial
algorithm included in the TECCNET system is CONCLUSIONS
representative of a procedure (type 1) that
induces changes in data flow given network In the preceding sections, the design, and
conditions. This approach (extended from intended use of a new research tool, created
the original formulation (Gallager, 1977) by especially to support C3 system research,
Golestaani (1980)) treats flow control and was presented. The potential contributions
routing together, leading to a flow control to a variety of ongoing research activities
algorithm that is expressed in terms of were considered in the development of the
the following conflicting objectives: to initial version of TECCNET, now operational
reduce congestion in the network while at at MIT. Preliminary experience with the
the same time minimizing the amount of TECCNET software suggests that the design
offered traffic that is rejected by that objectives, outlined at the beginning of
network. A convex optimization problem is this paper, are being met. The interactive
formulated in which short-term average format and modular structure of the system
information on network utilization is used appear appropriate to the needs of users
to allocate both maximum data rates for with different levels of software and
user sessions (viewed as source/destination system expertise who will be participating
pairs) and the optimum routes through the in this activity in the future. The
network for information flowing within it modeling tools incorporated in the system
(Gallager and Golestaani, 1980). provide the capability for representing the
From the point of view of potential asynchronous interactions and complex
contributions to the model required by the protocols inherent in the models and
Information Intermediary, the appeal of this algorithms likely to be explored.
initial approach lies in the formulation of Development of the system is continuing.
the distributed algorithm, the type of Additional default modeling environments
marginal delay information communicated, will be included to allow the pursuit of
and the structure of priority functions several lines of inquiry in parallel, each
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of which is expected to contribute a Gallager, R.G., (1977) "A Minimum Delay
different perspective to the overall Routing Algorithm Using Distributed
development of information flow control Computation", IEEE Trans. on Communications,
techniques. It is anticipated that Jan. 1977, pp.73-85.
extensive use of the TECCNET system will
lead as a by-product to modifications and Gallager, R.G. and S.J. Golestaani, (1980)
improvements in the system. As these "Flow Control and Routing Algorithms for
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++++TECCNET:
Welcome to the Information Flow Network Testbed (TECCNET).
For information on how to use the system, type:
help
followed by a carriage return. Otherwise. on receiving the
user cue (****USER::) you may type any TECCNET command.
****USER::
help
++++TECCNET:
TECCNET is an interactive testbed which is intended to support
the analysis of a number of information flow related issues. It is
structured to provide user support in three areas:
1) the specification of his modeling environment, selection
of local node models, message protocols and flow control
strategies. (program segment: 'model')
2) the generation of simulation input and scenarios that define
the network / traffic conditions. (program segment: 'scenario')
3) the on-line execution of the simulation experiment (program
segment: 'run').
For information on how to interact with the TECCNET system, the
inexpert user should type: use
****USER::
use
++++TECCNET:
You converse with TECCNET by entering commands and responses from your
terminal. When the user cue (*-**USER::) appears, it is the indication
that you may begin typing. To signal the computer that you have completed
your entry you MUST strike the carriage return (CR) key. The computer will
not respond until you do.
The commands permit you to move freely within the TECCNET system,
to exercise the various programs, Or to receive explanations and
assistance in program selection and data preparation. Occasionally,
a specific response is required. In these instances, you will be
prompted from the terminal before the user cue is given.
Depressing the BREAK or ATTN key at any time will interrupt TECCNET
and return you to a point where you may again enter commands.
The inexpert user should now type:
commands
****USER::
commands
++++TECCNET:
The basic commands for controlling and interacting with the TECCNET
system are organized into three groups:
1) movement within the system:
model: to change modeling environment
scenario: to create scenario data
run: to execute the experiment
stop: to leave the system
2) on-line documentation:
help: brief description of TECCNET
use: outline of interaction modes
help model, help scenario. help run: descriptions of
the TECCNET submodels
use model.use scenario, use run: instructions for their use
help network, help traffic: description of input parameters
3) user support:
help error: how to correct errors in typing
help comment: how to leave comments about the system
comment: comment mechanism
terse: request for brief interactive reporting
verbose: request for complete Interactive reporting
Fig. 2 Introduction to TECCNET: A Tutorial
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ABSTRACT
through its organic sensors. This information
This paper deals with the problem of optimally must somehow be stored and maintained to the
locating files, and their optimum number of utmost correctness because the BG must co-
redundant copies in a vulnerable communication ordinate its actions. The system may be con-
network. It is assumed that each node and sidered as a distributed data base system.
link of the communication network can fail The ships and planes can be considered as
independently. The optimization problem max- nodes, and the communication channels between
imizes the probability that a commander can the ships and planes can be considered as
access the subset of files that he needs links. The data can be considered as files
while minimizing the network-wide costs relat- stored in the computers of the ships and
ed to storage, query and update communication planes.
costs. The problem reduces to a linear zerD- Considering the BG as a set of nodes,
one integer programming one; several theorems links and data files, we have defined for
that reduce its complexity of solution are ourselves a distributed data base network.
presented. Since in warfare, ships can be destroyed and
communication links jammed, our network is
1.1 INTRODUCTION vulnerable. Therefore we must consider how
to maintain a consistent and complete data
This paper focuses on the problem of optimal base.
redundant file allocation for a very vul- If we also consider the individual war-
nerable distributed data base system. This fare commanders and the data files they need,
file allocation is different than previous the problem becomes more complex. We can
file allocation problems because it considers also rank the importance of each commander
the following new items: and the importance of each data file to each
commander and include this in our optimiza-
1. Vulnerability of the nodes and links due tion problem
to enemy actions, e.g. jamming
2. The importance of the users
3. The importance of particular files to
particular users.
The problem is therefore as follows-we
First we shall discuss the motivation for the are given the following:
problem of optimal file allocation in a vul- 1. A set of M data files
nerable environment. Second we shall explain data files2. A set of N nodes to store the data files
the problem and its constraints. Third we
shall discuss the possible trade-off in costs. 3. The probabilities of any node o linkbeing destroyed from which the probabil-
Fourth a brief literature survey will be g
will ities of any particular commander at one
presented. Fifth the actual formulation will any particular atbe e a . t enode can access any particular file atbe explained. Sixth the various theorems
another node.
that have been developed for this formulation another node.4. A set of L commanders.
will be stated and explained in words; how-
ever, we do not include the theorem proofs. 5. The costs of a signing a particular file
ever, we do not include the theorem proofs. to any particular node.
Seventh the conclusions and suggestions for to any particular node.6. The query rates for any particular file
further research will be presented.
emanating from any particular node. The
query rate is the rate at which files are
1.2 MOTIVATION requested.
7. The update rates for any particular file
The motivation behind our problem is in tfrom any particular node. The
emanating from any particular node. The
C (Command, Control, and Communications) update rate is the rate at which files
context. In this context we are considering are updated (changed).
a Naval Battle Group (BG) composed of air-
craft carriers, cruisers, destroyers, air- 1 To locate single or multiple copies of1. To locate single or multiple copies of
craft, etc. The BG gathers information
*Th esearch was supported b-y the Officeof Naval Research under contract ONR/N00014-77-
C-6U35 (NR 041-519).
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the M files at the N nodes such that the characterized by a very great number of var-
files will be accessible to the commanders iables even for application of limited dimen-
who need the files. sions; its solution was extremely hard from
2. To locate the files at nodes that will a conceptual viewpoint.
provide the least amount of cost. The Casey [21,[7] considered the problem of
cost can be related query communication allocating single files separately, but the
costs, update communication costs and file number of copies of each file was not assumed
storage costs. to be fixed. Communication costs and storage
costs of allocations were analyzed in order
1.4 TRADE-OFF OF COSTS to determine the optimal set of nodes on
which the file was to be allocated. The dif-
There is a trade-off in costs if we ference between retrieval and update trans-
consider the following costs: actions was stressed; while retrieval trans-
actions are routed to only one copy of the
1. query communication costs file, update transactions are routed to all
2. update communication costs the copies, in order to preserve consistency
3. storage costs of redundant information. Under the assump-
4. the cost to the BG if a particular com- tion of taking equal cost rates for retrieval
mander does not have access to the par- and updates, theorems were given for limiting
ticular file he desires. the number of replicated copies of the file
on the basis of the update/query ratio;
To minimize any one of the four costs we can 
obviously the convenience of taking repli-
do the following:
cated copies decreases while the update/query
ratio increases. Although the file alloca-
1. To reduce the query communication costs,
we ca' tion problem was analyzed for each file
we can store more redundant copies of
each file so that each query can find its separately, Eswaran [3] proved that Casey'sformulation was NP complete and, therefore,
file with less communication cost. This
suggested to investigate heuristic approaches.is true since we shall assume that each
Morgan and Levin [41, examined both the
query goes to the nearest node containing
the...ie. allocation of files and transactions within
the file.
a generalized, ARPA-like network. They adop-2. To reduce the update communication costs,
ted the user's viewpoint, assuming to be
we can store fewer redundant copies of
under the jurisdiction of a network manage-
ment providing services at the market price.
fewer files and incur less communication Because of this characterization of applica-
costs. This is true since we assume each tion environment, storage capacity constraints
update goes to all the nodes containing
update goes to all the nodes containing were not included; the provision of sufficient
the file.
storage was considered a task of the network
3. To reduce the storage costs, we can store
management. Therefore, by introducing some
fewer redundant copies of each file so
other simplifying assumption, the authors
the cost will decrease.4. To reduce the cost will decrease. demonstrated that the multiple file alloca-
4. To reduce the cost of non-accessibility tion problem could be decomposed into in-
tion problem could be decomposed into in-
dependent (single) file allocation problems;
manders, we can store more redundant
pers, of thantort r ed at i they also developed an heuristic solution
copies of that particular file so that it
has a higher probability of being able to echnique.
Finally two contributions to the file
be accessed by the particular commander. allocation problem have been very recently
allocation problem have been very recently
The bottom line is: we cannot increase presented. Ramamoorthy and Wah [5] analyzed
and decrease the number of redundant copies a relational Distributed Data Base; they ob-
of a particular file. We would like to find served that the general approach of query
the optimal number of redundant copies for processing optimization consists in the min-
all the files and where to Store them. imization of communication costs. These can-
munication costs are mostly due to data moves
2. LITERATURE SURVEY which are necessary for providing the logical
correlation, expressed by the query, between
The file allocation problem was first files stored on different nodes. A logical
investigated by Chu [1]; a global optimiza- operation which is particularly critical is
tion was considered, consisting in obtaining the join operation between remote files; a
the minimum overall operating costs subject join between two files can be performed only
to two kinds of constraints; first, the ex- if the two files are co-located at the same
pected time to access each file had to be node. Therefore the authors developed a
less than a given delay, and secondly the model in which redundant files are introduced
amount of storage needed at each computer in order to avoid distributed joins, on the
had not to exceed the available storage basis of the frequency of queries.
capacity. The number of copies of each file
was assumed to be fixed. A generalized mo- 3. NOTATION
del was defined, in which storage and trans- th
mission costs were associated to file alloca- b. = the available memory size of the i
tions; channel queues were modeled in order computer f x ,
to introduce the constraint on the delay. x. = the file j is stored at node i
The resulting linearized integer program was
N. = node i
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r(N.) = set of nodes that are directly linked x2 1 + 22 ..+ 2M< b2;
to node i 2M- 2
r (Ni)= rr...r(N i) N2 NM-Nr (Ni rF ... rNN XN1 + XN2 ++ XNM< bN
R(Ni) = set of nodes that are accessible to and
node i by a path (l-Xil)xklaik il
2 ii kl ilk-Til
R(N) = r (Ni ) U r (Ni )U .. a 1 1 1(-Xi2)Xk2a 2k- 2
ai = the importance of commander i i2 k2i2k
j.. = the value of file j to commander i (l )xa <T
P. .(I) = the probability that file j is ac-
1) cessible to the commander at node x > 0
i given an assignment I where the first term in the minimization
corresponds to the cost of updating file Z
(1 if 3k s.t. j at N. eR (N.) at node k which was requested by node j,
A I k 1 where each node k is a node that has file Q.
A (j) - 0o if 3k s.t. j at NkeR(N.) The second term denotes the cost of querying
.if k s.t. j at NkN destroyed file j at node k which was requested by node
if Vk s.t. j at NkNk destroyed j, where node k is the closest node containing
file X. The third term represents the cost
r. = the number of redundant copies of file of storing file Z at node k. The last term
j stored in the system denotes the cost associated with the expected
X.. = the volume of query traffic emanating accessibility of file Q to the commander at
from node j for file 1 node i weighted by the importance of com-
ji = the volume of update traffic emanating mander i.from node j for file 1 The first set of constraints state that
djk = the cost of a unit of communication the number of files stored at any node must
djk hnode j to node k be less than the capacity at each node. The
second constraint states that the expected
kj = the cost of locating a copy of a file time to retrieve a query is less than a
j at the kth node certain threshold quantity. The last cons-
T.. = the maximum allowable query traffic traint states that all the zero-one variables
1) ~~th th ~ are nonnegative.
time of the jh file to the it node
oft fi t the If we now examine the last term in the
ak = the expected time for the ith node to minimization, we can simplify the expression.
ijk th th The expected value may be brought inside thequery the jth file from the k node
summation. Since the importance of the com-
It = the set of node indexes representing a mander i and the importance of file Q to cc-
given assignment of file Q. mander i are not probabilistic, we can simply
4. FORMULATION take the expected value of the accessibility.
However, the expected value of the accessibil-
Since x is a zero-one variable, the ity is simply the probability that commander
tSince x. S a zero-one variable, the i can access file Q given the allocation of
sum over all nodes i must be equal to the redundant copies of file Z in the network.
number of redundant copies of file X. We have:
Therefore we have:
i=l [i-l i i) i a i
We define L
= I ai.iE Ai (k)
I2 (R(Ni)) = QXiAi () (4.2) i=l 1
which denotes the accessibility of file Q to L
the commander at node i weighted by the im- i-l i iPiP (II )
portance of file Z to the commander at node i. i=l
The initial formulation is as follows: (4.4)
M M N N where
min = min j-l kpl j x jkk Lk '1 if Pr(3k s.t. Aat NkeR(Ni))
2.= [IQ=i-j=i k-l
N N L Pit(Is) = 0 if Pr(3k x.t. tat NkeR(Ni))
min X .d + I Ox_-E a X I9(R(N )) 1
j=l keI P k=l k= 1 0 if Pr(Vk s.t. Xat Nk,Nk
destroyed)
such that
(4.5)
X11 + x12 +...+ XlM bl; Where Pi (IA) for one file Z. is by definition:
it~~~~~iI '' ~~ ;"-~ `1' "`"~"~~""~"'""~" ~ ~ ~*`
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N N M
Pi(z) 7. U (l-x)xjP. i min C(I)=
j=1 k=l Ij ij mi =
k3j
M N
N N N min I I C kd k+ min X jdjk +
+ l ( n -)x-)XjXh[pij+(1-Pij)Pih ] I Z=ij=l keI keI Z
h=l j=l k=l
j>k kgj L
kIh + I ak- 1. iiPi9z(I (4.10)
N N N keI il ' =
+ n such that
a=l b=l j=l k=l such that
b>a j>h k#j M
ksh x..<b. ; l<i<N
j>b kfb (4.6)
j>a ka (-x )xij k aijk<Tij; l<j<M ifk
x (P. +(l-P )P +(1-P.. )(-P ... ] i ijk-
k ij iij ih j1) ih ig
If we remove the constraints, we are mini-
which simplifies to the following: mizing over disjoint sets, so we have
~N M M
I Xj 1P- min C(I) = min C( (4.11)
N N N I = =l Y
+ (-1+1 7. 7. ni xP.
j=l k=l m-l m im Lets now try to minC(I) for a partic-
k>j mfj ular Z. The following of theorems will set
mAk bounds on how to allocate the files and
N N N+1 N determine when not to allocate files.
+ (-1)N XmPim+(-1) n X mPim
j=l m=l m=l 5. THEOREMS
myj
(4.7) First lets look at allocating one file
Z optimally by placing redundant copies at
where P.. is the probability of accessibil- different nodes, so without loss of gerality
let I=I
.ity between nodes i and j. l
Substituting this back into the initial
Theorem I: If ~=P0j for j=l,2 ...,n thenformulation we now have: j
an r-node assignment cannot be less costly
M than the optimal one-node assignment if
min C C(I )=
IQ =l1 1
I90 P> (5.1)
- r-l1
M N N and
min j. I tpk d jkx + min Xj 2 ,djk + 2) N r
I Z =1 j k=l = k eIZ 1 Z Y Cj< (D--)I0 kXd.+ (l+p) 
pr D
Ok-l k kQ Qkil iQi (It) (4.8) + (l+p) 0 minX .d+ (r-1) a + 1 k~l ~ i=l j=-l k k=2
such that Theorem I states that if we have al-
M located r-l copies of a file and the two
~I x..< b. *~ l<i<N inequalities hold, then by allocating the
j=l bj- i ' rth file, our total cost will not be less
+j . j k- 7. -P
than just allocating one file optimally.
(l-x ij)xkjajk<T..; l<j<M ifk This will allow us to reduce the possible
solution space in which the integer program
x>O must search. Now we can exclude all al-
locations with more than r-l files from
~~~~We know that ~possible file allocations before execution
of the integer program.
N£ (anything)x Y = (anything) (4.9) Theorem II: If for some integer r<n,
1) P> 5.3rk=l keZjl 1 1
So substituting into the previous formula- p> r-l (5.3)
tion we have:
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and the sequence of costs encountered along any
one of these paths decrease monotonically.
2) N r Thus in order to find the optimal allocaticn
(pr-<-l)(l+p) I X d + (l+p policy, it is sufficient to follow every
Ir j=l j r k=2 path of the cost graph until the cost in-
creases and no further. This will given a
(l+p) N + (r-) r locally optimum allocation of which the
p)r .- mindjk a 1 apr k global optimum is one of them.
Aj= k - 1 Pr k=2 This allow us to reduce the solution
(5.4) space of the integer program. Once we find
a local optimum then we know that any more
then any r-node file assignment is more cost- file allocation is not required. Hence the
ly than an optimal one-node assignment. integer program will not have to search for
Theorem II states that if we have al- solutions in that part of the solution space.
located r-l copies of a file and certain
conditions hold, then by allocating the rth Theorem V: All optimal allocations will
file, our total cost will be more than al-
locating one file optimally. This will allow include site i if
us to reduce the possible solution space in
which the integer program must search. Now X. min d.. >Z., (5.12)
we can exclude all allocations with more jfi
than r-l files from possible file allocations where
before execution of the integer program.
Define uk as follows: N
N Zi
= i i+ i 
+ jdji . (5.13)
= k + Yk + J d (5.5) j=l d '
where Y = -_ Theorem VI: No optimal allocation including
= Y(IU k) - Y(I) (5.6) more than one site will include site i if
the following is true:
Then the cost function for any given assign-
ment I is given by: N
N Z. > I X (max d -d .). (5.14)
C(I) = uk + I X. min d (5.7) j=l k
keI j=l keI jk
Theorem V states that if the cost of
Theorem III: If having a local file copy is smaller than
the smallest possible cost of sending
C(I)< C(I-[k]) for k=1,2 (5.8) queries elsewhere, then a local copy should
unquestionably be included in the optimal
allocation. This will require certain nodesthen
to have files allocated there. Therefore
C(I-[kl)< C(I[1,2]) for k=1,2 (5.9) the solution space required to be searched
by the integer program will be reduced.
Theorem III states that our cost graph if The integer program can ignore any possible
the given vertex has a cost less than the file allocations that excludes the files
cost of two vertices leading to it, then that are unquestionably allocated by
the cost of the predecessor of the two Theorem V.
vertices is greater than either of the two Theorem VI states the other extreme
vertices. of Theorem V. If it costs more to maintain
a local copy than we could possible save by
Theorem IV: Given an index set XC I, con- having one, then we do not want one. This
theorem will allow the integer program to
ignore allocating files in locations that
are definitely too costly and therefore
C(I)< C(I-x]) for each xeX (5.10) reduce the possible solution space for the
integer programming solution. The integer
n(1) (2)fc R(r) program can ignore file allocations whichThen for every sequence R ,R ' include file allocations that are ruled out
(k) by Theorem VI.
which are subsets of X, such that R has by Theorem VI.
~k)' ('k+l'~ Define the following:
k elements and R(k) CR(k+l the following
is true: m. = X. min d.., (5.15)
1 1 ji 13
(1)<C) <R (1) C (2) <C R (3) )<..C(IR()) and
(5.11) N
(5.11 = I (max d -d ) . (5.16)
Theorem IV states that if a given ver- j=l j
tex has a cost less than the cost of any
vertex along the path leading to it, then Then for each i the real line is par-
titioned by mi and Mi into three regions.
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If Z. falls into region I then it should Theorem X: Define the following allocations
1
unquestionably be included. If Z. falls
into region III it will be excluded unless I"' =IU [i]. If sites i and k satisfy
all Z. fall in region III, then just include
the largest one. If Z. falls in region II N
then it must be further considered. Zi Z k > X .max[(d jk-d),O], (5.21)
These theorems are useful because now j=l 3
the region in which the integer program
must search for solutions is reduced. We
can force files to be allocated in region I C(I''')>C(I') (5.22)
and not be allocated in region III.
Theorem X states that if:
Theorem VII: By choosing djk=l, akl=al and N
a completely connected network, then the z -z > I X.max[d -d j 0] (5.23)
cost function reduces to the following: k j=l jk 
M N N N is satisfied, then replacing site k by site
C(Iz)R= E i[ kl2k+ _ I i-le ke l + i in an allocation will increase the cost.
Z=l k= i=l k=l
N L 1 Theorem XI: A site i cannot be included in
I X k,(l xkP)- I ai iPit (IZ) * (5.17) any optimal allocation if there exists
k=l i=l another site k in the network such that
The decision rule for the initial file as- N
signment is xij=l if: Zi-Zk > X.max[djk-di.,o. (5.24)
j=l 
.ij +ij + kj l<k<N kgi (5.18)
Theorem XI states that instead of deter-
This theorem just states the initial mining that no more than one of some group
file al ocation for this special type of of geographically close sites can be includedfile allocation for this special type of
network. in an optimal solution, Theorem XI states
that certain sites may be excluded from being
Theorem VIII: Given a node k and a file j optimal allocations by the existence of
better nearby sites. This theorem is useful
then to store a copy of j in k leads to a because it allows us to reduce the possible
reduction of the overall costs if the fol- solution space of the integer program. The
lowing holds: integer program can ignore file allocations
that allocate separate copies of the same
N file at geographically close nodes.
Xkj + kj E> X i + aj . Yj (5.19) Theorem IX, theorem X, and theorem XI
i=l are extensions of work done by Grapa and
Belford [6].
For allocating a new copy later, the
theorem states that if allocation of a new Theorem XII: The following are equivalent:
copy leads to a cost decrement for the host
node which is greater than the overcost due N N
to the necessity of updating the additional Pi(I) = n (l-k)x.p..i
copy and storage cost, then we should store j=l k=l
the file there. k7j
This theorem is useful because the
solution to the file allocation problem N N N
does not require integer programming and + I Il (l-x)xxhpij+(l ij
therefore is not NP complete. It enables h=lj=1 k=l
simple calculations to determine file kj
allocation. kfh
NN N N
Theorem IX: Define the following allocations: + .. n xk[Pij +(l-Pij P ih+
a=l b=l j=l k=l
I'=IU[k] and I"=I'U[i].If site i satisfies b>a j>h kyj + (1-Pij)(1-Pih )Pi g.
N j>b '
Zi > Z Xmax[(d jk-dji),] (5.20) j> bj jk31 _j>a kfb
kfa
for some site k in the network, then
C(I") >C(I').
Theorem IX states that if site i is
sufficiently costly, then by adding site i
to an allocation which already includes k
increases the total cost.
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and SJCC (1972).
3. K.P. Eswaran, "Placement of Records in a
N File and File Allocation in a Computer
E jPij Network," Information Processing, Northj-l
Holland (1974).
+-N+lN N N 4. H.L. Morgan, J.D. Levin, "Optimal Program
+ ()N + XmPim and Data Locations in Computer Networks,"
j=1 k m--)l CACM, Vol. 20, No.5 (1977).
k>j mk 5. C.V. Ramamoorthy, B.W. Wah, "The Place-
NN--k ment of Relations on a Distributed
N N N
)N N P +( l)N+l 1 Relational Data Base," Proc. 1st. Int.
j=1)Nl m im m=l mPim Conference on Distributed Computing
mid (5.26) 6. E.Systems (1979).
6. E. Grapa and G.G. Belford, "Some Theorems
where p.. is the probability of accessibility to Aid in solving the File Allocation
between 'odes i and j. Problem," CACM, Vol. 20, No. 11,
This theorem essentially states a pp. 878-882 (1977).
generalization of the well known probability 7. R.G. Casey, "Allocation of Copies of a
law: File in an Information Network," AFIPS,
SJCC (1972).
P(ABC)=P(A)+P(B)+P(C)-P(AB)-P(BC)-P(AC)+P (ABC).
(5.27)
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have formulated the file allocation
problem in a C3 context where vulnerability
is an issue. The formulation considers:
1. The probability of commander accessing
files;
2. The importance of commanders;
3. The importance of particular files to
particular commanders.
The theorems have provided ways to cut down
on the possible file allocations (solution
space) in which the integer program has to
search. Therefore, we reduce the amount
of time required to solve for a solution
using integer programming.
We have extended and proved twelve
theorem, all applicable to the new formula-
tion.
In the C3 context, we may not need in-
ger programming to solve for a solution if
we make the following assumptions:
1. Connected network where all nodes are
connected to each other;
2. Cost of communication is same between all
nodes;
3. Cost of storing a file is the same.
In the area of further research, we plan to
explore the effects of where the data sources
are located on the file allocation problem.
This would be applicable in a C3 context,
where sensor data may come from only a fixed
set of nodes. The data must also pass
through a processing node. The location of
where the processing node should be is also
an optimization problem which can be incor-
porated into our formulation.
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EVALUATING C3 SYSTEM SURVIVABILITY BASED ON
RELIABILITY AND NETWORK ANALYSIS THEORY
Dr. Donald R. Edmonds
The MITRE Corporation
1820 Dolley Madison Boulevard
McLean, Virginia 22102
Abstract. A technique from reliability and network analysis theory
is used to analyze C system survivability. The methodology is
demonstrated through an illustrative example and shows the effect
that mutual backup of C3 components as a form of redundancy can have
on system survivability.
INTRODUCTION 4. The average or maximum time
required to transmit a high
priority message from source to
The purpose of this paper is to present destination
a technique from reliability theory to
analyze C3 system survivability. A typical 5. The expected percentage of the
military C3 system is composed of sensors, surviving forces receiving the
communication links, information proces- message within a given period of
sors, command centers, weapons and human time
decisionmakers distributed over many loca-
tions or platforms. Moreover, the command 6. The probability that a specific
and control (C2 ) process encompasses such unit will receive the transmission
diverse functions as compiling information within a given period of time.
on threats, force performance and damage;
assessing the status of enemy and friendly In spite of the usefulness of several
forces from the information compiled; and measures associated by function, it is
directing offensive and defensive opera- high y desirable to have an overall measure
tions through the use of weapons. As a of C system survivability extending over
result, the choice of a meaningful measure multiple C2 functigons. This has led the
of C survivability and approach to network author to define C system operational
analysis can present a formidable problem survivability as the probability of suc-
for the analyst. cessfully executing all tasks required to
sense the presence of intruders, assess the
threat, and direct offensive and defensive
Frank(1'2) suggests that the choice of actions through use of weapons. The prob-
technique depends on the criterion used ability Ps of C3 operational survivability
to measure network survivability. The is a function of the probability of kill
criterion, in turn, must be chosen on the of C3 components (sensors, information
basis of the particular system function processors (staff), command, communication
being analyzed and the goal of the analyst. links and weapons) plus the pattern of
Thus, a single system which must perform mutual backup among components.
several functions may require several
survivability criteria. Among the many
measures of survivability that he suggests Steps in the methodology to determine Ps
for consideration are: are:
1. The ability of any node to 1. Identify the critical C3 functions
communicate with any other node
2. Associate the functions with
2. The length of the shortest sur- system components
viving path between each pair of
nodes or between specified pairs 3. Examine the effect of loss of any
of nodes components upon system operational
survivability
3. The average fraction of specified
pairs of nodes able to communicate
after attack
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a. Identify mutual backup between Z1 = (Xl,X2)
components
Z2 = (X1,X3)b. Identify cuts
Z3 = (X2,X3)
c. Determine minimal cuts
Z4 = (X3,X4)
d. Iteratively derive the struc-
ture function for the network A system will fail if and only if all the
based on minimal cuts components in at least one of the minimal
cuts fails. Likewise, the system will
e. Take the expected value of the operate if at least one of the components
structure function. in each minimal cut operates. Hence mini-
mal cuts operate as a series system so that
A technique of network analysis from the structure function is given by
reliability theory (namely, construction
of a structure function) provides a bridge %(X1,X2,...,XN) = min (41(Z1), 42 (Z2),
between the loss of individual components) ...., J(Zj))
and the operation of the entire system. 3 )
This technique, coupled with the concept of = 41 (Zl) 42(Z2) 
mutual backup among componentsJ provides an 4j(Zj) eq(2)
approach for the analysis of C systems
survivability in which various components where b.(Z-) is the structure function for
can perform the tasks originally assigned minimal cut Zj, j 1, 2 ... , J. For the
to destroyed components. example,
~l(Zl) = 1 - (1 - Xl)(1 - X2)
MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS
42(Z 2 ) = 1 - (1 - Xl)(l - X3)
Suppose in a system of N components that 3(Z3) 1 (1 - X2 )(l - X3)
Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , N are state random
variables such that 44(Z4) = 1 - (1 - X3 )(1 - X4)
1, if component i performs satis- if X1, X2, X3, and X4 are independent.
factorily
Xi = 
0, if component i fails (i.e., is Now Z1, Z2, ... , Zj may contain common
destroyed). elements of X1, X2, ..., XN so that they
are not independent random vectors. As
The state vector (XlX2,... ,XN) of the a result, in general, one cannot treat
system can take on Z realizations since 1 c2, etc. as independent. Nevertheless
each Xi, i = 1, 2, ..., N, is equal to if the Xi, i = 1, 2, ..., N are independent
either zero or one. The "performance" of random variables and if the probability of
the system is measured by a binary random Xi is given by
variable known as the structure function
4(X1,X 2,.. .,XN) where 1, with probability Pi
1, if the system per- Xi 0, with probability qi = 1 - Pi
forms satisfactorily
(Xl,X2,...X N) il= then the expected value of Xi is
, if the system fails.
E(X i) = 1 pi + 0 qi
The probability of operational surviv- = pi
ability, Ps, is given by
E(Xu Xv) = Pu Pv for all u 7 v
Ps = P(1(X1,X2".,XN) = 1)
and
= E(M(X1 ,X2,.-,-XN)) eq(l)
E(Xu Xv Xw) = Pu Pv Pw for all u 7 v 7 w
where E is the expected value operator.
and so forth. Moreover, because Xim = Xi
for all powers m = 1, 2, ..., all the expo-
The structure function can be written nents of any individual Xi in the structure
in terms of the elements of minimal cuts. function 4 can be reduced to the power one.
Suppose we denote minimal cuts as Zj, Consequently, one may readily solve for Ps
j = 1, 2, ..., J where, for example, with in terms of Pi or qi, i = 1, 2, ..., N by
J = 4 minimal cuts and N = 4 components taking the expected value of the structure
function 4 written in terms of Xi, i = 1,
2, ..., N.
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STATE VECTOR REPRESENTATION OF A CUT IN COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY FOR DERIVING
TERMS OF X AND Y AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURE STRUCTURE FUNCTION
FUNCTION
Whereas the theoretical aspects of deriving
Above we defined the state random variable the structure function are rather simple,
Xi as a binary random variable such that the computational aspects require rigorous
bookkeeping, especially when the number of
1, if component i performs satis- components, N, and the number of minimal
factorily cuts, J, are sizeable quantities. There
Xi = is a rather easy paper and pencil method of
, if component i fails (i.e., is deriving the structure function iteratively
destroyed). which has been followed in developing
computer programs to accomplish the
Alternatively, we can define the state derivation. The steps of the paper and
random variable Yi such that pencil method are provided below. The
example presented earlier is used here for
0, if component i performs satis- illustrative purposes. Given the list of
factorily minimal cuts (Y1,Y2)(Y1iY 3)(YZ,Y3) and
Yi = (Y3,Y4) in term of Yi, where 1 = 1, 2,
1, if component i fails (i.e., is ..., N, the structure function can be
destroyed). iteratively derived as follows:
The structure function of a system was also Step 1. Additively combine the first
defined above as a binary random variable two minimal cuts in terms of Yi,
4(X1,X2,..., XN) such that i = 1, 2, ..., N, and subtract
their product. Any powers greater
1, if the system per- than one may be omitted. Using
forms satisfactorily the example, with minimal cuts
(XlX2,I...X N ) - 1 identified in terms of (Y1,Y2) and
0, if the system fails. (Y1,Y 3), a function Gu is obtained
In this notation whenever 4(X1,X2,. ... XN) Gu = Y1Y2 + Y1Y3 - Y1Y2Y3
.
is equal to 1, it indicates the system is
operating. An alternative structure func- Step 2. Set u = 2.
tion Y(Y1,Y2,..,YN) can be defined such
that whenever it is equal to 1, it would Step 3. Additively combine the next mini-
indicate that the system has failed. That mal cut in terms of Yi, i = 1, 2,
is, let ..., N, with Gu and subtract their
product, giving Gu+ 1. Note that
1, if the system fails Yim = Yi for all powers m = 1,
Y(Y1,Y2,...tYN) = 2, .... Therefore, all the
0, if the system per- exponents of any individual Yi in
forms satisfactorily Gu+l can be reduced to the power
of one. For example, for u = 2,
Now the structure functions 1 and Y are introduction of the minimal cut
related as follows identified as (Y2,Y3) gives
4(X1,X2, ...,XN) = 1 - Y(Y1'Y21,...Y N) Gu+l = G3 = Y2Y3 + Y1Y2 + Y1Y3
so that - Y1Y2Y3 - [Y1Y2Y3
Ps = P( 4 (X,X 2, .. IXN) = 1) + Y1Y2Y3 - Y1Y2Y3]
= P(Y(Y ,Y2, .YN ) =0)
- 1- P(Y(YlY 2 '...YN) = 1) = Y2Y3 + Y1Y2 + Y1Y3
5 1 - E(Y(Y1,Y2,... YN))
'
eq(3)
- 2Y1Y2Y3
Thus, eq(3) can be used instead of eq(l)
to compute Ps. In subsequent sections of Step 4. If u + I is less than the number
this paper the state vector (Y1,Y2, ...YN
)
of minimal cuts J, increase u by
and the associated structure function one integer and go to Step 3.
Y(Y1,Y 2 ... ,Y N) will be used, since the Otherwise, go to Step 5.
notation Yi instead of Xi simplifies the
computational aspects of deriving a struc- Step 5. When u + 1 equals the number of
ture function. Accordingly, eq(3) will be minimal cuts J, then
used to compute Ps. 
Ps =l-E [Gu+l]
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For example, for u = 3 so that the horizontal line represent one possible
u + 1 = 4 = J path of successful operation in which all
three sensors detect the intruder, the
G4 = Y3Y4 + Y2Y3 + Y1Y2 + Y1Y3 sensor information is transmitted over L
-rY1Y2Y J -[Y2 to I, I transmits processed information
-2Y1Y2Y3 - [ 2Y3Y4 over L5 to C, and C directs orders to W
over L4. The other paths are additional
+ Y1Y2Y3Y4 + Y1Y3Y4 paths which represent the mutual backup
given in the statement of the example.
- 2YIY2Y3Y4]
= Y3Y4 + Y2Y3 + Y1Y2 + Y1Y3 The network diagram in Figure 2 is used to
identify cuts and subsequently minimal cuts
- 2Y1Y2Y3 - Y2Y3Y4 - Y1Y3Y4 from which a structure function is derived.
A cut is a set of components that, by
+ Y1Y2Y3Y4 failing ensures the failure of the system
(i.e., disjoining the source node from the
and sink node). A minimal cut is defined as a
cut involving a minimum set of components
=1Ps  - E[G4 that, by failing ensures the failure of
the system. There are 96 cuts out of 128
1 - q3q4 - q2q3 - q1q2 states in this example. Fortunately, as in
many other examples, the number of minimal
- qlq3 + 2qlq2q3 + q2q3q4 cuts is significantly less than the number
of cuts. In this example there are 12
+ qlq 2q4 - qlq2q3q4 minimal cuts. They are tabulated in
Table 1.
EXAMPLE
Consider the C3 system in Figure 1. The TABLE 1
objective of this system is to sense the LIST OF MINIMAL CUTS
presence of an enemy intruder, assess the
information and assign a weapon to kill the S1S2 L2L3L5 L1L4L5
intruder. Three distributed sensors S1, S2
and S3 provide information over communica- S2S3 CL1 IL4
tion link L1 to an information processing
center I. The information from I is trans- L1L2 CI L3L4
mitted over communication link L5 to a
command post C. The command post C directs IL2 CL3 W1W2
weapons W1 and W2 over communication link
L4. As backup to I, the sensors S1, S2 and
S3 are connected to C by communications
link L2. It is presumed C can perform the The minimal cuts in Table 1 have been
tasks assigned to I if I is destroyed. In obtained by observation. Presently no
addition, as backup to C, I is connected to general algorithm exists to determine
W1 and W2 by communication link L3. It is minimal cuts. A specialized form of an
also presumed I can do the tasks assigned algorithm is given in Reference 4 in which
to C if C is destroyed. components back up each other on a one-on-
one basis only. Such a situation exists
for the sensors in Figure 2.
It is further assumed that the areas
of sensor coverage of a potential enemy
intruder overlap for S1 and S2, so that PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS - WITH MUTUAL BACKUP
each can mutually back up the other. BETWEEN I AND C
Likewise, assume that areas of sensor
coverage overlap for sensors S2 and S3, so
that each can mutually back up each other. Assuming
Lastly, it is assumed that either W1 or W2
can be assigned to an enemy intruder. qS = qi for i = 1, 2, 3
L =qL for u = 1, 2, ..., 5
Figure 2 is a network diagram for the C3 u
system in Figure 1. The components of the qI = QC
C system are shown as branches connecting
dummy nodes. 11 paths of successful oper- and
ation of the C system are represented by
starting from the left-most (source) node W qW for j 1, 2
and reaching the right-most (sink) node
through the directed graph. Branches on
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eq(3) for Ps with mutual backup between I STATUS OF RESEARCH
and C results in
P. = [1 - 2qS2 - qS3][1 qCC[l - qW2] Research to date consists of developing
a generalized algorithm for deriving a
eq(4) structure function from minimal cuts. This
where includes computational enhancements to save
r 2 3 4 51 computer storage and computation time as
qCC = 2 qc [ 2 LL 3 qL - 2q q 2 q  ] described in Reference 4. (For example,
-3 2 4for a system of 13 components with 77
+ qC 1 - 4qL 4q + 2qL3 - 5qL minimal cuts, it took approximately 14
5 2 3 ~4 5 minutes in CPU time to compute the struc-
25]2q+ -2qL + 2qL + + 2qL ture function on an IBM 370 computer and 7
minutes on an IBM 4341.) Future research
Figure 3 shows how the factor 1 - qCC will be focused on developing a generalized
varies parametrically for values of qL and algorithm and computer program to find
qC when mutual backup exists between compo- minimal cuts instead of relying on the use
nents I and C. The value qL represents of network diagrams.
the probability of jamming. (Curves quite
similar to the case of qL = 0 in Figure 3
result for the first factor versus qS and SUMMARY
third factor versus qW in the relationship
for Ps in eq(4).) For values of qS = 0.4,
qC = 04, qL = 0.3 and qW = 0.2, the value The intent of this paper has been to
of P = (.74)(.52)(.96) = 0.4. Note that present a technique from reliability and
eq(43 can be highly dependent on qC and qL' network analysis theory to analyze C3
system survivability, demonstrate the
methodology through an illustrative
PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS - WITHOUT MUTUAL BACKUP example, anI show the effect of mutual
BETWEEN I AND C backup of C components on system
survivability as a form of redundancy.
It is of interest to demonstrate how the
factor 1 - qCC varies parametrically for REFERENCES
values of qL and qC without mutual backup
between I anc C. If the C system lacks
mutual backup capability between I anc C, 1. Frank, H., "Survivability Analysis of
then Command and Control Communications
Networks -- Part I," IEEE Trans on
1 - qCC = (1 - )(1 - qI)( - ) Communications, Vol. COM-22, No. 5,
1 May 1974, pp. 589-595.
(1 - qc)(1L -q ) eq(5)
(1 -4 q~)( - q(5) 2. , "Survivability Analysis of
(Note that L2 and L3 are superfluous in Command and Control Communications
this case.) Networks -- Part II, "IEEE Trans on
Communications, Vol. COM-22, No. 5,
May 1974, pp. 596-605.
Assuming
3. Hillier, F.S. and Lieberman, G.J.,
qL qL for i = 1, 4 and 5 Operations Research. San Francisco:
Holden-Day, Inc., 1974 Second
qI qC Edition. Chapter 13, Reliability
Theory, pp. 579-588.
then 1 - qCC in eq(5) reduces to
4. Edmonds, D.R., Emami, G. and Hise,
1 - qCC = (1 - q) 2 (1 - qL)3 eq(6) W.B. "Computational Methodology for
Evaluating ADP Operational
Figure 4 shows how the factor 1 - qCC in Survivability," The MITRE Corporation,
eq(6) varies parametrically with values of MTR-81W00152, September 1981.
qL and qC without mutual backup between I
and C. Comparison of Figures 3 and 4 indi-
cate that mutual backup between I and C can
have a profound effect on enhancing system
survivability. For values of qS = 0.4,
= 0.4, qL = 0.3 and qW = 0.2, the value
of Ps = (.74)(.12)(.96) = 0.1 as compared
to 0.4 with mutual backup between I and C
computed above.
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OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR TACTICAL DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING NETWORKS (OSTDPN)
Carolyn A. Hutchinson
Systems Engineer, Comptek Research, Inc., San Diego, CA
Timothy T. Kraft
Systems Engineer, Comptek Research, Inc., San Diego, CA
Abstract. While the advantages of a flexible data transport mechanism are
evident and have been thoroughly investigated, the impact of this techno-
logy upon the system's software architecture is not entirely understood for
realtime command and control applications. The SHINPADS system control
concept of "dedicated but reassignable system resources" or the Litton dis-
tributed processing system concept of dynamically reassignable master/slave
control represent the current state of the art in tactical system design.
However, they do not represent what is considered true distributed process-
ing systems, since they do not incorporate the concept of cooperative
autonomy of control (i.e., decentralized control). Involved with decentra-
lization of control are issues central to the concept of distributed data
processing and critical to the successful application to realtime systems.
This paper will develop and explain some of these issues as they apply to
realtime command and control systems.
1. INTRODUCTION ted processing.
For many combat system designers, distri- This project represents the start of the
buted processing is visualized as multiple investigation of operating system issues
computers attached to a reliable intercon- of tactical distributed processing
nect medium. This vision of distributed networks, and is an on-going effort spon-
hardware resources offers the promise of sored by NAVSEA 61R. The work is perfor-
increased and new capabilities for a com- med under the technical direction of NOSC
bat system including: Code 824 which coordinates the work of
Comptek with a related effort at
ability to reconfigure around a fail- Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU).
ed component (flexibility, surviva-
bility) The initial effort has been to define
tactical and operational requirement areas
faster throughput from multiple small which impact distributed processing, deve-
computers working together (perform- lop reference models which characterize
ance) the tactical and technical objectives, and
develop architectural concepts for
There are several current proposed and ex- resource management and database control
isting combat system designs which are in tactical distributed processing
based on distributed hardware described networks [Hutchinson, 1981]. This led to
above. They include the Litton the identification of the key operating
Distributed Processing System [Mauriello, system issues which must be resolved
1981], SHINPADS [Carruthers, 1981] and before distributed processing technology
XHDP [Jensen, 1978]. Most have a software as a whole can be successfully introduced
structure which causes a dedicated alloca- into tactical systems. The continuing
tion of functions to resources (possibly effort to resolve the issues includes
supported by dynamic reassignable backup). experimentation, defined in the OSTDPN
Generally the control structures are hier- transition plan. The first results from
archical, characterized by master/slave the planned experimentation are expected
(or possibly dynamic master/slave) inter- next summer.
actions between resources. In other words,
the software has built basically federated This paper introduces this new area of
systems on top of distributed hardware. Navy research in distributed processing by
This may restrict the ability of the sys- defining the scope of research (Section
tem to provide the advantages of distribu- 2), identifying the key issues, and
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indicating the approach which is currently For OSTDPN, resources and resource control
taken to resolve the issues (Section 3). are defined in terms of the object model
[Jones, 1979] where a resource (data, pro-
cess) is an abstract data type which is
2. SCOPE OF OSTDPN encapsulated by one or more managers which
perform the resource control functions for
This section defines "operating systems" the resource (allocation, synchronization,
and "distributed processing" for this maintenance). The managers are them-
investigation. This helps define the selves typed objects, which allows the
scope of OSTDPN and was a necessary first system resources to be defined at differ-
step because there is widespread ambiguity ent layers of abstraction.
in the Navy as to what constitutes distri-
buted processing, and even less of a com-
mon understanding of the role and issues 2.2 Scope of Investigation: Distributed
of an operating system for a distributed Processing
processing network.
For OSTDPN, the mere distribution of com-
puters throughout a ship interconnected
2.1 Scope of Investigation: within a network does not, in itself, qua-
Operating Systems lify the system as distributed processing.
The operating system must also be consi-
For this study it was important that the dered as an essential element of the sys-
definition encompass all of the aspects tem.
traditionally considered part of an oper-
ating system, including: network execu- The OSTDPN study adopted Enslow's criteria
tive, distributed database control, and [Enslow, 1978] for determining whether a
local executives. For this reason the processing network is a distributed pro-
following broad definition was adopted: cessing system.
An operating system is that part of major
subsystems which controls the resources of Enslow's definition of distributed data
the subsystem. The major subsystems for a processing systems has five components:
tactical distributed system are the
application subsystem (which includes pro- 0 A multiplicity of dynamically reas-
cessors and tactical application processes signable resources.
as resources), the database management
subsystem (which has data as a resource), 0 Physical distribution of these physi-
and the data transfer subsystem (which cal and logical resources interacting
includes the bus or network). Thus the through a communication network.
operating system of a distributed tactical This implies loose-coupling of proce-
system includes process control, database ssing resources.
control, and data transfer control. This
study focused on process control and data- 0 A high-level operating system that
base control. unifies and integrates the control of
the distributed components.
In general, the functions of resource con-
trol are similar for all resources, 0 System transparency, permitting ser-
whether the specific resource is a pro- vices to be requested by name only.
cess, processor, memory, IPC path, data or
some abstract combination of physical and ° Cooperative autonomy, characterizing
logical resources. The typical resource interaction of resources - no hierar-
control functions include: chy of control.
allocation - determine and schedule These criteria are expressed graphically
the use of resources and provide in Fig. 1, which gives the three dimen-
access to the resources (e.g., pro- sions characterizing distribution, and
cess to processor binding, provide outlines the region of hardware, control
access to remote data, allocate the and database decentralization allowable
bus) for distributed systems.
synchronization or concurrency con- This definition is strict in that all of
trol - coordinate use of resources the elements listed above must be present
when resources are shared or when to be uniquely defined as a distributed
multiple resources work cooperatively processing network. It is especially
to provide a service (e.g., control stringent when applied to tactical pro-
concurrent access to shared data, cessing networks. For example, though
synchronize parallel processing of ship's combat systems have large numbers
tasks) of interconnected computers and displays,
they are not distributed processing sys-
maintain resource - detect and reco- tems because:
ver from faults (e.g., reconfigura-
tion).
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Processes and operators are assigned performance, yet it must remain concep-
to specific components and are not tually integrated to support the func-
dynamically reassignable. tional capabilities of ACDS. For the
first time in tactical systems there will
There is a general lack of system not be an isomorphism between the concep-
transparency; i.e., data and requests tual view of the system and the physical
for services are directed to specific system. It becomes the responsibility of
physical resources. the operating system (database control) to
provide a conceptual view of a single
The hierarchical control structures resource by providing access to remote
extensively use master/slave control data, maintaining the consistency copies
with lack of cooperative autonomy. of tracks which are updated concurrently,
and recovering the database in case of
The DDG-51 combat system design is consi- failure.
dering distributing the combat direction
system functions among command and the 3. OSTDPN ISSUES
individual warfare areas; but without high
level operating systems to integrate con- The results of the preliminary tradeoff
trol, the DDG-51 combat system will become studies of OSTDPN have determined that one
a federated network, rather than truly of the major issues which must be resolved
distributed. The proposed Litton distri- before distributed processing can be suc-
buted processing system which has multi- cessfully used for a tactical system such
plicity of dynamically reassignable compu- as ACDS is decentralized control:
tational resources, physical distribution
of processors, system transparency, and a 0 The decentralization of control is a
high-level executive would not qualify key difference between more centra-
under Enslow's definition because of its lized systems and true distributed
extensive use of a centralized, albeit systems (as indicated in Section 2).
reassignable, hierarchy of control using
dynamic master/slave control processes. 0 It is hypothesized that decentraliz-
ing control functions is necessary to
In summary, the careful definition of dis- gain the promised advantages (and
tributed processing rules out many cur- possibly incur costs) of distributed
rent and proposed systems with multiple systems.
computers on a network and physically par-
titioned databases because of limitations The next subsections will give some of the
of the operating system: motivation for decentralizing control by
explaining why decentralized control may
o The systems lack an operating system be necessary to improve the robustness of
which allows resources to be physi- tactical systems. The feasibility of
cally distributed yet conceptually decentralizing control in a realtime
viewed as global resources, available environment is in question, especially
to the whole system. because of the impact of decentralized
control on performance. The last two sub-
The operating systems are implemented sections present the motivation for an
with centralized resource control approach to decentralizing two different
structures. types of resource control function,
resource allocation, and concurrency con-
An underlying assumption of the proposed trol.
systems is that the functions of a tacti-
cal system are independent enough to be 3.1 Decentralized Control
partitioned. This would obviate the need
for a global operating system which uni- The current state of the art in resource
fies and integrates control. While this control offers the following basic alter-
assumption may be valid for current combat natives:
systems, studies show this assumption will
no longer apply to advanced combat sys- 0 Centralized control - system
tems, for example, the Advanced Combat resources are controlled by one mana-
Direction System (ACDS) [NAVSEA, 19821. ger.
While current combat systems are function-
ally separated by warfare area, each sup- 0 Partitioned control - control of sys-
ported by a separate database, ACDS tem resources can be divided among
requires the integration of all of this several managers. This division can
information into an integrated be by resources or type of control
multi-source database (IMSDB) to better function (e.g., StarOS, Medusa) or
support command decision-making. ACDS is along other dimensions [Jensen,
also required to have improved perfor- 1980].
mance and robustness compared with exist-
ing systems. For this reason ACDS Block 2 The single manager implementing centra-
is a candidate for distributed processing. lized control can optimally manage the
Thus the IMSDB may be physically parti- system resources to achieve overall system
tioned or replicated for robustness and objectives, yet the manager is a single
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point of failure. If the control of sys- lure. For example, assume in the diagram
tem resources is partitioned among multi- that the manager of each subsystem needs
pie managers, then management can only two resources to provide a service. If
achieve subsystem goals. one resource fails, its manager will not
have access to resources encapsulated by
Decentralized control is a new type of the other manager, and so the entire sub-
operating system control investigated at system will be disabled by the failure of
CMU which is characterized by the follow- one resource. Only when control is decen-
ing: tralized is the system robust with respect
to either manager or resource failure:
There are multiple managers per
resource. If a resource fails, then both mana-
gers will still have access to the
The managers negotiate and come to a remaining resources.
consensus as to resource use.
A manager fails, then the other mama-
The managers cooperate to manage ger can still provide access to the
resources according to "systemwide" services of all of the resources.
criteria. Also, the peer managers should be
able to recognize the situation as
This inculcates the concept of cooperative part of their common protocol. In
autonomy discussed in Section 2. other words, the other managers can
respond to the failure of a given
In order for the cooperating managers to manager as part of their normal oper-
participate in an activity requiring nego- ations.
tiation and consensus, it is clearly
necessary that the managers communicate Currently, a common approach to improving
and share information. In fact, the major the reliability of centralized management
problem in decentralizing control is cau- is to provide a backup of the central man-
sed by the lack of visibility into system ager with dynamic reconfiguration in case
state due to incomplete and inaccurate of failure. For example, in the Litton
information. To understand why this is distributed processing system there is a
key, assume that managers in a distributed backup for the global executive which mon-
system could have any information about itors the primary executive and takes over
peer managers and shared resources instan- if the primary executive fails. Since
tly and completely. Supported by this this could be an alternative to decentra-
type of perfect status, the manager could lized control, it is worthwhile to examine
develop a "mutual model" of the other man- the approach more carefully to understand
agers' state, resource use needs and stra- the need for decentralized control. This
tegies. The availability of perfect concept is shown in Fig. 3 where the pri-
information, assumed above, means that the mary manager allocates, synchronizes and
manager can develop mutual models which maintains the system resources, while the
are accurate to any arbitrary degree. The activities of the higher level (backup)
extreme case would be if the managers manager are to monitor the primary manager
replicated each other's algorithms. Thus, and take over in case of failure.
the results of the decisions and actions
of the distributed managers can be exactly There are several potential difficulties
the same as the results with one centra- with this approach. Because the primary
lized manager. Without "perfect status" manager is centralized, the state of the
it might not be possible to build a model resources it controls are known only to
which is good enough to achieve those the primary manager. This information
results, no matter how sophisticated the would be lost with the failure of that
modeling is. manager, even though control was dynami-
cally switched to a backup after failure
3.2 Motivation for Decentralized Control occurred. The loss of this state informa-
tion at the primary executive would most
One of the primary attractions of decen- likely disrupt normal system operation for
tralized control to tactical systems is a period of time while the system reco-
that it offers the possibility to improve vers.
system robustness. Robustness is the sys-
tem's capability to adapt to unexpected A more disastrous possibility is that the
changes in the processing environment, loss of the information on the status of
such as processor failure or load/mode the resources (which may be cooperating
changes. Fig. 2 shows centralized, parti- processes) will leave the system in an
tioned, and decentralized control in the inconsistent state, from which recovery is
concept diagram of the object model. From not possible.
the diagram it can be seen that centra-
lized control is vulnerable with respect Another concern is that the backup manager
to the single manager, which is a single is itself centralized, which raises the
point of failure and potential bottleneck. following questions:
Partitioned control, on the other hand, is
vulnerable with respect to resource fai-
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o What happens if the backup manager of the increased overhead of negotiation
fails first (before the primary mana- among the peer managers. Because perfor-
ger which it is monitoring)? mance (throughput, response time) is cri-
tical to realtime systems, this is an
What happens if the backup attempts issue of decentralized control which must
to take over from a healthy manager? be addressed up front.
These limitations are caused by a single The following paragraphs will discuss this
backup which doesn't have the status of issue for two types of control functions,
the resources. Some possible solutions resource allocation and concurrency con-
to the problems include: trol. The paragraphs indicate an approach
which, if successful, will reduce the
o Having two or more backups which mon- overhead of decentralized control.
itor the primary and decide when to
"take over." 3.3 Resource Allocation
o Having the "backup(s)" maintain some A classic example of resource allocation
information on the status of the is process to processor binding. In this
resources as well as the manager. case, there are n processors in a network
This is the concept of a "hot spare" which are the resources to be allocated.
implemented in some tightly-coupled Assume that control of these processor
systems. resources is decentralized and that there
is a peer manager at each processor.
However, both of these "solutions" raise When a process comes into existence at a
the difficult issues of decentralized con- processor, the manager at that processor
trol. must decide which processor in the net
should do the work. The managers will
If there are two or more backup mana- have the same global objective, which is
gers, then there is the issue of how to allocate processes to processors such
they cooperate. Do the peer backups that the system work load is balanced.
agree by consensus that a failure has This will allow the system to adapt to
occurred and do they negotiate to load changes in the processing environment
determine which backup should take and so supports system robustness. The
over the duties of the primary mana- managers will allocate the process to the
ger? Or is there a hierarchy of least loaded processor. The decision
backups characterized by master/slave will be based on information about the
relationships? state (i.e., loading) of all of the pro-
cessors in the network. Thus the correct-
o If the backup manager(s) attempts to ness of the decision depends on the qua-
maintain the same state information lity of the information. If it is
on the resources as the primary mana- required that the allocation decisions
ger, then there is the problem of how made by the peer managers be correct in
to keep this state information con- the sense that they are the same decisions
sistent, when it is assumed that the as would be possible with centralized con-
status messages will be inaccurate trol, then the decentralized managers will
and incomplete in loosely-coupled need perfect state information. In gen-
systems. As indicated in Section eral, this would require that the managers
3.1, this is a key technical issue in would need to exchange full information.
decentralizing control. This could be very expensive in terms of
communication overhead and so could
Thus, to overcome the vulnerability of degrade realtime performance.
centralized control using a backup stra-
tegy, it may be necessary for the multiple An approach to this difficulty is to
backups to adopt some aspects of decentra- re-examine the assumed requirement that
lized control. However, decentralized every new process must be assigned to the
backup managers would be "passive" com- least loaded processor. In the example,
pared to the decentralized resource mana- if a process was occasionally sent to a
gers (shown in Fig. 3) in the sense that processor other than the least loaded, it
the backups do not perform the control is doubtful that the effectiveness of the
functions directly for the resources. system would suffer. In this case the
"requirement" for load leveling by
The preceding paragraphs have given some allocating to the least loaded processor
of the motivation behind the interest in is instead a "goal" which only needs to be
decentralized control as a means for approached. This in turn implies that it
improving system robustness. If decentra- is not necessary to exchange the full
lized control is needed for system robust- state information and that the research
ness, it is necessary to understand the can be directed to developing techniques
impact of decentralized control on other which lower the communication overhead of
important system capabilities, such as state messages exchanged by the peer mana-
performance. It seems intuitive that gers, yet keep the quality of state infor-
decentralizing control will have a nega- mation used by the managers high.
tive impact on system performance because Research in this area is currently in
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progress at CMU, where Team Decision multiple copies of the same track
Theory is being used as a framework for item in the IMSDB must be equal
investigating techniques including:
directory at M1 = directory at M2,
Only messages which identify "impor- where M1 and M2 are peer managers and
tant states" are sent. Process to the directory defines their shared
processor binding decisions are then resources.
based on this information, which
gives an incomplete view of the sys- A promising approach for decentralizing
tem state. resource allocation functions (Section
3.3) is to allow some deviation from the
Each manager monitors all traffic on "correct" behavior of a centralized imple-
the bus and uses this information to mentation. It is not immediately intui-
estimate the state of all other pro- tive that this "best guess" approach can
cessors. Decisions are thus based on be used for decentralizing concurrency
the estimated system status model, control. For example, consider the func-
which is not entirely accurate. tion which synchronizes concurrent pro-
cesses so that they are executed in the
Process to processor binding is an example correct order. Any deviation from the
of a resource allocation decision perfor- defined policy may not be acceptable.
med by a resource control function. There This is true for distributed commercial
will be control functions which allocate applications such as banking, where
the other resources, including system debit/credit processes must be synchroni-
data, the bus, and processes. These con- zed without fail for the bank records to
trol functions might also have different be consistent.
global objectives than load leveling, for
example, allocating the resource to the Most existing examples of decentralized
highest priority user. concurrency control are with distributed
database management systems [Kohler, 1981
It is expected that the same basic and Bernstein, 1981], where the concur-
approach can be used to decentralize other rency control mechanisms provide the same
resource allocation functions because, in absolute consistency as systems with
general, the global objectives of func- centralized control. The overhead in
tions which decide resource allocation maintaining this degree of consistency
can tolerate some deviation from the opti- makes these systems too cumbersome for
mal. Thus there is the potential of realtime applications. Fortunately,
using "best guess" decision-making based recent work indicates that it may be pos-
on inaccurate or incomplete data, which in sible to "relax" consistency requirements
turn should reduce the overhead of decen- to improve concurrency control perfor-
tralized control. mance.
3.4 Concurrency Control There are applications where the require-
ment for absolute synchronization is not
Concurrency control is the resource con- as strong as for banking systems. These
trol function which regulates concurrent are, typically, applications where the
access of shared resources. Depending on results of system processing would be pro-
the specific resource, the control func- babilistic estimates, even if performed by
tion may be responsible for: a centralized system with absolute synch-
ronization. For example, an experimental
o synchronization distribution of the Hearsay speech under-
standing system functions successfully
maintaining data consistency despite imperfect synchronization of pro-
cesses [Lesser, 1979]. This is encourag-
o maintaining correct process execution ing for tactical systems such as ACDS
precedence which interpret sensor signals to build an
estimate of the tracks in the tactical
Concurrency control mechanisms are respon- environment. Because some of the informa-
sible for enforcing the consistency con- tion describing the tracks is only an
straints of shared objects where "consis- estimate (e.g., position), it may not be
tency" constraints define the invariant necessary to maintain absolute equality of
measures or predicates on the state of the distributed "copies" of the same track
resources [Eswaran, 1976]. Examples of item. This should reduce the overhead of
consistency constraints are: concurrency control.
savings + checking = constant, where Not only is the classical view of consis-
savings account and checking account tency too strict for application level
are data resources and the resources of tactical systems, but there
debit/credit operations move money is new evidence from research by M.
from one account to the other. Fischer at Yale and Jensen at CMU that it
is also too strict for operating system
level resources, such as directories.
~~'~`~~c'~~~~~`~ '' ';1' `~ 1 ' ` "'~~~~.~ r~iTF~~iiP ~ ~ I
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4. CONCLUSIONS. Communications of the ACM, November,
624-633.
A conclusion from the discussion in Hutchinson, C., and Kraft, T. (1981).
Section 3 is that when the requirements Operating systems for tactical
for resource control can be fully and pre- distributed processing networks,
cisely defined, then there is an opportun- Study Report, Comptek Report No.
ity to design resource control functions M1081F-07-1.
which support both robustness and perfor- Jensen, E. D. (1978). The Honeywell exper-
mance. For example, if the precise con- imental distributed processor - an
sistency requirements for a given resource overview. Computer, January, 28-38.
are less strict than the classical (and Jensen, E. D. (1980). Distributed compu-
generally assumed) absolute consistency, ter systems. Computer Science
then it may be possible to design Research Review, Carnegie-Mellon
efficient decentralized concurrency con- University, 53-63.
trol functions. The next step in the Jones, A. K. (1979). The object model: a
OSTDPN study is to pursue this approach conceptual tool for structuring sof-
with quantitative analysis and experimen- tware. In R. Bauer, R. M. Graham,
tation. and G. Seegmuller (Ed.), Operating
Systems: An Advanced Course,
Springer-Verlag, New York. pp. 8-16.
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A GENERIC COMMAND SUPPORT SYSTEM*
Maniel Vineberg
Clifford Warner
Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, CA 92152
ABSTRACT
A generic command support system (CSS) is proposed. Two classes of CSS requirements, operational require-
ments and quality requirements, are defined. The generic CSS architecture is derived from those requirements.
It is characterized by a network architecture based on layered protocols, a data-base management system archi-
tecture based on a layered, distributed, replicated data base, and a physical architecture mapped onto a "typical"
military command structure. The proposed generic CSS architecture allows both commonality among CSSs for
compatibility and uniqueness within CSSs for flexibility.
1.0 INTRODUCTION 2.1 Operational Requirements
This paper proposes a generic command support system (CSS) Bronson [BRON] describes the processes of command, the major
architecture. A generic CSS architecture will provide a baseline staff functions, and a stimulus set (data). These processes, func-
for future CSSs by providing common functions to meet common tions, and data comprise the highest level of operational require-
requirements as well as flexibility to provide unique functions to ments for a CSS. However, to be useful in defining a CSS, these
meet unique requirements and capture advances in CSS design. Comn- requirements must be given in terms of CSS services. The term
monality in the form of standard interfaces, protocols, data for- "user," in the following paragraph, refers to the commander or
mats, etc, will increase CSS compatibility and decrease life-cycle any of his staff officers.
costs. The approach is to derive the generic CSS architecture from
requirements. Such features as the network, the database manage- Five types of CSS service are defined here: 1) message processing
ment system, and the physical organization, and such characteris- (MP) - distribution, reception, display, and storage of user mes-
tics as layering, distribution, and redundancy, respond to explicit- sages; 2) voice processing (VP) - transmission and reception of
ly stated requirements. user speech; 3) data access (DA) - storage, retrieval, correlation,
and deletion of data; 4) data processing (DP) - transformation of
This paper uses work by Bronson [BRON], who argues that "C3 data; 5) word processing (WP) - composition of formatted or un-
systems should be designated as command support systems." formatted documents such as messages, reports, summaries,
Bronson's terminology and (implicit) definition of a CSS - a orders, etc. MP and VP allow a user to exchange information with
system which supports command processes (planning, organizing, other users and to transmit plans and orders and confirm that they
coordinating, directing, and controlling) and staff functions (per- have been received. DA allows a user to obtain plans, orders, and
sonnel, intelligence, operations, logistics, and fiscal) - have been situation, mission administration and logistics, and command and
adopted here. Bronson describes a "stimulus set" (situation, mis- signal data. DP allows a user to extract information from available
sion, administration and logistics, and command and signal), the data. WP allows a user to document decisions and compose
information to be transformed as the commander, aided by his orders, plans, and messages.
staff, executes the processes of command. Related work includes
studies of HF Task Force Communication [BAKE], network sur- Staff officers who support the commander in the processes of
vivability [GRNA], CSS description modeling [HARM], control command will require CSS services. Rather than construct an
modeling [KRAF], and design [BEAM]. elaborate basis on which to predict how requirements for these
services will vary from one staff officer to another (over a variety
CSS requirements and constraints are discussed in section 2. The of CSSs), and from one major staff function to another, it is more
generic CSS architecture is presented in section 3. The paper is efficient to assume that all staff officers will require all services
summarized in section 4. for each function. However, it can be shown that the different
staff officers will require access to different data. This implies a
2.0 REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS requirement to partition data spaces, spaces which may overlap,
for presentation to each user.
CSSs are designed in response to two classes of requirements,
operational requirements and quality requirements. Operational 2.2 Quality Requirements
requirements are user requirements for services; quality require-
ments are the attributes of those services. In addition, CSSs are Quality requirements will be specified quantitatively for various
designed under certain constraints. The classes and subclasses of CSSs and will be met through design tradeoffs. CSS quality re-
requirements described here are common to all CSSs. This partial- quirements - reliability, survivability, availability, responsiveness,
ly justifies the proposed generic CSS. Unique requirements within security, flexibility, reconfigurability, ease of use, and compatibil-
these classes will be accommodated within the generic architec- ity - are defined here and discussed with respect to measurement,
ture. realization, and interrelationships.
*This work was sponsored by the Naval Electronics Systems Command under program element 62762N.
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A "reliable" CSS can be depended upon to perform (respond to A "reconfigurable" CSS performs as specified under any fixed or
the user) according to specifications. Measures of reliability are dynamically changing topology. Any deviation from this defini-
mean time to failure and probability of successful operation (over tion implies that the CSS is not reconfigurable. Distributed,
a given time interval). Trouble reporting frequency and recurrence adaptable network control protocols can allow the CSS to auto-
can indicate the rate of convergence of actual CSS performance matically reconfigure in response to changes in topology. Recon-
to specified CSS performance. Fault tolerance and built-in test figurability may be viewed as a subset of both reliability and sur-
can be used to build reliable digital hardware. Scheduled mainte- vivability since, if the CSS is not reconfigurable, there will be
nance can restore the margins of safety of fault-tolerant equip- situations (topologies) under which it cannot perform according
ment on a periodic basis; this equipment must be maintenance free to specifications.
between maintenance periods. Use of a support environment can
reduce software specification, design, and coding errors. Proper A CSS is "easy to use" if, given "reasonable" CSS training, a user,
protocol design can ensure reliable communications. Comprehen- with no other qualifications than a thorough knowledge of his
sive trouble reporting policies can facilitate the detection and cor- area of military responsibility, is capable of using all relevant,
rection of system problems. Redundancy, a technique which is available CSS assets to perform his job. Requests for assistance
useful to enhance reliability, may be implemented in added hard- and consultation, "false" trouble reports, complaints about the
ware and software and in time. Therefore, reliability must be CSS, unused features, and similar observations of user/CSS inter-
traded against both CSS cost and responsiveness. action are indications of ease of use. To exploit the capabilities
of a sophisticated CSS effectively under the pressure of combat
A "survivable" CSS continues to perform according to specifica- will require extensive training, no matter how well the CSS is
tion in spits of partial loss (eg, due to combat damage). Measures designed. On-line training and assistance functions can help to
of survivability predict how much functional capability will be reconcile CSS sophistication with the ease-of-use requirement.
available after certain types and numbers of (CSS component) Monitoring of on-line functions, trouble reporting, and system
losses. Replication of critical functions and data and distribution usage patterns can expose problems in design, documentation,
of the communication subnetwork control among the network and training. In general, simplicity of use reflects sophistication
nodes can protect these CSS assets against loss. Adaptable message of design, because a sophisticated CSS performs additional func-
routing and communication protocols can allow the communica- tions to simplify the user's task. Ease of use improves combined
tion functions to "degrade gracefully" (remain viable at a lower user/CSS reliability, since the easier the CSS is to use, the more
level of capability) in the face of node destruction and communi- likely the user is to use it correctly.
cation link jamming. Survivability must be traded against system
cost. Two CSSs are "compatible" if they can exchange messages and
share data. Compatibility requires strict adherence to certain
An "available" CSS is ready to use. A measure of availability is communication protocol and data format standards. Therefore,
"down time" (the definition of "down" may vary among CSSs). compatibility may restrict flexibility.
Availability depends upon reliability and survivability since, during
the scheduled-maintenance interval, the CSS must be maintenance- 2.3 Constraints
free.
There are two types of constraint on a CSS. Constraints of the
A "responsive" CSS provides requested services with relatively first type relate to resources available to develop and maintain
little delay. High-performance digital hardware will help to reduce the CSS. The primary resource constraints are time, money, per-
delay by bringing both functional capability and data close to the sonnel, existing artifact (hardware, software, etc.), and support
user. Network protocols can be designed and special-purpose tools. Time and money are dictated by the military and economic
communications processors can be used to achieve low message situation. Personnel are available in relation to available money;
delay when data are not available locally. Responsiveness may be they are effective relative to experience and to available support.
adversely affected by the provision of security and high reliability Existing artifact depends upon inventory (for "off-the-shelf" im-
(although an unreliable CSS may not respond at all). plementation), the state of the practice, and the state of the art.
Support tools can be prepared in advance (under similar resource
A "secure" CSS grants access to any system asset (service or data) constraints). Constraints of the second type relate to the physical
to all persons authorized to use that asset and denies access to that environment in which the CSS will operate. Examples of environ-
asset to all other persons. Probabilities of deciphering codes and mental constraints are shock, heat, noise, motion, and radiation
of compromising passwords can be computed. User passwords tolerances as well as size, weight, shape and power limitations.
and asset keys can be used to deny unauthorized access. Data
encoding and message encryption are techniques to disguise mean- 3.0 A GENERIC CSS
ing and protect information. Data access can be restricted through
efficient design of external schemas in the data-base management The generic CSS provides a framework within which to develop
system. Alternative routings and dummy or background messages common solutions (standards) to meet requirements which trans-
can disguise traffic patterns and, therefore, command hierarchy. cend CSSs (eg, inter-CSS compatibility) and to isolate unique
Added security decreases reliability (additional hardware, soft- solutions, where common solutions are insufficient or unavailable,
ware, and user procedures may introduce some errors and conceal to meet unique requirements. The generic CSS is discussed in four
others), decreases responsiveness, and increases sytem cost. parts: 1) network architecture: 2) data-base management system
architecture: 3) physical organization; and 4) commonality and
A "flexible" CSS is easily changed in response to changes in re- uniqueness issues.
quirements and advances in technology. Flexibility is measured
in terms of the costs (time and money) of making CSS changes. 3.1 CSS Network Architecture
Well defined system interfaces, protocols, and data formats can
facilitate system changes. Layered communications network and The operational requirement for message and voice processing is
data-base management system architectures will simplify the satisfied within the CSS by a communications network. This net-
addition or modification of data and of user (application layer) work will also support data access. The CSS network architecture,
services, as well as the modification of support (lower layer) ser- shown in figure 1, is based upon the ISO seven-layer protocol
vices. Flexibility can save time and money over the system life architecture [TANN], which separates services into distinct layers.
cycle. Conversely, failure to provide flexibility can shorten that
life cycle.
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discontinue sessions. At this layer, parameters are collected to
establish which services are required by the current user. Func-
tions include binding (setting up a session between two processes),
USER 1 USER 2 establishing terminal security, establishing priority level, identify-
I I ing users, and preserving chain of command.
LAYER 7| APPLICATION APPLICATION 
The transport layer accepts data from the session layer, groups
I[| W , I ^ them in smaller units, passes these to the network layer, and en-
LAYER 6 PRESENTATION PRESENTAT1M sures that the units arrive correctly. Functions include point-to-
point or multidestination service, determination of grade of ser-
vice, determination of type of switching, circuit or packet, con-
LAYER 5 SESSION SESSION nection, pre-emption, packetizing of messages, packet accounting,
! [ | . and end-to-end flow control.
LAYER 4 ] TRANSPORT | | TRANSPORT The network layer controls the operation of the communication
subnet. Functions include routing of packets (the units of inform-
LAYER 3 NETWORK NETWORK ation exchanged at this layer) toward their destination and con-
' [I ' ' I | 'I ffi t I 0 gestion control.
LAYER 2 DATA LINK | l DATA LINK The data-link layer transforms individual bits into bit strings
which appear free of transmission errors to the network. Func-
.i ICALX tions include partitioning the input data into data "frames" and
transmitting the frames sequentially, processing acknowledgement
SOURCE INTERMEDIATE NODE DESTINATION frames from receivers, creating and recognizing frame boundaries,
synchronizing clocks, retransmitting destroyed frames, detecting
duplicate frames, controlling flow, and controlling channel access.
Figure 1. CSS network architecture.
The physical layer transmits bits over a communication channel.
A message from user 1 passes through the various layers from layer Services include defining voltage levels and pulse durations, pro-
7, the application layer, where the user message is composed, to viding full- or half-duplex channels, and establishing or disestab-
layer 1, the physical layer, where the message is represented by lishing physical connections and other services related to the
electrical signals (representing binary ones and zeroes). The mes- mechanical, electrical, and procedural interfaces with the commu-
sage might then be sent to an intermediate relay node where only nication medium.
the three lowest protocol layers need to be executed. The relay
node would decode the message - from physical to network 3.2 Data-Base Management System (DBMS) Architecture
layer - and then recode it for transmission to user 2. It is received
by user 2 at the physical layer, assembled and decoded as a mes- The CSS data base will be defined as all data collected in and avail-
sage, and finally made available to him at the application layer. able (to users) from the CSS. The data describe the stimulus set -
The application layer provides the services to satisfy user require- situation, mission, administration and logistics, and command and
ments. Each lower protocol layer provides services for the layer signal. The CSS DBMS will be defined to be both the data base
above it and relies upon services from the layer below it. and the set of functions used to support data access.
The layered CSS architecture responds to the quality requirement In response to quality requirements for responsiveness and sur-
for flexibility. Layering will make it possible to provide services vivability, the DBMS will be distributed and replicated. Most
in separate, distinct processes (ie, hardware boxes or computer data will be located at two or more different sites. Data necessary
programs). This will allow the protocols in one layer to be de- to support a user will be available to that user locally. Replication
signed and, if necessary, changed independently of those in other will ensure that if his copy of the data is lost, those data will not
layers. Requirements on the processes at each layer will be written be lost to the CSS. The DBMS will be layered in response to a
in terms of inputs, transformations on those inputs, and outputs. quality requirement for flexibility. Date [DATE] argues for
While (except in the layer closest to the user) these requirements "data independence", the "immunity of applications to change in
are not visible to the user, they are visible from outside each storage structure and access strategy." That is, the application
process (at the interfaces) to system designers. A designer need logic should not have knowledge of the data organization or the
only satisfy these requirements (and meet environmental con- access technique. It should be possible to change one without
straints) to build a box for the CSS; when one box is replaced, changing the other. The layering, shown in figure 2, expands the
the others need not be disturbed. The various layers and their ANSI/X3/SPARC three schema information architecture for cen-
associated functions are discussed below. tralized data bases [ANSI] to seven layers; two of the new layers,
which specifically address distributed applications, were proposed
Functions in the application layer satisfy operational (user) re- recently [DEVO, BOUD].
quirements. Services provided by this layer include voice process-
ing, data access, word processing, and concurrency control. User services are specified at the application layer. The user com-
poses requests for data-base access in a query language; query lan-
The presentation layer performs functions requested sufficiently guage functions may also be imbedded in programs which the
often by application layer processes to warrant general support user may activate (eg, a program to display data). Services per-
for them (rather than inclusion in each application layer program). formed at this layer include query language processing, workspace
Typical services include text compression, conversion between management, and display. A request for service originating at this
character codes, encryption, reconcilliation of format incompati- layer will be referred to as a "transaction". Transactions are
bilities, verification of user access rights, virtual terminal proto- created by a single user (at a single site) and are, in general, proc-
cols, and file transfer protocols. essed at more than one site (possibly including the originating
site).
A connection between two users (actually, between two presenta-
tion layer processes) is a session. In response to requests from the There may be several external schemas in a CSS DBMS. Each
presentation layer, functions at this layer establish, maintain, and user sees a single external schema which bounds that part of the
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arguments for direct access, and the character formats (eg, deci-
LAYER 7 LANGUAGE LANGUAGE mal, binary, ASCII). Data sublanguage commands (from layer 3)
APPLICATION WORK SPACE WORK SPACE -- are translated into file manipulation operations at this layer.
These operations are based on such techniques as sequential
access and direct access.
LAYER 6 EXTERNAL EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL SCHEMA SCHEMA
.I _ lThe physical layer includes the physical media (tapes, discs, etc)
I I and the structure of data stored on those media. Functions at
LAYER 5 CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA this layer include 1) associating stored fields to form records (eg,
CONCEPTUAL (DATA SCHEMA) using adjacency or pointers); 2) sequencing (eg, using continuity,
indices, or pointers); and 3) accessing data directly (eg, using in-
LAYER 4 GLOBAL REPRESEN- dices, sequential scan, or hash addressing).
GLOBAL TATION SCHEMA
3.3 Physical Organization
NETWORK The basic building blocks of the generic CSS architecture will be
"CSS nodes" and communication "links" between those nodes. A
CSS node will comprise equipment which supports a significant
LAYER 3 LOCAL REPRESEN- LOCAL REPRESEN- group of people and resources, where that group is normally con-
LOCAL TATION SCHEMA * TATION SCHEMA fined to a relatively small, geographical area. Examples of pros-
pective CSS nodes would be a collection of computers to support
LAYER 2 INTERNAL SCHEMA a ship, a battalion, or a squadron. A typical CSS will comprise
INTERNAL (STORAGE STRUCTURE) CSS nodes linked by a long-haul communication subnetwork.
CSS nodes will comprise networks of Major Staff Function Area
LAYER 1 PHYSICAL RECORDS, computers (FAs). FAs will be linked within a CSS node by a
PHYSICAL BLOCKS ON PHYSICAL broadcast medium (eg, by one or more data buses aboard ship).
MEDIA
A CSS must be survivable, available, and responsive. For many
Figure 2. DBMS architecture. applications, a constraint will be low available communications
bandwidth. A compensating technological opportunity will be
data base and those operations available to that user. This allows the availability of relatively inexpensive, small, high-performance,
data to be viewed differently (eg, called by different names) by reliable digital circuitry [DAVI]. One way to address the quality
different users. In particular, in response to the operational re- requirements within the communications bandwidth constraint is
quirement for partitioning data with respect to major staff func- to exploit the technological opportunity afforded by new digital
tions, users at different FAs would use different external schemas. circuitry. Hardware can be employed "liberally" to distribute
In response to a quality requirement for security, certain data functional capability throughout a CSS, obviating the need to use
may be excluded from some external schemas, thereby denying communications resources to transfer functional capability. FAs
access to certain users. The external schema insulates individual can contain complete copies of those parts of the data base which
users from data-base expansion, change, and complexity. Re- might be of interest at their nodes. This distribution and replica-
quests for data-base access from the application layer are formu- tion will improve survivability (backup data and functional capa-
lated in an "external data definition language", a language of stor- bility will be readily available), availability (users may continue to
age and retrieval. Services at this layer include processing of stor- work even while temporarily isolated from the network), and
age and retrieval requests. responsiveness (data and functional capability will be available
locally). In addition, hardware can be applied to provide local
The conceptual schema is "a representation of the entire informa- data reduction capability where necessary (eg, to sensors) to alle-
tion content of the data-base" in an abstract form (relative to the viate communications requirements. Figure 3 shows the configu-
form in which the data are physically stored) [DATE]. The con- 'ration of a typical CSS node.
ceptual schema is independent of data location, storage structure,
or access strategy. Part of this layer is the data sublanguage which TO/FROM OTHER TO/FROMOTHER TO/FROMOTHER
manipulates data entities or sets, under certain logical conditions, WORKSTATIONS FACOMPUTERS TRANSMITTERS
on the schema. Integrity constraints (data types, relations of AND RECEIVERS
magnitudes, ranges, etc) are enforced at this layer.
WORKSPACE| DBMS
The global representation schema describes the entire data base, I I
including which data are located at which sites. Each site has a WORK R FA CATION TRANSMI INTENNOCANET BUS
copy of this schema enabling any site to coordinate transaction (P)ET
processing on the distributed DBMS. Services at this layer include
selection of execution sites and data copies, selection of the order
of operations, transmission of operation requests to other sites, Figure 3. Typical CSS node.
and coordination of execution.
3.3.1 Entry/Exit Points -
A local representation schema is the subset, for a particular site,
of the global representation schema; it describes the portion of Three classes of entry/exit point are defined here: 1) user entry
data at that site. Services at this layer include the mapping of points (work stations and terminals); 2) sensors; and 3) automatic
operations to the internal schema based on storage structure. fire-control systems. A "work station" will be the primary user
entry point into the CSS. Work stations will support all word
The internal schema describes the stored files in the data base in processing, most data processing, and some data access, message
terms of records, fields, and characters. The files may be sequen- processing, and voice processing. A work station will include a
tial, indexed-sequential, hash-addressed, etc. The internal schema computer and such input/output components as a keyboard, a
describes the structure of file records, the fields on which they display, and a printer. At the interface level, work stations would
are sequenced, the fields (if any) which can be used as search be identical to allow any work station to be connected to any FA.
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Each work station will maintain a workspace containing copies of layer while unique storage media characteristics can be accommo-
recently modified data. This will allow a work station to be moved dated at the internal and physical layers.
between FAs with a minimum of data loss. Terminals are remote
user entry points. A terminal must implement all seven network 4.0 SUMMARY
protocol layers because the remote user will, at a minimum, need
to format messages (WP, a layer 7 activity) and transmit signals A generic command support system (CSS) has been proposed.
(MP, at layer 1). Data access and data processing functions may Two classes of CSS requirements, operational requirements and
also be included in the terminal. quality requirements, have been defined. In addition, two classes
of CSS constraints, resource constraints and environmental con-
Sensors must send data and receive commands. Scarce communi- straints, have been defined. The proposed generic CSS comprises
cations bandwidth will necessitate extensive data reduction; a network architecture based on layered protocols, a data-base
therefore, sensors will implement all seven network protocol management system (DBMS) architecture based on a layered, dis-
layers. It is expected that sensor information will be sent to data tributed, replicated data base, and a physical architecture mapped
correlation processes which reside at FAs. Therefore, sensors are onto a "typical" military command structure and based on the
not expected to require data access capability. Sensors will receive concepts of distribution and replication to assure survivability
commands (to control operations) from users and control proc- and responsiveness. It was shown that the CSS architecture allows
esses (probably resident on FAs). both commonality for compatibility and uniqueness for flexibility.
Automatic fire-control systems must receive and interpret com- Within each layer of the network and DBMS architectures and for
mands (to control operation) and return acknowledgements. every "box" and link in the physical organization there are signifi-
Therefore, automatic fire-control systems must implement all cant design issues. These issues can be partially addressed through
seven network protocol layers. As threat sophistication decreases development and experimental use of a testedbed. Issues such as
available response times, a requirement may arise for direct links system fault tolerance, robust communications, mobile operation,
between sensors and automatic fire-control systems. and multiple data copy correlation may require special attention.
3.3.2 Functional Area (FA) - 5.0 REFERENCES
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MESSAGE DELAY IN A COT"fUNICATION NETWORK WITH UNRELIABLE COWPONENTSJ
Victor O.K. Li
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0272
Abstract. In evaluating the performance of a communication network,
researchers have traditionally distinguished between the issues of message
delay and reliability. A network of queues model is generally employed to
find the global and the end-to-end message delays, assuming that the
network components are failsafe. On the other hand, other researchers have
studied the network reliability, i.e. the probability that one can transmit
messages between a pair of nodes, or between one node and the rest of the
network. While reliability is an important performance measure, existing
results do not allow us to study the impact of network failures on the
message delay. This study of delay-reliability is important because, in
the event of failure(s), a communication network will not simply stop
operating, but rather will continue to operate at a degraded level of
service. Existing research results are scarce, and they require
enumerating all possible states of the system. Since the number of states
of a communication network with n failure prone components is 2 n, these
methods are restricted to small systems.
We present two new solution approaches that will not be doomed by the
state-space explosion problem.
1. INTRODUCTION study the impact of network failures on the
message delay. This study of delay-
In evaluating the performance of a reliability measure is important because, in
communication network, researchers have the event of failures, a communication
traditionally distinguished between the network will not simply stop operating, but
issues of message delay and reliability. rather will continue to operate at a
For example, Kleinrock [Kleinrock, 1964] degraded level of service. Existing
determined the average message delay for all research results are scarce. Bonaventura
messages in a communication network, while and colleagues [Bonaventura, 1980] proposed
in Li [Li, 1981], we developed a model for the following approach. the possible states
finding the end-to-end message delay, i.e. of the network are enumerated, and the
the message delay between a pair of nodes. performance (e.g. message delay) of the
Both studies, however, assume that the network in each state is calculated. The
network components are failsafe. On the performance-reliability is then the weighted
other hand, other researchers have studied sum of the performance at each state, where
the network reliability, i.e. the the weight is the probability of a
probability that one can transmit messages particular state. MIeyer (See MIeyer [Meyer,
between a pair of nodes (See Ball [Ball, 1980] and TMeyer [Meyer, 1982]) used a
1979]) for an excellent survey, or between similar approach to evaluate the performance
one node and the rest of the network.(See of computer systems. However, while
Aggarwal and Rai rAggarwal, 1981]. While Bonaventura found the expected value of the
reliability is an important performance performance measure, Veyer found the
measure, existing results do not allow us to probability distribution of the performance
measure. All three studies, however,
predicate on enumerating the possible states
of the system. Since the number of possible
states of a communication network with n
1This. work was supported in part by the fail-prone components is 2n, these methods
National Science Foundation under Contract are restricted to small systems. Other
No. ECS-8204495 and in part by the Joint related studies in performance-reliability
Services Electronics Program under Contract of computer systems are surveyed by Meyer
No. "49620-81 -C-0070. [Meyer, 1980].
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Our goal is to develop a model to analyze It is also assumed that the average message
the impact of network component failures on delay at link (i,j), denoted by ti., is a
the message delay. We present two different function of the traffic on link (i,Ji, i.e.
approaches. In the first approach, we tij fij(ij), where f.i is any monotone
determine the impact of network failures on increasing function of Aij. For example,
the routing variables. Since the message in Kleinrock's model [Kleinrock, 1964],
delay is a function of the routing
variables, we can find the impact of t. = 1/(JC.. - X..)
failures on message delay through changes in
the routing variables. In the second
approach, we analyze the most probable where Cij is the capacity of link(i,j).
states of the network. Since the network
operates in these states most of the time,
The average delay T for messages in the
we can get a good approximation of the
network performance without having to network is then given by
analyze all possible states.
1
T -I: Li
2. IMPACT OF FAILURES ON ROUTING VARIABLES
Consider a communication network G = (V,E), where Y is the total message generation
where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of rate and Li. is the queue length at link
links (Fig. 1). Let 9fi be the generation (i,j). Alternately,
rates of messages at node i; 1/e be the
average message length; %*i be the total
arrival rate of messages at node i, i.e. the -
sum of messages generated at node i and 1 ijtij1)
those in transit; and Cij be the capacity of (
link (i,j). Messages are assumed to be
generated in a Poisson manner, and their using Little's Formula [Little, 1961].'
length is assumed to be exponentially
distributed. Using a routing algorithm,
such as Gerla's Flow Deviation Algorithm To find the end-to-end delay Tij, we note
[Gerla, 1973], we can find the routing that
variables *ij(k), i.e. the fraction of
messages at node i, destined for k, routed
over link (i,j). t + T
ij +jk prob $ij(k)
Tik 1 k
tik prob *ik(k)
Hence
T *(kT (2)Tik (i,j)CE )(jk+ t) (2)
i,kCV
I=iIX where tkk = 0.
If the routing is loop-free, we can find Tik
recursively. First, we solve Eqn. 2 for Trk
for all (r,k)CE. Then we solve for T-jk for
all (j,r)CE, etc., until we find Tik. If
the routing is not loop-free, then we have
figure 1. Communication Network Niodel to solve the set of equations represented by
Eqn. 2 simultaneously.
Therefore,
From Eqn. 1 and 2, we see that T, Tij can be
found once we determine the routing
*i = 1*i j,k 3*j Oji(k) variables *id(k) and the link delays tij.
Thus changes in delay due to failures can be
The total arrival rate of messages to link analyzed if we can find the changes in the
(i,j), denoted Xij, is given by routing variables.
Our approach is best illustrated by a simple
1ij = i 3 # (k) example. We have a communication network
lJ l K G=(V,E), where the nodes are fail-safe and
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each link, say link (i,j), is available with Suppose t = 1/(ICij - i ), then
probability -ij and unavailable with 3
probability 1 - Pij' Link failures are
assumed to be independent. Consider a i / C ij - ij
message at node i, destined for s, to be I /
routed over link (i,j), which is / PMCij i
unavailable. Suppose the routing strategy
dictates that this message will be re-routed If traffic is light, i.e., ij << PCij
over the remaining links (i,k), for all k then
where (i,k)CE' proportional to Oik(S), then
xij: / #cij
$ ij(wl ~ )-ij pACij
#ij(k) =P
( 'O· ( Pij(i,j)(EE 1
We have used a simple example to illustrate
our approach. However, this approach can be
In addition, the flows V". -(bits per used for a general unreliable network. In
second) on link (i,j) corresponding to the particular, we can generalize the approach
routing variables f ij(s) must be scaled by to failure dependencies between adjacent
a factor of 1/p.-. - This is because link links, links with different failure
(i,j) is operative a fraction Pij of the(i,.j) is operative a fraction p. of the probabilities, and other than proportional
time. Therefore, re-routing in the event of failures.
X'ij = X~ij / 3ij . ANALYSIS OF MOST PROBABLE STATES
The above procedure is summarized in Figure Our second approach is described next.
2. Instead of enumerating all possible failure
states, we shall only consider the most
probable states, say, the n most probable
states in a network with n fail-prone
NODE/LINK components. Since the network is operating
G(V,E) FAILURES G'( V E') in these states most of the time, we can get
a good approximation of the network
ROUTING ROUTING performance without having to analyze all
ALGORITHM ALGORITHM possible states. Identifying these most
probable states is not a trivial problem.
Suppose component i operates with
Skiiq( qvj k) probability Pi, and fails with probability
*'ik $ jiJ qi=1 - Pi' The most probable state is given
by Si=(M 1 , 2,...ITn) such that
fI~~~~ .M rt~~i = operating mode if Pi 
> qi
Xi j }'ijo failed mode otherwise
where Mi is the current mode of component i,
fj; f(AXj^ t!.,j f Wi =1 ,...n.
tij ij ,)j
The second most probable state is derived
T, T. are functions of o (k) and t from S1 by switching the mode of one of the
components, from the operating mode to the
failed mode, or vice versa. This component,
say k, is given by
Figure 2. Changes in Routing Variables due
to Network Failures.
P( l k ) = min P(Mi )
In particular, if each link has the same
probability of operation p, then 4'i.(s) =
°i (s), hi = 1Xi Xi =")s* / p. Theavijrage message delay given by n. 1:' Other most probable states derived from S1average message delay is given by mqn. 1:
by switching one component can be identified
easily. However, the rest of the most
1 probable states cannot be found so easily.
T' = - X ij fij ( ij) This is a problem that we are going to
t (i,j) investigate.
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We now illustrate our approach with the
simple example shown in Fig. 3.
Figure3. Example Unreliable Network.
This network has four unreliable links.
With probability 0.9, each link operates
with the normal transmission capacity of 50
Kbps, while with probability 0.1, it
operates in the failed mode, with a capacity
of only 20 Kbps. This network has 2 =16
states: one state with no failures, four
states with one failure, two states with two
failures on the same path, i.e. links
(1,2),(2,4) or (1,3),(3,4) have both failed, o .
four states with two failures on different - saQNO3s NI AV1 303SS3W
paths, four states with three failures, and
one state with four failures.
We consider each of these 16 states, taking Figure 4. Message Delay under Different
advantage of symmetry, and find the average States.
global delay T. Since our network has only
one external source of message arrival, the
global delay is the same as the end-to-end
delay from node 1 to node4. The message 4. CONCLUSIONS
delays as a function of the message arrival
rate are plotted in Pig. 4. We have presented two different approaches
to analyze the impact of network failures on
the message delay, and have illustrated our
The following observations were made. 66% approach with two simple examples. There
of the time, the network operates with no are several extensions of the work reported
failure, 29% of the time, it operates with in this paper. First, we would like to
only one failure. Thus 95% of the time, the extend our results to dependencies between
network operates in one of the five most component failures. For the first approach,
probable states. In other words, to get a we have to determine the new routing
good estimate of the network performance, we strategy in the event of failures, while for
need only analyze the most probable states. the second approach, it is necessary for us
The four-failure case gives us a worst-case to find an algorithm to generate the most
scenario. The weighted delay, where the probable states without having to enumerate
weights are the probability the network will all possible states. Some of these
be in those particular states, is not a very extensions have already been initiated and
useful performance measure, since under no will be reported in a subsequent paper.
circumstances will the network be operating
on this delay curve. An interesting measure
is the average capacity delay. We calculate
the average capacity of each link as 0.9 X
50 (.bps + 0.1 X 20 Kbps = 47 Kbps. The
average capacity delay curve corresponds to
the delay if each link has this capacity of
47Kbps. This curve gives us the delay
characteristics if the network is one where
the states change very rapidly compared to
the message arrival rates.
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VOICE RECOGNITION INPUT TO THE ARMY'S TACTICAL FIRE DIRECTION
SYSTEM (TACFIRE)
G. K. Poock
Department of Operations Research, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California
E. F. Roland
Rolands & Associates Corporation, Monterey, California
Abstract. This report will discuss the preliminary results of
an Army sponsered research study on the applicability of voice
recognition input to the tactical fire direction system, TACFIRE.
The report will briefly review the purpose of TACFIRE and why
the research was conducted. The results and conclusions of the
year long research effort will be presented along with a de-
tailed explanation of the three major phases of the research
program. Although voice data entry to the system proved to be
efficient in the laboratory environment, numerous implementation
problems were encountered. Recommendations for implementation
of a voice system for TACFIRE are summarized along with the
requirements for future research.
INTRODUCTION artillery units.
If there is a major conflict, the Naturally, as with any management
United States Army will face a tough, formation system, the command and co
capable, and numerically superior control support will be only as good
enemy force. This force stresses as the information entered into the
rapid movement of about 50 to 60 kil- TACFIRE system. The speed and accu-
ometers per day protected by a lethal racy of the information entered into
air defense and an extensive elec- TACFIRE is the basis for a useful and
tronic combat capability. The United timely command and control system.
States has applied a large amount of In an effort to increase the capabil-
technological resources to target ac- ity to enter data, the Army funded a
quisition to increase the ability to one year research effort to investi-
detect and locate the profusion of gate the advantages and disadvantages
targets. At the same time technolog- of current voice input technology.
ical resources have also been applied This paper will present the reasons
to the area of weapon effectiveness why the research was undertaken, and
to allow attack of targets at ever the results and conslusions drawn from
increasing ranges. the study.
Since the battlefield of the future
will be characterized by numerous CURRENT STATUS OF
fast moving targets which must be at- INPUT TO TACFIRE
tacked under short time constraints,
the battlefield commander must have There are numerous ways to get infor-
fast and accurate access to a prior- mation in and out of TACFIRE, and the
itized list of possible targets. To majority of them include using one of
assist in this complex job, the Army the following input/output devices.
has developed a computer based man-
agement information system to improve 1. Digital Message Device (DMD) is a
field artillery command and control hand held keyboard with some internal
so a maneuver commander can employ memory and buffer capability. When a
his assets more effectively. This forward observer (FO) detects a target
system, TACFIRE, provides the means and wants to send the target informa-
to receive, store, combine, and sort tion back to the TACFIRE system, a
target information; allocate firepow- formatted message is created with the
er; compute ballistic firing data; necessary information. The message
and send firing orders to field is then burst transmitted back to
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TACFIRE. The DMD can also be used to output system which could be used by
send fire unit update messages back the FO and other Army Tactical Data
to TACFIRE. This information, on the Systems (ARTADS) operators. ARTADS
results of an artillery attack, will eventually evolved into TACFIRE, but
then be used to update the status of the voice recognition capability was
a target. never implemented. Little is known
about the results of that contract,
2. Variable Format Message Device but voice recognition equipment was
(VFMED) is a remote TACFIRE computer never permanently used. It appears
terminal. It allows unit sites sup- as if the applicability of voice data
ported by field artillery to have ac- entry was apparent even in 1974, but
cess to the TACFIRE computer and the the technology was not advanced enough
information it holds. To request and to handle the expectations and re-
receive information from the TACFIRE quirements of the Army for this appli-
computer a request for a message for- cation.
mat template is made and sent to TAC-
FIRE. The TACFIRE computer sends
back the template via the established VOICE RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY
communication lines. The VFMED oper-
ator then fills in the necessary en- The accuracy and capability of voice
tries and sends the message back to recognition technology has come a
the TACFIRE computer. If a valid long way in the last ten years. The
message is sent, TACFIRE will return accuracy and capability of the equip-
the requested information or acknow- ment was demonstrated to numerous
ledge the entered data. If the mes- Army officers at the Field Artillery
sage is created improperly, an error System Program Review at Fort Sill,
message is returned to the VFMED. Oklahoma and the Command, Control, and
Communication System Program Review
3. Artillery Control Console is co- at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. As a
located with the TACFIRE computer. result of these demonstrations this
It has two displays and has all of research was started. The demonstra-
the capability of the VFMED. Through tion pointed out that voice recogni-
the console and operator can input tion input had some qualities and
new information to TACFIRE, retrieve characteristics which might help solve
existing information, and monitor some of TACFIRE's input problems.
messages which TACFIRE is receiving Voice input has the following charac-
from other VFMED sites. This console teristics which make it very attrac-
is typically located in a large mo- tive for this specific application.
bile van. This van also includes a
digital plotter map and an electronic 1. It is usually faster and more ac-
tactical plotter. The map and plot- curate than normal keyboard entry. A
ter are used to display the current study by Poock (1980) in which voice
battlefield situation to the battle- data entry was compared to manual
field commander. Informatio from keyboard entry on a distributed com-
these maps are used by commanders to puterized network, showed that voice
update and revise operation concepts entry was 18% faster and had 183%
and orders held by TACFIRE. fewer errors than the manual approach.
This improvement was realized with
All information is passed to and from only 3 hours of training with voice
TACFIRE through the highly formatted input.
and rigid template messages. These
templates have little flexibility in 2. In the same study an individual
where and how information can be was allowed to work on a secondary
placed in the specified fields. Op- task besides entering information and
erators have difficulty in creating operating the computer network. The
and transmitting properly created people who were using voice accom-
messages. In particular, the entry plished 25% more of the secondary
of information through the DMD is task than the people who were using
nearly impossible during night opera- the keyboard. If these results are
tions or in a nuclear, biological and transferable to the TACFIRE applica-
chemical (NBC) warfare environment tion, it would be possible, especially
when protective gear is worn. at the Artillery Control Console, for
operators to accomplish other tasks
For this reason, alternative methods while performing their primary task
of entering data have been investiga- at the console. There are numerous
ted. One of these methods is voice secondary tasks to choose from since
data entry. The Army had investiga- it is a fairly busy command center.
ted this methodology early in 1974
when it let a two year contract to 3. The operator is not tied to the
Scope Electronics. The two year ef- keyboard with voice entry. He has
fort was to produce a voice recogni- the ability to move around, read in-
tion, voice identification, and voice formation off a map, and enter data
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from accross the room. In the case of experimentation. The final phase
the FO, no keyboard would be necessary consisted of laboratory experimenta-
if the equipment worked properly. tion to investigate possible user
problems within an Army battlefield
4. There is no language restriction environment.
with voice entry. This is a very at-
tractive feature because TACFIRE will Phase 1 - Simulation Model
be entering the European theatre
shortly. It would be possilbe for al- A simulation model was created in
lied personnel to input information FORTRAN on an Interstate Electronics
into TACFIRE in their own language and Corporation VRT101 voice recognition
have the output of the recognition terminal. This terminal is a Heath-
system be the English commands re- Zenith Z89 based microcomputer with
quired to run TACFIRE. a voice recognition board. The sim-
ulation was designed to totally sim-
5. The voice equipment can be used ulate the input characteristics of
easily in low light or dark condi- the TACFIRE system. The input system
tions. For TACFIRE operators this is was not exactly duplicated because of
very important especially during night an error discovered in the Microsoft
operations. Inc. version of the FORTRAN compiler
whic was available. The only differ-
6. The voice equipment allows for ence which is observed in the simu-
free use of the hands and eyes. This lated input is the need to refresh
can be of great benefit in numerous the displayed message after an entry
situations encountered in the TACFIRE is made. TACFIRE does not need to
application. The majority of the peo- refresh the screen after each input.
ple available as TACFIRE operators are Other than that small inconvenience
not required to have typing skills; the simulation appears to operate
therefore, they need to usually watch exactly as TACFIRE would in an input
the keyboard as they input informa- mode.
tion. Furthermore, the FO is busy
carrying equipment (gun, binoculars, This phase of the research immediate-
etc.) as well as watching the intended ly indicated some possible problem
target. The FO can not readily use areas with trying to retrofit voice
his hands and eyes to prepare and capability into TACFIRE. Figure 1.
transmit the target data. is a typical TACFIRE message format.
This specific template is used to up-
All of these characteristics of input date a possible fire unit's combat
to a tactical fire direction computer readiness or status. When an opera-
existed 8 years ago. The advantages tor fills in the blank areas he has
of voice entry were realized then as complete freedom to move a cursor
much as they are realized today. The anywhere on the CRT screen. He has
reason it was not effective and could the capability to move the cursor in
not be implemented operationally eight all four directions, and a tab capa-
years ago was because of the extreme bility which will move the cursor to
battlefield conditions under which the the next encountered colon (:). For
equipment would have to be used. The example, if the name of a fire unit
present research effort was undertaken was to be input and the cursor was at
to see if voice input technology had the top left of the message template,
improved enough to be reconsidered for the operator would depress the down
implementation in TACFIRE. cursor key to bring the cursor to the
second line. He would then depress
the tab key twice to move it to the
RESEARCH RESULTS colon just after the abbreviation FU
for Fire Unit. At this point a series
The research study was jointly funded of up to 8 alphanumerics must be in-
through the Army's High Technology put with appropriate spacing for the
Testbed project at Fort Lewis, Wash- name of the Fire Unit.
ington and the Training command at
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. It consist-
ed of three phases. The first phase JPJSJJJJ__: 'SG: JtDT:__J/_jID: _A:J
was to write a simulation program on a 5WiATE;3PL: :FI:JJJiJ.WPfI:?iEL:: MrsN:
microcomputer with a built in voice :PP
recognition board. This program simn- wstA: _TIE:_ffYPE:UREInF::JJ_.JFSP:J-JJ -_.
IEIm.J T: R5 :_: E~ADT:~l L:._/_. / tRN:~I, ,
ulated the majority of the input cap-
abilities of the TACFIRE system. It
was primarily used for vocabulary de-
velopment, initial capability experi- 1. TACFIRE message template for
mentation, and demonstration purposes. updating a fire unit.
Phase 2 interfaced a voice recognition
system to an actual TACFIRE computer
system for more detailed applicability
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The voice entry system would simply need for continuous digit input espe-
have the operator say "fire unit" cially in the coordinate fields. It
which would then send the ASCII char- is a relatively slow process to input
acter strin necessary to position the a long string of digit with a dis-
cursor at the top of the template, crete word recognizer. Furthermore, it
move it down the one line, and tab is possible to have a misrecognition
the cursor over to the FU position. which could erase a portion of the
Then the operator would say the name template. This problem has already
of the specific unit desired, and the been noted by operators while using
voice recognition unit would send the keyboard entry.
appropriate ASCII string with the
name of the fire unit. Phase 2 - TACFIRE Interface
This system works beautifully and is Phase 2 of the research was to take a
very impressive when demonstrated. A voice recognizer and connect to an
problem does exist and it was high- operational TACFIRE computer. A
lighted immediately when developing Threshold Technology model 600 voice
the simulation. Figure 2. is another recognition unit was taken to Fort
TACFIRE message. It too requires the Sill on three occasions. An inter-
input of a fire unit name, but the face device had to be developed to
ASCII string of reset cursor, move it give the user the capability to oper-
down one line, and tab twice will not ate all of the keus on the TACFIRE
position the cursor at the FU input keyboard by voice. The cursor con-
position. The templates are not uni- trol keys were not ASCII characters;
formly designed. Therefore, if voice therefore, the interface created was
data entry is to be used separate a translator between the Threshold
output character strings must be pro- unit and TACFIRE.
gramed for each message template.
This means software must be built to The Threshold unit would output a
automatically load the recognition special ASCII character when a cur-
unit with the required output strings sor movement was desired and the in-
when a message template is displayed. terface would translate that into the
In other words, each template will appropriate electrical signal expected
bring in its own vocabulary. by TACFIRE. The interface worked
fine and all keys on the keyboard
could be accessed through voice com-
,S: ;SG: , ;T ; A: mands. Unfortunately, some of the
ff;E-ANO -- NAMX:C - ;OTO7 /0FC7r/'7 / -- LETE:0; cursor controls such as cursor reset
FCCO:-' ;CIMIT:O// ///;CIRC:O- /- 7 --;TRPSRFT6' required a 200 millisecond delay be-CCRD:'-' 7 -7 7 ;GZ:O;
coRD=/ - --/-/ -- / .. /----/_- S.P.se:O; tween electrical signals. The voice
/ / --hAP:2 - recognition equipment could not be
slowed down this much. While TACFIRE
Fig. 2. TACFIRE message template for was waiting the 200 milliseconds be-
entering a geometry plan. fore looking for another signal, the
voice unit was continuing to send the
The simulation also amplified some next ASCII character. It was not pos-
very real advantages to voice entry sible to devise a method to have the
into TACFIRE. There are numerous recognition unit stop sending char-
fields in TACFIRE messages which can acters during this time period.
be considered as ON/OFF switches. The
normal maunal entry into the system The only operational solution to this
would be to move the cursor to the problem was to place two null ASCII
blank space after the keyword and characters after each of the cursor
place an "X" in it. With the voice commands which required this delay.
equipment by saying the name of the This solution worked fine, but caused
field's keyword, the system will pos- further problems. The output charac-
ition the cursor, place the "X" in ter strings are limited in length.
the empty field and reset the cursor Many of the vocabulary words developed
to the top of the template. in the simulation phase could not be
implemented. It is relatively easy
TACFIRE messages also make use of to have the manufacturers of the voice
numerically coded input fields. The equipment increase the output capa-
codes are generally hard to remember bility. This is viewed as an map-bility. This is viewed as an inap-
or look up when needed. The voice propriate way to solve the problem.
equipment allows the operator to say What is needed is a way to eliminate
the unencoded word and then it will the need for an interface.
output the numeric code expected by
TACFIRE. One other interesting phenomena
which became apparent while trying to
Problem areas noted with the use of interface the equipment was a built
the voice data entry system during in error correction function. TACFIRE
the simulation phase included the assumes that no one can type faster
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than one character every 100 milli- user dependent system. This means
seconds. If TACFIRE receives two or that a user must train the system to
more characters in a shorter time recognize his voice. This could
period, it will ignore the second or prove to be a problem if someone was
subsequent keystrokes. It was de- killed and there was little time to
signed to eliminate some typing er- load another individuals voice pat-
rors. This meant that the voice e- terns. This experiment was very suc-
quipment could not send characters cessful and showed that a group of up
any faster than 110 baud. Anything to five people could have their pat-
faster was assumed to be an error by terns resident in the voice processor
TACFIRE. Therefore, the voice output at the same time. The increase in
could only "type" as fast as the error rate was very slight. The only
fastest possible person on a key- problem encountered was that this
board. Speed was one of the major method reduced the possible vocabulary
characteristics which made voice a size down to a level of about 50 or
nice alternative to manual keyboard 60 words.
entry.
Two other experiments are presently
Phase 3 - Laboratory Experimentation being conducted. The first is anoth-
er method to investigate group inde-
The final phase of the research ef- pendence but maintain a capability of
fort was to conduct a series of lab- 250 words. The second experiment is
oratory experiments. These experi- designed to determine if there will
ments were designed to determine if be any degrade in recognition perfor-
the voice recognition equipment could mance due to the amount of feedback
maintain its accuracy levels under an individual receives from the rec-
varied operational battlefield condi- ognizer. This experiment is needed
tions. There are complete reports to help determine where a recognition
written on each of these experiments, unit should be placed. It might not
but a quick summary will be discussed be feasible to place the voice recog-
here. nition unit in the field next to the
user. In this manner the user will
The first experiment conducted con- not have certain formas of feedback
cerned the use of the voice equipment available on the status of a recog-
with protective masks. Two types of nized word. It is of interest to de-
masks were tested. The first mask is termine whether this has an effect on
known as a stenographer's mask and is the recognition accuracy.
being tested by the Army for use by
personnel operating close to enemy CONCLUSIONS
positions. It is intended to muffle
the voice while engaged in radio com- The following items can be concluded
munication. The second device was a from the research effort.
standard gas mask.
1. It is not efficient to retrofit
The experiment showed that if a user the current version of TACFIRE.
was experienced in the use of masks
in general it was possible to keep 2. The state of the art of voice rec-
accuracy rates at an acceptably high ognition is still not advanced enough
level. For the steno mask the error to be used by the FO.
rate for experienced users went up
to 2% while unexperienced users had 3. Voice recognition definitely will
an error rate of about 5%. Overall be useful at the Artillery Command
the users had a 1.8% error rate with- Console.
out the steno mask. The gas mask re-
sults were not quite so promising. 4. More research, especially in the
Under the best conditions the error area of stress, is needed before a
rate for the gas mask condition was final decision can be made about the
9%. These experiments did not test use of voice recognition equipment
the equipment under stressful situ- in a battlefield environment.
ations or while the subjects were
participating in strenuous exercise. 5. If the decision to use voice is
It is expected that further experi- made, it should be built in and plan-
ments will show that increased res- ned for as part of the total system
piration due to hard work will cause design. This is to allow for uni-
a poorer accuracy rate in the gas form templating and to make maximum
mask condition. use of the voice recognition char-
acteristics.
The second experiment conducted look-
ed at the present capability of mak- BIBLIOGRAPHY
ing the recognition system group in-
dependent. It was previously men- Poock, G. K. Naval Postgraduate School
tioned that the equipment used was a report NPS55-80-016.
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ACCURATE ACOUSTIC PULSE GENERATION
J. Douglas Birdwell
Department of Electrical Engineering, The University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN 37996-2100
Abstract. Initial results in the application of modern control techniques
to the improvement of the quality of acoustic imaging systems are described.
A feedback control law based on the LQG tracking regulator is implemented
in discrete time to sequentially generate a desired pressure signature from
a high frequency acoustic projector. The specialized hardware, the algori-
thm, and initial tests on an equivalent circuit are described. A discussion
of problems encountered in the implementation is included.
INTRODUCTION the FFT, are open loop and must rely on the
accuracy of the projector model.
A feedback technique for interatively con-
structing a desired response from a linear Most of the calculations necessary for the
system is applied to acoustic imaging to implementation are done offline on a large
increase image resolution. A resolution of time-sharing computer and transferred to the
0.1mm is required in the image of an object local microcomputer over an asynchronous
2-4cm below the surface. This resolution communications line. The local computer im-
requires a pulse width of approximately plements the control loop, which consists of
200ns with no ringing. Delays in the return an optimal filter and the LQ tracker, and
signal can be as large as 81s. controls the specialized hardware using an
IEEE-488 instrument bus.
The *input to the acoustic projector is syn-
thesized digitally. Since the algorithm re- The controlled impulse generator (CIG) is de-
quires measurements of the return signal and signed to meet the extraordinarily high data
corrects the input waveform accordingly, 10 rates required by this application. It pro-
samples are used across the 200ns pulse. duces a waveform programmed by the computer
The data rate requirement is setat 50MHz, or and samples the return signal after a pro-
20ns/sample. From computer simulations of grammed delay.
the algorithm, an 8 bit resolution has been
determined sufficient. This requirement is
necessary for the dynamic range rather than CONCLUSIONS
for absolute accuracy, since the maximum
pulse height is determined by the dynamic The principle difficulties encountered in the
range. closed-loop implementation evolve from the
algorithm's sensitivity to delay in the con-
The algorithm has been applied to audio trol loop, modeling errors in the loop gain,
frequency waveforms (Mazzola, Birdwell and and DC offset in the analog system. A delay
Athans, 1979, 1981); however, the equipment in the loop of a regulator can cause oscilla-
was not interfaced directly to the computer. tions and instability. We have found that
In addition, several problems have been delays of 10ns can cause oscillations, and a
observed which were not significant at the 20ns delay can cause instability. Although
much lower data rates of the previous work. the CIG has a time resolution of 1.25ns on
A complete description of the initial results its programmable delay, there is a constant,
of this research was published by Birdwell unknown delay in the sampler. It has proven
and colleagues (1982). quite difficult to measure this delay to an
accuracy better than ±5ns. Errors in the
loop gain and DC offset result in a linearly
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY increasing offset in the closed loop input
signal. As long as the digital portion of
A feedback control law based on the linear the CIG does not saturate, this offset can be
quadratic Gaussian (LQG) tracking regulator subtracted from the input signal. Since the
is implemented to sequentially generate a projector has two zeros at the origin of the
desired waveform. Since the algorithm is complex plane, it is insensitive to constant
closed-loop, it can correct for some types or ramp inputs, so this procedure has no
of unmodeled errors. Alternatives, such as effect on the output waveform. Most of the
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problems with offset and gain errors have
been eliminated by the implementation of a
computerized calibration procedure on the
microcomputer. This software estimates the
gain, offset, and delay and stores the values
on a disk for reference by the other soft-
ware.
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5TH MIT/ONR WORKSHOP ON C3 SYSTEMS
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
AUGUST 23 to AUGUST 27, 1982
FINAL PROGRAM
(AS OF JUNE 15, 1982)
MONDAY MORNING, AUGUST 23, 1982
SESSION 1: INGERSOLL AUDITORIUM 120: C SYSTEMS
Chairman: Professor Michael Athans, MIT
8:00 - 8:30 A.M. REGISTRATION
8:30 - 9:00 A.M. INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME
Prof. M. Athans, MIT
Dr. S. Brodsky, Office of Naval Research
9:00 - 9:30 A.M. CONCEPTS AND THOUGHTS CONCERNING A CONTROL STRATEGY
FOR CONDUCTING INFORMATION WARFARE
Dr. D. Schutzer, Office of Naval Intelligence
9:30 - 10:00 A.M. ACCURACY STUDIES IN A DISTRIBUTED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
USING ACOUSTIC SENSORS
Drs. T. Kurien, D.A. Castanon, and L.C. Kramer, ALPHATECH, Inc.
10:00 - 10:30 A.M. BREAK
10:30 - 11:00 A.M. ACE(Artillery Control Experiment) FIRE SUPPORT CONTROL
SIMULATOR TECHNOLOGY
Drs. H. Walter and B. Reichard, Army Ballistics Research Labs
11:00 - 11:30 A.M. EVALUATING C3 SYSTEM SURVIVABILITY BASED ON RELIABILITY
AND NETWORK ANALYSIS THEORY
Drs. D. R. Edmonds and G. Emami, MITRE
11:30 - 12:15 P.M. DISCUSSION
12:15 - 1:30 P.M. LUNCH
MONDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 23, 1982
SESSION 2: INGERSOLL AUDITORIUM 120: SURVEILLANCE
Chairman: Professor Robert R. Tenney, MIT
1:30 - 2:00 P.M. ISSUES AND RESULTS IN DISTRIBUTED DETECTION
Drs. G. Lauer, D. Teneketzis, and N. SandellZZ, Jr.
ALPHATECH, Inc.
2:00 - 2:30 P.M. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION WITH LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS
Prof. R. Tenney amd Dr. L. Eckhian, MIT/LIDS
2:30 - 3:00 P.M. A SUMMARY OF RESULTS IN MULTIPLATFORM CORRELATION
AND INTERSHIP ALIGNMENT IN THE NAVAL BATTLEGROUP
Dr. M. Kovacich, COMPTEK
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3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK
3:30 - 4:00 P.M. SENSOR SCHEDULING
Prof. R. Tenney, MIT/LIDS
4:00 - 4:30 P.M. SURVEILLANCE TRACKERS: SIMILITUDE AND PHYSICS
Dr. A. D. Atkinson, Applied Physics Laboratory
4:30 - 5:00 P.M. ACOUSTIC SENSOR NETWORK
Dr. R. Lacoss, MIT/Lincoln Laboratories
MONDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 23, 1982
SESSION 3: SPANGLE 100A: SYSTEM METHODOLOGIES (I)
Chairman: Dr. AZexander H. Levis, MIT
1:30 - 2:00 P.M. EVOLUTION ACQUISITION AND EVALUATION OF C2 SYSTEMS
Dr. D. S. AZberts, MITRE
2:00 - 2:30 P.M. FUNCTION MAINTENANCE IN HIERARCHICAL COMMAND
STRUCTURES
Prof. S. Kahne, Case Institute of Technology
2:30 - 3:00 P.M. A TOTAL SYSTEM APPROACH TO COMMAND SYSTEM DESIGN
Mr. M. D. Morgan, SCICON
3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK
·3:30 - 4:00 P.M. HIERARCHICAL-MULTIOBJECTIVE FRAMEWORK FOR C3 SYSTEMS
Prof. Y. Haimes, Case Institute of Technology
4:00 - 4:30 P.M. VOICE RECOGNITION INPUT TO THE ARMY's TACTICAL
FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM (TACFIRE)
Dr. G. K. Poock, Naval Postgraduate School
Ms. E. F. Roland, RoZands & Associates
4:30 - 5:00 P.M. AN APPROACH TOWARDS EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT
OF COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Dr. E.J. Shanahan, Jr., Georgia Institute of Technology
TUESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 24, 1982
SESSION 4: INGERSOLL AUDITORIUM 120: HUMAN FACTORS
Chairman: Professor Michael Athans, MIT
8:30 - 9:00 A.M. DECISIONS AND DATA BASES
Dr. J. L. Lawson, Naval Electronics Systems Command
9:00 - 9:30 A.M. FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IN DISTRIBUTED DECISIONMAKING
Prof. M. Athans and J. N. Tsitsiklis, MIT/LIDS
9:30 - 10.00 A.M. PRESCRIPTIVE ORGANIZATION THEORY IN THE CONTEXT
OF SUBMARINE COMBAT SYSTEMS
Dr. R. V. Brown, Decision Science Consortium
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10:00 - 10:30 A.M. BREAK
10:30 - 11:00 A.M. MEASURING THE HUMAN FACTORS IMPACT OF COMMAND
AND CONTROL DECISION AIDS
Dr. W. W. Zachary, Analytics, Inc.
Dr. J. Hopson, Naval Air Development Center
11:00 - 11:30 A.M. DETECTING A CHANGE IN TARGET LOCATION: A COMPARISON
OF HUMAN AND OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE
Drs. R. L. Hersham and F. L. Greitzer
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center
11:30 - 12:15 P.M. DISCUSSION
12:15 - 1:30 P.M. LUNCH
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 24, 1982,
SESSION 5: INGERSOLL AUDITORIUM 120: TRACKING AND ESTIMATION
Chairman: Professor Robert R. Tenney, MIT
1:30 - 2:00 P.M. ESTIMATION AND CONTROL THEORY APPROACHES TO DETERMINE
SENSOR CONTROL STRATEGIES IN A MULTI-SENSOR/MULTI-TARGET
ENVIRONMENT
Mr. V. S. Samant, ORINCON
2:00 - 2:30 P.M. AN APPROACH TO THE DATA ASSOCIATION AND TRACKING PROBLEM
THROUGH POSSIBILITY THEORY
Dr. I. R. Goodman, NOSC
2:30 - 3:00 P.M. DATA FUSION FOR NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Dr. D. A. Castanon, ALPHATECH
3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK
3:30 - 4:00 P.M. MINIMAL TIME DETECTION ALGORITHM FOR TARGET MANUEVER
Prof. A. V. Balakrishnan, UCLA
4:00 - 4:30 P.M. OPTIMAL PLATFORM MANEUVERS FOR PASSIVE TRACKING
WITH TIME DELAY MEASUREMENTS
Prof. P. T. Liu, University of Rhode Island
Dr. P. L. Bongiovanni, Naval Underwater Systems Center
4:30 - 5:00 P.M. MANEUVERING TARGETS AND GUN FIRE CONTROL SOLUTIONS
Mr. H. Burke, Army Material Systems Analysis Agency
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 24, 1982
SESSION 6: SPANGLE 100A: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND DECISION AIDS
Chairman: Ms. Elizabeth R. Ducot, MIT
1:30 - 2:00 P.M. EXPERT SYSTEMS TO AID TACTICAL AIR FORCE
Drs. L. HempshillZZ, R. A. Riemenschneider, and A. J. Rockmore
Systems Control Technology, Inc.
2:00 - 2:30 P.M. DECISION PROCESSING IN A DISIMINATION SYSTEM FOR
MILITARY MESSAGES
Drs. A. Werkheiser, H. Froscher, and J. Bachenko
Naval Research Laboratory
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2:30 - 3:00 P.M. BATTLE: AN EXPERT DECISION AIR FOR FIRE SUPPORT
COMMAND AND CONTROL
Drs. J. R. SZagZe, R. R. Cantone, and E. Halpern
Naval Research Laboratory
3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK
3:30 - 4:00 P.M. THE DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY APPLIED TO TACTICAL DATA
FUSION ON AN INFERENCE SYSTEM
Dr. R. A. DillZZard, NOSC
4:00 - 4:30 P.M. AN ALGORITHM FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A ROBOTIC
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
Dr. M. H. Moore, System Development Corp.
4:30 - 5:00 P.M. PROCESSING OF UNCERTAIN EVIDENCE IN EXPERT SYSTEMS
Prof. L. Zadeh, University of California at Berkeley
WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 25, 1982
SESSION 7: INGERSOLL AUDITORIUM 120: AIR DEFENSE
Chairman: Professor Michael Athans, MIT
8:30 - 9:00 A.M. SYNOPSIS OF MISSION-ORIENTED EVALUATION OF THE
DEFENSIVE AIR BATTLE
Dr. S. H. Starr, Office of Secretary of Defense, C3I
9:00 - 9:30 A.M. A QUEUEING METHODOLOGY FOR THE ANALYSIS AND MODELING
OF AIR-DEFENSE COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Drs. M. G. Bello, J. R. Delaney, and L. C. Kramer
ALPHATECH
9:30 - 10:00 A.M. DYNAMIC MANY-ON-MANY INTERCEPTION STRATEGIES IN AIR
DEFENSE SYSTEMS
Prof. M. Athans and Y. L. Chow, MIT/LIDS
10:00 - 10:30 A.M. BREAK
10:30 - 11:00 A.M. DYNAMIC SEQUENCE ASSIGNMENT IN MISSION PLANNING
Drs. V. Rutenburg, R. P. Wishner and J. M. Abram
Advanced Information & Decision Systems
Prof. E. Tse, Stanford University
11:00 - 11:30 A.M. SUBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF C
Monti CaZllero, Rand Corporation
11:30 - 12:15 P.M. DISCUSSION
12:15 - 1:30 P.M. LUNCH
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 25, 1982
SESSION 8: INGERSOLL AUDITORIUM 120: COMMUNICATIONS
Chairman: Ms. Elizabeth R. Ducot, MIT
1:30 - 2:00 P.M. SPREAD SPECTRUM MULTIPLE ACCESS ISSUES IN THE HF
INTRA TASK FORCE COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Dr. J. E. Wieselthier, Naval Research Laboratory
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2:00 - 2:30 P.M. MESSAGE DELAY IN A COMMUNICATION NETWORK WITH
FAILING NODES AND LINKS
Prof. 0. K. Li, University of Southern California
2:30 - 3:00 P.M. MULTIPLE TACTICAL DATA INFORMATION LINK (MULTI-TADIL)
INTEROPERABILITY CONCEPT
Capt. B. W. Churchill, USN, (OP-NAV 942G)
3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK
3:30 - 4:00 P.M. OPTIMAL LOCATION OF DISTRIBUTED DATA BASES IN A
FAILING COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Prof. M. Athans and M. Ma, MIT/LIDS
4:00 - 4:30 P.M. ON THE USE OF A COMPUTER TESTBED IN THE ANALYSIS
OF INFORMATION FLOW IN C NETWORKS
Ms. E. R. Ducot, MIT/LIDS
4:30 - 5:00 P.M. A GENERIC COMMAND SUPPORT SYSTEM
Dr. M. Vineberg and C. Warner, NOSC
WEDNESDAY AFTERNNON, AUGUST 25, 1982
SESSION 9: SPANGLE 100A: SYSTEM METHODOLOGIES (II)
Chairman: Dr. Alexander H. Levis, MIT
1:30 - 2:00 P.M. THE ROLE OF TEAMS IN THE ORGANIZATION OF WORK
Mr. J. N. Claire, SCICON
2:00 - 2:30 P.M. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FOR COMMAND AND CONTROL
Mr. P. D. Morgan, SCICON
2:30 - 3:00 P.M. C3 OVER THE PAST 3 TO 5 YEARS - A PERSONAL LEARNING
EXPERIENCE
Dr. T. P. Rona, Boeing Aerospace Company
3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK
3:30 - 4:00 P.M. AN APPLICATION BASED DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR
DISTRIBUTED C3 SYSTEMS
Profs. V. Matula and M. Buchner, Case Institute of Technology
4:00 - 4:30 P.M. ACCURATE ACOUSTIC PULSE GENERATION
J. Douglas BirdwellZZ, University of Tennessee
4:30 - 5:00 P.M. INFORMATION/CONTROL SELECTION IN STOCHASTIC SYSTEM
WITH RANDOM STRUCTURE
Profs. K. Loparo and B. Griffiths, Case Institute of Technology
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THURSDAY MORNING, AUGUST 26, 1982
SESSION 10: INGERSOLL AUDITORIUM 120: C SYSTEMS (II)
Chairman: Professor Michael Athans, MIT
8:30 - 9:00 A.M. SHIPBOARD AUTOMATED TACTICAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Capt. B. W. Churchill, USN (OP-NAV 942G)
9:00 - 9:30 A.M. OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR TACTICAL DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
NETWORKS
Drs. C.Hutchinson and Timothy Kraft, COMPTEK
9:30 - 10:00 A.M. A GAME THEORETIC ANALYSIS OF PLATFORM POSITIONING
UNDER A DISTRIBUTED DECISION DOCTRINE
Drs. J.R. Delaney, D.A. Castanon, M. Athans, L.C. Kramer
ALPHATECH, Inc.
10:00 - 10:30 A.M. BREAK
10:30 - 11:00 A.M. DECISIONMAKING ORGANIZATIONS WITH ACYCLICAL INFORMATION
STRUCTURES
Dr. A. H. Levis and K. L. Boettcher, MIT/LIDS
11:00 - 11:30 A.M. MODELING HUMAN DECISIONMAKING PROCESSES IN AN ANTI-SUBMARINE
WARFARE ENVIRONMENT
Mr. J. W. WohZ and Dr. E.E. Entin, ALPHATECH, Inc.
11:30 - 12:15 P.M. DISCUSSION
12:15 - 1:30 P.M. LUNCH
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 26, 1982
SESSION 11: SPANGLE 100A: SURVEILLANCE AND COMMUNICATIONS
Chairman: Professor Robert R. Tenney, MIT
1:30 - 2:00 P.M. HUMAN MEMORY LIMITATIONS IN MULTI-OBJECT TRACKING
Drs. F. L. Greitzer, R. L. Hershman, and R. T. Kelley
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center
2:00 - 2:30 P.M. MYOPIC AND PRESBYOPIC APPROACHES TO A MULTI-SENSOR,
MULTI-TARGET RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM
Prof. H. N. Psaraftis and A. N. Perakis, MIT
2:30 - 3:00 P.M. QUATITATIVE MEASURES APPLICABLE TO AN OCEAN SURVEILLANCE
SYSTEM SIMULATION
Drs. R. D. Cook, NOSC - R. H. Worsham, Westinghouse
3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK
3:30 - 4:00 P.M. MULTI-OBJECT TRACKING
Prof. R. R. Tenney, MIT/LIDS
4:00 - 4:30 P.M. PACKET RADIO IN A TACTICAL ENVIRONMENT
Prof. J. M. Wozencraft, Naval Postgraduate School
4:30 - 5:00 P.M. EXTENSIONS OF LANCHESTER'S EQUATIONS
Prof. P. H. Moose, Naval Postgraduate School
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THURSDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 26, 1982
SESSION 12: INGERSOLL AUDITORIUM 120: C2 THEORY
Chairman: Ms. Elizabeth R. Ducot, MIT
1:30 - 2:00 P.M. C3 SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
Dr. A. H. Levis, MIT/LIDS
2:00 - 2:30 P.M. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR ORGANIZATION DECISION-MAKING
Prof. E. Tse, Stanford University
Dr. R. M. Tong, Advanced Information & Decision Systems
2:30 - 3:00 P.M. AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR INVESTIGATION OF REFLEXIVE RESPONSE
ASMD APPLICATIONS COMMAND AND CONTROL SITUATIONS
Drs. T. Kraft and C. Hutchinson, COMPTEK
3:00 - 3:30 P.M. BREAK
3:30 - 4:00 P.M. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS FOR THE COMMAND/CONTROL
OF C3 COUNTERMEASURES
Drs. R. Cook, NOSC - G. Linsenmayer, Westinghouse
4:00 - 4:30 P.M. SPECULATIONS ON C THEORY
Prof. M. Athans, MIT/LIDS
4:30 - 5:00 P.M. THREE-LEVEL HIERARCHICAL DECISION PROBLEMS
Professor P. Luh, University of Connecticut
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